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NOTE RESPECTING ERRATA.
several errata occur in the body of the work it has not
been deemed necessary to affix a table of them, as they are, in almost
every case immaterial as regards the sense of the sentence in which
they occur. In the sections on Japan the word " Tycoon" has accidentally been used in some places for " Shogoon " the more proper
term. Those best acquainted with the mechanical difficulties attendant on publication in the far East will be . most ready to excuse

ALTHOUGH

typographical blunders.
Although various changes have oooured at Hongkong whilst this
work has been passing through the press there is but one which demands special notice, viz: the decrease of the native population. We
t~erefore subjoin the .following table which will shew the relative
difference of the census taken in December 1865 and that taken at .
the same time in 1866.
Desci·iption of Residents.

',

1866.

1865.

Increase Decrease
in 1866. in 1866.

---

Europeans ..................................
Aliens, mixed blood, seamen, &c ....
Chinese in European employ .........
Chinese merchants, tradesmen, and
artizans . . . . . . . . . . .....................
Chines~ in family houses .......... .....
Chinese brothel keepers ................
Chinese Fortune tellers ..... ~ .........
Chinese Priests ...........................
Chinese Theatre keepers . . . . ..........
Chinese on shore not included under
any of above heads ...................
Boat population, general Vagrants
and prisoners ................ ...........
t<

~

'

'l'oT.!1.l

rtP~rP.a.!'10

...

2,113
1,431
6,658

3,533
1,312
81

405
274
53

...
...
...

21.,
..,

3,938
.],586
134
4
27
3

6

...

...

...

80,219
26,885
2,780

69,o32
26,954
2,718

...

10,687

5
I

Totals .............................. 125,504 115,098

...

79

2,034
1,795
6,83u

.

...

...

...

364
178

1 "

69

...

886

11,292
886

...

in 1866 .... ' .......... ' ....... ' .... ................. '.

62

10,406

PREF ACE.
IN presenting to the public the following pages, the writers have had
but one Qbject in view-that of producing a book of general use for
intending visitors to, and residents in, the two countries of which
it treats. As the first attempt to embody in a comprehensive and
accessible form the various important particulars scattered over the
many works upon China and Japan hitherto published, a certain
amount of consideration will doubtless be accorded by the public.
To have entered fully into the historical details respecting each port
which would be necesssary to form a work of sufficient completeness
to sati fy a student of Eastern policy in these couutries, would be
obviously beyond the scope of a single volume, nor has such been

its object.

While not pretending to these claims, there is, it may

be hoped, much which will be found new and unknown to the general
mass of reader .

Of the Maps al o many are entirely original, and,

ven if regard d only n th pioneers
posse at lea t . ome value.

f more complete plans, will

Of the execution of the work a few word mu t be aid, to explain
certain typographical and other errors, which have not however heen
deemed of sufficient importance to require a table of errata:

The typ

has been set in great part by Chinese compositors, while the maps
have all been engraved by natives. The difficulties to be overcome
in editing the work have consequently been much greater than would
have been the case had European workmen been employed, and for

imper~ ctions in this respect allowance must be solicited.
The tables of the various Steam Companies in the Appendix have
been compil d from the latest available sources.

of
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PAClFIC

MAIL STEA

r

HIP LI E

and

In two cases-those

ALFRED lloLT's LINE

of

8teamers,-thcy are iucom1 let~, from the fact of no handbooks having

VIII

PREFACE.

as yet been issued by their directors. The information given, however,
will be founq. sufficient for general purposes, and it is hoped to supply
omissions in a future edition.
The list of Works, &c., published on and in China and Japan
is, it is believed, the first catalogue of the kind ever presented to the
public. It numbers over four hundred and forty titles, and as a contribution towards a more complete list and as affording useful hints to
persons desirous of selecting works for information, will be found of
much use.
In conclusion, the authors have to acknowledge, with thanks, the
help of many friends and correspondents in the compilation of the
work. Several who have already published works upon China have
freely given permission for any use being made of their labours which
might seem desirable, while others have aided in various ways. To
particularize, however, would be to name a large proportion of those
whose acquaintanceship they enjoy throughout China, and their numerous friends must receive t1'is general acknowledgment of the aid
they have afforded.
'

HONGKONG,

31st March, 1867.
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CHINA.
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IIONGl(ONG.

/

GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION, &c.
NAME.

SITUATION, SIZE, &c.-The Island of HONGKONG or" Fragrant

Stream''¾ ~ ' pronounced Hiang-Kiang in the Mandarin Language,
derives it narue from that of one of the small streams on the South
side of the island, which, from being the first spot known to Europeans,
gave it title to th~ whole colony. It is situated at the mouth of the
Canton River, between Lat. 22° 9' and 22. 21 N.,* and in Long. 114°
08' E. from the meridian of Greenwich. The island formerly constituted an insignificant portion of the Chinese District of S£n-ngan or
Sun-on, and is opposite to the tract of country forming the sub-district of'

ft ft« Kiu-Lung or Kow-Loong on the main-land, the extreme south-

ern point of which is called by the native Chinese~ i:.}l ~ Tsirnshd-tsui. The sailing di tance round Hongkong v.as estimated in 1843,
(Sir E. Belcher's survey) at 26.85 miles, though a walk round it; following the irregular indentations of the coast, gives a distance of some
few miles more. Its extreme length is nearly nine, and its greatest
breadth a little more than four miles.
I ts formation is volcanic, a rugged mountaiuous ridge running from
E. to W. with six peaks of from 1,016 to nearly 1,900 feet in height
above the sea. In ir E. Belcher's chart the peaks are named as

* Note.-The actual lat.

and long. of a hilke1< near the centre of the land wall fixed

by Sir E. Uelcher as 22.'~G.30. N. Lat., and 114.,08.30, E. Long.

2

HONGF

G.

Eairly history.

follows; "Victoria Peak" 1,825 feet; "High West Peak" 1,774 feet;
"Mount Gough" 1,575; "Mount Kellet'' 1,131; "Mount Parker"

,,

1161 ; "Pottinger Peak1' 1,016 feet.
EARLY HISTORY.-Hongkong so far back as the Ming dynasty was
owned by a respectable family of the name of Tang. When Kanghi ordered the Coast to be cleared of its inhabitants, the possession of Hongkong was abandoned.
But when the Emperor revoked his decree, the
occupation of it was again resumed and title deeds granted, authenticated records of which remain to this day in the offices of the chief magistrates of Sin-ngan and Tungkwan. The land tax for two centuries and
upwards had been regularly paid by this family, its members being
considered by the Government as its true and lawful landlords.
During the early days of trade on the part of the East India Company at Canton, Hongkong was known as affording a safe and commodious anchorage for vessels at the mouth of the Canton river, and
ships of war frequently made this a stopping-place during the early
portion of the present century. The year 1837, appears to have been
the first time that the whole season's shipping restored thither, Opium
clippers having occasionally put in there for some years previously. In
1839, when the Chinese were fulminating edicts against us, and immediately after the celebrated wholesale destruction of Opium at Canton
under the Imperial Commissioner Lin, the whole of the ships engaged
in the China trade were gathered at Hongkong.
At this time the site of the present city of VICTORIA was a mere
rugged slope of rock, shelving in most places precipitously to the water's edge, with a narr0w path-way winding along the cliff to which
the faqciful name of Kun-Tai-Lu
~ ~ or "Petticoat-string
Path" was given by the :fishermen and villagers who then constituted
the sole population of the island. This name is still constantly applied
to the city of Victoria by the Chinese. The island had been inhabited
fo1· several hundred years by a small native population, engaged chiefly
in fishing, but t6 some extent also in agriculture, the soil collected in
the narrow valleys being made to yield crops of rice and vegetables.
The portion of the shore fronting the mainland opposite the town ofKowloong was (and still to some extent is) a noted resort for pirates, who,

?£
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Eal'ly hi. tol'y.
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E,ection into a Colony.

under pr teuce of fi hiug, u. ed to lay in wait for trading craft passing
,!Y

through the narrow straits which

eparate the island from the main-

land to the ea tward, (called the Lai-yli-mun or Lye-ye-moon, i. e.,

IS

" Carp Fi h Pass"), and carry their plunder on shore to the village
called Sow-ke-wan.

r-

'

Duriug the hostilitie consequent upon the endeavours made by the
Chinese authorities at Canton to suppres the Opium-trade by force, the

L-

S•

.d

anchorage in Hongkong harbour become the resort of all British Shipping, and a settlement was formed on the rocky shore.

In the first

convention entered into in J anuary 1841 between the British plenipotentiary, Captain Elliott R.N., and the Chine e Commissioner K'i-shan,
the i land was ceded to Great Britain with the reservation of certain

1-

rights to the Government of China; but in the Treaty signed at Nan-

J-

king in 1842, after further hostilities, Hongkong was declared to he

td

fully ceded to the British Crown. In thus ceding it no provision eems

ly

to have been made by the Chine ·e Government for the original proprietor of the soil, who made suit to the British Government humbly

m
[n

e)n

praying for remuneration, It wa said that some eight or ten thousand
dollar were paid for certain fields in Wong-nei-clwng and Su-kon-punot to the members of the Tang family, however, bu,t to the persons
occupying the soil and claiming to be its true and rightful owners.

ed

Whether they were so or not does not appear.

:re

Council dated the 5th of April 1843.

Hongkong was erected into the full status of a Colony by an Order in
Previously to this date, and to

the appointment of Colonial officials, the rising settlement had been

ch

governed under the direction of the Minister Plenipotentiary ; and even

ng

after the i sue of a Colonial Charter, the office of Minister to China con-

ed

tinued to be combined with that of Governor of Hongkong, until the

ed

capture of Canton in 1857 put an end to the system under which
foreign affairs had been conducted 'oy the Chinese Government, and
the uh equent installation of the Briti h Legation at P eking severed
all connection between the Goverment of HongkoI}g and the diplomatic service.

ed
fly

in
es.

wao,

GENERAL DESCRIPTCO

.-H~ngkong, as before mentioned, consists

main!y of a chain of hill , here and the~e rising tu peaks of greater or less

,
4

HONGKONG.
General description; Appeamnce of the harboi1,r.

altitude.

'l'hese peaks are intersected by deep narrow ravines of irre-

gulitr outline in which there are excellent streams of never failing
water.

The coast is indented by several deep inlets, more especially on

the South coast, as will be seen by reference to the map.

In some

parts of the island the headlands slope down to a broad sandy beach, in
other terminate in prPcipitous cliffs.

The area is estimated at about

29 square miles, though the small amount of level surface included in
this measurement renders many portions of the island almost practically
uninhabitable.

Basaltic Trap, mica-schist and granite (syenite) are the

prevailing rocks; limestone is entirely wanting. Much of the granite
is found in large round masses and is extensively worked for building
purposes.

The surface soil is mere disintegrated rock, the action of the

atmosphere and of rai~s being sufficient in the course of ages to decompose the constituents (highly alkaline in some parts) of the grauite. This
condition of the surface is supposed by many to be the cause of much
unhealthiness, and has of late years been greatly discussed. The general
appearance of the island on approaching it from the sea is somewhat
like that of an overgrown Gibraltar, presenting no feature of particular
interest ; but on rounding the W este1 n side of thP island a view, remarkable for its beauty, bursts upon the sight of the trav-eller.

Rising

in lofty terraces one -above another are seen the houses of the city, and
~

towering above them all, like an overshadowing giant, rises the lofty
"reak."

On a clear summer morning the panorama thus presented to

the eye may fairly be compared to many, famed for their picturesqueness, in Western lands.

The clean white buildings, dazzling in the sun,

stand out in bold relief from the tnwny green of the mountain side, while
far away on either side stretches a line of buildings backed by hills of
lesser elevation.
impressed.

With the harbour itself most visitors ara curiously

Every variety of floating conveyance fin~s its place in this

safe and commodious port.

The English and American clipper, the

clnmsy junk-the awkward looking sampan and the fast gig-the P. and
0 . steamer and the American river boat, with it tiers of cabins and its
massive looking engiM beam, each and all in countless variety are
scattered over the surface of the water, while Chinese "f~st boat~," presenting to English eyes the queerest combination of ugliness and speed

ITO, . l O :rG.
E.l'f nt of l !'cl gto111id on the islund.

5

Villages e:rfating at date of cession.

they have ever beheld, are crossing, leaving and entering the harbour,
in mo t cases contemptuously disregarding the warning whistle of the
incoming teamer, an<l con tantly e caping, by a Aries of miracles, from
c0lli ion with other e . els.

There are few who vi it Hongkong for the

fir t time, who are unimpressed with a sense of the beauty of the scene
thu pre ented to their gaze.

Although the mountains of the island

are precipitous and sterile, the intervening valleys are sheltered and
fertile, and protluce in abundance those plants and trees which lend so

gr at a charm to cenery on the bounda1ies of the tropical zone.

Even

the inhospitable rock has, however, been turned to good account by the

Chine e, who, from remote times, have worked the numerous quarries
on the

1

land.

'l'here is very little flat ground on the island capable of beiug
brought under cultivation ; indeed the only tract of any extent is the

",vong-nei-chung," or,

as the English call it, the " Happy Valley,"

some twenty or tl1irty acres in extent.

There ar<:,_several other small

plot of ground n ar the bottom of the hills, and some few terraced
patches amoug t them, but the whole-' is of very trifling extent.
former time

In

the Chine e used to cultivate crops of rice and vegeta-

ules in the W ong-nei-chung Valley, but 'the place proved to be very
unhealthy; and the Government, suppo ing that the malaria might
proceed from the water necessary to bring the crops to maturity, prohibited the natives from cultivating them, and after draining and level-

ing the land, pern1itted a permanent race course and training grouu'd
to be constructed round the valley.
e

The amount of land under cultivation at the time of Hongkong be-

>f

ing ceded to Great Britain, was about 250 acres, then valued by the
deputy Superintendent at $52,000 ; Chek-chu was at that time the
mo t important place in the islanq, W ong-nei-chung being the second.
Hongkong, the third in importance, was a hamlet of 200 inhabitants;

y
is

.d

the remaining villages officially recognized at that date being as fol-

ts

low, commencing at the East end of the Island.-Soo-kun-poo, Hoonglleong-lao, Sow-ke-wan, Sai-wan, Shek-hoi, Tai-tam, Wong-ma-kolc, Konglam, Shek-pai-wan; and Polcfulum. The troops were at the time stationed at Chek-clm, Sai-wan, aud Shelc-pai-wan.

re

e-

~d

HONGKONG.

6
Harbour.

fides.

Signal Sta.tion.

HA.RB0UR, TIDES &c.-The harbour of Hongkong consists of the space
enclosed between the Northern shore of the island and the Southern
edge of the mainland immediately opposite. The peculiar configuration
of both is such, as will be seen by reference to the maps, as to form two
roadsteads. The inner one, that of ~owloong bay, is nearly landlocked
and affords protection to vessels in all weather. The other which is, par

excellence, the harbour is exposed on1 y to the force of strong easterly gales,
but even here their ~ffect is mitigated by the large number of outlying
islands, so that altogether the harbour may be deemed one of the safest
in the world. Situated between the North-Western end of the island
and the mainland, it may be entered Southward through the Lamma
Channel, Eastward by the Lye-e-moon passage, and from the Westward

by vessels sailing close under the mainland.
The depth of water varies from about 11 to 3½ fathoms, which is
sufficient to float the most heavily laden merchant vessels which trade
with China. Kowloong bay is the deepest part of the harbour.
rrhe chief Islands within the limits of the harbour master's j urisdiction are: WoNG·CHUEN-CH0W or Stonecutter's island, until very lately a
convict station: GREEN ISLA.ND, off the extreme western point ; and a
1

small rock near East Point called KELLETT S ISLA.ND, on which a fort
was formed y erected.
At Hongkong during the summer months, the highest water is three
days after, in winter three days befo1·e, the full and change. In September, October, and November, and the three correspondihg spring months
of March, April, and May, the highest wa.ter is at the latter end of the
quarter. In March, the tide is ve1·y low. At all ~easons of the year,
the tides are most irregular, in and off the mouth of the Canton river.
It may however be observed, as an invariable rule, that the night tides

,

are the highest in the north-east monsoon, and the day tides in the
south-west: consequently, they are strongest. The rise from the low
water at Ifongkong is 7½ feet, except in strong cast and southeast winds.

A tide of ten feet rise at Canton or Whampoa is generally owing to a
fresh, or to a strong favourable wind.
SIGNAL STATION.-On Victoria Pea'fc, the highest point of the island,
a signal station has been erected whence can be· obtained the best views

no
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It;; appearance in 1845.

seaward in all directions ; from the signal staff info mation is given of
all ves el arriving in or leaving the harbour, and an accurate register
i kept at the look-out houses of the Barometical and Thermometrical
variations observable.
FORMATION OF THE COLONY; ITS RISE .A.ND PROGRESS.-The rapid
conversion of a barren rock into one of the most important Depots of
Trade in the Ea tern seas, has been so startling that few can conceive
the fact that in 1841 not a single European house was in existence
on the island.

The first efforts of the builder were made at the East-

ern end, the house of Messrs. Jardine, Matheson & Co., forming, as it
were, the nucleus of the edifices which graced the then infant Colony.
Mr. Fortune, who visited Hongkong in 1845, describes its apprarance
at this date, as that of the mere outlines of a city. " Around and in
the rear of Messrs, Jardines' house, there are all sorts of Chinese
buildings and of European houses, perhaps some thirty. Next to it,
proceeding West, is the valley of Wong-nei having three or four Euro-

.dic-

pean houses, and a little village of poor Chinese houses forty or fifty

!ly a

in all. The house of the Morrison Education Society, the hospital of
the Medical Missionary Society, the Seamen's Hospital, and the resi-

1d a

fort
hree
temnths
f the

rear,
iver.
tides
t the
! low
inds.
to a

dence of the Chief Justice of the Colony with a new guard house, appear prominent on high ground this side of the valley. Next and
almost on a level with the sea there is a cluster of substantial commercial houses with some buildings occupied as Commissariat stores, barracks, &c. The ground between the sea and the hills is narrow along
this part of the town. The old Protestant and Roman Catholic burial
grounds, with a few small buildings on_the beach fill up the remaining
part of the contemplated eastern di trict of Victoria.
"The ruins of a market with an old military hospital and a magazine come first in the central division of the town. Next on bigh
ground are the badly contrived, half built and half demolished deathgenerating buildings, once known as the artillery barracks. In front
of them three buildings are being erected which will be an ornament

land,

to the settlement * * Passing the streamlet, the ground eligible for
buildiug instead of being only a few rods in breadth, stretches off up

•iews

a gentle acclivity full half a mile.

Close by the moitth of the stream-
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Victoria in 184v.

let are some barracks with Naval stores on the beach.

South of them,

three buildings are being erected for officers and soldiers. Beyond
them Southward, are lines of mat houses in which are the Indian troops
and camp followers-and miserable quarters they are. The parade
ground comes next as you go \Vestward. Bctwetn it and the Queen's
Road is the Colonial Church a building without a prototype, but worthy
to be sketched and preserved among the annals of the Colony.
The
Post Office is on the South, and the Governor's private residence on
the West of the Parade ground. Further W estwarcl and higher up the
hill is Government House. Westward still and on the beach are three
commercial houses, among the best in the Colony ; above them o n the
South of Queen's Road is the harbour master's house. Here terminates the central district of Victoria.
"The Western district is an embryo city, having streets, terraces, &c.
Here you may read Wyndham Street, D'Aguilar Street, ·a nd some fifteen
others. Within this district are the buildings of the magistracy ; the
jails, four chapels, a mosque, and other houses of all descriptions perhaps
three hundred. It includes the central and upper bazaar, also two new
guard houses occupying commandiog. sites.
"In the materials, form and qualities of the buildings there is great
variety; you may see granite, brick and mud houses. All the buildings early erected for Government were in every way very poor, the
hbnse of the chiefmagifJtrate being the only exception. All the barracks
were particularly bad; most of them, even the hospitals, were unfit to
keep cattle in. Private houses were generally better, and some of them
good. At present the style of buildings is superior to anything we
have seen in China. Among the best specimens now in progress we
may name the Club home, the officers' quarters, the Military hospital,
the Exchange and the U Lion Chapel. Good verandahs and good roofs
are the principal desidera~a.
"The Queen's Road extends Eastward from Victoria to a Military
post just without the Lye-e-rnoon; and Westward round Possession
Peak to Shek-pai-wan which is to be called "Stanley."
Stanley Ea_stward is little Hongkong.
liLtle note."

,

Closed to

These places are, as yet, but of
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Public Buildinus,
PRESENT STATE OF THE COLONY: PUBLIC BUILDINGS &c.-Mr. Fortune has very probab!y been already astonished at the rapid progress
Hongkong had made at the date of his last visit, while he would find
equal cause for surprise in beholding it_s development since that period

to the present tirne.
o longer are the buildings used by Government
poor in construction or disgraceful in appearance. The Governor's
house, beautifully situated on a gentle rise leading up to the level of
Caine Road is, though not conspicuous, by no means unworthy of its
di tinction as the resiJ.ence of H. M.'s Representative. Just underneath,
at a lower level, are situated the Government offices, unpretentious but
commodious, and well adapted to the purposes for which they are
designed. Lower again and some 200 yards to the Eastward stands
the " Cathedral" as it is termed, a neat church capable of accomodating
some 800 people and possessed of a g?od organ.
The public buildings of Victoria call for no special mention, being
modern and in most ca es more extensive and comfortable than architecturally beautiful. Conspicuous from the harbour besides the Cathedral
above mentioned are the Roman Catholic Cathedral, the Central Prison,
and the Clock Tower at Pedder's Wharf :-the latter however being
placed in so awkward a po ition that it is only conspicuous, or even visible, from a point of a view just opposite to it. Of other buildings the
magnificent house lately built by Messrs. Dent & Co. in the same vicity attracts the eye, while a stately row of Louses occupied by banking
and mercantile firms carrie the eye past the Naval Yards to the east- .
ward where Messrs. Jardine Matheson & Co.'s new offices and the Mint
terminate the view.
To the West of the Clock tower, the dials of which are illuminated
at night, the eye ranges along a number of well built houses and
stores, pa t the Penir1sular & Oriental Steam Company's office, distinguished by its flagstaff, to Messrs Russell & Co. 's wharf, beyond
which lies the Hongkong, Canton and Macao Steam Company's pier.
After pa ing this the water front of the town presents a meaner
appearance than its aristocratic neighbour to the eastward being composed almo t entirely of Chinese houses. Immediately opposite tho
Clock tower and facing the Queen's Road is the Post Office, a large
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building well adapted to the purposes for which it was designed.
It
possesses unusual importance from being the head office for China and
Japan. Next to this comes the Supreme Court house where the judges
of that and the Summary Jurisdiction Court hold their sittings, various Government officers occupying the ground floor. Facing this, on
the other side of the road, is the English Club a well built edifice and
affording good accommodation. For other buildings we must refer our
readers to the accompanying map, for, as they possess no special features of interest, their locality being alone important, it is needless to
give descrjptive particulars. We may however mention that in addition to the churches above specified a handsome place of worship has
been erected under the superintendence of the Rev. James Legge, D .D.,
for worshippers of the Presbyterian denomination. It is known as
the Union Chapel and is situated a little below the level of Caine Road
on a line drawn at right angles from the shore commencing near
Messrs Russell .& Co.'s whar£ A small mosque also exists in the same
direction, but at a higher level, for Mahomedan worship. We subjoin

1
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h ereunder a list in English and Chinese of thP. Chief Governmen t.
offices, public establishments. and Banks.
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Spanish Consulate.
United States Consulate.
Bank of Hindostan, China, &e.,
{ Limited.
Central Bank of Western India.
Chartered Bank oflndia, Australia, &c.
Chartered Mercantile Bank of India &c.
Commercial Bank of India.
Comptoir <l'Escompte de Paris.
Hongkong & Shanghai Banking C.....

1
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·Pnblic Establishments.

chools.

Oriental Bank Corporation.
China Merchant S.
es

. Co.

Les Messageries Imperiales.

"l-

Peninsular & Oriental S. N. Co.

)Il

The Borneo Company, Limited.
Chamber of Commerce.
a-

German Club.

to

Hongkong Club.

.l-

'' China Mail" Office.

as

"Daily Press" Office.

>.,
as

td
:tr

ScHOOLs.-Various Schools for the education of native Chinese have
The following returns
are quoted from the very abie report of Mr P. Stewart, the Headl,

en opened under Government supervision.

rna. ter of the Central School and In pector of such estabfohments.
ATTE DANCE

m

in the Government cJi,ool during 1865.
MAXlMUM

MINIMUM

I

ATTENDANCE.ATTENDANCE

l.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

7.
8.
H.
10.
il.

Aberdeen,

26
19
203
32
23
32
17

...

Bowrington, ...
Central chool,
Girl's School, ...
Mah : Mosque,
'tanley,
Tang-lung-chau (Hl\kka), ...
'l'ung-lung-chau (Punti),
Webster's Crescent,
West End,
West Point, ...

.,
of E

176

.

18,25

3

26

43

34
32
50
24

21
24

535

330

12. Woug-nai-chung,

UMMA]W

8
6

ROLMENT

and

7
9

ATTENDANCE.

1862.

1863.

1864.

]865.

1\1 i~xinrnm Enrolment,
Iaximum Attendance,

...

...

...
...

733
611

535
469

502
417

597
535

Minimum Enrolment,
Minimum ttendance,

...

...

...

505
299

414
301

434
324

418
330

...
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Schools.

Na val Ylwd.

Bat·racks.

Cemetery.

Raceco'U/tse.

at vm'i,011,S Schools in Hongkong
for 1865.
597
Government,
Schools,
.. .586
Roman Catholic,
,,
410
Priva.te (Chinese), ,,
... 126
Church of England, , ,
70
London Mission,
,,
40
Basle Mission,
,,
43
Foundling Hospital, ,,

RETURN

of the N1-1,rnbe1· of

Praya

SCHOLARS

Total, ............... 1,870

THE

NAv AL YARD, BARRACKS,

and other Government departments,

the positions of which are given in the accompanying map, call for no
special description. The former is simply a well arranged store with
jetties and shears for dismasting ships &c. The present barracks are
roomy and comfortable, and tolerably healthy, but the accommodation
is unfortunately insufficient.
Owing to the hilly formation of the island, the appearance of Victoria from the harbour is somewhat like that of Madeira. The houses
a.re built in terrace-like rows one above the other, the greater number
being found on the bill, the apex of which forms Victoria Peak. At
the water side a Quay or " Praya" as it is called, from the Portuguese
term in use at the older and adjacent settlement of Macao, has been
constructed, which gives an almost 1,;ninterrupted drive from one end
of the town to the other. That part usually frequented by Europeans is
from the Clock tower to the Mint, the western half being comparatively
left to the natives. The only break in the Praya is the part occupied by
the Naval authorities who have walled in the dockyard to the water's
edge. It is much regretted that arrangements could not be made to enclose on either s~de a pathway whioh would have allowed the public to
pass through the yard and so avoid the long and inconvenient detour
which has now to be made, more especially as the sea face is used only
as a jetty, no dock having been constructed.
CEMETERY: RACE (;ouRSE.-The valley of Wong-nei-clzung which is
better known as "Happy valley " contains on its southern sitle the cemetery, while the level area in the centre has been converted into a race
course. Mu0h discussion has arisen on what is termed the ((unseemly
_proximi1y" of the one to the other.

Doubtless it is a pity that such

ITONGKO TG.
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Roads, cf:c.
Rhould be the case, but the matter might be greatly remedied by the establishment of a new cem tery in some one of the numerous level spots
which are to be found at the eastern end of the I land.

The matter will

doubtless before long be taken into consideration by the authorities.
ROADS.-The Roads of Hongkon~ are, as a rule, well made, and those
constructed at .a comparatively uniform level running from Ea~t to
\Vest affor<l some picturesque walks. Those most frequented are : the
Queen' road, which extends from Tai-ping-shan, or the Chinese quarter
at the West Pnd of the i lann, to the other, or Eastern end, of the town ;
Hollywood Road .ind its continuations on a somewhat higher level than

0

the former; Caine Road (which extends with its continuations, from

h

Government Hou e to Pokfulum and is the Road of the i.sland) on a
higher level still; and Robinson Road, the highest in Victoria.

n

Up to

the close of 1865 there ,~·as some little danger in traver ing the two
latter at night if alone and unarmed, while the Western end of Victoria
ha

~s

ver been un afe from the numerous Chine e bad characters who

inf'e t it.
1..t

se

The Public gardens situated just beyond the Eastern extre-

mity of Caine Road and opposite to Governmeut House are a favourite
promenade with the coloni ts.

The band of one of the regiments

11tationed at Hongkong usually plays here once or twice a week.
Another favourite walk is along the Hollywood road eastward to
is

Scandal Point, whence a good view can be obtained of the harbour

Ly

and shipping.

)y

colony with a handsome wrought iron bandstand which has been

r's

erected in the gardens.

Cl-

to

The ParsP.e community have lately presented the

At PoK-FU-LUM there are a few houses owned by residents.

They

are generally used more for picnic and parties than as permanent resi-

ur

dences. Excursions to "Victoria Peak" are often made by admirers of

ly

panoramic cenery.

In fact there are numerous spots frequented by

plea ure eekers, both on the Island itself and on the mainland opposite.
is

'fhe general appearance of tho more impc1rtant Roads will produce

e-

a favourable effect on the mind of the visitor. The ho~1ses lining them

ce

are lofty and well built, while trees add considerable natural beauty to

.ly
ch

upper surface of the roads i , however, much damaged by the rains

the effort of the architect and road maker.

During the wet season, the
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Gas and Wuter wurks.

Clubs.

A1n1i.sements.

owing to the want of proper "metalling."

Newspapers.

Steps are, however, now

being taken to amend this seriQus defect.
GAS AND WATER WORKS.-Gas and water are laid on in Victoria
and its suburbs, the latter from Government works, and in consequence
of inadequacy in the present supply, measures have been taken by the
present Governor for the construction of a new reservoir at Pok-foo-lum.
Cums, MASONIC LODGES, AMUSEMENTS, &c.-There are five clu~s
in Hongkong, vzz .-2 English, 1 German and 2 Portuguese :-one of
the latter containing a well constructed little theatre and concert
room.

There are also two Masonic Lodges viz.: the " Zetlaud" and

"Victoria" which are very numerously supported. They are all
housed in well-built edifices, although boasting no especial features of
interest.

There is no regular theatrical Company, but one or two ama-

teur companies generally start into life at the commencement of the
cool season.

Travellmg exhibitions of various kinds frequently visit

Hongkong, and Professional Singers, Musicians, &c. occasionally give
performances on their way up or down the coast.

In the way of

other amusements, Racing, c·r icket and Boating are well supported.
Of the Race ground, we have before spoken; the races are usuaily
held for t.hree days in February, and are well contested, some of
the leading houses iruporting English horses to run.
much patronised, a good club existing.

Cricket is

The ground used lies be-

tween the Parade-ground and the Praya, but is somewhat too small
for the requirements of the players, the ball having a tendency to go
" out of bounds."

Various propositions have been made to select a

more suitable spot for matches, but no definite arrangement has, as yet,
been made.

An annual Regatta is held in November, and is usually

followed by a ball given by the members of the Club.

We must not

omit to notice a very commodious bathing house lately erected at the
foot of the Cricket grouncl, under the superintendence of Mr. W. H.
Gibb and a committee of gentlemen interested in the project, and paid
for by subscription. An annual payment of ten dollars entitles British
and American residents to the use of this establishment.
NEWSPAPERS.-The following papers and Magazines are published
at Hongkong: Daily-The Evening Maz"l1 Messrs. Shortrede & Co.;
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New papers.

Libraries.

Docks.

The Daily Press, Y. J. Murrow, Esq. Weekly-The China Mail, Messrs.
a
e

hortrede & Co.; The Echo do Povo, De Souza & Co. (Portuguese).
The Omnibus, (Germau). Fortnightly, (day of departure of homeward mail)-The Overland China Mail, Messrs. Shortrede & Co.; The

e

China. Overland Trade Report, Y. J. Murrow, Esq.

l.

and Queries on China and Japan, Messrs. A. Shortrede & Co.

>S

Monthly-Notes

LIBRARIES.-There are two public libraries-That under English

)f

patronage is known as the "VICTORIA

rt

The other is housed at the Portuguese club in Gough Street.

1d

DOCKS

LIBRARY

.AND READING ROOMS."

&c.-At Aberdeen, formerly known as Shek-pai-wan, the

Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company have a branch of their estaof
a-

1e
sit
ve

of
:d.

ly
of
is

,e-

bli hment. These Docks are of the following dimensions : DOCK No. 1.
Built of GRANITE.
Length,
Breadth,
Depth of Water at Spring Tides,
Ditto.
Neap Tides,
NEW DOCK, No. 2.
Built of GRANITE.
Length,
Breadth,
Depth of Water at Spring Tides,
Ditto.
Neap Tides,
This latter Doolf is in course of construction.

350 feet

80 ,,

18½
"
16 ,,
400 feet

90 ,,

24½ "

21½,,

The workshops on the Premises possess every appliance necessary

all

fur the Repairs of Ships or Steam Machinery.

The Engineer's Shops

go

are upplied with Lathes, Planing, Screwing, Cutting, Punching Ma-

ta

chines, &c., &c, capable of executing work on the largest scale, and

et,

driven by Steam. The Shipwright's and Blacksmith's Shops are well

lly

upplicd with plant, and the work is entirely carried on under the Su-

JOt
;he

pervi ion of experienceti Europeans, while powerful Lifting Shears are
er cted on a Jetty, along ide which vessels can lie in 24 feet water and

In addition to executing Repairs,

H.

take in or out boiler , masts, &c.

:1.id

this company is able to supply new Boilers to Steam-ships :-no small

ish

de.'ideratum con idering the increase in the steam marine of the port

1ed

( when required) at m derate rates all the necessaries for

which ha of late y ars taken place.

o.;

The Company's Stores supply
hipwork,

uch a Paint, Copp r, canva, &c, &c. and a Steam Tug (100 Horse-
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Docks.

Stanle'y.

Communication with other Ports.

power nominal) is always in readiness to Tow Sailing Vessels from

ever:

Hongkong to the Dock free of charge.

p assr

The Union Dock Company has also a Dock in course of construction at Kowloong. This whe1.1 completed will be of immense advantage

opp o
Com

to vessels which reach port in a state requiring instant docking.

The

and

establishment of docks has added considerably to the natural advantages

h ai

of the harbour of Hongkong, and the fact that such schemes are found

fort

to succeed well, says much for the prospects of the port.
eastern end of the island. Except a barrack for the accommodation of

but
runn
plac,

a few troops and the wives and children of soldiers for whom there is

fares

STANLEY.-The village of Stanley is situated on a bay at the Suuth

not sufficient accommodation elsewhere, it has no European buildings

be n

and possesses not the slightest interest.

as tl

COMMUNICATION WITH OTHER PORTS.-There are four lines of
Steamers now running regularly between England, America, and Hongkong, viz.-lst, those of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Naviga-

P1
m ost
islan

tion Company from Southampton and Marseilles.-2nd, those of the
Messageries Imperiales from Marseilles ; transit across Egypt by both
these lines being specially arranged with the Egyptian Government.3rd, Alfred Holt's line of steamers from Liverpool; and 4th, the vessels of
the Pacific Mail Steam Ship Company from New York, passage across
Full particulars

. T.

will be found in the Appendix of the rates of passage money, freight

turn

the isthmus of Panama being included in the fare.

&c. &c. of these lines and to it we must refer our readers for fmther
particulars.

Locally there are constant and many means of commu-

nication with the other ports of China.

vi

had

Communication with Canton

is kepi up by the steamers of the Hongkong, Canton and Macao Steam
Boat Company, one vessel leaving each of the former ports every
morning at 9 A.M., arid reaching the end of its journey about 3.30 P.M.,
Fares for European passengers $7 each way including a breakfast at 9.30
A.M.,

and tiffin at 2 P.M, If these are declined the fare is $5. Chinese

are char 6ed $1 first class and 50 cents second class, no food b eing provided.

Night Steamers also leave each port at about 5

P.M.,

starting

nearly opposite the P. & 0. coal stores, Praya West, and making the
passage is about 7 hours.

From Macao a vessel starts for Hongkong

T

11 .i'\ arnNG.
mnmiiniwtion with Coast porfa.

every morning at 8

A.M.,

pas. age each way occupie

11
Popnla,tiun.

returning from Hongkong at 2
some three hours.

P.M.

'l'he

To the other ports

opportunities are afforded about twice a week by the P. & 0.
Company' , and

le rs. D. Lapraik & Co.'s teamers to Swatow, Amoy

and Foochow, and hy the P. & 0. and Messagcrie steamers to Shang-

hai and Japan.

~ teamers occasionally clear at Hongkong or Canton

for the Northern ports of Chefoo, Tientsin, Newchwang and Japan,
but as a general rule the trav Iler has to avail himself of steamers

running between them and Shanghai, if desirous of reaching those
place , or the river port of the Yangtze Kiang.

Particulars respecting

fares to the Coa t port will also be found in the appendix, and it may
be noted that the charg s per private steamer, are the same in amount

a tho e charged by the P. & 0. Company.
POPULATION

&c.-Tbe pop11lat.ion of Ho11gkong has increased in a

most wonderful mann<::r ince the date of our taking possession of the
island. In 1841, It was:In the Villages an<l hamlets,
In the Bazaar,
Iu tl1e BoatH,
Lab<>urers from Kowloong, .. .

4,360
800
2,000
300

Actual then population, ...... 7,450
The

1

thmus of Kowloong, then known al o as Tsim-sha-tsui, was re-

turned as containing a native population of 800 people.
Within 9 months of thi:: census having been taken, the numbers

bad more then trebled. The return for the last few years is as follows :
Et4ropean and American.

1862,..................
1863, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
1864, . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .

1,604
2,644
1, 963

Chinese, etc.

Total.

121,907
123,207
119,535

123,511
124,850
121,498

The cen us of 1865 give the following particulars:
Europeans and meric/\n ,
.. .
. ..
Goa., Manila, India and others of mixed blood
Aliens,
Chinese, shore population,
,,
boat
,,
Vagrants auu Prisoners,

. .. 2,034
1,645
150
92,010
... 26,885
2,780

Tutal l25,u04
~
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pop•ulcdion.

Of the Europeans, few grown persons, if any, have been horn on
the island ; the "oldest inhabitant" can boast of lrnving spent 25

are
t hot

years in Hongkong, but except a few children we are not aware of any

We

A large number of those of

Mei

other "natives" of European parentage.

mixed blood have however been born here, and regard Hongkong as
their home in every sense of the w01·d.

-of

Much of the want of interest

nea

in public measures and the hesitation to interfere with abuses which

and

has in past times distinguished the Emopean community, has arisen

gen

from the fact that Hongkong is to them a mere temporary residence

pro

to be quitted at the first convenient opportunity.

of 1

The style of living

amongst the better class of Europeans has resulted in many inconveni-

lev1

ences to those below them in worldly means and position.

ing
led

The first

residents put themselves entirely into the bands of cunning Compradores who fl.r!eced them unmercifully in their charges for household

rod

expenses, but this was little felt when each merchant was posses8ed of

nui

a princely income, owing to the comparative absence of competition in

in

the lucrative trade of former da.ys.

1

Within the last ten years, however,

ma

Hongkong society has become gradu~Uy assimilated to that of other

nu

colonies.

onl

Men of smaller means n<>w embark in trade, and though in-

dividually they do not so much affect the interests of the great houses,

ea

they materially interfere with them taken as an aggregate, and much

is p

of the business heretofore exclusively in the bands of a few has been

by
t ai

diverted into other channels.

The old system of compradores is how-

ever kept up, and prevails in one form or another in every grade of soIts chief evil is the fleecing to which the European is subjected,

l"O

but so strong has this custom become that the practice is successfully

ro

ciety.

carried on, unchecked, by the boys and cooks of those whose establishments do not boast a compradore.

Some details relating to domestic

In

expenses, and other jnformation respecting Hotels &c., useful to newly
arrived residents, will be found in a subsequent section.
The Chinese population present points of much interest to those who
here behold natives for the first time. Ever busy and restless, they
succeed admirably as shopkeepers and itinerant traders, and a tour of
inspection round the shops in the Chinese quarter of the city will amuse
the new comer. A large number of native H ongs (as mercantile houses

co

KON

H
ative popnlatio,i.
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1

Sto1ie cutters.

•

llu.kkas and P.untis.

are termed) are engaged in commeJCial tran actions as extensive as
those conducted in the more pretentious looking establishments of
Western merchants. Besides the three classes above mentione<lMercbants, shopke per .and br kers-there is an immense popu.Jation
-of coolie labourers and vagabonds, w~ile the boat population numbers
nearly 27,-000 souls.

Amongst the labouring classes, the quarry-men

and stone-mason are <listingnished by their ineivility to foreigners and
general truculence. There is an -exte11siv€ export of granite, and a large
proportion of the natives have long su taine~ themselves by the profits
of hewing this stone, which is found in huge debris scattered over the
level and lower region .

At the pre ent day both blasting and quarry-

ing are resorted to, the demand for tone for building purposes having
led to regular quarries being worked to a large extent-the blasting of
r.ocks during the day by the agency of gunpowder having become a
nuisance which has called for rcmon.,,trance
in the neighbourhood of the operations.

011

the part of those living

Formerly h.owever, the de-

mand for granite as an export was but moderate, a.nd a very considerable
number of the ma~ es being detached and acce sil>le on every side, it
only remained for the lahou.rer to hew or split each boulder into blocks
easy of transport to the shore.

Thi proce s was, and in some cases still

is perform.ed by the maul, chisel and wedo-e in a manner hmg practised
by the graraite hewers on the shores of Dublin bay and in the mountains that rise a little <li tance from them.

With the maul and chisel

holes are sunk at equal intervals in a right line along the smface of the
rock, into which iron wedges are subsequently driven which rend the
:rock with extraordinary facility.
The lower cla

native Chine e do not Lear a very good character.

In 1845, they wer~ publicly designated a .a set of pirate and robbers,
and their status do<'s not seem to have since risen. They con i t of
two distinct tribes, viz: the HAKKAS and PoNTIS. The former, who
come from the in.laud part of the Canton province, are by far the most
energetic, hardworking race, and it is from them that the coolies and
manual labourers are chiefly drawn.

The Puntis, who have an intense

antipathy to the Hakkas, are a much m r lazy race, and furni h the
compradores and house-boys, the well to do tradesmen, and the majo-
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rity of the thieves and pirates who infest the island.

The following

remarks on the Hakka and Punti feuds which appeared in the columns
of a local publication will be foun<l iuteresting to the reader : "An ·a ttentive reader of the Hongkong police reports must from time
to time have observed the mysterious tcrrus "IIak-ka" and" Pun-ti" applied to opposing factions, who however much they may clwell together
in unity at orcli nary times, seem toward the New Y car irresistibly impelled to break each other heads with bamboo poles, to inflict all the injury
mutually possible with u~coulh and rusty weapons described mysteriously as "fighting-irons,'' and generally to infringe the Qneen's peace
and occupy the time of the sitting Magistrates.

But with regard to

the meaning of those demonstrations of enmity,-the origin of those
Oriental duplicates of Celt and Saxon feucls-few could give, we
imagine, a satisfactory explanation.

\Ve have set ourselves the task,

therefore, of throwing wlrn~ light we can upon the subject.

In the first place, then, to dispose of the philological question as
briefly as posible, we must premise that the syllables "Pun-ti" denote
a nat.ive or original in<lweller of the soil, whilst "Ilak-lrn," on the contrary, signifies a stranger, or, as we might phrase it, an immigrt,}1t from
afar.

These are terms ,rhich must be taken in just such a sense as that

in which they woulcl be understood in Ireland, were a Galway cattier,
of the true Milesian type, to speak of the descendants of long-buried
generations of Scottish settlers in the Northern counties, as "inthruders
on the soil of Ould Ireland," while the amiahle feelings our Galwegian
would probably cherish with reference to his thriftier neighbours,
would further form an exact parallel to the sentiments which impel the
"Pun-ti" in Hongkong and on the mainland to make such frequent
appeals to the bamboo-pole, the gingal, and the fighting iron.

For if

a Chinese Scotsman be imaginable, he exists surely in the laborious,
saving, prolific, an<l irrepressible Hak-ka, who has thriven and multiplied in his constant migrations toward the South, in such degree that
he has now for many years been th0 ohject of bitter hatred ou the part
of the m0re supine "native" whom he supplants.
The Hakkas, then, are immigrants into the Province of Kwang-tung,
and from the North, (i.e. from the overpopub.ted plains of Central
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hina), whence large bodi s of redundant " mouths " found their way,
about a century and a half ago, across the mountains into the thin-

peopled di trict lying around the headwaters of the East River. Here
they grew and mnltipli d in patient thrift to such an extent that
their offrhoot gradually pread over the entire Province, the sea board
district of which, e pecially, became in a great measure peopled with
ucce sive colonie

of Hakka immigrants, in search of labour.

For

many years thi influx of strong arm and willing hearts was gladly
welcomed by the w althy Chinese cultivators of the Southern and
We ' t ru Di trict of Kwang-tung; but a

the Hakka communities

r:ipidly incrt->a ed by their remark able fecundity, and amassed wealth
through the thrift which is one of their chi, f characteristics, the Galwegian ~entiment cropped out among their Punti neighbours, and
animo ily began to grow again t a race who had no business to be
more inau trious and more prosperous than the "rale lords of the soil.'
o for another term of years bicke1 ings went on at villagµ,-fairs and

s

funeral prnce ions, diver ificd frequently with

e

erious clan-fight , in

whid1 much gunpowder was hnrnt at afe di tances, and spears were
n
:i.t

'r,

chemently brnndi ·he<l from oppo ing hill-top·. Bat in 18M, there
wa fighting in rea1 earnest in Kwang-tung. A feverish restlessness
was alive among the peopl , latent ever since th e close of the war of

~d

I H, and a local disturhance in a small town near the Bogue proved

.rs

the ignal for a general uprising of th e masses, who were panting for

a.n

licen e and plunder.

rs,

the c Punti and Hnkka feuds proved of inestimable service to the Chi-

he

ne c official in their endeavours to restore the fabric of Government.

mt

Too indu trious to think of rebellion and plunder, the Hakka popula-

~

if

tion of the South-we tern Di tricts maintained their allegiance in the

Now, as it happened, the little circum ..tance of

us,

midst of univer al revolt, and rendered ignal service, which has more

lti-

than once been gratefully acknowledged, by arming themselves at the

hat

call of the auth0riti • and a si ting the Imperial troops in crushing the
in urgent Punti .

The. e latter, it may be well imagined, when affairs

had settled down again to a quiet footing, after Y eh's determined, and
rng,

not altogether unnece ary, severity, bore a va tly increased grudge

tral

again t the Hakka "strangers" who had cstabli hed themselves so incon-
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-venient]y in their midst.

Y cars of po~itive warfare followed, each vH •

fage fighting fo1 its own hand, the Ifakkas mostly on the defonsi ve,
but the Puntis determirit·d not only to oust but actually to exterminate
the hated intruders The authorities, weakened by the greater troubles
of the foreign war and the Taiping rebellion, con.Id do little more than
offer plaintive expostulations, somewhat after the manner of our p_resent
official system in New Zealand; and the Hakkas, numerically weaker
and less wealthy than their enemies, became reduced to fearful straits.
Thousands were carried off, either singly or in batches, and sold to the
manstealers of Macao ; thousands were massacred in cold blood.

One

favouritP form of butchery was that of binding a Hakka prisoner to a
sapling or stiout bamboo, fastening his queue to the topmast branches
bent downwards for the purpose, and then-cutting his throat, the sapling, on being let go, rending in a measure the head from the body by
its rebound.

At length the entire Hakka population of six districts

were driven from tbPir villages, and compelled to wander in bands ot
many thousands strong. forced to plunder for a living, and rivalling ill
misery and desolation the sufferi11gs of that famous Tartar Exodus, a
century ago, which was selected by DE

QUINCY

a" a subject worthy of

his intense and sombre eloquence. For a year or two past, these bands
of Hakkas have occupied three several tracts of country between the
West River and the sea, for ming a species of armed colony in the midst
of brJstile natives, where, however, they cultivate the ground, carry on
traffic, and prepare their children for the literary examination, with all
the industry for which they have ever been renowned. Meanwhile the
Puntis, yielding them these spots of gronnd, have seized and divided
their farms and ga.rden-patches throughout the remainder of the country, and carry on a guerrilla warfare with them on the outskirts of
their settlements.
Such is the present state of affairs am 1mg the Hak-kas and Pun-tis
-0f the South west. In the Northern districts of the Province few
disturbances have occurred, owing to the preponderance. there, of
the Hak-ka element: but as the most laborious classes in this Colony,
such as the chair-coolies, bricklayers, stone cutters, etcetera, are for
tLe most part composed of Hak-kas, many of whom have participated
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in and suffered by the violent acts we have described above, there is
evidently abundant material at hand for illfeeling and outrage. The
intensely local and monopolizing spirit of the Chinese steps in to fan
the flame of partisan hatred: and every fre h Hak-ka immigrant,

e caping from the misery of the interior to seek e1nployment in Hongkong, adds another item to the list of grievances which the inhabitants
of Pun-ti origin delight to dwell upon. And so it comes to pass that
we read of organized attacks on barricaded houses, of broken heads,
bamboo-pole skirmi hes, clubs, and "fighting-irons."
HOTELs.-The Hotel accommoda,tion in Hongkong is not equal to
the requirements of the place. The best establi hrnent is that of the
Hotel d'Europe 7 situated in the Hollywood road, but this is frequently
overcrowded on tbe arrival of the mail steamers from Europe or the
North. Besides this are two or three others availed of chiefly by
single men, of which the " Stag Hotel," the "Argus" and the "British
Hotel" are the most respectable. At the time of writing the "Oriental
Hotel" is still in exi tence, but its jte and business having been
purchased by th1:: "Hongkong Hotel company," recently established,
this establishment will soon be clo ed. This company has been set on
foot to supply the great want in Hongkong of a building suitable, not
only for passing travellers, but those whom want of means or inclination would induce to become permanent lodgers at reasonable rates.
The ordinary tariff at the better Hotels now existing is three dollars
per day for boarding and lodging ( exclusive of wines) each individual,
children being the subjects of special agreement.
In addition to the Hotels there are many thoroughly respectable
boarding houses, an establi hment next door to the Hotel d'Europe
being the best known and most frequented. Boardiug out is, however,
under any circum tances an expensive arrangement, and intending residents are strongly advised to take immediate steps to become independent in this matter.
RENT: TAXES &c.-House-rent in Hongkong is frightfully exorbitant. For a house, equal to that for which some £35 or £40 per
annum would he demanded in England, the average rent is $60 per
month, which wil.h about $18 per quarter a taxes, make a suitable
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house an expensive luxury; for houses commanding about £18 per
annum in England, $45 a month is demanded, and nothing considered
respectable can be obtained under this figl1re. In .. xcess of $60 per
month a choice of numer0us houses can be had, the rent in advantageous
situations 1·anging as high as $250 per month for a single floor of
four rooms.
SERVANTS; DOl\IESTIC EXPENSES; MARKETS

&c.-1\fost of the ser-

vants employed by Europeans are of Cantonese origin, and possess a
greater or less knowledge of '' pidgin English'' a queer compound of
Anglicised Chinese and Chinese-rendered English, with a few words
of Malay and Portuguese origin. A facility in speaking this barbarous jingle of words is a necesaary accomplishment for holding communication with the servant class in Hongkong, though of late years the
Chinese have improYed in this efforts to acquire a correct manner of
speaking English. For a single man the usual establishment is one "boy"
(a corruption of the Hindostani bahi) who is both body servant and
majordomo, and the head of the other servants :-one house coolie who
performs the more laborious and dirty portion of the household work:
-one cook, who generally furnishes an assistant at nominal wages and
npon whom falls the hur<len of the ordinary culinary duties of the
house :-and two chair coolies-the hire of the latter being somewhat
discretionary. If married, an A.mah or female servant is required in
addition, while an establishment including a number of children requires at least two or more. An " outside" coolie, paid by the month,
carries away the slops &c. of the establishment, there being no arrangement for underground sewage in connexion with the houses.
scale of wages is as follows : 1 Boy,
1 Coolie,
1 Cook, ...
1 Amah,
2 Chair Coolies,
1 Outside Coolie,

The

... $8

$7
$8 to 10
$8 to 10
$6 to 7 each

$1

In establishments of greater pretentions there are usually one or two
Chinese to assist t.h e House boy, who in such a case devotes bis attention eutirely to butler's duties.
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DOMESTIC EXPENDITURE, &c.-With regard to domestic expenditure
but few hints can be given. The "compradoring" system has spread so
widely that the European community may be said to be entirely in the
hands of Chinese, who squeeze both buyers and sellers alike, at a handsome profit to themselves. The filthiness of the Chinese quarter, where
most of the shops are situated, and the rowdy nature of the native
frequenters of the Central market, make it impossible for ladies to visit
these places in person even if desirous of making their own purchases.
The newly arrived resident of small means is recommended to keep a
careful and daily account of expenditure with his native servants, who
will most unblushingly charge for articles never supplied, or double the
proper value for articles consumed. As some slight guide to the value
of articles to be found in the Hongkong markets, a list is subjoined
with the highest and lowest prices in cash (ten of which equal one
cent) marked against them.
The average price of beef is about 16 cents (8d.) per catty = lflb.
English. Pork ( which is seldom eaten by Europeans) is about 24 cents
per catty ; and mutton, the most expensive meat in Hongkong, is
at 42 cents per catty ; Goats.flesh is frequently sold as mutton at a
cheaper rate. Veal may sometimes, but not often, be obtained. Poultry, Game, Fish, and Vegetables can generally be obtained; but it will
be noted that where the prices are left blank in the following list the
articles are only occasionally to be purchased, and that the rates vary
too much to afford an average :

~

fti
11(,,ff

Geese,
Ducks,
Teal, .
Turkeys,
Pheasants, Cock, .

"

Pigeons,
Quail,

POULTRY.

Hen,

"'

j(~

tll~&-

~,-

LlJ~ffl:

B~I

'"'

Highest
Cash.

per catty

160
160
"
each
250
per catty 1200
each
2000

,,

,,"

Lowest
Cash.

140
140
220
1000

1250
200

1800
1000
180

120

100
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Fowls,
Capons,
Hen Eggs, .
Duck Eggs,
Salt Eggs,
Dried Ducks,
Snipe,
Partridges,
Rabbits,
Wild Geese,
Wild Ducks,
Sand Hill Birds,
Hill Snipe, •
Hares,
Squirrels, Ground,
Sparrows,
Rice Birds, .
Wild Pigeons, •

~

.

~m
,,m
~m
Jilli

.

-,~,

i1J"i
Ji

. UJJi
~it

300
1000

200
800

50

500

"

J~:b,I

each

150

120

per catty

160
160
160
140
120
180
160
180
300
280
180
140
100
180

140
140
140
120
100
160
150
160
280
250
160
120
80
160

~n~

FISHES.

If

It
:k!l!N

iil!l!i

Large Turtles, .
Large Fresh Fish,
Small

*Jl!llff.t

m~
AA]i{t

:kif$.{

if.lll~ft
jl(-fj

"

~

!l!I

"

120

per dozen

Lobsters,
Frogs,
Small Turtles,

"

"
"
"
",,
,,

120

/ff;&

~m

Mackerel, Small, .
Congor Eels, Small, .

180
240
100

"
"

tll~~
**"'
llllfft

~1!

Live Fish,
Eels,
Oysters,
Shrimps, .
Crabs,,
Prawns,

200
150
"
per dozen 120
140
"
140

"
each

Bl~&

1fl

LOtlJed
Cash.

per catty

,t-,J~

.

Bighe1t
Cash.

~f!f!

"
"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
",,

.I

]

,

1

~

I

I

(

'J
(

s
I
~
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alt Fisl1,
Small Fish,

.

Fresh Soles,
Canton Salmon,
Rock Fish,

Parrot Fish,

~.~i:ffi

a]mon, Pickled,

~
Potatoes, Macao, .
Japan,
Californian,

,,

Sweet,

"

New,

Yams,
Coco,
Turnips, Salt,
Carrots, Salt,
Fresh,

Spinach,
Indian Corn,

Young Bamboo Roots, •
Cabbage, Large, Macao,

Celery,

White Canton,
Common,
French,

.

,u

t1bl<f.t

Snipe Fish,

"
"
Lettuce,

,,"

p

Fre h Water Fish,

,,

tt~ta

:&Pf!

Turbot,

,,

*~fl
'i~f.t

,,
,,
,,
,,

~fl

Shark Fish,
Skate,

,,
,,

per catty
ix!!
,,
~HJ~
,,
$w~i1'
-~f~Jij~ ,,
,,
-?imJ.t

r,
"ff
a*l-(f

~

ff

:ffi;~

irBff

*l&
¥ftli
~fffj
~*-Ififfi

~trR'li
J[~

~*
n~
r~r,t~~
jif3fl)

Lowest
Cash.

140
120
140
140
180
140
180
140
120
140
160

100
100
120
120
160
100
160
120
100
120
140

30

20

"
per catty,

"
",,
"
,,"
",,
,,"
,,"
each
per catty

~t~~

,,
,,

4.~

,,
,,

'fMlllt~~

!f!Jf~

Cash.

~

VEGETABLES.

~Llf

Highest

20

15

30

25
15
30

20
40
10
30

25

100
2fi0
30

90
200
25

100
15
80

90

8

Io
70

/'
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n!f}f~

Pa1·sley, Chinese,
English, :

~J}*
~ff

"

Beans, Broad,
Long,
" French,.
" Stringed, .

-& li-±1:

"

Green Peas, in the Shell, .
Tomatoes,
Asparagus,
Chillies, Dried,
Green,

"

Garlic,
Ginger,
Curry Stuff,

fflj~_a
1ijj
-1+--ft
-!RE

~mi
ff(~~
~t~ft
~~

Cucumbers, .
Egg Plant,
Water Cress,

jf:}A

",,

.

~--

wi~

Mandarin Orange,
Coolie Oranges,
Lemons,
Pineapples, .

~~

"

Pumeloes,
Pears, Canton,

~~

. . r¥tr.
T~

ttff
triflh
~ \

ijl~

40

30

120
100
80
80
128
60

100
90
70
70
100
50

per catty

",,

tt

15
380

Ca,h.

per catty
per bunch

ff1'fiff

~ FRUITS. ~

20
400

"

?mffiif

Mushroom, Dried,
English Turnips, •
Radishes,.
Green Sprouts,

120
50
40
40
50
15
120
40
40
15
50

"

Shalots,
Turnips, .

7j(~

140
60
50
50
60
20
140
50
50
20
60

"

"
"
"

.

30
120
80
120
140
70

"

"

MtJA

40
140
100
140
160
80

"

EB

ff~

90

"
"
"
"

1Jw JitJil
f&,

100

"

"
",,

--t:-t-:'

Lowest

per catty

~AA
1i!i

q.}A
. . y$f9!Jj

Pumpkins,
Large Onions, Bqmbay,
Green Onions. .

Highett
Oath.

per catty

"

"

each

"

per catty
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Lychees, Dried,

~tift

Plums,

$

Cocoanuts,

"-r
.::Gfi

Pomegranate,
Wampees,
Chestnuts,

per catty

lt,lt

&\~

~tJt

Walnuts,
Mangosteens,

~t!;

Peanuts,

:ffi~

Tamarinds,
Almonds,

~

wt:

»nilfur

Currants,
Raisins,
Bananas, •
Peaches,
Mangoes,
Musk Melons,

,,

Grapes,
Strawberries,
Nanking Pears,
Peking Pears, •
Common Pears,
Winter Pears, .
Ground Nuts,
Loquats,
Figs, Dried,
Dates,
Prunes, Dried,

Carrambolas,
Plums, Water,

Limes,

"

"
each

~~

Plantains,

Water

per catty

ffllt!-fft
ffl~~

tjt
=15~

®IA

r

1Pl~-r

mJit01~

~~}j{tp~

~iY~
~~
Jitl!ff

ti~

ffiftEJit

1i*
~ft

~fJt
~

f:itffl-r

",,
"
"

Lowest

80
63·
70

60
50
60

60

50

160
140

140
120

140
600
300
60

120
550
280
40

70
250

60
220

200
250
100

180
220
90

750

700

ca,h.

"

wJA

~lmti%

"
"
"
"
"
,,"

Highe1t
Cash.

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
per bottle
pPr catty

"
"
,,"

80

60 .
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Ice house.

Meteorology, Climate, &c.
Highe1t

ca,h.

Custard Apples,
Rose Apples,
Mulberries,
Sugar Cane,
Guavas,
Dried Apples,

~~t~
:fJ(ffll~~

~-=f
Ni;

lltt
~~ft

Lowut
Ca,h.

each

"
"
per stick,

40

30

260

220

per catty

"

lcE HousE.-Ilongkong possesses an Ice house (situated in Queen's
Road, near the Parade Ground) which is kept well supplied, during the
summer months, by importation from the U. States. The usual retail price
of ice is 5 cents per pound, subscribers or purchasers not being allowed
to take less than 5 pounds at one time. The importation and sale of
this article is chiefly conducted by the "Tudor Ice Company" which
owns the ice house above referred to. One or two other companies
have been started in opposition, but have been unsuccessful.
METEOROLOGY, CLIMATE and SANITARY CoNDITION.-Hongkong, like
most places in the same latitude, is visited yearly by a "wet season "
which, commencing in May, extends to the beginning of August.
During this period rain falls almost without intermission, and much
damage has, in past years, been done by the floods consequent on the
accumulation of water on the higher parts of the island. The road~ of
the colony have been a standing joke (somewhat an expensive one by
the way) from the constant disappe:J,rance of their surface-material
during the annual floods. In 1845, before the present system of
drainage had been constructed, we read that on one occasion "the
whole of Queen's Road, from the entrance to the large bazaar to the
market-place, was completely flooded, to the depth of from two to four
feet, all the streets leading upwards to the hill serving as feeders to
this miniature lake. In Peel Street the torrent rushed along bearing
everything before it, and the street resembled a dried-up water course
covered with stones and wrecks of buildings. The passages from the
Queen's Road to the sea were all full; the one leading through
Chunam's Hong for hours presented the appearance of a rapid river,
and many of the houses on each side were only saved from the flood by
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mud-walls hastily raised." And again, '' a stream from a distant watercourse flowed along the road above the bungalow occupied by the
Attorney-General, and, descending with great fury upon the roof of
one of his out-offices, carried away a great part of it. In many places
tht! Queen's Road was covered with soil, sand, &c., to the depth of
more then two feet, and nearly all the cross drains were choked
up."
Bridges were carried away and several lives were lost by the falling
in of Chinese houses on this occasion. Matters are, of course,better now
and the same destruction is not likely to again occur, but the above will
serve as an instance of the powerful floods sometimes caused by a
hPavy rainfall.
The climate of Hongkong is much more extreme than that of mc•st
places at the western side of Asia and Africa, on the same parallel of
latitude. The annual range ot the thermometer, according to Dr. Seemann (Flora Hongkongensis P. 8), is from 74 ° to 93° Farb : we should
ourselves place it at from 45° to 99° but the former is probably correct
as an average. The same authority states that " the temperature is as
variable as the degree of humidity, the burning heats of a tropical sun
alternating with the cold devastating fury of a Chinese typhoon."
During the months of July and August-the hottest in the year-the
maximum heat shown by the thermometer is about 94° Fahr., and the
minimum in the same time about 80°. The difference between the heat
of the day and night is generally about 10 degrees. In winter the
thermometer sometimes sinks as low as the freezing point, but this is
rare. One great error committed by Europeans is a foolhardy exposure
to the rays of the sun, which almost invariably results in sickness.
Even in winter the shade of an umbrella is necessary. During this
latter season, however, sudden changes take place, a day of a'imost
tropical heat being followed by a cutting northerly wind, which makes
great coats without, and fires within the house an absolute necessity.
The heavy downfalls of rain and changes of temperature do not of
course conduce to the salubrity of Hongkong as a residence. Mr.
Swinhoe's explanation of the unhealthiness, in his recently published
work, is, that it is owing to the settlement "being completely shut in from
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the gentle southerly gales by the towering rocks which rise immediately
behind it, and retain tor hours after sunset the violent heat which had
pervaded the atmosphere during the sunny hours of the summer's day.
Again, when the sun suddenly appears after a heavy shower, the saturated
moisture is quickly evaporated and collects in unheilthy vapor along
the hill sides, where it hangs for days together undisturbed by the
gentle influence of a cooling breeze."
A writer in the Times discussing the cause of the recent mortality
amongst the troops stationed here (1864-65) thus alludes to the same
question, and we quote the following paragraph verbatim as being
well worth the attention of our readers :
"English women and English men have a fixed belief, which nothing
can shake, that a seashore, particularly one with a mountain behind,
and most of all a mountainous island, muat be healthy, nay so superabundantly healthy as to supply a stock of health that will last many
months afterwards. Even in England this is often found a mistake, or
only true in a conditional and modified sense in Hongkong. The
mountain is said to be composed of a very friable granite, through
which water is always oozing, more or less, from some unknown source
-geologists even say, from the mainland of China. It is even said
there is something deleterious in this water, or, rather, in the constant
disintegration of the granite. It is not, however, necessary to suppose
any positive malaria, such as would require a chymical explanation.
Wherever, as on the slopes of our own sand-hills and gravel-hills, there
is, at a certain level, a perpetual exudation of the water :filtering through
the mass above, there is sure to be a liability to fever. There will
always be spots, even where no water shows, where the soil will be
overcharged with moisture, and whence a vapor will ascend. Persons
exposed to this vapor throughout all the diurnal changes of the temperature will be liable to chill, and to fever ; of course all the more, if
they are neglecting the usual conditions of health as to diet, exercise,
clothing, artificial warmth, and the like. From all accounts, it is not
easy to escape spots of this malarious character at Hongkong; and if it
ever is to be a ~ealthy station, our soldiers must not be housed as they
have been hitherto."
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The fir t time that public attention appears to have been forcibly
directed to the unhealthiness of Hongkong as a military station appears
to have been in August 1843, when a paragraph appeared in the Chz'nese
Repository, which was at that time almost the only journal published, to
the effect that the sickness of the detachment of the 55th Regiment
stationed at the West Point barracks had been so great that the whole
of the men had been transferred to a ship in the harbour. The cases
were chiefly fever, which prevailed most extensively at the extreme
East and West ends of the town. From this year till 1846, however, a
marked decrease in the rate of mortality become observable, and "'
the reports of that and subsequent years laid much stress upon
the " preventibility" of the diseases under which the troops suffered
-undue exposure to the sun, excess in eating and drinking and the
unwholesome locality of the barracks being pointed out as the
exciting causes. Amongst the colonists generally a better acquaintance
with the nature of the climate and greater personal care have resulted
in a comparative freedom from endemic disease. But the troops have
to the present day continued to suffer extremely, aud the excessive
mortality in the llth Regiment has become the subject of Parliamen.:.
tary enquiry.
From the able report for 1865 drawn 11p by Dr Murray, the
Colonial Surgeon, we learn some new facts connected with the
present sanitary condition of the colony. This year was believed
by many to have been one of the most fatal in the decade_, but
the actual mortality amongst Europeans and Americans was below
that of the two years immediately preceding. Much cause for
anxiety was given by the appearance of a new epidemic which was,
or resembled, Yellow fever. We quote Dr. Murray's words as to its
first appearance :
"An observation of Meteorological currents for many years past had
induced the belief that, unless the temperature be kept down by an
abundant fall of rain, the summer of 1865 would prove to be the point
at which the Thermometrical wave would attain its highest . altitude,
and the greatest amount of insalubrity would, based upon somewhat
similar calculations, have nearly coincided with this maximum tem-
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perature. Unfortunately the rain all throughout the year proved to
be much below the average-and possibly to this cause may be attributed in no slight degree the appearance of an epidemic, happily as yet
almost entirely restricted to the Chinese population, but which has not,
as far as I an aware, been hitherto described as occurring in China if
indeed in the Eastern hemisphere.* It was first recognized in, Victoria
Gaol upon the 3rd of March, when a prisoner, who was said to have
come directly from Macao, was seized with symptoms closely resembling
those of Yellow fever. No new case occurred until the 15th of the
same month, and during the whole of March there had been 5 cases
only, but, of these, three had terminated fatally. The disease increased
rapidly until. it attained its acme on the 2nd of May, on which day there
were 46 cases in Hospital, inclusive of 15 admissions on that day.
From that period it commenced to decline, but did not entirely disappear until there had been 373 admissions and 40 deaths.
" The disease was not however limited to Victoria Gaol, but prevailed throughout the Town, among the lower classes principally. There
are 373 cases recorded as admitted into the Government Civil Hospital,
of which no less than 40 died; but it is doubtful whether these were
all ascertained cases of the epidemic, and not in some simply a severe
form of bilious fever. The disease was most easily studied in the Gaol,
and upon the observation of it, as it there presented itself, I have based
these remarks. As I have already said, the number of admissions were
873 and the deaths 40, which after all is not very high for any epidemic, and nothing in comparison to the usual mortality in Cholera.
Very few Europeans were attacked, a comparatively small number of
Indians, and no females were brought under its influence. The treatment which I found most successful was the immediate administration
of an emetic, followed by a calomel purge, and either quinine or calomel
and opium according to the circumstances of the particula1 case ; a hot
bath was given when the fever ran high, and blisters to the head and
sinapisms to the stomach and feet had frequently to be resorted to.
* The similarity of the local fever to Yellow fever was noticed by the Colonial Surgeon
in his report for 184 7-4 8.-( Eo ).
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During convalescence, quinine and beef tea and wine were freely administered. I believe that scarcely a single case terminated fatally
where there had been sufficient time to get the gums slightly affected
by the mercury.
"Poverty and destitution appeared to be one of the most marked
predisposing causes of the disease, and the long drought and great heat
were probably in some measure the exciting causes. It is somewhat
remarkable that not a case of Yellow fever occurred on Stone-cutter's
Island, the convict establi hment of the Colony.
" Small pox appeared as usual in the months of January, February
and March, but the mortality did not exceed that of previous years,
nor wa the number of admissions into Ho pital for this disease above
the average. Cholera may be said to have been absent in its epidemic
form-although several sudden cases have occurred among the community. The admi sion of one patient, only, suffering under this disease
i recorded in the returns of the Government Civil Hospital and two
in tho e of the Seaman's Hospital."

It will be noticed that the above remarks apply only to prisoners
and the lower class Chinese. During 1865 the foreign population
happily enjoyed an immunity, unknown in previous years, from disease;
hut we think it well to record the first appearance of so terrible a
scourge as yellow fever.
1Ve subjoin hereunder a table compiled by Dr. Murray shewing the
rate of mortality during the laut eight years. It excludes the military
an<l merchant and naval earnen.
"From the manner in which the table is compiled" says the Colonial 'nrgeon "it i impos ible to say positively, whether the amount
of sickne as well as the mortality has been less ; but I am inclined to
believe that it has really been very much greater, and that the actual
rate of mortality has only not appear€d by reason of the number
of invalids who have left the Colony, either in time to recover their
health, or to be counted in the death returns of some other place.
I believe that it is the opinion of the majority of the medical practitioners here, that no such sickly year as the past, has been experienced
since 1853."
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TABLE

Years.

1858,
]859,
1860,
1861,
1862,
1863,
1864,
1865,

Flom, &c.

showing the RATES of MORTALITY among the FOREIGN
in HONGKONG, duri11g the last .Eight Years.

RESIDEN'.tS

Nivmbe1· of European BU1·i als of Residents
Per Centage of
in Prntestant and
and .A. merican
DeatM to Number of
Roman
Catholic
Residents,
Residents.
CemeterieJJ.

1,462
1,031
1,592
1,558
1,604
1,644
1,963
1,034

110
7v
51
101
46
104
109
100

7.51
6.66
3.20
6.48
2.24
6.32
5.55
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FLORA., FA.UNA, &c.-The following remarks relative to the Flora of
Hongkong are summarised from the valuable "Flora Hongkongensis,"
of Mr. George Bentham, President of the Linnean Society.*
The general aspect of Hongkong, when viewed from the South East,
during the dry or winter season, is bleak and barren in the extreme,
and apparently denuded of anything like arborescent vegetation. The
more sheltered valleys and ravines, on the contrary, on the Northern
and Western sides, saturated with moisture during the long-continued
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heavy rains of the spring and early summer, and never exposed to real
drought, afford to the botanist who examines them in detail an extraordinarily varied Flora. A large proportion of this is characterized as
arborescent or shrubby, though on the other hand the wcods are stated to be of very limited extent, generally of st.unted growth, and to consist mainly of very few species of oak, fig and other trees, being usually limited to a few individuals.
The first regular collection of Hongkong plants was made in 1841,
by Mr R. B. Hinds, surgeon of H. M. S. Sulphur. Many interesting
additions to these were made by the late Colonel Champion of the 95th
Regiment, and the results of his investigations were published by Sir
W. J. Hooker in the first volume of the " Kew Journal of Botany; "
the whole of his collections being subsequently systematically reviewed
by Mr Bentham in vols. 3 to 9 of the same periodical His successor

* Flor:\ Hongkonaensis: a description of the Flowering PlAnts and Ferns of the
Island of Hongkong, by George Benthnm, Published under the 11uthority of H. M.
Secretary of State for the Colonies. London, L. Reeve 1861, 8vo.
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in this field was Dr H. F. Hance, now H. M. Vice-Consul at Whampoa,
who zealously followed up the labours of his predeces ors, and made. a
valuable collection, which included several new species. The particulars of his work appeared in Dr Seemann's " Botany of the Voyage
of H. M. S. Herald," published in 1857. At this time Mr Bentham
commenced his examination and classification, and basing his investigations on those of the before-mentioned gentlemen, he eventually compiled his valuable work, with the assistance of notes and specimens from
the late Dr Harland, Mr C. Wright, the collector attached to the U. S.
North Pacific Exploring Expedition, Mr C. Wilford, collector for Kew
Gardens, General J. Eyre, Colonel Urquhart, Dr Dill, and Messrs J.
C. Bowring and T. Alexander.
The comparative number of monotypic genera is greatPr in the Hongkong Flora than in any other of similar extent; but a large number
now considered peculiar to the island, are probably so thought from
our ignorance of the continental vegetation of the South of China. The
Hongkong Flora is as a rule that of tropical Asia (and more particularly like that of Assam, the Khasia mountains in Eastern Bengal, Sikkim and Nepaul) of which it offers in numerous instances the Northern
limit. Strange to say, in spite of the prevailing idea of a close connection between the Floras of Japan and Hongkong, Mr Bentham
states that he cannot enumerate 80 species common to both countries.
There are a few curious points of connection with the Australian Flora,
while there seems to be no direct connection between the American
Flora and that of Hongkong.
The following sketch of the general features of the vegetation of the
island is mainly extracted, with a few neces3ary corrections, from Dr
Hance's Intropuctory Notice, in the 'Botany of the Voyage of the
Herald,'* and has been kindly revised by the writer expressly for
this work.
To a stranger landing, or regarding the island from the sea, the
aspect of Hongkong is singularly unpromising, conveying the idea of

* Botany of the Voyage of H. M. S. Herald, during the years 1845-51; by Berthold
Seemann, Ph. D., F. L. S. Pnblished under the authority of the Lords Commissioners of
the Admiralty. London, L. Reeve, 1852-7, 4to; l 00 pl,
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almost abllolute sterility.

The hills are covered with a mantle of coarse

grass, amidst which rise masses of bare, blackened rocks ; while the
monotonous scene seems only varied by a few bushes, or a solitary tree,
studded here and there, and by scattered groves of the Pinus sinensis
clothing some of the declivities. As remarked by Meyen, there is no
doubt that this tree was at one time far more common, and originally
formed dense woods on the flanks of the hills of all the islands here .
abouts; it is used very extensively by the Chinese for burning, and
plantations being seldom formed, it thus decreases rapidly. On a closer
inspection, the botanist is gratified by finding that the first impression is
very deceptive; so much so indeed, that it will doubtless surprise most
residents to hear that there are probably few or no islands of equal area
on the whole surface of the globe with so varied and extensive a Flora.
The littoral Flora consists of Vitex trifolia, the fruit of wbi0h resembles Allspice in taste, Clerodendron inerme, Suaeda aust1·alis, Scaevola
Lobelia, Ixeris repens, Ipomoea pe&-caprae, trailing to an immense distance
along the sands, and rooting at intervals, the spiny glaucous coarse grass

Spinifex squa1·rosus, Acanthus ilicifolz'us, which covers the mud of salt
estuaries mingled with Kandelia Rheedii, Guilandina bonducella, forming
in someplaces impenetrable thickets, Wollastoniet scab1·iuscula, C1·otalaria
calycina, Aegice1·as majus, Hibiscus tili'aceus, which afforus a magnificent
spectacle when covered with its fine sulphur-colored flowers, which are
much infested by a large black ant, Glossogyne ten1Jijolia, a Pandanus
(much used as a hedge by the the natives, who also eat the tender
shoots, by which means, and by constant clipping, it remains stemless,
though, when left to itself, it assumes an arborescent form) the lovely
and fragrant Crinum asiaticum, gc.
Amongst those plants which occupy a subo1dinate position in the
Flora, but are still more or less common and characteristic, must be
enumerated the pretty little Cu1·culigo orchiozdes, with leaves like a

Luzula, which expands its star-like golden-colored blossoms close to the
earth on the advent of spring, Rourea microphylla, Ternstroemia japonica,
Ficus py1·ijormi's, F. hi1·ta and others, the fine scarlet-flowered Ixom
stricta, Begonia laciniata, Rliaphiolepis indica, which replaces our
hawthorn, Aeginetia indica, Bambusae, the elegant Ilomalium Jagijolium ,
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Jfussaenda pubescens, conspicuous for its enlarged snow-white calyx
segment, Pali'urus Aubletia with its divaricate spiny branches, Stillingia
-sebifera the tallow-tree, the purple-bloomed Pterostigrna g1 andiflorurn,
Osbeckia chinensis, &c. Cardiospermum microcarpum, with its bladdery
fruit, scrambles amongst the herbage, amidst which rise the pretty lilac
spikes of Ophiopogon spi'catus. Several hollies, Pi'ttosporum glabratum
and Syzygiitm buxijolium please the eye by the neatnes of their foliage,
round which Cuscutajaponica, Toxocarpus Wightianus and several BauMnias twine their slender stems. To these must be added the greyleaved arborescent Sponia velutina, the delicate Salomonia cantoniensis,
Oxalis co1·niculata, Rubus parvifolius, R. leucanthus and R. reflexus, the
latter remarkable for the extreme beauty of its foliage, the beautiful
Caesalpina ver·nalzs, Zornia diphylla, which en:..mels the turf with its
minute yellow blooms, resembling those of our meadow vetchling,
Asparagus lucidus, several species of Vitis, and amongst ferns, Osmunda
javani'ca and Bleclinum orientale.
Streamlets and their banks, moist rocks and inundated localities are
rendered gay by the delicate Drosera Lourei'rii, Xyris pauciflora, the
elegant Lysimachz'a alpestris, white, yellow and blue-flowered Utriculariae, the tall Philydrum lanuginosum, Ludwz'gia and Jussiaea, Rypericum japonicum, several species of E1·iocau.lon, raising their clustered
globular heads above the clear water, amidst the lively green fronds of
Cemtopteris thali'ct1·oides; whilst way-sides and arid places furnish the
ephemeral Cyanotis axillaris, and several Commelynae, Polygona, Alternanthera sessilis, thorny Atalantiae, two or three Sidae, our garden
Chrysanthemum with single yellow flowers, Emilia sonchifolia, Corchorus
acutangulus, T1·iumfetta angulata and T. pilosa and Urena lobata, all three
employed by the Chinese as demulcents and emollients in blennorrhoea
and other diseases, on account of the great quantity of mucilage they contain. Eulalia japonica growing in thick tufts, attains a height of six or
eight feet, and elevates its beautiful light feathery panicles amongst the
rocks, mingled with the drooping inflorescence of the graceful native reed
Arundo madagascariensis. The dark blue berries of Dianella ensifoli'a hang
pendulous above its sword-like leaves, a]ong with the cedar-scented Caryopterzs maslar.:anl1ws and the grnceful lilac l ells of Strobilantltes apn'cus~
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Amongst ruderal plants ~by which are understood aII those that,
though not cultivated, are yet only found in the immediate vicinity of
dwellings, or in places formerly occupied by them, and which appear in
many instances to follow the footsteps of man spontaneously) are the
following :-Solanu.m nigrum and S. indicum with purple :flowers and
yellow fruits like that of the potato, Amarantus spinosus, Xanthium
discolor, Asclepias curassavica, Plantago mafor, the Guava, Stellaria
aquatica and S. uliginosa, Datum alba (the seeds of which are burnt by
burglars, when attempting to enter a dwelling, in order by their fumes
to stupify the inmates) Polanisia icosandra,, Cardamine hirsuta, Bidens
chinensis, Corchorus capsularis, Bryophyllum calycinum, the ~ingular
Euphorbia Tirucalli, with its leafless, green, quill-like branches, abounding in a violently acrid milky juice, said to be employed by the Chinese
for blinding those children whom they wish to bring up as mendicants,
in order thereby to excite corupassion, Si'egesbeckia orientalis, Cassia
occidentalis, Sonchus cil£atus, R£cinus communis,

Ve1·bena o.fficz'nalis,

Capsella bu1·sa-pastoris, 2 Docks, Plumbago Zeylan£ca, Vinca rosea,
Physali's angu.Zata, Passijlora foetida, &c.
The s£lvan flora consist of nine species of Oak, amongst which the
fruit of Quercus cornea, resembling a chestuut in taste, is sold in the
markets, a beautiful chestnut, the straight white-stemmed Alting£a
clzinensis, the lovely Stymx odoratissima, with its Syringa-like white
blossoms exbalirig a ~owerful odor of violets, Acer reti'culaturn, Camellia
honglcongensis, Vaccinium c'2inense, Pentaphylax euryc£des, Acronychia
cym£nos,na, several species of Euonymus, A quilaria grandi#,om, M emecylon
ligust1 ifolium, Myrica rubra, Engelhardtia ch1ysolepi's, Rhodoleia Championi, Scolopia, two species of Elaeocarpus, Rhapis flabelliformis, the
sweet-scented Schoepfia chinensis, &c. At the foot of the hills on the
slopes of which these woods occur, are ravines, whereof the sides
are in some places formed by steep rocks, the humid shady ]edges of
which are clothed by the lovely Chin'ta si'nensis, the exquisite Cypripedi'um purpu1·atum, Pentasacme Championi, Pholidota cltinensis, Pell£onia
scabra, and a few others.

Higher up, and in sheltered localities, these

woods become in some parts much denst:r, and assume a far more
tropical aspect, as is indicated by the great abundance of Lycopodz'a,
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and the appearance of Cibotimn glaucescens, Asplenium nidus, and

P::;ilotwn triquetnmi; whilst the trunks of the trees are clothed by a
climbing large glossy-leaved Rlwphidophora, and the epiphytal Polypodium pertuswn.
At or near the summits of the different peaks, where, from altitude
and the frE>e exposure to both monsoons, the temperature is much lower
than on the Hanks of the hills, a difference of as much as 10 degrees
existing in the summer season, the vegetation has a more European
aspect. It comprises the pretty but scentless Viola dfffusa, three or
four honeysuckles, Clematis },feyeniana, Polygala elegans, the lovely
Enk!Janthus qu.i,ique florus-the new-year flower of the Chinese, Phaius
graadtfolius, Rhododendnn squamatum and R. indicwn, the latter so
profuse a Howerer that it looks at a distance, when brought into relief by the dusky sides of the rocks or the dry grass, like a bush of
fire, the az11.re Exacwn bellum replacing our gentians, To1·enia rubens,
G1i·sium c/1inense, Liliu11, longiflorum, affording a magnificent spectacle
with its large ccrnuous white flowers seven inches long, the elegant
little Gerbem ovalifolia, Ainslillea fragrans, whose flowers smell of
almond pa te, and Farfugium Kaempjeri, confined to the damp ledges
of water falls; whilst the deep green luxuriant carpet of verdure is
enamelled by the most beautiful Orchids, such as the golden Spatlwglottis Fortuni, A 'rundina chinensis, the modest Spiranthes australis,
Platanthera galeandra, Platanthera Susannae, with its laciniate snowy
blos oms, Glossaspis tentaculata, g-c.; and the heath-like Baeckiafrutescens, which, when rubbed between the hands, exhales a most pleasant
aromatic odor, springs up in moist places, with the rigid glaucous
Lepidospenna chinense, various species of Scleria, Carex Badandi, and
Galtnia tristis.
The nonnal or characteristic species, those which are most widely
distributed, most num~rous, and which most clearly strike the observer, as constituting the peculiar and distinguishing features of the
vegetation arc, amidst a thick but rather coarse turf, consisting of
specie of Cyperus, especially in damp localities, Paspalurn, Panicum,
Ischaemum, Andropogon, lletaropogon, Emgrostis, Ch1'!}sopogon, Cynodon, L!Jcopodillm cernuum, 9·c., Rlwdomyrtus tomentosa with its gay
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rose-colored :flowers and sober green leaves, clothed beneath with a close
white down, which is met with everywhere, and may be considered
the commonest plant in the island, and the fruit of which when ripe
has a resinous not unpleasant tastE>, somewhat resembling that of the
Black Currant, and is eaten by the natives, Melastoma macrocarpon
and M. decemfidum, covered with magni£cent JJUrplisb-pink blossoms,
Cratozyion polyantlmm, a pretty compact shurb with dark blood-colored
:flowers something like our St. J obn's wort, and Callicarpa tomentosa
and C. integerri"ma with branches bidden by a fulvous velvety down,
lovely bright green leaves, farinose beneath, and dense clusters of
small reddish-lilac flowers. Emblica o.ificinalis, very common on the
low grounds, is among the first to put forth its delicate green leaves on
the approach of spring: two Clerondendra, the neat myrtle-like Rospidios vaccznioides, Strophanthus di"vergens, with its trailing branches,
dark glossy foliage and curious reddish-yellow caudate corollas, Unona
discolor, Helicteres angustijoli'a, Desmodium triquet1-um, D. pulchellum
and Melanthesa cMnensis are almost equally common. .Alpznia nutans
elevates its gorgeous racemes of flowers, of a light flesh-color, streaked
with the intensest gold and scarlet, by the water-courses; Ameletia
rotundifoli,a in some parts clothes the flat, moist. meadow-like turf with
so thick a verdure that, when in blossom, it looks at a distance like a
field of thyme; the silvery foliage of the graceful Rhus hypoleuca flutters in the breeze, Smilax Jerox and other species straggle over the
rocks, Lygodium japorii'cum and the leafless parastical intertangled
Cassytha filifo1·mis climb over all shrubs indiscriminately, the latter
abstracting the sap with its cup-like suckers from those plants from
which it claims support; and the pectinate Gleichenia dichotoma, with
Pteri's nemoralis (the common European 'brake') Adiantum flabellulatum, Lindsaya ensijoli',1, and L. heterophylla, several Davalli'ae, Nephrolqpis hirsutula, Aspidum molle and other ferns spring up among the
herbage. The only indigenous palms are three species of Calamus, a
dwarf Phoenix and Rhapz's flabellifo1mis. The Cocoanut is occasionally
planted, but does not thrive, the island of Hainan being its most
easterly station in these seas ;-and even there it is said to perfect
fr uit bul, sparingly.
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Among cultivated plants the sweet potato holds the first rank ; it
is very largely consumed by the Chinese, even its boiled leaves being
used as greens, as is the case with those of Ipomoea reptans. Besides
these we may notice as edible vegetables and fruit, yams (Dioscorea)
Cocoes (Golocasia), several species of Brassica, Radishes, the root growing
v ry large and always white, and used in lieu of turnips which are
unknown, Basella rubm (used as a substitute for spinach), various
species of Dolichos and Phaseolus, Egg-apples,our common Potato and
Pea, Water-melons and numerous other Cucurbitaceae, Ground-nuts, a
little Barley, grown exclusively for pearling, Cassava (Mani/wt utilissima), Rice, Millet (Setaria italica), Sugar-cane, Maize, Abelmoschus
longifolius, the immature viscid capsules of which are boiled and
brought to table under the name of Okra, Pomeloes (Citrus decumana),
Oranges, Loquats (Erzobotrya japonica), Papaws, Wampis (Clausena
Wampi), Laichis (Nephelz"um Litchi), Longans (Euphoria longana),
Mangoes, Banana, Ave1-rhoa carambola, Guavas and Rose-apples
(Eugenia jambos ). The farinaceous fruits of Trapa bicornis, those of
Canariwn pimela, preserved with salt, and somewhat resembling an
olive in appearance ancl flavor, which are esteemed by the natives as
an antidote in sea-sickness, the crimson papillose acid drupe of a
species of Jfyrica, Pears Plums and Peaches, of bad quality, Pineapples, the not unplea ant tubers of the Mai-tai or Water-chesnut
(Eleocha1·ia tuberosa), and the amygdaloid nuts and fleshy root of the
Lotus (Nelumbium speciosum) are brought to market, but rarely grown
in the island. Cotton, jute ( Oorchorus capsularis) the Betel pepper and
a little Indigo are sparingly cultivated by the natives for their own use.
Ficus niticla, the claims of which as a true native are perhaps doubtful,
and F. Wightiana are commonly planted around the hamlets, whilst
fields and garden patches are surrounded by hedges of Pandanus, Euphotbia netiifolia or J n.tropha curcas.
We conclude this list of the vegetable productions of Hongkong by
a statement of the number of species found on the island. The list of
works given in the appendix will enable the scientific resident or tourist
to know where to apply for full information on this as on all other
scientific matters in connection with the p1an of our work.
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Native Animals and Bfrds.

Fish.

Re'[)ti,les.

'I1he total number of species enumerated by Bentham is I 056, distributed into 591 Genera and 125 orders; from this however must be
deducted 25 genera and 32 species which there is reason to believe
:tre escapes from cultivation, or may only occur where they have actually been planted. Nearly 100 more species may be classed as wee<l<;

of cultivation. Of these about 6 appear to be of American origin, and
about twelve more may have been introduced with European seeds.
The remainder, however, are so widely spread, as weeds also, over
tropical Asia, that, whatever may have been their origin, they have
now acquired the right to he included in the native Flora, which will
thm consist of about 1,000 species and 550 gene-ra of plrnmogamic
plants and ferns.
Since the publication of Mr. Beutham's book, about 50 ~pecies have
· been added to the Hongkong Flora, but these have in no r espect altered
t11e statistical relations as given by him.
FAUNA.-The natural history of Hongkong has scarcely been stu-died, nor does the island offer a very extended field to the enquirer. In the early days of the settlement, deer and foxes were
said to exist, though rarely met with, but of late years they seem to
have almost altogether disappeared. Upon Mr. Fortune's authority,
we learn that the only animals of the feathered tribe one meets
with are two or three species of kingfishers, some small singing birds,
and a few wood-pigeons where there are any trees or bushes to
shelter them. The main land is much better stocked with birds.
From thence the natives bring to the market large quantities of
pheasants, partridge3, quail, ducks, teal, and sometimes woodcocks
and snipe. These birds are seldom seen wild amongst the mountains
of Hongkong, and when they are, they have only accidentally strayed
from the main land. Luckily for the poor Chinese, their waters are
much more productive than the land, and an inconceivable variety
of fish is daily brought to the markets, and forms, with rice, the staple
article of their food.
Hongkong produces a few varieties of snakes and lizards, but no
very remarkable forms of reptile are to be found. A small yellow and
black banded snake, said to be venomous, is found amongst the rocks
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and specimens have occasionally been known to enter the rooms of
hou-es situated away from the town.

One of these was lately di . co-

vered in foll occL1pation of the drawing-room sofa of a lady residing
at the \Vestern end of Caine Road. Upon the whole, however, Hongkong is, con idering its latitude, singularly free from animal nuisances

'Of a clangerous nature. Scorpions abound amongst the rocks and are
occasio::ially found in the bath rooms &c. of residents, but such a vi it
is a rare event.
Hongkong abounds in fo ect life. A very fine collection of the
Coleoptera and Lepidoptera of the i land was made by the son of the
late Governor, Sir J. Bowring, and is now in the British l\luseum.
During the . ummer month , residents are troubled by flying cockroaches, fresh swarm of which are annually brought to the port by
the Rice jnnks &c. freqneating it. This loath~ome insect is identical
with the variety so amusingly described by Father Hue in his " TraIt is of

vels" under the name of Kakkerlac a word of German origin.

about an inch and a quarter to two inches in length, of a beautiful

maho3any colour banded with yellowish brown rings, and would be intere ting were it not for the overpoweringly disgusting stench which it
emits and which is only more the strongly preceptible if it be killed. Durin5 the summer evenings, numbers fly into the open windows of

rooms facing the harbour, often striking in their he:tdlong flight the
lamps or even the persons of the occupants. The movement of
their wings is accompanied by a disagreeable buzz. Scarcely a house
in the Colony is exempt from the visits of these insects, who quickly
multiply in the interstices of the woodwork and walls . ., To guard
against them, no preventive or de~tructi ve means are available except
killing them in detail.
Musquitoes abound during the autumn months, but are not more
troublesome than at most other semi-tropical places. White ants are
also found on the island, but do not trouble residents in the city. Centipedes are found in great numbers both in European and native houses.
It i however, but rarely that any one is bitten by them.
GEOLOGY.-Geologically the Island of Hongkong is entirely of igneous
origin, the prevailing rock being syenite (granite), upheaved and pene-
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trated by porphyritic rocks and basaltic trap. The syenite is far advanced in disintegration, though numerous mas.ses of solid stone, highly
suitable fen- building uses, and largely quarried for that purpose,
are found scattered on the face of the hills and imbedded in the
accumulations of the decomposed rock. The summits of the hills
being subject to no mechanical action beyond that of the rain
which actually falls upon them, the results of disintegration have
consequently there accumulated in comparative quiet ; and the chemical action of the elements, and of the vegetation with which the
hill tops are covered, have reduced the primitive rock to an argillaceous
loam. Decending, however, we find that the power of the rains, accelerated by accumulation, has washed away the lighter materials,
leaving the bare solid rock exposed, or covered only by the heavier
particles of its debris ; and at lower parts of the island we find vast
accumulations of the transported materials, forming, with some low
semi-detached hills or spurs, which shed their rain into the deep
ravines which ages of torrent action have formed in either side, and
whose materials though disintep:rated are therefore still in situ, that
formation of " decomposed granite" so well known in association with
the history of the Colony.
Kaolin, laterites and other rocks characteristic of and resulting
from a disintegrating granite formation, are also found, the first named
in abundance, on the island; and greenstone, porphyry, basaltic trap,
and other results of Plutonic agency, afford interesting study for the
geologist.
The Joµrnal of the North -China Branch of tlie Royal Asiatic Society
for 1865 (New Series, No. II.) contains the following notices
of the geological features of Hongkong, from the pen of T. W.
Kingsmill, Esq. :
"Landing at the city of Victoria and observing the buildin 6s, the
masses of rock lying about the exposed surfaces of the Mountain, as
well as casually looking at the quarries deeply sunk into the hill, a
stranger would most likely conclude that the whole was one solidmass
of granite.

A minute investigation in the water courses worn into the

sides of the hill, and a walk to Aberdeen and other districts at the

lIO
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south side ot the I land, will, however, shew that other causes beside
igneous have been at work, and that t!ie igneous rocks themselves are
by no means confined to granite ; slate and quartz as well as trappean
rocks presenting themselves in many localities.
"Before passing on to describ<::the other rocks, the granites found here
will merit our attention for some little time, as stone of a similar quality occurs along the coast line far into the Fu-kien Province, and differs
much in composition from the granites of the inland ranges. From the
large amount of Mica they contain, as well as from the excess of the
Alkaline materials in the fol par forming one of their components, they
are readily decomposed, and have yielded to the disintegrating action of
the atmosphere, (in these regions impregnated with water for a large
portion of the year), to an enormous extent, leaving behind a mass of
soft, unctuous clay surrounding the grains of unaltered quartz. The
granite is, however, concretionary in its structure and irregular in
character, an<l l1ere and there are to be seen largemasses of solid stone
which have resisted decorupo ition and lie, like enormous boulders,
imbedded in the surrounding matrix.
" Associated with these granites in an inextricable tangle occur the
slate and quartz rocks mentioned above. From the neighbourhood of
West Point to a little to the north of Stanley, parallel with the south
coast of the Island, and from three quarters of a mile to a mile broad,
may be noticed a band of highly-altered slate and quartz rocks; the
line of demarcation may be very well seen at Stanley, where the
southern portion of one of the bills jutting out into the sea consists of
granite, covered with numerous detached pseudo-boulders, whilst the
surface of the slate rocks, disintegrated in a different manner by atmospheric influence, assumes a rounded swelling outline.
"Intermingled with the granite and slate rocks occurs a third system; masses of intrusive traps and trachytic p01·pbyries appearing in
many localities, occasionally in large masses. Near the reservoir for
the new water-works and stretching some distance both sides, the general direction being apparently W. S. W. crossing the shoulder of the
hill, and forming near Pok-fu-lum a promontory running out some
distance into the sea, occurs a mass of a porphyritic character, consist-
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ing of a dark felspathic rock with crystals of quartz through the mass.
At Deep Bay another outburst of ign('ous rock may be noticed, and
here it partakes of a prismatic structure, and at the side of the road
leading to Stanley may be noticed forruiug irregular cubic masses, in
some places much disintegrated."
The only remark which it appears necessary to add to the foregoing
exhaustive summary of the geological features of the Island is that
the author seems to have mistaken in some degree the characteristics
of the granite of Hongkong, in which mica,

.:10

far from a.bounding, is

decidedly deficient, being replaced by hornblende, the rock thus assuming the specific designation ot syenite. The granite of the island
may be taken, indeed, as a fair specimen of the syenitic type, which
has been held to consist in a binary compound of felspar and hornblende, quartz being considered as merely one of its occasional
minerals.*
VILLAGES OF HoNGKONG.-To the general colonist the small villages
on the Island present not the slightest mattE:r of interest, though they
may afford to the student a few glimpses of native life. The origin
of the name of the Island-Flongkong or" fragrant streams" is referred
to the natural beauties of one of these hamlets.

About ~he ye;.i.rs

1660-70 the island was, as it were, discovered by an adventurer
from the North of the Kwangtung province, its previous existence
b,cing unfamiliar to the dw ellers in the interior. Its first visitor
is reportc:d to have landed in the neighbourhood of Shek-pai-wan
(Aberdeen) and to have been so struck with the numberless- streams
of good water fl.owing down the gullies in the neighbourhood, and
the quantity of peach and other fruit trees in blossom, the fragrance
of which filled the air, that he embo<lied the-sc two characteristics in
the name of "fragrant streams," which, applied originally to the only
spot visited by strangers, became eventually the name by which the
entire island was known. We are not aware that any other legends
relating to their history attach to the other villages on the island.
A list of the places officially recognized in the Registrar General's
Department is herewith subjoined:
* Lyell 's Ge,dom;, 6th edition , p, 699.
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ENGLISH NAME.

Officers of Government.

Show-ke-wan, •..

~~!Ji

*Iff ~

{

Quarrying,

•••

Do.

•••

Do.

•••

Ngo-yan wan, ••. ~A~
W ong-kok-tsui, ••• }t j{J ~

Do.

Pak-shui-wan,

...

~~

Shek-O,
...
Hok-tsui, .. .

•··
. .. ~~

Sai-wan,

1:t tl

Tu•te-wan,

•..

Tai-tam-took,

...

±!:-tf!rt
-Jc 1.f/l~

Chelc-cbu or Stan- } ; t -t+
ley,
t/J'U

Tai-tam,

...

. .. -}c}J/J.

Wong-ma-kok, •.• - ~ f1J
Sbek. pai wan or } "Z."-ldl:~
1=J 11Ff~•

Aberdeen,

Ap-le-chow,

••.

~~f.lf.1WH

Hon11:-kong-che-.in or } ~ .~+.+
Little Honglcon11, 1::rtt!rlJ\iJ

tf

LATION.

General trad", 613 hoats, 307
houses aud shops.

--I:;~~
••. ~ Jj( jl

Hoong-heoog-loo,
Tsat-t ze--moey, ...

POPU-

DESCRIPTION.

CHINESE.

2,818

Do.
{

Agriculture, cutting grass, a7

houesi;.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Fishing. 81 houses.
do.
11
,,
do.
1
,,

Agriculture, 19 houses, •••
Small amount of trade.
{
houses. 50 boats.

220

Fishing.

••.

29 houses,

Agriculture & fishing. 6 do.

Sa.a:;~ or Belc!ler's} r!!j

i-

300

78

1,220

~oat-building and gencr,il trade.
{
160 houses. ~05 boats.

Do.

do.

A.griculture.

60 houses.
104 houses.

l

1,664:
263

.f:R -l;lr{ J4 houses, including European
• • • 1" ' 11}1 1fYI\
houses.
Kowloong t En;1,lidh} -I.- -tx -l-, -U./j { QuiLrryinl(, A:.iriculture, and a
-portion,
/ \ 'N:: ,/u Ile
small amount of trade.

POk -fu-lu rn ,

193

192
4,1:H

Boat-buildin~.

20 houses.

jf ~ )ffl

490

120 houses.

•••
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Fun Shuei Wan, ~ Jj( ~

few houses,
few do.
10 do.

Wong-nei-chung,
Kow-e-wan,

•••

Ka-sew-wan,

•••

Chung-horn,

•••

A Kung-ngam,

*.,j,~

r:f:J~

···15l~7Ei
ffl"t,jJi

K~~-~i-lu or \Ticto - }

OFFICERS

~nJji:

~

OF GOVERNMENT.

2
do.
18 do.
2,758 boats.

j

LEGISLATIVE

• ••

Grass-cut-

ting, quarrying & fishing.
••• 125,504:
COUNCIL.

REVENUE.

EXPENDITURE.-The Government of Hongkong is administered by a
Governor (appointed from home) aided by an Executive Council com•
posed of the Colonial Secretc:iry, the Officer commanding the troops,
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and the Attorney General. The Legislative Council comprises six
Official and three Non-official members; the former being the Colonial
Secretary, the Chief Justice, the Attorney General, the Treasurer, the
Auditor General and the Surveyor General.

The non-official members

are nominated by the Home Government on the recommendation of
the Governor.

The other officers of the Government are: the Post-

master General, Registrar General, Superintendent of Police, Harbourmaster, Master of the Mint, Judge of the Summary Jurisdiction Court,
Governor of the Gaol, and two stipendiary police magistrates. To each
of these officials at the heads of Departments are attached a number
of subordinates, as is customary at home. There is also a Crown Solicitor, while Ecclesiastical and Educational matters are under the supervision of a Bishop, (the appointment at pre,;ent vacant) a colonial Chaplain, and an Inspector of Schools. A colonial Surgeon and a Superintendent of the Civil Hospital are charged with the superintendence of
.Medical affairs.
The police force numbers 593 persons, viz:
Captain Superintendent,
Assistant Superintendent,
Chief Clerk and Accountant, European, . . ..
Second Clerk, . . .
Inspectors, Europoan,
Sergeant Major,
Sergeants and Acting Sergeants-European,
Do.
do.
Indian, . . .
Constables-European,
Do.
Indian, .. .
Do.
Chinese, .. .
Chinese Water Pollice :-Sergeants,
Do.
Constables, ...
Interpreters :-Captain Superintendent's Office,
Do.

Charge room and out Stations,

1
1
1
1
11
1

12
22
64

296
GO
8

102
2

11

593
This is the authorized strength. The number available for duty varies
frum 20 to 30 below thi::; nuruber.
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M-ilitary and Naval Fo'rces.

Trade.

The revenue and expenditure of the Colony from 1846 to 1864 have
been as follows : R evenut
1846,
1847,
1848,
1849,
1850,
1851,
1852,
1853,
1854:,
1855,
1 56,
1857,
1858,

1859,
1860,
1861,
1862,
1863,

1864,

..•................................. £27,046
............................. . . ..... 31,078
........................ . ... ....... 25,091
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,616
. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . 23,526
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 721
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. 21,331
.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. 24, 700
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,054
.................................... 47,973
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35,500
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58,842
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62,486
. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . 65,226
. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 94,182
................................... 127,241
.................................... 131,512
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 120, 028
.............. , .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 132,884

E xpenditure.
£68,351
50,959
62,658
38,986
34,314
34,115
34,765
36,418
34,635
40,813
42,426
65,497
62,979
66,109
72,390
109,632

122,223
121,888
259,022

It may be well in this place to point out an error in the information given on this u1ject in the Colonial office list. It is there stated
that there is a considerable '' surpl u " of revenue over and above the
fixed t>.·penditure. So far from this being the case, it has been found
necessary to impo e a Stamp duty as a means of raising sufficient
money to meet current expenditure.
MILITARY AND NAVAL FoRCEs.-The usual Military force stationed
at Hongkong is one European regiment, one Indian or Cingalese regiment and a half battery of Royal Artillery. The naval force consists
of one three decked vessel which does duty as receiving ship, and carries
the Commodore's flag; an old line of battle ship converted into a floating hospital, two or more corvettes or sloops, one or tw~ despatch
ve sel , and some 5 or 6 gun boats. The Admiral visits this part of
the station only occasionally.
TRADE.-Hongkong being a free port, it is impossible to give any
statistics of its trade. It may be looked upon chiefly as a depot, but a
small quantity of the goods imported being consumed upon the island,
tha greater portion being re-exported to other ports. Amongst the
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articles principally dealt in, may be named-Opium, sugar, flour, cotton, rice, tea, cotton and woollen goods, silks, oil, salt &c., beside which
there is an export of granite-almost the only article produced in the
colony. Below is a statement of the Number and Tonnage of Vessels entered at Hongkong between 1859 and 1864 :
Number of Vessels. Tonnage.
626,536
• 1859, ................................. 1,158
875,199
1860, ................................. 1,534
658,196
1861, ································· 1,259
688,829
1862, .......................... ...... 1,390
894,924
1883, ................................. 1,822
1,013,748
1864, ................................. 2,264
MISSIONS.-We are indebted to the kindness of a resident missionary for the following Sketch of the Protestant Missions in and near
Hongkong:
LONDON MISSIONARY SoCIETY.-The mission in communion with
this Society was established in 1843. At present, there are two Missionaries; the Rev. J. Legge, D . D., who has been connected with
Hongkong ever since 1843-and the Rev. J. Anderson, who arrived
in December 1865. They are assisted by tliree native catechists or
preachers, and the number of members returned last year was 100.
They have three Chapels ; one at Wanchai-one in Queen's Road West,
Taipingshan-and the building known as the Mission Church, where,
in addition to a Chinese ·service, two English Services are performed
each Sunday by the Missionaries of the Society. Connected with the
Society is a Printing Establishment, where, every year, a large number
of Bibles and Religious Tracts are printed.
CHURCH MISSIONARY Soc1ETY.-Until 1862, the Church Missionary
Society did not occupy Hongkong as a Mission Station, the only missionary work in connexion with the Established Church up to that
period being that conducted under the roof of St. Paul's College. In
1862, the first missionary of the Society arrived, but resigned his connection with the Society three years afterwards. The present Missionary, the Rev. C. F. Warren, arrived in January 1865. He is assisted
by a native Deacon in Holy Orders. Hitherto services have been con.
ducted in St, Paul's Chapel. The new Mission Church of St. Stephen's,
in Gap Street, Taipingshan, is now completed and was opened on the 6th
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~ cptember 1866. The number of communicants returned in connec-

tion with this mi sion at Christmas 1865 was 15.
ST. PAUL'S COLLEGE was e tablished in 1850. It is under the control of
the Bi hop of the Diocese, he being, ex-officio, warden. The Institution
was originally founded for the purpose of giving a theological training
to young Chinese and othP,rs intended for the ministry of the Church of
England. It character n.t present is more that of an ordinary boarding
school than of a Theological College. It has some fixed property, and
this, supplemented with a government grant, snpports the establishment. It has produced a good numbe1· of interpreters for government
and other offices. The number of pupils is between 40 and 50.
D1ocEBA
FEMALE ScnooL.-This establi hrnent was originally
commenced in the Albany, and on the completion of the new build-

ing on the We t Road, was removed thither. The building cost
about $10,000, of which sum .$1,000 was subscribed by Chinese.
At the close of 1865 the object of the Institution was enlarged, so a· to 1 cceive Engli h children and those of a mixed
race. It i. under a committee of six ladies and six gentlemen. Miss
I?andlc is matron and l\fiss Oxlad teacher pro. tern. The numbers at
pre. cut iu the In titution are above 20 Chinese and 12 English and
half-ca tc-thc latter number including some of the children connected
with the late Mi s Baxter's School. In the Engli h department a plain
:Engli ,1J education is given, and in the Chinese Department, the education is entirely vernacular, and the girls are taught habits of industry.
BASLE Mis ION ARY SocIETY.-This mission was established in 1847.
Mi. ionaries Rev. R. Lechler-Rev. P. Winnes (absent)-Rev. H.
Bender-Rev. C. Piton-Rev. W. Bellon-Rev. T. Loercher. There
are stations at Chonglong, Ka-ying-cbow and Lilong. Mrs. Lechler h;is
a school at the Basle Mi sion House. Converts returned last year, 200.
RHENISH MISSION SccmTY.-Established 1847. Has three missionaric : Rev. W. Louis-Rev. A. Krolczyk, and Rev. E. Faber. Stations at
Fuk-wing, and Sheklung. Converts returned last year 100.
BERLIN MISSION

SoCIETY.-This society supports the Foundling Hospital. They have six agents viz: Mr and Mrs Ladendorff, Mrs A.
Jfanspach, Misses Brandt, Suss, and Leeseman
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Miss MAGRATn's ScnooL.-Mosque Terrace; established in 1861 1
has 20 girls, all boarders.
BERLIN: MrssIONARY SoCIETY.-Established 1852 has one rnissionaFy-Rev. A. Hanspach, chiefly engaged in travelling. Converts returned last year, 143. The first Berlin Missionary was Dr. Gutzlaff.
At present the Society has two stations in the Fayuen district, one in
the Sanon district and two in the Kweishin district.
GENERAL FOUNDATION HosPITAL.-vVas founded 1853-54, under
Mr and Mrs Neumann. There are now 50 girls in the Hospital.
ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS IN HoNGKONG.-The Rt. Rev. D. L.
Ambrozi is Apostolic Prefect of Hongkong and its dependencies, and
Procureur of Propaganda for the Italian Mission of the interior of China,

i.e, Shan-si, Shen-si, Shan-tung, Hupeh, and Hunan. There are 8
Italian and 5 Chinese missiona1ies attached to this Mission of Hongkong
and its dependencies.
The number of Chinese Roman Catholics resident in Hongkong is
about 800,
lNSTITUTIONs.-The West Point Reformatory, containing about 50
Chinese boys, who receive Christian education, beside learning some
profession, such as the trade of Carpenter, Tailor, Shoemaker, &c.
In Caine Road: theinstitute of the Daughters of Chm·ity, now containing 269 individuals, distributed as follows :
Daughters of Charity: Itafo~,n , ............ ............... 11 ~
,,
,,
English, ........................... 1
,,
,,
Portuguese, .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 2 17
,,
,,
Chinese, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
F.uropean Girls under instruction, ...................... 12 ~
Chinese infants, ............................................. 90 213
,,
women clestitute or sick, ........................ 20
,,
orphans, ............................................. 91
Girls coming every day to School,....... . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 39
The girls of the School, beside receiving religions instruction, study
Literature, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography and History; the Italian,
English, French, and Portuguese languages, Drawing, Music, and
all kinds of female handiwork.
The Rev. D. R. Reissack is Procureur for the Spanish Mission of
Tongking, Fu-lden, and Formosa.
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'l'he Rev. F. Azouf is French Procureur for the other Provinces in
the interior of China ; also for Japan, Corea, Cochin Chiua, &c.
IlrsTORICA.L SKETCH OF HONGKONG AS A BRITISH COLONY.-Hongkong, as stated in a previous section of this work, was ~ected into a Briti h Crown Colony on the 5th April 1843. It was however first occupied
by our forces in 1841 and in presenting a sket,Jh of the most important
events in connection with its history, it will be necessary to go back to
1 S39, when we find the first record of a court being held within the
range of the future Governor's jurisdiction. This was in the month of
August ot that year, when five seamen where tried for illusing and
beating the natives, and were sentenced to various terms of imprisonment and other punishments. Of any events between that date and
the year we now proceed to notice but few records are preserved, but
it may be mentioned that among the reasons which rendered it desirable that British merchants should have some definite site whereon to
erect godowns, &c., was the refusal of the Portuguese governmnnt of
Macao to permit them to store goods within his jurisdiction-an act
dictated by fear of the vengeance of the Chinese authorities.
1841.-'l'he official act of taking position of the Island is thus noticed
by Sir Edward Belcher in his "Voyage of H. M. S. Sulpliu1·." "We
landed on Monday the 25th January 1841, at fifteen minutes past eight
A.M., and being the bona fide :first possessors, Her Majesty's health was
drunk with three cheers on Possession Mount. On the 26th the squadron
arrived ; the marines were landed, the Union Jack hoisted on our post,
and formal possession taken of the Island by Commodore Sir J. G.
Bremer, accompanjed by the other officers of the ·squadron, under
a feu-de-joie from the marines, and the Royal salute from the ships
of war. On the Kowloong peninsula were situated two batteries,
which might have commanded the anchorage, but which appeared to
be but thinly manned ; these received due notice to withdraw their
men and guns as agreed by the late treaty." The Chinese Commissioner Keshen who ceded the island to us on behalf of his Imperial
master, fell into no slight disgrace for the step he had taken. His
property was confiscated and he himself was put in irons and conveyed
to the capital.
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The first Chief Superintendent of Trade and ex officio Governor of
the Island, was Captain Charles Elliott, R.N. On the 30th March 1841,
Major Caine was appointed Chief Magistrate and three months after,
Mr Johnson become Deputy ::foperintendent of the Colony, while va1·ious subordinate posts were created and filled up. Contemporary with
these arrangements for the transaction of the official business of the Colony was the establishment of the Hongkong Government Gazette, which
has been published weekly since that time. Its first number ( dated
1st May), contained the Warrant appointing (then) Captain Caine;
rules for Shipping frequenting the port, &c. ; and a translation of the
Chinese plenipotentiary's memorial respecting foreigners to the Imperial throne. In the second number a list of the villages and hamlets
on the island is given, by which ·we learn that there were 2C places
officially recognized by the authorites.
On the 14th June, 184.1, the first sale of the quit-rents of land took
place, an officer being appointed to conduct all business of this description. Fifty-one lots were sold at rates which it is needless to say
have increased in an enormous proportion of value since that date.
Before the end of the year a Court house had been erected and the
completion of a jail and the allotment of a piece of ground as a cemetery are also recorded. The same number of the Reposi'tory that states
these facts mentions that "a carriage and pair with a ?Oachman, &c.
have just arrived from Manilla to show off on the new road."
The future of Hongkong, as to its bf>coming the probable resort of
the worst characters, was well predicted by H.M.'s Superintendent in a
speech made by him in a public meeting at Canton. He then stated
that the island would in all probability become the chief residence of
Chinese smugglers and gamblers in this part of the world-a prediction which events have fully verified.
1842.-0n the 6th of February 1842, Hongkong was declared a
free port by Sir H. Pottinger. Since that date no duties have been
levied, but the want of supervisiou partly engendered by the fact of
there being no Customs' establishment has led to serious irregularities,
as pirates and rascals of all descriptions have made the harbours and
small villages on the coast their resort.
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On the 22nd Ma!·ch, the plans of the proposed roads through
the town and the island were finally approved and their construction was commenced. An investigation of claims to ground was held
and a settlement was made. During this month a despatch was
received from Sir Robert Peel stating that Her Majesty's government had not then decided on the question of the tenure of the
island. Much correspondence took place in consequence, as great
dissatisfaction was expressed by the colonists with the action of the
Home Government.
On the 27th April 1842, the dollar was officially declared to be the
legitimate currency of the Colony. The necessities of the case imposed
this decision upon the Government, but it is much to be regretted that
an effort was not made to introduce the English silver currency. During this month the Central Chinese market was opened.

1843.-0u the 11th May 1843, two Imperial Commissioners paid a
vi it to Sir H. Pottinger at Hongkong-a compliment which has not
since been repeated.
On the 26th June 1843, a formal ratification took place of the
treaty between Great Britain and China. Sir H. Pottinger published
a pmclamation in the Government Gazette announcing the fact, and directing that the city be called VICTORIA, in obedience to Her Majesty's
commands. Annexed to the proclamation are: the charter of the
I-land; the Royal commission appointing the Governor; and the proclamation appointing justices of the peace, with the form of oath to be
taken by them. These are followed by the order in Council respecting
the constitution of the Courts of Justice and Admiralty jurisdiction ;
tables of fees, &c., and General Regulations for Trade at the fi te ports
then open for trade.

The Chir1ese population had already by this time begun to shew
symptoms of giving trouble to the authorities; robl>eries were frequent,
and an ordinance had been passed that no natives sh ould he abroad
after nightfall without lanterns. 'fhe original natives of the island had
borne a btld reputation with the Chinese, being looked upon as pirates
and robbers. The advent of foreigners had, from the fre edom affordPd
by British law, rather encouraged this state of society, and stringent
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laws became necessary to guard against crimes of violence on the pan
of the desperadoes of the island and neighbouring coasts.
The sanitary condition of Hongkong in 1843 was, as we have previously stated, most alarming. The soldiers of the 55th Regiment were
the first to suffer, and their mortality was so great that the West
Point barracks were vacated and the men were placed on board ships
in the harbour. The bad character of the native inhabitants contributed also to give the island a bad name. Edicts were fulminated
against pirates and smugglers by the Chinese authorities and Sir H.
Pottinger also expressed his determination to put them down :-with
what little result the journals of that day clearly shew; while robberies and murders were frequent. The evil lay then ( as it also now does
unfortunately, though to a leas extent,) in the folly of giving Chinese
vagabonds freedom to go and come as they liked without supervision,
and, when detected in crime, of treating them by British law.
A proclamation, date.d on the 1st June this year, promulgated an
order in Council that the court of Justice with Criminal and Admiralty
jurisdiction appointed on the 9th December 1833, should henceforth be
held at Hongkong. The order did not however come into force until
1844. Two papers named respectively J..'he Eastern Globe and the
Canton Register (the latter hitherto published at Macao) were established in Hongkong during 1843. The London Mission established its
head quarters in the colony this year ; the Roman Catholic church was
opened, and a Mahomedan mosque was built by the colonists of that
persuasion.
The other most important events of the year 1843 were as follows. The
British flag was, for the first time, saluted at Hongkong by a French
frigate, the E1·i,gone;-tbe American naval commander declining to do so
pending instructions from the President. Sir Henry Pottinger was made
a G.C.B. Six important, and several ruinor cases of Piracy and murder
are reported during the month of JANUARY-The then barracks of the
41st

M.N.I.

were burned down.

In FEBRUARY the first cargo of ice

was imported by Mesi:;rs Jardine, Matheson & Co. Two cases of piratical
outrage were reported during that month. In AUGUST, notice was given

IJy the government that uu 8ale of laud effected previous to the exchange
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01 the Treaty ratifications would be recognized. fn

SEPTEMBER

the

death of How-qua, the great Hong merchant, was announced; and on the
21st ovember tenders were invited for the erection at Saiwan of
barracks for the troops.

1844.-ln JuNE 1~44 Sir H. Pottinger was succeeded by Mr Davis,
:ind after ajoirtt vi it to th~ Imperial commissioner K'e-ying at the Bogue,
the new governor left Hongkong on a visit to the Consular ports ; the
government of the colony being administered in his absence by MajorHeneral d'Aguilar.

Great disputes took place between M11 Davis and

the community with re. pect to the Registration Act passed on the 21st
August.

By this act a fixed sum was to be charged for registering all

Chinese re ident

on the Island-a provision which was met by their
lf'aving en mmNe for the main land. No boats could be hired, or food
obtained, for t1m:•e day., :md after the presentation of three memorials
from the Colonists in rapid succession, the governor finally cancelled the
obnoxious ordinance. Three land sales took place this year, the value of
land at the December sale having increased on the upset price 26½ per
ci~nt. The govt•rnment was accused of much injustice in the way of
t!jecting holde1s of lots to make room for new improvements. The
bitter feeling then inaugurated has now, however, happily for the interests of the colony, almo 't entirely died out.
The ordinance e. tablishing a supreme court of Judicature was passed
this year on the 21 t August, and its provisions gave great satisfaction

In October 1844 the publication of the well known
Chinese Repository was transferred to Hongkong, where it remained
to the colonists.

until the departure of its then editor for America. New facilities in the
way of po tal arrangements were established about this time.
The la t import.ant event of this year was the receipt of an official
communication from the Treasurer of the Kwang-tung province rel!n~
quishing all claims to the land tax hitherto paid to the Imperial
Government by the former Chinese proprietors on the island.

1845.-The year 1845 was, accordiug to the files of local papers,
unmarked by any occurrences of great interest.
the "
year.

CHINA MAIL "

The first number of

newspaper appeared on the 20th February this

Some excitement took place on the passing of an act respecting
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the police rate, but it resulted in the local government carrying the
day. The health of the colony for this year evidenced a marked improvement on former years.

1846.-In MARCH 1846 a large body of pirates, some eighty in number, plundered the village of Shek-p'ai--wan. The Spanish Government
inaugurated the conveyance of a monthly mail from Gibraltar to Hongkong, but the rates charged were so exhorbitant that newpapers were
withheld from taking advantage of the arrangement. The or clinance
respecting British vessels trading in China to the Northward of 32
degrees North latitude was amended by Hir J. F. Davis, and they
oecame exempted from penalty if not found within 100 miles of the
coast. Fresh discussion took place on the subject of crown rent of land
held by colonists, On the 26th MAY the then Club house wac; opt>ned with
a ball, given by the Stewards. In June, letters patent were granted
to Sir J. F, Davis, constituting him Vice Admiral of Hongkong,-Mr.
Hulme being appointee] Judg8 of the Vice Admiralty Court. The
Hon'ble F. W. Bruce, Colonial Secretary, went home on leave of absence, Major Caine being appointed to act in his place. The first barrister settled in llongkong about this time.

In August :m official

notification appeared " advising" residents to carry arms and not to proceeJ to any distance from the town alone, on account of the island
being infested with robbers. The generally disorganized state of native
society at this time called forth cutting remarks on the subject ; the
island was stated to have become the head-quarters of the Triad society, and the local journals are full of reports of outrages.

1847.-111 January 1847, a serious affray took place amongst some
300 coolies employed in excavating the ground for the new Government
house, which resulted in several persons being seriously wounded. Major
Caine and W. 'I' Mercer, Esq. were appointed justices of the peace.
An ordinance (No. 7 of 1846) was published this month amending the
Registration ordinance No. 18 of 31st December 1844. Europeans
were directed to suspend a lamp before the door of each foreign house.
The first meeting of the '' China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society"
was held at Hongkong, and the order for licensing markets was passed
during that month.

The foundation stones of the Colouial offices and
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new chnrch were laid during March ; and in the same month an ordinance for the prevention of Piracy was passed.
In May 184.7, an apparently well grounded repor,t was in circulation
that the Chine c were about to attempt the capture of Hongkong; no
di tnrbanee however, occurred.

hrnd took place.
month.

In June, a public sale of leases of

An important trial came off on the 2nd of this

The Postmaster General brought an action against Captain

Larkins, proprietor of the steamer Co1·sai1-, for carrying letters, not exempted from the exclu ive privileges of the Postmaster General, for
one year b tween Hongkong and Canton, the fine claimed being

£5,200; a verdict was returned against the defendant who was fined
£100.
umerous reports- of piracies are found in the papers about
this date. In D<.'cc.m1ber of this year Chief Justice Hulme was suspended from office in accordHnce with instructions from the Chief
Secretary of State for the Colonies. The IIon'blP. C. M. Campbell, Esq .

. was appointrcl in his place.

1848.-In January 184-8, Major-Gen. Stavely was appointed Lieut.Gov rnor of Hongkong, and Sir John Davis having tendered his resignation a Governor, ir S. G. Bonham was named as his successor. A
representation was forwarded to H. M.'s Government in February praying for a r duction of the ground rent then levied in Hongkong.

Sir

J. Davi left for England on the 30th March ; the review of his period
The medical
report for 1847 published in this month, speaks favourably of the improvement visible in the general health of the Colony. In July an
attempt was made by a Chinese cook to poison 25 soldiers of the Royal
Artillery stationed on the island. In August certain Chinamen condemned for piracy received a free pardon-a proceeding which called
forth !trong remonstrances from the press. Extensive sickness amongst
the troop is noticed in the summary of news for this month. The
manufacture and sale of gunpowder by Chinese in the Colony having
heeu carried on in the most reckless manner, an ordinance was issued
on the 31 t Aug 11st, regulating the making and storage of this article.
A terrific storm burst over the island on this day; 13 vessels were
wrecked and damaged and many of the chief buildings were seriously
of office seems, on the whole, to have been favourable.
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injured, while several native houses were destroyed in a1l parts of the
island; at Macao 67 houses were demolished and upwards of 100
Chinese were killed; and at Canton fearful loss of life ensued. In
this month the first rPport of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic
Society was published; the "Victoria Library and Reading Room"
was opened ; the Commander and crew of the Spec schooner were
trie<l. for piracy and acquitted.

Hongkong contained in October of

this year only 23 persons capable of serving on Juries.

In November

much difficulty arose respecting a proclamation to the junk men in
the harbour, which, being obscurely worded, led to a misundesstanding
of the regulations with which they were required to comply ; a fracas
occurred between the junkmen and the police, in which some of the
former were killed and many of their associates left the port. The revenue for 1848 shews a decrease on that of preceding years, while
the expenditure was greater. A formal complaint was made by the
Colonists to the Directors of the P. & 0. Company respecting delays in
the arrival of the Mails.

1849.-In JANUARY 1849 a land sale of six lots took place; four of
them were knocked down at a total of £68.17.8. A somewhat unusual
step was taken by the Government this month. The draft of a proposed
ordinance respecting flogging was puhlished in order that public opinion
might be expressed on the matter. In the China Mail of 1st February
appears a notice of the proposed Bishopric of Victoria ; the sum available for endowment is stated at £18,000; with £2,000 for a college,
and an annual grant of £6,000 from the Colonial Bishopric fund.

A

handsome cup was presented to Messrs Jardine, Matheson & Co. by the
N. C. Officers and men of the 95th Regiment in gratitude for the kindness shewn them by that firm, during the heavy sickness which had
visited the Regiment. The annual ground rent of all lots leased by
Government up to this date in stated at £13,277.1 ½; the total number of lots being 337, with nine farms and four additional lots. Many
of these had, however, been surrendered and forfeited The auction
duty hitherto existing was abolished, and auction licences were raised
from $50 to $150.

On the 1st March Captain da Costa and Lieut.

Dwyer of the Ceylon rifles were murdered by the villagers at Chek
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Chu. On the 2nd April 1849 Mr R. Strachan assumed the editorship of the Hongkong Register. On the 7th June Mr. J. Summers,
attached to the Protestant mission at Hongkong, was imprisoned at
Macao for refusing to take off his hat on passing the host at a religious festival. He was rescued by main force by Captains Keppel and
Troubridge, a Portuguese soldier being killed during the affair by the
seamen of H. M. S " M eandei·." The report of the Colonial Surgeon
for 1848, published in this month, shews an increase of mortality over
that of 184 7. On the 23rd August intelligence was received that, on
the previous day, Governor Amaral of Macao had b~en murdered by
the Chinese. On the 2nd of October 23 piratical junks were destroyed
at Bias Bay by a force unuer the Command of Commander John D.
Hay, R. . On the 3rd December a "lot " of land which was said to
have cost its owner $10,000 in purchase and improvement was sold at
auction for $20. On the 24th an attempt, which was fortunately
unsucces ful, was made to fire the Central Market by a number of
Chiuese.
The chief occurence of this year seems to have been the murder of
Governor Amaral; the Summers affair ; and the disputes relating to the
land regulations, on all of which subjects the daily and weekly papers
of Hongkong indulged in furious tirades against their contemporaries.

An immense number of pirate junks were destroyed by vessels under
Commander Hay, R.N I both on the coasts adjacent to Hongkong and
Cochin-China.

The official statement of the Revenue for 1849 shewed

a deficiency as compared with preceding years.

1850.-On the 17th February 1850 an ordinance was promulgated
abolishing the Court of Admiralty in Colonies, and giving the ordinary
courts jurisdiction over offences hitherto tried by the former.

ruring

March an objection was raised by the Chinese to the river steamers carrying cargo between Hongkong and Canton; the matter was however soon

settled. Eighteen criminals received free pardons on the 24th May.
Some remarks on the opium monopoly appear in the papers of this date,
the injudicious attempts of Sir Robert Peel to exclude opium from the
Colony, by the imposition of a heavy tax, having done much harm
to merchant ' withouL gaining Lhe obj ect in view, viz that of lesseniug
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its use among the Chinese. The Colonial surgeon's report for the
previous year (1849) seems to have been more satisfactory than for
those preceding it, the per centage of deaths being much lower.
During June H. E. Sir S. G. Bonham, the Governor and Plenipotentiary,
visited Shanghai with the ultimate iritention ot proceeding to T'ientsing
in H. M. S. Reynard; Ler draught of water was however found to be
too heavy to cross the bar at Taku and, after handing in a letter to the
authorities, she returned to Shanghai.

The summer of this year was

marked by great mortality among the troops ; the disease had abated
in September. In November a successful appeal was made by the
houses of Dent & Co. and Bush & Co. against an over assessment of
public rates.

1851.-In February 1851, General Stavely left for India to assume
the Divisional command of the Bombay Army. His departure from
Hongkong was much regretted. In March the trial took place in the Supreme Court of Chui Apo, a notorjous pirate chief, charged with having
murdered the unfortunate Captain Da Costa in February 1849. He
was found guilty of manslaughter only, and sentenced to transporta- .
tion for life. He hanged himself in the jail a few days afterwards.
On the 16th March, a large number of Chinese houses opposite the
Central Police Station were consumed by fire. On the 25th of April
Major General W. Jervois was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of the
Island.
An interesting article appeared in the Economist of March 8th this
year on the trade of Hongkong. It contrasts the high expectations
entertained of its commercial success with the actual reality, and
points out the causes of failure, indulging in a few commentaries on
the sinfulness of opinm dealing by the way. The writer had evidently
not the ~,ift ot proph ecy, or a knowledge of the status of the Colony in
1866 would have probably staggered him. On the 9th August the
death of :\Jr. Gutzlaff, Missionary and Chinese Secretary to H. M.'s
Superintendent of Trade, was announced in the local papers.
In November this year, the Publication of the Chinese Repository
ceased.

The Oriental Bank was incorporated by Royal Charter. Du-

ring the month of December, a case was heard before the Judge of

no
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the Supreme Court which led to a discussion on the quest~on of swearing Chinese as witnesses. The sessions were delayed until a decision
could be come to, but little was done to render the ceremony more
effective than heretofore.
On the 28th DecP.mbcr 1851, 472 native houses were destroyed by
fil'c in the West part of the town, and 30 lives were lost.

1852 -In the beginning of 1852, a deputation waited on the
Governor with the request that he would encourage Chinese to
build and settle on the I land by remitting the ground rent of lots taken
for the fir t year. Owing to the great dest1 uction of native life and
property at the lat• tire, the government erected mat-sheds which
the surviving native 'Uffcr rs by the accident were permitted to occu-

py. In March an 01 diuance "for the regulation of certain marriages
in Hongkong" was pa sed by the Legislative Council. A letter appears
in the China Alail of the 25th of this month defending the Peruvian
coolie trade-the first notice we find of it in that paper. A farewell
addrcs , igned by the principal residents of the colony, was presented
to I ir . G. Bouham on his leaving Hongkong. A similar document
purporting to be signed by the Chinese inhabitants was sent in, and
was de ignated by the papers of the day as " a gross attempt at humbug." In April Dr. Bowring, II. M's Consul at Canton, assumed the
function of Governor of Hongkong and Superintendent of trade.
On the 30th May, the death of Mr. Chinnery, a well-known artist
at facao, is noted in the obituary. He was Lorn in 1744 and thus
died at the age of 79 years.

A mtu·derous attack was made by two

Chinese on the Rev. Mr. Van Genniss at Shek-pai-wan in August.

In December Mr. Harvey, Secretary to the Superiuten<lent of Trade,
proceeded to Amoy to investigate the disturbances which had occurred
at that place in connexion with the shipment of coolies by Messrs.
Syme Muir & Co. and .Messrs. Tait & Co., returning from his mission
on the 21st of the month. The number of coolie mutinies this year
was two, viz: on board the vessels Robert B1·own and Lady Montague.
This makes a total of six up to the end of 1852. Nineteen cases of
piracy are reported in Hongkong and on the Southern coast during
this year.
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1853.-In January 1853, fortnightly mails were established between the Colony and Europe-not much to the satisfaction of residents, if the opinions expressed in some of the papers may be credited .
Fourteen cases of piracy are reported during the month of March
all in or about the harbour of Hongkong. In addition to these the
existence of two large pirate fleets is authentically declared. Thirteen
reported cases of piracy occurred during April. The number of rob
beries from houses and from the person, which were daily reported, is
almost incredible and the police administration of this date appears so
have been shamefully indolent. Five cases of piracy are mentioned as
occurring during May; and coolie tragedies again drew public attention to the evils of the traffic. June and July were equally prolific in
piracies. On the 7th July a proclamation by the Governor was made
public forbidding British subjects to enter into the service of the Chinese Government without special permission from Her Majesty. On
the 5th August, a horrible tragedy w11s enacted on board the Ar-ratoon
A.pear, the Captain, officers, apprentices and passengers being murdered
,b y the Chinese crew, 12 in number.
.Over seventy cases of piracy occurred this year in the neighbourhood
of Hongkong I
1854.-0n the 4th of January a proclamation was issued by His
Excellency the Governor (Sir Samuel G. Bonham) regulating coolie
emigration from Hongkong, laying down scales of diet, medicines to be
provided, &c., &c. by all coolie emigrant ships sailing under the British
flag. The following return published during this month shows the
mortality among the troops in the Garrison during the years, 1851,
1852, 1S53:

In 1851, total deaths,

76

.,, 1852,
, , 1843,

58
56

",,

A ship having about this date made a passage of 106 days from
Whampoa to London is mentioned in the public journals as having
made an extraordinarily quick passage. A long correspondence took
_place between Dr. Bowring and the Earl of Malmesbury on the subject
of the coolie trade.
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On the 14th of January the American squadron, consisting of the
usquehanna, Powhatan, Mississippi, Vandalia, Southarnpton, Suppl'// and
Lexington sailed for Japan under the command of Commodore Perry.
On the 1st February, James Keenan, Esq. was appointed Consul for

the United States of America.
The nett increase of revenue, according to official returns, during the
year 1853, compared with 1852 was £3,369, and the increase of expenditure £1,652. Several cases were brought to the notice of the
authorities of ships, chartered by the Chinese to convey passengers,
leaving the harbour taking only half their complement, thereby
defrauding tho e pas3engers l~n behind of their passage money.
~amuel G. Bonham left for Shanghai on the 19th February.

Sir

On lGth of March Vice Admiral Pellew left for England in theBarracouta, and His Excellency R. McLanc, U.S. Commissioner, arrived

in the Colony. The trade in Chinese passenger carrying between theColony and Califomia was at this time as its greatest height, every
available ship being eagerly snapped up for the conveyance of passengers; ,$90,000 were offert:d and paicl for Messrs Jardine, Mathe on &Co.'s receiving hulk the Bomanjee Ho1·musjee, and similarly exorbitant
prices were given for crafts of all descriptions and in all stages of
unseaworthiness. On March 27th, a Chilian barque the Libertad'
under arrest by the Marshal of· the Vice Admiralty Court, slipped her
cable and went to sea, but was brought back the following day by
boats dispatched in pursuit of her by H ..M:.S. Winchester.
On the 2nd April the U. S. Steam frigate Susquehanna arrived from
Japan, bringing; the intelligence that negociations bas come completed
for the ratific:ttion of a Commercial Treaty between the Uuited States
and Japan.

On the 13th of April, H. M.'s S. Winchester was ordered off to Singapore to join Admiral Stirling, in consequence of a report that the
Russian fle,~t was at or near Batavia.

Much excitement took place

about this time in the neighbourhood of Canton and Macao, owing to
gold discoveries made by returned Chinese Californian miners.

Great

sickness prevailed among the Garrison during this month, 73 men being
in Hospital.

Fever and Dysentry were, as now, the chief complaints.
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On the 13th of April, Sir John Bowring took the usual Oaths and
assumed the duties of Governor of the Colony. The Honorable P. I.
Sterling, Attorney General, was appointed Acting Chief Justice, Chief
Justil~e Hulme going to Europe on sick leave. The Honorable W. T.
Mercer, Colonial Treasurer, was appointed Colonial 8ccrctary.
On the 24th of April, a severe encounter took place between the
p<)lice and a gang of hill robbers at Aberdeen (Shek-pai-wan), in which
several of the robbers were shot. On the departure of Chief Justice
Hulme for England a complimentary address signed by a large number
of influential residents was presented to him. On the 11th of May
His Excellency Rear Admiral Sir James Stirling arrived from Singapore in the Barracouta; on the same day the Governor of Macao paid
a visit to the Colony. On the 25th intelligence was received of serious
riots, in which several lives were lost, having taken place at Singapore
among the Chinese, arising out of the long standing feuds between the
Fu-Iden and Canton men.
On the 1st June, a rumour was spread
abroad of a threatened attack on Hongkong by an imrneuse piratical fleet.
Active measures were taken for the defence of the island on the receipt
of news that war bad been declared between England and
Russia. At the monthly Criminal Session a Chinrse boatman and his
wife were found guilty and condemned to death for murdering a European named Mr. Perkis by throwing him overboard. On the 21st of
June, four European convicts escaped from Gaol. An ordinance was
laid before the Council for the better regulation of the building, &c.
of markets in the Colony, and the auxiliary police force was disbanded.
On the 1st of August the U. S. store ship Supply arrived from Formosa, where she had been employed surveying the coast, and the coal
beds in the island. The Arnorican Ship Lady Pierce arrived on the
14th from a "peace expedition" to Japan, having been fitted up by her
owner M:r. Silas E. Burrows, for a sort of yachting cruise to that country.
On the 2nd of September, Ilai-fung and Lok-fung, the chief cities of
the districts on the mainland which supply Hongkong with market
commodities, were taken by insurgents. On the 12th two envoys
from the King of Siam waileu upon Sir John Bowring, with letters
from His Siamese Majesty.

On the 14th Commodore Perry, the Com-
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m:rncler-in-Chief of the United States' Squadron, left for Europe via the
overland route.

An address, accompanied by a handsome service of

plate, was presentctl to hrn1 on his departure by the American mercantile
com.munitics of Hongkong and Can ton.

On the 16th Septemhcr the British and French Plenipotentiaries left
for Shanghai in II. l\f.'s S. Rattler, the absence of Sir John Bowring ren<lering it necessary to transfer the superintendency of trade to Shanghai.
A Proclamation appeared i.n the Government Gazette during this month

<ieclaring it illegal for British ships or British Subjects to engage in the
coolie Trade to the Chincha Islands, snch trade, in the words of the
proclamation, having resulted "in the most aggravate<l form of slavery."

On the 1st of

ovcmhcr the discovery ship Enterpnse arrived in the

harbour from the Arctic 'ea.

An action for libel was entered against

the Editor of the Friend of China, for certain rema1ki: in that paper
respecting M,·. Hobi11d, Pernvian Consul for Canton ancl Macao.
The first sltiplo:ul of emigrants from Hongkoug to Jamaica was reported to have arrived at Kingstoti.
made law in the Colony by

Lor<l Campbell's act (libel) was

01 dinance.

On the 21. t of Dec •m ber event! hundred armed Chinese were captured in the Lower Bazaar by the police, whilst endeavoring to em-

bark for Kowloon ; being " Rebels" who had arrived some time before in the Colony from Amoy.

A sub ·cription was raised for the

families of the olrlier, and ailors who perished in the Crimea. Sever:11
"neutrality" proclamations ,,·ere published in the Gazette, making it
a misdemeanour punishable by two years imprisonment and a fine of

$5,000, forany British subjects toaicl either the Imperialists or the rebels.

1855.-In the Gazrtte of the 3r<l of February

1855 a notification

app@ars that as "measures have been taken for the better treatment of
and regular snpervison of Chinese laborers at the Chincha Islands," the
proclamation of the 11th September (1854) prohibiting the traffic by
British subjects or in British ve sels is withdrawn.

According to

Official Returns puhli heel, the Revenue for 18!'>4 was £27,045 and the
expenditure £34,635.
On the 16th February 1855, an extensive fire broke out at the
corner of Stanley and Cochrane Streets, close to the central Police Sta-
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tion, which re:mlted in the destruction of the whole block of he-uses in
which the fire broke out.

A public meeting was held on the 6th of

March, to consider means for the establishment of a public school.
On the 7th a Government notification appeared providing for tbe registration of all Colonial vessels sailing from Hongkong under the
British flag.

A new official scale of diet, mPdicines, &c., for Chinese

An investigation
took place with respect to the extensive gambling which prevailed among the Chinese employes of the Government. On the 2nd
l\fay a most important decision was given in the Summary Jurisdiction
Court, in which case the P. & 0. Company were defendants. It was
decided that the Company must forward parcels without unnecessary
delay, and that they had no right to leave any of the parcels for Europe
behind at any point on their route to make room for other cargo. On
the 11th of May Sir John Bowring returnecl fr0m Siam, having succeeded in the object of his visit,-the arrangement of the Commercial
Treaty with that country, which is at present in force. The price of
rice fell enormously in the space of one day, after having been ve1y
scarce for weeks, as 35,000 piculs arrived in one night (May 32rcl.)
On the 16th May a most succcs::;ful raicl against pirates was macle by
II. l\L S. Rattler at Taichow. The heavy rains experienced in the early
part of June caused considerable damage throughout the city, the Roman Catholic Ho::-pital at Spring Gardens having one of its outer walls
injured, while several Chinese houses fell <lown in clifferent parts of
emigrants appeared in the Government Gazette.

the town, and drains burst in all directions.
On the 11th of June a notification appeared declaring the ports of
Saul, Iloilo and Zam boanga in the Phillippine Islands open to trade.
Mr. D. R Caldwell sent in his resignation as interpreter, &c·, &c, to
the Government.
A ship named the Sunny South arrived in Hongkong with a cargo of
200 bags of potatoes and 94 boxes containing bodies of Chinese sent
from California for burial in their native land.

On the 22nd June a

severe storm of wind and rain from E. N. E. to E. S. E. broke over the
Colony.

Several houses wei·e unroofed, and others blown down, stteets

being rendered impassable by the bursting of drains, and a great many
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Chinese were killed and injured. The damage done among the shipping was not so great as might have been expected. In August a
commis ion was e ta.bli hcd to "enquire into the Police system," which
invited the public to give evidence either "verbally" or "in writ.ing."
On the 28th of August an extensive Government Land sale took place
at East Point, bringing in a net annual rental of £350. The city and
harbour were visited by a severe gale in the month of September, the
greater number of vessels in port drifting; several lorchas sunk, and
a great deal of damage was done to many of the wharves; the roads

in many places we1·e almost washed away, and several houses fell down
in Queen's Road West from the effects of a land slip. H. M.'s brig
Bittern had a severe encounter with pirates at Shei-foo; she destroyed
twenty-three junks aucl killed 1,200 men, and had 19 men wounded,
and her master killed during the action. At the September Criminal Sessions the loss of )fr. Caldwell, the Government interpreter,
was severely felt, the interpretation being most imperfect. In October a disagreement occurred bctv.-een the U. S. Consul, Mr. Recnan,
and t.he local authoritie , as to the right and jurisdiction which
the latter held over the persons of American subjects on board

American vessels in the harbour, which was however satisfactorily
arranged. On the 7th of November a daring attack was made by a
gang of hill robbers upon a shop in Shek-pai-wan (Aberdeen). Two
police constables, one European and one Indian, were severely wounded.
The robbers, after taking every thing of value they could lay their
hands on sailed away, in a boat they had in waiting, in the direction of Cap-sing-moon. Intelligence was received of the capture of a
Hongkong lorcha by pirates, and the murder of a la:rge number of her
crew, at l\foe-chow. On the 13th November, the U.S. Consul Keenan
was bailed to make his appearance at the Supreme Court to answer to
a charge of rescuing a prisoner (an American) from the civil authorities,
with assault and battery. Monsieur de Bourboulon, French .Minister Plenipotentiary at Peking left for Europe by the mail steamer. The Bremen
brig G1·eta was condemned in the Vice Admiralty Court as a lawful
prize to H. 1J. S. Barracouta, having been captured with two hundred
and seventy Russians on board (the crew of the Rns~ian frigate Diana
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wrecked at Japan) whilst on a voynge f1om Simoda to the Russian port
of Ayen. A mccti11g of marine lot hol<lers was held ou the 3r<l December t0 discuss the Government orclcrs as to the construction of a
"Praya." On the 6th of December a well planuecl attack was made
on Messrs Ware.Hey & Co.'s premises by a large gang of robbers, who
gained admission by the ruse of one of them pretending to have a chit
to deliver; when the <loor was opene<l, the whole band rushed in,
rifled the compradore's room and the servants' <-1uurters, and decamped
before assistance could be obtained.

1856.-0n the New Year's night, 1856, a daring attack was made
by a large number ofthieves on several native shops at East 1Joint. Several
of Messrs. Jardine & Co.'s native guard were wounded and property to
the value of $1,000 carried off. Mr. Chisholm Anstey was at this time
appointed AttorneyGeneralofllongkong. On the 23rd January a scheme
for the formation of a volunteer Fire Brigade was laid before J{is Excellency the Governor. 011 the27thafirebroke out in T'ai-p'ing-shan, doing
a large amount of damage. l\lr. Chisholm Anstey anivcd in the Cadiz.
The Government issued a notification to purchasers of land lots, to
comply with the regulation as to lmilding thereon within the stated
period. On the 23rd of :February an extensive fire took place in the
'\-V cstcrn market, nearly a hundred houses being destroyed, one Chinese
firm along losing upwar<ls of $12,000. Contracts were invited for the
erection of a Central, and two District, Police Stations. The Chinese
community held a large meeting on the 7th of March, for the purpose
of finuing means for the equipment an<l formation of a Fii-e Brigade,
when $3,000 were subscribed.

Large numbers of European soldiers

belonging to the garrison deserted about this time, many of them
getting away in the American whalers which then frequented this port.
In March the Hon. C. B. Hillier, Chief Magistrate, was appointed II.
B.M. Consul at Siam. A retnrn giving the mortality among the Chinese
from the 6th February to the 28th of April shews a total of 800 deaths,
great sickness prevailing among the Chinese at this time. On the 26th
of June, H.M. ships in the harbour were dresse<l with flags, and fired
salutes, on receipt of the news of peace being declared with Russia. On
the 2th July a Thauksgiving ::icrvice fut the restoration of peace was
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held at the Union Chapel and on the Sunday following at St. Joh n's
Cathedral During the month of July and August heavy rains were
experienced throughout the South of China, and this was the wettest
season known in Hongkong for years. In September several junks
purporting to be commissioned by the Rebel government at Nanking
appeared in the harbour. Their papers turned out however to be forged,
and they were ordered to leave the harbour. In October notice was
given in the Gazette of preparations being completed for lighting the
city eastward of Murray Battery. Hostilities having broken out at
Canton owing to the arrest, by the Chinese authorities, of some seamen on board the British lorcha Arrow, on the 8th October, an uneasy
feeling prevailed throughout the Colony.
On the 16th October a
Public Meeting was held, consisting of some of the most influential European residents and a large number of Chinese householders, to take
into consideration certain matters seriously affecting the interests of the
Colony." A general complaint was made by the Chinese present of the
total inefficiency of the Police for the protection of life and property.
Much excitemeut was caused by several heavy fines having been imposed under the "Nuisance Ordinance Act," and several mobs of Chinese
paraded the streets.

1857 .-The first number of the Cliz'na },fail for the year 1857 contains
an account of a piratical attack on the steamer Fei-rna. She was hulled
in several places but none of her crew were hurt. Incendiarism on
the part of the Chinese was causing much alarm. The natives had
threatened the premises of Messrs Jardine, Matheson & Co. and a
detachment of seamen and marines was placed in charge of their hong.
On the 13th January the Steamer Tltistle was seized and taken possession of by mandarin soldiers in disguise, who eventually burnt her; 11
Europeans and several Chinese were killed. Twenty-two piracies are
noted in Hongkong waters between the 1st November 1856 and 15th
January 1857.
•
On the 15th January an attempt was made to poison the foreign
residents in the colony by means of arsenic in the bread issued from
the principal bakery in the colony. The quantity used was, however,
so great that it caused vomiting to all who partook of it, and thus saved
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the lives of the intended victims. The owner of the bakery namecl
A-Lum, was, however, acquitted on being brought to trial, as he and his
family had also used the bread, and suffered from its effects. The act
appears to have been perpetrated by some man employed by him, but the·
scoundrel was never discovered. There is little doubt that the crime
was instigated by the Chinese officials at Canton, in consequence of the
pending hostilities.
Between the 15th January and 15th February ten piracies were
reported in the neighbourhood at Hongkong. Some severe remarks
appeared in the columns of the local press relative to the inhumanity
shewn in the confinement of the Chinese prisoners.
On the 23rd February the steamer Queen was captured by the Chinese
in the usual way-by braves who had embarked as passengers. The
Captain and several Europeans were killed and the vessel was set on fire
and destroyed. Incendiarism was still flourishing and $15,000 worth of
fl.our and bread belonging to Mr. Duddell were destroyed by fire.
In March the Mandarins took measures to stop all the native communication between Hongkong and Macao, and an edict was published
ordering all Chinese to leave Hongkong, to which they paid little attention. Great complaints were made about this time of the iniquities
of the ' coolie slave trade ' as 1t was called and the existence of closed
barracoons was made known to the public. Five piracies were reported
duringthelatter part of March as having occurred in the neighbourhood.
A paragraph in a local journal of the 15th April disclosed the existence
of a vast conspiracy organized at Canton to carry on the various
piraces, acts of incendiarism, robberies and murders which then affiicted Hongkong. The census table for 1856 published in the same month
shews a total of 71,730 souls of all nationalities resident in the colony.
The reports relative to Hongko'ng and China, which appeared about
this time in the home papers, excited the not undeserved derision of
Hongkong journalists. ,
In June some ground at Shek-pai-wan (Aberdeen) was purchased by
Mr. D. Lapraik and Mr. J. Lamont for the construction of docks, and
the works were immediately proceed with.

Five cases of piracy were

1·eportcd during the months of May and June.
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On the 2nd July Lord Elgin II. M.'s Minister Extraordinary arrived
at Hongkong and received an address from the community. He left
immediately afterwards for Calcutta, in consequence of the news received of the Indian Mutiny.
On the 4th July a trial which excited great public interest took place
in the Supreme Court-that of Eli M. Boggs, an American-for Piracy
and Murder; verdict, guilty of piracy, not guilty of murder. Sentence,
transportation for life.
No less than seven cases of Piracy were reported to have occurred in
Hongkong Waters between the 28th June and 15th July, and in one
case a cargo of sugn.r, taken by the pirates, was traced to the shop of
Ma-chow Wong, a notorious pirate-spy and informer. Two other cases,
were reported on the 22nd, and 30th.
Four cases of piracy were noted between the 2nd and 17th August.
The · trial of ~fa-chow· Wong for confederating with pirates, took
place on 2nd September and resulted in a verdict of guilty, and sentence
of 'Fifteen years' transportation. Eli M. Boggs, the convict whose
trial is above mentioned, was one of the witnesses for the prosecution.
In September the Earl of Elgin re-arrived in Hongkong from India,
accompanied by M~jor General Straubenzee and Staff.
During the month of October the Schooner Neva was attacked by
pirates, when the Captain and two of the crew were murdered, and
$21,000 worth of the cargo was stolen. Eight other cases of piracy
were reported in the months of September and October.
In November and December considerable improvements in the Police
and Market arrangements of the Colony were effected. On the 28th
of the latter month, at 6 A .M. the bombardment of Canton commenced,
and as it was feared by the authorities and the majority of European
.xesiclents in Hongkong, that the absence of the Gun-boats and most of
the troops from the Colony would induce an emeute on the part of theChinese, a notification was issued by order of the Governor stating
that, in the event of fire or serious disturbance, intimation by beat of
drnm, would be given along the principal thoroughfares; and that one
hundred stand of arms complete, with appointments and ammunition,
were ready for the use of that portion of the Foreign Community who
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were unprovided with fire-arms; all of whom were invited to consider
the Central Police Station as a place of assemblage, at which they
could obtain information and guidance as to the locality and manner in
which, in co-operation with the Police, their services might be best
rendered for the public benefit.
Canton was captured by the Allied Forces on the 29th December,
and the Viceroy Yeh was taken prisoner a few days later. The Governor, Pih-kwei, and the Tartar General, whose persons had also been
seized, were afterwards re-installed in the Governorship of the city,
subject to the supervision of three Commissioners,-Mr Consul (now
Sir Harry Parkes, Colon€! Holloway (now Major General and C. B.) of
the Royal Marine Light Infantry, and Captain Martineau, of the French
Navy.

1858.-0n the 17th January, 1858, the Wing-sunn Passage boat left
Macao for Hongkong, and while off the "Nine Islands," some ten or
twelve of the native passengers rose upon and overpowered the crew,
and took the boat to a place called Sam-tsao half way between Macao
and Kao-Ian, where the master was put ashore. Ile subsequently found
his way to Macao, and thence to Hongkong. The boat had a Colonial
Register, and had been engaged, during the stoppage of trade on the
river, consequent on the capture and occupation of Canton, in supplying
the Colony with market stuffs, and the master therefore naturally
applied to the local authorities for assistance in recovering his boat,
but unsuccessfully. A Portuguese and several respectable shopkeepers
were detained on board for ransom. Besides tb e cargo, th.e master
had charge of a considerable sum of money-$1, 000 of which belonged
to an English firm in Hongkong.
The blockade of Canton was raised on the 10th February. During
this month the Hongkong Government Gazette containing the Jury list
for the year, included the name of Wong Ashing, a native who was
much respected by all who knew him, and the first Chinaman to whom
the privilege had ever been granted.
A number of piracies were reported during March; the comparatively few cases that occurred during January and February had induced
the supposition that since the conviction of the master-spirit of the
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horde of miscreants, Ma-chow Wong, this disgrace to the colony was
about to cease ; but such was not the case.
The Opium monopoly was re-established from the 1st April, by
Government Ordinance, Chun-tai kwong becoming the lessee at a rental
of $38,000 for the year.

A number of fires, evidently the work of incendiaries, took place
about this period in various parts of Tai-ping-shan and other portions
of the Colony occupied by native houses. Many lives were lost and a
large amount of property was destroyed or stolen. A reward of $500
was offe1 ed, in the Goverment Gazette, for the arrest of Chu Aqui, a notorious pirate and chief of the gang of incendiaries then lurking about the .
Colony; and of $100 for each of his accomplices.
In consequence of a proclamation issued at Canton by the "Braves
of thE> Kwangtuug Province," addressed to the Mandarins of every
district, and the Elders of every village in the province, directing them
to order all Chinese in foreign employ, and all either in Hongkong or
Macao to return to their homes within one month ; "and that if after
one month, they still stay with the foreign dogs, and do not return to
their native villages, the elders of the villages shall hand over their
families to the authorities, to be punished as if they were Rebels,"-a
considerable exodus of the respectable Chinese in the Colony took place
during the second week in July. The proclamation, luckily, was only
made in certain districts so that the departure of natives from Hongkong was only partial, although sufficiently extensive to cause serious
inconvenience to the European residents ; even Government schoolteachers resigned their situations and returned home, being coerced by
the terrible threat, implied in the proclamation, against their families.
On the 29th July a public meeting was held at the office of Messrs
Dent & Co., attended by upwards of fifty members of the community,
including the heads of all the British Mercantile firms in the colony,
for the purpose of discussing the above subject, the extensive departure
of Chinese from the colony, and the stoppage of the ordinary supplies
from the mainland, having become a matter of the very grav.est importance. At this meeting a memorial, addressed to Sir John Bowring
was read and approved, requesting His Excellency, under the peculiar
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circumstances of the case, and in the absence of Lord Elgin, to assume
the responsibility of immediately issuing a stringent proclamation to the
Chinese, and threatening the native authorities of Heang-shan, Tungkwan, Sun-on, &c., with the vengeance of the British Government,
should they still persist in the recall of their countrymen in foreign
employ, and in the interruption of market supplies; and suggesting
that His Excellency should put hims(>lf in communication with the
Naval and Military authorities, to arrange for carrying out his threats
if the Chinese refused compliance with his just demands. This step
was rendered absolutely necessary from the fact that the majority of
• the houses of European residents in Hongkong were deserted by their
servants, the markets were bare of provisions, the principal shops were
closed, and almost every Chinese merchant, trader, or compradore of
respectability had withdrawn from the colony. On the 30th July Sir
John Bowring issued a proclamation in the terms recommended in the
proceedings of the above meeting, informing the Chinese that, peace
having been established betwixt, the two countries by the signing of
the Treaty at Tien-tsin on the 3rd of July, it was the duty of good
subjects of both countries to endeavour to carry out the intentions
of their Sovereigns, by mutual acts of amity, harmony, and good will.
"Many Chinese have settled in this colony," said the proclamation,
'' who having taken no part in any hostilities, are entitled to British
protection. These men, however, have been, by menaces from the
mainland, driven from their homes among us, and compelled to flee
the colony, while the supply of provisions has also been stopped.
This state of affairs cannot be tolerated, and unless the threatening
orders be withdrawn, and the people permitted to return to their
business, the districts whence the menaces emanate, and especially
Heang-shan and Sun-on, arc threatened ·with the retributive vengeance
of the British Government." In the promulgation of this proclamation H. 1\1 's gun-boat Starling was employed, and on her proceeding
to the walled city of Namtow on the Canton River, bearing a flag of
truce, she was fired upon by the Imperial troops at that place; upon
receiving intelligence of this General Straubenz~e ancl Commodore
the Honourable Keith Stewart, accompanied by a considerable military
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and naval force, proceeded to the spot for the purpose of exacting
retribution for the insult. Namtow was taken by assault, but not
without severe loss, two military officers and three men being killt-d,
one naval officer dangerously, and about 12 men slightly wounded.
In August the Attorney General, Mr. Chisholm Anstey, was suspended from office, and Mr Day, the senior Counsel in the Colony,after Dr Bridges, who was acting as Colonial Secretary,-was appoint.
ed to the vacant podt, pending reference to the home authorities.
Piracies having at this period become much too numerous in the
vicinity of the Colony and suspicions being aroused that a large number of piratical junks were lurking near, and that detachments
from them were committing depredations, Mr. Caldwell employed
himself to di cover their whereabouts, and succeeded in ascertaining
that they were located in the island of Ling-ting. Admiral Seymour,
upon the representations of Mr Caldwell, despatched H. M.'s Gunboat Su1prise, accompanied by two boats from the Cambrian. The
result was that, of the whole fleet, only two junks escaped. The steamer was " hulled" three times, but not a man was hurt ; and the expedition would have returned without a single casualty, but for a melancholy accident to the mate of the Cambrian, who, whilst engaged
in destroying the junks, was blown up in one of th~m. Seven era~
were brought in, mounting from 12 to 28 guns, and there is no doubt
that they would have proved dangerous opponents for any merchant
ships they might have chanced to fall in with.
Another expedition, con~isting of the Magicienne, Inflexible, Plover
and Algerine was sent out against a nest of pirates on the West Coast,
and was remarkably successful. The first day they captured a pirati-cal junk, and another craft of similar character was destroyed by its
crew, who blew i_t up. In all, during this raid, 40 junks, a large number of snake boats, (ovrr 30), a stockaded battery, and several pirate
villages, were utterly destroyed. The success of this expedition was
in no small degree owing to Mr Caldwell, whose intimate acquaintance
with the West Coast enabled him to act as a pilot. By the destruction
of their strongholds, a blow was given to the pirates of the West Coast
from which they were a long t-ime in recovering. Sixty-seven pairs of
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cannon, taken in the above expeditions, were sold by Public Auction
in the Victoria Exchange. With one or two exceptions, thE>y were all
purchased by Chinese, at rates varying from $250 a pair-a price
which honest traders could hardly afford to give. It is possible that
the guns soon passed back again into the hands of pirates, who would
probably look upon the taking of them as merely a heavy tax on the
exercise of their profession.
On the 23rd September no less than three Colonial appointments were
provisionally filled up by the Executive Council :-Mr F. W. Green
being appointed Acting Attorney General, vice Mr Day who had unfortunately died on the 21st September; Dr Chaldecott, appointed Acting
Colonial Surgeon, vice Dr W. A. Harland, who died on the 12th
September ; and Rev. W. Beach appointed Acting Colonial Chaplain.
The 1st, or Royal Regiment, arrived from Gibraltar in the Lord
Raglan on the 25th October, to relieve the 59th (2nd Nottinghamshire),
which had been nine years in China. The 59th embarked for the
Cape on the 21st November, in the Lo1·d Raglan; a farewell dinner
having previously been given them by the community.
In December an expedition, consisting of the Fury, with Mr Caldwell on board, and the gunboats Firm and Bustard in company, sailed
in search of a fleet of pirate junks near Macao.
Twelve junks were
destroyed, averaging 8 guns each, and a small village was looted.
During the year much ill-feeling arose between certain Colonial
officials, and several crown prosecutions were instituted a~ainst local
journals for libel.

1859.-0n the 20th January, 1859, there was a meeting of the
Legislative Council at which a communication was read from the legal
advisers to the Secreta1y of State for the Colonies, commenting on the
careless manner in which British Acts of Parliament ~ad been adopted
in Hongkong.
The Acting Attorney General stated in reference to
this matter, that his tenure of office was too uncertain to admit of his
commencing any new system of legislation, or correcting mistakes for
which he was not responsible.
The appointment of Mr Green as Acting Attorney General was confirmed by the Home Government, hut no intimation was received that
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the suspension of Mr Anstey had been approved.
Murray was appointed Colonial Surgeon.

Dr John Ivc.,r

Mr Anstey left tor England.

In March Lord Elgin left Cant0n and proceeded in the "Furious"
direct for Singapore, without calling at Hongkong.
Two Europeans
were publicly executed at the Gaol for the murder of a China boy on

board the ship ".Mastiff."

Upwards of two thousand persons were

present, principally Chinese, who were much gratified that such strict
justice was dealt out, and that the murder of a Chinaman had been
visited with so severe a punishment.

On the 19th March, Admiral Sir

Michael Seymour left in the " Calcutta" for home, carrying with him
the best wish4=!s of the community, and a presentation of 2,000 guineas.
His position here had been one of no slight difiiculty, especially at the
commencement of hostilities, when he was ignorant of the views of
Her Majesty's Government, and had to meet Yeh and blockade the
Canton River, with a small force ill adapted for the purpose.
A large nest of Pirates in the Broadway near Macao were destroyed
by an expedition under the command of Captain Colville of the "Niger,"
and consisting of that vessel and the Gunboats "Janus" and" Clown."
The pirates showed fight, and some of our vessels were hulled, but no
one was hit on our side, while about 200 Chinaman were killed, and

20 junks, together with a number of fast boats and guns, were destroyed.
Early in April the first number of the Echo do Povo appeared. On
the 26th the Hon. Mr Bruce, H. l\L Minister to Pekin 6, and Superintendent of British Tiade in China, arrived at Hongkong in the

" Maqicienne."
Sir John Bowring left the Colony in May, Mr-now Sir HerculesRobinson having been appointed to succeed him as Governor.

Imme-

cliately before bis departure Sir John was waited upon by two deputations of Chinese, who expressed their grateful sentiments for the
protection that had been accorded them and for the general excellence
of the late Governor's rule ; one of them presented Sir John with a
magnificent mirror, a bronze vase, and a porcelain bowl, each of
great value.

The Chinese merchants presented him with a bale of rich

crimson satin, on a portion of which were embroidered the names and
fieals of two hundred of the most wealthy and respectable amongst them.
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These testimomals seem to have been quite spontaneous on the part of
the donors, and contrasted cu:riously with the abuse lavished on him
by the press and a portion of the foreign community.
A prosecution was commenced in this month by Mr Fernandez, of
Macao, against the proprietor of the Daily Press, for certain remarks
which appeared about him in that paper at the beginning of May. On
the 9th of this month an expedition against pirates was made by H.M.
Gunboat Slaney resulting in the capture of thirteen Junks. On the 18th
a repetition of the old ruse for capturing the river steamers was resorted
to ; the little Cumja being captured by some of its Chinese passengers
not far from Macao. Hongkong at this period does not seem to have
been in much favor at home, either with the Government or the press.
In the Times an amusing article appeared which contained some truth
and a good deal of exaggeration, and drew a ludicrously unfavourable
sketch of colonial society about this time. It terms the local disagreements '• a storm in a teapot," and comments in strong terms upon
the local press.
The English and French Plenipotentiaries left Hongkong for the North
in the beginning of June, with the intention of bringing the Ohinese
Government to terms. Various apocryphal stories were current in the
Colony as to the massacre of Russian residents in Peking, and a better
founded report was also heard that they had furnished the Chinese
with large supplies ot arms in return for the cession of a slice of territory
extending from the southern border of Siberia to the banks of the
Amoor. The body of Ex-Viceroy Yeh was landed at Canton and
received with great tokens of respect by the authorities. News arrived
at this time that Mr Alcock had reached Shanghai on his way to Japan
with the ratified treaty. During the months of May and June scarcely
any rain fell in Hongkong-the thermometer averaged about 90°; but
in spite of the heat the season was tolerably healthy. Two piracies are
recorded as having taken place during the month of May. H. M.
Gunboat Clown was sent out on an expedition and destroyed four junks.
Additional parcels of ground were, in this month, put up for sale at
Pokfolum, in order to induce the colonists to build in that direction.
Rnt few purchasers, however, appeared,

Mr Tudor Davis rm;igncd his
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app(,intment as Chief Magistrate, and Mr W. II. Mitchell was appointed
acting in his place. Mr May became Acting Assistant Magistrate, and
Mr Jarman Acting Superintendent of police. Much discussion took
place with reference to the numerous accusations of piracy brought
against junks, Mr Caldwell having refused to have anything to do with
the P.xpeditions constantly sent out to suppress and destroy them. The
want of his services as Interpreter was much felt, and the unsatisfactory
way in which the wretched interpreters, employed in his place, performed their duties was much commented on.
One of the mo.st important works ever put into the hands of students of
Chinese was published at this time by Messrs. Shortrede of Hongkong
-We allude to Mr '\Va<le's llsin Ohz'ng lu, a work which has thrown more
light on the tones and construction of the mandarin language1 than any
work previously published. Like the appearance of Morrison's dictionary, the publication of this book marks an era in the Listory of the
foreign study of Chinese, and despite a few unavoidable imperfections,
it is much to be regretted that so valuable a work. is now out of print.
On the 2d June Lo Chun sun, a pirate, was r.xccuted in front of the
Gaol Like most of his countrymen he seemed quite impassive at the
moment of being placed undP.r the gallows.
On the 15th June news arrived that the admiral had left Shanghai
with a squadron for the Gulf of Pe-chi-li, the Plenipotentiaries having
proceeded -northwards two days earlier with the full intention of ultimately reaching Peking. In Hongkong the Coolie trade again called for
public reprobation, and an article in the Daily Press of the 19th June
speaks of it in no measured terms.

A prosecution, connected with this

subject, was commenced by Mr Fernandez of Macao, against Mr J. J.
da Silva e Souza, who had unluckily in the Echo do Povo, quoted and
tran lated a portion of the Daily Press article, He apologised to save
the trouble and expense of a lawsuit, which he would probably have
gained had the case been carried into court; and had to pay the costs
of the plaintiff in the action~ amounting to $250.
We notice in the local journals of the 30th June the first intimation,
of the China Rail way scheme between Canton and Calcutta.
however, spoken of hopefully.

It is not,
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On the 22d July appears the announcement of our defeat at the
mouth of the Peiho on the 25th June. It is needless here to enter
into the details of this disastrous occurrence; the feeling aroused at
Hongkong was naturally one of great distress at the failure of our arms.
It may here b1~ in tercsting to add a list of our naval forces in the
China seas at this period.
SHIPS OF' WAR.

Vessel.

ON THE om.NA STATION.-JuLY, 185!1.
Those marked (a) were engaged in the attack on the Peiho jorts.
. ~
Commander
Tons. ~ , ~~
.At.
Rate.

I

~ 2.

C)

I

British.
Acorn
.Actroon (Surv.J
.Adventure
Algerine (85)
As~istance
a Banterer (79)
Ilittern
Bustr.rd (92)
Cambrian
Camilla.
Chesapeake
Clown (72)
a Cormorant
a Coroma.ndel
Cruiser
Drake (97)
Dove (96 ~urv,)
firm (81)
a Forester (87)
Fury
a Haughty (89)
Hercules
Hesper
High.flyer
Inflexible
a Janus (76)
a Kestrel (69)
a Lee (8 1)
Leven (84}

485 130 1 .. R. B. Pea.rso.
12
Amoy
sloop
6:;0 1CO
26
Coast of Corea frigate
•• J. \.\ ard.
Canton Biver steamer
6 2u05 114 s. 400 K. Lacy.
300 50 s. 80 Lieut. Wm. Arthur.
2
G. of Pecheli gunboat
6 2005 1J4 s. 400 w. A. J. Heath.
G. of l'echeli steamer
200
!.
G. of Peeheli gunboat
7 I. 60 Lieut. J. Jenkins.
480
Canton Hivcr sloop
6
:.100 ·so 1s .• 60 Lieut. F. w. Hallowes.
2
Canton River gunboat
Capt !ll'Cleverty.
44 1600
Hongkong
frigate
549 130
16
Fuhohau
sloop
•• T. .M. Jones.
{ near-Admiral J. Hope.
G. of Pechell st-frigate 39
c B -Ca.pt u.u. Willes.
Hongkong
gunboat
4
37 ,. 40 Lieut. W. Lee.
G. of Pecheli steamer
a 670 91 8. 200 Comr. A. 11 odehouse.
:-303 50 'p . 150 Lieut '.1-litcholl.
G. of Pecheli steamer
5
750 l(J5 s. 60 J . Bythesea.
G. of Pechcli steamer
2
Canton Hiver gunboat
2
37 ·,. 4l) Lieut A. K Blane.
~00 60 ,. 60 Lieut. U. J. bullock.
Con.st of Corea gunboat
2
Canton Hiver gunboat
2
37 8. 60 Lieut. W. H. Boulton.
200 !i0 11. 60 I ieut. A. J. Innes.
G. of Peeholi gunboat
6
G. of Pecheli steamer
2 11:.!4 165 1p. 615 Comr. Uvmmerel.
200 50 s. 60 Lieut. G. JJ. Broad.
G. of Pech ell gun boat
2
Hongkong
2
Mil hos.
G. of Pecheli steamer
64 1,. 'i':20 J. Loane, Master.
G of Pecheli steamer
6 1i53 260 I,.
pt C. F. A. Shadwell, •. ,.
tihanghae
1124 165 Ip. 378 Com. Brooker.
steamer
G. of Peoheli gunboat
2
37
40 Litmt. H.P. Knevitt.
G. of Peoheli gunboat
2
37 8. 40 Lieut. Bevan.
G. of Pocheli gunboat
3
300 50 8. 80 Lieut. W. H Jones.
Canton lliver gunboat
8
300 50 , . 80 Lieut. J S Hudson.
G. of Pecheli steamer
Magfcienne
16 1258
400 Capt Vansittart.
Hongkong
Melville
hospital
6
:!19
• • W H. 'l'. Smart, D. L H •
Hongkong
Minden
storeship
. • , . • J. ·Forth, Clerk in oha.rge.
a Nimrod (61)
G. of l'echeli steamer
6
860 110 a. 180 Oomr. \\ ynniatt.
11. of Pecbeli gunboat
a Opossum (94)
2
200 50 1, . 60 Lieut. 0. J, Balfour.
a Plover (86)
n. of Pooheli gunboat
2
200 50 8 . 60 Lieut. JI. Ha.son.
Princess Charlotte Hongkong
!hospital
244;-J 76 ~ • .
11. G. 'l'homsett Master.
Sampson
Ja.pan
steamer
6 L97 200 . 467 Capt. G. s. f-J and.
Slaney (83)
Canton River !gunboat
:mo 50 ,. 80 Lieut. K. H. Leet.
3
a Starling (93)
G. of Pecheli igunboat
200 50 { 60 Lieut. \.\/hitShed.
2
Sta.unch (91)
!Canton Ilivor gunboat
I!
200 50,. 60
E. J. PollMd.
·watchful (75)
Canton Hiver gu11boa.t . 2
37 , . 50 Lieut. F. W. 1nglefiold.
Woodcock (73)
c:a.nton River gunboat
2
37 /,. 50 Lieut. G. S. Bosauquet.

,,, I ..

..

r···r·
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..

1

..
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In August a clan fight between Ilakkas and Puntis took place at
Ch'im-Sha-Tsui, on the Kowloong Peninsula. It lasted two days, but
little damage was done beyond a few knife wounds. The llakkas remained masters of the sitnation.
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Much astonishment seems to have been felt at the
feat in the Peiho did not affect our position with the
kong and Canton. No signs of disturbance, Lowever,
Cantonese seemed rather sorry than otherwise that
pulsed.

fact that our denatives at Hongappeared and the
we had been re

An action for libel was entered against the proprietor of the

Dai(11 Press by :Messrs Jardine, Matheson and Co. in the latter end of
August, and a similar action was brought against Mr Tarrant, the
Editor of the Fn'end of Clzina, by Colonel Caine for certain accusations
made against him in t!1at paper. About the 20th of this month a
typhoon visited Hongkong and several native craft were destroyed.
No great damage was done to foreign shipping,
Sir' Hercules G. R. Robinson Kt., the newly appointed Governor,
arrived at the beginning of September and commenced his rule under
favourable au1-pic<ls. A pension w:Js granted to Colonel Caine the late
Governor. Tl1e trial of Mr. Tarrant, Editor· of the Friend of Cluna,
for libels against Colonel Caine, come off before Chief Justice Adams;
J1e was found guilty and sentenced to a year's irnprisoment. Colonel
Caine's charncttr. it may be noted, was held to have been completely
vindicated by the trial. Five cases of piracy, nearly aU on native craft,
were reported during this month.

In the brginning of October Mr II. N. Lay commenced the organization of the new Chinese Customs establishment at Shanghai. Sir John
Bowring was granted a pension by the Foreign Office, and other officials applied for a similar favour with permission to retire.
The P. & 0. Steamer Canton was wrecked at Macao in a gale during
this month, the machinery being, however, uninjured ; several other
vessels were lost also. After a good deal of agitation respecting the
matter on the part of the press, it was decided to establish a sanitarium
on Victoria peak. This has not, however, proved of the service that
was anticipated by its projectors.

In the latter end of October a portion of the 67th Regiment came
up from Calcutta, and fresh troops were placed under orders for this
port, for the purpose of forming part of the expedition which it was
now rumomed was intended to move against the North of Chfoa.
News arri vc<l that the Russians had obtained by cession the Southern
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part of the island of Saghalien.

A great number of piracies were again

reported in the newspapers. On the 19th October the Victoria Exchange, the NP.w Roman Catholic Chapel, and other buildings were
destroyed by fire. The damage was estimated at about $ l 00, 000.
Emigration from Canton to the West Indies was set on foot, and
received the support of the Viceroy Lao, then in office at Canton.
The American ship Flora Temple., bound for the Havana, was lost in
November on the Paracels reef, and 850 coolies were drowned. Mr
Lay's administration of the Chinese Customs was marked with great
vigor, the Shamrock, Portuguese steamer, having been seized for infringement of the Revenue laws near Canton. Piracies are again recorded in great numbers, while robberies innumera1le fill the columns
of the papers. A detailed return of crimes of this description which
have occurred at Hongkong from its cession to the present c1ate would
fill a bulky volume. An action for libel was brought against the editor
of the Dai(7J Press by a :Mr Lobscheicl. The matter, however, was eventually dropped. A clan fight took plact~ amongst the natives on the
mainland at Deep Bay, not far from Hongkong. The formation of a
road to the peak, and the erection of a sanitarium and 0ag staff thereon, were being actively proceeded with. The Sisters of Charity removed from Hongkong to Macao, to the great regret of the community,
in the month of December ; this event is the last item of social news
recorded for 1859.
1860.-The only event of local importance which took place during
the month of January, 1860, was the arrest of Tam Achoy, a well known
resident of Hongkong, for having chartered a steamer flying the British
flag, and engaging a number of European sailors, Manilamen and Portuguese, in order to attack certain Hakka clans in the Province of
Kwang-tung under the allegation that they were pirates His party
was repulsed, and three of the Europeans with a number of the others,
w_ere killed. He inknded to organise a larger expedipon, but on intelligence of the affair coming to the knowledge of Government, Tam
Achoy, with the Captain of the steamer and the men who had engaged
in fighting, w;is taken into custody and brought to trial for violation
of the foreign enlistment act.
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In February, Tam Achoy and the European sailors who ha<l engaged
in the buccaneering attack on Sun-ning, in the steamer Si1· Jamsetjee
Jee;eebltoy (above allu<lcd to), were comrnittecl for trial at the Supreme
Court. The case, however, resulted in a compromise, certain members of the Government appearing to have been mixed up in the affair,
Mr Adams, the Acting Chief Justice, entered into an arrangement to
the effect that if the prisoners pl~aded guilty, no sentence would be
passed upon them, and so the matter would be settled. They pleaded
guilty, and the Court bound them over to appear for jndgement
should they ever again engage in a similar undertaking. It transpired on the trial that the accused had received encouragement
from some officers of Government in the course they had pursued, and they alleged that they had been requested to act by some
local mandarin.
It was notifie<l that His Excellency the Governor intended to reduce
.Mr Tarrnnt's sentence of imprisonment by one half, in consideration of
the severity with wl1ich it had been carried out, and the declaration of
the Acting Chief Justice that his sentence would not have been for so
long a period, had he known the state of Victoria Gaol.

In March, Captain Saun<lers, of the barque Chin Chz'n, was committed and tried at the Supreme Court, on the charges of the murder
of a Chinaman, and of shooting at aud wounding other Chinamen,
on board a Chinese Customs' boat at Swatow. Ile had been released
on bail, the securities being himself for $6,000, and two friends
for $3,000 each. This case created great excitement, inasmuch as
t.he new Customs' Service, as well as Captain Saunders, was partly
on its trial. The Jury decided not only that Captain Saunders was
not guilty, but also that "he was perfectly justified in resisting the
armed boat." This verdict caused great cheering by the audience
in Court. The Judge's summing up was against the accused; but
the enthusia m ·with which the verdict was received proved the strong
feeling then existing against the new Customs' service. The owners
of the Cltin Cltin, at once commcncecl an action against Mr Lay, for
delaying the voyage of their vessel, ant1 claime<l damages to the extent
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The prize of $1,000, offered by Sir Hercules Robinson for the besl
plans of water works for the colony, was awarded to Mr Rawlings of
the Royal Engineer Department.
_ The peninsula of Chim-Sha-Tsui, known as Kowloong, opposite
Hongkong was placed under the control of the British Government,
having been leased to them by the Governor General of the two
Kwang Provinces, through the agency of Mr Parkes, then Commis~ioner administering the Government of Canton. Colonel 1ifoMahon
of the 44th Regiment occupied the ground with the Regiment under
his comruand, and immediately issued a notice that no further settlers
would oe allowed to come there in future, and that while all due
protection would be extended to orderly people already located
there, all thieves and outlaws would be proceeded against with severity
if they attempted to conceal themselves within its limits.
General Sir Charles Van Straubenzee, lately Commander in chief of
the British forces in China, left for England by the Mail of the 15th
April.
Almost every day during the month of April, Steamers and Sailing
Vessels arrived with French and English Troops for the Expeditionary
force. The peninsula of Kowloon, where most of them were quartered,
presented quite an animated camp, the Sikh Cavalry and the Armstrong Guns forming the principal objects of attraction. On the 21st
June, II. E. Lord Elgin and Baron Gros the British and French Ministers Plenipotentiary, with their respective suites, arrived by the Akin.
Admiral Hope having left for the North on the 9th, and Sir Hope
Grant on the 11th, all the troops for the expedition sailed early in the
month, leaving Hongkong to be garrisoned by a Provisional Battalion.
This Provisional Battalion was to incorporate drafts of men from home,
and detach other drafts to the North as they were required. Its
strength at the time of the departure of the Expeditionary force was
865 men.

In July Mr (now Sir Harry) Parkes left Canton for the North to
join Lord Elgin. A trial for libel brought by Mr Caldwell, against
the Editor of the Daily Press, resulted in the latter having to ruake a
very full apology to the plaiuti1I:
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On the 18th August a severe thunderstorm, ac,}ompanied by a
heavy fall of rain, visited the Colony.

Many of the roads were torn

up and several native houses were destroyed 1 one of which in its fall
killed five individuals.

In September, the design for a Clock To,ver1 (which had been thrown
open to public competition) was decided upon, and the plan of Mr
Rawlings, of the Royal Engineer Department, accepted.

The same

geutlem::i.n had been the sccessful competitor for the prize awarded to
the best plans for the new Water Works.
The only occu1'ence of note during October was the visit of a party
of Japanese returning from New York, in the U.S. ship Niagam. They
occupied themselves during their stay in making minute enquiries into
the various institutions of the Colony.
Late in November some portions of the Expeditionary Force began to
arrive from the North of China, after the victorious march upon Peking

In December, the remainder of the Expeditionary Force arrived, with
the exception of those details who were ordered to winter at the north.
1861.-DuringJanua.ry 1861, theonly exciting topic oflocalinterest
was the disposition of the new territorial area on the Kowloong side
of the harbour acquired by the Treaty of Tientsing ; much anxiety was
evinced with reference thereto.

The most valuable piece of sea-frontage

was decided on as the only available spot for no less than three distinct
and separate purposes, to only one of which could it po~sibly be appliecl.

The Governor, naturally enou 6 h, wished to build upon it; the

Military Commanding Officer recommended it as the only practicable
site for barracks, stating that for this purpose every inch of it would be
needed; while the Admiral found in it-from his point of view-the
very spot for the docks that had been so long desired and ca1led for.
This conflict of opinion proved the cause of long and prejudicial delays
in the final arrangements with respect to the new site.
Lord Elgin and Suite arrived in the steamer Feroze on the 8th, and
left on the 12th for Canton. On the 10th at noon, His Excellency
held a levee at Government House.
eel for Manila.

On the 21st His Lordship depart-

Admiral Jones arrived, from the North, on the 20th,

and Sir Hope Grant on the 29th.
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Some little stir was kept up during the month by the departure of
troops and officers for England and India. The old familiar faces were
fast disappearing, and, by the end of the month, almost the whole of
the Expeditionary force had left China, excepting the troops in occupation at Canton and in the North.
In February an influential meeting was held at the Club for the
purpose of establishing a "Sailors' Home," - an institution much
needed.
By the first mail in March permission arrived for Mr Rawlings, of
the Royal Engineer Department, to set about the Water Works' contract,
the design for which he had prepared about a year before.
During this month the local government took very strenuous and
proper measures for the purpose of obtaining better English instruction
in the Government schools, and for having a proper staff of Interpreters
trained for the public service.
A proposal to erect a prison on Stone Cutters' Island was started,
and appeared to call forth no objections. The escapes of prisoners
from the Hongkong Goal had recently been numerous.
Mr Inglis, Harbour Master and Marine Magistrate, left for Engiand,
on account of ill-health, and was succeeded in his office by Captain
Thomsett, R.N.
In April a Regatta Club was instituted.
The first volume of The Chinese Cla,ss£cs translated by the Rev. Jas.
Legge, D.D. was issued early in May from the printing office of the
London Mission. The Hongkong Chamber of Commerce was formed.
A piratical attack was made upon the British brig North Star, when
the Captain, officers, a passenger and several of the crew were murdered. This tragedy occurred in broad daylight and within four or five
miles of the Harbour of Hongkong.
In June Mr Callaghan, Chief Magistrate, left the Colony, having
been appointed Governor of Labuan.
In July His Excellency the Governor, Sir Hercules Robinson, took a
trip to Japan, whence he returned late in August.
On the 6th September the Commissariat sheds at Kowloong took
fire, and their contents, consisting chiefly of large quantities of com-
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pressed hay and patent fodder, were utterly destroyed. The loss was
estimated at about £40,000.
On the 21st October, Canton was evacuated by the allied troops and
handed over to the Chinese authorities, after an occupation of three
years and ten months.
Fane's Horse arrived on the 31st October from Tientsin in the Vulcan,
en route for India. Mr John Dent, head of the firm of Dent & Co.
took his departure for England by the mail of the 2nd November,
after a residence of twenty years in China.
The unsatisfactory state of the Police force having been duly considered by the Government, steps were taken, in December, to increase its
efficiency by offering very good terms for proper men from Bombay.
For many months during this year, and its predecessor, a special
commission sat for the purposse of enquiring into the "Civil Service
abuses of the Colony ; " the said "abuses" being certain charges
preferred against Mr D. R. Caldwell, Registrar General and Protector
of Chinese, by Mr Murrow, Editur of the Dail7J Press. After this enquiry had dragged its weary way along until many were tired antd
disgusted, l\Ir Caldwell tendered his resignation, which was not accepted-but eight months afterwards he was formally dismissed from his
appointment. Since the arrival of Sir R. Macdonnell as Governor of the
Colony, a proposition, backed by the most influential members of the
Legislative Council, has been made, to offer Mr Caldwell a re-appointment under Government, but up to the date of writing this, no de.finite
steps have been taken in the matter.
1862.-During January, 1862, a movement was commenced for the
purpose of organising a V olu.nteer Corps.
In March the newly organized Volunteers commenced drill. Mr
Angus Fletcher having retired from the Leg;sJative Council, the vacancy
thus caused was filled by the appointment of Mr Charles Wilson Murray.
The Governor's choice on this occasion appeared to give unqualified
satisfaction.
In April the following gentlemen were gazetted as Officers of the
Hongkong Volunteer Corps: Captain F. Brine, R. E., to be Commandant; William Kane, Esquire, to l,c Captain; Richard Beckwith
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Baker, Esquire, to be 1st Lieutenant; John Frazer, Esquire, to be 1st
Lieutenant, and John Dodd, Esquire, to be 2nd Lieutenant.
Lady Franklin the widow of the Arctic explorer, called at Hongkong
en route to Europe after having visited the Sandwich Islands, California,

and Shanghai,

A draft of natives from Bombay arrived for the local

Police, and the entire Force was placed under the command of a Captain
Superintendent (Captain Quin) whose previous experience in the Army
and in the Bombay Police it was thought would be valuable in his
new sphere.
Mr F. W. Mitchell was appointed by His Excellency thf ~overno1
to the office of Postmaster General, his fitness for which post had long
been acknowledged.

Mr Thomas Turner was appointed to the vacant

Office of Registrar General.

A gigantic fraud was discovered in June, 11aving been prepetrated
by a Parsee named Rustomjee, of the firm of Hormusjee & Rustomjee,
in complicity with the commander of the Opium receiving-ship

Tropic.

The T·ropi'c was one of two receiving-ships in Hongkong

harbour, where owners or brokers could deposit opium.

A receipt

from the commander of such a ship for opium received on board, had
been in the habit of passing from hand to hand among men of business,
either as a valid transfer of the amount of opium for which it was
granted, or as a proper security for an advance of money.

Rustomjee

had obtained large advances from every Bank in the Colony, with the
exception of the Oriental Banking Corporation, and having excited
suspicion, his sudden departure for Macao caused the holders of
opium receipts to send on board the T1·opic for the purpose of realising
their claims at once.

On board the hulk there were only about fifty

chests of drug to meet demarids for fifteen hundred ; the commander,
Stanford, was taken into custody, and an enquiry was instituted.

The

amount estimated to be deficient was over a Million and a Half
of dollars.

Srn,nford was eventually sentenced to eight years, and

Rustornjee to ten years imprisonment.
His Exccll~ncy Sir llercules Robinson left for England by the Mail
of the 12th July.

On the 10th an address from the Bishop and all

the principal residents was presented to him, and another from the
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legislative council, to each of which he made suitable replies. Judge
Ball arrived in July, and was appointed Judge of the Summary Jurisdiction Court, under instructions from His Grace the Secretary of
State for the Colonies. Mr May was appointed First Police Magistrate,
and coroner, and Mr Power Acting Second Police Magistrate.
Mr Mercer was appointed Acting Governor during the absence of Sir
Hercules Robinson.
In August the gun boat Snake picked up a boat's crew who had
left their vessel, 1'he Lord of the Isles, after she had caught fire near
the island of Hainan; the ship, being full of gunpowder in cargo, was
abandoned soon after the efforts to extinguish the fire were seen to be
unavailing. The crew·reported the Captain (Davie) and eight passengers (including six French Priests) as at sea in another boat. These
subsequently turned up safely, after enduring considerable hardships.
The Hongkong branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, being in a decaying conditio?, its small but valuable collection of books, along with a
small balance of funds, were offered to the Morriso11 Education Society,
the money to be devoted to keeping the books in a good state of preservation. It was arranged that the gift could be recalled under certain circumstances.
The Master of the American steamer Firecmcket· was fined in the
mitigated penalty of $50 for detaining a portion of the Mails brought
by him from the Cape of Good Hope and Mauritius. This was the
first case of the kind that had been brought before the Court under
the new Post Office ordinance.

In October, 350 men bel-Onging to the 2nd Beloochee Regiment arrived, and also the 22nd Bengal Native Infantry, 730 strong.
Admiral Hope departed for England, bearing with him the cordial
esteem and good wishes of the whole European community.
A destructive fire occurred on the 20th November, destroying the
Chinese houses on each side of the way between Messers Bomjau,
IIubener & Co.'s and the Military Hospital. The origin of the fire was
unknown, but it broke out in one of the newly erected Chinese houses,
aud led to the destruction of twenty-five, including one of the .Police
8tatious. 'fhe great. an<l in fact ollly noteworthy, event during
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December was the issue of Postage stamps. They made th<Jir welcome
appearance on the 8th. Messrs Moses and Levi were committed for
trial at the criminal sessions on six charges of conspiracy to obtain, and
actually obtaining, money undex false pretences. Mr Levi made a full
confession of his guilt, in the h•)pe of being accepted as Queen's Evidence. The amount of their fraud was supposed to be at least £10,000.

1863.-The year 1863 was inaugurated by the opening of the Clock
Tower. The following gentlemen was gazetted in January as Justices
of the Peace:-Messrs John Charles Whyte; Thomas Turner; Alexander
Turing; Thomas Sutherland; John McDouall; Patrick Rose Ilarper;
Henry Beverley Lemann; Robert Brand; George Gifford; John Charles
Baldwin; Henry Noble; Adam Hay Anderson; William l\larshall
Davidson. On the 10th, the fine steamer Cadiz belonging to the P. &
0. Company had a narrow escape. She caught fire in the forehold,
from some cause undiscovered, just as she had got outside of the
Ly-ee-moon Passage on her way to Shanghai; she was scuttled on the
Kowloong shore, and her cargo transferred to the Benares, which sailed
about 30 hours afterwards ; and the Cadiz herself was so far repaired
within the same time as to be able to proceed to Whampoa Dock.
The expedition shown on the occasion, was much admired by the
community. The superintendent in Hongkong cf the P. & 0. Company
publicly thanked the men of the Garrison and from I-I. M. vessels, as
well as others who had come to the assista.nce of the Cadiz and helped
to clear her. Mr. John Darby Gibb, head of the firm of Gibb Livingston
& Co. left for Europe after a residence of twenty-five years in China.
The Legislative Council met out on the 6th February, \Yhen a Post
Office Ordinance was introduced, but thrown out, with the exception
of one clause. The right to search and detain any vessel on account of
contraband letters was sought on behalf of the Post. Office by this bill,
but refused by the Legislative Council. The Chamber of Commerce
firmly remonstrated again the granting of any such right, presenting a
letter to the Council which was laid before that body by the Hon.
Mr Murray. On the 16th a Gran<l Review of the '' Hongkong Artillery
Volunteer Corps" took place on which occasion Colours were presented
to the corps by Mrs Mercer; an<l a :silver Trumpet, sent from England
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as a gif~ to the corps from Mrs Brine, wife of the Commandant, was
presented by :Mrs :Moody.

In March twenty-two prisoner;, effected their escape from the goal,
having got away through a drain into which they had previously made
an opening.
Chief Justice Adams left for Southampton by the mail of the 1st
April, in consequence of prolonged ill-health. Previous to his departure a deputation of gentlemen re~ident in the Colony waited upon
him for the purpose of presenting an address expressive of esteem for
his public character and conduct, and regret at his departure. This
addrc s was more numerously signed than had any previous document
of the kind ever been in the Colony. The Chinese community also
presented Mr Adams with an address, accompanied by a silver cup, as
a memorial, and also a "tablet,'' according to Chinese custom.
Suitable replies were made to each of the addresses. JudgP. Ball was
sworn in as Acting Chief Justice of the Colony on the 2nd, being succeeded in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction by Mr J. C. Whyte.
On the Gth and 7th the first Volunteer Rifle Match took place, and on
the latter day, after a substantial tiffin in the Grand Stand, the prizes
were distributed by Mrs Mercer. The medal of the National Rifle
Association was won by Mr Holmes. A gold watch and chain were
presented to Lieut. Tanner, 99th Regiment, in the name of the corps,
by Captain Kane, as a small acknowledgement of their appreciation of
the services rendered by him to the corps as Musketry Instructor during the preceding 12 months. A silver watch and gold chain were
also given to Corporal Goodall,

R.A., who had acted as drill instructor.
In May a commission was engaged in a general enquiry into the
condition of the Vic.t oria Prison.
No incidents worth recording transpired in June.

On the 8th July, the Hongkong Choral Society gave a Concert in
St. Andrew's Schoolroom, in aid of the City Hall fund. At an early
hour on Monday, the 27th, a cowardly attack was made by a gang of
Chinamen upon the Signalman at Victoria Peak. Two visitors were in
the house with him when the ruffians made the attack by forcing open
a window and throwing in a stinkpot.

•

The signalman was badly hurt,
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and one of the visitors slightly. The sight of a revolver scared the
scoundrels away. On the 23rd a sad accident occurred at Stonecutter's
island, by which thirty eight convicts lost their lives. At the usual
time of embarkation, the sky seemed somewhat clouded, and there was
a general anxiety to get on board the Convict Hulk Royal Saxon. The
men under onlinary circumstances, get into the barge by fifties, but,
on this occasion. eighty mPn crowded on board: no harm would have
ensued however, had they remained steady and got on hoard the hulk
quietly; but it happened that just as they were alongside, the weather
looked unusually threatening, and a general movement was made by
the convicts to get on board. This had the immediate effect of upsetting the barge, which resulted in the death of thirty eight men. "
On the 7th August, an important ffit>rcantile point was decided by a
jury :-that a delivery order for opium, though sold and paid for, docs
not free the vendor from risk should mishap occur to the drug after
the order has been given awcty.
On the 30th, Dr Enscoe expired at the Seaman's Hospital, to which
Institution he had been resident Surgeon for nearly three years.

Dr

Enscoe was much esteemed and respected by all who knc•w him; and
the suddenness of bis death, which occurred from heart disease, cast a
gloom over the large circle of his acquaintances.
It was announced, early in October, that the Clock Tower had been
freed from debt, after considerable trouble on the part of the Secretary.
On 8unday morning, the 11th, at about 4 o'dock, three ruffians gained
access to the Artillery Barracks, and entered a room in which thirty
men were sleeping. The Sergeant, Mackie, hearing a voice near
where he lay, started up and went in the direction of the sound.
It was so dark that nothing could be seen plainly, but footst~ps
could he heard, as of men making off. The Serjeant followed one
of the scoundrels along a passage from which he knew there was
no outlet, and that the fellow must be taken in a cul de sac. Groping
.about in the dark with his arms outstretched, the gallant Se1jeant was
attacked by the thief, who struck at him with a knife and inflicted a
wound in the forehead not far from the eye ; they closed and the Chinaman made the most desperate attempts to kill his unarmed opponent
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and thereby escape. The latter, however, managed to secure his man,
after receiving nine wounds, one of which, in the head, was of considerable extent in a lateral direction. When the miscreant was at last
secured, his captor was streaming with blood. \Vhile this was
going on, another of the men, having been aroused, had got up and
gone in pursuit of one of the two remaining vagabonds, whom he
fortunately caught by both arms which he pinioned behind his back
before the villain could draw his knife. The Serjeant's chest containing his watch and other valuables, had been taken from his bedside
and lay in the verandah, with a 1ope in readiness to lowe! it down.
The first man taken was recogni<ied as a former cook in the barracks.
The other was not identified.
The Legislative Council met on the 16th November and appointed
a sub-committee to revise the Bankruptcy Act sent out from England.
The Government Gazette of Saturday, the 12th December, intimated
the appointment of Mr Fmncis Douglas as the Superintendent of the
Victoria Goal.
Nothing further of local interest worthy of record, occurred during
the year.

1864.-0n Thursday, the 28th January, 1861, at about 11 P.M., the
Danish brig Chico, while at anchor outside, whither she had been towed,
was attacked by four pirate junks. The Captain, Second Mate, and a
China boy were killed ; the First Mate dangerously wounded ; and the
vessel having been ransacked, was set en fire and finally deserted. The
crew escaped. A daring attempt to enter the godowns of Messrs Smith,
Archer & Co. was made on the night of the 29th or morning of the
30th, by sapping under the walls, taking an angle from the drain ;
doubtless the rascals were some of those who burrowed their way out
of Victoria Gaol. The attempt was disco,·ered in time to prevent success.
A most atrocious murder was perpetrated in a house in Taipingshan.
M:ossajee Dawodjee Satty and his wife (a Chinese female) were found
by the neighbours on the morning of the 29th, dead in their own house,
whither attention had been directed by the cries of a little girl of three
years, daughter of the pair. It appears that the man had amassed a sum
of $2,300, and tha.t he was about to return to Bombay with his savingQ,
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This circumstance was well-known in the neighourhood, and it is supposed that the murderers wished to possess themselves of the cash. This
they did not manage to do, as $1,000 were found in a belt round the
waist of the deceased, and he is known to have placed $1,000 in the hands
of a native firm here. The bulk of his money was therefore, satisfactorily
accounted for. The unfortunate victims had been gagged and pinioned
before the crime was committed. A coolie who slept in the same building, and who had absconded, was subsequently taken up on suspicion.
The Oriental Hotel Company (limited) purposed, in February, to
start a first class Hotel in Hongkong so soon as 2,000 shares should be
taken up locally. It was annc•unced that the Agra Bank would receive
applications. On the 20th a Subscription Rifle Shooting Cup was
competed for by various gentlemen belonging to the Colony, most of
them being members of the Volunteer corps. Messrs Kerr and Holmes
took the highest number of points viz: 27.
On the 8th March the Volunteers "marched out" to the North end
of the Race Course, where eight rounds of Artillery were fired. The
martial tearing of the corps, the precision of their firing, and the
assurance, regularity, and promptitude of every movement and evolution connected with the "march out," commanded the admiration of
the numerous spectators. H.E. the Governor and many distinguished
residents in the Colony were present.
On the same date another subscription Cup was competed for by
several gentlemen of the Volunteers. The average of the shooting for
each rifle was within a fraction of 24 for twenty rounds, while tl1e
average of the last competition was within a fraction of 18 for fifteen
roun_ds, showing that the shooting was, if not better, at least as good
as the last. Mr Holmes, who won the last competition with a Volunteer
Carbine, scoring 27 for fifteen rounds, had the misfortune to place
himself amongst the lowest on the list, owing, it said, to his having
shot with a '.(erry's breech-loader. The prize, a silver cup, was won
by Mr. H. Cohen, with a score of 33 ; pretty closely followed by Mr.
Thomson, with a score of 30.
Mr:· Douglas Lapraik, who had been for many years a resident in this
colony, and had won an amount of esteem and respect from his fellow
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colonists that is awarded to few, left for Europe by the mail of the 1st
April. Previous to his departure an influential meeting was held at
the Club at which it was decided to give him a public dinner "as ates" timonial of the high respect and esteem in which he was held by all
"classes of the community." :Mr Lapraik, however, declined the honor,
much to the regret of the promoters and subscribet·s.
About this time a site was finally selected for the Mint, viz., Cau eway Bay; although it c0uld only be made available by filling
in the Bay. The space reclaimed cannot amount to much less than
eighty acres, and the protection wall is about five hundred yards in
length.
On Thursday morning, the 21st April, a body of convicts, in number
about one hundred, escaped from Stonecutter'~ Island to the mainland
in a barge, after having disabled the Turnkeys. Two detachments
of con, tables, euch forty trong, were sent in pursuit; but as the•
villains l1atl got the start, their pursu€rs failed to overtake them,
although they brought down two with their muskets in the pursuit.
Some of the Turnkeys were badly injured, and an Indian convict
who tried to ai<.l them was knookP.d down and drowned.
The Government Gazelle of the 7th, assumed the dimensions of a,
miniature blue book, from the publication iu full of the Bankruptcy
Ordinance, which extended to two hundred and one sections, and filled·
thirty-two pages. It had passed the Legislative Council at its previous
meeting. The same Gazette also intimated that the Hon'ble J. Smale,
Esq., W. II. Alexander, Esq., Henry Kingsmill, .Esq., and Wiluerforce,vilson, Esq., were nominated Cathedral Trustees, on behalf of theGovernment, for the ensuing year ; and t~at J. C. Power, Esq., was,
nominated auditor. Tbe Trustees nominated by the seatbolders were
the Hon'ble Charles Murray, Esq., and Edward Parry, Esq., with ·r.
G. Linstead, as auditor. It also notified the appointment of Wilberforce Wilson, Esq., as Acting Surveyor General, and Shearman G.
Bird, Esq, as Acting Assistant Surveyor General during the absence
of the Surveyor General.
On the 11th May, a burglary was committed on the premises of
Messrs. Holliday, Wise & Co., by a gang of thieves.

The alarm hav-
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ing been raised, however, by the watchmen on the premises, five of
them were captured, having in their possession the usual implements
of the housebreaker. They were all committed for trial.
One of the most daring and best planned robberies which had taken
place for some time past was discovered on the morning of the 16th
May. A 3 o'clock A.M., a light was observed in the Jewellery department of the house of Douglas Lapraik, Esq., by the Chinese watchman, who at once gave the alarm. The inmates were quickly roused,
when a hole in the floor was found almost wide enough for the entrance of an ordinary sized man, and through which a boy could pass
with ease. On examination it was ascertained that the burglars had
dug a large hole about two feet underground, starting from the sidedrain, and going under the foundation of the building. In this excavation, house-breaking implements of various descriptions, with small
Chinese lanterns, Chinese clothing, and rope were discovered. A
document was also found which proved the careful and professional
premeditation of the burglars ; it was no less than a division of the
spoil, which was to have been carried off, between the gang of fifteen
whose names were appended to the paper. There can be no doubt,
that this was the work of a gang thoroughly organised ; and the
digging, we might almost say quarrying, must have been the work
of at least a fortnight. One remarkable fact connected with it was,
that the Police had made a specii11 inspection of the drains about
three weeks ago, when the one in question was found to be quite
secure. The value of the property carried off amounted to between
seven and eight hundred dollars ; but when we consider the large
amount of moveable valuables on the premises, it is certainly very
fortunate that they did not succeed iu taking away a quantity of much
greater value.
The Government Gazette of the 28th May, announced amongst other
things, that the I Ion'ble II. J. Ball, and l\fr. '\V. H. Alexander, were
appointed Commissioners for compiling a new edition of the Ordinances
of the Colony; and Mr. \Valter Meredith Deane, and Mr. Henry John
Howard Tripp, both of the Hougkong Volunteers, were appointed to
b~ extra Aides-de camp.
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In June, the Gove1·nment Gazette announced the appointment of ~fr
Dollman to be Surgeon of the Convict Establishment at Stone-cutten,'
Island and Health Officer of Hongkong. Dr J. A. yule was appointed to the situation vacated by Mr. Dollman, viz., that, of Superintendent
of the Civil Hospital.
The Government Gazette of the 23rd July announced that the Queen
had been pleased to approve and confirm Ordinance No. 2 of 1861-,
entitled-" A.n Ordinance for establi.shing a llftnt in t!ie Colony of Hongkong." The following promotions and appointments in ~he HongKong Volunteers were also made .-Commandant Frederic Brine to
be Lieutenant-Colonel Commandant; Atwell Coxon, Esq., to be Captain; second Lieutenant Henry Cohen, to be Lieutenant; Lieutenant
Kearns D. Tanner, Instructor of musketry, H. M. 99th (Lanarkshire)
Regiment, to be Honorary Rifle Instructor; William St.a.nley Adams,
Esq., 1\I. D., c. M., to be Honorary Assistant Surgeon.
A Coroner's inquest was held on the 28th July, on the body of a
Chinaman who was shot by a Police Constable. It appeared that the
latter, while on duty on the Kowloong side, observed a sampan pulling
to the shore, in which were t\vo Chinamen. One of the Chinese was
proceeding to land a bag of rice from the boat, ·when, on seeing the
policeman, he hurriedly returned to it, and the two pulled off The
constahle's suspicions were thus aroused, and he repeatedly hailed
them ; but receiving no answer, he firer!, and killed the man who
attempted to land, by a shot through the head. The Police boat was
on the spot by this time, and the other Chinaman was taken into custody. The rice was evidently stolen property, but from whom was
not known. The verdict given was " Justifiable homicide" and the
affair was considered of some interest, as involving the question of the
use of the musket on the part of the police. Considerable numbers of
beggars were deported from the Colony during the last week of July.
During the three days of the Kowloon land sale-the 2[,th, 26th, and
29th July-no fewer than 65 lots were disposed of, 2d of which are
Marine, and 39 Inland lots. As only 7 4 lots were offered, there remained but 9 unsold. The total annual rent was stated as $18,793.18,
and the premium $4,050.

The Post Office was temporarily removed
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to the ground fl.oor of the Court House, during the erection of the new
establishment. It was rumoured that Sir Hercules Robinson was likely to be appointed Governor at Ceylon.
On the 8th August, the residence of Mr. F. T. Smith, Seymour
Road, was broken into between one and two o'clock AM:., and varions
articles carried off.

Again about 4 o'cJock the operation was repeat-

ed Loth at Mr. Smith's house and the one adjoining, occupied by Mr.
Huffam, but the second attempt was unsuccessful, owing to an alarm
having been given.
On the 15th the Legislative Council met at noon, when H. E. the
Governor drew attention to the demand for an annual payment to the
Imperial Exchequer of £20,000 for military expenses, and stated that
a correspondence had taken place ·with the Secretary of State on the
subject, which was put into the hands of the memoors of the council.
The Governor stated that he had used every argument that could be
brought forward against the payment of the above sum, but that the
home authorities still held the opinion that the arrangement was only
reasonable and just.

The safety of life and property afforded to the

colony by the military Garrison was held to be a very fair return for
the payment of one-fifth of the £LOO,OOO spent by the home government for its maintenance.
A large and influential public meeting was held in the Court House on
rl'uesday the 23rd, in order to discuss the proposed impost upon the colo.

ny of £20,000 a year.

Six resolt1tions were passed unanimonsly, and

measures were to be taken to resist to the utmost the approaching bill.
No less than forty-one mendicants were apprehended during the
last week of August, thirty-five of whom were deported to Canton.
Monday, the 5th September, was a gala day with the Volunteers, on
tlie occasion of the competition for a challenge Cup, presented to the
Corps by H. E. the Governor. The shooting of the thirty-one members who entered as competitors was excellent, and is said to have
been equal to that of the Royal Artillery. G t:nner H. J. H. Tripp
was the fortunate winner of the cup for the year.
The Legislative Council met on Monday, the 8th, to consider the
military contribution estimate, when, although it was warmly opposed
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by several of the members, both official and non-official, the item was
ordered to remain in the estimates by the casting-vote of H. E. the
Governor. A resolution was, however, carried by a majority of eight
to one, condemnatory of the impost. A memorial was forwarded to

the Secretary of State for the Colonies by the European community,
praying that the Military contribution of £20,000 a year bP, not enforced, and another of the same tenor was also transmitted from the
Chinese community and signed by 500 of the most respectable of the
native inhabitants.
The Legislative Council again met on the 13th, when a pension of
£300 a year was voted to the Bishop of VictClria, subject to a deduction
of any sum he may derive from an appointment in England. The vote
was considered special, and a note was appended to it suggesting that,
as the Bishop's services had been rendered as much to the Imperial as
to the local government, the former be requested to pay one half of the
sum voted. Some unfortunate melees between a number of English
S!lilors, Malays, Policemen, and soldiers of the 99th Regiment commenced about the 14th. The disturbances were first originated by
the sailors entering a Boarding-house, where a score of Malays were
making a disturbance. The latter of course, use their knvies readily,
and three or four sailors and one soldier were mortally wounded. The
affair was taken up on the following evening by a large body of the
99th, who made a raid upon the houses near the scene of the outrage,
but injured no one. Unfortunately a 99th picket, along with a body of
policemen got again involved, when another 99th man was shot by a
policeman's blunder. The disturbances were continued during the succeeding night; the policemen being the chief objects of attack. An
enquiry commenced, and the 99th Hegimeut was ordered to Kowloong,
and the Volunteers were directed to mount guard at the barracks.
To re-assure the minds of the natives, after the disgraceful disturbances
that had occurred, the Volunteers, at the call of the Governor, patrolled
the streets for four hours on the evening of the 19th. Having been
mustered hurriedly, they had not dined when they "fell out" at 9 P.M.
opposite the Club; and consequently those volunteers who were members of the clnh naturally wished to get the non-members some refresh-
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ment. But to Club rules there are no exceptions ; and those who were
not members were not only turned out and refused any refreshment,
but were vigorously hooted as th<·y left the premises. This incident
justly gave rise to much comment and indignant criticism ; and the
genera] feeling was that the club committee would only be doing their
duty by apologising for the gratuitous insult to the Volunteers and the
community.

At the annual Public meeting of the Sailor's Home, held

on the 16th, the proposal of a liberal grant in-aid from Mr Robert
Jardine, was placed before the meeting by which that gentleman undertook to work the institution for three years. This timely assistance, it
was thought would enable the committee to give the Home a fair trial,
after which the public would, no doubt, come forward liberally for its
support.
The inquest on the bodies of the men killed in the disturbance above
alluded to terminated as follows, viz :-that on the body of Private
Lansdale, 99th Regiment, resulted in a verdict of" wilful murder
against an Indian policeman unknown, who fired from the mound."
'l'hat on the body of John de Crux-clerk in one of the sacked boarding-houses, who was thrown out into the street on the same night the
soldier was shot--" ,vilful murder against a soldier unknown." That
on the body of the soldier and three seamen who died from injuries
received on the first night of the disturbances, "wilful murder against
some person unknown," for the death of the soldier and two of the
seamen; and "Manslaughter against persons unknown," for the death
of the third seaman. The Coroner's jury assembled to enquire into the
murder of a Policeman who was killed at Pedder's wharf during the
disturbances, after sitting a month, returned a verdict of " wilful
murder" against eleven men of the 99th Regiment, who were accordin~ly committed to take their trial on the capital charge. •
In November the Government Gazette reproduced an Official notice
of a forthcoming sale of land at Kowloon, amongst the lots of which
is included one suitable for the construction of a dock.
On the 19th November, the Hongkong Volunteers, in pursuance of
invitation received from H.E. the Governor of Macao, proceeded to that
Colony, with all their heavy guns, arms and accoutrements. They were
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enthusiastically received, most generously treated, and returned on
the 21st, delighted with their trip and the cordial and impressive character of their reception. Looking at the trip as a popular demostration it was in every way a decided success. Every element which goes
to constitute an eminently successful public fete was shown in that
given by the Macao people to the Hongkong Volunteers on the 19th,
20th, and 21st November; and the satisfaction felt on either side was
such that the inhabitants of both colonies vied with each other in endeavouring to express it.
The eleven men of the 99th Regiment, who were charged with 1·iot
and murder, were fully acquitted on the 28th, the jury being unanimous in their verdict of" not guilty."
The Volunteer Prize meeting was held in December, the Prizes
being presented to the successful competitors, in the Public Gardens, by
Lady Robinson. The city was ligl ted with gas early in this month.

1865.-The first event recorded in January, 1865, was a fire which
destroyed an extensive range of mat sheds together with five thousand
tons of coals and two hundred barrels of tar belonging to Messrs R. S.
Walker & Co. A site was granted by the Governor, Sir Hercules Robinson, for a Reformatory building at West point. During this month,
Major Brine, R. A. Uommandant of the Hongkong Volunteers, left for
England, Major Scott, 22nd Regiment, taking his place. The Sailors'
Home at West Point was formally opened by the Governor on the 19th
January; Messrs Jardine, Matheson & Co., had subscribed for this
building to the extent of $45,000.
At the Criminal Session which commenced on the 18th we find the
following list of cases: 3 burglary, 4 highway robbery, 1 assault with
intent to murder, and 2 murder, besides other cases. This for one month,
in a small colony like Hongkong, seems to be a somewhat heavy bill.
In January, two intended attacks on the River steamers Kinshan and
Feiseen were. frustrated, in one case by the police, and in the other by
the fortunate presence of an unexpectedly large number of European
passengers.

The Hindostan transport sailed on the 26th January with

the battery of Artillery which had so long been serving in this part of

the world.
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The Chinese new year, which falls about the beginning of February
has usually been celebrated by cracker :fhing and other noises which
gi eatly offend the ears of Europeans.
On this occasion many complaints were made of this nuisance, permitted as it was by British
law. The Opossum Gunboat went out on a cruize, and did good service by the destruction and capture of pirates at Bias Bay. The ship
Fiery Cross arrived at Hongkong, having made a remarkably rapid
passage of only eighty-eight days from pilot to pilot. News was received of the total loss of the brig Faltkee of this port on her return
voyage from Bangkok.
A meeting of the Legislative Council on the 2nd February resulted
in some important decisions affecting the welfare of the colony. The
following paragraph from one of the local papers thus summarises the
proceedings. « The most serious part of the business was the defeat,
on the second reading, of the limited liability ordinance ; this has
aroused a strong feeling against the pseudo-popular element in the
Legislative Council and an effort will probably be mBde for some reform
in that direction. The Governor, it is believed, is himself in favour of
the defeated measure ; and were he to exercise his prerogrative of passing it on his own responsibility it is very certain that he would be
supported by public opinion. The Military mulct was also consummated by the production of the reply of the Secretary for the Colonies
brushing away every objection to giving instructions to raise the money
wanted ;-other colonies heve been treated in much the same way.'>
The crime existing in Hongkoug at this time was much commented
on by the press, and the false leniency towards criminals stated to be
practised by the authorities here, was prominently noticed and con.
demned as being the cause of the nourishing and fostering of the gang
of unprincipled ruffians who infested the colony. While discussions
on this subject were taking place, the Central Bank of Western llldia
was discovered to have been robbed to the extent of about ,$115,000 in
notes and gold bullion. This operation had been accomplished by ~lie
now familiar means of burrowing under the bank treasury, commencing from the main drains, and from the daring character of the robbery,
the time and labour it must have necessitated, and the large sum abs-
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tracte<l, the incident caused quite a stir amongst the community. About
thirty men were eventually apprehended by the police and a considerable portion of the stolen money was recovered. Most of the bank
treasuries were, in consequence of this affair, strengthened or rebuilt.
On the 7th February, the Tamar arrived with the 2nd Battalion of
the 9th Regiment, the 99th being ordered to proceed in her to the Cape.
A decision was given in the Vice Admiralty Court by Judge Adams
on the case of the Steamer Island Queen versus the P. & 0. Steamer

Nepaul, respecting services rendered to the latter by the former. The
P. & 0. Company bad tendered an offer of £3,000 or $14,400 which
was refu~ed, but this was held by tlle Judge to be amply sufficient, and
he therefore gave a decison to that effect, the plaintiffs being saddlE>d
with all costs incurred subsequent to the offer being made.
A petition having been presented by the Chamber of Commerce
respecting the Limited Liability Act, it was a.gain brought under discussion at the next meeting of the Legislative Council.

It was read a

second tim~ by a majority of seven to two, and a committee was appointed to report upon it previous to its final approval.

In the Gazette of 26th February, Mr Thomas Sutherland, Superintendant of the P. & 0. Company at Hongkong, was appointed a nonofficial member of the Legislative Council in the room of Mr. C. W.
Murray who left for Euglnnd.

Exchange was at this date remarkably

low and business was very dull. On the 1st March, the 99th Regiment
left Hongkong in the Tama1·, carrying with them the good wishes of the
community.

Lieut.-Colonel J. W. Lovell was appointed to the com-

mand of t,he Royal Engineer corps in China.
The Limited Liability Act at length became law, it being passed at a
special meeting of t,he Council on the 3rd March, one of the members
protesting, however, against it being carried.
Sir Hercules Robinson left Hongkong for Ceylon on the 15th March,
a dinner and ball being given, and addresses presented, prior to his
departure.

The address was very flattering and his loss seemed to be

very generally regretted.
The following remarks respecting the census returns of the Colony
for 1864, which appear in the Gazette of the 11th March, are note•
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worthy. "With respect to the census, it appears the population is
3,352 below that of the previous year; but this is accounted for by an
evident overestimate in the Chinese returns of that year. Be that as it
may, the Eropeans show an increase over last year of 140 males and 76
females, the numbers now being, males 1,110 females 454; while the
juvenile d€partment also lays claim to an addition of 101 to its numbers, as compared to those of 1863. The enumeration and classification of pubhc buildings elicit some curious and interesting facts. Of
6,553 buildings in the Colony, 150, or about 2 3 per cent, are required
for governmental purposes; 63, or 6.fi per cent, are devoted to public
worship, in the proportion of 11 Christian to 32 Pagan ; and, while
a new foreign population of 3,551-Europeans, Americans, Goa, Manila,
&c.-require 1,293 buildings (or 1 house for 2.7 persons), as business
premises and dwelling-houses, a total of 79,579 Chinese are squeezed
into 4,700, in a proportion of 16. 9 iudividuals to each house. In this
latter respect, there is much need for reform."
In the Gazette of the 18th March, the Hon'ble W. T. Mercer was announced as acting Governor, and the Hon'ble W. H. Alexander as Colonial Secretary. A good deal of discussion took place respecting the
fate of the Victoria Library, and it was believed that the books would
have to be sold, as the institution met with such little support from the
Colonists. It had been established for 18 years, and nothing but its
intrinsic worth had preserved it thus far. No immediate action, however, was taken in the matter.
The columns of the local press, at this time, contain several paragraphs concerning the doings of the horde of pirates and burglars which
infested the Colony ~nd adjacent waters. Both departments of their
nefarious trade were being carried on with increased vigour and defiant
bearing. A case of piracy was reported just outside the Ly-ee-moon,
in which a whole junk's crew, numbering some eighty men, were murdered by the crews of two piratical craft. Strange to say, the crime
was discovered only by mere chance, from the information of a little
boy whom the ruffians saved from the general massacre, and who was
accompanying them from Macao to Hongkong in the Fei"seen. Some
seven or eight of the scoundrels were apprehended.

On the 27th
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March, at three o'clock in the afternoon, in broad daylight, Dr Kane,
one of the most respected residents, was attacked, robbed, and left for
dead. The injuries he had received were very serious, and he was
robbed of his watch and chain. At the meeting of the Victoria Library
and Reading Room, the imposc,iblity of its continuing to exist under
its then constitution was supposed to be fully demonstrated by the
accounts of the year. A committee was appointed to consider and
report on the best means of carrying on the institution. The Hongkong Debating Society waa opened with an address from the President,
H. E. the acting Governor, on the pithy text of "what to say, and
how to say it."
The annual report of the Government schools published this month
(March) is scarcely of so favorable a character as might have been
hoped. A decrease in their number was even talked of as advisable.
In many localities, however, the schools were favorably reported ou,
and the Central school was stated to be a complete success.
In Apri4 we read that the subject of the state of the Colony was
continuing to attract attention. The law bearing upon Chinese, was
generally admitted to be much too leuient, and more rigid measures
were advocated, such as branding and transportation for the " habit
and repute" thit-£ Piracy after piracy was reported during this month,
and one of the most daring occurred on board the Danish brig Georg
Andreas, bound to Swatow. When only a few miles beyond the Lyee-moon, she was boarded, her crew driven below, captain killed, mate
and two of her crew wounded, and part of her cargo of rice (which
was supposed to have been opium) carried away. A gunboat sent after
the pirates returned unsuccessful. At a meeting of the Legislative
Council, notice of Bishop Smith's 1esignation and Mr. Cleverly's retirement were officially received-the latter being granted a pension, and
the thanks of the former read for pension formerly granted. The Hon.
Mr Whittall's protest against the Limited Liability Ordinance was read.
The Report of the Colonict.l Surgeon appeared duriug the first week in
April, and the conclusions drawn are, if anything, favorable to the
general health of the community-an improvement certainly not attributable to any action on the part of Government.
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The Gazette of the 1st April contains, besides the minutes the Legisfotivc Council, sixteen pages occupied with the Report of the Colonial
Surgeon on the sanitary state of the Colony. Several changes had
occurred in the Civil Service, and may be briefly noted as follows. Mr.
Alexander was appointed a Provisional Mern ber of the Executive and
Legislative Councils ; and Mr. Masson, who retainE'd his own duties
likewise, was made Acting Registrar of the Supreme Court. The
Ifon'ble H. J . Ball was to act as Attorney General during the absence
of the Hon'ble Mr. Smale who left for England, and Mr, Whyte,
while continuing his duties as well, was appointed Acting Judge of the
Court of Summary Jurisdiction.
An official Notification was issued at the same time, to the following
effect:
" Every Chinese going out after dark must carry a light. From 8
P . 111. till morning Gunfire, any Chinese found without a Pass ancl
light will be taken into custody. Any servant who may be sent out
during the above period mnst be furnished with a Pass and light by
his Employer."
Tenders were at this time invited for the erection of a Police Station at
Kowloong. The constant watchfuln,!ss for an opportunity exercised by
the thieves, was well illustrated by a very adroit robbery committed at
St. Paul's College on Sunday the 9th April, while the inmates were all
assembled at evening chapel. Nothing of very great value, however,
was stolen, the thieves having but a very short tirue at their disposal.
Captain Brine, R.E. Honorary Commandant of the Volunteer Corps,
adclres~ed a long letter to one of the local papers, during April, explanatory of his connection with the Corps, and the severance o~ that connection, in which he fully exculpated the Volunteers from the charge

of lukewarmness which had been preferred against them.
Some attention was directed to the case of the seizure of the steamer
Pootung, (chartered by Messrs Lutkens, Roesing & Co. at A.moy) by the
Chinese Authorities for trafficking in arms to the Rebels.
Mr John Lamont and Mr S. B. Rawlings,-the former the proprietor
of the Aberdeen Docks, and the latter the architect of the chief buildings in the Colony-left for England on the 15th April.
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Seventeen pirates were sent to Canton for trial on this date, and the
colonists seem to have approved of thus letting the Chinese deal with
their own criminals. A cana1·d was sent on foot, apparently without the
slightest foundation, that Sir H Robinson had died suddenly at Colombo.
News of the temporary degradation of Prince Kung arrived on the 25th
April and seems to have been well judged, as to its effects on our relations with China, by the local press. As the papers predicted, he was
soon reinstated.
Early in May an attempt was made by the ubiquitous drain gang,
the capture of some of whose members we have before noticed, to
undermine the treasury of Messrs Bull, Purdon & Co., but fortunately
without success. Sir Rutherford Alcock's appointment as Minister to
Peking was announced in the daily papers, and seems to have given
great satisfaction. The seizure of the Mercury steamer, under an accusation of piracy, in having captured certain junks near Ningpo and
without due warrant, excited considerable attention at this time.
A few changes took place in the Colonial service during May. The
Hon. Mr Ball was appointed to act in the absence of Chief Justice
Adams, who went home on sick leave, Mr Pauncefote performing the
duties of Attorney-General; Mr C. C. Smith was confirmed in the office
of Registrar General; and the Rev. John Wilson appointed to act as
Colonial Chaplain during the absence of the Rev. Dr. Irwin.
With respect to the case of piracy and murder so curiously discovered through a boy on board the Fei'seen some time previously, seven
of the Chinese implicated in the crime were convicted and sentenced
to death. An active rivalry commenced at this time between the
owners of the steamboats plying on the Canton River, which were
owned respectively by Messrs A. Heard & Co. and Messrs Russell & Co.
The most important event of the month of May was the discussion concerning the surrender of a Chinese named How Yu-tien to the Chinese
Authorities. This man, who was at this time a resident in Hongkong,
was claimed by the Viceroy of the Two Kwang for certain crimes said
to have been committed by him previous to bis reaching the Colony.
It was also asserted that he had been the Chief of a band of rebels in
connection with the 'l"ai-p'ing insnrgcnts. His rendition was, however,
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claimed under the Treaty agreement for acts committed apart from any
political status-in fact on the ground of his having been a simple robber aod murderer ; and he was accordingly given up by the Colonial
Authorities to the Chinese, who, it is stated, tortured and put him to
an ignominious death. Much acrimonious feeling was displayed on the
subject by writers in the local journals, but the action taken by the
local authorities received the approval of the Home Government.
Early in June, a gang of twenty hill robbers was fired on by two
policemen, one of th~ rascals being killed and the rest decamping. The
drains were again reconnoitred by the gangs which infested the Colony,
but, owing to the precautions taken by the police, their schemes were
defeated.
Piracy cases, of greater or less enormity, occupied the attention of
the police authorities to a large extent in the early part of this month.
It was believed, however, that the proposed measure of handing piratical prisoners over to the Chinese authorities would have a salutary
effect in lessening the number of such crimes in future. A rather
serious skirmish took place at Aberdeen between some fifty burglars or
pirates, and the Police, in which a few of both parties were killed and
wounded. Four or five of the rascals were apprehended.
The departure of Mr May for England caused fresh changes in
the Colonial Service. Mr Smith, Registrar General, was made Police
Magistiate; Mr Deane, formerly student interpreter, was appointed to
act as Registrar General; while Mr Tonnachy, likewise a student
interpreter hitherto, took the other three appointments h eld oy Mr
May, viz., Sheriff, Coroner, and Marshal of the Vice Admiralty Court.
A serious fire broke out on t.he 11th June. It occurred amongst the
Chinese houses in Gilman Street, of which a considerable number were
burned down. Half-a-dozen fire-engines, three patent pumps, the
military, and half of the residents of the Colony were the forces brought
to bear upon the extinction of the fire; and, thanks to those concerned,
especially the P. & 0. management and the military, it was subdued
after four or five hours of hard work. The gunboats Hanghty and
Opossum, having gone out on a cruise in search of pirates, returned
having been fortunate enough to destroy thirteen piratical junks he•
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An article appeared, on the subject of crime and the

f'JOlonial Police., in which a suggestion was made to reorganise that
force, taking the constables from amongst the Chinese, who alone, in
the opinion of the writer, were able effectively to deter their countrymen from crime, and to detect them in its commission.

He however

added that he feared it would be some time ere such duties could be
safely entrusted to such hands, unless thorough-going officers, conversant with the language, could be secured to handle them with
ju<lici.ousne s and ability.

In the middle of J unc, a meeting was held of those interested in the
introduction of railways in China. The immediate subject of attention
at the meeting in question was the contemplated experimental line between Canton ancl Fatsha.n-a distanoo of about a dozen miles.

A

committee was appoiutccl to learn the feelings of the CLinese authorities on the subject, and in due time to seek an interview with the
Viceroy of the Two Kwang Provinces to obtain the requisite consent
for th~ undertaking.

A company had been already formed, called the

China Railways Company (Limited), for the purpose of carrying out the
undertaking as soon as leave should be granted; and it was fully expected that Sir R. Alcock would go heartily into the views and feelings of
the promoters. With such influence, it was anticipated that a refusal
woul<l not be met with ; but no result has been achieved up to the

pr sent time.
The ceremony of laying the foundation stone of a new Mission Church
was performed by the Acting Governor on the 24th instant.
Early on the morning c,f Friday, the 30th June, a severe gale burst
over the town and harbour, which lasted for five or six hours, doing
considerable <lamage to ships in harbour and houses on shore.

Rain

fell in torrents, which added somewhat to the destruction, and considerably to the discomfort.
this date.

Another daring case of piracy was noticed on

About forty miles from Hongkong, the Siamese brig Railway

was attacked by a large armed junk, when the crew of the brig fled
below, leaving the captain and mate to look on helplessly while the
pirates did their worst in the way of lifting everything of value from the
ship.

Several of the crew were wounded, and much damnge was done
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to the vessel, before they took their leave, when the Railway found her

way brick to this port, from whence she had sailed a day or two before,
The gunboat Opossum: which left shortly afterwards on a cruise, returned, having bmnt three junks and handed over two ·dozen of the law•
less rascals to the tender mercies of the :i\fandarins.
On the 29t,h June the Cm·ea, P. & 0. S. N. Company's steamer,
and the Chanticleer, belonging to Messrs Donglas Lapmik & Co.
foundered in a typhoon, all on board being lost.

Much damage was

also done to the shipping in the neighbonrho0d.

At a meeting of the

Legislative Council in the early part of July, an Ordinance was passed
empowering the Governor to give up convicted pirates to the Chinese
ant,horities, on condition that no undue cruelty be practised.

In August 1865 we read of the completion at Hongkong of a steamer,
called the Ville de lloe, of 160 feet in length ancl 4.40 tons burden, by
Such an achievement was no
Messrs FERGUSSON, Jhsrrnn. & Co.
small triumph to the shipping interests of this Colony, considering
the limited advantages which Hongkong posse3scd for such undertakings.
Five Portuguese pirates

were executed in the early part of this

month much to the displeasure of the Portuguese community at Macao,
but there seems to have been no doubt of their guilt.

At a meeting of

the Legislative Council on the 23rd Sept. an amendment, proposed by
the Hon. Mr SUTHERLAND, moving the exclusion of the £20,000 for
military contribution until such time as it could be paid from the
profits of the Mint, had a narrow escape of being carried, having been
lost by a very small majority.

The New Post Office was opened and

occupied by the Postmaster and staff.

The announcement of Sir R.

McDonnell's appointment to the Governorship of the Colony was
received on the 19th of this month.
In the begininng of October, a meeting of the subscribers and donors
to the new City Hall was held, at which a Committee was appointed to
decide the competition for designs, and a very satisfactory statement
was made regardine the progress of the scheme.

The establishment of

the Canton and ~Iacao Steamboat Company, and the proposed formation of a Puhlic and Family Hotel Company spoke well for the spi1it
of enterprise existin 6 in the Colony.
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A Portuguese periodical under the title cf lmpulso as Letras was
established this month. Sir R. Alcock arrived on his way to Peking;
and the same mail brought news of the death of the Hon. W. H. ADAMS,
Chief Justice of Hongkong, to whose memory the following tribute was
pa.id by the China Mail. "As a man, hfl was loved by every one who
knew him: as a judge, he was universally admired, esteemed and
trusted in. A better man never saw Chir1a, and the Colonial Bench
was never graced hy the presence of an abler or more conscientious
judge.''
In the early part of DecPmber one of the largest fires which had
occurred for some years took place at "\Vest Point, whereby some thirty
houses were burned down, and the great need of some organisation
against a like emergency was clearly evidenced. Piracy received a
check of some importance by the joint action of two or three of the
gunboats of II.M.'s navy, some nine or ten piratical craft being destroyed, and a . Iorcha taken. Several other successful actions with
pirates also marked the close of the year.
In concluding the above sketch of the chief events which have
occupied public attention in Hongkong from 1841 to 1865 it may be
well to add a few lines in explanation of the eeming triviality of some
of the circumstances recorded. It must he recollected that the object
of publishing these pages i to afford a " guide book " to the traveller
and resident. Many matters unimportant to those who do not reside
in the Colony, possess gre8.t interest for the coloni1,ts themselves, and
furthermore the limited number of the foreign population invests the
acts of individuals with an importance which they could not possess at
home or in a larger colony. An effort has been made to simply relate
facts, not to put forward opinions, and, while recording whatever is
fairly a matter of public interest, to avoid recalling more than necessary
ol<l disputes or disagreeable reminiscences. There are few places of
which the history ( owing to the personal nature of the dissensions which
have arisen amongst people still residents hc1·e) presents greater difficulties to the compiler, aud the forbearance of critics on this point may
fairly be expected.

CANT()N·.

GENERAL GEOGRAPIIICAL DESCRIPTION, &c.
CANTON, the first city in the Chinese Empire for advantages of
position, wealth, and elegance, and the mo.st noted among foreigners
owing to the commercial relations of which it was so long the centre,
is situated on the north bank of the Chu-Kiang or Pearl River, in
latitude 23° 7' 10" N. and longitude l l3° 14' 30" E. and constitutes the
capital of the Province of Kwang-tung, one of the eighteen into which
China is divided. The name by which the city is known to the Chinese
themselves is Kwang-chow-fu, (or, as it is universally designated on
the spot, Sheng-ch'eng, the provincial capital) the word Canton being
merely a corruption by the Portuguese, the earliest European visitors,
of the name of the Province.
Kwang-tung is the most southerly of the maritime Provinces of
China, extending on the S. W. to the frontier of Tung-king, and
covering an area computed at 79,4.56 square miles. It is bounded
on the North by a portion of the Provinces of Kwang-si, Ilu-nan
and Kiang-si; on the N. E. by Fu-kien; and on the W. by Kwangsi, whifat on the east and south its only boundary is the sea. Its
medium breadth from North to South is about 200 miles. Ranges
of moderately high mountains, the continuations of which cover fully
two -thirds of the total area of the Province, form a conspicuous natuml barrier around the entire circuit of the land-frontier, but their va::;t
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area. is inten,ected by three remarkahle streams, converging respectively
from the North, East and \Yest and pouring the united vofome of theii'
waters into the sea through the countless channels formed in the alluvial plain at the head of which Canton, the provincial capital, sits enthroned upon its queenly site. It is undoubtedly to the unpara1led
facilities for navigation thus afforded by Nature that Canton owes the
preeminence it has so long enjoyed. To the value of an inland position, with its command of agriucltural resources and facilities for defence, are added the advantages of water-communication by means of
the three great Rivers and their feeders with almost every corner of
the Province, and, on the Westward, with the remote interior; as well
as of a safe and commodious anchorage in the River on which it lies
for the largest native trarling craft, and similar facilities of the most
extensive nature for European vessels of the heaviest draught of water.
As the natural consequence of its favoured situation Canton became
at a very early date the port to which the traffic of foreign countries
was directed; and nearly a thousand years have, indeed, elapsed since
its name first became celebrated as that of onP, of the principal marts
of commerce. The Arab navigators of the tenth century after Christ
made regular voyages between Canton and the ports of Western Asia,
planing n1onuments of their faith which endure to this day in the
shape of numerous believers in Mahommedanism, no less than in the
Muslim buildings still existing. and which will be treated of in their
proper place hereafter. The pioneers of Em·opean discovery in Asia,
the Portuguese, found their way to Canton early in the sixteenth century. They were followed after a lapse of scarcely one hnndred years
by the Dutch ; and the latter were in turn overtaken and supplanted
by the English, who founded, towards the close of the seventeenth
century, that trade which, conducted for nearly one hundred and fifty
years by the agents of the East India Company, proved a source of
enormous riches to both the British monopolists and the Chinese close
corporation which was created to carry on dealings with them, diffusing its influence over the entire Empire, for the partial introduction of
which to the forms ,ind appliances of European civilization it was the
immediate agent.
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• The stranger arriving at Canton will, however, look in vain for a
monument of the departed grcatnes3 of the East India Company and
their Agents or Factors. The only memento that exists is the shadow
of their name perpetuated in the appellation of " The Factory Site,"
which continues to be applied to the desolate, neglected, and narrow
area to which the residences of all Europeans were confined until the
breaking out of hostilities in 1856. Before proceeding, however, to enlarge upon a description of this or other portions of the City, it will
be well to devote a little more space to notes on its general history
and local circumstances.
HISTORY.-The Chinese writers trace back the history of Canton to
a period antecedent to the commencement of the Christian era,-a
time when, however much literature and civilization may have flourished in the regions North of the Yang-tze-kiang, the greater portion
of the Southtrn half of the present Empire was mere savage jungle,
occupied by the wild tribes whose descendants still exist in the Western mountains under the name of l\[ia.o-tze. The credibility of the
Chinese records, even as late as the era of Confucius, is so slight that
it is not worth while to dwell upon the particulars that have been
handed down with reference to the early settlement at Canton, the
wars and insurrectious, and the supernatural occurences, which ·are
related in connection with the foundation of the city. In the third
century after Christ, the term Kwang-chow,
by which the
city is at present known, is first met with, and was then applied to a vast
region of territory, thus emphatically designated "The Broad Land."
Eventually, this region became divided into two Provinces: Kwangtung and K wang-si, or the Ea;;tern and Western Broad. During the
prosperous period of the T'ang Dynasty, in the 8th and 9th centuries,
to which the Chinese look back with reason as a golden age, Canton
first acquired its celebrity as a mart for foreign trade, and in the 11th
century was first surrounded by a wall. The fame of this great en·
trepot of trade was eclipsed, during the residence of Marco Polo in
China (latter part of the 14th century,) by the splendour of the cities
near the mouth of the Yang-tze-kiang, but the silting up of their ma-

(JI fM),

rine approaches soon deprived Hang-chow and the neighbouring sea-
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ports of their early importance. It was 1517 that the first Portuguese navigator, Fernao Peres de Andrade, arrived at Canton, and in
1 G37 a fleet of English merchantmen, under the command of Captain
Weddell, sailed, after a preliminary encounter with the forts at the
Bogue, into the river opposite the city. A few years later Canton was
taken, after a year's siege by the Tartar invaders who bad succeeded
in overthrowing the :Ming dynastry, and the city was now not only
sacked but in a great measure destroyed. Commerce, however, was
speedly restored, and in 1684, a factory was established at Canton by
the Ea.st India Company, whose agents had previously traded at Amoy
and in Formosa. The import of tea into England grew rapidly from
this date; and in 1689 a duty (of 5s. per pound) was fo:r the first
time imposed by His Mnj<'sty's Customs. From this date until 1834,
when the East Indies Company's monopoly terminated, the " Factory "
at Canton was celebrated throughout the world for the vastness of its
trade, the prosperity of its members, and the peculiar hardships and
m,trictions under which they laboured. T11e jealous policy of the
Chinese Government refused admittance, not only into the interior of
the country, but even into the City of Canton, to all foreigners, and
trade was compulsorily carried on with a limited body of native merchants, who were held alike responsible for the payment of all duties
and for the good behaviour of the " barbarians." These mercl1ants
were denominated the Co-Hong, from the Chjnese word Hong, a mercantile establishment. Their monopoly was, however, not destined
long to survive that of the East India Company. The intolerable oppression to which foreigners were subjected by the native authorities,
and which grew more and more obnoxious as the in.flux of independent
residents increased, subsequently to the cessation of the Company's
monopoly, led to a declaration of war, on the part of Great Britain, in
1839; and Canton was menaced with capture in 1841 by the forces
under Sir Hugh Gough, who was, indeed, in the act of accepting the
surrender of the city, when he was arrested in this salutary achievenwnt by the ill-judged action of Her Majesty's Civil Commissioner, Captain Elliott R.N., who consented to receive a pecuniary ransom in lieu
of the occupation of the city.

The arrogance of the Chinese was only
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:mgmented by this occurrence, and was scarcely ahatc<l by the ensuing
cnmpaign in Central China, which resulted in the signnture of the
Treaty of Nanking (August 29th, 1842) by which the Co-Hong monopoly was declared at an end, and four additional Ports thrown open.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Treaty, foreigners continued to
be denied admittance within the walls of Canton, with the design of
preventing access on the part of foreign envoys ancl Consuls to the
local authorities, and the result of protracted bickerings was the commencement of hostilities in ')ctober, 185G, by the fleet under Sir
Michael Seymour, in consequence of a deliberate insult to the British
flag and authority by the capture of certain Chinese from- on board a
small trading-craft, called the At·row, under English colours.

In reta-

liation for the warlike operations undertnken by the fleet, a mob of
the soldiery and populace was directed ngainst the "Factories." or
foreign residences, which were pillaged ancl burnt on the l 5th December 185G.

Twelve months later, the expedition which was despatched

from England under the command of Sir Charles Stnmbenzee was
assembled before Canton, and the city was taken by escalade on the
2Dth December 1857.

For nearly four years subsequently it conti-

nued in the occupation of an English garrison, which was not removed
until the month of October 1861.

Since that date foreigners of all

nationalities have dwelt peaceably at Canton, where thorough civility
and respect have been instilled into the couduct of the natives.
Po3ITioN.-It. has already been observed that the water-system of
the province in which Canton is situated offers great facilities for trade,
and the position of the city itself is unrivalled in tliis rnspect.

'l'he

junction of the North and \Vest Rivers takes place at a point about
thirty miles to the Westward ant.l Northward of Canton, whence the
main volume of their waters pours in a double channC!l of more than a
mile in average breadth, in a direct souLherly course, to the sea.

This

channel, with its several mouths, is known as the Lower \Vest Civer,
or the" Broadway." A portion of the united w,~tc1s of the ,vest and
North Rivers is, however, diverted at the junction in an easterly direction, and, after passing the important trnding and manufacturing
town of Fat-shan ( {~

~lf),

expands at Canton into a hoard tidal
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channel, forming two branches, which are eventually subdivided into
an intricate network around numberless flat, alluvial islands, and which
take the name of Chu-kiang (Cliu-kong in the local dialect) or Pearl
River. Passing downwards from Canton, the river forms at a distance
of 12 miles from the city the safe and commodious anchorage of Whampoa, and ten miles further on is joined by the waters of the East River,
discharging themselves by several mouths channelled through an
alluvial plain. This rich expanse is bounded on the South, a few miles
lower down, by a range of hills terminating in abrupt escarpments
along the course of the river. The bold shore thus formed compresses
the strea,.m at this point ( in conjunction with a number of rocky islets)
into a considerably narrower channel, to which the Chinese have given
the name of Hu-mun, or Tiger's Mouth, which the Portuguese have
translated into Boca Tigre, whence the ordinary designation of " The
Bogue." The commanding position thus formed has been fortified from
the earliest historic times, but at present, after having been thrice taken
and dismantled at different periods within the last thirty years by
British squadrons, the once famous batteries of the Bogue are represented only by neglected masses of battered masonry, rP,maining as
significant mementoes of past arrogance and humiliation. After leaving
the Bogue the River expands to a breadth of several miles, joining by
numerous channels the waters of the Lower West River, until it is
finally lost in the sea at a distance of about eighty miles from Canton.
The breadth of the estuary or delta is fully seventy geographical miles.
At the extreme eastern limit lies the Island forming the Colony of
Hongkong, forty miles to the Westward of which is the peninsula of
Macao.
From Canton to a distance of some six to ten miles below Whampoa. the two main channels run in parallel courses nearly East and
West, after which the river turns in a southerly direction to the sea.
The city of Canton is placed on the left bank of the stream, which
consequently flows past the Southern face of the city. South of the
River, as far as the sea, broken only by isolated hills, stretches a rich
alluvial plain, or congeries of islands, teeming with a dense population
and richly cultivated with rice fields and the silk mulberry. This ex-
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uberant level belongs obviously to the most recent period of geological
action, having been formed by the gradual accumulation of soil deposited by the three great rivers. The ancient coast line may be traced
in the range of hills which extend from the low ridges immediately
outside the Northern wall of Canton along the course of the river as
far as Whampoa, where they trend inland to skirt the i:-anks of the
East River, reappearing again in the bold escar i::,ments of the Bogue.
With the exception of the delta already described, almost the entire
area of the Province is occupied by continuous mountain ranges, r1smg
in chain after chafo to the remotest inte1ior, and traceable to a distinct connection with the mighty ranges of the Himalayas.
The geological character of the coast-ranges offers few features of
interest, as the formations are exclusively granitic. Between Canton
and the sea some recent sand-stone formations occur, and a few miles
to the Westward of the city these reappear in conjunction with carA great portion of the interior is occupied by
boniferou:; shales.
mountain limestone, forming extensive ranges of mountains along the
courses of the North and West Rivers. On the upper waters of the
former stream true coal-measures are found, and coal is extensively
quarried (rather than obtained by mining).
Iron is the only metallic product obtained in any quantity in Kwang-tung.
Particles
of gold as well as silver have frequently been found in the mountain
streams, but mining enterprise is discouraged by the government. A
peculiar description of slate, obtained from subterranean quarries on
the West Riv~r, is highly prized for the manufacture of Chinese inkstones; and the marble afforded by the calcareous formations already referred to is much used in the manufacture of furniture at
Canton. As a matter of course, the granite with which the coastline abounds affords an excellent and much-used building material;
whilst the fine clay of the allm·ial regions is extensively employed
both for pottery and for brickmaking.
It has already been observed that low ridges of hills descend towards
the river immediately behind Canton.
The distance from their foot
to the shore is about two miles and a half, and this area is occupied by
the city and suburbs, of which the former extends to a breadth of

•
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about two miles, whilst the latter spread along the river for more than
double that distance. The city proper, i. e., the walled enclosure, it
built nParly in a square form, with sundry irregularities, however, im •
posed by the necessities of the site. Although perfectly level along
two-thirds of its extent, the wall rises on the north to take in the
hills it there meets with, and across the brow of which it is carried in
a steep ascent to a summit level of about 300 feet in extreme height.
The circuit of these walls is about six English miles. They are solidly
built of brick on a substratum of sand-stone and granite courses, and
rise to au average height of about twenty-five feet. On the inside,
they are strengthened by revetments of earth, which are in many
places faced with brick, forming a perpendicular inner face, with a
rampart protected by battlements of brick, about six feet in height
and pierced with embrasures for cannon and musketry. What was
formerly the Southern suburb is now known as the New City, having
been enclosed with a wall running parallel to, and connected with, at
the Eastern and Western angles, the South wall of the city proper.
Between the New City and the river stretches the present Southern
Suburb, whilst the populous, wealthy, and industrious Western Sub11rb
stretches for miles along the river.
The gates by which entrance is gained into the City are sixteen in
number, of which four lead through the wall separating the New City
from the Old, so that there are only twelve outer gates. Commencing
on the north and passing round to the east, south and west, the following are the names of these gates, given in both the mandarin and
Cantonese pronunciations, the latter in brackets.
Cheng-Pei Men (Pak Mun) the principal North Gate, which is ~ituated immediately to the westward of the eminence over which th
City wall passes. To the eastward of this rising ground is the Siao
Pei Men (Siu Pak Mun) or smaller North Gate. A road issuing from
this gate passes through a little hamlet of stone cutters' houses, and,
after skirting the spacious Parade Ground usen by the garrison on
great occasions, winds among the hills to the foot of the White Cloud
Mountain, four miles distant. A little to the right (South) of this Gate
is the spot from which the esca.lade of the walls took place in 1857.
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The next gate reached is the Ta Tung M~n (Tai Tung Mun) or great
East Gate, at which the main street running directly through the City
commences.
Passing the South east angle, we come to the Siao Nan Men (Siu
Nam Mun) leading into the New City.
Wen Ming Men (M'lln Ming Mun), as above.
Ta Nan Men (Tai Nam Mun) or Great South Gate.

This is one of

the principal gates of the City, and is the only one by which entry can
be obtained at night. The keys of all the other gates are removed
after they have been locked at nightfall, but that of the Great South
Gate is left with the petty officer in charge, in order that Government
messengers arriving with despatches during the night may gain admission. Individuals belated in the City or Suburbs frequently obtain
exit or ingress by means of a small payment to this individual. Still
passing Westwards, we arrive at the Kwei Te (Kwai Tak ,Mun) known
to foreigners (incorrectly) as the South Gate. It stands, indeed directly
opposite the North Gate, with which it is connected by a straight street;
and derives its foreign name from the fact that, during the
occupation of Canton, it was the gate chiefly used in passing from
the City to the Southern Suburb. A very long stretch of wall extends
from this point to the Western angle, where, on the top of the wall,
is a guard house and postnn, of which the latter is kept open for the
convenience of Her Britannic Majesty's Consul, whose residence is
within the city.
The only gate piercing the Western wall is the Si Men (Sei Mun),
immediately facing the East Gate.
The eight gates of the New City are as follows, commencing from
the East:
Ting Hai Men.
Yuni Hing Men (Wing Hing Mun).
Yung Tsing Men (Wing Tsing Mun).
Wu Sien Men (Ng Sin Mun, or Gate of the Five Genii).

This is

known to foreigners as the Allies' Gate, leading from the Allied Landing Place to the Kwei

Tsing Hai Men.

n

(South) Gate.
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Yeo Lan M~n.
Chu Lan Men (Chuk Lan Mun).
Tai Ping Men.
This latter gate is the means of communication
between the Western Suburb and the New City, and communic~tes
with the postern at the Southwest angle already described. A few
hundred yards from this gate lies the "Old Factory Site," the spot to
which European residences were formerly confined, but which is now
a desolate expanse covered only with squatters' hovels, and destitute of
all appearance marking it as having once been the site of spacious
European residences.
MEANS OF AccEss.-The constant transit of Chinese passengers
and of merchandize between Hongkong and Canton has led to great
perfection in the means of inter-communication. A large and swift
steamer on the American model makes the voyage each way daily,
leaving Hongkong at 9 A.M., a d arriving at Canton between 2 and 3
P.M., and vicb versa.
These steamers are conducted by the Hongkong,
Canton and Macao Steamship Company.
The Company have
a wharf for their steamers at Canton near the Old Factory Site. The
fare for European passengers is $5. 00, with $1 each for breakfast and
tiffi.n, if taken on board, and for Chinese $1.00 for the first class and 50
cents for the second. On leaving Hongkong, the steamer threads its
way through the shipping, presenting to the passengers a capital panoramic view of the terraced city of Victoria, daily climbing higher up
the sides of the Peak, until, shortly before reaching the ex'",reme western limit of the Island, its course is directed towards the narrow chan•
nel, between the Western end of the Island of Lam Tao and a small
islet, which gives acc~ss to the mouth of the Canton River. The scenery
at this point is well worth studying. The harbour of Hongkong, with
its numerous beauties, and the broad expanse of islet-dotted sea beyond, are left astern, whilst the steamer glides in water usually
of glas y smoothness between the rocky shores of the narrow
channel, upon which the only sign of life or population is perhaps a
solitary fisherman hauling his curiously constructed lever net to the
bank, or the c1·ew of a passing boat offering the sacrifice of lighted josspaper to a. tiny shrine erected on the jutting angle of the rock. The
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short grasses covering the rugged surface of the granite glow, at almost all seasons, with colours of peculiar richness, from a deep purple
to tender yellow, forming a carpet the tints of which are interrupted
here and there by boulders of fantastic form and sombre hue, or
relieved by delicate groups of the feathery bamboo, flourishing
in some nook in which a few inches of soil have been formed
by the disintegration of the granite.
A solitary hamlet, the
only one visible in a distance of at least thirty miles, !llay be
seen occupying the strand at the Northern extremity of .Jhetisland
on the right hand. This absence of population along the shores pf the
river is due as much to the lawless nature of the people as to the barrenness of the soil. The villages which exist along the course of the
river are for the most part planted at the head of secluded creeks and
bays, where greater opportunities of defence against hostile attack or
of withdrawal from the action of authority are presented. The deserted
aspect of the shore becomes particularly noticeable as the steamer
proceeds, coasting under the rugged cliffs wh:ch rise from the eastern
bank, whilst on the left hand the channel rapidly expands into the
broad estuary, the prospect being only bounded on the left band by
the rugged promontories of Lam-tao, which are usually shrouded in
dense masses of rolling mist. As the steamer passes on, the island of
Ling-ting is seen in mid-channel, and is pointed out as the place of anchorage for the opium ships in days when traffic in the drug was contra½and. Large numbers of fishing boats dot the broad expanse, and
at every shoal the stakes to which their nets are attached are seen protruding from the water. Three hours after leaving Hongkong, after
accomplishing a distance of about fifty miles, the Bogue is approached,
the bay and fort of Chuen-pe being first passed on the left hand, The
fortifications of A-nung-hoy Point are the first that attract attention,
consisting in a long range of granite masonry pierced with embrasures
for guns at the water level, with a wall runuing up the cliff in a. semi•
circle as a protection from attack in rear. The shattered blocks of
granite still lie as they were driven from their places by the guns of the
British squadron in 1856. Abreast of this fortification lie the North
and South Wang-tong, or Bar-the-way Islands, completely encircled
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with granite battet ies, which, however are in no better condition than
those of the main. The defensive position is completed by the batteries
on Tiger Island, lying a little further on, to the left haml in ascending.
This island, a remarkabl~ mass of rounded grauite with precipitous
sides, ri ing to a height of about 400 feet, takes its name from a resemblance, fancied by the Chinese, to a tiger's head. Europeans discover,
on the contrary, a well defined elephant's head and trunk formed by a
declivity a.bout the centre cf the island. Others declare that, if it
must be known by the name of some animal, it sho_uld be called Bare
Island.
Once inside the Bogue, the banks of the river become more clearly
defined, and assume the character of alluvial flats, richly cultivated
with rice and sugar-cane. The steamer's course, which hitherto has
been on the whole northerly, is turned to the west shortly after passing on the right a range of hills surmounted by a prominent land
mark known as the Second Bar Pagoda (from the existence at this
point of shallows known as the Second Bar), and the masts of the
foreign shipping at Whampoa are shortly descried. The scenery surrounding this anchorage, consisting of low, wooded hills, is extremely
picturesque, but the aspect of the Chinese village, fitly denominated ...
Bamboo Town, opposite which the steamer stops for a minute or two
is repulsive beyo:ud description. As the first view of purely Chinese
habitations, the dilapidated and decaying tenements erected on piles
along the shore usually inspire unmitigated disgust. Some amusement
may be derived from watching the deft manner in which the boatmen
nnd boatwomen of Whampoa manage their sampans, which crowd in a
dense mass around the steamer, in the midst of a Babel of vociferations,
and seem to escape by a daily miracle the peril of swamping beneath
the still-revolving paddles.
Passing onward; the premises of the Union Dock Company are seen,
next the hill with a chapel embosomed in foliage at its foot, forming
the Parsee burial ground, and then the British Vice-Consulate, perched
on the brow of a hill behind which lie the va!t ha.sins and extensive
workshops of the Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company. Opposite
these a point of land i formed by the confluence of two channels of

I
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the river; and, following that to the right, the steamer glides on between low banks lined with fruit trees (lychees, plantains, &c), behind
which luxuriant fields of paddy stretch to the foot of the hills. The
chain on the right hand (left bank of the river) is known as the White
Cloud range, terminating behind Canton in the mountain of that name.
The opposite shore is distinguished by two lofty Pagodas, both nine
stories in height, of which the first encountered is known as the
Whampoa Pagoda, and the second, nearer Canton, as the First Bar Pagoda. The. history of these buildings is given as follows in one of the
Chinese topographies :

(lt

~H),

"WHAMPOA PAGODA.-P'i-pa Chow
~
or Lute Island,
lies about ten miles to the South-east of Canton. An Island rises
abruptly from the river to the height of about 100 feet or more, upon
which are three hillocks, resembling in form the musical instrument
called the P'i-pa. In the reign of the Emperor Wan-Li of the Ming
Dynasty, in the year 1598, (A. D.) certain officials obtained permission
to build on this rock a Pagoda which was denominated the Hai Ngao
T'a, or Pagoda of the (fabulous) Sea Monster.
FIRST BAR PAGODA.-The Pagoda known as the Red Stone Hill

itf)

Pagoda ( ~ ::{i {IJj
lies 3 or 4 miles to the South of Canton.
The colour of the hill on which it stands is of a deep red colour and
it is said by those versed in terrestrial and aerial influences that a supernatural treasure lies beneath. In the time of the Tang Dynasty
(A. D. 600 to 900) a man of the Kingdom of Fu-nan wished to purchase the spot for ten thousand pieces of silver, but the Governor
Wei-Lang refused his consent, declaring it to be the Guardian Hill of
the South Province. In the reign of T'ien K'i (A. D. 1621 to 1628),
Li-Tai-wen, a country gentleman of the Nanhai District, took the lead
in erecting a Fow-t'u (Pagoda) on this spot, as a palladium to the
water way of the provincial capital."
The First Bar Pagoda stands on the banks of a creek, known as
Fidler's Reach, which communicates with Whampoa and enters the
maln channel at the spot where the famous Barrier Forts, now entirely
obliterated, were once situated. These forts consisted of three lines of
batteries, at the water level,-one on each bank of the River, and the
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third encircling a tongue of land formmg the extremity of a long, level
i~land which here intersects the stream. Below these Forts a barrier
was formed across the river during the war of 1839-41, by driving
heavy pile into the bed and sinking junks laden with stones between.
Only a narrow passage was reserved on the right bank, immediately
under the guns of the battery. These fortifications were demolished
in 1856 by a U. S. vessel-of-war, whose boats had been fired upon in
pa ing them, notwithstanding the anxious efforts made by the U. S.
plenipotentiary to remain on cordial terms with the Chinese authorities
during tho hostilities with Great Britain. The stone of these Forts was
eventually used by the Chinese Government in the building works
undertaken in connection with the Shamien Site at Canton.
Shortly after passing the Barrier, the steamer threads her way
through a fleet of cumbrous junks, employed in conveying salt frorr
the West Coast to Canton, and which discharge at this point under o'
ficial superintendence. The walls of Canton, encircling the woodt. •
height , and crowned by the red, barn-like building known as tr o
}'i ve Storied Pagoda, are by this time in full view, as well as the t'v J
Pagodas within the city, and now the banks begin to present a cont: ~
nuous line of building, whilst the surface of the river is crowded wi1
heavy trading junks, towering in unwieldy masses from the wate~
with swift glancing sampans conveying passengers or paddled abou
with vegetables, fruit, or bean-curd, the favourite food of the Jowei
classes, for sale, whilst at the various landing~places are seen squadror ·
of mandarin boats, gay with flags of every hue, and discharging va.
quantities of powder in perpetual salutes. The right bank, formed l
the i land of llonam, is occupied for nearly a mile with ship-wrig
and boat builaer's aheds, the opposite shore forming the Southern st.
burb and water front of Canton. Here, among the squalid Chiw '3
dwellings, may be seen several comfortable looking houses built 1
the European style. These are occupied by a colony of missionarie. ,
English and American. Further on, the little island called by the
Chinese Hoi-chu, and by Europeans Dutch Folly (from the legend
that, about two hundred years ago, some Dutch traders obtained per,
mission to settle here, but were expelled on being detected in an at
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tempt to fortify themselves ) is rendered noticeable by its group of
magnificent banyan and cotton trees. A little temple is now built on
the island, in place of the Fort which stood there until 1856. The
city bank is now hid from view by the dense tiers of merchandize
boats, sampans and vast house-like pleasure boats, which lie along the
shore, whilst on the Honan side the frontage is almost entirely occupied by the jalousied dwelling of the foreign merchants, above which

'

the Consular flags of numerous nationalities are displayed. In the
distance ahead is seen the Union Jack, waving over the British Consular buildings on the site (known as Shamien) constructed_ for the
1·esidence of British subjects. As the steamer draws up to her wharf
a glimpse is obtained of the once -famous Factory site, and when the
passenger lands he finds him.self on the remains of what was once the
pavement of "Old China Street," the celebrated thoroughfare from
which ivory carvings, rice-paper pictures and curiosities of every kind
were once distributed over the civilized world. All that he now sees
to remind him of former glories are the shattered fragments of granite
which once formed the foundations of extensive foreign residences,
over the site of which grass is now growing, whilst on the remains of
the chunam paths of what was once the Factory Garden he will perhaps see layers of tea-leaves spread out to dry, after using, preparatory
to being manufactured over again.
AccoMM0DATioN FOR STRANGERS.-Owing to the fact that scarcely
any visitor arrives at Canton without introduction to some hospitable
. house, as well as to the circumstance that sufficient traffic does not
exist to remu~erate speculation, no hotel of any pretensions will be
found at Canton. A small building at Honam, is, indeed, kept up as
an inn, but its accommodation is by no means of a superior class.
Strangers contemplating a visit to Canton will do well to obtain such
introductions as will secure them " bed and board" on arrival ; in
which case they will probably be met, at the steamer, by a boat belonging to their entertainer. Traffic at Canton, owing to the fact that
all the foreign residences either front the 1iver or are at no great distance from it, is almost exclusively carried on by boat, and the "house
boats," a craft resembling the Venetian gondola, will be found exceed-
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Passengers jntending to pa.y only a flying visit to
ingly comfortable.
Canton can usually obtain a berth on board the steamer over-night
and return to Hongkong in the morning.
FOREIGN RE lDENCES.-On the capture of Canton in December 1857,
the foreign merchants who flocked back to Canton to reestablish trade
found the " Factory Site " presenting only the melancholy aspect of
utter destruction which has already been described. The river-front
of Canton was aiso in ruins, partly from the conflagration which spread
from the burning of the Factories, and partly from the fire of the fleet;
and the only accommodation available was that afforded by the " godowns " or ware-houses on the opposite (Honam) side of the river,
where formerly mercbandize was stored preparatory to export. In a
short time the entire river frontage was rented by forejgn firms, who
caused the native buildings to be altered into suflicientiy comfortable
temporary dwelling houses, pending the selection of a site for foreign
residences. Much discussion took place in this respect. Many old
residents ad vocatcd a return to their favourite " Factories;" others
urged Lord Elgin, II. 1\1.'s Ambassador, to select a concession high
up on the opposite shore, near the village of Fa-ti ; but it was eventually determined that an extensive mudflat, covered with water at high
tide, lying to the westward of the Factory Site, and known as Sha-mien,
or " The Sand Flat~," should be filled in and appropriatea as the British
settlement. Old residents in China will doubtless well remember the
time when this mud flat was typical of all that was filthy, unsavoury,
and dissolute ; when it was covered with long, lowering, decrepid sheds
of wood and bark, tottering on grimy piles above the st:;ignant swamp,
which constituted the most loathsome haunts of vice; whilst between
and around these buildings crowded hovels inhabited by lepers, mendicants, and thieves of the most miserable class. It having been
determined to lease this site, the hovels which covered it, together
with two Forts occupying small patches of solid land in the midst of
the swamp, were removed in 1859, and an artificial island was created
by building (upon piles driven into the river bed) a massive embankment of granite, of an irregular oval , form, the interior of which
was filled up with sand and mud, forming an island of about 2850
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et iu length by 950 in greatest breadth.
A canal of 100 feet in
readth was constructed between the Northern side of the site and the
Jhinese suburb, and an embankment of granite-masonry, precisely
,imilar to that of the site itself, was carried along the city front, aud
, rolonged in a line of road-way eastward as far as the old Factory site.
\is immense undertaking occupied some two years in completion, and
re 1 uired a total expenditure of $3i5,000, of which four-fifths were
€ifrayed by the British and one-fifth by the French Government.
Th,._ ar~a was appropriated to the two Governments in similar proportio 1s ; and, on the 3rd September, 1861, the British portion, divided
in 1 o 82 Lots, was put up for sale at public auction. Such was the
c.n petition at the time, based on the expectation of a flourishing
.~ade, that the enormous sum of $9,000 and upwards was paid in more
rnn one instance for n. lot, with a river frontage, measuring 12,645
1uare feet. Each lot measures 90 feet frontage ty 140½ feet in depth.
1 1r lots brought about $3,500 each ; and, although a number of lots
e· tined unsold, the outlay of the British Government was in a great
sure recouped. The restriction as to the sale of land to none but
B1 1sh subjects, originally contemplated, was abandoned, and the
was made accessible to all except Chinese. The portion allotted
tc- . 1e French Government has remained unsold and unoccupied to the
. ent day. A ground rent of almost nominal amount (1,500 cash
r mow) is paid annually by owners of Lots to the Chinese Governent through H. M.'s Consul.
The site of Shamien was chosen with admirnble foresight and sagadty. In addition to the advantage of lying in immediate proximity
to the Western Suburb, where the Chinese wholesale t:rade is centred
an.d all the principal merchants and brokers have their residences, it
is situated immedi~tely opposite the Macao Passage, as the broad, deep
channel is termed which branches off to the southward at the extremity of Honam Island, and up which, in summer, the cooling breezes of
the monsoon are wafted almost uninterruptedly. The broad basin
formed by the fork of the river at this point is not only advantageous
tn this respect, as affording coolness and picturesque views, but it also
yields a. safe and commodious an6horage for steamers, from the man-of-
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war corvette to the 1,000-ton merchant vessel, which can safely reach
this point by passing through Blenheim Reach, to the southward of
Whampoa, a~d find deep w8:ter and good holding ground within 150
yards of the river-wall of Shamien. Steamers alone are allowed to
come to Canton, sailing-vessels being restricted to the anchorage at
Whampoa.
In consequence, however, of the decline in the importance of Canton
as a place of trade, tho benefit of a residence upon the Shamien sitE>
has been availed of by but few. For the first two or three years after
its completion the only buildings undertaken were a Church and
Parsonage (occupying the extreme western point of the site, and built
from the indemnity allotted in compensation for those destroyed by the
Chinese in 1856) and three substantial residences erected by as many
firms. The remaining lots were for the most part occupied by tempo•
rary bungalows constructed of bamboo and matting, which, although
delightfully cool as summer residences, were necessarily abandoned in
winter for the houses still rented in Honam. Many of the merchants
by whom lots were purchased in 1861 have since then withdrawn
altogether from Canton, whilst others have hesitated to expend considerable sums in building while trade continued in so depressed a state, preferring to rent the Chinese buildings they occupied in Honam, notwithstanding the discomfort, inconvenience, and
heat under which residents suffer on that bank of the river, being
excluded from the Southerly winds. The average rent paid for a
house in Honam is about ,$500 per annum. In this, moreover, the
example was set by H. M.'s Government, as, to the surprise of every
one, the British Consulate was retained at a most out-of-the-way spot
in Honam for four years after the sale of the land. It was not until
1865 that the Consular buildings were erected ; the immediate consequence of which was the commencement of other buildings by private individuals, and it is expected that within a couple of years the
last mat-bungalow will have given way to substantial houses.
The British Consulate occupies six lots, with a t?tal area of 75,870
square feet, in the centre of the Shamien site, overlooking the river.

It consists of numerous detach~d buildings viz · a Consul's and a Vice--
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Consul's house at the two front corners, between which exten<ls a range
of public offices. In the rear stand the house occupied by junior officers, the jail and constable's quarters, &c., &c. The whole is enclosed
by a substantial wall.

•

Notwithstanding its positive youth, the Shamien site is universally
declared the most picturesque settlement of all in China. Whilst
owing much to its position, looking out upon the broad expanse of the
Macao passage, at the extremity of which, distant about three miles,
lie the tree-embosomed bastion and Pagoda of Macao Fort, above
which are seen the hills of Blenheim Reach, forming a lovely picture
when lighted up by the last rays of sun-set, Shamien has also been
greatly beautified by judicious planting and laying-out. The site is
bisected by a central road, the Broadway, 100 feet wide, parallel to
which another road of 80 feet width is carried, and is crossed at right
angles to these by five transverse roads, all of which are planted with
trees along their entire length, and are allowed to remain covered with
grass with the exception of a gravelled pathway on one side. The
entire circumference of the site is formed into a smooth esplanade
paved with chunam, already overhung with vigorous young banians,
the rapid growth of which promises to make the Shamien "Bund"
the most umbrageous and pleasant promenade in China within a
very few years. The entire space between the lesser main road and
the river-front is set apart for purposes of public recreation, the quadrangle in front of the British Consulate being laid out as a Public
garden, whilst the spaces stretching at each side are denominated respectively the Cricket-ground and Croquet Lawn.
The maintenance of these embellishments is provided for in a twofold manner.

The expenses of the public garden, planting of trees,

&c., are defrayed from the interest of what is known as the Garden
Fund, being the amount of Indemnity paid by the Chinese Government for the destruction of the former "Factory Garden," whilst the
repair of roads and the pay of one or two Constables, bridge-keepers
&c , is defrayed from an assessment of some $20 per annum on each
lot paid into the hands of H. M.'s Consul by the Renters. Trustees of
the Garden Fund are elected annually by the Land Renters.
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LIVING.-Canton has the reputation of being the cheapest
place in China (with the exception of the semi-barbarous :tiorthern
ports, which are cheap in virtue of the absence of facilities for spending
money), and its superiority in respect to general comfort is undoubted.
Long familiarity with Europeans has led to the training of a class of
servants whose equals in intellig8nce, neatness, and " handiness " it
would be difficult to match the world over. Owing to the fact that
MODE ' OF

Macao was so long the headquarters of European intercourse, the
natives of the adjacent District of Hiang-Shan form the majority
of this class ; but, though making very good servants, their honesty is
certainly inferior to that of natives of other parts of the country. As,
however, almost all the " compradors " in the employ of foreign merchants are natives of that District, servants recommended by these men
will naturally be from their own part of the country, If, however, as
is usually the case, the "boy," or body servant, whom it is the first
ta k of a newly arrived stranger to obtain, is "secured'' by a respectahle comprador, his employer will in any case have the satisfaction of
knowing that whatever lo ses may be incurred by the boy's dishonesty
will be made good by the guarantor. A single individual about to
keep house for himsdf at Cauton will find that he requires the following servants : A "boy," who wiU discharge the duties of valet p,nd
nrnjordomo,-wages $7 to $10 per month; one house-coolie, who will
attend to his room, lamps, &c., and a second coolie to carry water for
his bath, each at about $5 per month, and a cook, who will cost from
$6 to $8 per month. In mercantile establishments, the comprador,
or business-manager, usually makes arrangements for the supply of
provisions, out of which he makes his own profit; but, where there
is no comprador, the " boy" is uaually promoted to the office and title
of '' butler" and caters for his master's table. In this case, he will probably introduce some sharp little co;1-sin, as "larn-pidgin"-i. e., as
a servant under education, whom he will instruct in thP art of waiting
at table and other mysteries of household service. Wages for a single
person may be set down at a minimum expenditure (save in exceptional circumstances) of $25 per month. In a family, the services of
amahs, or nurses and waiting maids, will probably be found requisite,
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though ladies without children frequently dispense wi:h these very
troublesome attendants. A good wet nurse is very rarely found, and
will demand fully ,$10 per month as wages. Nurses for young children, who also attend to some of the household washing, may be had at
$8 to 9 per month. These women are usually converts or protegees
of the ~esident missionaries. Washing is exclusively undertaken by
men, charging usually ,$1.75 to.,$2.00 per hundred piec~s. A sewingman can be employed in the house at the pay of $1.00 for three days'
work, and will be found extremely useful.
Boatmen receive $6 or $7 per month. A Canton sampan,
the most comfortable of boats, with sitting-room for four in. the hooded centre compartment, and usually managed by a family of three,
may be hired for ,$10 per month. A sedan-chair,-those made at
Canton are the best in China-costs from $15 to $35 ; bearers may be
hired at $5 per month ; and, if employed, will be useful in carrying
water ~and other rough work.

In the absence of roads, European horses are useless at Canton, but
good ponies may be had, though not without difficulty. The Canton
ponies are for the most part small, but of astonishing endurance and
very fleet. A stout though unkempt little pony may be got for from
$40 to $75, and after a few weeks of careful feeding and training will
prove a capital steed.
The keep of a pony costs usually $6 per
month, and the pay of a groom or " horse boy" the same amount. The
Canton horseboys are noted as a disreputable class, and require sharp
watching.
Gambling is their great vice, and infallibly leads to theft.
This remark, indeed, applies to all other servants, and if a " boy" or
coolie is found keeping irregular houis, he may as well be discharged
at once, as amendment is very rarely found to occur.
Servants who
have been educated in missionary schools are particularly to be avoided ; as not only do they come from an inferior and untrustworthy
class of Chinese, but as a rule they have become divested of all native
ideas of moral restraint without imbibing more than the pretence of
European virtues.
The markets at Canton are well supplied with provisions, though in
summer the range of diet is naturally restricted.

Tolerable beef and
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excellent poultry can be had all the year round.
In winter, very
good mutton, snipe, part.ridges, quail and wildfowl are plentiful. Lamh
and veal are unknown. Good Californian potatoes seldom fail, while
those grown at Macao are also very fair. In summer,.. vegetables, such
as toma,toes, brinjals, okra, F1·ench beans, peas, onions, vegetable-marrow, cucumbers, etc. are plentiful ; and during the winter tolerable
cabbages and lettuces abound, but the native produce is disregarded
for the grnwth of the gardens in which many of the foi·eign residents
delight, ancl from which, from January to April, delicious cauliflowers,
cabbages, peas, lettuces, beet-root, etc. etc. are raised.
The fruits of Canton are numerous and good. In the middle of
Ma.y the beautiful lychee, with its cherry-like flavour and appearance,
and the plantain, come in as the last of the oranges disappear. The
lychees, of which three crops, differing in size and shape, succeed each
other, last about six weeks, and are succeeded by the hwangp'i
(wharnpe), a delicious sub-acid fruit, enclosed like the lychee in a
tough rind, and growing in large bunches ; after which comes a similar but le s agreeable fruit, the lung-an, to which succeed (in Sep~ember) melons and delicious custard-apples. With the cool weather
of October and November pumeloes begin to abound, but the Canton
variety is very inferior in flavour and juiciness to the celebrated fruit
of Amoy. The huge rind of the Canton pumelo is, however, converted into a very hand ome dessert ornament, by being carved into
an elaborate fret-work, which, when illuminated by means of a lamp
placed within the golden rind produces a very striking e_ffect. In November, and thence until March, oranges become the staple fruit, and
are found in great variety. The coolie-orange resembles the St. Michael's, the favourite of the London streets, whilst the mandarinorange, with its thin and ea ily separated peel, and highly perfumed
juice, is the progenitor of the variety grown at Malta. Grapes, pears,
and walnuts are brought from the North in the winter, bu.tare seldom
of good quality.
The delicacy pat· excellence of Canton is the " rice bird," a !pecies of
ortolan, which appears in vast flocks in tlie month of October, when
the paddy begins to ripen, and remains in season for about a month.
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These delicious little birds, scarcely so large as canaries, arc celebrated
for succulence and flavour, and when fried in bread-crumbs by a Cantonese cook- are most luxurious eating. They are usually caught by
dragging the paddy fields with nets at night.

In respect to fish, Canton is not so well off' as other places nearer
the sea, though many v~rieties are seen in the markets.

The fresh-

water fish cultivated for the Chinese table are, however, condemned
by Europeans as "muddy."

The best fish at Canton is undoubtedly

·the sole, which thrives in the neighbourhood of the Bogue.

The de-

licate but bony Shad (Sam-lai) is brought from Hongkong during the
Summer.

Very delicate prawns and crabs are plentiful.

Lobsters

• can be had from HoBgkong, as also oysters during the season.

The

proximity of Hongkong and Macao is indeed one of the chief advantages of Canton, not only from the point of view of facility for change
of air, but also in respect to the ease with which European supplies
and wines, &c. can be obtained from the foreign stores.

Ice can be

had daily trom Hongkong in boxes, which, with great liberality, are
carried backwards and forwards gratuitously by the river-steamers. In
a similar way, letters and n~wspapers between Hongkong, Macao and

Canton are carried to and fro without charge of any kind.
CoMl\t:UNITY.-As has been mentioned above, the foreign community

a-t Canton has been sadly reduced from its once flourishing state.

In

.the Spring of 1866 the foreign residents, exclusive of British Indians
and the tide waiters employed by the Imperial Maritime Customs, did
not exceed sixty in number.

Only nine British firms were represent-

ed, five American, and four German.

About twelve missionaries of

An
agency for. the emigration of Chinese .coolies to the British West Indies

various denominations reside in different "parts of the suburbs.
is established in the neighbourhood of Shamien.
Church has already been mentioned.

The Consular

It is a handsome building,

capable of containing some 120 persons.

Morning and afternoon

service is performed on Sunday by the Chaplain, and prayers are read
daily at 8-30

A. l\I.

Interments were, until lafcly, performed at ,vhampoa, in the cemeteries long estil.blished there, hnt the inconveni<>nce of proceeding a di,-
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tance of 12 miles· for this purpose has recently induced H. M.'s Consul
to procure a site opposite the Macao Fort, distant only about 2½ miles
from Shamien, which was purchased by public subscription, and vested
in perpetuity in the Trusteeship of the British, U. S., and Prussian
Consuls. The management remains in the British Consul's hands.
The missionary body have a cemetery of their own to the eastward of
the city.
The Packet-agency, a branch qf the Hongkong Post Office, is at the
British Consulate, and is managed by the Consular Assistant. The only
official Consuls are those of Great Britain, France, Spain and the United
Stiites. The British Consul, in addition to the buil<lings on Shamien,
occupies for political rea ons a resiu.ence within the city, as does the
:French Con ul al o. The U. S. Consul's flag flies from the Honam
shore, where also th~ Consular flags of Spain, Denmark, Prussia, Portugal, and Hamburg are to be seen.
British subjects arriving at Canton are required by the Order in
Council of March J 865, to register themselves at Her Majesty's Consulate within one month, under penalty of a fine of $10. Fee $5, or
$1 for artisans and labourers. It will be well for all new comers at
this or any other Port in China to familiarize themselves with the Regulations, suspended in the public office of every Consulate, which
they are required to obey.
The only place of public resort for Europeans at Canton is the excellent Library and Reading room, supported in part by a subscription
from members of $9 per half-year, an<l. partly by the interest accruing
upon an indemnity fund. Visitors are admitted for one month without charge, on the introduction of a subscriber, and missionaries are
made members free of subscription on nomination by any subscriber.
Attached to the Library are a Bowling alley and ~ Billiard-room, both
supported by subscription.
CLIMATE.-Although situated in the same latitude as Calcutta, Canton enjoys i much more temperate and salubrious climate. The extreme range of the: thermometer is from 38° to 100° Fahrenheit,
though these extremes are rarely reached.
In ordinary years the
winter minimum is about 42°, and the maximum in summer 96°. The
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year is divided into the hot season, May to October, and the cool, from
mid-October to middle or end of April These seasons correspond
with the periods of the South-west and North-east monsoons, both of
which blow steadily in their respective seasons. The S. W. winds set
in early in April, but do not g~in force until May, when rain becomes
abundant, and the thermometer rises to 85° and even higher. June
is a dry and sultry month, whilst in July and Augu1>t rain is almost of
daily occurrence, and the strong monsoon tempers t!ie extreme heat.
September is again sultry, but the nights begin to grow cool, and
October, though warm, is usually not an unpleasant month. The first
steady blast of the N. E. monsoon in the early part of November,
sending the mercury down to 55°. brings a sensation of bitter cold to
the constitutions of Europeans, relaxed by the preceding heats ; but
the weather of tne ensuing months, in which constant sun-shine, moderate cold, and clear skies preV"ail almost uninterruptedly, is not to be
surpassed in any quarter 0f the globe.
The insect-pesti of the warm season are among the greatest affiictions to which residents at Canton are exposed. Mosquitos abound
throughout the year, and are espedally venomous in Spring and Autumn ; in addition to which are white ants, cockroaches, centipedes,
and swarms of other loathsome insects. Snakes are frequently seen in
the country, occasionally even on the Shamien Site. Great precaution must naturally be observed, even by long residents, to avoid exposure to the sun and to chills, and this, with temperance in diet, will
ordinarily ensure immunity from sudden disease. Fever and ague,
and sunstroke, are brought on by very slight exposures, and bowel
complaints are tbe natural consequences of imprudent indulgence in
fruits, cold beverages, etc.
As regards dress, the lightest gauzes and muslins are required by
ladies in the hot weather, whilst gentlemen usually dress in white linen
or alpaca garments. In the winter, the same clothing is required as
in England.
Chlorodyne, Lamplough's Saline Mixture, and sulphate of quinine,
will always be found useful in this as in similar climates.
SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS.-Enthusiastic sportsmen are apt to com•
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plain of Canton as affording them little opportunity of indulgir1g in
the purs11it of game. Snipe are the only birds that are really plentiful, and these require so much weary trullging through the paddyfields
that the pastime becomes a labour. Woodcock are not rare, but are
more difficult to reach than even the nipe. Quails and partridges
may be founcl on the higher ground~, but are not abundant. Wildfo,yl, however, me very plentiful from November to March, and excellent <luck, goose, and teal shooting may be had in the waters near the
Bogue or on tlie "\V c..,t River.
PBrties are occasionally formed for
shooting expedition~ against wildfowl.
A race-course is formed annually upon the site of paddy-fields
leased for the purpose after the lrn.rvcst, and pony races are held in
January. The unpretending, "family-party-like" Races at Canton
are considered among the most pleasant meetings in China. A Cricketclub hold daily games on Shamien during the cold season.
Gov.ERN~lE. 'l' 01" Ca TON.-Canton i the seat of Government for
the Provi11ce in which it stands, beside being the residence of the
Viceroy or Governor-General of Kwang-Tung and Kwang-si (sometime called" The Two Kwang"). The Viceroy (chih t'ai~ ifjlj Ej) is
also the principal authority with whom the Treaty Power Consuls correspond on foreign questions. He has two colleagues of almost equal
rank, viz. the Governor (Fu-tai, ~
of Kwang-tung, in whose
hands centres the entire civil administration of the Province, and the
Tartar General, commanding the resident Tartar Garriaon with civil
juri diction over the large body of Tartars and Northern Chinese, who,
though not all borne on the rolls of the army, are descendants of the
original garrison and occupy a special quarter of the city. The officials next in rank are known as the Sz Tao
~ or Chief Commissioners of Government.
The highest, and next in rank to the Governor, is the Commissioner of Finance and Civil administration, some
times called the Treasurer. Below him are the Judicial Commissioner
(corresponding to our idea of Chief Justice, with the odd exception
that he is also Director of the Government Postal System and frequently takes the command of troops), the Superintendent of the Salt
Monopoly, and the Comptroller of Rice levy. These officers form an
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Administrative Board or Council, called the Tsung Kuk (Tsung Kii
Beneath them are the magistracy, the chief of whom at Canton is the Prefect of K wang-chow-fu, whose sway extends over fourteen
districts occupying a territory larger than the kingdom of Holland.
His functions are extremely manifold, being magisterial, judicial, fiscal,
and even at times military. Among the incorrect notions of Chinese
governmental affairs propagated by early writers the most absurd was
perhaps that of calling this officer "The Mayor" of Canton. The
Chinese are innocent, in fact, of any form of municipal government
by authorized officials. Such functions as the repair of streets, maintenance of peace-constables, draining, &c., &c., pore left to the uncontrolled management of the householders in each street. Two of the
Districts over which the Prefect rules have their seats of government
at Canton, and the Magistrates of these Districts, Nanhai (
#fj:)
and Pwan-yli (:jI:
are, with the exception of sundry petty subordinates and assistants, the lowest in the official hierarchy. They hold
the courts of first instance in civil and criminal cases, besides acting as
collectors of the revenue and superintendents of the armed constabulary. The prisons are also under their control.
In addition to this official body are two functionaries of. high rank
aud especial duties. The Literary Chancellor or Examiner General
devotes himself solely to the conduct of the examinations which form
the basis of the Chinese official system ; whilst the Superintendent of
Customs or" Hoppa," a.she is called by foreigners, performs the duties
indicated by his title. As regards foreign trade he is assisted by a
staff of foreign employes, whose office is situated between the Old
Factory Site and Shamien.
The garrison of Canton is two-fold, Tartar and Chinese. The Tartar troops are again composed of Manchu Tartars and of the descendants of the Northern Chinese who joined the Tartar invaders of China
on their first entry into the Empire in the 17th centtury. About one
fourth of the total area of the City is occupied by this military colony,
numbering some twenty thousand souls, of whom about five thousand
adult males draw pay as soldiers. Of these only some eighteen hun-
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dred are Manchus.
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Their pay, never issued in full, is insufficient for
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their daily wants, and the '' Tartar Quarter" which will be described
further on, is the scene of much misery and actual starvation. The
semi-Tartars or Han Kun C'{jt !{[) are better off than their Manchu
comrades, as the comparative slackness of di~cipline under which they
are kept permits their engaging in sundry avocations, such as those of
chair-carrying, vegetable-hawking, etc. by which they eke out their
scanty pay.
There are some three thousand Chinese troops in Canton, in addition
to the Tartar garrison, of whom about 1500 belong to the division
called the Kwang-hip ell}
f>OO are of the Viceroy's brigade, and
1000 of the Governor's brigade. The latter, denominated the Fu Piao
garrison the outer gates in the city-wall (all the inner gates
being garrisoned by Tartars), together with some guard houses in
diff~rent parts of the city, whilst the Kwang-hip troops are stationed
as a military constabulary iu the New City and the suburbs.
Since 1862, detachments of the Tartar and Chinese troops have
been drilled in the use of European artillery and arms by officers and
men detailed for the purpose from H. M.'s Regiments at Hongkong.
The instructing force was withdrawn in March 1866, but not before a
, body of 400 Tartars had been trained to the management of artillery
and some 600 Chinese had been perfected in i~fantry drill. The following description (from the Evenz'ng Mail of Hongkong) of a review
of these troops which took place in February 1866, will give an idea
of the proficiency arrived at:
The inspection of the Chinese and Tartar troops, drilled as infautry and artillery, took place at the especial desire of the Governor
General, who manifests a strong interest in the efficiency of these
troops. The parade ground lying a few hundred yards outside the
North east Gate of Canton was chosen as offering the greatest facilities
for the review, and here the troops were drawn up under the command
respectively of Lieut. Stewart, R.A., and Lieut. Dunn, H. M. 's 9th Regiment, who have continued the work of instruction which was commenced and carried on until the beginning of last year by Lieut.

lbJ,),

(- ffl),

11

Ella.by

R.A.,

and several officers of the 99th Regiment.

The Tartar

Al'tillery at once attracted attention by their superior size and more
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soldierly bearing, no less than by the diversity of their uniforms, which
consist of jackets either of white, yellow, blue, or red, according to
the colour of the "Banner" beneath which each of these hereditary
soldiers is born. White leggings tucked into boots reaching to the
knee, and hats similar to those worn by mandarins in winter, but decorated with two fox-tails behind, complete the Tartar uniform. The
Chinese troops, on the other hand, might at a distance be mistaken £01
sepoys, their dress consisting of red jackets turned up with white, with
light leggings worn knickerbocker fashion. Their head-dress is the
ordinary conical bamboo hat, which is perhaps as light and sensible a
covering as could be devised.
A general salute having been given
by the troops in line, a march past succeeded, in slow and quick time,
the native officers saluting as they passed at the head of their compa\
nies, after which some artillery manreuvres were executed by the battery comprising six field-pieces and served by some seventy officers
and men. Thirty rounds of solid shot were next fired at a range of
500 yards, with an accuracy which surprised all spectators, both Chinese and foreign. The target was struck by a majority of the shots,
whilst all were very creditably delivered.
The guns were wholly
served and laid by the native artillerymen, whose proficiency in the use
of the English words of command is especially remarkable. The firing
was succeeded by some infantry evolutions, the most prominent among
which were forming square and throwing out skirmishers. The latter
manreuvre attracted the special attention of the Chinese magnates, who
were also much impressed with the bayonet exercises."
GENERAL ToPOGRAPIIY.-Beside being one of the largest, Canton
is thoroughly entitled to boast of being the wealthiest, best built, and
cleanest of all the cities in China, as well as of possessing in its natural surroundings, temples, pagodas, and other public buildings so large
a number of spots interesting to a visitor that even Peking can scarcely
eclipse its attractions.
River.-The first sight which usually absorbs attention is the bright
and busy river, alive with junks and boats of every description, a mere
catalogue of which, under their different technical names, would fill
pages.

Trading junks from Lhe North, Fu-kien, or Singapore, lie in
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tiers in the lower part of the river, whilst higher up are anchored the
large but swift-sailing passage junks plying to Hongkong and Macao,
with their vast butterfly-wing sails and gaudy flags. These craft make
the passage from Canton to Hongkong in from two to five days, according to the state of the wind, carrying native passengers and cargo.
Ranged along the shore opposite Dutch Folly will be seen long, heavy
boata, with sides of moveable boards arched over with mat roofs, which
are employed for voyages into the interior by officials or merchants.
Above these lie the vast house-like pleasure or "flower" boats
f.t/}J, the fronts of which are elaborately carved and often profusely
gilded, whilst during the summer they are s~en decked with garlands
of :flowers. These boats are hired for pleasure parties and banquets
by weahhy Chinese, whose gaily lighted feasts, enjoyed in the society
of dam8els highly rouged and gaudily attired, with the unmelodiou11
accompaniment of high falsetto wind instruments and the maddening
din of tom-toms and gongs, are of nightly occurrence during the warm
season. Near the Shamien site, a forest of masts marks the anchorage
for the country passage-boats~the Chinese substitutes for railways
and stage-coaches, which will be recognized by their box-like hulls, 01,1
the flat roofs of which numerous carronades are mounted as a defence
against river-pirates, whilst from the windows of the various compartments or cabins the heads of the closely-packed passengers are seen
protruding. The net-work of river communication over the entire
Province renders this the only means of travel for the poorer class of
Chinese, who are carried from place to place with an amount of expedition and at a rate of cheapness truly astonishing. The passage-boatli
for different parts of the country have their appointed hours for starting, and their departure or arrival may be noticed almost continuously
throughout the day. Those plying to Fat-shan, a place of great trading and manufacturing importance, 12 miles distant from Canton in fl.
:westerly direction, are the largest and most heavily armed. Six of
these boats make the passage each way daily, occupying on an average
four hours in the journey, and carry passengers for the charge of fifty
cash, or about 2½d English. Other passage-boats ascending the East
River to Pok-lo, Hwei•chow-fu, and other places, carry passengers a
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distance of some 120 miles for 220 cash, or lld. English. This journey occupies from two to five days, during which, meals are supplied
on board at a charge of from 30 to 50 cash per meal.
Whilst these larger craft are at anchor, or gliding with the tide in
their respective directions, the surface of the river is alivt! with smaller
craft, from the open ferry-boat propelled with a single scull, the neat
sampan in front of which coquettish boat-girls vigorously ply their
oars, and the slipper-boat, so called from its peculiar form, shooting
rapidly along, propelled by three rowers, mmally women, who stand
up to pull their steady stroke, to the gigs and punts in which the
European residents cross the river. At the point where the island of
Honan ends, and the Macao Passage runs down facing Shamien, is the
anchorage for the long. high-roofed boats which carry cargoes of salt
into the interior, for distances of several hundred miles. These boats
are usually supplied with triangle-masts, jointed or rather hinged so
as to be easily lowered when not wanted. A little below this spot
lies, in the midst of the paddy fields, the Bird-cage Fort, now partially in ruins, so called from the circular form of its massive granite
wal1s, and the regularity of its huge embrasures. The Chinese name
'Of this Fort is Fung Hwang P'ao-t'ai (Ii, ~ J'@
or Fort
Phamix, from the name of the mound which it encircles. The
little bay in which it stands is a favorite resort for the duck-boats
which are employed in rearing ducks for the Canton mark~t. A
boat of some twenty-five feet in length and ten in breadth, with a
mat-roof converting the hull into a comfortable dwelling, is fitted
-with wide trays or platforms projecting from each side, in which from

EJ)

1,000 to 1,500 ducks are lodged, being purchased at the age of a month
or six weeks, and fattened until they arrive at a state fit for the
table: Three times a day the noisy flock is summoned to descend
an inclined plane and forage for food on the muddy banks, or in the
paddy fields after harvest time ; and it is a most amusing sight to
witness the regularity with which the feathered battalion march from
their quarters and the alacrity with which they scuffle back at the
signal of their owner, who administers a sharp chastisement to any
laggards.

The value of a boatload of full grown ducks ave1·ages
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$200. The young ducklings are purchased from hatching houses at

the villa6 e of Fa-ti, where ducks' eggs are hatched in great numbers
by artificial heat.
Fa-ti (-:fE
or the Flower Ground) is a long, straggling village at the mouth of the creek by which the waters of the North
and West Rivers reach Canton, and which falls into the tidal mainchannel opposite the 5hamien site. Here are situated, in addition to
rice, salt, coal, and merchandize warehouses, numerous establishments where :flowers and ornamental shrubs are cultivated. The Fati gardens are a favo1ite resort for foreign visitors, 'who are always
respectfully welcomed by the proprietors of the various floral establishments. Here curious dwarfed trees, and the superb camellias, azaleas, hibisci, chrysanthemums, and other flowers which, in
their several seasons, abound at Canton, are to be seen, and hence
foreigners can be supplied with daily bou~uets, at a charge of two
or_three dollars per month, or with flowers and shrubs in pots
changed monthly, at a similarly moderate expense. Half a mile
higher than the Fa-ti Creek, and on the opposite side of the river,
another aflluent known as Sulphur Creek joins the main stream,
bringing down the waters of the Ts'ung Hwa River (:ff£
together with those of a narrow creek communicating with the North
River. A short distance within the mouth of Sulphur Creek will be
seen, rising from amid the dense foliage of a grove of water-cedars,
a small three-storied Pagoda which marks the site of a pleasure
garden belonging to Pun-tin-qua, one of the old Hong Merchants.
This garden is well worth visiting, and is always accessible to foreigners. It occupies several acres in extent, and combines all those attributes of labyrinthine paths winding over ponds hidden by the
spreading leaves of the water-lily, fantastic rock-work, latticed pavilions, and shrubs grotesquely clipped into representations of animal
shapes, which constitute the Chinese ideal of horticultural beauty.
At the entrance to the garden (which is approached by boat) will be
seen a specimen of the cart in use for locomotion in the North of
China,such vehicles being as great curiosities at Canton, where wheeled
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carriages are unknown, as they would be in England. A large plea-
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sure house stands not far from the entrance, and is sometimes used by
the owner for banqueting and theatrical purposes. Two miles higher
up the str-eam lies the handsome Temple called Li Ming Kwan
~
the extensive though ill-kept garden of which is also a favourite
resort for pic-nic parties.
It was close to this spot that Sir Hugh
Gough's forces were landed in 184 L, when Canton was attacked on the
North side, and a slab in the interior of the temple commemorates the
repairs undertaken by subscription to restore the portions damaged
and destroyed by the " English barbarians."
The only remaining spot of interest upon the River to which it is
necessary to allude is the tea-plantation behind Fa-ti. The best mode
of gaining access to this spot is to descend the Macao passage as far as
the ferry-landing on the Western bank, about a mile and a half from
Shamien, from which point a pleasant walk over hilly ground for about
one mile inland leads to the tea-fields. ThE>. dark, box-like shrub,
growing to a height of about two feet, though sometimes allowed to
reach a considerably greater height, will be recognized immediatt:!ly.
The plantations or rather patches of tea are scattered over a tract of
sandy soil of a brick-red coloUI·, and appear to thrive with very little
husbandry. A small quantity of manure is dibbled into the ground
beside each plant in the autumn, and no further attention is required
until the Spring, when the young leaves are gathered and prepared for
use. The leaf of this tea is of inferior quality, but, mixed with the
deliciously scented Mak-Ii or Jasmine flowers, it is employed for local
consumption. The flower of the tea-plant closely resembles the appleblossom, and may be seen from May to November. The seed3 furnish a useful oil. The sandy soil of the adjacent hill-sides, unfit for
the cultivation of paddy, is largely planted with the Mak-Ii shrub,
whilst in close proximity to the tea fields lies a veritable rose-garden,
covering some two acres of ground, which is densely planted with rosetrees yielding crops of most fragrant and beautifully tinted flowers.
Streets.-Altbougb the majority of the streets of Canton are crooked
and labyrinthine beyond description, the city an<l suburbs are, nevertheless, traversed by a certain number of straight thoroughfares, whioh

lfl),

render it easy for a stranger to find his way.

(Jt

As a rule, a tolerably
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straight street leads from the water-side to each Gate of the city on
the Southern front, and is prolonged more or less definite! y through
the interior. The city itself is bisected by streets running from the
East Gate to the West, and from the North Gate to the Kwei-Te or
South Gate. The division lying to the West of North and South
Street is the smallest, and forms the Tartar Quarter. Within the angle
formed by the intersection of North Street by the street running East
and West lies the yamun or residence and offices of the Tartar General.
From East Street to the Great South Hate runs the broad and handsome thoroughfare known to foreigner as Treasury Street (from the
fact of its commencing opposite the Treasurer's yamun in East Street)

r~ ~).

and to Chin sea Shwang Mun Ti (~
All the streets in
Canton, to the number of several hundreds, were christened with
Engli h names during the occupation of Canton, and the contrast between the high-sounding native appellations and the homely British
titles was often amu ing. The city having been mapped in sections, all
the principal thoroughfarts were named by the Provost Marshal and
hi lieutenants, but the bye-ways were handed over to the inventive
genius of the pa.trolling sergeants of military police, and were mostly
distingui bed by the names of their female relatives and friends. Thus
Couchant Dragon Street became known to the world as Betsey Lane,
and the Court of Unblemished Rectitude stood baptized as Maria Street.
All trace of the foreign names thus bestowed has now, however, disappeared. True to their diametrical difference, in every respect, from the
customs of other nations, the Chine e have little notion of giving to
streets the names of individuals or places.
Grandiloquent abstract
ideas are for the most part employed for this purpose, together with the
words "dragon,"" heaven," and" pearl" i-:i infinite combinations. Thus
the street termiriating at the East Gate is the " Street ot Benevolence
and Love"; whilst others are the "Martial Dragon Street," "Pure
Pearl Street," etc. etc. In the Western Suburbs, however, the custom
prevails of naming most of the principal streets as "wards," in numerical succession. Thus the long thoroughfare, called High Street by
foreigners, which runs parallel to the entire range of the Western

wall, is known as the Ninth, Eighth, and Seventh Wards (j3

jt
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The stranger about to perambulate Canton will probably make the
Factory Site his point of departure.
Passin:; between the booths
established, by "squatter's right," on either side of what was once
called Old China Street, and which are occupied by quack-doctors
fortune-tellers,
herbalists, and gambling stall-keepers, he will see before
, .
him, at the -head of the street, the high door-way of a building which
was once very _celebrated as the place of meeting for the chief factors
of the East India Company with the native Hong Merchants. Here,
up to the war of 1839, all public matters affecting foreign trade were
deliberated upon, and hither the chiefs of the Factory were summoned from time to time to comply meekly with the insulting mandates
of the Chinese officials.
At present the building is used only as
quarters for some of the junior employes of the foreign Customs' establishment. 'Ihe street running East and West at this point is called

+

Factory Street (in Chinese
.=..:. ft {ij) and dives into the heart
of the Western suburbs, whence in former days the mob was accustomed to come trooping down to surround and pillage the fortign
dwellings.
Parallel with Factory Street, but further north, runs the
finest and most fashionable thoroughfare in Canton, called in its eastern
division, by foreigners Curio Street, or Physic Street, { by the Chinese
Tseung Lan Kai ~
{fj), and in its Western half Howqna Street
(by the Chinese, Shap Pat Pu,
Howqua Street derives
its foreign name from the residence situated therein of How-qua, the
well known head of the former guild of Hung Merchants, most of
whom, indeed, with other wealthy individuals; occupy dwellings here.
Still proceeding North, we find other main streets running parallel with
those last named, and, like them also, terminating in High Street
(already described), whilst they are connected together by cross streets
and lanes presenting some extraordinary developments of labyrinthins
planning.
A visitor wishing to enter the city, and having reached Curio Street,
will find that a curve at the eastern extremity of this thoroughfare
brings him into High Street, when three ways of entering the city will
be open to him. If he advances in a straight line for some mile or

ffi\J
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more, he will reach the short cross street leading to the Great West
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Gate, passing through which he will find himself on the great transverse avenue of the city. He may, however, take the first turning on
his right after passing the curve, which will lead him to the T'ai P'ing
Gate of the New City, and here he may either ascend a flight of steps
leading to the wall, passing along the top of which he will reach a
postern at the South-west angle of the City wall, called by the natives

fi.J if),

Kwai Kok Low, (;tfe
which will be opened by the guard
(Chinese soldiers on the outside and Tartars within), when he will see
before him a grassy Parade ground and the low, ruinous dwellings of
the Tartar Quarter ; or he can take a line of street running from the
T'aip'ing Gate eastward ( that immediately under the New City W a11 is
called by foreigner "the Strand,"aud in Chinese H6 Pun Kai~ Pf$
~tj ), whilst the one parallel to it further South is known as Chapdelaine Street, so named after a French missionary who lost his life in

* fir

the interior, (in Chinese Tai Sun Kai,
{tj), both debouching
in immediate proximity to the Kwei Te Gate, and thus communicating with the main street running North and South through the city.
STREET ARCHITECTURE, TRAFFIC, &c.-The foregoing details will
probably suffice as a guide to the principal thoroughfares likely to be
visited by strangers in Canton; and it now remains necessary to
treat of the aspect of these streets. According to the places last
seen by a newly arrived visitor, the impressions produced by the
first sight of Canton streets are very various.
A stranger fresh
from Europe shudders with disgust when · shewn these narrow,
crowded, unsavoury, and badly-lighted lanes which he is told are
the main thoroughfares of the city, whilst a visitor who has first
seen Shanghai, Amoy, Peking, and other cities, is struck by the comparative cleanliness displayed, the substantial nature of the buildings,
and the absence of overpoweringly disgusting sights and smells. In
all climates such as that of Southern China, the exclusion of the fierce
sudight of summer is the first requisite i11 building ; and streets are
consequently constructed with a breadth seldom exceeding twelve feet,
and often of scarcely half that width. Buildings with a storey
above the ground-floor are almost unknown, as are also windows openj ng

into the street.

A line of dead wall and a door-way are all that
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external architecture aims at ; and in the business-streets the outerwall is contracted to the narrowest possible limits, the entire frontage
of each building (in shops, seldom more than twelv:e or fifteen fpet)
being open durfog the day, and closed at night by wooden shutters.
The practice of distinguishing each shop by perpendicular and gaily
painted sign boards of some 12 feet in height by a foot or two in
breadth, suspended on each side of the doorway, gives the vista of a
Chinese street that peculiarly confused, theatrical appearanee which is
so familiar to all from the commonest pictures of the country. To
compensate for their narrow frontage, Chinese shops and dwellings are
usually of considerable depth. The doorway is formed by two piers of
masonry, usually about four feet in height, and two or three in thick•
ness, forming an outside counter upon which gooda may be disElayed
in the d:.1y time, and, when the shutters are closed at night, a bed
upon which the private watchman may coil bimsel£ The sides of
these outer piers, facing each other inwards, are invariably built in the
form of a tiny shrine, within which sits, or is represented in the poorer
class of buildings by a tablet, the image of the God of Wealth, to
whom night and morning homage is paid by the lighting of tapers and
the burning of money-offerings chiefly represented by the universal
and economical substitute called "joss-paper." At the extremity of
the shop, and separated from it by a partition, is probably a courtyard,
opP.n to the sky, around and behind which are dwellitJg and store•
rooms. The same plan of building obtains, with slight differences, in
the case of dwelling houses. According to the means of the proprietor, these consist of ranges of transverse buildings separated by open
courtyards, of which as many as four· successively may be found in the
mansions of the wealthy, the transverse buildings and side ranges
being divided by wooden partitions, gay with lattice work, paint, and
gilding, in.to quarters for the numerous families and hosts of servants
forming the establishm~nt. Thus the apparent lack of ventilation,
owing to the absence of outer windows, is compensated by the free
access of air and light ensured by the open courtyards.
The ordinary building material is a blue brick, (the blue or rather
&ate colour arising from the damping of bhe bricks whilst being burnt)
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supported on a few courses of granite. The streets are invariably
paved with slabs of granite, placed length-wise, and worn by time into
a most slippery footing for unaccustomed pedestrians. A very elabo•
rate system of drainage exists, but, owing to its unscientific construction ancl the utter neglect in which it is usually allowed to remain,
little benefit is derived from it. The only purpose, indeed, which it is
intended to serve is that of carrying off the immense and constaut
rain-fall. The refuse and scourings of dwelling houses are collected
daily by coolies, who carry off the precious but unsavoury collection
to be used as manure.
In the Tartar Qua1·ter, an entirely different method of building
will be seen. The streets of thi~ division of the city are laid out
over a section which was destroyed to make room for them after the
capture of Canton in the 17th century, and are built in imitation of
those of Peking. The main thoroughfares are much broader than the
streets of the Chinese part of Canton, and the houses, in lieu of brick,
are built for the most part of mud rammed solid, a mode of construeso sin1ple, (and also so liable to speedy decay) that it is no unusual
sight to see the whole family of some Tartar household at work in
taking their dwelling down and rebuilding it by pounding the old materials, mixed with a little lime and water, into new walls. The mud
is pounded or rammed in a trough formed by boards held together by
a rough scaffolding, giving a thickness of from one to two feet to the
wall. The houses of the Tartar Quarter are uniformly white-washed,
with a broad black border by way of ornament. The residences
(Jjamuns:) of the numerous officers are distinguished by their high,
triple gateways, fronting which on the opposite side of the street a
high wall or screen completes the official entrance. This wall, whitewashed with a black border, is decorated with a red circular spot (representing the sun) in the lower grades, whilst the higher officers are
distinguished by the represefitations of sundry fabulous animals, of
which each rank has its appropriate description. On walls facing
Temples a dragon encircled by clouds is usually depicted.
The residences of all the officers of Government are within the
wall , and a glance at the map of Canton will shew how va t a pr -
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portion of its area is taken up by their yamuns, and by temples
which are, for the most part, of an official character. A Chinese
yamun, with its infinity of court-yards, towering gateways, ranges of
reception rooms, tribunals, offices, and private dwellings, is an exceedingly curious construction, but it is not easy for visitors to obtain
access to these buildings, within which it is obviously in as bad taste
to intrude as it would be to walk cavalierly into the Treasury or the
Foreign Office in Downing Street. The unlucky mania for seeing

every sight, however, which characterizes many tourists, has frequently
led parties of visitors to push their way, regardless of remonstrances,
into the interior of the Chinese yamuns, and the matter became a subject of serious complaint a few years ago, when a Notification was
issued by Her Majesty's Consul, threatening with a severe fine any
British subjects who should transgress in this respect.
The fronts of the principal yamuns may be seen from E~st Street,
at the junction of which with North Street lies that of the Tartar General, which was the residence of the Allied Commissioners during the
occupation of Canton. The entrance to this building is rendered imposing by the large quadrangle kept clear of buildings and of traffic
in front of it, occupied only by two lofty flag staffs and two small
pavilions whence the official band discourses sweet (Chinese) music on
occasion. The gateway is approached by a fine flight of granite step..,,
and consists of the usual three enormous double gates which indicate
rank and importance. Upon the platform (not unlike the exterior of
a railway station) will be seen lounging a number of Tartar soldiers,
in long gowns belted at the waist; and looking through the open gateway, across a narrow courtyard beyond which the second line of towering gates will be seen, a glimpse may be obtained of a wide, granitepaved quadrangle, terminating with another flight of ste.ps. These lead
to a raised platform surrounded with a balustrade of time-worn marble, upon which is placed the range of buildings, the high-pitched
roof of which rests upon massive columns of black hard-wood, constituting the offices and tribunal of the Tartar commander. The large
quadrangle in front is bordered right and left by buildings occupied as
clerks' offices, whilst on either side of the central range stretch minor
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conrtyards, with numerous buildings attached. From the outer gateway to the end of the tribunal is a di tance of one hundred yards, and
the entire depth of the yamun i 300 yards by a breadth of one
hundred, but the rear ?Ortion has been walled off since 1861 to form a
residence for Her Britannic Majesty' Consul. This will be described
hereafter.
]farther down Ea t Street will be seen the yamun of the Governor,
removeu from the Street by an open space of more than an acre in ext.ent, beyond which lies that of the Prefect, and still further on the
Trea urcr's yamun, whil t close to the East Gate is that of one of the
two Di trict i lagi. trates. The ot11er yamuns are scattered in different
parts of the city. 'fhe Viceroy or Governor-General (as not belonging
to the mere Provi1~cial Government), had his yamun formerly in the
New City, but this was utterly destroyed in 1856 by Sir Michael
Seymour's bombardment, as the fost act of hostility against the pig•
headed Yeh. The site remained de olate until 1860, when it was taken
posses ion of by the French authorities, and handed over to their priests
to form a missionary Colony. A small yamun for the Governor-General

was thereupon built on the site of some streets levelled for the purpose
behind the Governor's residence.
1'be motley traffic with which the narrow· streets of Canton are
crowded is most bewildering to a stranger. No attempt is made to
enforce ordet· and regLtla.rity by a public police force, and every one
thl'eads his own way as he best ca.n. In the main streets an almost
unbroken succe ion of sedan-chairs occupies the middle way, from
the rickety public vehicle, covered with dusty black oil-cloth and carried
by a couple of groaning bearers, naked to the waist, to the smart fourbearer chair, covered with blue cloth and decorated with braid and

tassels, of the minor officials, and the huge green sedan, carried slow-

ly by eight bearers, in which high dignitaries make their round of
visits. In proporLion to their rank, the occupants of these vehicles
are preceded and followed by trains of attendants, remarkable rather
for their number and vociferations than for the cleanliness of their attire.

The small white-buttoned magistrate may be seen with only a

couple of long gowned servants hurrying at an uneasy trot, with fan
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in air, after their master's sedan; whilst exalted functionaries such as
the Governor or Viceroy, and even those of lower rank, are heralded
by a procession of petty officials and servants on pony-back, by strings
of flag-bearers, gong-men, guards, &c., and by half a dozen ragged
scare-crows supposed to represent the majesty of authority, by carrying the whips and chains with which criminals are to 1e punished,
but who are really (like the Lord Mayor's men in armour) the representatives only of a long obsolete reality. The unconcern with which
dignity and squalor, magnificence and filth, go hand in hand in China, is nowhere more noticeable than in these official processions, where
the Viceroy, ruling absolutely over thirty millions of subjects, is heralded by" lictors" in rags such as would disgrace an English tramp,
and whose path is cleared by a troop of urchins, al_so in rags, but de, corated like the "lictors" with high conical hats of wicker-work,
whose shrill treble shout of "H6-o-o-o-T6-•o-o ( clear the way) announces the great man's coming.
Funeral trains and marriage processions, coolies swinging along
with great bales of merchandize slung from the universal bamboo,
pedlars of every description, whose wares, whether vegetables, fruits,
crockery, fans, or articles of female apparel, are also carried in baskets depending from the ends of a ban, boo lath carried on one shoulder, water carriers splashing along with their heavy red buckets, manure coolies with their unpleasant open tubs, and long strings of
loathsome beggars, blind, halt, and leprous, winding through the
streets in Indian file, each holding to the shoulder of the one in
front, are the component parts of that crowd, filled in with foot passengers of eve;:y type, ~hrough which the visitor must thread his way.
If civil himself, however, he will meet with nothing but civility among
the crowd, and he will do well to take as an example the quiet dexte•
rity with which the Chinese themselves follow the stream of traffic,
"giving and taking" in the crush with constant good humour. Notwitbsta.n<ling the familiar presence of Europeans at Canton, he will
perhaps be stared at, and if he enters a shop a quiet and respectful
crowd will gather around the door to watch his movements; but ex•
cept from some mischievous or frightened urchin the prohibited cry
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of Foreign Devil (Fan Kwei) will seldom be heard. The ancient disposition of the Cantonese to insult and deride foreigners was entirely
due to official instigation, and has ceased with the disappearance of
that motive. Unluckily, however, the usage of a series of years has
implanted the phrase Foreign Devil permanently in the language
(which has, indeed, no eorrect and simple term signifying a "foreign.
er") and Europeans are undoubtedly spoken of among the lower classes
under this name alone. Great efforts have, however, been made, and
successfully, by H. B. M's. Consular officials to suppress this practice,
and condign punishment i · inflicted by the Chinese authorities on any
individual to whom or to whose children the use of the term can be
clearly traced.
Dwing certain festivals, especially before and after the Chinese New
Year, the hou eholder of each street subscribe for the purpose of decorating and illuminating their street and of causing theatricals to be
perfon1:ed. Uegardle s of the necessities of traffic, the street is blocked
by scaffoluings supporting elaborately embroidered hangings, whiJst
thou ands of lanterns and chandeliers (imitated from European models and hired for the occasion) are suspended from poles passing from
roof to roof. On wooden trays slung across the street at a sufficient
height to allow chair to pass underneath, are represented scenes from
noted dramas, by means of pupp~ts of from one to three feet in height,
mimicking with the minutest exactitude the gorgeous dresses and fant;i tic face-painting and posturing of the Chinese stage. Many of
these puppet are so constructed, with moveable joints, as to represent
very faithfully some of the action appropriate to the scene ; and the
ingenuity of the Chinese has hit upon an expedient in this connection
for setting rats to perform a part in the spectacle. Imprisoned in a
box, hidden by the draperies of the puppet, a rat Mi made, by its constant struggles to get free, to set in motion the wires connected with
the joints of the figure. In addition to these gay adornments of the
street, the interior of a shop or some convenient open space is converted by means of bamboo-scaffolding and painted mats into a tern•
porary theatre, where a band performs on tom•toms, banjos, and hautboys dming the day, and some drama is represented at night.

These
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festivals are usually celebrated on the day set apart in the calendar in
commemoration of the particular divinity worshipped at the nearest or
most popular temple. Vast sums are squandered every year by the
population of Canton in these festivals, in despite of the periodical
remonstrances of their rulers, who frequently exhort them, though
vainly, to contribute the money in prefo1:ence to meet the necessities
of the State.

In passing through the sti·eets, squares of red or purple paper will
frequently be seen pasted on the door posts of each house. These
contain characters acknowledging the subscriptions received for such
celebrations as the above. The various and many coloured slips of
paper which are to be noticed on the door-way of shops or dwellinghouses add greatly to the gay appearance of the streets. Among the
most prominent of these are the charms pasted upon the lintel at New
Year, consisting of five slips, either of plain red paper -or of parti-coloured tinsel, each bearing the character Fuk (Happiness, Blessing),
and emblematic of the invocation of the " Five Blessings" (i. e. Long
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Life, Riches, Health, the Love of Virtue, and a Peaceful Death) on the
household throughout the year. On the folding-panels of the doors,
again, are pasted large squares of crimson paper bearing in large characters the names of two deities who specially protect the dwellings of
their worshippers ; whilst on the wall are often affixed large placards of
yellow paper with inscriptions in red ink or gold-leaf, announcing in
grandiloquent terms the successful passage of the Literary Examinations by a son or, nephew. These placards are usually presented by
friends, in whose name the announcement is worded.
The science of mural Literature will be seen to flourish as exten·
sively in China as in Europe, although the use of " mammoth" posters
has not yet been ~o widely introduced. Every blank wall and hoarding
is covered with advertising placards, of which the majority are devoted
to puffing the virtues of the Chinese equivalents for '' Holloway's
-Ointment" and '· Morison's Pills." More shameless advertisements than
any to be seen on a European wall abound, however, at Canton, al-though prohibited from time to time by the Government. Other
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timate trade is al o brought before the public eye by this method.
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Here and there a crowd may be

e

proclamation of ome functionary of Government, whose great red

l

seal of office and authoritative spla hes of carmine ink marking impor-

een gathered around a tall, oblong

tant passages of the document draw immediate attention.
s

What

most delights the quid-nuncs of the streets, however, is the appearance
of ome "Public Complaint" of an individual who considers himself
aggrieved by official injustice or neglect, and who (as John Bull ''writes

e

to the 1'imes") boldly places his case in the hands of his fellow citi-
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zens by publishing a placard.

f
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To 11ch an ex+ent is public opinion
r~ pected by those in authorit.y that this appeal '' ad plebem" is, if in any
way well-founded, ure to obtain attention in official quarters, whilst
the publicity of the case guarantees the appellant against vindictive ·
pl'oceeding..
The student of "street-sights" will :find his most interesting field in
How-qua street, the breadth and freedom from commernial traffic of
which makes it the lounging place for every idler. A perpetual fair is
maintained here, the long dead-walls of the mansions on either side
being lined with tables on which" curios" of all kinds are exposed for
sale, from China-ware, bronzes, and coins (chiefly forged) to cheap German crockery and glass ornaments, pictures from the Illustrated London
J\'eu,.,, and cards of buttons (manufactured at Canton) with the rampant lion of the East India Company still in existence as a familiar
device. Here, too, are old book-stalls where copies of the classics and
their commentators are to be Jrnd in every variety of form and bulk,
whil t check by jowl with these sit dealers in dogs, cats, monkeys, and
occru,ionally promising young tigers or vicious-looking serpents. Here,
also, one may indulge the univer al propensity towards gambling by
hazar<lig " double or quits" with th e vendors of dumplings, pickles,
or frnit; or may enj oy the excitement of a bet upon the success of

the i-agg d and knavi h -looking "tramp" who squats on the pavement
with a pap r ches ·board before him, and vociferously entreats the
pa scrs-by to te t their skill against his own.

The intentness with

which this favourite game is watched by the crowd that speedily

gather, round th e board, and the eagerness with which each by-stander
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proclaims his own certainty that he "sees the most of the game," are
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an entertaining spectacle in themselves.
These and other scenes of like interest give piquancy to the most
hurried run through Canton Streets, but a description of some of the
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staple "sights" must now be laid before the reader.
PLACES OF lN,TEREST.-All ove1· the East, places of worship constitute

fr

the principal resort of sight-seers, and China, in this respect, fo1·ms no
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exception to the rule.

The temples at Canton are especially celebrat-

ed, and those worth visiting will now be noticed.
Honam Temple.-A short distance above the island called Dutch
Folly will be noticed, on the South bank of the River, the dense mass
of foliage marking the avenue of banyans in front of the portals of this
fine monastic establishment, which is named in Chinese Hai Chwang Ste
(~i.fij: ~ =!j:) or The Temple of the Ocean Banner. Immediately on
landing from the river and passing through an unpretending door-way,
the avenue bordering a pathway paved with grani~e is entered, leading to a square building forming a double gate with two colossal figmes
standing within the porch, and representing certain deified warriors
who keep watch and ward over the sanctuaries of Buddha.
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small court and a third gateway are still to be passed before the great
inner quadrangle is reached; where, in the centre of the grassy enclosure dotted over with magnificent trees, rises a platform supporting
the great hall of worship, some hundred feet square, in the midst of
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which tower the tranquil images of the past, the present, and the future Buddha. In front of these gilded figures is an altar of richly

p

carved wood, upon which huge candlesticks of white metal support a

a1

galaxy of tapers, whilst in the centre is displayed a massive bowl
of similar material, filled with the fine, impalpable powder of the

tj

fragrant incense kept constantly burning before the shrine. F:i,:om the
roof, streamers of red cloth bordered with black velvet, and inscribed
in velvet characters with the invocation "NAN-MO O-MI-To-F6 I"
hang in dense array, adding materially to the dimness of the "religious light," the soft mysteriousness of which is enhanced by the
light blue clouds of scented smoke arising from the slow combustion
of a block of sandalwood and of the incense-sticks. On both sides of
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the hall are ranged the images of the Eighteen Lo-Han, or Apostles
of Buddha, and small tables covered with embroidered cloths serve as
lecterns to the priests who perform the daily mass. This spectacle
may usually be witnessed about four o'clock in the afternoon, when
from ten to twenty priests may be seen, attired in the gowns of crimson, yellow, or ash-gray silk (according to their rank and functions)
chanting the Pa-li words, quite unintelligible to themselves, of the
mass-book, whilst one of their number beats t.ime on the "wooden
fish, "-a hollowed block of wood, carved in the resemblance of a pot•
bellied fish, which gives forth a booming sound when struck-whilst
the duty of another is to strike a small hand-bell from time to time.
The alternate risings and genuflections, the droning hum of the chanters, the silvery interruption of the bell, the vestments, incense, decorations, flowers and images, combine to invest this scene with a striking resemblance to the ceremonies of the Romish Church and the
mummerie , still more unmeaning, of the so-called ".Anglican" imitators of Romanism.
Another large hall, in the rear of the first, contains an image of
Kwan-yin (Koon-yum), the Godde3s Hearer of Prayers, arid still further on, in the midst of a gloomy sanctuary, stands a pagoda sculptured in white marble, about thirty feet in height, which was presented
to the Temple by one of the Emperors of the present dynasty. On
both sides of the great quadrangle are long ranges of buildings, intersected by courts and corridors, which constitute the apartments of the
priests. On the right hand are a range of pens where pigs are kept
at the expense of the temple, in fulfilment of the commands of Buddha that each man shall do what in him lies to prevent the destruction of a single living creature. Passing through an apparently endless range of corridors on the left hand, and after viewing the large
hall, filled with benches and tables, which is set aside as the refectory for the priests, a small paved yard is reached which gives admission
to a spacious garden, covering some four or five acres of ground,
where flowers, fruit, and vegetables are cultivated for sale. At the
extremity of the garden are two ponds where fish are allowed to
breed undisturbed, in obedience to the same law of Buddha which
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has been above referred to. Beside the fish-ponds is a mausoleum in
which the ashes of deceased priests are deposited, after the process of
incremation by which their bodies are consumed. The number of
priests or monks inhabiting this temple is upwards of one hundred,
who are subject to the authority of an abb6t, periodically elected.
Large revenues are derived from lands belonging to the monastery.
The present buildings date only from the latter half of the seventeenth
century, when they were founded by the son-in -law of the Emperor
K'ang Hi, by whom the subjugation of the Province of Kwang-tung
was completed. A temple bad, however, existed on this spot for fully fifteen hundred years.
Tem1le of the Five Hundred Go~.-This temple,called as above
b,y Europeans, but by the Chinese Fa Lum Sz ($ l>fc :!j:) is
situated in the Western suburbs, near the street called the Ninth

ft 1fl).

Ward ( ~
Like the Honam Temple, it consists in ranges
<Of halls, one behind the other, in which images of ~uddha. and
minor deities sit enthroned, but its principal attraction is the vast
hall called the Lo-Han T'ang, or Hall of Saints, in which are
ranged in numerous avenues some five hundred richly gilded
images, about three feet in height, representing deified worthies of
the Buddhist faith. Each of these has its own history, or rather collection of myths, the characters represented being of every .class, from
the sage ruler to the fanatic devotee. The workmanship displayed in
the manufacture of these figures (made of fine clay thickly covered
with burnished gilding) is most artistic, and the variety of features is
especially noticeable. Some of the personages represented are shewn
with arms uplifted, and grown to an unnatural length-the result of
being maintained for years in one position ; others are seen fondling
wild beasts that they have tamed, whilst in one case a Buddhist
version of Elijah's history is seen depicted in the person of a saint
who is being n?urished in his banishment by wild monkeys. On one
of the figures will be seen an exact representation of the episcopal
mitre, whilst several hold croziers in their hands. One effigy whose
features are strongly European in type will be pointed out as the image
of a Portuguese seaman who was wrecked, centuries ago, on the coast,
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nd whose virtues during a long residence gained him ·canonization
after death. This is probably a pure myth, growing from an accidental
resemblance of the features. A shrine at one end of the Hall contains
the usual triple representation of Buddha, whilst immediately in front
is a sitting figure of the great Emperor Ki.en-lung, ( reigned A. D. 1736
to 1796), before whose deified image incense is kept constantly burning. The centre of the Hall, from which the four main avenues
. diverge in the form of a cross, is occupied by a magnificent specimen
of modern bronze-work, in the shape of a Pagoda, about fifteen feet
in height, the open stages of which are occupied by bronze figures,
with which also the angles a.re decorated. A long inscription at the side
commemorates the subscribers to the completion of this beautiful work
of art.
Mass is daily performed in the aisles on each side of this
centre-piece.
Tl1e Hall of Saint , with its glittering contents, is a pw·ely modern
structure, having been added to the Fa Lum Sz Temple in 1846, by
means of a ubscription mainly supported by the Hong merchants.
The visitor should not leave this place without seeing the beautiful
marble Pagoda, between thirty and forty feet in height, which occupies the centre of a large hall. He should ask to see the Pale Sliek

8

Ta, (
:fj ~), a , unless this is done, the cicerone will not take
the trouble to exhibit it This piece of sculptme was the donation of
the Emperor Kien Lung

e ~)

Olteung Show Sz ( ~
or Temple of Longevity. This is
also situated in the Western Suburbs, some little distance to the
North of the Five Hundred Gods. Its gateway stands at the
head of a small square, where, in the early morning, a species
of fair is held. The Temple consists of the usual number of hails
and altars, the principal building containing a colossal effigy of
Buddha in a recumbent posture. From an upper story, in which
other altars are erected, an extensive view is obtained. The garden
at the rear of this Temple is filled with a variety of trees, the beautiful foliage and many-coloured flo wers -of which combine to form a.
most pleasing picture. As is the case with most Chinese gardens, a
great portion of the area is occupi~d by fish-ponds covered wiih a
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carpet of vivid green formed by the accumulation of duck-weed, and
intersected by paths leading to pavilions apparently floating on the
water, whence the panorama of beauties can be well enjoyed. A
range of buildings fronting the garden is frequently leased by mandarins of distinction, when staying for a time at Canton; and other portions of the Temple-buildings are used for meetings of official committees. The priests of this monastery etijoy the reputation of superior learning as compared with those of other Temples at Canton.
Tartar City Temple.-For the remaining temples of importance we
must nc•w enter the city. At the head of a broad street in the Tartar
Quarter, running North from West Street, stands the Kwang Hiu Sz,

(1{; 1f. ~) one of the most ancient foundations in Canton, and well
worth visiting for a view of its three colossal effigies of Buddha, some
twenty feet in height, and most richly gilt. The hall in which these
images are placed is also one of the finest to be found in Canton. On
the platform in front are to be seen a pair of small pagodas sculptured
in granite, which are reported to be of very high antiquity. The found ttion of the Temple dates from about A. D. 250.
Pagoda.-Conspicuous by its lofty and picturesque Pagoda (forming
a landmark visible for many miles in all directions) is the Tsing Rwei

OJ -

Sz,
=fj:), the entrance to which is in Pagoda Street, almost
opposite to the gateway of the British Com,ulate. The temple itself presents few features of interest, but the lofty Pagoda, with its nine stories
CJf mouldering brick-work, its summit, bereft of the golden pinnacle
which once crowned the lofty heh:.ht, but clothed with the foliage of
large trees planted there by seeds brought by passing birds or by the
wind, should on no account be left unvisited. The date of this structure
is referred by Chinese historians to A. D. 537, in the reign of Wu Ti
of the Liang dynasty, when it was built as a r~ceptacle and shrine for
a relic of Buddha-the original signification of pagodas in general.
Ita original height is stated as having been upwards of 290 feet (the
present altitude is estimated at about 180 feet), and some ten centuries
after its foundation a pinnacle of gilded copper surmounted by a
golden ball was added to the structure then existing. A winding staircase gave access to the snmmit, but was so peculiarly constructed that,
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in lieu of being carri~d up through the interior shaft, it led only from
one storey to the next, so that, in order to make the asceI.t.t, it was necessary at each storey to pass out through a doorway upon a platform
carried round the exterior, and, after walking round half the circumference, to reenter at a doorway opposite, where the staircase again led
upwards. In consequence of the ruinous condition of the Pagoda,
and the rotting away of the external ledge, the ascent has now become
impracticable. It was accomplished last in 1859 by some British officers.
The Chinese entitle this structure the Fa T'ap,
Flowery, or
Ornamented Pagoda.

(:fE ~),

Mosque.-Some little distance to the South of this spot, and
till in the Tartar Quarter, lies the Mohammedan Mosque and Minaret, called the Kwang T'ap,

(J't *), or Bare Pagoda.

This place
of wor hip wa founded circa A. D. 850, by the Arabian voyagers who
then frequently vi ·ited Canton. The mosque consists of a plain hall,
the roof and pillars of which are in the ordinary Chinese style, but in
which the severe simplicity of the interior contrasts forcibly with the
decorations of a Buddhist temple.
Its Arabian origin is strikingly
denoted by the peculiar form of the arches forming two sides of the
buildiug, above which extracts. from the Koran form the only ornament to th1:, bare, white-washed wall. The floor is plainly matted,
and at the extreme end is placed a small table bearing a tablet on
which is inscribed the ordinary i:1Vocation of the Emperor-Lord
of Ten 'l'housand times Ten Thousand Years. This introduction of
idolatry foreign to the pure religion of Allah would shock any other
Mussu]man but a Chinese ; in China, however, the philosophic and
tolerant spirit pervading the entire people, in rPligious matters, admit of politic variations in even the most rigid creeds. The moollah
or priest of the Mohammedan community resides within the Mosque
enclosure, and instructs a small class of youths in the Arabic character in which the Koran is written. It is a curious and instructive
sight to attend at the rehearsal of this little class, where, no matter
how slight may be the genuine understanding of the subject studied,
there exists nevertheless a sincere belief derived from long · descended
habit.

Protestant Missionaries might do well to ask themselves what
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is the secret charm which has thus perpetuated the doctrines of Mohamed during a period of fully eight centuries without extraneous aid.
The pagoda or rather minaret adjoining the mosque 1s a two storied
circular tower, of some 120 feet in height, gradually diminishing in
diameter upwards, the upper storey being also of considerably smaller
diameter than the lower.

One or two large trees have grown up on

the platform at the top of the first storey, which was until lately accessible by a winding staircase in the interior, but, owing to the danger
incurred through the ruinous condition of the staircase, the entrance
(some 10 feet above the ground) was blocked up a few years ago.

Temple of the Five Genii.-Passing southwards from the Mosque,
through the seemingly lifeless streets of the Tartar Quarter, the hand-

1w

some and well-k:ept Bell Temple, or Temple of the Five Genii CJi
is next to be seen. This institution, being well endowed, and also

It)

supported by considerable subscriptious among the Tartar military
officials, is kept in better order than most of the temples within the
city.

After traversing the usual quadrangle in front a flight of steps

is reached, above which a highly ornamental gateway was built in 1842
from funds contributed by the celebrated Ki-ying, the Imperial Commissioner for foreign affairs.

In addition to the main hall containing

an image of the Supreme divinity of th~ Taoist faith, there are lateral
enclosures each containing separate places of worship

The principal

"sights" connected with this Temple were until lately its gigantic _bell,
and the stone images of five (supernatural) rams, but these latter
were destroyed in a conflagration which consumed the rear building in
which they stood some three years siuce.

The legend with reference

to the foundation of this Temple is that, some twenty centuries ago,
five shepherds were seen on the site where the building now stands,
who suddenly became transformed into an equal number of rams,
while these again instantly changed into stone, a voice being heard
at the same time proclaiming that, so long as these supernatural
objects should be worsLipped on this spot, the prosperity of the adjoining city should endure. Fr'om that day forward (runs the story)
these images have remained on the identical spot, and it is certain
that from time immemorial they have been looked upon with super-
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stitious reverence; nor is it the less remarkable that the destruction
of their shrine should coincide so closely with the actual decline in
the pro perity of the city. The stones were almost shapeless blocks
of granite, about eighteen inches high and the same in length, with
some rude attempt at sculpture in the form of a ram's bead. From
them and their attendant legend Ca11ton derived its soubriquet of the
city of Rams(,¥. ~), but the legend itself is traced by Chinese philosophers to an accidental resemblance between the word signifying
"ram" or "sheep" and the ancient designation of the province of

Kwang tung. This is a striking corroboration of Professor Muller's
dictum that all myth
sound.

arc merely amplifications of some forgotten

Immediately in front of the building in which these mystic stones
were preserved stands a remarkable pilP. of masonry traversed by an
rchway some 20 feet in height and open at the crown in the centre,
above wl1ich, from lofty rafters supported by pHlars placed on the
top of the arch-way, hangs an enormous bell. This was cast and
placed in it present position, it is believed, some two centuries ago,
but in consequence of a prophecy which was uttered at the time, for~t~lling calamity to Canton whenever this bell should give forth sound,
t was deprived of a clapper and alJ means of access to it were remov-

ed.
ment.

The knowledge of this prophecy served to bring about its fulfilWhen tlie bombardment of the defences of Oanton took place

in 1857, prior to the capture of the city, it was suggested to the commander of one of H. M's. ships to aim a shot at this bell, and the result was that, while calamity was indeed befalling the haughty city,
the bell, struck by a cannon-ball, boomed forth its unwonted sound.
The ffect~ of the shot are seen in the fracture of the lower rim of the
bell.

Immediately beneath it is placed a large iron censer, in which

incense, offered to the spirit of the bell, is kept constantly burning.
On the east of the main hall is a small enclosure surrounding a
pond, on the red sandstone floor of which is seen the shape of a
gigantic foot, declared by the priests to be the impress left by the
divine Buddha; and on the opposite side down a flight of steps is the
brine of Golden Flower , where the deity who corresponds in China
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to the Venus Genitrix of Rome is besought to bless mothers with offspring. Images of the hand-maidens of this benign goddess are placed
in shrines on both sides of the temple, each holding one or more newly-born infants upon her knee. Mothers making vows or prayers before a particular image are accustomed to tie 11, piece of red cord
around the figure of one of the infants in token of their wish. At the
head of the enclosure is placed a small building containing an image
of the mighty Kwan, the deified warrior or God of War. His frowning visage, no less than the bow and sword suspended by the altar,
indicates the martial character of the idol. Here the Tartar aspirants
for promotion make sacrifice before appearing at the exaniinations.

Confucian College.-Close by the Bell Temple is the Hio Kung
or College of the Nanhai District. This is a vast but little frequented maze of buildings, used for purposes of study and examination.
The centre of the enclosure is occupied by a spacious
granite-paved quadrangle, intersected by a fine avenue of banyans,
at the head of which is a large but plain building containing a
colossal image of Confucius. Until the year 1856 but one bodily
representation of the sage was known in China, and orthodox
disciples of his doctrines shrank from all apprcach to image-worship. A popular movement set in, however, during Yeh's tenure of
office in favour of a bodily representation of the "most perfect sage,''
and an image was eventually placed in the hall where his memory receives official homage twice every year, but not without strong remonstrances and prognostications of evil. Strangely enough, one of the
shots fired during the ensuing bombardment passed through the wooden pillar in front of the altar, and shattered the pedestal on which the
image was placed. A few months later the desecration of the sacred
precincts was completed by the conversion of the building in rear of
the great ball into a residence for half a dozen of Her Britannic Majesty's Consular Stuclents, whose somewhat noisy studies and recreations were substituted for the ceremonious observances which once
reigned supreme around the image of the Apostle of Decorum,
On eitht3r side of the great quadrangle are ranged in simple stalls
the tablets of the 72 disciples of the Confucian doctrines whose memo-
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ry i considered worthy of perpetual distinclion by t.he State; and in
·small isolated buildings running along the "\V estern wall are the tablets
of virtuou or distinguished natives of the Nanhai District, whose deeds
are commemorated in this manner in obedience to Imperial Decrees.

The building with an upper storey at the extrem~ rear i. now inhabited
'by students preparing for the examinations, who pay a small fee for
the privilege of occupying it to the Di -trict Examiner; but in 1859

and the en uing yea.rs it forme<l. the quarters occupied by the Consular
Student already referred to.

The members of the little group of

you~g men who commenced their official labours here are now scattered
over the l ngth a11d brearlth of China in various grades of Her Majesty's

Co ular

rvice.

n one of the corridors will be seen several large slabs of slate, on
hich re engraved record of the successive repairs the College has
undergone, with lists of sub. cribers to the funds required for these
undertaking , and al o a ground plan of the buildings.

Bn'tish Consular Ywnun.

Before tiiking leave of the Tartar Quarter

we must cast a glance at the resid,mce allotted to Her Britannic Majesty's Consul, forming the rear half of the Tartar General's yamun. Although of very con iderable ize, the enclosure contains but few building , con isting for t.he most part in spacious courtyards and a park of
some five acres in extent. The entire yamnn was constructed towards
the clo e of the 17th century a a reaidence for the son-in-law of the
Emperor K'ang Hi, who rcdnccd the Province of Kwangtung to final
tranquillity, a11rl from who e occupation it passed to the successiv,Generals of the Tartar garrison. On entering the gateway from Pagoda treet the Union Jack is seen displayed from a flag staff near the
neat dwelling-hou~e ( formerly the Tartar General's private quarters)
forming the Uonsul's residence, but attention is chiefly attracted by the
magnificent foliage of the enormous banyans dotting the court yard or
towering above the wall of the Park, and the quiet beauty of the flowerstudded lawn into which the quadrangle has been converted. Beside
the Consul's house, the only buildings are those forming a range on
the South side and constituting the offices and a residence for a junior

officer.

Fronting these is a raised platform some fifty yards in length
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and of still greater depth, on which the ruined gables standing on either side are all that remain of what was once one of the largest and
most imposing buildings in China. This was the residence, in two stories, originally erected for the conqueror's son-in-law, the Prince Pacificator of the South, but, being occupied as a hospital for the British
troops in 1859, it was accidentally destroyed by fire, with several adjacent buildings. The area once covered by this building has been used
by the Tartar Artillery during their instruction in European drill by
British officers during the last few years.
'
The Park is entered through a gateway in a partition-wall immediately behind this area, and offers a scene of tranquil beauty such as is
rarely to be viewed in China. Completely shut in by high walls, and
overgrown with dense thickets of underwood, above which rise the
massive trunks of the banyans whose folia 6e interlaces almost over the
entire park, save where a small extent of open sward is kept free from
woed and undergrowth near the gate, this stiil and pleasing solitude
has rather the aspect of some forest-glade than of the heart of a great
and busy city. This delusion, in which it is so pleasing to indulge, is
heightened by the appearance of•a herd of deer, which come bounding
from thr thicket at an at~endant's call, and by the flight and twittering
of innumerable birds, wLose varied calls are the only noises that break
upon the silence of the retreat.
An artificial mound, some thirty feet in height, stands in the centre
of the park, and supports a small, half-ruined pavilion from whence,
through the foliage, a view of the Heights and the undulating course
of the City wall can be obtained.
A remarkable, massive slab of black slate, bearing an inscription in
huge red characters, will be noticed near the centre of the range of
offices. This was erected in A. D. 1699 in obedience to the directions of a soothsayer who declared that the shadow cast by the Pagoda on the yamun was of a malign nature, and must be counteracted in
accordance with the ingenious theory of the Chinese geomancers, who
maintain that by placing a tablet or a slab in direct opp~sition to a
maleficent influence, the evil effects can be warded off. The slab of
slate therefore bearing the talismanic inscription Tai Shan Shek Kon
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Tong ( A stone, as of the GREAT MOUNTAIN, ventures itself in opposition)
was set up fronting the path of the Pagoda shadow.
We must now leave the Tartar Quarter, and, proceeding down East
Street as far as its junction with the great 5hwang Mun Ti thoroughfare,

pass down the latter till we find ourselves confronted by a huge pile
of masonry, pierced by a double archway ( whence the name of the
Street) and surmounted by a building, called the Kung Pak Low, in
which the celebrated Water-clock is maintained.

Olepsydra.-The following accurate description of this apparatus for
measuring the lapse of time is extracted from the Chinese Repository,
Vol. 20, P. 480 : " The Clepsydra is called the T'ung Wu Ti-low, ,: e. copper-jar water-dropper, and is placed in a separate room, uuder the supervision

~

of a man who, beside bis stipend and perquisites, obtains a livelihood
by selling time-sticks. There are four covered copper-jars standing
on a brick-work stairway, the top of each of which is level with
the bottom of the one above it; the largest measurP.s 23 inches
high and broad, and contains 70 catties, or ~7½ pints of water;
the second is 22 inches high and 21 inches broad; the third is 21
inches high and 20 inches broad ; and the lowest 23 inches high
and 19 inches broad. Each is connected with the other by an open
trough, along which the water trickles. The wooden index in the
lowest jar is set every morning and afternoon at 5 o'clock by placing the mark on it for these hours even with the cover, through
which it rises and indicates the time. The water is dipped out
and poured back into the top jar when the index shews the completion of the half day, and the water is renewed every quarter.
Two large drums stand close by, on which the watchmen strike the
watches at night."
The foregoing description refers to the building and water-clock
as they existed previously to the bombardment of Canton, at which
time the shells directed against the Great South Gate and certain
triumphal arches commemorating the exclusion of the British from
Canton in 1848 set fire to this building also. The jars described
in the extract above were destroyed in the conflagration, but n_ew
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ones, on the model of the old, were cast in 1860 at the expense of
the then Viceroy, Lao Ts'ung-kwang, and were replaced in the poeition occupied by the water-clock for ages past when the building
itself was restored by public subscription a year or two later. No dependence is placed, in this age of clocks and watches, on the accuracy of the clepsydra, but the wealthy gentry of Canton take interest
in perpetuating its existence as one of the chief antiquities of the
city.

Still, as in the days of old, the watchman hangs out every two

hours a board on which the horary sign is displayed, whilst on anoth-

er board, changed at new and full moon, the 24 periods of the year
The institution of the waterclock is dated back to A.

are indicated.

D. 1355, but the double gateway is of considerably higher antiquity.
The time-sticks in the manufacture of which the custodian of the
building occupies his leisure are joss-stjcks of a certain thickness, and
marked off in hours according to a scale graduated by experiments in
the process of combustion.

They are ~xten-sively used by watchmen.

City Temple.-At the head of the Shwang Mun Ti Street is the im•
posing gateway of the Treasurer's Yamun,
French Consul's residence.

Beyond this,

adjoining which is the

and close to the East Gate,

is the Shi'ng Wong Miu, or Temple of the Tutelar Spirit of the City
(literallf, T.eQJ.ple of the Walls and Moat)

Every city in China pos-

sesses a temple of this sort, in which the deified spirit of some hero or
statesman is worshipped, as its guardian genius, l:>y Imperial command.
At present, the spirit of Lin-ts~-sli, the great Imperial Commissioner
who confiscated the foreign opium in 1839, is supposed to watch over

the destinies 0£ Canton.

The court-yard of the temple always presents

a busy scene, as it is the rP.sort of pedlars, q11.ack dentists, and above all,
of fortune tellers, who lie in wait for the country-folk with whom this
is a favoudte lounging place. On either side are ranges of dilapidated
sheds in which plaster figures are employed to represent the Buddhistic warnings of the future punishment in store for the wicked.

All

and more than all the tortures of the Jnquisition are here displayed in
action, with a dingy grotesqueness to which the appelation of " Chamber
of Horro1s", invented for this place hy some European, is scarcely npplicable.
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Examination Hall. The only remaining spot of interest within the
city iii the Kung Yuen (~~)or area devoted to the annual and triennial examinations at which aspirants for official honours are put to
the test. This vast enclosure is situated in the extreme South-Eastern
angle of the city, and is occupied by range upon range of buildings divided into diminutive pens within which the students are confined,
with only pen, ink and paper, during the course of the examinations ;
be ide larger buildings in which the Examiners and their staffs
are imilarly secluded. There are upwards of 8650 cells for the
accommodation of students, although at the triennial examinations not
more than 800 degrees are awarded; and an additional number
are in process of con truction. This is due to the fact that among
the rewards granted for services in the suppression of the late rebe11ion, a prominent feature wa the institution in various Districts
of an additional number of degrees attainable by students in the
cour e of the year.
Prefectural College.

Temple of the God of War.

Great Temple of

It has been remarked above that the Examination Hall
concludes the list of remarkable places within the City. The three
places just named, however, still remain to be noted, and will be
found fronting the South wall in close proximity to each other; but
the similarity of one tE>mple with another is so great as to render a det.tiled description of these places unneces ary.
Buddha.

Emperor's Temple. In tLe ew City, immediately outside the Mun
Ming Mun, or College Gate, is the temple at which homage is paid
at ew Year and birthday annivc~r aries to the reigning monarch. In
virtue of its character the wall throughout this Temple are painted
red. The only building worthy of note contained in the enclosure is
the pavilion, built in imitation of those in the Imperial palace at Peking, and containing the profusely ornamented Imperial tablet before
which homage is offered. The ceremony of worship at the set festivals mentioned above is highly interesting, but takes place at an hour
very inconvenient for Europeans, viz: from 2 to 3 A. M. The entire
body of civil and military officials, several hundreds in number, assemble here during the night, those lowest in rank arriving first, each ta-
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king up an appointed seat, the civil ( as the more honourable ) division
being on the left or East of the Temple. The thousands of attendants
crowded in the outer quadrangle1 under the flickering light of huge
cressets :flaring on either side of the great door -way, the rich Court
dresses of the mandarins, the rigid solemnity of the etiquette observed,
and the nocturnal hour, combine to render thi,s scene peculiarly impressive. On the arrival, usually simultaneous, of the highest authorities, the whole body of officials are marshalled towards the inner courtyard, facing the pavilion, wheie they kneel in rows, and perform three
separate kotows, knocking the head thrice on the ground at each time,
in obedience to the droning cry of a master of the ceremonies who gives
the word for each performance. As this ceremony is looked upon by the
Cllinese with peculiar respect, it will be well for any foreign visitors to
refrain from intruding on the ranks of the mandarins, while viewing
the ceremonial observances.
Execution Ground. Not far from the Imperial Temple, but outside
the wall of the New City, lies the narrow thoroughfare the soil of
which has been drenched with the blood of thousands of wretched culprits within the last few years. The following accurate description of
this site is given in T. 'I'. Meadows' Chinese and their Rebellions, p. 651:
'' It is at some distance back from the river, being about half-way
between the southern wall of the ( New ) City, which runs parallel to
the river, and the latter; and distant from each about 120 or 130
yards in a straight line. There is no street leading directly to it, either from the river or the city. There is a dense population all around.
This is composed of the inmates of shops and dwellings, The execution ground itself is a sho'rt thoroughfare or lane, running north and
south about fifty yards in length, eight yards in breadth at its northern end, and gradually narrowing to fi "e yards ( and less ) at its
southern extremity. The eastern side of the ground is bounded in its
whole length by a dead brick wall of about twelve feet high, forming
the back of some dwellings 0r small warehouses. The western side is
composed of a row of workshops, where the coars~st descriptions of
unglazed earthen-ware is made. The doors and the small openings
that serve as windows to these places, open into the lane, which when
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no executions are going on is partially filled with their earthen manufactures, drying in the sun."
The average of executions that have taken place on this spot during
the last three years is some 1500 per annum, the sufferers being for t!ie
most part members of gangs of land-banditti and river-pirates. The
great increase of crime which has led to so vast a number of capital
cases is due principally to the influx ofvagabonds formerly swelling
the masses of the T'aip'ing hosts, who. on the extinction of the rebellion, have found their way back to their native Province and sought a
livelihood in bands organized in the interior districts for purposes of
plunder. The authorities of Canton coolly calculate that five years
more of continuous executions will be required in order to dear the
Province of these professional brigands.
Criminals who are sentenced to suffer the extreme penalty are notified of their fate only an hour 01· two before execution, when they are
allowed a hearty meal, which they usually devour with stolid appetite,
and are then marched in chains to the yamun of the Fu-t'ai (Governor)
where the death-warrant is exhibited. They are then pinioned, the
arms being tightly fastened behind the back and joined by a cord to
the legs, which are also tied, and in this condition the unfortunate
wretches are carried in baskets between two coolies to the execution
ground. At the back of the neck of each criminal is fastened a stick
supporting a long strip of paper inscribed with his name, crime, and
penalty. Two magistrate precede the mournful procession, and take
their seats in front of a shop which faces the execution ground, whilst

the coolies, hurrying up the narrow passage, successively jerk their
burdens on the ground and retire. In the twinkling of an eye
the sufferers are ranged in one or more rows, kneeling, the ligatures
of the arms and legs causing the head to be stretched out almost
horizontally. Not a sound is uttered, nor does the movement of a
muscle betray, in most cases, the slightest consciousness of the fate impending over the silent file. An assistant runs rapidly along the line
bringing each neck into the most effective position, and snatching
away the ticket with which each man is marked.

In less than a mi-

nute from the time when the procession first appeared on the scene the
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order to proceed with the execution is given from the magistrate's
bench, by loudly shouting the command Pan I ( execute ), and with the
rapidity of thought the dull, crashing blows of the headsman's sword
are heard falling along t.he line. A Cantonese executioner seldom requires a second stroke in order to sever the head completely from the
body. In as many seconds as there are criminals to despatch, the inanimate bodies and gaping heads of the guilty wretches are lying
bathed in pools of gore. Another quarter of an hour suffices to remove the bodies in rough coffins to the criminal burying ground outside the East Gate, the heads being usually carried off in cages to be
suspended at various localities where the crime for which each suffered
was committed, and the potters are again at work before the ground
has lost its purple stain.
The visitor to Canton will now have concluded the round of the
staple sights within the city. It only remains needful to describe
some of the places of interest lying adjacent to the walls.
THE HEIGHTS, FIVE STORIED PAGODA, &c.-In the extreme northern part of their circumference, the walls of Canton embrace a tract

of hilly ground forming the last outlying spur of the White Cloud
range, and known to Europeans as the Heights or Magazine Hill,

ft

UJ,

but called in Chinese Kwan Yin Shan
§"
or the hill of
the God<l.ess who hearkens to Prayers. The central portion of this
elevation rises to a height of upwards of two hundred feet, crowned
at the summit by the buildings forming a large temple dedicated to
the deity above-named, which is approachc<l. by a rough .flight of
granite steps winding upwards from the bottom of the hill. Other
portions of the heights are similaily occupied by temple buildings,
forming three large groups of labyrinthine construction, and beautified as is commonly the case with buildings of this kind by stately
banyans and cotton trees, giving to the hill that densely wooded appearance which attracts the earliest attention of strangers on approaching Canton. The city wall is carried along a ridge of the hill som~
sixty feet lower than the temple-crowned summit behind which it
runs, and at a little distance to the eastward of the central i,eak it
forms the foundation for the heavy, barn-like building, painted of a
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deep-red colour, called by Europeans the Five-sto~ied Pagoda and in

Ji' I:;,

Chinese Wu Tseng Low 'I£
This huge building, curiously
devoid of the a1chitectural pretentious common to most Chinese
temples, was constructed first in A. D. 1368, in obedience to the
uggestion of a soothsayer, who recommended the erection of a vast

pile of masonry at the extreme north of the city, as a " palladium''
again t the evil influences which are supposed to fl.ow from that

quarter. A few priests alone occupy the successive floors of this now
d erted temple, but during the occupation of Canton by the British
troops in 18~8-186 l, quarters for a numerous detachment were found
at iliis spot, the other temples upon the Heights being also converted
into barracks and mess-rooms. At the foot of the Heights, below the
five-storied pagoda, stands the fine new range of buildings, rising in
successive terraces up the slope of the hill, which was erected as a
temple and hermitage by the Viceroy Yeh shortly before the capture of Canton in 1857, and which served as Head-quarters for the
General in command of the British garrison during the occupation
of the city. To the eastward of this temple, in ·a deep ravine, is
placed the powder-manufactory and magazine for the Tartar garrison.
Immediately behind the Heights, but outside the walls, is situated
the circular fort called by the Chinese Yung-Ning-P'ao-t'ai ~ ~ ~
and by Europeans, Gough's Fort (f1~m the fact of its having
been captw·ed by the British forces under Lord Gough in 1841),
which, owing to its superior elevation, completely commands the city.
This fort, recently put in repair (after having been demolished in
1858), is occupied by a detachment of Tartar troops. The hill a mile
farther eastward, crowned by a conspicuous red temple, is noteworthy as the site whence the attack on Canton was conducted by the
Tartar invaders in the 17th century. Westward from Gough's Fort,
and immediatdy outside the North Gate of the city, stands Blue-jacket
Fort, as it is called by Europeans, also commanding the city.
From all these elevated points and especially from the summit of
the Height , most extensive and picturesque views over the city and

8

adjacent country for many miles around may be obtained. •
Malwmmedan, Mosque and But'ying Ground.-This building is situated
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about half a mile from the North Gate, and abuts upon the granitepaved road leading to the northern districts. A well-built brick wall
surrounds the enclosure, which occupies something less than half an
acre of ground, and is thickly planted with fine cotton trees and banyans. The enclosure is partly devoted to the purpose of a burying
ground for Mahomedans, whose tombs also cover the hilly ground
outside, but it is principally interesting as containing the tombs of one
of the early pioneers of the Mahomedan creed in China, whom tradition asserts to have been a relative of the Prophet himself. A very
full and accurate description of the Mosque and tombs will be found
in Vol XX of the Chinese Repository, Page 78 et seq. from which the
following particulars are extracted:
"The domed tomb is matted, and prayers are read by the side of the
grave ; it is a plain brick sepulchre, destitute of all writing as are the
walls of the building, though a closer scrutiny shews some pieces of free
stone built into the walls, with what look'3 like Arabic inscriptions cut
upon them. The two tombs under the shed and the large one in the
dome have all been built or repaired since 1830 by subscriptions among
the Mahomedans at Canton. The tomb on the left is erected ( according
to the Arabic epitaph ) in memory of a foreigner named Sherns du
'Adin, who died at Canton in the second month of the year 1190 of
the Hejra ( A. D. 1776 ) aged 87 years; the epitaph also states that a
person named Saad Eb'n Abi Ra'kass buried the man who reposes under the dome. The Chinese part of this epitaph differs both in respect
to names and dates from the Arabic ; it reads thus:-' The Hajji Mehkeh-muh-teh (Mohamed) specially came to visit the old tomb of the
formt:r worthy in August 1750. The former sage, named Omrah, died
in the 3rd year of the Emperor Chingkwan of the T'ang dynasty ( A. D.
629) .i n the year ,called Keh-li-fa (Caliphate?).'"
There are tablets in the building which further refer to the original occupant of the tomb, who is described in one of them as '' Sarti
Suhapa, the maternal uncle of Mohamed," and the local histories repeat this statement, which, however, stands in need of verification.
At a short- distance from the Mosque, and nearer the city-wall, stands
a smaller building, also containing a tomb, the unmistakeable Moorish
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architecture of which strikes the eye very curiously in the midst of a
Chineae landscape.
Walk around the Walls.
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By turning to the right at a pathway be-

yond the Mosque, an agreeable walk may be taken through a winding

valley between the hills which connect the Heights of Canton with the
White Cloud range, where all the operations of Chinese agriculture
from the growth of rice to the laborious spade-husbandry of the market
gardener may be witnessed in the course of half an hour's saunter.
The road through the pass leads to another granite paved highway issuing from the North-East gate. It is possible, however, to pass din,otly at the foot ol the walls, by turning to the right immediately after leaving the orth Gate. A walled enclosure on the left hand is
the metery in which interments of the French troops took place during the oooupation of Canton. Immediately fronting it, and commanding both the city and the adjacent stretch of country, is Bluejacket Fort, perched on a hill some 150 feet in height, and deriving
its name from the British sailors who escaladed it in 1841.
Curving around the wall past the Five Storied Pagoda, and skirting
ihe wells where the much-prized "hill water" is drawn all day long
for sale throughout the city, the path leads along the Western wail and
the Briti h military cemetery occupying a long strip of ground at its
foot.
ome two hundred bodies, including the remains of several
officers, lie buried here. The site is leased in perpetuity to H. M.'s
Government, and is cared for by the British Consul. Immediately beyond this site is the North-east Gateway, where either the city can be
reentered by paths leading in various directions, or the stone-road can
be followed which leads eastward towards the great Parade ground
A few hundred yards
from the Gate, but iii a Southerly direction, is the spot where Captain
Bate, R. N. met his death in December 1857, when seeking a passage
across the ditch for the assaulting column.

diBtant some 500 yards from the City-wall.

Coffin Reposito1y.-In the South-west corner of the North-east
Parade Ground a collection of low buildings enclosed within a square
wall will be seen. These contain ranges of coffins containing the remains of natives of the Province of Chekiang, which are deposited
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here-frequently for years-until it is convenient for the relatives to
1·emove them to their native soil. The buildings are kept in repair,
and the custodian is salaried, from subscriptions among the numerous
natives of Chekiang ( Ningpo-men, as they are commonly called) engaged in trade at Canton. A small annual rental is also charged for
each coffin. Adjoining the building is a tract ot ground in which
natives of Chekiang can be interred at the choice of the relatives.
Similar institutions exist near the city in connection with other Provinces.
Charitable Asylums.-Four charitable institutions, all lying near the
East Gate, are maintained by the Chinese Government. The most
ruinous and least-cared for is the Asylum for the Blind, situated in the
village-suburb between the North-east and East Gates, ·and consisting
in a large enclosure containing some scores of small cottages, arranged
in parallel lanes diverging from a central avenue, in which about 300
of the wretched blind, maimed and diseased mendicants who are seen
perambulating the streets in loathsome strings find shelter at night.
A small allowance of food is distributed monthly, but even this is subject to the peculation of official underlings. At no great distance is
the Homejor Aged Females, where some 400 to 500 destitute and aged
widows find an asylum for the remainder of their days. A superintendent resides on the premises, under the supervision of the District
Magistrates. Each old woman occupies a little cottage, and those in
the enjoyment of comparatively good health and eyesight occupy
themselves with needlework, shoemaking, and similar tasks. Crossing
the road which issues from the East Gate, the East Parade Ground is
next reached, on the east of which area is the Home for Aged Men,
the largest and best preserved of all the charitable institutions. Here
from 800 to 1000 inmates have a home, the hundreds of cottages forming an entire village of parallel lanes. Some of these cottages were
rebuilt during the British occupation of Canton, when the asylums
were placed under the supervision of the military police.
Some distance eastwards lies the Foundling Asylum, where a staff of
some 1.56 wet-nurses is maintained to take charge of infants (almost
invariably female) abandoned by their parents. The daily average of
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admissions is from G to 10, the majority being infants but a few days
old, and of these by far the largest proportion die before reaching the
age of one month. The average number of infants in the asylum is
from 800 to 350. Each nurse has a little cottage (ordinarily filthy beyond conception) in which she resides during her period of service,
and in which she takes charge of from three to fiv~ infants at once.
The expenses of this institution are defrayed from the revenue of
the Salt Monopoly. Although charitable asylums of one kind and
another have existed at Canton for fully six hundred years, the four
institutions above de cribed have flourished only since the middle or
nd of the seventeenth century, a coincidence in dates which has enoourag d Romani t writers to claim for the missionaries who at that
'me were in high favour at the Court of Peking the credit of remmending them. History is, however, silent upon this point ; nor
does it appear probable that the missic>naries themselves, always
boastful of their successes, would have failed to take credit to themselves for the compliance of the Chinese Government with any suggestions on their part. It should be added, in respect to the Foundling Asylum, that such infants as attain the age of one or two years are
uaually adopted by persons who find it profitable to bring them up as
domestic servants (whom the law permits to be sold as bondswomen).
They are also frequently adopted by the boatwomen on the river.
Having now exhausted the list of the principal places of interest
(though for the systematic explorer much that cannot be set down in
detail undoubtedly remains to be seen) some brief hints may be appended with reference to the various productions of Canton and means
of purchase. The visitor who merely devotes himself to " shopping"
without '' sight-seeing" will find many days' work before him if he
wishes to see all the marvels of Chinese industry and taste, and for
his convenience it will be well to classify in a measure the objects
likely to be most sought after.
IvonY WARE, LACKER, SILKS, JEWELLERY, Cunrns.-Shops exclusively inviting the patronage of Europeans constitute several streets
in Honam, and notably "Club Street," as it is called, which runs
parallPl with the river to the outh of a small canal which debouchea
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behind the Red Fort. Here, first in order, will be found Hipqua's
Lacker-ware shop, where tables, tea-poys, desks, work-boxes, cigarboxes, etc., etc. in various degrees of fineness and cost may be obtained or bespoken. A handsome round table in fine lacker with
central design in gilding may be had here for about $15. A nest
of four tea-poys costs from $5 to $12.
Farther on is Lee-ching's
shop, where Canton-made jewellery is displayed in large quantities ;
and in close proximity is the shop of Yancheong, where Canton
silks and gauzes can be best procured. The principal attraction in
this Street is however, the noted establishment of Ho-a-ching, whose
ivory-carvings are superior to everything that has been attempted
in this branch of art. Ho-a-cbing (which is only the shopname
under which two brothers carry on the business founded many years
ago by their father) is noted not less for genuine honesty than for
the excellence of the wares offered for sale. Here, in addition to
ivory carvings ot all descriptions, from caskets at $250 to little figures
equalling the workmanship of Japan but sold at much more reasonable prices, carvings in tortoise-shell and jewellery of various descriptions can be obtained.

Very handsome ornaments are manufac-

tured by Ho-a-ching from a horny substance of a deep yellow colour
which forms the crest of a species of crane found in Cochin-China.
Seal-cutting is also practised with great skill by the workmen of this
establishment. Farther on are the shops of Khe-cheong, a good silversmith, and Hung-cheong, one of the leading and most respectable
jewellers. .Minor establishments tempt visitors with miscellaneous
displays of lacquer-ware, rice-paper paintings, and the multitude of
miscellaneous articles usually grouped under the designation of
'' curios."
A street running due South from the bridge behind the Red
Fort contains several shops where cheap European goods, crockery
and glass, provisions etc. etc. can be obtained, and here also is situated the large curiosity shop of Yun -Cheong, where fine specimens
of old China-ware, bronze, and wood-carvings can be picked up. In
the same shop some

magnificent specimens of black-wood furniture,

the massive proportions and elegant carvings of which render them
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e ceedingly handsome ornaments, are- usually to be seen. The prices for tables of thi description vary from $15 for a small round
table of 1 foot in diameter to $75 or $100 for large centre or conole tables. Passing this shop and taking the first turn to the right
the visitor will find himself in Furniture Street, where some dozen
or more cabinet-makers' shops will be found stocked with furniture
constructed after European patterns from "China-Mahogany" and
rose wood. The establishments mo t patronized by Europeans are
those of A-Ling and How-shing. The workmanship of the former
though expensive, is highly praised.
Porcelain Warehouses, Salle weaving, Embroid.ery etc.-More than one
day ml\y be lounged away in the shops of Honam, but still more
numerous features of interest remain to be visited in the streets of
the suburb and City. At no great distance from the site of the Factoriea, in the street called by the Chinese Sun Tow Lan, is the wellknown warehouse of U-Shing, where every description of modern
China-wne is to be found. His large-sized vases are particularly admired. The prices range somewhat as follows: A pair of vases 24
inches high, $18 to $25; 30 inches high, $40 to $60; 36 inches
high, 650 to 8100. Here dinner and dessert services in various styles
Mnt,ring from $20 to .$200 in prices, can be purchased or ordered.
An upper storey is occupied by specimens of black-wood furniture of
the mos, elegant description.

In Factory Street is the rival establishment of Po-Hing, where an
inferior range of articles can be obtained, and where prices for vases
It has already been
said thR.t in Curio or Physic Street ( Tsiang Lan Kai) numerous
shops for the sale of ancient ( and imitation ) porcelain and bronzes
are to be found. Similar but smaller establishments exist in the
narrow lane leading to the Temple of Five Hundred Gods, called
etc. are somewhat lower than at U-Shing's.

mi
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:l:-fil ), and in the Tai-Sun-Kai (
City. In the latter Street are numerous shops
where coral, jade, and cornelian beads and ornaments are dealt in.
In the street immediately to the North of the Tai-Sun-Kai are fur·hops, picture dealers, workers in mother-of-pearl, and musical
Si-Lai-Ch'u-Ti, (

fJi' ) in the New
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inst1·ument makers. The street running due East from the South-we3t
or Tai-ping Gate contains shops where theatrical costumes and official dresses are embroidered. Here also the gold beaters are seen
plying their laborious trade.
The beautiful silks and damasks which are admfred in the mercers'
shops of Honam are woven in the Western suburbs, where several
streets are occupied by the wretched habitations of the weavers.
Factory organizat1ort is unknown in China, and the most delicate
fabrics are produced by jobwork from crazy looms at which a whole
family labours. A silk-dealer, whose sign with the name "Fy-Chong"
will be easily found in the long street called High Street, is in the
habit of pointing out to visitors the looms he employs.
Booksellers' shop are for the most part congregated in Treasury
Street (Shwan,q Mun Ti) in the Old City. Several very large establishments will be found here, but their stocks have been greatly
reduced since the capture of Canton, when the blocks from which
their most valuable works were printed perished in the conflagration
which destroyed the Clepsydra tower, in which they were stored.
Several second-hand bookshops, and many stalls, are situated in Howqua Street (Shap pat Pu).
EXCURSIONS AND JouRNEYs.-The country in the immediate neigh ...
bourhood of Canton offers numerous attractions for excursions of
varying length, from the day's ride or picnics, to prolonged explorations of the interior. A favorite excursion during the winter is
that to the summit of the White Cloud Mountain, the foot of which
is distant some four miles from the North or North-east Gate. From
the foot a flight of rough granite steps leads up the steep shoulder
of the mountain to a height of some 800 feet, where an extensive
monastery lies nestled within a grove. This is the favourite resort
for pic-nic visitors, who reach the spot either walking, riding, or in
mountain-chairs. A light bamboo chair, with four bearers, may be
hired for the journey for about $2.00. Behind the monastery the
hill rises to a further height of some 4:50 feet, constituting the highest
elevation within many miles of Canton, and affording a view of nst
extent in clear weather.
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Another pleasant excursion may be taken in a different direction,
to the village of Sow (?hu Kong, ( ~ ~

{Mj ),

lying some three

miles to the east of the race course ground, in the centre of the island

of Honam. A Taoist monastery is built here on the slope of a wooded
hill, from the summit of which a small tower,_ called by Europeans the
Observatory, gives also an extensive view. For boating parties a trip
up Sulphur Ueach for a distance of some ten miles, to the rocky pass
of Kum•shan, is a favourite undertaking.
During the winter, however, journeys are frequently performed iu
parties of from three to ten Europca11s, up the North, West, and East

Rivera. The travelling boats called Ho T'ow shun ( iij ffi -J:fO) and
Tz Tung 'l''ing ( ~ '11P) _), capaLle of accommodating the numb0r
ta-

tly
ch
on

of paaaengers mentioned above, can be hired for from $2½ to $6 per
diem according to size, number of crew, and length of journey. A
party of five, intending to make a. jom·ney of tl1ree weeks (amply suffi cient to accomplisl1 a dista1·1ce of upwards of 200 miles into the interi01:),

would obtain a very comfortaulc travelling boat with a crew of eight
for about $3½ per diem, or even less. When travelling by native boat,
uole in sufficient numbers to keep watch at night, it will always be
found most prudent to halt at nightfall in the neighbourhood of a vil-

lage, as river-pirates are always on the watch for isolated boats during

est
ast

the hours of darkness. With prudence, however, and a due su_pply of
handy .fire-arms, little danger is likely to threaten. The following account of a journey performed some years ago by the writer for a distance of some two hundred miles up the West Ri.ve.r will give an idea
of the attractivr. nature of the scenery in that region : " Leaving Canton (the steamer carrying a very small supply of coal
for the sake of light draught) at 7.30 A.M. on the 3d. November, Sarishuei was reached at 2.10 P.:rir. At this point the alluvial flats forming
the rich and populous rice and silk districts around Canton are found
to terminate, and what must have been the ancient coast line of the
Province is seen in the terminal range of the mountains through
which the North and West Rivers flow. About two miles below the
cit,y of Sau-slmei (a wretched collection of ruin s) lies the large mann-

facturing and bm,inc::;:s town of Simm ( f!§

fW) with

an estimated
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population of 20,000. Purchasers from the North River supply themselves with iron-ware and manufactured goods here.
A short passage, called the Sze Yen Kao C~ _W ~), leads across
the junction of the two streams to the mouth of the West River
"(~ jI) which is marked by a white fort on a small island midstream.
From this point to the head of navigation on the frontier of Yunnan,
a.cross the entire length of the Province of K wangsi, is a distance of
probably 600 miles ; but from -causes which will be explained farther
on steamers, and even Chinese vessels of large draught, are unable to
proceed further than Wu-chow·fu
}FJ-), the frontier town of
Kwangsi, about 6 miles beyond the boundary. Up to this point, how.ever, the great advantage is enjoyed of a minute and most surprisingly
accurate chart constructed by Lieut. Bullock, R. N., during the gunboat expedition which opened the West River to foreign acquaintance
in January 1859. Since then the river has been repeatedly ascended
-thrice by steamers, and still more often by travellers in Chinese
boats,-but scarcely a correction is practicable in this remarkable survey, in which every headland and pa~oda is made distinctly recognisable to the least practised eye, and in which scarcely a rock or shoal
known to the pilots of the stream is absent from its proper place.
The first point of interest in the ascent, after leaving White Fort, is

(ffi fM

1t ,¥. ~)

the famous Antelope Pass (
or Shiu Hing Gap ( - §
~), a point at which the river's course is forced between two mountain walls, which contract its breadth to a narrow channel and present
a scene of varied and imposing grandeur. The Eastern mouth of the
gap is distant 16 miles from the White Fort. Midway, lies the large
island of Kwangli
around the North side of which the river
curves, forming a triangle of which the South side is the base. This
-the shorter line-was impassable for the gunboats in 1859, in consequence of a sandbank, which has since been swept away, and a depth
of 3½ fathoms is now carried all along the passage. The river before
reaching the island has a breadth of about¾ mile.
Perhaps the time mpst favourable for arriving at the Gap is towards
eveuing, when the shadows of the mountain gateway fall athwart the
stream, and a narrow lane of waters is all that seems to r emain of the

<J.l lJJ),
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noble river up which the observer is advancing, whilst at times, with
the curves of the channel, a wall of rock appears to bar altogether his
onward course. On the left* bank rises Mount Straubenzee, a picturesque and prominent peak, below which the wooded Ting Hu Shan

{ $ ffyj

tlJ ),

famous for its monasteries, reposes in the gathering
shadows. On the opposite bank, confused masses of mountain bar the
way, and hide from view the lofty peak -which is designated on the
chart Mount Parkes. One of the three great stations for the levy of
the War-tax i nestled in the village of How-li at the mouth of the
Gap.
It should be noticed that, on leaving San-shuei, one passes from the
Prefecture of Canton into that of Shao-k'ing or Shiu Hing,-a division
of the Province embracing thirteen districts, and extending from the
mountains of Kwang-si to the coast. Passing through the Gap, the
length of which is about four miles, the river is again found extending
to a breadth of nearly 2,000 yards, but the depth, which in the narrow
Gap is from ten to twelve fathoms in the dry season, diminishes here to
about five to seven fathoms. Six miles farther, on the left bank, lies
the city of Shao-k'ing-fu, or, in the local dialect, Shiu Hing ( §

JM- ).

g

This city, once the residence of the Viceroy of the two Provinces, has the remains of grandeur visible in ruins and in dilapidated
walls, but, though still one of the :finesJ; cities in the Province, has in
itself little to repay inspection. A very extensive suburb lies on its
eastern side, and partly lines the substantial bund, at least thirty feet
in height, which testifies alike to the fury and the enormous rise of the
summer freshets, known and dreaded even at the distance of Canton
under the name of Western floods ( i!§ ~ ). Two ancient pagodas
stand near the bank, and two others are placed on the hills of the opposite shore. Not a city, indeed, in the Province but boasts one or
more of these noble land-marks, the true origin of which is still a subject of discussion. The everyday Chinese, however, has a ready explanation for this, as for almost every doubtful question-to him, 'tis
a symbol or a constituent of the all-pervading Fung-shuei (

}it JI< ).

* It ie scarcely necessary to observe, that the term right or left bank of the river is
always usetf with the supposition that the observer is looking towards the river's mouth.
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This prime element of Chinese belief, commonly described, for lack
of a better name, as geomantic superstition, deals with the influence
of the cardinal points, the aspect of houses, hills, and trees.,, or the
course of running streams, on the prosperity of the neighbourhood.
If there be truth in Fung-shuei, a lofty pagoda on a high hill must
bring good luck and literary advancement to those who dwell within
sight ; and every city in the Province l1as taken care to secure this
desideratum.
The great advantage of Shao-k'ing-fu is its beauty of situation.
Fronting the noble river, the city enjoys a background still more imposing. A wide plain stretches from the rear of the hills which line the
Gap, and forms a rich surrounding to the city. Amid this plain, at a
sh')rt distance from Shiu-hing, rise seven limestone rocks, in abrupt
contrast to the granitic and schistose formations of the surrounding
amphitheatre of mountains. These rocks, rising to a height of some
150 feet, besidP their geological interest as remarkable formations, are
a!so famous among the wonders of the Province for their internal caverns, and for the monastic retreats which are built in hollows on their
rugged, black, and almost inaccessible sides, whilst various superstitious legends are related in connection with each of them. The cavern
in the rock nearest Shiu-hing is that most frequently visited. A passage traverses the rock from side to side, expanding in the interior into a noble grotto of some sixty feet in height, the cavernous recesses
of which can only be fathomed by means of artificial light. At the
extremity, a side grotto is fitted up as a chapel for the worship of
Kwan-yin; and inscriptions in the living marble, dating from many
successive centuries, testily to the devotion of the worshippers. The
images in this chapel arc all carved in the white marble of the rock.
Looking towards Shiu-hing, the view from this point is most lovelya green plain of rice-fields diversified with gentle rising grounds and
extensive fish-lakes, the prospect bounded by the herbage-covered
walls of the city, and crowned by the ancestral trees of the Y amuns
within, and the misty mountains in the South.
The distance from this point to Canton, via San-sbnei, is about 76
miles. Native passage-boats reach it in from 30 to 4.0 hours.
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Ilnving entered the gap at 7

A .M.

Cock's-comb Rock.

on the morning of November 4th,

the steamer passed Shiu-hing about 7-30 A.M., and proceeded upstream without stopping.

The plain described above, after touching

the 1iver at a point above Shiu-hing, again gives way to mountains,

and the river winds through another hilly passage, of less imposing
grandeur, however, than the Antelope Pass, which is known by the

name of the Hibiscus Gap ( ~ ~ ~). From this point to unknown distances in the interior, and certainly for upwards of one hundred miles to Wu-chow-fu, a constant, yet charmingly changeful suce im-

cession of mountain scenery forms the landscape, and delights every

e the

bchol<lcr.

, at a

to 1,500 yar<ls, flows between perpendicular walls of mountain, the

t~;:;
Isome
, are
ca-

For many miles the river, varying in breadth from 600

rugged primary . trata of which a.re denuded for many feet above the
pre ent level by the rush of the summer floods ; whilst the " heights
upon hci ht." above are ~cantily clothed with herbage, or sometimes
with stunted growths of pine.

In other reaches, thti hills on one side

or the other rececle, in tortuous lines, which give access for the vision
to seemingly n<lless depths of mountain regions in the distance; whilst
the level groun<l between them and the river is studded with secluded
village , and vivi<l, at this season, with the tender green of the sugarcane, brok n hy plantations, of almost indescribable gracefulness, of
the ft,athcry Lam boo.

The gentle slope of the bank, where these allu-

vial valley.-, occur, is _uncovered by the fall of the river to a depth of
from twenty to thirty feet, ancl is utilized for winter crops of sweetpotato, ground-nut, and wheat.
i.·t en mill's above Shiu Hing, on the left bank, lies the town of
Lnkpn, (~

7:tf;)

the residence of a petty magistrate.

furth r lies the village of Ynt-shing

'Ii !1£

t •tnph• to the "mother of the Dragon"

(ft~

Some ten miles

at which a noted

-f±t ), a divinity who

is

the special patron of way-farers by water, receives homage in the shape
of joss-paper burnt, crackers discharged, and offerings laid out in the

uns
t 76

bow, from every pas. ing boat.

A few miles further, and still on the left bank, another phenomenon
:fj) a gro~

appears, in the shape of the Cock's Comb Rock ( ~

m

tc quc ridge of limestone, metamorphic in appearance, abruptly
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Tak-Hing Chow.

Monument Rock.

thrown up on the river's brink, the long, jagged outline of which has
evidently suggested the name. Though seemingly isolated where it
stands, the direction of thia..rock points to a connection with the (yet
unexplored) limestone mountains known to exist iu the Tung Ngan
district (J{
to which the opposite shore belongs ; and it
may also be presumed that further inquiry would bring to light traces
of the same formation extending in a north-easterly direction as far as
Ying-te (~ fj ~) on the North River, a region known to exhibit

!JI; ~),

extensive limestone formations.
Still winding through successive stages of mountain scenery, the
river in its bends appearing to form a chain of Highland lochs, the

&

departmental city of Te-hing Chow or Tak-hing ({j
}tJ), distant
about 60 miles from Shiu Hing, is at length reached. The usual pagoda and massive clumps of foliage are all that distinguish the spot,
which might be passed almost unnoticed, but for the few boats and salt
junks, with a guard boat or two, lying at the foot of the cultivated
embankment.
Passing Tak-Hing, the st~amer anchored, on the second evening of
her voyage, at the entrance to another Gap, known locally as the Sucking Pig Pass
On the following morning, after emerging from this pass, a noted landmark was seen towering in the early
sunlight, which illuminates the rugged prominence of its granite face
with peculiar effect. This is an extraordinary freak of nature, called

(ffi ff~).

by the Chinese the Flowery Monument Rock (~ ~ ::fj)-a hill
of some eight hundred feet in height, the summit of which assumes
the appearance of a gigantic and almost circular boulder, whose flattened face bears a vague resemblance to that of the Cairene Sphinx,
while on the reverse a rugged slope connects it with the mountc:l.in side.
To reach the summit of this projection is considered a feat of unusual
daring among the Chinese, who record with wonder an ascent once

accomplished.
The river here traverses, on its left, the district of Fung-ch'wan

(!½

and on its right, the district of Si-ning ( i!§ ~ ~ ), in the
department of Lo ting Chow (
~
At a short distance be-

JI\),

a

fH).

yond this point the flourishing town of Tu-shing (

fflS al ~) is
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passed on the right bank. The mountains near this point recede, and
low hills skirt the river's course, with extensive stretches of level
~ountry.

At a distance of 28 miles from Te-k'ing, the district city of

J Ji )

Fung-ch'wan ( ~ 11
is passed on the left bank, a picturesque
little place, nestled in the usual massy depths of banyan foliage, through
hich only occasional glimpses of the wall are obtained. A few miles
further on, the entrance to the only respectable tributary of the West
River in all this distance is reached-a stream of about 100 yards in
breadth, which runs down from the K'ai-k'ien District ( BfJ ~ ~)
and the north-eastern mountains ofKwang-si. The frontier of this latter Province is now not distant. The boundary line is but eight miles
from Fung-ch'wan, and the city of W u-chow-fu lies some six miles further on. The last angle in the river is at length turned, and far in the
distance appears the woodecl island which marks the termination of the
journey. A local tax-office next shows itself amid a thicket on the
right bank, and a few rods beyond the steamer floats for an instant in
two Provinces at once. A boundary-mark exists on the right bank
only, and consists in two leafless trees, planted in close contact and apparently long since dead. They stand half-way between the water
line and the top of the embankment. Many legends are connected
with these trees, which are gravely reported by the pilot to have stood
there for two thousand years, without ever putting forth a leaf or twig.
At 8.15 P. M. on November 5th, two days and-a-half from Canton,
anchor was dropped at Wu-chow-fu. Though the river is here close
upon a mile in breadth, with a depth of three fathoms within hail of
the shore, no further progress can be made. Immediately above Wuchow the river is traversed by lines of rock, covered in some places
with only a foot or two of water, between which a tortuous channel
winds, which is practicable with difficulty even for Chinese boats.
Some miles higher up, these rocks appear at the surface, forming very
dangerous rapids, and still further, below the city of Tsun-chow-fu,

(~ fH }fiJ- ) about 120 miles

distant, navigation is attended with

great hanrds. It is nevertheless to be regretted that no explorations have been carried beyond Wu-chow-fu. Of the interior of
K wa11g-si absolutely no information is derivable from sources othe1·

CANTO,.,.
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Difficulties of further N aviqation.

Province of I(wang-si.

than Chinese; and it is to be feared that in its present disturbed condition some time must elapse before explorers will be tempted to penetrate its wilds.
What is know~ of the Province, as gathered from Chinese accounts,
may be summed up in a few words. Almost its entire extent is occupied by mountains, except where the valleys of the West River and its
branches create an alluvial plain, well adapted to the culture of rice.
Five-sevenths of its superficial area probably consist of unproductive
mountains, affording secure retreats to the robber-bands w4o have
haunted the Province from time immemorial, and formed the nucleus
of the T'ai--P'ing rebellion. Large regions are inhabited only by savage tribes of Miao-tze, who preserve to this day their aboriginal Ian•
guage, features, and customs, amicl the civilized populations whose terror they have always been. From these mountains descend the streams
which converge from almost every direction to form the river which
rolls past Wu-chow to the sea. Though sparsely populated and difficult of access, these regions are cultivated with growths of cotton,
ground-nut for oil, indigo, and cassia; whilst the hillsides arc, or
once were, the grazing ground for multitudes of the hardy and agile
ponies which are such favourites at Canton.
Though now obsolete, and retained only pro Jonna in the statistics
of the Empire, the former estimate of the annual Land-tax for the two
Provinces may be taken as indicating their relative wealth. Whilst
Kwang-tung is assessed at Taels 1,26.1:,301-, the land-tax of Kwang-si
is only placed at Taels 416,399. Wu-chow, as a town, is quite as uninteresting as the usual run of
Chinese cities, and more dirty. It has su(ferecl in no ordinary measure the vicissitudes of war, as its ruined streets and ya.muns sufficiently testify. It occupies the angle formed by the West River and a fiuc
tributary which here joins it,-the Kwei or Cassia river-fl.owing clirect from the North, from the Capital of the Province, Kwei-lin-fn,

(if:t

*

}hf) three hundred miles distant. Though of considerable
breadth and depth at its mouth, it is said that a: few miles higher the
dimensions are wofully contracted, and only very small craft can proceed as for as Kwci-lin fu. The traffic clvwn Lhis stream cousist1J of
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Jou,;'Hey down Luwe;• W est R ive1·.

con-

totton, rice, and oil, whilst the monopolize<l staple, salt, is the principal

pene-

rticle that ascends-.
Flowing East by North at Wu-chow-fu, a fork is seen in the West
River about two miles above, caused by a large island. The Southern
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rk i. the highroad to the district of T'&ng ~ ~), whence six
ay 'journey by boat brings the traveller to Tsun-chow-fu, a city at
which two impo1itant rivers unite, and which is the head-quarters of
~he cas in cultivation. Pa t this city, moreover, flowed the traffic in

Jormer days with Yun-nan and Kwei-chow.
Very few signs of. ease or flourishing trade are noticeable at Wu~
ehow-fu, though the city was once the depot of a considerable trade.
No foreign goods are seen in the shops, but opium, partly the growth
of Yun-nan, seems abundantly consumed. The people, though inconveniently inquisitive, do not indulge in abuse of foreigners.
By leaving Wu-chow in the morning, it iiS quite possible for a steamer to have left the mouth of the West River behind by night, as a
awift current rnns down at all seasons. In November, its force is probably two knots at least. In descending, however, this facility of
progress tempts one to loiter and land at many points of interest
which must be hurried past in the ascent ; and it was not until noon
oC the fifth driy from Canton that the steamer again reached the White
Fort of Kin Sha-tow (7:{;
at the point where the waters of
the North and West Rivers, mingle.

tJ, AA)

By turning off vi.a Sa.n-shuei again, it is possible :from this point to

meacienta fi ne

:reach Canton in a few hours ; but a much more interesting route may
be traversed by descending the "Broadway," or lower course of the
North and West River , and regaining Canton by a circuit through
the silk districts.
The stC'amer's course is accordingly for many miles almost due south.
he magnificent river, after pouring near the point of junction through
a narrow passage between two hills, known as the Horse's Mouth (,~
enjoys a breadth seldom falling below three-quarters of a mile,
and is bouncled on either side by fertile strctch<is of thickly populated
country. Far away to the right are seen the mountains of Kao-ming

p ),

er the
n prosist::; c..1f

(;@j IJJ ~) ancl IIo-shan ( - UJ ~), well known for the teas pro ..

•
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Kong-Mun.

K1im-chuk Rapuls.

duced upon their slopes ; while the opposite shore is green with sugarcane, or cultivated in vast fields with the mulberry shrub, now entirely leafless and about to be cut down. Eastward, between the river
and Canton, rises the beautiful range of the Si-chiao-shan ( ~
1-lJ), a mountain of about nine hundred feet in height, and ten or
twelve miles in length, which is famous in the Province for its picturesque scenery and rich surroundings. A more smiling scene
than this landscape presents on a sunny evening can scarcely be ima•
gined ; and the peaceful features of the prospernus combination of
alluvial plain and gently sloping hills are perhaps best appreciated
when fresh from the grand but desolate defiles of the river's upper
course.
As one descends, traffic is seen to increase, and if the voyage
is prolonged to a distance of about 50 miles from the Horse's Mouth,

tffi

(YI r, ),

as far as the port of Kiang-men or Kong-mun
evidences of a most :flourishing trade and very large population
become manifest. To reach Canton, however, by the shortest route,
it is necessary to strike o:ff to the eastward at the town of Kum-chuk

r

'(it it),

and to leave the great river for a labyrinth of inner
creeks. Rocks in the bed of the stream cause a rapid or " overfall"
at Kum-chuk, which must be shot over with some difficulty and
danger, and in ascending which the Chinese craft are called upon
to expend most toilsome efforts and huge quantitiea of joss-paper.
After passing this rapid-a feat on the part of the steamer which
calls forth the entire population of the place-the Shun-t~ District

(/IJ fj ~),

t'

0

is entered, and with it the best-known silk-producing
regions. Kow- kong (
IT.), has already been passed, and Lungkong
{tilJ) is indicated a few miles ahead by a pretty pagoda
standing at the foot of the Dragon Hill, or Lung-shan,a symmetrical ridge, the outline of which has evidently suggested its name.

(JJI

'JL

('WJ ffl ),

The large town of Luk-low
also known to silk-inspectors, is
next traversed.
The country here on both banks is almost exclusively cultivated with
mulberry, the leafless twigs of which at this season detract greatly from

n

the charm of the landscape.

0

The ingenuity of the Chinese has turned

~
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to good account the necessity of a dry situation for this plant.

Ground
•levated above the reach of floods does not exist by nat~e in these alluvial levels; but by excavating extensive spaces, soil has been obtain-

ed for raising the land to the necessary height, whilst these hollows
or

oi
ed

are utilized as fishponds in which per~mnial supplies of food for the
Canton market are produced.
It only remains to note the distances. From Canton to Shao-k'ing
Fu ii about seventy-five geographical miles; to Wu-chow-fu, about
t o hundred; from Shao•k'ingfu to Fort at entrance of West River,
twenty-six miles; thenee down to Kum-chuk, thirty-four miles ; from

er

Kum-chuk to Canton, fifty-four miles.

ge

For the benefit of sportsmen, it should be added, that game does
not abound in tl1e region traversed. On a former expedition, one
pheasant was en in 1tl1roo days' exploration of the mountains between
J-.iu Hing and Wu-chow•fu; but duck and teal are frequently seen
along the entire course of the river."

.As an appendix to the description of Canton the foUowing details
respecting the villages ljing near the river bank, (abridged, with corrections, from an account heretofore published) are annexed;

,.

NOTICES OF VILLAGES WEST OF CANTON.

Villages on tke West side of tlie Macoo Passage~

Fong Cldin ,J= Mis on the first creek running from the nortI1 ~nd
of the Macao passage towards Fd-ti. It is approached by a stone waik
from the river, 500 yards in length, winding through groves of fruit
trees and flower gardens.

e.
is
th

m
ed

The village is built on low mars}1y gr-0und,

the houses are much dilapidated, and the streets in a poor condition.
The mtm are principally employed in cultivating the gardens and
fields in the neighbourhood. A great number of the women busy
themselves in braiding silk cords, bands, and working embroidery for
Chinese shoes.

Cl,'ung llow

)ffl p

is built on botl1 sides of the second creek rnn-

ning towards Ji'd-ti on the west side of the Macao Passage, nearly
oppo~ite the Birclc~gc Fort on th~ Honam side.
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Tun Tow ~
a small cluster of brick and mud ·houses lying
·h alf way between Ohung How and Sha Chung, is the third village on
the west side of the Macao Passage. It is approached from the river
'b y a stone walk 500 yards in length. There is one ancestral hall and
one small temple built in tl1e 12th year of the Emperor Kiaking A.D.
1808. About twenty men are employed in manufacturing small rice
bowls from the wood of the olive tre.e. One workman turns off with a
1athe, on an average, fifty bowls a day. There is also an establishment
.for the preparation of the cosmetic used by Chinese ladies to improve
their complexion. The gypsum from which it is manufactured is
brought from quarries in the western part of the province, and ground
in a mill worked by bullocks. The villagers are -quiet and friendly in

ihe e

their behaviour. '
Sha Ohung t),
is the fourth village on the west side of the
Macao Passage, about 800 yards from the shore, and is reached by a
winding path through paddy fields. The villagers are partly farmers,
·and partly employed as coolies in the city. BTaiding silk cord of vari-

)ffl

ous colors is a common employment of the women.
Pak Bole Twng
jiP] is the fifth viliage on the west side of
the
Macao
Passage,
seven
hundred
the shore. It was set11,ne lY.li:l.t;au .J. a.:i.:iai:,ca, Ov v~ ~ ~ · · - · - - yards
J -- - - from
-- tled during the Sung Dynasty, about A.D. 1200. The shops are few,
most of the villagers being employed in cultivating the neighboring
fields,
melons, egg-plant,
sweet--potatoes,
-ou
ne1us, which
Wlll\,;il produce
J:'l.VUUvv taro,
uc,uv, tomato,
UV~•-~-, --------,
North
and
west of
of the
the
-and the white jasmine used for flavouring tea. North and west
village are low hills whieh are either c11ltivated in terraces to the top,
or used for burying the dead. The village is compactly built, and the

EJ T

Ir

.L

'
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houses and streets kept in good repair.
Twig Long )A{ ~ is situated west of the Sha Yiu Fort tj,
~--@. - -and small pagoda in the Macao Passage. A mal'lrnt for the
neighbouring villages is held here nine days in each month, the 1st,

JI

4.th, 7th, &c. of the Chinese month being the market days.
Chay ke
a small cluster of mud houses at the mouth of the

Hffl :lt

creek opposite the fort and pagoda in the 1\Iacao Passage.

'

,,
~

'MJ,

Tmi Kok JlA: JlllJ also called Sun Tseuk ~
is a few hundred
yards southwest of Tung Long, and about a quarter of a mile from
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The villagers are farmers, civil and friend-

lldng llow ½JC p is an inland village situated one mile west of
Pak llok 'Pong with about 2500 inhabitants ; it is approached by a
-pathway from Pak llok Tong, winding over low hills, which are in
part cultivated and partly used us cemeteries. Many acres of ground
in the neighbourhood of this village are covered with the tea plant,
from which the leaves are picked three or four times yearly. The inhabitants were formerly employed in the silk business, but not finding
.it profitable exchanged it for the tea plant.

IL Villages on tlte East side of tlte Macao Passage.

#

Ileen llok Clt1tn ~ ~
is the first village beyond the Birdcage fort on the cast sicle of the Macao Passage. Most of the villagers
are employed in the brick-kilns, of which several are of large size.
This village is easily distinguished from others in the Macao Passage
by the clouds of black smoke almost constantly rising from the
furnaces.

m

AA

Nam Sltelc Tow
;[i is a small poor village on the southwes~
side of Honam. On the north side of the village are the ruins of a
battery facing the Pagoda Fort.

fW

Nam-ke Cliun
~ # i s at the southwest corner of Honam, half
mile south of Nam Shek Tow, and the third from tlie Birdcage fort.
The majority of the villagers are farmers, the remainder being engaged in trade at Canton,
11.
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Villages at and beyond F a-Tz'.

Cite Ngon ~ ~ is a small hamlet at the entrance of the Fa-Ti
creek, and is situated directly east of the temple of the Flower King.
The entrance to it from the river is by a granite gateway and pat4,
which leads by a handsome garden and Buddhist temple.

DJt

f the
dred
from

Clu1k Kai ~ ~ also called Chak Tow jft
lies east of Howqua.'s garden, and is entirely surrounded by a narrow creek, Most of
the men arc employed in cultivating the flower gardens in the neighbourhood. Braiding silk cord of forty nine threads furnishes emrloymcnt to many of Lhe women.
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Village& 11ea.r Fa-ti.

Olla Kow ~ ~ i s the first village beyond Fa-Ti on the east side
of the branch of the river which comes in from the south. It is reached by a stone path from the river 300 yards in length. The village is
built on both sides of a creek which runs from the Macao Passage to
Fa-Ti. The inhabitants are principally farmers, many of whom cultivate the white jasmine used for :flavouring tea. The women earn a little money by braiding silk cord , and making the linen and cotton gar•
-

s
0

ment1 of foreigners.

'iJt 7J<

Fun Shui
the second village beyond Fa-Ti, on the east side,
lies south of Cha Kow one quarter of a mile, and is reached by a path
from the shore 800 yards in length winding through rice fields. A
grove of water cedars, ench·cling the village, hides it from the view of

p

* tfx

persons passing on the river.

Tai J.. un
the third village beyond Fa-Ti is half a mile south
of Cha Kow, and separated from Tung Kow by a narrow creek. The
site is marked by a small three storied pagoda. Most of the men are
farmers, or employed as coolies in the city. Many of the women are
busy in braiding silk cord for Chinese shoes, and making cotton garments for foreigners.

Tung Kow .l{ ~ is situated about half a mile south of Cha Kow,
and is approached by a creek at the entrance of which stands a small
three storey pagoda.

Sun Hoi Kow ~

BfJ

~a small village at the extreme southern
point of the island west of Honam. It is built on both sides of a
0.

creek.

t

Jfale Cli~n ~ ~ lies a mile southeast of Tung Kow.

Sai Kow 'i!§

i~ in Ndm lloi district, Shun On Sz', is a hamlet on

the west side of the creek, opposite Fun Simi, and 400 yards from the
shore.
Fung Chun Tow f;~ ~ ~ is a small hamlet of mud and brick
houses lying east of Sai Kow 500 yards, being reached by a path

through rice fields and vegetable gardens.
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NOTES UPON

Trade.

TIDES.-Fxom observations taken on board the U. S.

Ship " Supply" off Canton during the months of September and
October, 1853.
Average rise and fall of Tide,............ •••

Springs,

rise....................................

Neaps, rise......................................

5 feet 1 inch
5 ,, 4 ,,
4 ,, 7

,,

High water at_full an<l change,.............. 2 h. 12 m. P.l\I,
In Macao Passage, strength of the flood sets N.W. by W.
In Macao Passage, strength of tht ebb sets S.E. by E. ½E.

·ew of

TRADE.-War and rebellion, the opening of llankow as a shipping
port for tea, and, above all, the proximity of llongkong and Macao to
the delta of the Canton River with its unrivalled facilities for smuggling,
have robbed Canton of the preeminence it so long enjoyed in commer-
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cial prosperity. The decline in the foreign trade of the Port, as exhibited in the estimates of value based on the Customs' returns, is shown
in the following table :
TOTAL

V ALUB OP IMPORTS.

1860, ........ $18,400,000
1861, ........ 12,900,000
1862, ........ lv,500,000
1863,........ 9,500,000
1864,........ 8,100,000
1865,.... .... 7,900,000

V ALUB

IN

VA.LOB OF EXPORTS.

MBXICAN DOLLABS.

$16,200,000
15,800,000
17,'700,000
16,000,000
13,600,000
13,500,000

$34,600,000
28,700,000
28,200,000
25,500,000
21,700,000
21,400,000

The export of Tea has fallen from 263,000 piculs in 1860 to 109,742
piculs in 1865, a decline which is entirely attributable to the opening
of the port of IIankow; whilst a similar effect has been produced in
the import of Cotton Piece Goods. The following table indicates the
progressive decline:

let on
m the
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COTTON, DYBD,
FIGURED & PLAIN.

1860,......... pieces, . . . .. . 45,000
1861, ........
...... 27,000
1862, ......... " ..... 21,000
1863, ......... " ...... 20,000
1864, ......... "
14,000
1865, ......... "
9,000

"

......

Gnu SHIRTINGS.

358,000
352,000
133,000
48,000
44,000

80,000

T-CLOTB.

136,000
74,000
38,000
28,000
22,000
29,000
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These figures would deceive, however, were they taken as representing the true aggregate value of the foreign trade in these articles of
import at Canton. They represent rather that share of the tmde of
Hongkong which passes through the foreign Custom House at Canton
in consequence of being imported by foreigners in foreign bottoms.
The fact must be borne in mind that at Canton no less than elsewhere
in China the native traders are rapidly absorbing in their own hands
the dealings which until lately were the means of enriching European
houses of business. The cosmopolitan colony of Hongkong is the
depot at which Chinese merchants purchase such goods as they require,
smuggling them into the interior or along the coast when possible, and
only submitting them to the levy of duty at Canton when their bulk or
destination renders this an absolute necessity. The total import of 0- pium into the Province of Kwang-tung, for instance, is estimated at
1800 piculs per month, of which about 700 piculs are carried to Canton, the larger portion of this importation (according to the Report of
the Commissioner of Customs, Mr. Glover), being smuggled.
Among the other staples of the foreign trade of Canton are the export of Silk and import of Rice and of Indian Cotton. The alluvial
Districts to the South of Canton are extensively cultivated with the
silk-mulberry, and produce the well known Kum-chuk, Luk-low, and
other brands of Silk. In consequence of a large demand from England,
the export of Raw and Thrown Silk rose from 2,800 piculs in 1864 to
8,700 piculs in 1865. The import of Rice by foreign vessels has declined to an insignificant amount owing to the imposition by thf' Treaty
of 'l'ientsing of Tonnage Dues, from which such vessels were formerly
exempt. Rice is now usually transhipped at Hongkong into native
craft.
The soil of the Province not being adapted to the growth of Cotton,
large quantities of the Indian staple were formerly imported, but the
dearth in Europe causecl during several years by the war in the United States led to a complete c~ssation in the import at Canton. The
import in 1860 amounted to 526,000 piculs, valued at 5,700,000 Mex·
ic:¢ Dollars, and, on the recommencement of the trade, 50,000 piculs
were imported in 1865. The importers arc for the most part British
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Indian subjects, who return the proceeds in Chinese merchandize suitable for Indian markets.
During the last few years a trade in Guano has been introduced,
the material being extensively taken by the farmers at $3 per picul.
That the purely native trade of Canton enjoys a high degree of
proaperity i sufficiently indicated by the crowded streets and busy shops,
and the hea'rily-laden native craft which \hrong the river. The industry and manufacturing skill of the Cantonese retain in their hands the
supply of a vast proportion of the miscellaneous artides which constitute the interior commerce of the country. Glass-ware, common
pottery, metal-work of all kinds, paper and fancy stationery, furniture, medicines, and preserves are among the leading articles of export coastwise, affording profitable employment for the large steamers
which trade regularly between Canton and the northern Ports.
Tea, Cassia, Fire-Crackers, and Matting form the principal exports
to the United States. The Continental merchants (Prussian, Hamburgher &c.), employ themselves largely as Commission-agents for
Chinese, and import small quantities of petty merchandize, including
Needles, Matches, and fancy ware•

•

MACAO.
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOJ, &c.
THE Portuguese settlement of Macao is situated upon a peninsula
forming part of the District of Hiang-shan, in the Province ofKwangtung, at the western entrance to the Canton River, and some forty
miles to the westward of the British Colony of Hongkong. It lies in
Lat. 22° 11' N. and Long. 113° 83' E. ( Guia Fort.)
HrsTORY.-The existence of Macao as a Portuguege settlement dates
from so early a period, and is so intimately connected with the first
ori~in of European intercourse with China, that justice cannot be done
to a description of this place without a comparatively lengthened survey of its ancient history. Strangely enough, notwithstanding the
importance of Macao during so many years as the centre of the foreign
trade with China, but little pains have been bestowed upon an elucidation of its records. The only work that has been issued upon this
subject is a collection of historical notes published in 1836 by a Swedish gentleman, Mr. Ljungstedt, who was for many years President of
the Swedish Factory at Macao ; but the value of this work, now out
of print, was seriously impaired by numerous inaccuracies. For the
purposes of the present description, valuable matter has, however,
been fortunately supplied through the courtesy of Commander
Jose Ribeiro, Secretary to the Government of Macao, whose historical
notes have been largely availed of in the ensuing pages, in addition to
other sources of information.
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E cnly History of Po1.tugnese fotercourse with China-.

Two popular errors, though generally received, must be dissipated,
Tiz. :-that Macao was the first place of settlement of the Portuguese
in China, and that it is a possession or Colony of Portugal. Neither
of these impressions is correct. The first appearance of the Portuguese-precursoi:s of all other Europeans-in China took place in
1516, when Rafael PerestreUo visited the Chinese coast in a junk despatched from Malacca,. of which his countrymen had lately become
masters. In the following year Fernao Peres de Andrade was sent
as ambaasador to China on behalf of his sovereign, Emanuel I.
He was well received by the provincial authorities at Canton,
and permission was obtained for the despatch of &n envoy1 Thome
Pires, with an assortment of presents for the Emperor Cheng-T@, at
Peking. Meanwhile, however, Simao de Andrade, a· brotlier of FerIlao, had arrived from Malacca, and taken the principal command.
His violent disposition led to quarrels with the Chinese, and the mission came to a lamentable conclusion. Pires was thrown into
prison and eventually put to· death ; whilst Andrade, with his ship~,.
was driven from the coast. The irritation evoked by Andrade's
conduct was so lasting that when, in 1523, a Portuguese vessel,
commanded by Martino de Mello Cortinbo, appeared off the coast
of Kwang-tung, it was attacked by a fleet of w~r-junks and driven
off with heavy loss.
The visions of prosperous trade disclosed by these repeated voyages
were sufficient, however, to attract the Portuguese again; and settlements were soon formed at several points along the coast and notably
near Ningpo. The remembrance of former outrages made the authorities of K wangtung less ready to admit the foreigners without restriction, and for many years the Portuguese were allowed to anchor their
vessels only at islands off the coast. 'I'he two stations thus resorted to
were the islands of Shang-ch'wan (St. John I., so named through a
corruption of the native sound, spelt San-cian by the Portuguese) and
Lam-pa-cao (Lang-peh- kao). In the year 1557 permission was granted, according to the statement commonly received, to land and to erect
storehouses upon an island nearer the mouth of the Canton River, to
which the name MACAO was given by the settlers. This name is pro-
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bably derived from the Chinese sound A-Ma ngao, or port of the god-

,

dess A-Ma(~ jm} y}IJ). The once deep and spacious harbour which
attracted the Portuguese to this spot is known to the Chinese as Ngao•
Mun
by which name they now designate the Portuguese set•
tlement itself.
Although the date of the transfer of the Portuguese settlement from
Lampacao to Macao has been distinctly preserved, great diversity prevails in the statements handed down respecting the cause of this removal. Writers most nearly contemporary with this event allege that the
permission of the Chinese authorities for the establishment of storehouses and the anchorage of vessels was granted in consideration of
the fact that Macao was a desert island. Portuguese historians contend, on the other hand, that the settlers of Lampacao were called upon by the Canton authorities for assistance in hunting down a piratechief named Chang-si-lao, whose head-quarters were on this island, and
whose fleet the Portuguese vessels entirely destroyed. Commander
Ribeiro, basing his opinion on documentary evidence, inclines to this
version. To quote his manuscript:-"lt was for the victory gained over
these pirates that Macao was given to the Portuguese, not to a sovereign, or to a Power, but to a handful of well-trained adventurers who
though in a position to live independently, subjected themselves voluntarily to their legitimate Sovereign, the King of Portugal. These adventurers, thus in posses3ion of the place, at once set to work to found
a city, which speedily flourished. Fortifications and a Church were
among the first building-works undertaken. 0hinese were not suffer•
ed to construct houses for their own occupation in the Portuguese town,
nor were they even permitted to remain in the settlement later than
sunset, until after a lapse of many years from the foundation of Macao."
Ground•rent for the site was not demanded by the Chinese Government until long after the settlement was formed; not, in fact, until A.D.
1582. In 1578 a wall was built at the expense of the Chinese authorities across the sandy isthmus which had been formed by the action of
the tides, connecting the small island of Macao with the large expanse
of territory, itself an island, which constitutes the District of Hiang•
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It will thus be seen that the claim on the part of Portugal to consider Macao as an integral portion of the dominions of the Crown
rests on no better foundation than, the permission granted by the provincial mandarins to certain Portuguese subjects to settle on this site.
It is absurd to suppose that the jealous government of China, in the
plenitude of its power, would voluntarily cede any portion of its territory to a foreign Sovereign ; and the rule of Portugal at Macao
can therefore remain absolute only so long as it rests unchallenged
,
by the Chinese Government.
For two centuries and a half, moreover, the authority of the
Chinese mandarins was fully acknowledged at Macao, both in judicial
matters and in the levy of Customs' duties. In the early days of the
settlement, the administration of affairs among the Portuguese was
confided to the senior captain of the ships trading to China and Japan,
for which Macao was the entrepot, and from time to time a judicial
officer was despatched from the Portuguese head-quarters at 8oa, to
decide important cases. In 1565, a collegiate church bearing the
name of St. Paul was erected by the Jesuit missionaries who were
among the first to establish themselves here, and in 1594 the early
building was replaced by a costly edifice which, with its ultimate fate,
will be described below. About the year 1580, Macao was erected
into an episcopal see by Gregory III. and 13 bishops have been consecrated in succession to this post. In 1583, a municipal government
was organized, as the settlement had now largely increased. Two justices (;'uizes), three supervisors (vereadores) and a magistrate (procurador) were associated in a body to wliich the title of Senate (Senado)
was given. These functionaries were at the outset all elected by the
community, and the' powers of the Senate were for many years very
extensive. They comprised, indeed, all the functions of Government
at one time, but the eventual appointment of Royal Governors (dating
from 1628, with the arrival of Jeronimo de Silveira) tended naturally
tc curtail these duties, and the Procurador or Magistrate, whose functions render him in a measure the governor of the Chinese population,
bas been of late years appointed from Lisbon on the Governor's nomi-

.

nation.

At the time when this municipal government superseded the
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authority once exercised by the senior captains of the trading fleet, tn
population of l\facao had grown to a total of nearly 19,500 souls; and
in 1585 the settlers assumed the title of " Cidade do Santo Nome de
Deos en China" (City of the Holy Name of God); and Macao was
thenceforward confirmed by the Portuguese Government as a city of
the same rank and privileges with those of Goa. Its remoteness enabled Macao to resist the intrusion of Spanish authority during the usurpation, lasting 60 years, which commenced with the pretensions asserted by Philip II; and when, in 1640, the Portuguese sovereignty waa
restored by John IV. of Braganza, he caused the following honourableinscription, legible to this day, to be placed above the portal of theSenate House :
CID.A.DE DO NOME DE DEOS-NAO HA OUTRA MAIS LEAL ; Em nome
del Rei Nosso Senhor Dm. J oao IV., mandou o Governador e Capital
geral da Pra9a, Joao de Souza Pereira, por este letreiro, em fe da muita
lealdade que conhecio nos moradores della. Em 1654.
(City of the name of God-no more loyal one exists. In the name
of the King our Lord, Dom John IV., Joao de Souza Pereira, Governor and Captain General of this place, ordered this inscription to be
set up, in testimony of the great loyalty he has witnessed in its citizens. In the year 1654).
Throughout the 18th century, whilst the trade of Canton was inprocess of development by the East India Company, Macao prospered
exceedingly, both owing to the increase of trade and to the ·concourse of foreigners of different nations who made this place their
home. The East lndia Company had a large establishment here,
and as the restrictions placed upon foreigners at Canton grew more and
more oppressive, Macao became of daily greater importance as a place
where they could dwell in comfort with their families. With the exception of jurisdiction over Chinese subjects residing at Macao, which
was exercised by a Chinese officer of the rank of Sub-Prefect, the native
authorities did not seek to control _the settlement in any way; but they
resisted on several notable occasions the assertion of territorial rights. In
1749, after repeated disputes and collisions with the local government,
an agreement, .or, as it has been denominated, a Conventional Pact,
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as arranged between a Council of the inhabitants and certain Chinese
'Officials, which remained for nearly a century as the basis upon which
the joint Portuguese and Chinese government of Macao was conduct~d. One of its most remarkable provisions is that em bodied in Article
V, according to which European criminals were to be surrendered to
Chinese justice. Article XII (the last in the Chinese version) was
-0mitted from the Portuguese copy of the agreement, as it prohibited
the conversion of Chinese to Christianity. The negligence and proneness to bribery which characterize Chinese officials enabled the Portuguese to evade without difficulty the fulfilment of these onerous engagements. In 1802, a detachment of English troops was disembark,ed at Macao in 01·der to protect the settlement from an anticipated
descent by the French. A remonstrance was at once conveyed through
the Hong-merchants at Canton to the superintendent of the E. I. Company ; and, as news of the Peace of Amiens arrived shortly afterwards; the garrison was withdrawn. Similar, but even stronger protests were elicited in 1808, when Macao ~as again occupied by British
forces landed from the fleet under Admiral Drury, who had reason to
expect an attack by the French. As hesitation was shewn in removing the garrison, all trade with the English was prohibited by the Governor
Canton, and British subjects were ordered to remove from
that place. Admiral Drury attempted hereupon to force a passage to
Canton (having silenced the forts at the Bogue by the £re from his
ships) in armed boats, but was repulsed; and at length, deeming the
security of trade of more importance than the protection of Macao
from a merely possible attack, withdrew the garrison from on shore.
From this period until the date of the war undertaken by Great Britain in 1839-41, Macao continued to flourish as the outlet of an impor•
tant trade, and as the place of residence for the members of the various European factories. During this period many handsome and substantial mansions were erected, which continue to this da.y to give an
air of European civilization to the aspect of the place.
In May 1839 th! entire Biitish community was removed from Canton to facao, after the compulsory surrender of the opium demanded
by the Imperial Commissioner Lin ; but an accidental event a few

of
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months later led to their further removal. On the 7th July a Chinese
villager named Lin Wei-hi was killed in an affray with the crews of
some British vessels in Hongkong Bay. The Imperial Commissioner
demanded the surrender of the mU:rderer to be tried by a Chinese court,
whilst Capt. Elliot, H.B. M. Superintendent, at once impannelled a
court of admiralty jurisdiction on board ship in Hongkong, by which
five seamen were punished for riot and assault, although the indictment
against one Thomas Tidder for the actual murder could not be sustained.
The Imperial Commissioner declared himself dissatisfied with these
proceedings, and moved with 2000 troops to the city of Hiang-sha:n,
some 30 miles from Macao, insisting on the delivery of the actual murderer and the re-entry of all British ships into the Canton River ; and
finding his demands disregarded proceeded to cut off the supplies of
food from Macao and to compel all Chinese servants to leave the place.
At length violence against the British residents was even threatened ;
whereupon, the Portuguese garrison being unable to resist a serious attack, it was thought best to withdraw from the place altogether. Accordingly, on the 25th August 1839, the entire British community was
removed to a temporary home on board the vessels anchored at Hongkong until hostilities bad broken out, at the close of 1839, when the
presence of British forces before Canton was sufficient to ensure the
safety of Macao and all its residents.
The Treaty of 1842, by which the trade of China was thrown open,and
:Hongkong ceded as a British Colony, proved a fatal blow to the importance of Macao; although, on the other hand, the exhaustion to which
the Chinese Government was reduced favoured pretensions on the part
of the Portuguese which would have been sternly repressed a few
years earlier. An effort by the Governor in 1844 to induce the Impe1ial Commissioner Kiying to agree to the cessation of the payment of
500 Taels per annum as ground rent, which had been annually discharged since 1582, remained, indeed, fruitless; but restrictions which had
heretofore been placed upon the building of houses, churches, or vessels, save with the special license of the Chinese authorities, were abrogated, and the Portuguese received authority, in addition, to trade in

the five Ports recently opened by the British ,Treaty. The establish -
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ment of Hongkong as a free port was made the grounds, in 1846, for
a Decree by the Queen of Portugal abolishing the Portuguese Customhouse at Macao, with the hope of obtaining the removal of the Chinese
Customs also. To this, however, the native authorities offered a determined opposition. The closing of the Portuguese Custom-house was
carried into effect by the newly appointed Governor, Senhor Joao Maria Ferreira do Amaral, a man of vigorous mind and determined energy, who began at once to carry out many much-needed improvements.
Among these the construction of roads was not the least important ;
whilst measures for establishing the undivided sovereignty of Portugal
over the peninsula were among his earliest cares. At length, in 1849,
this energetic functionary forcibly closed the Chinese Custom-House,
whilst he notified to the Chinese Sub Prefect that mandarins, when vi•
siting Macao, should be received in future with the honours customarily paid to functionaries of a foreign nation. These steps naturally
provoked the hostility of the Canton authorities, but, powerless now to
impose dictation, these crafty officials had recourse to a more terrible
expedient. The animosity of the natives of the adjacent District Wa!
secretly fomented, and advantage was taken of the fact that Governor
Amaral, in cutting new roads near Macao, had invaded a Chinese burying ground, to excite the local populace against him. At length
on the 22nd August 1849, vengeance was treacherously taken. The
Governor, while riding with an aide-de-camp near the Barrier,
was suddenly attacked by six or seven Chinese, part of whom pulled
him from his horse while others secured his companion, and after inflicting numerous wounds on his person, decapitated the body and carried off the head and hands. This horrible act created a profound sen1Jation among all Europeans in China, and strong remonstrances were
despatched to the Imperial Commissioner at Canton by the British
Minister and other foreign representatives. The lµiperial Commissioner
(who had privily sanctioned the crime) finally stated that the murderer
had been detected and brought to justice in the interior; and the
head and hand of the Governor were given up. Meanwhile the garrion of Chinese soldier. which had hitherto been maintained at the
Barrier had been attacked hy a small Portugese force, and driven off
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with some losses on both sides. The resident Mandarin 'was at the
same time expelled from Macao ; and from this period the settlement
has been governed exclusively by the Portuguese officials.
The year 1849 was also made memorable through the imprisonment
of a British subject who had made an offensive display of his Protestantism by refusing to take off his hat on the passage of the Host
through one of the streets, and his forcible release, accompanied by
the killing of a Portuguese sentry, by a boat'& crew landed from H. M.
S. Dido, Captain Keppel. This act was justified on the ground of
Macao being Chinese territory; but in order to prevent a recurrence
of similar proceedings the British Government shortly afterwards recognized the supreme jurisdiction of the Portuguese law-courts in the
settlement.
In 1851, Sr. Izidoro Francesco Guimaraes, a Captain in the Portuguese navy, was appo1nted Governor of Macao, in which office he displayed much ability; and in 1862, his successor was nominated in the
person of Brigadier General Jose Rodrigues Coelho do Amaral, whose
tenure of office was distinguished by extreme activity in the prosecution of public works, police reforms, and the extension of trade. To
his efforts, Macao owes in particular its admirable net-work of roads.
His successor Sr. Horta, arrived in October 1866.
The latest attempt at securing the recognition of Macao as a possession of Portugal was made in 1862, when with the assistance of the
French Charge d'affairs at Peking, the signature of Chinese plenipotentiaries was obtained to a Treaty proposed by Sr. Guimaraes, the
second Article of which established, by inference, the sovereignty of
Portugal over this territory. When, however, the period for ratification arrived, the Chinese Government declined to perform this act, alleging that the Treaty had not been fairly obtained, and the document
became therefore null and void.
POSITION AND ToPOGRAPRY.-The conformation of the isthmus of
Macao has been likened to that of Cadiz, which, indeed, it strikingly
resembles. A reference to the plan will 'shew that three hills, rising
to a height of from 200 to 300 feet, and connected by an irregular
table-land upon which the town is built, constitute the seaward por-
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tion of the peninsula. The table-land slopes away towards the North
into an alluvial plain of about half a mile in extreme width, tapering
into the narrow neck of sand which unites what was once the Island
of Macao to the mainland. From the southern sea-front, or Praya
Grande, to the Barrier-wall across this neck ofland is a distance of about
two miles. Immediately fronting Macao, but some miles to the south-east,

('/Jli

lie the large islands of Macarera (.1} ~ ~ ) and Typa
ff),
the intervening channel forming the Typa Roads or Shap-Tsz-mun

*

c+ r,).

The ChinE>se also name this channel the Ki·King-Yeong
About three-quarters of a mile west of Macao lies the
island called Tui Mien Shan (~
by the Chinese, and Patera
or Padre I. by Europeans. The sheltered bay of which this island
forms one side is called the Inner Harbour, constituting the chief anchorage, details of which will be treated under the proper heading.
From the Penha Hill on the West to the Hill of St. Francis on the
East, the shore describes a shallow but regular curve forming the
Praya Grande, or Main Beach, lined along its entire extent with wellbuilt houses, above which streets ascend to a higher level, falling on the
north side of the narrow ridge to the flat expanse which occupies the
central portion of the Peninsula. This terrace-like situation, whilst
not carried to such a height as to prove inconvenient, both favours the
salubrity of thE:: settlement by facilitating dninage 7 and brings the numerous church-towers which diversify the aspect of the town into bold
and pleasing relief. Immediately in the centre of the line of curve
the shelving Monte, crowned with its ancient bastions, rises to a commanding height, whilst the monastery of the Penha, eonspieuous on the
summit of the rugged western hill, looks across the town to the still
more elevated chapel and Fort of the Guia, perched on the highest
and most precipitous of the three acclivities. A skirting road, excellently constructed, is carried boldly along the slope of the cliffs on the
eastern sea-ward face, passing along the entire length of the peninsula,
and connected by cross roads with the central carriage-road extending
from the streets of the town to the Barrier. The friable granite of
which the hills are composed is easily cut away for the formation of

(~ !lj{ jf.)
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roads, and yields a fine clean quartzose sand as the material for their
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facing. The central plain, though in many parts interrupted by rising
grounds the soil of which is unproductive and which are only made
available as Chinese burying grounds, is cultivated wherever possible
by market gardeners, who grow large quantities of potatoes and other
European vegetables, including cabbage.s and cauliflowers during the
winter and early spring. The village of Mong Ha (~ ~), embosomed in trees and ornamented with a pretty temple, lies a short distance within the Barrier, and is noted as the spot where the Treaty
between China and the United States was signed in July 1844.
A wall of about 16 feet in height encloses the more ancient part of
the town, having been constructed about A.D. 1622. This work is carried from an angle of the Monte Fort across to the hill of St. Francis,
which it ascends, and, joining the Fort of St. Francis, is carried down
to the sea-road beyond that work. This wall is pierced by two gateways, at which guards are stationed. According to local tradition, it
was constructed by the Dutch prisoners of war who were captured on
the 24th June 1622, when an abortive attempt was made by a Dutch
fleet of 16 sail to seize Macao. The attacking force was landed in Casilhas Bay, beyond the Guia hill, but was repulsed with heavy loss.
The Praya has been greatly improved of late years, and now forms
a handsome esplanade calling to mind the " Marine Parades" of many
watering places on the south coast of England. The road-way is about
fifty feet in width, laid with pulverized granite and solidly faced with
granite masonry, openings in which give access to sloping jetties. Projections of masonry break the line here and there, that in front of Go~ernment House forming a saluting battery, whilst others are occupied
by the flagstaffs of foreign Consuls. The curve forms a line of houses
about half a mile in length, extending from the public garden on the
east to the foot of the Penha Hill on the west. Government House,
occupying the centre of the curve, is a solid, capacious building, without architectural pretensione. Adjoining it is a guard house, above
which on a higher terrace is a row of houses principally rented or
owned by residents of Hongkong. The style of building prevalent
along the Praya and in the better streets is plain but substantial, the
heavy barred windows being a feature derived from the custom pre-
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vailing in the mother-country. The only exception in this respect is
the elaborate building erected some years ago by a wealthy resident,
Sr. do Mello, who was created by the Emperor of Brazil Barou do
Cereal in recognition of his services as Consul. This house, with its
jutting wings and Corinthian pillars is in striking contrast to the remaining buildings of the Praya.
The thoroughfares running inland from the Piaya are for the most
part narrow lanes with a steep ascent called Travessas and Calgadas.
These communicate with the tortuous and gloomy streets occupying
the summit of the ridge, and with the m~re cheerful Pra9a da Se, in
which the Cathedral is situated. The preponderance of ecclesiastical
establishments in this 1?,art of the town gives the principal streets a deserted appearance, relieved only by a. little traffic in the neighborhood
of the Chinese shops established for the sale of European necessaries,
curiosities, etc. On descending the slope towards the Inner Harbour,
the streets are found to be purely Chinese in character, though a low
class of half-castes are seen inhabiting many of the houses. A high
degree of cleanliness is, however, enforced by the police.
AccEss, AccoMMODA.TION.-Daily steam-communication is maintained between Macao and Hongkong by one of the steamers of the Hongkong, Canton & Macao Steamship Co. Leaving Hongkong at 2 p. m.
the steamer accomplishes the distance of about forty miles in from 3½
to 4 hours, leaving Macao again at 8 A.. M. the following day. An excelJent landing-wharf in the Inner Harbour enables passengers and
their baggage to be landed or received on board with ease and comfort.
. Fares for European passengers $3, with $1½ for tiffin and $1 for breakfast, if taken on board. On Saturdays, return-tickets, available for the
following Monday, are issued in Hongkong. Season tickets for three
months are also to be had at reduced rates. Large numbers of the
residents of Hongkong avail themselves, during the summer months,
of the proximity of :.Macao to obtain a refreshing trip and change of
air from Saturday till Monday, For the accommodation of those who
do not secure the use of some of the private residences rented· by
Hongkong firms, two Hotels are established at Macao, viz: the Royal
Hotel ituated on the Praya Grande, wit.h a fine aspect seaward, con-
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taining 14 bed rooms, and the Oriental Hotel, at the head of the steamer-wharf in the Inner Harbour, of more recent construction but somewhat smaller size. Board is charged at $3 per day exclusive of wines.
One of the H. K. C. and M. Company's steamers also plies between
Macao ~nd Canton, making the voyage each way on alternate days.
The hour of departure is 8 A.M.

Fares $fi, exclusive of meals.

Owing to the rapidity with which vacant houses are rented or purchased by Chinese or by foreigners engaged in the nefarious coolietrade, it is no longer easy to rent a dwelling for the summer-months,
as is frequently found desirable by residents' of Hongkong and Canton.
PUBLIC

CHARGES, CosT

OF

LIVING, etc.-The following Tariff is offi-

cially enforced for the hire of Chairs and Boats:
CHAIR HIRE.

Per day
If kept till midnight
Half day .••
Two Hours

BOAT HIRE.

$0.75
$1.00
$ .50
$ .25

To steamer at buoy ...
$0.10
To any vessel in Inner i
Harbour ... ... ... 5 ... $0.25
To Outer Anchorage
$1.00

Owing to the proximity of Macao to highly productive agricultural
districts, and also in a great measure to the unpretending style of living among the Portuguese inhabitants, household expenses are considerably less here than at Hongkong.

Ordinary market charges are
fully onl3-third lower, and the same may be said of servants' wages .
The Portuguese supply their households at a cost barely exceeding
one-third of that charged in Hongkong for corresponding articles.
The shops are mostly small, and kept by Chinese, but one foreign
store, that of J. da Silva, No 2. Travessa do Governador (near Government House) existing in Macao. Art.icles of a superior description are
chiefly obtained from Hongkong. Medicines are procured at the "Lisban Dispensary," on the Praya. The resident medical practitioners are
Portuguese.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PLACES OF lNTEREST.-Catliedral, Churches. In
addition to the Cathedral, a large but entirely plain brick-building,
orn~mented with only two low towers, Macao contains four Parish
churches, beside numerous conventual and monastery chapels. None
of these are distinguished by any other than the most ordinary architectural features.

The only striking object in the view of Macao,
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obtained from the harbour, is the fagade of the ancient collegiate
church of St. Paul, erected between 1594 and 1602 by the Jesuit fraternity, whose seminary was, during the 17th century, a celebrated seat
of learning and of political influence. Subsequently to the expulsion
of the Jesuits from the Portuguese dominions, (A.D. 1759) their ~olle.._
giate establishment was converted into barracks, but was consumed
by fire on the night of January 27, ' 1835. The granite fagade of
the o]d church, which was preserved intact, is said to have been built
by Japanese stone-masons, brought to Macao for this purpose. The
following dP.scription of its architecture is given by Ljungstedt :
"The ingenious artist has contrived to enliven Grecian architecture
by devotional objects. In the middle of the ten pillars of Ionic order
are three doors, leading to the temple ; then above range ten pillars
of Corinthian order, which constitute five separate niches. In the
middle one, above the principal door, we perceive a female figure,
trampling on the globe, the emblem of human patriotism, and underneath we read MATER DEI. On each side of the Queen of Heaven,
in distinct places, are four statues of Jesuit Saints. In the superior
division, St. Paul is represented, and also a dove, the emblem of the
Holy Ghost."
In 1838 the side-walls of the church, which though of great thickness
were considered unsafe, were cut down to a height of about 25 feet,
and were cut away on the inside to form shelves which were used as
a place of interment for Roman Catholics. The Rev. J. A. Gongalves,
well-known to students of Chinese by his works on that Language, was
buried here. The building has been finally closed for some years
past.
British Chapel and Cemetet·ies.-The little chapel, capable of seating
some forty persons, which was used for Divine Service during the time
when a large British community was gathered at Macao pending the
hostilities of 185 6-185 7, is situated in immediate proximity to the
grounds of Senhor · Marques, a wealthy resident, near the Inner Harbour. Adjacent to the chapel is also the old Protestant cemetery,
formed about thirty years ago and containing a large number of monuments to En~li h and American who have died at Macao. Among
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these are the Revd. Robert . Morrison, the celebrated sinologue, with
his son, J. R. Morrison, a distinguished public servant; also the tombs
of Admiral Sir Philip Le Fleming Senhouse, who died at Hongkong
while commanding H. M. Squadron in China on the 13th June 1841,
and of the Rt. Hon. Lord Henry Churchill, 5th son of the Duke of Marlborough, Capt. H. M. S. D1·uid, with numerous other memorials to deceased military and naval officers.
The new Pro.t estant Cemetery is situated outside the town.

The

land it occupies was purchased some ten years since, and vested in the
hands of Trustees who maintain a Chinese custodian on the spot. It
occupies an area of about 180 feet in length by 160 in breadth.
PortuguMe Cemetery.-The burying ground for Roman Catholics,
known as the Cimiterio de S. Migu·el, stands on the road called the estrada do Cimete_:io, running to the nort'!:iward of the hill on which the
Monte Fort is built. The ground it occupies, measuring some 380 feet
in length by 210 in depth, was purchased in 1852 by public subscription under Government direction, and, since its opening in 1854, had
received, up to May 1865, 4309 interments.

A solid wall surrounds

the entire area.
Parsee Cemetery.-The Parsee community, formerly numerous here,
have established a burying ground on the face of the cliff looking seawards between Fort St. Francisco and the Guia. Five terraces have
been constructed, by b11ilding perpendicular retaining-walls of masonry
descending one below the other from the level of the sea-road, upon
which a handsome gateway opens in the centre of a low boundary wall.
The narrow surface of the terraces is left simply covered with turf,
in the midst of which the long flat granite tombs, all precisely alike, are
' arranged side by side to the number of thirteen in all. The tranquillity of this spot, with its extensive view seaward, renders it a favourite
resting place during the hours of exercise.
Prison.-The jail is situated in the heart of the town, near the Military Hospital. It is an old building, badly adapted for the purpose to
which it'is applied, and the wretched condition of its inmates was made
the subject of an official inquiry in August 1866. The number of prioners is on an average fifty, of whom the greater number are Chinese.
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HosPITALS, CHARITABLE ASYLUMS, &c.-The Military Hospital occupie a building formerly used as a monastery by the Augustine
monks, on the extinction of which order the building was applied to
military purposes, and was, in 1857, converted to its .present use. The
building forms a square, enclosing an inner quadrangle, and, although
old, is well adapted for the accommodation of invalids. The annual
average of cases is 716 for the last few years.
Hospital da Mzsericordia.-This charitable in titution dates from
1569, when it was set on foot by the Bishop D. Belchior Carneiro,
but in its modern condition it has existed only since 1840, when important additions and improvements were introduced. The Hospital
is chiefly upported by the interest of funds invested in by -gone years,
its receipts from patients, the majority of whom are poor, being extremely small. About 130 cases are annually treated at an average
expense of $1480. The total annual cost of maintaining the institution is about $6,300.

Asylo dos Pobres.-This is an institutiot1 the special object of which
is to receive indigent Chinese in a dying state, with a view to their
conversion to the Roman Catholic faith. It is entirely supported by public
subscription, and is placed under the management of ecclesiastics.
Some thirty cases are the usual monthly average.
Public Garden.-An oblong space at the eastern extremity of the
Praya Grande and immediately below the new Barracks and Fort St.
Francisco has of late been converted into a public garden. In the
centre an elegant Chinese pavilion has been erected as a bandstand,
where twice a week (on Sundays and Thursdays) the band of the
garrison performs at sunset.
Camoens' Grotto.-The principal spot to which every visitor to Macao
is expected to repair is ·the grotto to which tradition points as having
been the favourite resort of the Portuguese poet, Dom Luis de Camoens, whilst in banishment here. This grotto · crowns the summit of a
rising ground now forming part of the gardens and shrubbery attached
to the residence of Senhor L. Marques, formerly Procurador of Macao,
who allows his grounds to be thrown open to all visitors, who are
merely expected to hand their cards to the Chinese gate-keeper. The
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entrance to the gardens is close by that leading to the chapel and cemetery described above, and broad, but somewhat neglected, paths lead
from it through a tangled shrubbery, in which luxuriant banyans, jackfruit trees, bamboos, and lesser shrubs maintain an impenetrable shade,
to the rude grotto which gives the place its distinction. A huge
boulder of granite, left bare on the surface of the hill by the decay of
the softer rock of which it once formed part, is hollowed by a natural
fissure into a rude archway, the top of which is closed by a superincumbent boulder of still vaster dimensions. In the narrow but cool
retreat thus formed the unhappy Poet is reported to have mused over
the work which has immortalized his name ; and here, upon a pedestal
on which some verses from the Lusiad are engraved, a bust of Camoens has been placed. Several laudatory inscriptions have been added,
from time to time, on the walls of the grotto; and a sort of gate-way
has been constructed, in not the best possible taste, with an inscription
in Chinese to the following effect: "To the most excellent Poet:"
" In genius and virtue excelling, he became the victim of Envy.
These lines are inscribed to hand down the glory of his famoua verse."
"The birth of Camoens is believed have taken place in 1524. His father, Simon de Camoens, was of good family, but lost his life and the
greater part of his wealth by shipwreck; and Luis, while a student,
was indiscreet enough to fall in love with a lady-of-honour at the court
of John Ill Losing all hope of favour owing to the displeasure he
had thus incurred, he sailed in 1553 to seek a fortune in the East. The
poetical gift with which Nature had endowed him brought him, however, into fresh trouble, as a satire he composed with reference to the
viceroy of Goa and others of his countrymen led to his banishment in
1556 to Macao, where he obtained a small official post. Camoens
eventually returned to Lisbon, his sole wealth consisting in the manuscript of his p_?em, the Lusiad, in which he sang the glories and con quests of his country, but although pensioned for a time by the reigning sovereign, he breathed his last eventually, in 1579, in a charitable
refuge.
In the poet's time the grotto which now bears his name may well
/

have afforded a view of great extent over the peninsula and the adja-

,
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tent !leas; but at present the foliage of the wilderness below has beeome so den e and lofty that even from the summer house which has
been constructed on the top of the over-hanging boulder little pros•
pect can be obtained. The hill and gardens are known to the Chinese

B -µ%

by the name of Dove's Nest (
jt).
Theatre.-The residents of Macao enjoy the advantage of a neat little
hall for dramatic representations, called the Teatro de D. Pedro V.
which was built some years ago by subscription. In connection with
the theatre is a subscription reading-room. Amateur performances,
in the absence of professional t1·oupes, which occasionally visit Macao, are
frequently given during the cool season.
WALKS, EXCURSIONS, SE.A.-BATBING.-The sea-road, carried around
the cliffs from the East end of the Praya past Casilhas Bay to the Barrier,
is the favourite resort for pedestrian exercise, but in addition to this
the new roads cut through the central portion of the Peninsula 'afford
several pleasant promenades.

One of the older roads, shaded by the

dense foliage of bamboos and banians, and leading nowhere in particular, has the appropriate title of Love Lane. But few wheeled vehicles,
and those small pony-carriages, are kept in Macao, and the roads are
-h·ence maintained in repair without so much difficulty as in Hongkong.
Longer excursions and pic-nics are occasionally made to the adja- ~ent islands, the Valley of the Ringing Rocks being especially frequented. Crossing the inner harbour to the lower end of Lappa island,
and landing at a small fishing village on the beach, visitors find a rude
pathway winding eastward through the hills, and follow the picturesque course of a little stream for about a mile, until further progress seems barred by the rugged walls of a ravine down which a
gigantic stream of granite boulders appears to have been hurled, forming a moraine strikingly similar to those which have resulted from
glacial action in Switzerland and other Alpine regions.

The torrent

of rocks at this spot has, however, most probably resulted merely from
the disintegration of the softer matrix of alkaline felspar in. which
these masses of quartz-rock were imbedded.

Two of the boulders

which here lie piled one above the other ~n huge confusion give out,
when struck, a clear, bell-like sound, due probably to their accidental
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poising in a favourable position.

Hence the name by which foreigners

&.Jl

know the val\ey. In Chinese it is called the Silver Gorge (
:l:jL),
The granite composing the ringing rocks appe3:rs to contain a large pro•
portio~1 of hornblendP, differing from the ordinary syenite Qf the coast
chiefly in its colour, which has a r ed or purplish tinge probably dtte to
the presence of iron.
The Hot Springs of Yung Mak, situated on the main island of Hiang•
shan, at a distance of about 20 miles N.N. W. from Macao, are a subject
of much interest and are frequently visited by excursion parties. They
are found in a valley of considerable extent encircled by high moun•
tains, which, from its remarkable appearance and the existence of the
boiling springs in the centre, is generally supposed to be the site of an

Mf

),

extinct volcano. The village of Yung Mak (
~ near which
these springs are found, can be reached by boat in from four to five
hours from Macao. Some seventy or eighty square yards of ground
form the space in which the springs are contained, and from all parts
\Jf it steam is seen to rise. The number and locality of the wells varies
from time to time, but there are usually three considerable springs,
quite shallow- but eight to ten feet in diameter.

They are called by

the Chinese Lang-yit-ch'i ( r{t ~ ifL ). The temperature of the
water has been estimated at about 170°, and the Chinese who live on
the spot are in the habit of boiling rice, &c., in the spring. The water,
which is perfectly clear anJ salt, has been found highly serviceable in
cutaneous diseases. rrhe following comparative table is the result of

an analysis by the late br Harland:
In 10,000 grains of Watet· the'te are in the
Water, of Yung Mak.

In Sea Water.

Muriate of Soda,..................... 45.89
Sulphate of Soda, .................. :. 25.41
Muriate of Magnesia,............... 00.00
Mul'iata of Lime, . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . 10. 53

220.01
33.16
42.08
7.84,

81.83

303.09

The absence ot any Salt of Magnesia in thE' spring-water accounts for
its complete freedom from bitterness of taste.
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A full account of these springs will be found in Vol. I. of the transactions of the Hongkong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (1847).
A good beach for sea-bathing exists beyond the Guia Fort, at
Casilhas Bay ; whilst Bishop's Bay, a small cove between two jutting
hills beyond the western extremity of the Praya affords a still more
convenient bathing-place.
No bathing-machines or building have ever been attempted, notwithstanding the advantages they would afford to visitors, and ladies
can only bathe with the aid of extempore dressing-rooms constructed
with the mat-covering of boats or canvas screens. The beaches are
shallow for some distance from the shore, but with numerous inequalities of which inexperienced bathers should beware.
FoRTB.-As the visitor approaches Macao, he will be struck by a
display of fortifications entirely disproportionate to the size and importance of the place, but over all of which the banner of Portugal
waves proudly above a conspicuous array of artillery. The most prominent Fort is that of the Guia, crowning its lofty hi11, aud comprising
within its walls the lighthouse lately constructed. This fort was built
in 1637-8, taking in a small chapel previously erected on the spot,
which still exists and is annually resorted to by the devout on a festival
held on the 5th Augu t. The Fort mounts 24 guns.
The largest and most important of the Forts of Macao is tha.t of St.
Paulo do Monte, commonly called the Monte Fort, and by the Chinese
Tai P'6-t'oi
It is a square work, with bastions at the angles,
crowning the Monte or Hill of St. Paul, constructed in 1626. It has 48
guns mounted, chiefly 18-pounders. Among the artillery are some
curious specimens of the ancient gun-castings carried on at Macao, in the
shape of seven brass cannon cast in 1626 and 1627. One of these,
mounted at the South-east bastion, is a 3ti-pounder of prodigious length.
Fort San Francisco overlooks the Taipa anchorage, and forms the
eastern termination of the wall of the town. The old Fort on this
spot was partially demolished in 1865, together with an adjacent Franciscan convent, to make room for barracks for a battalion of troops,
which were completed in 1866. The outworks of this Fort have been
largely added to and improved.

(*~ $ ).
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The Fort of S. Thiaga da Barra, or Bar Fort, lies near the water
level at the entrance to the innel' harbour, to command which it was
constructed in 17 40. It mounts 8 guns.
In addition to the foregoing are the smaller Forts of Born Parto, ( on
the Penha Hill), San Joao, San Jeronimo, D. Maria II. and that of
the Taipa, a small work constructed in 1847 upon an islet facing the
Praya. Its garrison is composed of a sergeant and two men.
Numerous legends have been handed down in connection with the
more ancient works, and notably with reference to the Monte Fort,
about which an air of mystery has always hung, owing to its site having
originally been occupied by the habitation of Jesuit missionaries. Suspected by their own countrymen no less than by the Chinese, these
silent emissaries were believed to have constructed underground passages and cells for refuge in case of sudden persecution, and, strangely
enough, a tunnel extending beneath the foundations of the Fort has
been rec~ntly discovered. During the summer of 1866, the attention
of the commandant was drawn to what was believed to be a loosening
of one of the large blocks of granite at the base of the wall, some 40
feet in height, encasing the southern siue of the hill upon which the
fort is built. On examination it was, however, discovered that this
stone merely masked the entrance into a subterranean gallery, which
was found to communicate with a shaft opening upon the central area
of the Fort. It is supposed that a secret means of communicating
with the adjoining collegiate church was ensured by this curious tunnel. Stories have long been rife of buried treasures in this part of
the town, and vaults are known to exist beneath the flight of steps
leading to the fa9ade of the ruined church. An attempt to explore
these vaults was made some years ago by an enterprising Chinese, who,
however, retired from the search without having arrived at any discovery.
GOVERNMENT; REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE &c.-The Governor
of Macao is appointed by the sovereign of Portugal, and is usually a
military or naval officer. Other officials holding their appointments
from the crown are the Governor's Adjutant, the Secretary to Government, Commandant of the Garrison, Judge, and Procurador.

A
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Council, presided over by the Governor, is composed of four official
and two non-official members, (the latter nominated by the Governor).
Among the remaining principal functionaries are the Biahop of Macao,
the Colonial Sur6eon-Major, and the senior Naval Officer.
The salaries of the Portuguese officials appear remakably small when
compared with those not thought excessive in the adjoining British Colony. According to a table published in the Official newspaper in September 1865 the pay of some of the prinoip~l functionaries is as follows:Annual Salary.

Governor,.. .. .. .. . .. . . . $3,750
Secretary,...............
700
Judge, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2,300
Bishop, . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. 2,300
Procurador, .. .. .. .. .. ..
600
Receiver of Taxes,....
450

Monthly Pav.

Colonel, . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65
Lt. -Colonel, .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 58
Major,.......................... 54
Captain, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 30
Lieutenant, . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 28

The pay of a private soldier is 13 cents per diem.
The garrison consists of three companies of infantry and artillery,
relieved periodically from the mother-country and forming the Macao
Battalion. In addition to this force is the National Battalion, an organization of citizens on the principle of the French garde Nati'onale.
A small naval force, the principal portion of which consists of two
small screw-gunboats lately built at Hongkong and Whampoa, completes the list of armaments.
Matters of municipal administration and of primary jurisdiction are
in the hands of the Leal Senado or Senate, the early constitution of
which has , been described above. At present the members of the Senate are elected annually in December by vote of the inhabitants, universal suffrage forming the law of elections. Four vereadors or supervisors, of whom one becomes President of the Chamber, with two jui'zes
or justices, constitute the Senate, under whose authority a small force
of municipal police enforce sanitary regulations, the observance of licenses etc.. The revenue of the Senate, derived from license-fees on
hawkers, money-changers, and auction-rooms is about $2,000 per annum, covering an expenditure of like amount.
The Procurador or Chinese Magistrate, formel'ly a subordinate of
the Senate, but now an officer of the Crown, is the most prominent
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He controls the police, the gambling-houses,

and the coolie-traffic, and has large powers over the entire native population. The police-force consists of some twenty Europeans, under
military officers and wearing a military uniform, associateu with a larger
number of Chinese constables.
The Tribunal of Commerce, empowered to settle mercantile disputes,
consists of 6 members, elected annually.
The highest local court is the Junta de Justiga, before which appeals
are heard, with ultimate appeal to Lisbon. This Court is composed of
the Governor as President, the Judge, Commandant, one of the Justices
and two Supervisors of the Senate, and the Procurador.
The following statement exhibits the official estimates of revenue
and expenditure of Macao up to the most recent peri~d. Th~se estimates are annually framed, in July, and submitted to the Home Government:
Financial Yea1'.

Financial Year.

1866-1867.

1867-1868.

Receipts, ................... $227,498
Expenditure,.......... ... 187,986

$237,680
194,523

$43,157
Balance,........... $39,512
The bulk of the revenue of Macao is derived from the gambling-house
monopoly and from the fees paid by the farmers of the right to dispose
of prepared opium. The balance of revenue is remitted to Portugal.
HAJtB0UR, PILOTAG'E, &c.-The great disadvautage under which
Macao labours is the lack of safe and commodious anchorage. The
Inner Harbour, where alone protection from the force of the wind is
obtained, has become so shallow as to accommodate only vessels of
light draught, whilst the open road8tead labours under the double disadvantage of distance (upwards of three miles) from the town and of
insecurity in heavy gales. The Port regulations now in force were
issued in 1855. They require a report of the arrival of all vessels
within 24 hours after arrival under a penalty of $100 fine. Ship's
papers must be lodged at the office of the Captain of the Port. A
Government school of pilotage is established for the instruction and
examination of pilots, who are not allowed to serve unless duly qualified.

The charge for bringing a vessel inLo the Inner Ha1·bom· is $7.50.
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A plan, long contemplated, has been lately revived, by which it is
hoped to increase the depth of the Inner Harbour. The shoaling
being due, as is supposed, to the large deposits of mud brought down
from the interior channel at the head of the Inner Harbour, it has
been proposed to em bank a large area at the head of the harbour,
taking in Green Island, and thus increasing the SCQUr of the tide by
diminishing the extent over which it at present flows, whilst valuable
building-ground woul:l. at the same time be created. Another proposition is to cut a channel through the isthmus, thus restoring Macao to
its ancient position as an island, and leaving the influx of the tide from
seaward to sweep out the bed of the harbour.
LIGHT HousE.-The elevation of the Guia Fort was availed of in
1865 by the energetic Governor Amaral to construct the first lighthouse
ever erected in the China Seas. A tower rising within the walls of
the fort carries the light to an elevation of 333 feet above high watermark. The light is white, revolving, and visible in clear weather at a
distance of twenty miles. Its revolution is complete in 64 seconds.
The light was first shown on the 24th September, 1865.
CLIMATE, METEOROLOGY ETC ..-The situation of Macao, with full exposure to the S. W. monsoon, renders it a more agreeable and salubrious residence during the hot season than Hongkong, though the place
is by no means exempt from the diseases which are usually prevalent
in the adjacent Colony. The sanitary improvements carried out in recent years have added largely, however, to the healthiness of the town.
Some valuable statistics respecting the meteorology of Macao were published in 1865 by the Surgeon Major, Dr. L. A. da Silva, from which
the following particulars are taken;
Heat sets in at Macao about the middle of May, when the N. E.
monsoon gives place to prevailing winds from the S. E. and S. W. June,
July, and August a.re distinguished by heavy rain-fall, the latter month
being the hottest of the year. With the latter half of September northerly winds again set. in. The following table exhibits the mean temperature in the middle of each month, based on observations extended
over three successiYe years:
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MBAK TBMPJIRUOU,
FJ.Hll:BNBBIT.

January,
february,
March,
April,
May, ...
June,
July,
... .,
August,
September, ...
October,
November, ...
December, ...

.

69° o.
60° 6.
62°
72° 6.
78° 5.
83°
830

.. .

83°
82°
77°
70°
63°

2.
4.
].
3.
5.

The extreme ranges of temperature are shewn as follows :
YEARS.

EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE,
FAHRENHEIT.

:rnx::::,,.::::::::::::::::::::::::

1862

1863

1864

93°
48° 3.

90° 4.
47° 4.

43° 2.

90°

The total rainfall for the twelve months ending April 30, 1865 was
87.6 inches.
TRADE.-The trade in which foreigners are directly interested at
Macao is quite inconsiderable, although the position of the port at the
mouth of the Canton River and near the numerous trading places
along the West Coast of Kwang-tung renders it a depot for a large
amount of native traffic, which flourishes mainly by evasion of the
Chinese Customs duties. Interesting returns of thi! trade have been
made up of late years by Mr. E. L. Larn;a, Briti&h Consular Agent at
Mn.cao, and published in Parliamentary Papers. Among the principal
articles of trade are rice, dye-stuffs, (indigo &c.), sugar, and opium,
the latter article being brought from Hongkong and reshipped in
small quantities along the coast. Considerable quantities of Tea, grown
in the neighbouring Districts, are ulso brought to Macao for shipment.
As no duties of any kind are levied upon either exports or imports,
minute statistics are not to be arrived at, the manifests handed into
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the Harbour Master's Office comprising only the trade carried on by
native coasting-junks and by foreign vessels (including the steamers to
Hongkong and Canton), whilst a very large proportion of the trade is
conducted by passage boats and small craft which are not called upon
for manifests Under such circumstances any figures recorded must
be taken only as approximate. The following are summaries of the
trade for 1864 and 1865 as given by Mr. Lan9a : 1864.... .. ... Mexican Dollars.
1865..... ....
,,

"

Imports
6,327,520
6,840,331

E xports.
.. . 4,769,712
.. . 4,655,361

The imports of Opium in 1864 were as follows : Patna, ......... chests 5,206
Benares, . .. . . . , , 3,034
Malwa,. .... ... ,,
132
Turkey,.... . .. ,,
42

Estimated value $2,540,064
,,
,,
1,267,547
81,900
"
"
19,880

"

"

Total Estimated vaiue $3,909,391

The export of Tea during the same period amounted to a total estimated value of .$679,000.
In 1865, the import of Opium amounted to 7,593 chests valued at
$3,662,919. There is no trade whatever in Cotton goods.
The movement of Shipping in 1865 shewed a total entry of 258
vessels, with 206 departures.
The only department of trade in which Europeans can be said to bechiefly interested is the coolie traffic, which, banished of late years
from the Coast of China, has taken ro~t and flourished under checks
more or less nominal, at Macao. The demand for Coolie-labour in
Cuba since the virtual extinction of the slave-trade, and in Peru and
the Chincha Islands, enables large profits to be realized by exporters of
Chinese coolies, who are brought in thousands to Macao by native
crimps and sold to Spanish, Portuguese, and South American speculators. This traffic has been carried on since about the year 1848, but
it was not until 1856 that an ordinance was introduced by the local
Government for the purpose of regulating the terms of agreement
between the so-called "Emigration Agent" and the coolie. Successive
ordinances have subsequently been introduced, notably that of April
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30th, 1860, establishing an official superintendance over the engage•
ment and embarkation of coolies ; but causes which cannot be too miimtely particularized tend to impair the good effects which might flow
from these legal provisions. As at present. conducted, the shipment of
Chinese labourers from Macao is best described as the exportation of
involuntary emigrants. The coolies sent abroad are divided into three
classes, viz: prisoners taken in the clan-fights which are of constant
occurrence in the western districts of the Province of Kwang-tung,
and who are sold by their captors to Chinese or Portuguese manbuyers upon the interior waters; villagers or fishermen forcibly kidnapped along the coast, chiefly by lorchas manned by half-castes from
Macao; and thirdly, individuals who are tempted by prowling agents
to gamble at the licensed establishments abounding in the Chinese town,
and who on losing, as is almost invariably the case, surrender their
persons in payment according to the peculiar Chinese notions of liability in this respect. When once in the hands of the Chinese crimps,
the coolie is warned with threats of some dire and unnamed vengeance
to express assent to every question asked him by the Portuguese in.pector before whom he is hurried ; and he is eventually handed over
to the foreign barracoon-keeper, who recompenses the "broker" with a
sum varying from $7 to $10. A large number of independent cooliedepots or barracoons exist in Macao, and in these the emigrants are
assembled until a favolU'able opportunity arrives for disposing of
them in batches to the speculators loading vessels for Cuba or Peru.
Including headmoney and working expenses each coolie costs some $25
to $30, and is transferred, together with the contract he has signed before the Portuguese inspector, for from $60 to $70. The expenses of
shipment, insurance, etc. raise the cost per caput to something under
$200, or about £4-3. On arriving at Havana, the contracts of the surviving "emigrants" are put up at public auction, the services of each
coolie bringing on an average some $350, or about £78. The contract
specifies eight years of service, and during that period the coolie is absolutely at the disposal of the master who has purchased him. In case
of ill-treatment, or nonpayment of the stipulated wages the coolie has,

legally, the right to appeal to the Spanish comts, but no instance is on
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record of such a proceeding. Suicide is, on the other hand, frequent~
ly resorted to as an act of vengeance upon the employer. It is, however, the practice of illicit means for the obtaining of co~lies at Macao,
rather than the sufferings endured at the place of destination, which
give this traffic so hideous a character. The only remedy for such
evils would be the stringent prohibition of any commercial element in
the transaction of engaging Chinese labourers for foreign countries.
During 1864 and 1865 coolies were exported from Macao as shewn
in the following table :
Tollavana.

1864, ............ 4,479
1865, . .. . . . . . .. .. &, 207

To Callao.

6,243
8,417

To Sandtvich Island,. Total.

50 ·

10,722
13,674

In addition to thf' above, 2716 coolies were shipped from Canton
in 1865-6 by Cuban agents acting under the French flag.

SWATOW.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION, &c.
81TUATION1-The Port of Swatow, declared open to foreign trade by
the Treaty of T'ien-tsing, in 1858, is situated at the mouth of the river
Han, near the Eastern border of the Province of Kwang-tung, adjacent
to ·Fu Kien, in Latitude 23° 20'. 43" N. and Longitude 116°. 39' 3" E.
It is distant about 180 miles from Hongkong. Swatow is the shipping

Hf)

port for the city of Ch'ao-chow-fu, (~ }H
85 miles inland, and
the large interior emporium of San Ho pa ( ij{..), forty miles
farther up the Han, but was an insignificant village until its erection
into a ceotre for European trade.
The Prefecture of Ch'ao-chow-fu, in which it is situated, together
with the adjoining Department of Kia-Ying-chow, is cut off from the
remainder of the Province of Kwang-tung by a mountain-chain which,
issuing from the flanks of the lofty range forming the barrier between
Kwang-tung and Fukien, describes a wide semi-circle with its southern
limb extending to the sea, and thus encloses the territory above-named
in a sort of basin, itself intersected with smaller ranges, Through this

irn°

cffi

basin the noble river named the Han
IT) finds its way to the
sea, deriving its waters from two main branches, of which one flows
from the mountains on the West in the heart of the Kwang-tung Province, whilst the other issues from the Province of Fukien. Uniting
at Sa!]- Ho Pa with a third less important stream, they form the river
which flows past Ch'ao-chow-fu and expands below that city into a
delta embracing a wide expanse of alluvial and highly fertile soil.
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Swatow (or more correctly Shan T'ow
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of which sound

the local name is a corruption) lies some five miles within the principal

mouth of the Han, at a point where the stream, descending from the
interior, curves from a southerly to an easterly course, expanding under
the influence of the tide to a width of nearly one mile. The northern
or left bank, on which Swatow is built, is raised but little above the
level of the river, forming part, indeed, of the alluvial plain through
which the various branches of the Han are channeUed. The southern
shore, on the contrary, is bold and lined with hills of an average height
of four to five hundred feet. These hills trend away to form the jutting promontory known as the "Cape of Good Hope" (the landmark for
entering the river). The hill forming the cape is 163 feet high, but
the highest point of the hilly peninsula, called High Cape summit, is
433 feet above high water. The northern boundary of the estuary is
formed by Pagoda Hill, rising, with the pagoda which crowns its summit, to a height of 257 feet. Immediately opposite this cape lies the
large and mountainous island of Namoa (Nan-Ngao) between which
and the mainland navigable straits are formed, with safe harbours.
Just inside the mouth of the river, four miles below Swatow, lies Double
Island, upon which the foreign settlement was formerly congregated.
AccEss.-Swatow is reached in from 15 to 20 hours by the steamers
of the P. & 0. S. N. Company and D. Lapraik & Co., which leave
Hongkong about three times a week for Swatow, Amoy, and Foochow.
Fare $25, with return tickets one -half additional rate, available for
four months. On this short voyage the steamers seldom lose sight of
land, and in fine weather the coasting trip is extremely pleasant. The
high lands of Chelang Point, Tong-mi, Cup-chi, and Breaker Point
are suc?essively skirted, after which, passing the connected inlets ot
Hai Mun and Hope Bays, usually crowded with vast fleets of fishing
boats, the rugged Cape of Good Hope is passed, and th~ steamer,
gliding through a narrow channel formed by the barren rock called
Sugar-loaf, passes the neat-looking settlement on Double Island and
proceeds up the Han to anchor off Swatow.
Sailing vessels, owing to the narrowness of the Sugar-loaf channel,
are compelled

t(?

cross the bar of the river to the eastwa1d of Double
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Island, and, as a rule, find little difficulty in so doing. In going ont,
vessels of heavy draught can only cross the bar at the top of high
water, and usually anchor off Double Island to await the flood. With
a wind due west, sailing vessel$ can pass out through Sugar-loaf channel without the necessity of tacking ; but the risk is seldom vei\tured
upon.
HISTORY.-Europeans were first attracted to the neighbourhood of
Swatow shortly after the opening of the Port of Amoy in 1842, but
the first at.tempt at forming a trading depot was made at the island of
Namoa, where opium-vessels were anchored for several years. When
finally these vessels were compelled to remove thence by the Chinese
authorities, they were shifted to Double Island, where, as early as 1851,
an unrecognized foreign community had grown up, with several receiving-ships for the storage of opium. For many years previously the
Chinese Government had exercised but a nominal control over the turbulent population of this portion of the Province, and foreigners were
thus enabled to maintain themselves here unmolested save by occasion-

al forays from piratical gangs.

The rocky shore of Double Island gradually became dotted with European dwellings, around which a Chinese
village began to cluster, whilst the wealth generated at the town of

Swatow by the trade with foreigners attracted a considerable population thither. Swatow was finally included among the ports thrown
open by Lord Elgin's Treaty, and in 1860 British and United States'
Consuls were appointed to reside there. Unfortunately, the absence of
constituted authority in previous years had encouraged many flagitious
acts on the part of foreigners, especially in the kidnapping of natives
for sale as coolie-labourers in Cuba and the Chincha Islands. The atrocities perpetrated in this shameful 1raflic had aroused a strong feeling
of hostility among the people, and no foreigner was safe at a distance
from Double Island. Entrance was even denied into the town of Swatow, nor was it until 1861 that the mob of that place became quieted
by familiarity with the sight of foreigners. The inconvenience of main·
taining the residences of foreigners at a distance of four miles from the
seat of trade was naturally great, and in 1862 a lease was obtained by

the British Consul from the. Chinese Government of
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Propo$ed Site for Foreign Reside11ces. Entry of B1•itish Consul into city of
Ch' cw-chow-ju. .Foreign Settlement at Kah-chio.

ground forming the northern bank of the river, at a distance of only
one mile from Swatow, and combining numerous natural advantages,
not the least of which was the presence of deep water within less than
100 yards from the shore. Certain Chinese, however, instigated, as it
was believed, by interested foreigners, stirred up the inhabitants of
neighbouring villages to threatening demonstrations when steps were
taken ~owards the occupation of this advantageous site, and as measures of coercion against these villages were abstained from by the
British authorities, whilst the Chinese Government professed its powerlessness to control them, no settlement could be formed. The situation to which the foreign residences wern subsec:iuently removed will be
described below.
The seat of local government being the city of Ch'ao-chow-fu, 35
miles distant, the British Consul is technically held to reside at that
place, but the popular hostility already referred to served for years to
prevent the entry of any European into the city. Several attempts
were made in 1861-1863 to pass through its gates, but these were uniformly repulsed by armed mobs, over whom the native officials scarcely
pretended to exercise authority. The British Consul, Mr Caine, was
at length escorted into the city in November 1865 by a strong Chinese
guard, but was treated with contumely and violence during his stay.
In July 1866 the visit was repeated under better circumstances, and
eventually the turbulent population will doubtless be coerced into
respecting the rights of foreigners to travel and trade in the interior.
FOREIGN RESIDENCES AND LOCAL DESCRIPTION.-Owing to tlie
failure in 1862 to obtain a site for a settlement on the Ke-lut shore

(d,t ~ ),

the residences of Europeans are widely scattered. The
British Consulate was established in that year upon the south bank of
the river, at the foot of the rocky rangP, called Kah-chio ( jIJ ::{5 )',
immediately facing the town of Swatow, The hills which here form
the coast-line are intersected by numerous ravines, one of which, debouching at this point, leaves a small extent of level ground upon which
~he Consular buildings are placed, together with the residence of the
U. S. Consul, a few other buildings, and a street of Chinese shops.
Upon the rocks behind are perched several other dwellings, including
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those of some American missionaries. The majority of the few Euro•
pean residents have, however, established themselves in or near the
town of Swatow, in front of which, along the river, several handsome
houses have been erected, including that of the Customs' establishment. The very large expanse of mud left dry or covered only with
a few inches of water on both banks of the river at low tide renders
the constru,}tion of jetties absolutely necessary, and these structures
are seen projecting into the stream to a distance of some two hundred
yards. They are in most cases constructed of rough blocks of granite.
The native town, extending behind the European houses from the
small but picturesque Fort on the west to the curve of the stream on
the east, consists of a number of narrow and filthy streets, with the
exception of one or two main thoroughfares where respectable Hongs
have been erected of late years. The native Custom house and Cus•
toms' Bank are in close proximity to the Fort, in which a small military mandarin resides.
The material used in the construction of all buildings, foreign as
well as native, is a species of concrete, brick being unknown. The clay
formed by the disintegration of the felspar rock abounding in the vicinity, mixed with a little lime procured from calcined oystershells and
with water, is rammed between boards placed parallel to each other so
ai to form a trough of some 18 inches diameter, and rapidly hardens
into solid walls. Each side of the intended building is carried up in
this manner to the required height before apertures for doors and windows are arranged by cutting squares from the solid mass. In the same
manner holes are excavated for cross-beams and rafters. If care is taken to prevent the use of salt water in mixing this concrete, and subsequently to keep the walls protected by thick coatings of plaster, this
species of construction proves almost as strong and durable as brick,
whilst it has the advantage of greater cheapness. If salt water is introduced, however, damp is speedily attracted. Swatow is celebrated
for a species of lacquer which is extensively applied by the natives to
the interior wood-work of their houses, giving a highly Plegant finish.
Many of the native Hongs are also ornamented with very elaborate
mouldings in composition.
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AMUSEMENTS, E'l'C.-Owing to the
fact that trade is almost entirely in the hands of native or Singapore
Chinese, the foreign community is very small. Beside the British and
U. S. Consuls, and the Customs' establishment, the foreign population
comprises a few mercantile agencies, a medical man, several missionaries, and store-keepers, pilots etc.-the latter forming a separate colony
at Double Island. Two or three large stores supply the wants of the
residents and shipping in ordinary cases, whilst the proximity of Hongkong enables clothing etc. to be ordered and obtained within from
three days to a week. Servants are for the most part natives of the
district, although Cantonese are preferred. Wages are usually the
same as at Canton. The markets are not ill-supplied, beef, mutton, and
poultry being always obtainable. A peculiar breed of geese, of extraordinarily large size, weighing upwards of 20 pounds when prepared
for the table, is found in some of the villages. Among fish, rock-cod,
garoupa, mullet, and sea-salmon are plentiful, whilst oysters, clams,
and crayfish are also abundant. Lychees, plantains, and pumeloes attain great perfection. In winter, wildfowl appear in great numbers on
the river. The curlew is frequently eaten during the first month or
two of its appearance.
A library and reading-room, maintained by a monthly subscription
of $6 among the residents, is situated near the British Consulate, and
here divine service is performed on Sundays by one of the resident
missionaries. Owing in part to the hilly nature of the settlement at
Kah-chio, no attempt at forming a race-course has yet been made, in
which respect Swatow forms a solitary exception among the Ports in
China; yachting, on the other hand, is extensively practised, and
a regatta is annually held. Roads, or rather paths over the rocks,
have been constructed by public subscription, under the management
of a committee; and subscriptions are also raised among the residents for maintaining a semaphore station on the summit of the
hills known as Vincent Range, whence the approach of vessels is
signalized.
COMMUNITY, MODE OF LIVING,

CLIMATE.-Swatow, and especiaJly Double Island, shares with Amoy
he well-merited r epute of salubrity due to its marine situation. Du-
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ring the summer months, although the thermometer ranges as high M
in Hongkong, a refreshing sea-breeze tempers the heat throughout the
day, whilst the salt-air keeps the mosquito-plague within endurable
limits. An excellent sloping beach, with a fine sandy bed, affords at
Double Island the opportunity, so much needed in China, for sea-bathing, and this advantage, combined with that of the salubrious breeze,
has drawn attention to the spot as a possible sanatarium for Hongkong and the Southern Ports. At present, the island is untenanted
save by Chinese and the pilot-colony, but the· greater portion of the
land is rented by Europeans, whose former residences are still kept up
for occasional visits, but the erection of a boarding-house for the resort of invalids during the summer has been more than once planned.
The position of Swatow at a point opposite the lower mouth of the
Formosa Channel renders it peculiarly exposed to typhoons, the principal range of which is in this narrow sea-way. Scarcely a sGmmer
passes without the occurrence of one or more of these storms, the
frightful violence of some of which necessitates, among other precautions, the construction of flat roofs to all large buildings, The most
memorable typhoons of late years were those of 1858 and 1862.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES.-As already remarked, the northern bank
of the Han at Swatow forms part of an alluvial plain, extending from
fifteen to twenty miles to the foot of high mountain-ranges which join
the border ranges of Fukien. The hills forming the southern shore
are granitic, but, owing to the predominance of alkaline matter (potash)
in the felspar forming the principal component of their structure, the
rock is extensively disintegrated through the action of moisture, decomposing into a rough gritty clay. This soft matter, washed_ away
by the annual rains, forms numerous ravines, and lays bare in all directions the harder masses of rock which, from the preponderance of quartz
in their structure, defy the corroding action of the elements. These
masses, frequently of huge proportions, and blackened and rounded by
the weather, cover the hill-sides in all directions, bearing a striking and
almost d.eceptive resemblance to the boulders which in other formations
have been the result of glacial action. The aspect of this rugged shore
has been well described as that of " the skeleton of rotting hills.''
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In constructing dwelling. among the rocks at Kah-chio the granite
clay is cut away to form a ledge or terrace, and gardens are prepared
by laying down alluvial soil from the opposite bank.
The K'i Lut site, already referred to as leased to the British Government, is a shelving bank of sandy clay, the highest elevation of which
is twenty-eight feet above high-water mark. It is alleged that wells
sunk on this tract of land give only brackish water, but at Kah-chio
excellent water is obtained.
TRADE.-The foreign trade of Swatow has been very rapidly developed since its legal opening in 1860, but several causes have concurred
towards confining it almost exclusively in Chinese hands. Proximity
to Hongkong enables the large native firms to conduct their own importing business more cheaply than it can be done for them by Europeans, whilst the staple trade of the Port-the importation of Beancake
coastwise from the North and the export of Sugar-is also conducted
in correspondence with Chinese agencies at New-chwang, Chefoo, and
Shanghai. Hence the foreign firms established at Swatow are chiefly
occupied in obtaining charters and insurance for Chinese principals.
The tendency among the native traders to engross the profits of the
commerce which has hitherto been exclusively carried on by foreigners, already strongly marked throughout China, is nowhere more apparent than at Swatow. The merchant-princes of former days are
being superseded by astute and cheaply-living Cantonese or Singapore
Chinese.

A large amount of Shipping of medium tonnage is employed in the
exchange of Beancake and Sugar between North and South, and the
comparative cheapness of their rates of freight renders vessels under
various Continental flags the favourites at Swatow. The number of
vessels entered and cleared in 1865 was 1169, with a total of 444,056
tons, against 941 in 1864, of 338,805 tons. This includes the steamers making repeated coast-trips. The following table indicates the progressive annual increase in the total value of the trade, as estimated
by the Customs:
Year 1860, .. ....... .. $6,176.,2931 Year 1863, ......... $10,661,816
,, 1861, .. .... .. . .. 6,873,984
,, 1864, ... .. . .. . 13,369,499
,, 1862, ... ....... . 8,409,343
,, 1865, .... .... . 13,285,758
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The quantities and values of some of the principal staples of trade
in 1865 are shewn below:
Piculs,
Sugar, Brown and White, ............ 529,487.
Tobacco,................................... 7,920.
Paper, ............................... ...... 14,921.

EXPORTS.

Value.
$3,340,366.
237,600.
49,064.

The remaining exports comprise grass-cloth, fans, pottery etc.
Value.
IMPORTS.
Piculs.
$1,650,018.
Bean-Cake, .............................. 896,619.
2,411,451.
Opium,.................................... 4,050.
358,158.
Cotton Piece Goods, ................. .
80,688.
Woollen Goods, ...................... ..
1,454,250.
Raw Cotton, ............................. 58,170.
'The Bean-cake so largely imported is wholly employed as a fertilizer
in the cultivation of the sugar-cane, which forms the principal occu. pation of the inhabitants of the Han delta.
It is not improbable that when efficient measures shall have been
taken to repress the turbulence of the villagers, who now render all
travel through the adjacent Districts impossible for foreigners, European capital may be attracted to Swatow and enployed in importing
merchandize di~ect to this place and to the interior marts. A project
is on foot for introducing steam-navigation on the river between
Swatow and Ch'ao-chow-fu.
ANCHORAGE, TrnEs, PILOTS &c.-The anchorage for foreign vessels
is immediately fronting the town of Swatow, where 6 to 8 fathoms are
found, with good holding ground. The latest observations give high
water, full and change, at Double Island, at 3h., springs rising 9 feet,
though this is not invariable. During the S. W. monsoon, for a number of days there may be only 2 or 3 feet rise. Vessels requiring
repairs or recoppering are hove down on the mud opposite Kah-chio.
The nearest Dock is at Amoy. The pilots are Europeans, and are supervised by a Board composed of the surveyor for Lloyd's, the Commander
of the British gunboat stationed at Swatow, the Commissioner of Customs, and two masters of merchant vessels. Pilotage is paid at the
rate of .$2½ per foot of draught.

The river is much encumbered by
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rows of fishing-stakes, with which vessels not unfrequently come in collision whilst boats pulling with the tide have been repeatedly swept
against the submerged nets, causing loss of life in several instances.
ADJACENT COUNTRY AND POPULATION.-The entire Prefecture of
Ch'ao-chow-fu is very densely populated, and notwithstanding the annual emigration of large numbers to Singapore and Java, besides the
drain effected in former years by the kidnappiug trade for Cuba and
Peru, population still continues in excess of the means of livelihood.
Hence extreme poverty of the masses and consequent proclivities to
turbulence. This region is the favourite recruiting ground for "braves"
employed in the Imperial armies, whilst every village community
maintains its own body of armed retainers by whose aid they bid defiance to the local authorities. Clan-fights and piratical raids are of
constant occurrence.
Besides Sugar, the chief agricultural products are hemp, Kdo-lz"ang
or Barbadoes Millet, rice, and sweet potatoes. A particular kind of
fan, much prized through China, is made in the villages near Swatow
and largely exported. The following graphic description of the culture
and preparation of Sugar is extracted from a work by the Rev. John
Scarth:" Every village has its series of sugar-mills, rude, but efficient constructions. The cane is pressed between two perpendicular granite cylinders, one being turned by oxen, giving a motion to the other by
means of cogs cut in the granite, and shod with hardwood at each cog.
The cylinders are supplied with cane by a man who stands in a hole
cut in the ground ; this hole is stuffed with straw, and makes a comfortable warm bt:rth for his legs. The cane is passed twice through the
cylinders, and the juice expressed is collected in a tub sunk into the
ground · at the side of the press. Four bullocks are yoked abreast to
the lever beam which turns the press,-the largest animal being on the
outer part of the circle, the smallest inside. Teams of assorted sizes
wait in readiness as relays. The Sugar boiling-house is close by the
mill, and the fire is fed by the refuse cane. There must be a great loss
of sugar from cane being so impe1fectly pressed, owing to the rudeness
of the mnchinery; and much might be made out of the begass or waste.
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The Chinese do not appear to make any spirits from the sugar; at any
rate, none is offered for sale, perhaps the best criterion in China.
"Let us enter a boiling-house. In a low cottage building we find a
cloud of steam filliug the room, though it has the means of escape by
a large hole in the roof. The place would be unbearable if the fire
were inside, but the Chinese know their climate too well for that, and
supply the fuel from the exterior. The stout muscular-looking fellow
with a long-handled colander sort of ladle, stops his skimming to watch
the barbarians, and the troop of little boys (the foreigners' pest in China) crowd round to watch the progress of the sketch, as I put down
the triple bqiler ; each of the pans spreading from a common centre
like a clover leaf. The first pan nearest the door receives the su6ar direct from the tub at the press. It boils fiercely up, and is carefully
skimmed from time to time by the jolly Herculean-looking fellow.
When he is satisfied with this part of his work, he takes up a little of
the sugar in the third or last pan upon his finger, much to our astonishment, as it is boiling, struggling as it were to get away from the fire
below. One application is not enough; he watches intently the caking
of the sugar, as he blows the end of the finger on which it is; and after two or three attempts at this strange ordeal by touch, he seems to
think the qoiling is complete. "You can't carry water in a basket," we
say in England; but the Chinese not only carry liquids, but will even
carry oil in their well-made baskets, and our sugar friend ladles out the
hot syrup with one, pouring it into a shallow case, about six feet by
four, until he has nearly emptied the pan. Before all is out, however,
he replenishes it from pan No. 2, filling it from No. 1, so that the sugar
juice undergoes three successive boilings.
"The syrup spread out on the shallow case is of a rich dark brown,
and is covered with a lot of small lumps just now. What are they?
The little boys are intent upon them. We saw the man put a little
lime into pan No. 1, but that was to correct the acidity in the sugar;
and he put some grease into No. 3, but it was to keep the boiling down,
perhaps to make it boil more strongly below the grease; and we did
not notice him put in any lumps of an_y kind, though we watched the
process intently.

The little urchins had been after something; they
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wnnted their tit-bit, and took advantage of the boiling syrup to cook
something for themselves. How they rush at the lumps with their
chop-sticks; the syrup is too hot for their unpractised fingers; they•
mu t be cautious even with the chop- ticks. One fellow has a small
ba. in filled with the lumps ; they look like beans ; but as he picks up
one on bis chop-sticks, and crams it almost into my m0uth before I can
see what it is, I notice that it is a large grub, ju t like a beetle with its
skin boiled o-ff,-perhap it i one. How the rascals enjoyed them I
They had brought them here to cook for their evening meal.
"Now comes the Ilercnlean work of our strong friend. He seizes ·a
pacle-like implement, and bending over the hot mass of syrup, begins
to pread it about and mix it in all directions. As it cools it thickens;
his work gets harder and harder ; over the side, up the middle and
down again, backwards and forwards he works the stiffening sugar
until it loses its liquid state. Then he takes up a short piece of wood
with two upright handles ; holding these, he commences to rub over
the sugar hard, very hard. You see the labour by the working of his
muscles. Gradually the stuff assumes a sand-!ike appearance, its co.
lour gets lighter and lighter; and within an hour from its being merely
sap in the cane, the juice is expressed, boiled, cooled, and make into
sugar,-real Muscovada. The Sugar-boiler turns round his happy-looking face, streaming with perspiration, evidently proud of his work, and
glad to see himself and apparatus all jotted down in the sketch-book.
Everything is most primitiv~ and simple ; well need it be so. There
is first the sugar to be planted, after the cane-ends have been soaked
in water till they sprout. The Chinese gi-,e all their seeds this soaking
before planting them, and it seems to answer well with rice, wheat, and
cotton. I wonder it is not more frequently do~e ~t home. The ground
has a week longer for the old crop, or to lie fallow, or can be worked
up while the seeds sprout.
" Well there is the planting, cultivating, cutting, bringing to the
mill, and all the above prc-cesses to go through, and the sugar produced only brings about three-farthings the pound sold wholesale I so
the worker of the sugar probably only gets about one halfpenny the
pound for it.

The white kind, which goes through a sun-drying and
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a lot of other processes , is worth about twice as much ; but it is made
from better cane, and also loses a great deal of weight in the drying."
LOCAL DIA.LECT.-In language no less than in their features the
natives of this region resemble the people of Fu-kien rather than the
bulk of the population of Kwang-tung. The local dialect of Ch'aochow-fu, which is unintelligible to natives of Canton, approximates
closely to that of Amoy, abound_ing in nasals and exhibiting identical
mutations of sound, among which the substitution of T for CH (as
heard in the Cantonese and Mandarin languages) is a prominent feature. The inland Department of Kia-ying-chow is mainly inhabited
by Hak-ka clans (for an account of these see HONGKONG) whose dialect
forms a separate tongue.

AMOY.
GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION, .&c.
S1TUATION.-This formerly important centre of commerce and one
of the five ports open to trade previous to the signing of the Treaty
of Tientsin is situated on the Seaboard of the Fuhkien province in Lat.
24° 40' N. and Long. 118. E. Fuhkien itself comprising an area of
53,480 Square miles or 34,228,200 English acres, is by no means an unimportant province and its peculiarly favourable situation as regards
temperature adds to the attractiveness and convenience of its ports. So
noted were its advantages that its ancient name of Min (JM)) became
changed into Fu Kien, or "Happy establishment," by the Chinese-an
appellation which can scarcely be termed a misnomer. A high range
of mountains crosses it from North to South, whilst ranges of minor
hills give an agreeable diversity to its scenery which has been compared to that of Maine in the United States. Various rivers, the chief
being the Min (of which we shall speak hereafter in our notice of Foochow) have their source within its boundaries, some of the smaller
streams flowing into Kiangsi and Kwangtung.
The island of Hia-mun CJjl
of which the town of Amoy is the
capital, or we may say only, city, is one of the many studding the
rocky coast of the Fuhkien province. The most important are, besides
Hia-mun, Nan-an, Tung-shan, Kin-mun, and Hai-tan, but so great is the
number of smaller islets that they can hardly be said to be properly

r,)

laid down in the be~t charts as yet constructed.

They are~ however,
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as unimportant, for the most part, as they are numerous. Fuhkien
contains twelve departments, i. e. ten Ju and two chih chou, and is divided into sixty six districts-sixty two hien and four tz'ng. Its southwest part, connected by water with Amoy, is densely inhabited by a
vigorous hardy race, who have spread themselves over the neighbouring islands and coasts, and during many hundreds of years have
carried on most of the foreign intercourse between their own and other
-countries lying on its southern and western borders. Amoy is in the
district of Tung-ngan ([ijj

1J:), one of the subdivisions of Tsiuencbau-

fu (~ fM ]M), or Chinchew, whose prefectural city lies northeast of it.
.A.

HISTORY.-Both Amoy and Chinchew were celebrated even before
D. 800 as emporia, and their traders were formerly found in the

ports qf the Archipelago and India, and as far as Persia. Chinchew,
.however, or -:faitun, as Marco Polo calls it, drew most of the trade at
this time, Europeans began to trade at Amoy very soon after their
.appearance in China.

In 1544, the Portuguese resorted to it in large

numbers, but in consequence of their ill conduct towards the native
traders and country people, the authorities forcibly expelled them,
burning 13 ships, and destroying about 450 Portuguese residing there.
In 1624, the Dutch established themselves on Fischer's I., one of
the Pescadore group, in order to control the coast trade of Fuhkien
province. The English and Portuguese also had commercial establishments at Amoy, and sent ships there as late as 1730 or thereabouts,
when the Chinese government centred all the foreign trade at Canton,
and only permitted Spanish ships trad~ to at Amoy. Otlier Foreigners
continued for many years nevertheless to hold intercourse with
this port.

Their presence, however, was not acknowledged until its

capture on the 27th August, 1841, under Lieut.-General Sir Hugh
Gough and Rear Admiral Sir W. Parker. By the Treaty of Nanking
which followed, Amoy was thrown open to foreign trade, and since
that period residents have enjoyed a complete immunity from any attempts on the paxt of the Chinese authorhies to dislodge them.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PORT.-"

This port," says

Dr.

Williams in his

value.ble "Commercial Guide," "is the most accessible of all the consular
ports in China. and no pilots a1e required either in entering or departiug,
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though boatmen frequently board ship to offer their ervice ; ome regulations were formerly issued requiring Briti h merchantmen to engage
pilots to and from the the Chau-chat rocks, but it is now optional. The
name Amoy is the local prnnunciation of Hin-mun
i.e., Gate or
Harbour of Hia. It is the station of an admiral, who has charge of the
coast of Fuhkien and Formo a, and who is assisted in his duties by a
general residing on Quemoy, or Kin-mun I. The city lies on the south••

/Jl r~

western corner of the island of Amoy, near the mouth of the Lung-ki~ng,
or Dragon river, which leads westerly to Changchau-fu. The island is
about forty miles in circuit, and is covered with small hamlets, whose
total population is estimated at 100,000, and that of the city and suburbs
at over 200,000. The scenery within the bay is picturesque, but the
nakednes of the gullied water-worn hills, whose scanty vegetation
cannot hide their bleak sides, detracts from its beauty; some of the
islands are surmounted by pagodas or temples, which serve as landmarks to the mariner. Few cities are more favorably situated for access than Amoy, but its water communication with the interior is not
equal to some of the other maritime consular ports."
The mainland, stretching eastward from Changchau .fil, or the department of Chungchau, forms the southern shore of the bay of Arnoy.
The southern side of Amoy itself (which i an island) forms the northern shore. The southern shore of the bay is rendered remarkable by a
high hill, with a pagoda on the summit, from which to the water is an
almost uninterrupted facing of dark granite ; and beneath this high
hill, on the west, a deep bay run far into the land. Opposite to the
high hill, the northern shore is soon broken by a wide channel, running
between the islands of Amoy and Quernoy,-at the back of which, in
the distance, are seen the high hill of the district to which Amoy belongs. Eastward, the lower ground of Quemoy appears, its smooth
smface of earth and disintegrated rock, strongly contra ting with the
rough, rugged shore of black rocks on the sides and summits of the
hills of Amoy, where scarce a tree is to be seen on the southern end,
xcept here and there a little village or hamlet rear it head in the
low ground, or a temple crown · ome eminenc . The continuation of

the µorthern shur , a,fforded by Quemoy, eua,ble:, one cuming in from
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sea to preserve the allusion, suggested at first sight, of the stretching
out of two gigantic arms, to embrace the green -prowed junk, as she
enters from the coast of Formosa. Several small islands stretching
southward from Quemoy, and others northward from the easternmost
point of the southern main, narrow the entrance ; and the junk, as she
glides inwards with her broad face and square form, appears to be entering a long funnel-at the base of which, on the western side of the

W' Ul_

bay, is to be seen the little island of Kulangsu
lljt(, distinguished by a pile of rocks forming its summit. Above it, further
westward, are to be seen other higher hills,-and beyond, towering
above them the mountains of the mainland.*
A still better sketch of the general appearance of the harbour is
however given by the learned author of the Middle Kingdom:
"The Island itself is about forty miles in circumference, and contains
scores of large villages besides the city. The scenery within the bay is
picturesque, caused partly by the numerous islands which define it, some
of them surmounted by pagodas or temples, and partly by the high
barren hills behind the city, and the bustling crowds of vessels in the
harbour before it. There is an outer and inner city, as one approaches it seaward--or more properly a citadel and a city-divided by a
high ridge of rocky hills having a fortified wall running along the top.
A paved road connects the two, which is coricealed from the view of
the be.h older as he comes in from sea by the ridge, until he has entered
the Inner harbor. The entire circuit of the city and suburbs is about
eight miles, containing a population of 300,000, while that of the is•
land is estimated at 100,000 more.
"Amoy is further divided by the Inner harbor, which extends in front
and joins a large estuary running up some distance into the island, and
skirting the northern side of the city. Thus it, in fact, lies upon a
tongue of land, having only one-third of its circuit defended by walls,
and these are overlooked by hills in its rear. These hills contain some
ancient tombs and sepulchres of great solidity, part of ~hem being
excavated out of the rocks and ornamented with inscriptions and
epitaphs ;-a mode of interment by no means common in China, nol'

* Chinese Repository, Vol. x 1, r,r, 504, 505.
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even here used at present. Few cities are more favorably situated
for access than Amoy, but its water communication with the interior
is not equal to those of the other four ports. The two rivers which
disembogue into the bay are small ; the one leading north-east to Tungngan hien is sometimes almost dry at low tide, even within three miles
of the town.
"The harbor of Amoy is one of the best on the coast ; there is good
holding ground in the Outer harbor, and vessels can anchor in the
Inner, within a short distance of the beach, and be perfectly secure;
the tide rises and falls from fourteen to sixteen feet. The western side
of the harbour, here from six hundred and seventy-five to eight hundred and forty yards wide, is formed by the island of Kulangsu ; the
batteries formerly erected on on this island completely commanded the
city. It is a picturesque little spot with a fair amount of level ground
and maintains a rural population of 3500 people, scattered among four
five hamlets. This island was o~cupied by the English troops after or
the capture of the city in September, 1841, until it was restored to the
Chinese in December, 1845. Eastward of Amoy is the island of
Quemoy or Kinmun (i.e. Golden harbour), presenting a striking contrast in the low, rice grounds on its south-west shore, to the high
land on Amoy ; it population is much less than that of Amoy.
The country in this part of Fuhkien is thickly settled and highly
cultivated."
Mr Hyatt, recently American Consul at this port, thus describes the
native town and its vicinity :-Amoy comprises, it is estimated, about
300,000 inhabitants. The people generally are quiet and inoffensive,
quite different from the turbulent spirits about Canton. It has the
most readily accessible and safest harbour of any of the important seaport towns, from Hongkong to Shanghae inclusive. The business has
not yet recovered from the shock consequent upon the taking of the
town by the rebels, and its recapture by the imperialists only a few
months since; and an uncertainty still hangs upon its fate-the authorities themselve not knowing how soon another attempt may be
made to retake the town by rebels. There are a few pretty views
bout Amoy, for the Chinese Temples, some of them embowered in
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groves of the drooping banyan, are very picturesque. The mountains
in the back-ground of Amoy are covered with graves and tonib.,,
almost as far as the eye can reach; it seems one continued Golgotha,
or hetacomb of skulls. It is not uncommon to see even on the side
of the narrow streets of the city, coffins with the remains of some poor
wretch, whose friends have not the means of interring them, and there
they stand until they putrefy and waste away into their original dust.
Those who are able, take great pains and much expense, frequently,
with the tombs of their friends.
Perhaps however the best general sketch of the island which has
hitherto appeared is that from the pen of a missionary whose description,
although written many years ago, is nevertheless quite applicable at
the present day : " The position of this city gives it many advantagea in a commercial
point of view. It is conveniently situat~d for trading with many of
the important cities and villages of the Fuhkien province in which it
lies. Most readers, no doubt know that the city is not built on the
main land but on an island of the same name, which is separated from
the contine:1t by a channel of one or two miles in breadth. The island
is about 35 miles in circuit or 10 miles across. It is somewhat circular
in form. The southern and western portions are very much broken
by a range of granite hills, which extends along the coast, receding at
intervals from the sea and leaving small but beautifnl plains which are
laid out in fields and dotted with villages. The hills themselves are
generally too barren and rugged to admit of cultivation-where water,
however, can be procured at a sufficient elevation, the sides of these
hills are terraced and made to yield some vegetables to the hand of
industry. In one or two instances, there are small table-lands lying
on the summit of this range which also have their well ordered farms
and contiguous villages. The principal use to which the sides of these
rocky hills are appropriated, is to supply burial places for the numerous
dead. The city of Amoy is situa.ted on the western side of the island
and its population, living and de~d, completely covers the hills and
vallies in and around the place. So numerous are the graves that one
can scarcely avoid them in his rambles beyond the suburbs of the city.
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They protrude their unseemly forms on every side of the path and
impart a gloomy aspect to the surrounding scenery.
"Leaving the bills and passing to the north and east portions of the
island, one finds himself in a beautiful region of country, thickly studded
with compactly built villages and teeming with human beings. This
section of the island is comparatively level and is under complete cultivation. It is a great relief to the mind to ramble beyond the limits of
the city and its adjacent burial grounds and enter this region where the
prospect is scarcely marred by a single monument of mortality. The
roads or paths are ge~erally narrow, but afford pleasant walking or
riding on horse back.
"The soil of the island is naturttlly thin and unproductive, except in
the small valleys where water is found and where the mould of the higher
regions has been collected by mountain torrents. The industry of the
Chinese has, however, in some measure overcome the original barrenness of the ground and now secures tolerably good crops. The
productions consist chiefly of sweet potatoes, paddy, wheat, sugar
cane, ground-nuts and garden vegetables. The prevailing feature of
the island, except where tbe hand of cultivation is constantly employed, is naked barrenness. The eye searches in vain, except in a few
favoured spots, for the larger species of the vegetable kingdom. In the
villages and around the temples, the comfort and convenience of men
have prompted them to plant and nouri~h a few shade trees, and on the
tops of some of the hills a few scattered firs are growing. The island
·produces no fruits except sucb as may be found in very limited quantities in private gardens. The markets of the city are abundantly
supplied with oranges, plantains, pumelos, pears, peaches, and other
fruits in their season, but these are all brought from other parts of the
province. Even the regions around Fu-chow-fti supply in part the
fruit markets of Amoy.
" The island produces very little animal food. But few domestic
animals are raised upon it. The poultry, pork and beef found in the
markets, are brought from the main land. Cultivating the ground and
fishing seem to be the principal employments of the village population
-some labour as boatmen and suilors,
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"The inhabitants of the city are principally engaged in commerce
and in manufactures for home consumption. So far as the writer's
information extends but few articles for export • are manufactured iu
this place. Perhaps the chief exceptions are shoes and umbrellas.
Considerable quantities of these are manufactured here and exported ;
m·ost other exports come from the neighboring cities and from the interior and are here shipped for other ports. There are, probably, three
hundred junks of all sizes trading at this port-many of them are the
property of Amoy merchants. They trade with the northern and
southern ports of China; with the island of Formosa, in the Straits of
Singapore and ports in that region. A daily communication by means
of small vessels is kept up with the principal cities which can be
reached from Amoy by water, and boats go and come loaded with
passengers and merchandize. In fact most of the important places on the
main•land and far in the interior are dependant upon this place for many
articles of consumption which they do not manufacture themselves but
which they find imported into this city. This creates a large trade with
Amoy and gives it an importance which it could not ot.herwise command.
" Of the population of the island not much can at present be said.
The whole island contains probably 350,000 or 400,000 inhabitants.
The aggregate of 66 villages, with which more or less communication
~
!ias been had and many of which have been visited, is according to
statements r~ceived from the natives and confirmed in many cases by
personal observation, 40,660. There are 136 villages pn the island and
some of the largest are not included in the preceding estimate. Perhaps 100,000 is a close approximation to the circumstances. The
city and suburbs, at the lowest computation, contain 250,000, some
say 300,000 inhabitants. This makes the whole population of the
island, as before stated, 350,000, or 400,000.
"This is a large number of human beings to be crowded into so limited a space, and one would infer from such statistics that the pros .
perity of trade and manufactures must be great to allure together and
support so many persons in so small a compass. How far this prosperity really extends, the writer has not facts sufficient upon which to

* The export. are comiderable but al'e chiefly in unruanufRctured gooda; aee •ecLio11 'fRAD J.,
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found any statement beyond what has already been said, except that
the majority of the population does not exhibit any external evidences
,ef being in prosperous circumstances. Many complain of oppressive
taxes. To one wholly ignorant of the character of this people and
assing through this island, the inference from what he would see,
would be that the place is on the retrograde-or at least stationary.
True, he would see the fields in a high state of cultivation and many
residences possessing comfort an~ plenty within-but he would also see
a far greater number of wretched dwellings and neglected temples and
a vast amount of squalidness. These things would indicate anything
but general prosperity. The demand for labourers is fully supplied and
much JROre than supplied, consequently the fields will be well cultivated and the wealthy will occupy fair dwellings, but for the labourers
themselves all is pressing necessity or pinching poverty. A few are
enriched by commerce and abound in plenty; the mass live as they can,
consuming to day the little they have earned and are compelled to
permit the morl'ow to ·care for the things of itself."
"The district in which Amoy is situated," say Messrs Lindsay
and Gutzlaff in their joµrnal published in 1834 "is one of the
most barren in all China ; it is dependant, even for the necessaries of
life, on the neighboring island of Formosa; yet no spot in the empire
numbers so many wealthy and enterprising merchants as Amoy; they
have spread themselves all along the coast of China, and have established houses in many parts of the Indian Archipelago ; most of the
junks comprehended under the name of 'green head,' (on account of
their being painted green at the bow, in distinction from the ' red
head,' which designates the vessels from Canton,) are the property of
merchants from Amoy. Its harbour is excellent; vesse1s can sail up close
to the houses; load and unload with the greatest facility; have shelter
from all winds, and on entering and leaving the port experience no danger of getting ashore. It is doubtless one of the best harbours for European mercantile enterprise, both for its situation, its wealth, and the stores
of Chinese exports." Boldness, pride and generosity are characteristics
of the people of Amoy. When living in other parts of the empire they,
owing to their domineering character, frequently acquire great influence.
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The sailing directions compiled by Captain Collinson, R.N., and published in the China Pilot, contain the following notices of the harbour:
"The south end of Amoy is a sandy point, with several black
rocks extending two cables from the shore. On the slope of the
hill which forms the point is a circular battery. W. by S. 0.6 of a
mile, is a second battery. Between the two, a half-tide rock lies three
cables from the shore. To avoid this, when standing into the coast, a
cliff point with a battery, and three chimneys on it, ( 1.3 mile from the
rock,) will be seen, and also a sandy point with a large stone at its
southern extreme, 0.8 of a mile further to the northwest. Tack before
these two points come in line with one another. From the Chimney point
abovementioned, the line of three fathoms extends two cables-otherwise
the coast line of Amoy, which is a continuous sandy beach, is steep to.
"About half a mile to the North and West of the Chimney point
is a wall surmounted by a parapet1 which extends from the coast inland
three cables. From hence, to the stone on the beach, which is 0·38 of
a mile distant, was at one time a continuous line of battery, mounting
forty-eight guns. From the stone on the beach, opposite to which was
a white semi-circular battery, (and which with two others further to the
north-west, appear to have been the only defences, until after the visit
of H. B. M. ship Blonde, in 1840,) the coast trends rather more to the
northward for 0·28 of a mile, where them is a creek dry at low water;
along this space was a similar line of fortification, (stone faced with
earth,) mounting thirty-eight guns. At the back of the creek is an
extensive suburb, and an isolated hill, the summit of which is a large
mass of granite. At the creek entrance was a battery faced with
planks, mounting five guns, and upon the opposite side was one similarly constructed, mounting twelve guns.
"Seven tenths c,f a mile from the stone on the beach are a number
of rocks covered at half-tide, the outermost being one cable and a
half from the shoal. On the point from whence they extend is a mass
of granite,-the side of which facing the sea has some Chinese characters upon it. To the westward of this, was a battery mounting seven guns, and on the point forming the other end of the same bay,
,vas one mounting five.

These terminated the defences upon the Amoy
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side, and here the hills which form the back ground of the coast line
also end and the city, which is very little above the level of the sea commences. The ridge of hills upon this face of the island does not rise
above 600 feet. They are abrupt and barren, with numerous large
boulders of granite, a· quare upright mass of which, on the highest
part on the western extreme of the ridge, rises to the height of 528
feet above the sea, and is about the average height of the chain. From
the large stone, with the Chine e characters upon it, to the western extreme of Amoy, the distance is one mile. The houses extend close
down to the beach, and the trading junks lay aground opposite to them.
The distance across at the entrance of the channel between Amoy and
the island of Kwang st1 ( which is abreast this stone,) is 840 yards, and
the narrowest part of the channel 67!', yards.
" The channel round the island of Amoy is so narrow and winding
that directions would be useless; the chart is the best guide. Besides
the excellent shelter that this harbour affords, the Chinese have dock
for building and repairing their largest junks. F re h water and supplies of every description may also be had of the best quality and
cheap."
The above somewhat copious extracts will have given the reader a
fair description of this port so far as its geographical peculiari~ies are
concerned. At the present moment, Amoy does not by any means
rank so high commercially as it did of old when but four other ports
enjoyed the privileges of foreign trade.
_ DESCRIPTION OF THE CrTY.-Amoy takes ranks as a principal third
class city of China, and from its excellent harbor and situation, enjoys
peculiar facilities for trade. The outer town is reached by a paved
road which leads through a pass, that has a covered gateway at its
summit. The outer harbour skirts th~ oute~ town, while the city is
bounded in nearly its whole length by the Inner harbour and an estuary, which deeply indent the island. Including the whole space covered by buildings, the city cannot be much less than ten miles in
circumference; and that of the citadel, which entirely commands the
N. E. suburb, and the inner town, though commanded itself by the
hills within shot range, i nearly one mile.
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Of the internal condition of the town there is really little to say:
although ranking as a third class city it is peculiarly mean in the appearance of its streets and buildings, while dirt abounds to a greater extent
than in most other places of similar importance. It consists as above
stated in an inner and outer town, as Europeans term them, and a
suburb situated on the north eastern side. Taken altogether they are
not much less than four miles in circumference. The walled town or
citadel is about one mile in circumference and commands the other
portions of the city. The walls are crenelated and vary with the inequality of the ground from 20 to 30 feet in height. There are four
gates each having an enceinte containing another gate at right angles
to that piercing the main wall as is usually found in Chinese cities.
SHoPs.-The streets contain no imposing looking shops such as are
seen at Canton, and the feeling usually expressed by visitors is one of
wonder at tratle flourishing as it does in such squalid localities. The
chief shops at Amoy visited by strangers are the silk shops in the rear
of Messrs. Elles & Co. 's Hong. In CurioEity' Street, as it is named, a
few old curios may be obtained, but seldom articles of much value.
EXECUTION GROUND.-The execution ground is a spot frequently
visited by foreigners with a liking for "horrors". It lies nearly out of
the town on the side of a gently sloping hill situated at no great distance from the peak on which the signal station has been erected. There
is nothing remarkable in the appearance of the ground, nor in fact
anything to indicate its repulsive use as the Aceldama of the department, unless visited immediately after an execution.
NATIVE HosPITAL.-A native hospital under the auspices of the
medical mission has been estaolished at Amoy for many years and does
a vast amount of good. Any patient is received in a case of urgency,
but as a rule its benefits are intended for natives solely.
E.M:IGRATION AGENCIEs.-Native emigration takes place from Amoy
to a large extent. An office in subordination to the British West
Indian Emigration Agency at Canton (which is conducted under the
direction of the Commissioners in Lo~don) is carried on at Amoy by
one of the resident merchants, under the official supervision of the
British Consul, with highly beneficial results. The traffic under other
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flags is but too nearly allied to that of Macao which will be found
fully described under that port.
RACE CouRSE, BOATING, &c.-Amoy boasts a fair race course which
has been constructed on the small plain extending from the beach to
the outer harbour to the hills upon which the city is situated. Races
are held here annually towards the close of the year. In other respects Amoy is badly off for places of recreation. The chief amusement is boating, for which the port is celebrated. Boats of a first class
description as whalers, gigs, and wherries are built here by the natives
after foreign models and an Amoy boat will favourably oompare
with many turned out of our own dockyards at home. An annual
regatta is held in the spring.
TIDES, DocKs, &c.-The rise and fall of the tide at Amoy is considerable, and it thus offers peculiar facilities for the construction and use
of docks, two of which are now completed and in full employment. The
average rise and fall is about 14½ feet but at high tides exceeds 16 feet.
The docks of Amoy are worthy -of notice. Vessels of almost any
size visiting the port can here obtain every thing necessary for repairs
&c. The chief establishment i situated on the Amoy side, but a fine
dock is in course of construction at Ku-lang- u. The Company's
premises afford every facility for repairing and sparring vessels and for
cleaning and painting iron and steam ships. Their large gpnite dock
is 286 feet long on the blocks, and at average spring tides can take
vessels drawing 16 to 17 feet water. The dock is fitted with a caisson
gate and with a centrifugal steam pump of great power ensuring
despatch in all states of the tide. For repairs an ample stock is kept
on hand of timber, Oregon spars, sheathing copper and yellow metal,
and of every description of material required for dock-yard use. The
premises comprise an Engineer's workshop, a large Smithy and carpenter's workshops, and the works are superintended by resident
Europeans, viz., a shipwright, an engineer, and a blacksmith. Dry
godowns have been erected for the reception of vessels' stores &c.,
when requiring to discharge them.
PLACES OF INTEREST IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD.-There are many
interesting spots for excursions in the neighbourhood of the porL, but
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Su,pposed :.l.1ornb of the Pirate-chief Ko1rsing-a.
- few mentmg any very special notice.

The following is an account
of the tomb of Koxsinga, the noted pirate or rather rebel chief of the
17th century:
A group of monumental statues stands by the way-side, a little out
of the city, in a street leading to Aming-kang, a large village a
mile south of Amoy. It has been supposed by some to be the burial
place of that renowned pirate chief, Koxsinga, or, more correctly,
Cheng-chin-kong, whose name was thus travestied by Portuguese
writers, and who offered a determined resistance to the Tartar invasion.
With powerful organized clans of banditti, comprising a cordon of
piratical fleets extending through ~U the eastern seas, he held almost
undisputed sway, sweeping like a Genius of Evil along the coast,
1·obbing, plundering and taking captive all that fell in his wayoverpowering and destroying the fleets sent out by government to
chastise him. He was the terror of the land as well as the sea, conquering and laying waste all the towns along the coast that resisted his
daring robberies, or refused to submit to his authority. The whole
adjoining country was for a long time tributary to him. After
defeating and driving out the Dutch he held undisputed possession of
the island of Formosa and of Amoy, and here for a long time were
his head-quarters. His old forts and watch towe1·s and entrenchments
are still pointed out. But whether he was buried here, on the spot
indicated by these monumental statues, is a question not entirely
settled to the satisfaction of those who have made the investigation.
These monumental statues are of colossal size-the two figures each
nearly nine feet in height, and measuring over three feet across the shoulders. They are of solid granite, and although bearing the marks of
time, the features are remarkably distinct and the expression most surprisingly perfect. The effigy of the horse is about five feet in length,
and it is the same distance from the ground to the upper arch of his
neck. The whole figure, with the curiously devised and 1-ichly wrought
caparisons, •is finely chiselled in stone, and exhibits a superior degree
of artistic skill. It has been mutilated, most likely by some of the
"outside barbarians," who often show their enterprise by attacking some

rare monument or unique work of art.

Many other spots worth visi-
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ting may be noted. The Sam-tai-boo pagoda, supposed by the natives
to be of immense antiquity, is a favourite sketch for those who have
artistic predilections, though it possesses no other attraction. Another
pleasant excursion may be made by boat to Pagoda Island situated at
the mouth of Changchow river, and so called from the pagoda which
is used as a beacon by passing junks.
Slightly to the Northward of the Amoy dock is the wall of the old
Dutch factory. Another evidence of the former connection of the
Dutch with Amoy is afforded by the triumphal arches, with figures of
Dutchm~n sculptured on them in relief, standing a short distance beyond the site of the former British Consulate ( now the Taotai's yamen)
No very clear history is attached to them, but it is presumed that they
were erected about 1664, when the Dutch were permitted by special
edict, to trade with Chang-chow-fu.
In the ;.ay of temples, there are a few to which Europeans occasionally make visits or excursions. One denominated the Lam-pootoo-muio is situated on the parade ground, but except to a stranger who
had never seen the superior buildings of the same kind at Canton or
elsewhere it possesses no points of particular interest. The same remark applies to the arc~itecture of others in the neighbourhood,
known to foreigners by the names of "Tiger's mouth" temple-" Rocking rock" temple-the " Fairy's foot "-the " White stag "-the
Dragon's Beard" and lastly a building known as " the Colonel's Joss•
house." To each of these, however, various traditions belong, which
it would be interesting to collect, and we regret that we can find no
details of them existing. Our mention of them will, however, serve
to indicate to the visitor a field of enquiry and speculation.
The 200 gun battery built in 1841 to resist the attack ?f the English, and which proved quite useless for the purpose, is worth a visit
as a monument of art and folly ; as are also many of the inscription
rocks in the neighbourhood. Amoy abounds in these boulders on one
face of which are engraved lengthy inscriptions commemorative ?f va1·ious events. In some cases, they are fifty feet or more in height, but
few people appear to have taken any trouble to decypher and copy
these singular memorials of the past. Amoy is a great place for pie-
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nics &c., and the fine scenery in the neighbourhood gives an additional
cba1·m to excursions of this description.
A yjsit to the City of Chang chow fu the chief city of the department of that name and distant some 35 miles from Amoy, is a favourite
excursion and arrangements can easily be made for the trip with the
master of one of the fast sailing small lorchas of the port. It is best to
start early in the morning, say about 6 .A. M., as with a fair breeze the city
may then be reached about noon. After passing Pagoda island, a fine
picturesque bay some twelve miles long and six miles broad is entered,
its shores dotted with some thirty villages. At its western extremity is
the mouth of tbe Chang chow river and three miles further lies the
walled town of Haitang. The scenery in the neighbourhood is pretty,
though the river valley is by no means wide. Five miles beyond
Haitang lies Shima or Chio-be as it is called in the local dialect. This

is a busy place. The Chinese estimate its population as greater than
that of Amoy. It possesses an unenviable notoriety from its neighbourhood being the resort of pirates. After passing a number of villages
known locally under the collective name of Ota the river becomes shallower and if the lorcha is of heavy draft it will be'necessary to exchange
it for a smaller boat. Above Chio-be are two Roman Catholic Mission
stat.ions but a few miles distant from each other.
The approach to Chang chow ( ~
does not give much warning to thP visitor of his being in the neighbourhood of a populous town.

fH JM)

Almost the first intimation is the sight of a long and high bridge crossing
the river with houses erected upon it. It is built on stone piles 25 in
numb.er, each 20 feet high and 30 feet apart. Large round beams of
wood are laid from pile to pile and smaller pieces cross these on which
rests a brick and stone pavement. The workmanship is clumsy but
massive, some of the stones used in the pavement being 45 feet in length
by 2 feet broad. The bridge is almost ten feet in width and about one
half of its length on both sides is covered with shops. The usual
landing place is just below this bridge. About a mile higher up the
river is a second and similar bridge and just beyond this a temple which
is reputed to be of great antiquity. It bears marks of extreme age in

the decay every where visible and is said to have been erected about
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A. D. 600 during the Sui dynasty. In the central shrine are seven gigantic figures flanked by 15 others, life size, at right angles on either side.
To the right of the main building is another containing an immense

idol about 20 feet in height carved out of solid granite.
Some of the streets of Chang Chow are tolerably wide but the
majority are as filthy and offensive as those in most Chinese towns.
'Ihere are several good shops and the markets are well supplied. At
the Northwest corner is another temple containing even more imposing
figures than that above mentioned. It contains a shrine dedicated to
Chu fu tzu the celebrated commentator on the Chinese Classics. A
house reputed to have been bis exists in the centre of the city.
Behind this temple is a steep ascent crowned by three circular watch
towers whence an extensive and beautiful view of the surrounding
country can be obtained. Chang chow is surrounded by a wall which
nearly forms a square, its southern side following the curve of the river.
The Chinese state its population at 900,000 but that is probably above
the mark. The surrounding amphitheatre is however densely populated, more than forty villages being visible to the eye from ihe watch
towers above mentioned. In returning from this excursion, if advantage
be taken of the tide Ku lang su may be reached the same evening.
The Capture of Chang chow by the rebels in the early part of 1864
and its subsequent recapture by the Imperialist's is alluded to in the
notice of the trade of the port given below.

nt

ISLAND ,OF KULANGSU.-(~_!
~Jfi!.)_' This island, which as before
stated, bounds the western side of the harbour, may be termed the
~ foreign settlement' of Amoy. Previous to its occupat!on in 1841 by
our troops it was defended by five batteries-two on the South end
mounting fifteen and nine guns, two on the South side having seven
and three guns. and one on the Northwest side mounting eight guns.
Of these but few vestiges now remain. It is worthy of remark that
during the time that Keying was plenipotentiary in the South, Kulangsu was either accidentally or intentionally represented in an official
memorial to the Emperor as being 15 li (or 5 miles) from Amoy, its
1·eal distance being in some places little over a third of a mile. AU
.future reports were therefore based upon this assumption and consider-
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able misunderstanding was caused by what now appears to be have
been a statement intended to screen the laxity or incompetence of those
originally charged with the defence of the city. Ku-lang-su is 2·85
miles in circumference 1 ·1 mile long and 0·72 mile in width. There
are two distinct ridges upon the island, the highest of which is 280
feet above the level of the sea. Its geological formation is granitic,
the soil being chiefly composed of that rock in a decomposed state.
Large boulders of it occur in many places both upon the shore and
the highest parts of the island. Its population when occupied by the
British troops was estimated at between 3000 and 4000, but is probably less (exclusive of foreigners) at the present time. Fresh water
is plentiful, and great pains have been taken in the irrigation of the
soil, while numerous bamboo-spouts convey streams to the shore for
the purpose of watering boats. In the centre of the island is a singular
mass of granite protruding upwards to a height of some 200 feet in the
form of immense rounded blocks. Several foreigners have attempted
to scale t!iis almost inaccessible knoll, but of one only is the success
1·ecorded-a commander in H. M. Navy. The island is covered with
graves, every garden containing a number of these memorials of bygone
generations, each headed in most cases with a tombstone and surrounded by the Omega-shaped embankment, sometimes faced with
stone, ~o much in vogue amongst the Chinese. At the time ·of the
occupation of the island a number of stone jars were discovered
stowed away in the recesses of the rocks with luted covers. Upon
e~amination they were found to contain perfect human skeletons, each
bone carefully packed and numbered or ma:rked with red paint.
Ku-lang-su boasts but two miserable little temples, though worship
is occasionally carried on therein in a way worthy of more extensive
and ambitious buildings. Processions are frequent, and numerous are
the devices employed to induce strangers from the Amoy side to become worshippers at the ruined little shrines of the village. The inbabitants are civil to foreigners as a rule, and it is safe to walk about
the island at any hour of the day or night. The roads are well made
and well kept at the expense of the foreign community, and a healthful
hour's exercise can be obtained in a walk rouud th e island-or as neaily
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round as the rocky shore will allow. This may in fact be considered
one of the healthiest ports in China, although it is occasior:ally Yisited
by epidemic sickness, and the little cemetery shews a sad record of deaths
by disease. Visits of this kind are, however, fortunately rnre, and compared with other ports, this may be said to be exceptionally healthy.
Although as a residence Amoy is far less preferable than Ku-langsu, a few firms, some of the missionaries, and the Consulate officers
still transact business on the Amoy side ; in most cases however
their private residences are on Ku-lang-su. As a place of habitation
this latter island possesses numerous advantages. Open to the breezes
from whatever quarter they blow, and even more healthy as a rule
than other ports of China, its only natural drawback is the frequent
visitation of typhoons to which it is liable. Socially it is not liked as
a residence on account of its limited foreign society, and the small
number of ladies who have found their way thither. The chief business of the port is in the hands of four or five large firms, the remainder doing but little.
The British Consul and staff, together with the Medical officer and
Chaplain attached to the Consulate, reside on the South side ~f Ku-langsu ; the chief consular building being situated on a cliff commanding
an extensive view seaward, and of the harbour, while the Vice Consulate
is built at its foot. But a short distance from this is the Parsee burial
ground, and between this and the landing place lies the foreign cemetery which is a neat plot of ground of about two acres in extent surrounded by a wall. No church for those of the established persuasion
has as yet been built ; the club house, a long low building situated betwee~ the_landing place known as the ling t'ow, and the Consulate, having hitherto served as a temporary place of worship. The missionary
community however, under the pastorship of the Revd. John and Alexr.
Stronach, have built a neat little chapel on a plot of ground some 500
yards from the cemetery and have set an example which it would be
well to see followed. 'l'here are no buildings on the island calling for
&pecial mention, while with the exception of the forts being now ruined
and dismantled, the descriptions above given of the neighbourhood are
perfectly applicable at the present day.
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Al\IOY.-The Protestant mission at this port under the

care, for the most part, of the Reverends John and Alexander Stronach,
is considered the most successful in China. In 1865, seventeen converts were admitted and at that date of the last report there were on
the roll of the Churches in Amoy 321 members, and at the country
Stations there were 67 members; making an aggregate of 388.
The Roman Catholic Mission is under the care of the Spanish Church
which has several priests stationed here. They have erected a Cathedral which is a conspicuous object from the harbour and their converts
number somewhat more than those of the Protestant mission.
NUMBER OF FOREIGN INHABITANTS.- The total number of foreign
inhabitants of all nations scarcely amounted in December 1865 to 115.
Taking into consideration the number of Consular officers, missionaries
and other non-traders it will thus be seen that those engaged in commerce form but a small majority.
PRODUCTIONS.-Amoy is famed for its oysters and pumeloes which
make their appearance in the market about September. Its more
important articles of trade, both import and export, will be found
described under that head, In thP. way of curiosities its rice paper
flowers and carved peach stone bracelets are most sought after by
foreigners. The latter are expensive, a dollar per stone being not
unfrequently demanded.
NATURAL H1sTORY.-In 1857 a few of the foreign residents of Amoy
formed themselves into a Society, which they named the "Literary
aud Scientific Society of Amoy," having for its object the composition
and discussion of papPl'S upon the Productions and Natural History of
Amoy and the neighbouring region-upon the Literature of the Chinese
-and also upon subjects of general scientific interest. It is a source
of much regret that this society was dissolved, but fortunately we are
able to reproduce (with the author's sanction) the most important paper
read during its brief existence. It is from the pen of R. Swinhoe, Esq.,
an eminent naturalist and now H. M. Consul at that port : Who has not wondered at the bare hills of Amoy, at the first glimpse
he obtains on entering the harbour, and, seeing the great boulders of
rock rise one above the other in endless confusion, thought to himself
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with a shudder, Can animal life be there ? But though animal life is
there to a small extent, it is to the plains which are inhabited and
cultivated with such care by the natives, that we must look for most
that will interest us in our ~cience.
The wily Fox is the first animal to comdder, for, low as he
stands in the natural series of Marnrnals, he is here prominent as
the largest of the Ca1·nivom we possess-that is to say, if we lay aside
the claims of the hal~-starved Chinese cur, to which the term "wild"
might almost in some instances be appropriately applied, and the
occasional migrations of Tigers from the mainland.* The Fox, the
Hu-li (~
of the Court dialect, and the llill-dog of the Amoy,
is found, but not very abundantly, in thti vicinity of most of the temples, and I have myself watched it more than once stealing along noiselessly, with its conspicuous bushy tail hung down, just as the setting
sun was withdrawing its last rosy tints from the floating clouds overhead. The Jow cunning of this animal is too well known amongst us ;
but I have never heard of any of its signal feats in this part of the world
with the exception of the occasional abduction of a fowl from the
villagers, in defiance of the vigilance of the noisy watch-cur. I have
had the good fortune to obtain a cub and a full-grown female of this
species, and I think I can safely pronounce it to be the same as the
European V ulpes vulgaris.
The greatest devastator among the poultry of the poor is an animal
belonging to the Weasel family (Mustelidm Mustela subivica,) but, though
generally distributed, is very rarely seen. It measures about a foot
and a half in length, has a buff-coloured fur, with a black muzzle, and

~I)

!~),

is the Hwa.ng-shoo-lang (jf ~
of the Pun-ts'aou, and the Chiahch 'oo (Tawny mt) (~
of Amoy men . The havoc it commits
amongst domestic fowls is well compensated for by its predilection for
rats, which vermin it is said to destroy in large numbers. In the
occasional high tides that wash over the bund into the mercliants'

.liit)

godowns here, among the numbers of rats that are seen struggling
near the surface of the wate1;, driven out of house and home, it is not

* The tiger has once been killed at Amoy, and has several times been seen on the
mainland,
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unusual to see a few of these weasels wriggling their long bodies like
snakes to some place of shelter.
Before leaving the Ca1·nivora, it would be as well to mention a curious animal that was brought alive to me by a native, and which I kept
some months in confinement. It evidently belonged to the Civet
family ( Viverridce,) and measured in length one foot and-a-half, having
rather long fur of a dingy brown colour, and a black head with a
white line down the snout; the tail was tipped with white. At first I
was doubtful whether this might not be some animal brought up by a
Singapore junk, and not indigenous to China ; but all doubt was removed on that score, by my subsequently receiving a skin from Tunggan as a present from a Chinese friend. It was described in his letter
as a Yieh-meen-maou
~ ~ or Gem-faced-cat, and he regretted not
having been able to send the body in the skin, as this animal is considered quite an epicure's dish. It is described in the Pun--ts' aou under
the name Hwan, and is the Paguma lorvata of J.E. Gray.
We have also heard certain stories about the Sea-Otter, (Lutra
Sinensis) that is occasionally seen prowling about on the Six Islands,
seeking his finny prey at the dead hour of night, and avoiding the

3i

light of day; for soon as morning breaks," Consueta petens e fluctibus antra
''That."

I have at low tide often traced footprints on the sand of some animal
into several caves in Ku-lang-su, and by following up the track have
eventually come on small heaps of fishbones, but the animal that
deposits them I have never had a glimpse of.
In the Rodentia, we are confined to that horrid group of vermin,
Ra-ts, there not being sufficient shelter for Hares, nor wood enough for
Squirrels to pay their gambols in. The Brown Rat (Mus Decumanus)
is of course found here, as indeed it is in all parts of the world wheresoever commerce has carried her deeply-laden vessels. M. Cuvier
says, that " This rat originally cg.me from Persia, where it lives in burrows; and it was not until 1727, that after an earthquake it arrived
at Astracan by swimming across the Volga. It did not pass into
Europe until the eighteenth century, and is now common in all large
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cities throughout the world." The Musk Rat (S01·ex Myosurus) with a
leaden black skin, called by the natives~~ Chin ch'oo (Money Rat),
with a pointed snout, and diminutive eyes, is also a common species, but
it contents itself with the kitchen and lower parts of a house, and never
ventures as high as the upper storey. It occurs plentifully in sewers
and damp places and in Chinese dwellings, whence you often hear its
sharp shrill cry, which, the Chinese say, sounds not unlike the jingling
of money. It is remarkable for its strong musky odour, with which
it impregnates almost. everything it touches or runs over. True Mice
I have never seen here; and indeed when their larger brethren are
so plentiful, I should almost doubt their existence. A Water Vol~
(Arvicola) is found in the vicinity of ponds.
The next quadruped, the only representative we possess of the orderEdentata, is by far the most interesting, on account of the numerous peculiarities both its form and habits present. It is the Scaly Ant-eater
or Pangolin (Manis Javanica), '' having no teeth, an extensi1e tongue,
and subsisting on ants and termites ; its body, limbs, and tait are
covered with large, trenchant, imbricated scales, which it elevates
in rolling itself into a ball, when wishing to defend itself against an
enemy. All its feet have five toes." Such is Cuvier's description
of the genus. Ours is a small species, measuring in toto only two
feet and three inches, of which the tail takes one foot. Its gait
is most peculiar,-with the body bent in a bow, and the head and
tail downwards, as it runs along on the sides of its four feet. The
moment it is touched or molested, the head and tail are dragged
under the belly, and the animal assumes the appearance of a batt A
live individual was brought to me by a Chinaman, with a string tied
round one of its hind legs ; and to show me the immense muscular
sttength of the animal, hE:: stood upon its back, and the creature
actually raised itself and advanced a few steps. I kept it for
some weeks, though when the string was removed from its leg I was at
a loss what to do with it, for no box was strong enough to stand its
burrowing propensity. At last I inserted it into an "overland" tin-case,
and outstood the grating noise produced by the scratching of his long
claws on the tin. But it did not hold him long, for though the box was
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much too high, I thought, for it ever to attempt its escape by forcing
the lid, yet this wonderful creat;ire, by supporting itself on the end of
its tail, and making use of its claws, managed to get out of the box.
I captured him again, and tying a piece of whip-cord round his hind
leg, it being useless to attempt to bind his retractile neck, secured
him under a ladder, with hard tiles to frolic on, and a snug corner
to retire into at pleasure. Next morning, however, on paying him a
visit, I found he had not contented himself with the snug corner, but
had raised one of the tiles, and dragged himself into the earth to the
full extent of h_is string. Without a spade it was impossible to dislodge him, so I let him be ; and there he remained for several days
without a single morsel of food. At last he left his hiding-place, a
good deal thinner, but not much reduced in bodily strength ; for that
same day with an effort he released his body, and left his bleeding leg
behind dangling to the string. The bone of the femur remained on
the animal whole, but the flesh had been torn away. He lived for a
day or two after this catastrophe, not appearing to pay much attention
to his wound, which was fast festering. Strength at last failed him,
and he died. I'he Chinese call this animal in the Mandarin the Ch'uen

UJ ff')

I'

shan-kia ( ~
or Hill Bm rower, and in the Amoy dialect the
La-lee, whence I suppose is derived the expression La-lee-t'ow applied
to a scabby head, in allusion to the bare hairless state of the Pangolin's

,,

back. Many strange stories are told about this creature by the natives,
among the strangest of which is the cunning mode employed in procuring a meal. ThE> artful Pangolin, when suffering from the pangs
of hunger, rolls himself up, and erecting his scales lays bare the haked
flesh beneath ; in this position he lies for some time, until, attracted
by the savoury smell of flesh, thousands of mosquitoes swarm on his
back to devour; the scales are then simultaneously compressed, and a
plentiful meal is shaken out from the folds of his coat of mail, to be
relished at leisure by his long tongue. Large prices are given by the
native doctors for this animal, as its flesh and bones are employed for
various medicinal purposes; and one of its scales, fastened_to the end
of a stick, is sold as a safe instrument to be used in scratching without

:i

fear of producing ulcers on the skin.
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which I- have dwelt longer thttn I should· but considering its numerous peculiaritie , I thought I wa justified in saying what little I knew.
Dismissing then the Cheiroptera of the Oarnm'ia, with a notice that
several species of the genus Vespertilio exist under the venetians and
eaves of mo t of our hou es, and may be seen of an evening performing "on giddy wing their gambol round the brook, the tree;" and also
the Cetacea, the Phocce1u13 or Porpoises of which order are well known
to us, even in the harbour, ~here at times they may be seen showing their round white backs in a line, and then disappearing, to be seen
again at a further distance,-let us now turn to the Aves, at which
class we mu t take a much more general glance, as their numbers are
much greater than the Mammals ; for there are certain spots on the
earth's surface where the latter are eldom if ever seen ; but possessed
of such various locomotive powers, the former are found in all parts
of the globe. We commence then with the Raptores. Of the true
Falconidce, the specie , indigenous to Amoy is the Kestrel (T£nnunculus

Japoni'cus) also found in Europe. The Peregrine Falcon (Falco Peregrinus) is a straggling visitor, but a pair built their eyry last year on
the hill of Nan-tai-woo (on the summit of which stands the Pagoda,)
and some Chinese, who had robbed the nest, exposed the young birds-

,

little balls of white down, with long yellow claws, and noble black eye3in the market for sale as yonng Kites. I readily purchased them and
kept them in confinement for some time, and had the pleasure of
watching the gradual casting off of the white down, and development
of feathers.

Their erect posture, piercing glance, and superior size-

who that has once seen can ever mistake the Peregrine ?

A species of Sparrow Hawlc (Accipiter), differing principally from
that bird in England in having white instead of red axillary coverts,
makes an occasional tour in the vicinity. There is also a Buzzard

(Buteo Japonicus); and the Hen Harrier (Ourcus Oyaneus) of Britain
is seen not u.nfrequently in the early winter.
The Ki'te or Bah-heo, pronounced Nai'-heo in the Chang-chow District, comes next (llfilvus Govinda), the scavenger of the harbour. At
all hours of the day he may be seen floating in numbers over the tall

masts of the ships uttering his well-known scream,

As some offal on
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the surface of the water catches his eye, he descends and bears it away,
perhaps pursued by several others, to some favourite rock, where
having driven off his pursuers, he quietly tears and swallows his morsel. An arrant coward, too, is this self-same Kite. A crow or a magpie is often seen to attack him when he approaches the vicinity of their
nests, and the ignoble bird of prey retreats at once with piteous cries,
at every attack of his assailant offering his hooked claws, but making
no further resistance. Among themselves in the breeding season they
fight a good deal, but never come to an earnest set to; it is always
pounce, offer claws, scream, and fly away. Once, by some management in this mode of fighting, I saw a pair them of hook claws, and
at claws' length spin round and round, not being able to extricate themselves till they reached the ground. They build in great numbers on
the precipitate sides of the Pagoda Island, and one pair had the temerity to nestle on the top of the ruins of the half-fallen Pagoda, but at
the same time had the sense to place their nest on the side least exposed. I discovered no less than six nests in an eveuing's stroll on the
island; they were built of twigs, root, pieces of rag or paper, or in
fact any available rubbish, sometimes lined with a few feathers. Their
eggs are nearly round, as big as a good-sized hen's egg, and blotched
with olive brown. In an evening at sunset I have counted as many
as sixty kites, soaring at different heights over that island.
An Osprey (Pandion haliactus) is sometimes seen even in the harbour, but little is known of him. I have seen him strike a fish close
under the bows of a vessel, and bear it away in triumph.
The Great Owl (Bubo Maximus)
1{; ,~ Am-kong-nedou, I have
seen twice, but have been assured by the priest of the Nam-p'o-t'o temple that in rainy seasons he has shot (he sports a foreign gun) several
specimens. I reared a young one, and kept him for more than two
years ; by some accident in the beginning of his career he had one of his
eyes knocked out, when the other orb seemed to increase in size and
lustre and make up somewhat for the lost eye. The iris was of a dark

aft

golden-yell?w; but his g1 eat cat-like head, with long feathery horns,
which he always erected when irritated: his loud snap of the bill and
hiss of ~Jann, and flap of his expansive wings, used to be the admiration
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of all who saw him. In very hot weather he used to to shake the skin
of his throat with mouth open, 'n the same manner as turkeys do.
A Spa1·row Owl (Ninox japonicus,) and a small tawny Scops Owl
(Scops japonicus) are seen occasionally in winter.
We will pass more rapidly now through the next and most extensive order, that of the Pe1·che1·s (lnsessores), and I will only make slight
mention of a few of the species that are strictly indigenous to Amoy.
.At their head stands the large Butche1·-bird or Shrike (Lanius Schach),
nearly always to be met with in the valleys uttering his discordant
cries. It is the(~~) Pe-lo of the natives.
Among the M erulidce, or Thrushes, the Black-bird and Rocle Th1·ush
(Petrocinella manilensis) are always with us, the former enlivening our
gardens by his rich full notes; and the latter enchanting the lonely
wanderer among the bleak hills with his wild minstrelsy, as he sings
from the summit of a monstrous boulder, or springs lightly into the air,
trolling forth his merry roundelay. It may be mentioned, that the
Blackbird here, though very similar, is yet not the same as our Blackbird at home; he differs not only in being of greater size, and in the
colouring of the female, but also in his call-note. The Rock Thrush
and Blackbird are taken by the Chinese for one and the same, and are
called Ok'ee, though one is blue and red, and the other black.
The most familiar and perhaps best known is the Magpie Robin (Copsychus saula1·is), a small bird of the pied plumage of a Magpie, with the
habits and peculiarities of a Robin. Its song, poured out at early morn
or sunset from the roof-tops of our houses, is occasionally pretty,
but abounding in harsh and jarring notes. Like the Redbreast at home
it is very quarrelsome, and sings in defiance when engaged in duels with
others of its tribe; but few engagements prove mortal except in the
pairing season, when it is not uncommon to find the defeated gallants
skulking about, and seeking for holes that may suffice them at once fo1·
deathbed and coffin. Its native name is ( ,f£.l
Sze he, which means
"resembling the Magpie,'' and it is here vulgarly called Chuy-k'am-ch'e.
'.the most diminutive of all stands next-the little Tailm· Bird (Or-

.:g.)

thotomus), remarkable for its long-pointed bill, which serves as a needle

in sewing leaves together round its nest; the underside of a long leaf of
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the Alpi'nia Nutans is often chosen, the edges of which are drawn together by thread made of spider's web and fibres. The prettiest construction of th~ kind I have seen was a nest flanked in by three orangeleaves, and placed at the extremity of the bough of an orange tree.
This bird is called M ung .tang-a in the vernacular.
A genus of long-tailed birds closely allied to the last, is found whereever bushes abound,-the (Longtails or Preinre). Their song is sweet,
but never varied.

ftl\.

The Zosterops, Whi'te or Me~ly E11e, ;fJ}
Fun-yen and Cliin-si-a,
little green c:tnd yellow birds, with a peculiar ring of white feathers
round .the eye; and a species of Tom tit (Parus minor) may be met
with all the year through.
I must not pass over a very singular bird of the tribe Tenuirostres,
by no means uncommon in Amoy, and which cannot help attracting notice by its gay colours and peculiar form. I mean the Hoopo6
( Upupa Epops) of Linnreus, also found in Europe, and a rare straggler in Great Britain. It is a bird of a buff-fawn colour, striped transver~ely with black, and adorned with a beautiful crest of long lax feathers, banded alternately with red and black, which he is capable of
raising or depressing at pleasure. The awkward gait of the bird, its
occasional tapping on the ground with its long bill as if with a walking
stick and its singular habit of bowing when disturbed, would of themselves make the creature an object of interest; but what is most peculiar ia its cry of hoo-poo-poo (whence its name) produced by drawing
the air into the trachea, which puffs out on each side of his neck, and
forcing it out again by striking the point of his bill against the ground,
each stroke producing a separate and distinct note. It is looked upon
with some aversion by the Chinese, on account of its often selecting
dilapidated coffins to nestle in, and is nicknamed by them the Co.ffinbird. I have found the nest in an exposed coffin, as also in the city
wall. The young are very timid, and make a strange hissing noise when
crying for food.
The ..tfrdeidm, or Herons, 4s might be expected from the large tracts
of paddy-fields, abound in their species; prominent among which stands
the Heron of Great Britain (Ardea Oinerea), also found here. Flocks of
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the beautiful White Egret, or Paddy-bird as they are familiarly known
to us, (He1·odias Garzetta,) often attract our attention as they wing
their way slowly through the obscure blue of a summer twilight, from
the fields where they have been fePding, to their selected nesttrees, on
which they settle like masses of snow among the dark green leaves.
The Yellow-headed Eg1·et, (Buphus coromandus) while with us in
summer is commoner, arrd roams about in larger flocks than the latter.
A third and solitary species (Herodias euophotes) is also found, and
may be distinguished by its yellow bill, and the tuft of snowy feathers
· which surmouts the occiput. We have besides five or six other species
of Heron, nearly all remarkable for their elegance and beauty. The
Egret is much udmired by the sentimental Chinese, and is often alluded
to in poetical compositions by the style Loo-sze
~ and the island '

Ji

r,,

;

It IT,

of Amoy is often poetically called Loo-mun Loo-keang
and Loo-taou
-S!f;, from the number of these snow-like birds that
annually frequent it.
Of the ninety-two species of lnsesso1·es found here, nin·e are British
birds; the Raptores that are similar, I have before remarked on. Seven
species of the Grallatores, and nearly all the Natatores, with the exception of the Pelicans, Albatrosses, and a few Gulls and Terns, are
identical with those found in Great Britain ; and again many forms
that exist in Europe though not discoverable here, are :represented by
very similar and closely allied forms.
TRADE AT AMOY-The condition of trade at Amoy as it now exists
can best be gleaned by extracts from the exhaustive returns published of
late by the Customs' authorities. Till 1864 statistics were difficult to be
obtained and until the month of Octobe~ in that year Amoy suffered
greatly from the proximity of the rebel bands, who, having captured
Chang-chow-fu, the chief city of the Amoy district, interfered greatly
with the legitimate commerce carried on at this port. In 1865 Mr
Kleczkowski, the foreign commissioner of Customs, writes as follows to
the Inspector General :
When, a year ago, the Trade Returns for this port were forwarded

It

a large portion of the neighbouring country was in a state of anarchy,

and Chang-chow-fu (~

}M $J), of which Amoy is but the dep6t,
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was in possession of the Rebels. Amoy was also,for a time, menaced
by the Chang-maos, and kept in a constant state of alarm; business
was paralysed, and all commercial enterprise was at a standstill. My
predecessor in his Trade Report for 1864-, remarked that until the fall
of Chang chow-fu in the month of October of that year, the commercial
prosperity of Amoy had been gradually on the increase for several
years, and that there was reason to hope that, upon the re-establishment
of peace, it would quickly return to its original state. It is satisfactory
to observe, that this hope has to a great extent been already realized.
Indeed, since the recapture in April 1865 of Chang-chow-fu, when the
Rebels evacuated the adjoining districts in the province of Fu-kien, the
trade of Amoy has been steadily progressive.
In Shipping and Tonnage there has been a very large increase. In
1864, 661 vessels, registering 210,539 tons, entered the port, whilst in
1863 there were no less than 802 vessels, registering 278,319 tons,
being an augmentation of 141 vessels, and 66,280 tons. The increase
in the departures consisted of 135 vessels, registering 70,693 tons. The
above figures include 265 Steamers. Of these, besides the casual
arrivals from the various Chinese ports, there are six which form a
regular line between Hongkong, Swatow, Amoy and Foochow; three
are run by the Peninsular and Oriental Company, and three by Messrs.
D. Lapraik & Co. It is by these boats that all the Opium arrives, at
well as a considerable portion of the Native produce.
brPORTs.-The total value of Imports amounted in 186r, to
$l2,974,724, shewing an increase of $3,555,099 over the preceding
year, which was due principally to a large increase in the arrivals of
Rice. The following table indicates the nature and value of the
principal Imports:
1864.
4,774
Opium, ....................... piculs
3,205
Cotton Yarn,. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . ,,
,,
Goods, .............. pieces 65,230
Cotton, ...................... piculs 42,416
27,601
Metals, ........... ............ ,,
306,129
Bean Cakes,..... . . . . .. . . .. .. ,,
160,814
Rice,.......................... ,,
7,312
Wheat,....................... ,,
202,124
Beans and Peas, .. .. .. .. .. . ,,
De1wmination.

186n.
6,166
3,936
88,643
46,377
16,259
266,601
822,546
84,137
187,569
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EXPORTS.-The total of value of Exports in 1865 amounted to
$2,699,3fi8, shewing a diminution as compared with the previous year
of $1,074,453. The following is a comparative table of the principal
articles of Export during 1864-65.
/
1864.
53,632
,,
l28,877
,,
2,454
,,
22,249
,,
1,959
,,
6,257
,,
3,2o4
,,
2,929
pieces 51,4fl5

Denomination.
Tea, . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . piculs

Sugar, . .... ...... .............
Nankeens, . . ....... ..........
Paper, . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . ..
Medicine, .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . ..

Iron Ware, . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .
Tobacco, Prepared,...... ..
Vermicelli,.................. .
Gol<l. Leaf, ........... ........

1865.
43,742
51,317
2,016
24,868
1,609
3,561
2,747
2,861
16,523

RE-EXPOR'IS.-Of re-exports, in 1864, the value amounted to
$774,877, an increase in 1865 being shewn of $450,759.
In adding up the values of Imports, Exports, and Re-exports, the
value of the entire trade of Amoy represents $16,899,718. In 1864
it reached the sum of $13,968,313, thereby shewing an increase for
1865 of $2,931,403. In J865, the grand total of Duties collected was
$471,978. In 1864 $474,909, being a decrease in 1865 of $2931.00.
This is caused by the delay in the exportation of Teas. The large importation of Rice and other Merchanclize, which enters free of Duty,
whilst it testify to the increase of Trade, Sllfficiently explains the cause
of the small deficiency in the Revenue. It likewise tends to bear out
the assertion, to the effect that if this neighbourhood had been in a
state of peace, the money needed for the purchase of the common necessaries of life would have been employed in the purchase of other'
Merchandize subject to duty, which would have made an increaae
instead of a decrease in the Revenue for 1865.
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FOOCHOW.
GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION, &c..
Foocaow, the Capital of the Province of Fu-kien, and one of the
principal ports opened to foreign trade,.is situated in Lat. 26° 02' 24" N.
and Long. 119° 25' 00" E. The ordinary spelling of the name (in

tM)

Chinese m;
differs sllghtly from the more correct representation
of the sound as given in the syllables Fu-chow-sometimes written
Fuh-chau; whilst in the local dialect the pronunciation is Hok-chiu.
The province of Fu-lden is coterminous on the South with that of
Kwang-tung, and is bounded on the North by Che-kiang, on the West
and North-west by Kiang-si, and on the East by the sea, forming here
the straits known as the Formosa channel. Fukien is preeminently a
mountainous province, the entire area being hilly with the exception
of comparatively insignificant tracts of alluvial land found near the
mouths of its two great rivers. Of these tl1e principal is the Min

( fMJ ¥I),

a noble stream upwards of three hundred miles in length,
which, with its numerous tributaries, drains and gives access to fully
three-fourths of the total area of the Province. This river is formed
by the junction at Yen-p'ing-fu, one of the central cities of Fu-kien, of
three streams descending from remote angles of the Province, of which
one derives its waters from the Wu-E range in the extreme Northwest (known in the local pronunciation as Boo-He, whence the familiar term of Bohea teas), whilst another flows from the north of the
central watershed in the eastern division of the Province. from the
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Southern face of which the second great river of Fu-kien-the Lungkiang-flows seaward past the port of Amoy.
The attention of European residents in China was drawn at an early
date to the probable advantages of commercial intercourse at Foochow,
especially. with regard to the shipment of the black teas produced in
the Province and transported to Canton by a long and toilsome inland
journey. About the year 1830 a memoir drawn up by Mr Ball,
inspector of teas to the East India Company in China, very strongly
urged the opening of this port, and his views were eventually acted
upon at the conclusion of the Treaty of Nanking in 1842, when Foochow was included among the four ports declared open in addition to
that of Canton.
POSITION-Like all Chinese cities of importance, Foochow lies. at
some distance inland, being thirty-four miles from the mouth of the
river Min. The city is built in a plain through which the river takes
its courae, and lies about three miles from its banks, with which however, it is connected by a line of suburbs stretching from the riverside
to the city walls. Some seven miles above Foochow, the Min divides
into two channels, which reunite about teu miles below the city, thus
forming a long and narrow island, some sixteen miles in length by
three or four in greatest breadth, stretching opposite to the northern
bank on which the city and suburbs are built. Between this island
and the northern shore lies the small islet called Chung-chow(~
connected by a bridge with both the island forming the south bank
and the suburb of the city, which is called Nan-t'ai
$),
The entrance to the river Min from seaward lies a few miles to the

.fN)

(wf

northward of the islands known as the White Dogs ( (3 7( UI), and
is formed between sandbanks which extend seven miles from the land
and are partly dry at low water. Guided through the intricate and
dangerous navigation of the estuary by the prominent landmark called
Sharp Island Peak or Pa-chow-mi (
}ti), a vessel entering the
river is brought, at a distance of some seven or eight miles from the
mouth, to a point where the stream is suddenly contracted to a narrow

B fH

channel of barely half-a-mile across. This passage is called Kin-J?ai
Pass, and is formed by rocky walls on either hand, the picturesque

2iG
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aspect of which is, however, greatly excelled by the still narrower pas

fMJ ~,

of Min-ngan
the scenery of which, with its towering cliffs,
terraced cultivation, and curiously perched fortifications, is frequently
compared with that of the mountain defiles of the Rhine. Above this
pnss, at a distance of about three miles, is the anchorage fo1· foreign vessels
at Lo Sing Island

ffl £,

called Pagoda lsland and Anchorage by

Europeans owing to the existence of a small pagoda at this spot.

Here

at a distance of about ten miles from the city of Foochow, foreign

vessels (with the exception of small schooners or steamers of very light
draught) are obliged to anchor, farther approach towards the city being
prevented by difficulties of navigation and lack of sufficient depth of
water, the natunil shallowness having been largely increased of late
years through shoaling caused by a barrier constructed in 1841 with
the view of preventing the access of British ships of war to Foochow.

The author of the '' Social Life 0f the Chinese," a work recently
published, gives the following <lcscription of the approach to Foocbow:
'' Following up the northern branch of the river from the Pagoda
Anchorage, about half-way to the city, on the right hand, is the
mountain called Ku-sban, or Drum Mountain (about 3,000 feet in
height). A large and celebrated Brnldhist monastery is situated halfway up the mountain, forming a favourite place of resort with both
foreigners and Chinese in the hot summer months .•.. Soon after passing
Ku-shan, two lofty Pagodas become visible, thrE'e or four miles distant,
situated on the right hand and inside the city, near the southern gate.
A lofty watch-tower marks the extreme northern angle of the city.
The foreign hon.gs, and the .flagstaffs of the British, U.S., and other
consuls, gradually become more and more distinct, lying principally
oh the left hand, on the southern bank of the Min. The hongs and
residences of foreign officials, merchants, and missionaries, being built
in foreign style, afford a pleasing and striking contrast to the shops
and houses of the Chinese.
"The small, densely-populated island called Chung Chow or Middle
Island
and Tong chiu- by the natives, lying abreast t:he city,

(Jtf ffi ),

is connected with the northern bink of the river by the celebrated
"Bridge of Ten Thousand Ages," or the Big Bridge.

This bridge is
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reported to have been built about eight hunched years ago, and is
about one quarter of a mile long, and thirteen or fourteen feet wide.
It has nearly forty solid buttres es, situated at une9.ual distances from
each other, shaped like a wedge at the upper and lower end , and
built of hewn granite. Immense stones, some of them nearly three
feet square, and forty-five feet long, extend from buttress to buttress,
acting as sleepers. Above these a granite platform is laid. Until
within the last few years the top of tl1e bridge was partly taken up
with shops, but now the whole of the bridge is devoted to the use of
passengt:rs and the conveyance of merchandizE'~ The island is farther
connected with the south bank of the river by a second bridge, of
similar construction, but not more than one fourth the length of the
Big Bridge. Lighters and other boats which have moveable masts
pas under the Big Bridge, but the junks from Ningpo and Amoy and
other places, which come up the river, anchor below Middle Island."
GENERAL DE CRIPTION.-The walled city of Foochow, joined by a
suburb of more than two miles in length to the. river, is built around
three hills, forming an irregular pln.n the shape of which has 1een compared to that of the ace of clubs-the long and narrow northern part
forming the "handle." The circuit of the walls is between six and seven miles in length, and therefore somewhat greater than that of Canton, but the extent of waste ground they enclose is very considerable.
The streets are narrow, ill-pa:yed, and filthy, shewing few of those tokens
of wealth, luxury, or neatness which to a certain extent embellish some
of the thoroughfares of Canton.

The Yamuns or official quarters of

the various authorities occupy a large portion of the total area of the
city, and from the multitude of fine trees with which these and other
enclosures, such as temple-gardens, etc. are shaded, Foochow derives its
name of Ywig-ch'eng
it is frequently styled.

(ii #£), or Banyan City, by which appellation
The wooded hills enclosed within the walls add

greatly to thP, picturesqueness of the general view. Of these, two, the
Wu Shih Shan, or Black Rock Hill, and the Kiu Sien Shan, or Hill of
the Nine Genii, occupy respectively the South-western and Southeastern angle~ of the walled enceinte.
--

Between these two lies the South

Gate, to which a long street leads from the river-side, continued in a
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straight line through the centre of the city and leading to the principal
offices of Government. The Black Rock Hill, about 300 feet in height,
is noteworthy as being one of the places of residence for the British
Consul (whose house and offices, however, are in the foreign settlement),
having been adopted as such in the early days of the port with the
view of opposing all attempts at imitating in Foochow the exclusive
policy so long carried out in the city of Canton.
The eastern half of the city is occupied by the Tartar garrison, the
general features of which precisely resemble those of the similar body
of troops resident at Canton. Near the East Gate are hot springs used
by the Chinese as baths, and believed to be efficacious in the cure of
skin diseases. The water is very hot, but clear, and not only rises from
the ground, but also bubbles up from the beds of streams in the neighbourhood. Some of the springs are built over with bathing houses,
whilst others are merely availed of in tanks in the open air.
The part of the city most frequented by "sight-seeing" visitors is
that known as Curiosity Street, where the dealers in China-ware, antiquities, and stone carvings chiefly congregate. Among the curiosities
in which the Foochow dealers excel are figures, vases, models of temples or monumental constructions, pagodas etc., carved in the stone commonly but erroneously called soap-stone, the correct name of which is
agalmatolite or pagodite. This stone, notwithstanding that its structure is really quartzose, is so soft aud unctuous as to resemble a com•
pact talc or steatite. It is opaque, generally reddish or greyish white,
sometimes veined with a deeper tint, with a feeble oily lustre. It consists of silica 54, alumina 34, potash 6. 2. and water 4. Good specimens of porcelain or bronze are seldom met with at Foochow, though
large quantities of inferior metal-work are exposed for sale. Among
the other objects of interest to be found in the shops are exquisitely
executed artificial flowers, made from the vegetable pith known as
rice-paper, and curious :figures of birds, carved in charcoal and coloured
to represent the living originals. The art of lacquering, as practised
at Foochow, ii said to have been originally derived from the Japanese,
whose workmanship it strongly resembles. Very high prices are
demanded for good lacquer-ware.

Foo now.
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Few public buildings are worthy of a visit, especially if the temples
of Canton have been already seen. The temple devoted to the worship
of the Goddess of Heaven, frequented by the seafaring class whose special protector this deity is, and situated in the suburbs, is one of the
most richly adorned places of worship.
Among the most curious sights at Foochow are the exploits of the
fishing cormorants, which are frequently seen at their work in the river
opposite the city. 'The following description is quoted from the work
already referred to above:" These birds look at a distance about the size of a goose, and are of
a dark, dirty colour. The fisherman who has charge of them stands
upon a raft about two and a half feet wide, and fifteen or twenty feet
long, made out of five large bamboos of similar size aI1d shape, firmly
fastened together. It is very light, and is propelled by a paddle. A
basket is placed on it to contain the fish when caught. Each raft has
three or four cormorants connected with it; when not fishing they
crouch down stupidly on the raft.
"The fisherman, when he wishes to make a cormorant dive for fish,
pushes or throws it off the raft into the water. If it is not disposed at
once to dive and seek for fish, he beats the water with his paddle, or
sometimes strikes the bird, so that it is glad to dive and get out of his
1·each. When it has caught a fish it rises to the surface, holding it in
its mouth, and apparently striving to swallow it. A string tied around
its neck, or a metal ring, effectually prevents swallowing except, perhaps,
in the case of a very small fish. Sometimes the fish is large, and
there is evidently a struggle between it and the cormorant. The
fisherman, when near enough, dexterously passes a net-like bag,
fastened to the end of a pole, over the two, and draws them both on
the raft. He then forces the fish from the grasp of t~e bird, and, as if
to reward the latter for its success, gives it a mouthful of food, which
it is enabled to swallow on his raising the ring from the lower part of
the neck".
PoPULATION.-The native population of Foochow has been estimated

at 600,000, but no certain data exist for purposes of accurate calcula-

tion.

Although less turbulent than the Cantonese, they are far less
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mild and orderly than the natives of more northern regions. A strong
antipathy to foreigners was manifested by the populace in general when
the port was first opened to foreign trade, and as no means were ever
taken to awe the rnob into submission (Foochow being the only city
open to European residents at which a British force has never b~en seen)
insulting language and even personal violence are still not unfrequently experienced by foreigners. The dress of the country-women in th~
neighbourhood of Foochow, by whom much of the porterage of the
city 1s performed, attracts attention owing to the fashion of wearing
extremely short skirts and of decorating the hair in a very tasteful
manner with natural flowers.
HISTORY.-Attention having been at an early period drawn to Foochow as an advantageous shipping port for the Black Teas grown in its
neighbourhood, the port was included among the five declared open in
1842; and in June 1844 Mr. TradesQant Lay was despatched thither
as the first British Consul. A number of years riapsed, however, be•
fore the expectations that had been formed as to the capabilities of the
place were realized. Difficulties of navigation impeded the easy access of shipping, no market for imports could be found, and the local
traders were as yet unaccustomed to the method of dealing with fo ..
reigners. The fost years of intercourse with the natives were marked
by successive outbursts of turbulence, commencing with a. serious riot
in March 1846, when a mob of natives, assembled for an attack on
some Cantonese connected with the foreign resident&, forcibly entered
and plundered the houses of several of these latter, for whom an indemnity of some $46,000 was eventually exacted from tl1e local authorities. Complaints of insult and outrage in individual cases continued
to be frequent io ensuing years, nor, as has been remarked above, is
the insolent demeanour of the populace towards Europeans yet sub•
dued. It was not until 1853 that any active measures were taken for
the extension of the trade of the Port. In that year, however, an
energetic American firm opened a connexion, by means of native
agents, with the interior tea-districts, and made extensive shipme11ts to
New York of the same description of teas which were formerly carried
across the mountains tu Shanghai or Canton,

Frnm this lJ~riod the ex-
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port trade iu Tea steadily inc1 eased, though with the exception of a
contraband trade in opium, the absence of a market for imports continued a notable feature of the Port. Owing principally to its position,
Foo-chow escaped capture or disturbance by insurgents during the prevalence of the T'ai-p'ing rebellion, though fears for the safety of the
city have more than Ohce been felt. These apprehensions led to a request on the part of the authorities in 1865 for the assistance of British officers for the instruction of a body of troops in the use of foreign
arms ; upon which an an officer and some men were detached from H.
M.'s 9th Regimeut and sent to Foo-chow, where a camp of instruction
was formed, and some hundreds of Tartar soldiers very creditably
drilled. All fear of a rebel attack was dissipated, however, with the
destruction of the last remnants of the T'ai-p'ing hosts in February
1866.
MEANS OF AccEss.-Communication with Hong-kong is maintained
by two lines of steamers, touching at the intermediate ports of Amoy
and Swatow, and affording bi-weekly means of transit. The distances
are as follows; from Foo-chow to Amoy 185 miles; Amoy to Swatow,
150 miles; Swatow to Hongkong 175 miles. The steamel's usually
leave Foo-chow in the afternoon, arriving at Amoy the next morning,
and leave again towards night. Touching at Swatow on the following
day, they reach Hongkong on the morning of the third day. Fares
between Hongkong and Foochow for European passengers are $60,
with return-tickets valid for four months at $90. Steamers also trade
between Foochow and Shanghai, touching at Ningpo, but no regular
line is established. The distance between Foochow and Shanghai is
410 miles. On the arrival of steamers at Pagoda Anchorage passengers proceed to Foochow in native boats, which occupy from two to
four hours in accomplishing the journey.
FOREIGN REsIDENCEs, MODE OF LIVING, ETc.-The residences of
the European community are scattered over the hilly ground which
rises on the south bank of the ~in, opposite the little island of Chungchow, and communicating with it and with the city by means of the
"Big Bridge." The British Consulate, comprising several detached
buildings, lies not far from the water's edge, and almost immediately

'
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opposite the foot of the Bridge. On either side of these buildings, and
for a considerable distance to the rear, lie the "compounds " or enclosures containing the mercantile establishments of the British and
foreign residents, dispersed without settled plan, but connected by
irregular roads and paths. The British Conrnlar Church stands a short
distance to the westward of the Consulate, and behind it lie the British
Cemetery and the burial ground belonging to the missionary body.
The irregular elevations of the ground on which the foreign establishments are assembled, the dense and varied foliage with which they are
surrounded, and, above all, the charming view obtained across the
river, render this one of the most picturesque spots among all the open
ports. From the vast outline of the Ku-shan some six miles to the
eastward to the amphitheatre of distant hills on the west and northwest, with the foreground of the picture occupied by th~ wooded
heights and dense habitations of the city and suburbs, their confused
bl.ilk sharply interrupted by the towering White Pagoda and other
less lofty buildings, a panorama of varied effect and striking beauty is
offered to the gaze.
'J'he mercantile community numbers some fifty individuals, of whom
about two-thirds are British, and the remainder natives of the United
States or Germany. The total number of foreign residents, including
the employes of the Chinese Maritime Customs and missionaries · of
various denominations, probably exceeds one hundred. The anchorage
for vessels being at ~ distance of ten miles frcm the city secures to
Foochow the same advantage in respect of quiet and good order which
a similar circumstance entails in the case of Canton. The loose population which is inseparable from a fleet of merchant-shipping is congregated about the anchorage of Pagoda Island, where some stores and
boarding-houses are kept by Europeans. One or two general stores
are also established at the settlement, but the proximity of Hongkong
enables residents to supply their wants at the shops of the Colony with
regularity and despatch. The reproach of unsociable habits or of a
tendency to gather in narrow cliques has long been peculiarly attached
to the community of Foochow, but it is due, most probably, rather to
the scattered position of the various residences than to any other local
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cause. Having been long neglected and almost cut off from the other
open Ports, the settlement has certainly, however, ,been lacking in
those undertakings for mutual entertainment and social enjoyment
which have been so strikingly developed at othe;r places. Among the
private associations which have been formed are a Billiard Club, conatituted by a limited number of shareholders (value of each share $150)
a Fives' Court, also a joint-stock undertaking, a Bowling Alley, and
a Reading Room. Various efforts have been made, but as yet without
success, to combine these various institutions in one general Club.
Races have been occasionally set on foot during the cool season, but
with less spirit than at other of the Ports.
The picturesque scenery of the surrounding country, the facility of
travelling by boat, and the attractions of sport, render excursions into
the neighbouring districts a favourite mode ofrelaxation. A few days'
journey by the not uncomfortable native travelling-boats enables a visitor to traverse the highly interesting tea-districts, and a few hours'
distance from the city suffices to remove a European from the atmosphere of truculence and assumed contempt which surrounds him in
the immediate neighbourhood of Foochow. A shorter but highly interesting trip is afforded by the ascent of the Ku-Shan, or Drum Mountain, the foot of which may be reached in an hour by dropping down
the river with the tide. A celebrated Buddhist temple is built at a
height of some 2000 feet, and about 1000 feet lower than the summit
of the mountain, rendered accessible to the numerous pilgrims who
visit the sacred shrine by a well-paved path of about six feet in width
leading from the foot of the mountain to the temple gate. The toil of
the ascent is amply repaid by the charming views of the valley of the
Min which are disclosed by successive stages of the journey. The temple itself, like most others of its kind, consists of three large buildings,
ranged one behind the other, on as many terraces cut from the mountain-side, with smaller buildings and courtyards on either side, constitllting a monastery which contains upwards of one hundred inmat~a.
The chief attraction by which pilgrims are drawn to this spot from
long distances consists in a relic popularly believed to be one of the
teeth of Buddha, whose sacred jaws have furnished precious deposits
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of this kind to almost every temple of note throughout the Chinese
Empire. Many Chinese, however, visit the temple with the object of
witnessing the sunrise from the summit of the mountain, the ascent to
which they accomplish before dawn.
CLIMATE, PRODUCTIONS, etc.-The climate of Foochow is in gEineral
not dissimilar to that of Canton, with the .exception that the heats of
summer are less tempered by the cooling monsoon, and that in winter
a somP.what greater degree of cold prevails. The summer sets in with
the month of May, and lasts until the first weeks of September, at which
time the North-westerly winds set in. The months of July and August are as a rule excessive~y sultry, and during these months in 1866
several cases of death from sunstroke and heat-apoplexy occurred, simultaneously with the occurrence of numerous fatal cases of the same
kind at Shanghai and on the Y ang-tze ; whilst Hongkong and Canton
remained altogether exempt from mortality under this head, in consequence, doubtless, of the tempering influences of the S. W. monsoon.
Frost and ice, although rarely seen at Foochow, are nevertheless occasionally known ; and in the month of February 1864 some two inches
of snow fell upon the surrounding hills-an event not remembered for
nearly forty years before. In ordinary winters, the menury seldoms
falls below 38° to 40°; whilst the range of summer heat is from 80° to
96°. Notwithstanding the moderate degree of cold, however, which
the thermometer indicates, the thickest winter clothing used in England
is required for personal comfort during the months of December to
March.
The style of living among Europeans is similar in every respect to
that in vogue at Hongkong, and the markets are supplied with the
same description of provisions. Beef and poultry are the staples of
animal food, mutton being 1·arely found unless specially imported from
Shanghai. Fish abound in great variety, both from the river and the
sea. Foochow bacon and hams are much prized in the absence of imported meats of the kind, and are largely shipped to all
parts of China. The hams are small and comparatively thin, but are
as a rule excellently cured. Pheasants, partridges, quail, and wildfowl
are to be had iu the proper seasons, and venison is occasionally brought
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from the hills. Oysters are very plentiful during the cold weather,
but are dangerous if eaten raw. Among fruits, the lychee is the earliest and most delicate ; in addition to which are peaches, plums, persimmons, and pears, with several varieties of the orange. The pumelo
and mango are imported from Amoy. Vegetables are also abundant,
and in winter cabbages, lettuces etc. are cultivated by the European
residents. Excellent potatoes are largely grown for the supply of foreigners and of the shipping, as also for export to Hongkong.
CuRRENCY.-The circulating medium used by Europeanis is the Mexican Dollar, which passes current either " chopped" (i. e. with the
indented stamps of the shroffs or money-inspectors through whose
hands the coin has passed) or plain. No smaller coin exists, with the
exception of the Chinese cash, but the deficiency is supplied by notes
of the value of 100 cash upwards, which are issued from numerous
natives banks established at Foochow, and which have a large, though
gradually diminishing, circulation. At no other place in China is banking more extensively practised or notes so largely circulated. No control is exercised by the Chinese government over this issue of paper
money, in which, nevertheless, the public has full confidence. The
notes are printed from copper plates or wood-blocks on oblong slips
of paper, with such artistic design and complicated checks by means
of numbering and tallies as to defy the danger ot counterfeiting. A
Mexican Dollar is exchanged at the average rate of 1,000 to 1,100
cash in currency or paper.
The local weights of Foochow differ from those employed elsewhere,
being one-third less, so that a Foochow catty is as nearly as possible
equivalent to one English pound avoirdupois.
MARITIME CUSTOMS, PILOTAGE, DocKs, &c.-The foreign employes
of the Chinese Custom House form a numerous establishment, subordinate to the Imperial Superintendent of Customs, an office which is
filled by the General commanding the Tartar garrison, who dis.-~harges
his duties in respect to the collection of customs through a deputy of
lower rank. Much difficult7y has prevailed at Foochow in the payment
of duties by foreign merchants, owing to the fluctuations in the relative value of Dollars and Sycee (pure silver) the latter being exclu.-
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eively the medium of payment, but in August 1866 an agreement was
arrived at in accordance with which duties were thenceforward made
payable in the following manner :1st, in Sycee.
2nd, in Dollars at the rate fixed by the Assay made at Canton in 1843.
3rd, in Mexican Dollars at 10 per cent discouut.
N.B.-'fhe rate of Assay fixed at Canton for cut Dollars was 13.2
per cent discount, and for clean Mexican Dollars, 12 per cent discount.
By this arrangement the Chinese Government consented to allow the
option of payment at a fixed rate, whilst the amount of 10 per cent
appears to be a fair approximation, and will obviate the inconvenience
arising from the daily fluctuation of the value of sycee, beside being
less than the fixed standard of the Assay.
A staff of European pilots conducts the navigation of foreign vessels
entering or leaving the river Min, but, notwithstanding the skill of many of these individuals, wrecks are of frequent occurrence among the
shifting sandbanks and intricate channels of the river. A pilot-board,
consisting of some of the foreign consuls, held until lately some jurisdiction over the association of pilots, but the difficulty of enforcing its
regulations owing to the conflict of nationalities has led to a cessation
of the arrangement. The charge for pilotage from the White Dogs to
Sharp Peak Island is $3.00 per foot of draught, ang. $1.50 per foot
thence to Pagoda Anchor~ge. Native boats were formerly employed in
large numbers for towing heavily laden vessels to the mouth of the
river; but the use of steam tugs is now introduced.
A dock, owned and managed by Europeans, exists at Pagoda Anchorage, having a length of 300 feet, breadth of 95 feet, and depth 22 feet.
It has an average depth of water at springs of 17 feet and neaps of 14
feet. Steam power is used for pumping dry. The following is the
scale of charges : For hire of dock,-for day of entrance and two following days,-a
charge of one Mexican Dollar per registered ton is made. After that
period sixteen cents per register ton, per day, excepting when ships
enter the Dock for heavy repairs; or Iron ships, for the purpose of
•craping and painting their bottoms.
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NEWSPAPER.-The first attempt in journalism was made in March
1866, when a small sheet entitled the Foochow A.dvertise1· was set on
foot. This newspaper is published on Wednesdays and Saturdays, at a
subscription price of $2 per month.

PosT OFFICE.-The packet agency, established in connection with the
Hongkong Post Office, is conducted by one of the subordinate officers
of the British Consulate, at which office mails are delivered and despatched.

BANK, INSURANCE OFFICES.-A branch of the Oriental Bank Corpo•
ration was opened at Foochow in 1866; and numerous Insurance Offices are represented by agents among the mercantile firms.
TRADE.-As remarked above, the only staple of importance in the
commerce of Foochow is Tea, the preponderance of which over all
other articles of Exports coming under the cognizance of the Foreign Customhouse is shewn by the following table :
EXPORTS.

Value.
1864.
Tea, ......................... ..... .... $16,386,894
Paper, Fruit, Timber, .. . .. .. .. .
784,677
Total in Mexican Dollars,...

17,171,571

Value.
1865.
$19,717,882
1,091,344
20,809,226

In addition to the above, miscellaneous Chinese articles were exported
, in the above periods to the amount annually of from $300,000 to

$500,000.
IMPORTS are slow in making headway, owing to the difficulties of
transit through the interior, and the disinclination of the natives to
accept aught but silver in exchange for the teas exported. The following table indicates the movement of the import trade during two
successive years:
IMPORTS.

Value.
1864.
$ 671,097
281,635
4,347,338
1,438,938
969,401

Value,
1865.
$ 402,253
168,425
3,306,412
1,330,107
1,914,595

Total, ............ $7,608,409

$7,121,792

Cotton Piece Goods, . , ...... ... .
Woollen Goods, ................ ..
Opium, ..................... . ....... .
Chinese Cottons, ............... ..
Sundries, ................... ...... . .
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In addition to the above, sundries the value of which was rendered
in Taels were imported in 1864 to the.amount of Tnels 1,427,826, and
in 1865 to the amount of Taels 882,019. The principal miscellaneous
imports consist in rice, sugar, tobacco, beans and bean-cake, &c. carried
coastwise.
The Tea, which forms the staple of trade, is shipped in the proportion of about two-thirds to Great Britain, and one-third to Australia,
the United States, and sundry ports. The following are the amounts
exported of late years :
SeMon 1861-2, .... . ...... .. .......... ...... ...... 56,000,000 lbs.
,,
,,
,,
,,

1862-3, ............ ..... ,........... .. .... 52,000,000 ,,
1863-4, ............ .... ........ . .......... 64,000,000 ,,
1864-5,, ••.. ••• .... ••... , ... •• •... •• •• •., .63,000,000 H
1865-6, ......... .......... .... ············65,000,000 ,,

The year 1863, so marked by speculative trading throughout China,
brought, as will be noticed, a sudden and large expansion in the export of tea from FQOchow; and notwithstanding the disastrous result
of the enormous shipments ventured upon, the annual quantity continues to increase. The prices demanded by native sellers have largely
advanced in consequence.
The class of Tea most in request for Great Britain is Congou, but a
large quantity of Souchong is also shipped.

For the United States,

three-fourths of the Tea shipped is Oolong.
The following interesting details respecting the names of the districts
in which the principal teas us1::d for foreign consumption occur are
furnished by Mr. May, Commissioner of Customs at Foochow, in his
annual Report for 1865:

I

,, Fu-NING-FU mm
]ff produces Congou and Flowery Pekoe. A
tea is also grown in this District from which either Green Tea or
Scented Orange Pekoe can be manufactured. The finest Congou and
Souchong are brought from Kien-Ning-fu, ~~~ and Shao Wu-fu
In the former prefecture is Wang-k'ang
celebrated for its Souchong ; on the border of these two Districts is Kaisow
which has given its name to Foochow Congous as a class. The

B~'iitfft·
.JI. tff,

northern half of Yen-P'ing-fu ~

:EJJc,

2f JA"- produces Congou,

and the
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out.hem half Oolung. Latterly, a considerable quantity of Oolung
has been prepared as Congou, and much liked in England on account
of its strength. The Tea-plants iu this part of the Province are best
suited for Oolung, although the chief difference between Oobmg and
Conp;ou lies in the manufacture, not in the plant. From Ting-chow-fu

iT fM

.JFf in the west, but little Tea comes to Foochow, as a high
range of hills shuts off the greater part of that pl~ce from water-communication with the river Min. The district is drained by the Han,
which debouches at Swatow. On its northern boundary, Foo-chow-fu
produces Congou, Flowery Pekoe, and a kind suitable for Green or
Orange Pekoe."
A minor, but still very important article of Export is timber, obtained
from t.he mountainous districts of the interior, and floated in rafts to
the neighbourhood of Foochow, where it is trans-shipped to Shanghai,
Ningpo and elsewhere. During the North-east monsoon the timber
trade affords profitable employment to foreign shipping; but during
the S. W. Monsoon native junks are able to make their way up the
coast with timber-cargoes, and then monopolize this branch of traffic.
The huge bulk of the Ningpo timber-junks, carrying their cargo outside,
i. e. lashed in tiers on either side of the vessel, forms a curious and.
chru:acteristic feature of the river-scenery near Foochow during thesummer months.
MISSIONARIES.-Three missionary societies are represented at Foochow, of which the first to occupy the field was the American Board of
Foreign Missions, who established their agents here in January 1847.
Later in the same year the Methodist Episcopal Church Mission (Uiiited States') opened an establishment, and in 1850 the English Church
Missionary Society commenced a mission here. In all, some ten or
twelve rnissionai~ies re::side at Foochow, and several chapPls have been
established in different parts of the city or suburbs. The Methodist
mission is described as having received great encouragement in several
country villages near Foochow. It has some eight or ten country stations, which are more or less regularly visited by the foreign missionaries, and also boarding-schools for girls and boys, and a printing establishment.
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The success attending the efforts of Protestant missionaries is, however, insignificant in comparison with the more rapid and extensive
results achieved by the Romanists, the strong political character of
whose mission is an active inducement to Chinese to profess themselves
converts. A large Romanist church stands near the South Gate, outside
the city, and several thousand proselytes are counted as the work of
recent years. Near the Church is a building lately erected for the purpose of sa~ng and bringing up in the Romanist faith the female children who are frequently deserted by their parents and abandoned in the
public thoroughfares. This institution is under the superintendence of
sisters of charity.
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FORMOSA.
GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION, &c.
Island of Formosa, one of the largest in the Eastern Seas, is situated
between 22° and 26° North latitude and 120° and 122° East longitude,
and is separated by a channel some hundred miles in width from the
adjacent mainland of China, of which it is a political dependency. It
forms the end of one of the many chains of islands which, from the Western part of Russian America to the Southern archipelagos, seem to
fringe the Eastern coasts of the Asiatic continent with a succession of
long loops, and terminates that of which the Japanese group, the
Loochoos and the Meiaco-Sima group are the component parts.
The Chinese claim to have been the first discoverers of Formosain A.D. 1430,-and the discovery was then due to the accident of a
shipwreck. But in any case no great honour can be claimed, for the
bold outline of the Formosan mountain-ranges can plainly be seen on a
clear day from the Chinese main. In 1620, it is said in the Chinese
Annals, the Japanese attempted to form a colony there; but previously to this date considerable numbers of Chinese must have crossed
the channel and settled among the aborigines of the island, for when
the Dutch arrived in 1634 and commenced to establish themselves,
they found there communities of Chinese in sufficient number to cause
them annoyance. The latter, indeed, aided by the Fu-kien pirates
under their dread chief Koksinga, in 1661 eventually ousted the Dutch
from the strongly-built but ill-manned fortress which they had constructed to protect their new and thriving colonies.
THE
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Its name "Formosa" or the "Beautiful Island" was given by the
Portuguese who first visited it, but the proper name by which the

7'

Chinese themselves designate it, is "'l''ai-wan" ~
or "Great
Bay." Its length is about 210 miles, by 60 to 70 in its widest part,
and it is intersected by a range of lofty mountains which follow the
general direction of the island from North_to South, forming a huge backbone or 1·idge, the highest peak. of which-Mount Morrison-is 10,800
feet high.

This chain is situated nearer the Eastern than the W estcrn

side of the island and descends in a deep slope on the former side to the
sea. On the Wes tern side the slope is much more gradual and is intersected by valleys which gradually lose tl1emsclves in the large undulating
plain on which the Chinese have settled. The general direction of the
island is from N.E. to S.W. and its shape that of a long oval rul'.lning
-down to a point at the South, with a circumference of about 450 miles.
The geology of the interior, wl1ich was been but little t'xplored, is com- ,
pitratively unknown, but recent trnvcllcrs speak of the existence of
strata of slate and shale, and the traces of coal and otlH:r minerals dis-covered justify the belief that, the mineral Wl'ahh of tl1e country is very
great. On the inhabited or vV estcrn sidl· the ~oil in the pbins is a rieh
alluvium, while the Southern portion, especially near Takow abounds
in calcareous conglomerate full of fossil shells and remains of coral.
VEGETATION, FAUNA,* &c.-The vegetati0n of Formosa, corning as it
does just within the tropics, is of a highly luxuriant character, ahcunding in bamboos of great size, and all the common trees of the tropical forests; while deer, bears, and an immense variety of birds (a large
number of the latter of new and undescribed species) are found in the
interior. Among these latter the pheasant family tflkes a prominent part
and an entirely new variety has been discovered by Mr. R. Swinhoe,
formerly Consul at T'ai- vVan, who has done much to add to our knowof the fauna of the China seas. There is also a very fair field for
the entomologist, but 011 the coast the specimens collected have been
generally the same as those found in corresponding latitudes in China.
Th~ interior has not been well explored.

* See also a subsequent section ch idly relating to Tamsuy but containing some remarks
on the geneLal fauna of the isl,md.
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ABORIGINAL lNilABl'IANTs.-Thc mountainous part, and indeed the
wl.olc of the EaHtcrn side of the island, is still in a state of barbarism and
iH inhabited by savage tribes, who make war their chief pursuit and are
unrclcntin 6 in their hostility to the Chinese settlers. They are reported
to be cannibal in many places, and in their feasts and superstitions they
seem to resemble the :Malays and the inhabitants of Polynesia. Their
worship is of th<' simple barbarous kind common among the inhabitants
of the unciviliz<'d islands in the Eastern seas, thP object of adoration in
their ca e being a post decorated with three skulls, generally those of a
deer, pig, and bear, although the offerings deemed acceptable in their temples in many .places :ire the heads 01 pig-tail,- of the Chinese they have slain.
They are much fairer and better featured than the latter, are armed with
bows and arrows or with weapons of Chinese manufacture, and are great
hunters. Owing, however, to the infrequency of exploring expeditions
and the difficulties and dangers of tbP. attempt, but little is known of these
tribe,,, and what is told must he taken with a certain degree of reservation.
A large number of the aborigines origin,Llly inhauiting the western side
of the island a1e now settled in a half civilized state at a sLort distance
fron1 the coast aucl ·are a fine featured race and appear to agree well
with tllC Chinese. These latter have possession of the wl10le of the
plains, and arc loukcd on as the possessors of the country, though they
really occupy no more than a comparatively small portion, which is cultiniled in the usual Chinese manner and occupied by villages and
towns just sucli a are found in the Celestial Empire.
HARBOURS.-TLe great objections to the island as a place of settlonient for trade are, its want of harbom·s and the difficulty of

intercomnmnicatiou bl'tween the Northern and Southern portion by
sailing vessels during the monsoons which blow with such violence in
the Formosa channel. The harbours on the Eastern side are few and
not very accessible or commodious; those on the opposite side are mere
roadsteads in most c~ses, whilst the whole sea coast except in the
extreme North appears to be a successioh of san<l banks and shoals.
The rivers arc few in number and shallow, winding with many a tum
through the rich alluvial plain at the foot of the hill district. The
ports open to foreign trade are all situated on the W rstern coast
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and are four in number, namely, Tamsui and Keelung on the
North, and Tai-wan-foo and Takow on the South. The island is
governed by a Chinese Tao-t'ai whose authority is delegated direct
from Peking.
We extract from Mr Swinhoe's "Notes on Formosa" the following
description of the Chinese portion of the island :
The district of Taiwan, or Chinese possessions in Formosa, is divided
into four Hiens or departments under civil magistrates, and five Tings
or sea-board divisions, und~r marine magistrates. The Hiens from
south to north consecutively are the Fung-shan Hien, the Taiwan Hien,
the Kia-e Hien, and the Changhwa Hien; and the Tings, the Taijang
Ting, the Loo-keang Ting, the Tanshuy Ting, the Komalan Ting, arid
the Pan9lt00 Ting. The first of these comprises the seaboard of the
Taiwan and Fung-shan Hiens ; the second, the seaboard of the Kia-e
and Clwnghwa Hiens; the third, the whole of the n01thermost portion
on the west side ; the fourth, the whole of the possessions on the east
side ; and the fifth, the group of islands known as the Pescarlores. On
these different Hiens and Tings I will here extract a few notes from
a Chinese work, published under the auspices of the Government many
years since, entitled the "Statistics of Taiwan," a book which I setiously
perused with a view to gather important imformation about this interesting island. The observations of the learned writers are, for the
most part, more amusing than instructive. It commences with a general puff on the advantages of the colonies, in order, doubtles~, to
entice a larger flow of emigrants, thus-" The district of Taiwan is a
land of luxuriant vegetation, broad and level, and very fertile. The
western and northern portions offer large tracts of champaign country,
highly capable of cultivation. Hundreds of families of our people are
already engaged there in husbandry, associated with the natives of the
land. The Colonists are from different parts of the empire, no village
claiming one surname (as in China), and no two men of the samP heart.
The aborigines are addicted to spirituous liquors and are blood•thirsty.
They wear no caps, shoes, or clothes ; and have no marriage or burial
rites. Merchants and t1·avellers resort to the colonies in numbers, and ·
merchandize flows its endless round.

Rice grows in excessive quan-
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tities, and is plentifully exported to China. The farmers have therefore
no need of granaries to store away their grain."
"Taiwan Hien. The land of this district is of no extent, and is poor
through long cultivation. It yields only one crop in the year. The
colonists arc fond of ornaments and fine clothes. 'Jhe five grains (i.e.
all grains) abound, and there is no lack of the necessaries of life. The
men engage themselves in husbandry, but the women, instead of spinning, waste their time in embroidery. These people are compassionate
and hospitable, regarding as their relations all who suffer from sickness
or want.
"Fungahan (Phamix hill) Hien comprises large tracts of level and
waste lands, abounding in bamboos, fruit-bearing, and other trees.
There is here well-watered ground, suitable for the plantation of early
rice. This the Colonists have begun to turn to good account. Merchants have water-carriage for their goods, and broad roads enable
them to use transport-carts drawn by oxen. Beyond the jurisdiction of
this department in a southerly direction, natives,from the Canton province ('f eok-chew men) have settled and mix indiscriminately with the
aborigines. These settlers are a riotous set, fond of litigation and
fighting, and reckless of life.
" Kie-e Hien was formerly known as the Choo-lo Hien, from its native name. The soil in this department is very rich, and grain when
sown is left to nature to bring it to maturity, not needing the labour
or attention of man. The colonists hP.re also are fond of abusing and
fighting one another. They are jealous and outvie each other in
dress and ornaments ; and in marriage ceremonies they take into consideration dowries, which last is a bad custom. Their good qualities,
however, counterbalance the evil, for families live under .t he same roof
to the number often of several generations. Disputes between neigh. hours are frequently settled by a friendly word. They share wiUingly
with their friends anything they possess on the promise of repayment
at a future day. Benighted travellers can gain admission and hospitality at the first door they apply at and few will refuse them shelter.
" Ckangltwa (manifest change) Hien. This department has been but
recently established, and people, eager to enter a new field, flocked
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Viceroy's Tunr of I,18pecfion.

thither in multitudes. They soon fo1med roads ancl thoroughfares, and
villages worthy of admiration; to the marts of which there are ft:w
commodities that do not find thei1· way, but they rate at rather high
prices. The ha bits of the colonists are similar to those of the citizens
of the capital.
"Tan-shuy (Precipitating water) Ting comprises two subdivisions,
Tan-skuy and Choo-tsan (Bamboo dyke) The villages here daily increase in size, and the smoke of cottage fires thickens. There are
numerous settlers on the Tamsuy river; their habits are honest and
economical, and few fights or lawsuits occur. Grain and other produce
of the soil are cheap ; but cloths, silks, furniture, and all imported
goods are several times dearer than at the Capital
"P'ang-lwo-Ting (Pescadores) comprises a cluster of islands in the
midst of the ocean, the soil of which is not adapted for rice or corn.
It produces sesamun, sorghum, and vetches. The inhabitants build their
houses of mud and straw, and depend on fishing for subsistence. They
boil the sea into salt, and distil spirits out of sorghum; they catch fish,
crustacea, and mollusca for food, and dry them for exportation. Cloth,
silk, yellow peas, and millet are imported thither from Taiwan."
The department of Komalan Ting was not established at the date of
the publication of the statistics, and therefore no mention is made of
it in that work.
The Viceroy of Fulc'i.en and Chekiang, governing Formosa as a Fu or
Prefecture of the first-named province, is bound by law to visit the
island once every three years. These formal visits are lucrative to the
high functionary, though anything but agreeable to the subordinatP.s he
goes to visit, for if they do not come before him with handsome presents
in their hands, they run the risk of being shelved for the first trivial
offence. To meet the emergency, the mandarins in their turn put extra
taxes on the people, and thus, at the expense of all classes, the exalted
servant of the Emperor walks the paths of duty, and returns, unlike
most other travellers, with a well-filled purse. Owing, however, to
the present troubles in China more than a decade has passed since
the last Viceregal visit to Tai wan. The 1l'ai-wan Tao ( or chief authority
of Taiwan) resides at the Fu or capital city. He is the highest magis-
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trate and has to make a circuit of the Jepartments once annually.
The next civil authority is the T'ai-wan, Fu or Prefect; then the T'ai wan
Hien or District Magistrate; and lastly the Hai-fang T'ing, or Marine
Prefect.

These are the chief civil functionaries resident in the

capital. The chief military and naval authority is the Chintai., who is
at once commodore of the fleet and the commander-in-chief of the land
forces.

He also resides at the capital. The civil Mandarins of Formosa

are paid their salaries from the land-rents and grain taxes.

These sa-

laries are of nominal value. The Taotai tor instance only receives 1,600
taels, not £600 per annum; but his emoluments are large, those drawn
from the taxes on camphor especially. The yearly income he is said to
make o~t of this, the most important trade of the island, is of almost
fabulous amount. 'fhe Chi-ju or Prefect, besides Court-fees, lines his
pockets from the immense salt-monopoly of the island which he rules
uncontrolled.
He has salt-offices, or Yen-kwan, at every place of
any importance, and the toll is enforced with great rigour. These
offices have regular and constant couriers running between them and
the capital. Foreign -manufactured salt is not permitted to be imported,
and vessels have been made to discharge their cargoes of it overboard
before gaining admission into the ports.
The !liens or District magistrates hold the Petty Assizes and
adjudicate in all cases of secondary importance.

In these courts, by

legal fees, and a process of intimidation, they generally manage to
make pecuniary matters go smoothly for their own interests.

· Th~ Tings warm their nests by the exaction of exorbitant port dues,
all of which are set against the current expenses of their office.

They

are empowered to lay bands on so many private vessels a year for the
purpose of conveying rice to the imperial garner. These junks are paid
a nominal freight, and often detained idle for months.

This the junk-

men are but too glad to escape by payment of a moderate squeeze.
The sy.3tem has led to an embargo being laid on all vessels that refuse
to pay the toll or escape-money, and as use makes custom, the Chinese
now regard this exaction of the mandarins simply as K'ow-fei, or Po:rt
charges.
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TAKOW.
SITUATION, MEANS OF ACCESS, &c.-Commencing from the South,
the first port we come to is Takow in Lat. 22°. 38' 3" N. and long•
130°. 16' 30". This place is not at all times readily or directly accessible
from the opposite ports of the mainland. Vessels occasionally leave
Amoy direct for this place, but by far the larger number clear either
from the last named port or Foo-chow to Tai-wan-foo, whence it is

easy to reach Takow by an overland route, either on horseback, or in
the common Chinese chair carried by coolie::, the distance by land
between the two places being only about 20 miles. Assuming however that we have reached the usual shallow anchorage at the entrance
of the inner harbour of Takow, the first thing that strikes the visitor
in looking round is the strange shape of the boats which are coming
from the shore, usually called by Europeans Catamarans. They are
simply large rafts of stout bamboos lashed together and propelled either
by the common Chinese paddle or by a large bamboo sail :fitted in tLe
ordinary manner. They have a slight railing round them and also
a la.rge tub in which the passenger sits, and though they are repeatedly
swept by the waves and look most frail and insecure they are
doubtless the safest kind of boat in the h~avy swells which lash the
whole of the Formosan coast. They bear a strong resemblance to
the Brazilian jangadas or cork-wood rafts which are found in the
neighbourhood of Pernambuco. From the sea the prospect is not
a very lovely one. On the left rises with a sleep slope from the sea
the rugged barren sides of Ape's Hill, some 1,100 feet in height, and
on the right is a smaller one called Saracen's Head, bounded on the sea
face by a line of precipitous cliffs rising directly from the water's edge.
Betwt'en the two is a small green looking mound separated from Ape's
Hill by a chasm and from the other by a deep channel about 60 yards
wide which forms the entranee to the inner harbour. This is some 6
or 8 miles long by 2 or 3 across in the widest part, and forms a calm
plaeid Lagoon, bounded on theNorth by a fl.at rich looking plain through
w!:iich winds a. little river and on the South by a low sand bank,
il'eaching from Sacacen's Head to a continuation of the above mentioned
plain, on which the town, or rather village, of Takow is situated.
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Country adjacent to 'l'akow.

The neighbourhood of Ta.kow is well peopled, and ltighly cultivated,
the country abounding in bamboo and banyan grov2a, in the midat
of which clu ·tcr the hou es of the colonists. These people are mostly
Amoy and Chinchew Chinese, and seem good-natured, contented, and
happy. Beyond this great southern river to the foot of the mountain
chain, the colonists are mostly from the Kwang-tung Province, near
Swatow, and show buL little submission to the mandarin rule, though
the authorities have their emissaries as far south as Fang-leaou or Pongle, just before the mountain chain slopes into the sea.
Takow present the usual dirty appearance of a little Chinese town, and
is only prevented from being very uninteresting by the numerous Banyan trees and shrnbs which grow luxuriantly even in the barren sandy
soil. Opposite this however on the other side of the Lagoon the scene
is very different, for on the land side of Ape's Hill we see a rich tropical
vegetation bordering the river, full of all the brilliant tints of bamboos,
palms, mimosas and similar trees. Further inland extends the level
plain cultivated with usual Chinese care, which the fertile soil rewards
with abundant crops, dotted with group of bamboos or sugar plan~
tations and vil11,ges, and reaching to the low range of hills, which bound
the near horizon. On very clear days, especially in the early morning,
the purple tops of a lofty range of hills~ are seen far to the west,
forming a noble background. The village itself is a long straggling place
inhabited chieO.y by fbhermen, and with a few half-European houses
occupied by foreign settlers: it possesses no buildings of importance
either native or foreign, and is in fact•simply a very ordinary specimen
of a Chinese hamlet, extending perh~Lp for nearly a mile at intervals
down the , sandbar. There are one or two European h 11ildings including a store on a small level spot at the foot of Ape's Hill on our right
as we enter the harbour, but no attempt has been made to establish a
regular settlement on that side.
TOWN 01!' PEnT'ow, SPORT, &c.-The .objccts of interest presented by
the port are but few, the only attraction being the beauty of its scenery
and the opportunities it oil'ersof a direct communication with the interior
for exploring parties. There are but few towns near it.

The chief, and

indeed the largest in the district, is that of Peh-t'ow which is situated
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Climate, Trade.

about 8 miles from the Eastern side of the Lagoon and is reached by
first proceeding by boat to a little village called Ling-a-liau, and thence
by a good road either on horseback or by chair through tl1e rich fields
of the plain. The town is not particularly noteworthy, being unwalled
and of small extent. Another city, which has been partly deserted,
about 5 or 6 miles to the North of Takow, was formerly the district
capital, but from being commanded by a hill in which a number of
robbers took refuge who could not be dislodged, was abandoned by the
mandarins for the safer locality of Peh-t'ow. Capital snipe-shooting is to
be got among the marshy flats on the borders of the little river and with
but little trouble, the birds of both painted and common varieties being
numerous and easy to find. The best places are arrived ~t by going
up the river in a boat for about half a mile until a small creek, about
20 yards long, forms with the river a narrow sandy isthmus. Near
this are some shallow marshes in which game abounds; birds are also
found in many other places along the course of the stream. A magnificent view is to be obtained from the top Clf Ape's Hill, which is best
ascended by landing in a small bay situated at a small distance from the
European houses on that side and in which is a sulphur sprhig. The
path winds irregularly up the hill from this point, and, steep as is the
ascent, the glorious view over the adjacent country well repays the
trouble of the climb.
CLIMATE.-The climate of Takow is hot but nevertheless healthy, .and is never cold at any period of the year. There are no records of the .prevalence of any special disease likely to affect the
European settler.
TRADE.-Takou was first thrown open to foreigners in 1864, and
seems to possess capabilities which, could the island be fully explored,
and its rich mineral wealth be worked ·would render it a most important port. The reports rendered by the foreign Customs employes since
their establishment there, however, have been, compared with those
from other .ports, excessively meagre. It is therefore impossible to
furnish as full an .abstract as could be wished.
lMPORTs.-The principal articles of import at Takow are Cotton
goods, opium, cloth and woollens, while numberless small articles, such
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Im1>ort «nd Export trade of Takow.

as Bangl~s, Brass-ware, Ink stones, I inglass, Prawns, &c., are included
in the returns, lmt in nch small quantities as scarcely to affect the
total amount of duties received. In 1864, the totals of imports from
foreign countries amouuted to $382·754, while the imports from
Chinese ports, embracing almost every conceivable article of domestic
Chinese use, amo11nted to $346·208. Since that period there has been
an increase of the imports in all branches, except certain varieties of
Woollen goods, we but are unable to give Statistics. The total value of
Imports during 1864 was $905·116. No statement of the total imports
or exports appears in the Customs returns for 1865, in which, it may
be noted, Takou and Taiwan are included under one head.
ExPORTs.-The chief exports from both Takow and Taiwanfu are
Sugar, Turmeric, and Sesamum seeds, but as is the case with imports a
large number of petty articles are included in the returns. During 1864,
native produce was exported to other parts of China to the amount of
$608·616, the total value for the year being $617,991. Opium of
course figures under both heads. During 1865, the export trade appears to have languished. The prohibition to export Rice, except to
Amoy and Foochow under Pass,-which Pas~ is difficult to obtain,deprived Takow of almost the only export which was available; and as
:,:egards Taiwan-fu. the anchorage being an open roadstead, it is not safe
for vessels to venture there during the S. W. Monsoon. From 21st
-J une to 7th October 18G5 only one vessel, a Schooner of 103 tons,
cleared from that port. Though, since the latter date, several vessels
have visited Taiwan-fa, the trade latterly has principally consisted
in Import!'l, Two-thiids of the tonnage at Taiwan-fu during th; quarter ending 31st December, 1865, cleared in ballast, and even as regards
the remaining one-third, hardly any vessel carried away a full cargo.
Of the total amount of duties collected in Taiwan-fu during the same
period, only Haikwan Tls. 248.0.0.9, or rather less than one-tenth of
the whole, consist of Export duties; the remaining nine-tenths are
composed of Import and Coast Trade Duties.
As regards Takow, though business during the latter end of 1865
was pretty brisk, yet the return of duties was small. During the
last quarter of the year, trade was nearly nt'l. For three months only
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Shipping at Takow 1864-1865.

On two occasions it was for a week

20 vessels cleared from this Port.

at a time without a single vessel in the roadstead ; two and three
times it had only one or two, and dming the whole quarter it had never
more than four vessels present at one time. One can hardly expect a
large return for the trade of this port during the N. E. Monsoon, as the
importance of Takow arises from its being the Port of Taiwan-fu
during the S.W. Monsoon. Upon the whole however, there appear3
to be a satisfactory increase of trade during 1865, and the increase
would doubtless -be greater in future if the Chinese Authorities could
be induced to take off the restriction from the export of Rice ; hut
though the crops of Rice in 1865 were very good, Rice remained dear,
and the Taotai feared a rebellion if he ventured i;pon such a step.
The following Table shews the Tonnage entered in 1865, as compared with the 14 months ended 31st December, 1864
1864.

1865.

FLAG.
No.

A1nerican, ........................ ... .... .'
Bremen, ............ ... .. ............. ....
Britis.h, ......................... ...........
Danish, ................ ... ...... ..........
Dutch, ...... .... .. .......... .. ............ .
French, ...... ...............................
Hamburg, .... .. ..... ... ..... ......... ... ...
Hanoverian, ...... ...... ..... ... .. .......
Hawaiian, ........... ........... .. .... .....
N or,vegian, .. .. ... .... ..... ... .... ........
Prussian, ...... .. :....... .... .. ...........
Portuguese, .... .. ...... .. ... .. ........ ...
Spanish, .... ............... .... ........ ... .

2
38
43

Tons.

430
7,682
6,785

7
3

7

539
7,626
815
654
1,069

--·

Total, .. .... 135

13
20
42
23

3

.L

2
33

N o.

25,450

4
25
10
1

3
4
3
1
152

Tons.
1,584
4,928
6,106
3,829
705
1,066
5,885
1,401
150
636
826
339
193

---27,648
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T'AIW ANFOO.
SITUATION, DESCRIPTION,

&c.-ProceE><ling along the Western Coast

owards the North the next port at which we arrive is Kok-si-kon
(lat. 23° 6' N., and long. 129° 5' E.,) the port of T'ai-wan-foo, the chief

-city of the island. It is simply an open roadstead with an anchorage
of about 6 fathoms, with a series of flat sandy banks on which the
surf at all times breaks with violence, dividing it from a shallow muddy
lagoon bordered by a flat plain.
The city of T'aiwanfoo is girt by a high battlemented wall some 6
miles in e tent, and quadrangular; forming in fact a small and poor imitation of the wall of Peking. Within are the houses of the chief citizens,
all the mandarins, dud several temples dedicated to the three religions of
the empire~omprising Confucians, Bud<lhists, and Taouists. The open
park-like spaces, with fine trees, green lane , hedges, and ditches, give
a refreshing and rural a ·pect to many parts of the large straggling town.
•rhere is a st{llenne s und a stillness about the place which is peculiarly ominon~ of the fact that what life the city once possessed is fast
<lying out, since the shoaling of the small rivers that lead under the
wall has compelle{l vessels to seek harbours elsewhere on the line
of coast. To r;:eawards of the city-wall lies a large and extensive suburb
contaiuing the chief markets of the town, dirty and offensive in the
extreme, but here the busine of the town is done. Further to seaward,
aloug the continually rising mud and sand-banks lies the village of
Anping, clu tered round the repaired ruins of the once great Formosan
stronghold of the Dutch, "TE CASTEL ZELAND, GE BOWED ANNO
1630," ~ the inscription over the main entry or gateway leading into
the fort on its northern side still tells. *
It consisted of a CPntral keep, built on a small hill probably partly
artificial, in the form of a. bastioned fort on a square of about 60 yards
each way. This was urrounded at about 100 ya{ds distance on the
Northern side by a wall following the course of the shore and meeting
the keep at its western and northern angles, its own angle being also
protected by a kind of bast.ion. The walls were of great thickness

* Swinhoe, " N-0te11 on Formo1a,"
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though hollow in the centre, and were built of small bricks specially
brought from Batavia, and were also extensively loopholed. Now
however, time and repeated earthquakes have done their work, and not
one of the angles of the central keep remains; the other walla are split
and broken, covering the ground with large fragments, and a large tree
growing on the top of the wall of the keep waves its gnarled and
knotted branches over the relics of the 0nce strong fortress of Zelandia.
Its history is by no means uneventful. It was first built as the seat of
the Dutch power in Formosa when, in consideration of giving up the
little group of islands called the Pescadores in the Formosa channel,
they were allowed to retain the large island aud trade with the ports
of China on the mainland.
The Dutch records tell of a second fort, called P1·ovidentia, that the
Hollanders built at a subsequent date near the month of the Formosa
river, on the side opposite tv the fort on the island of Taiwan. Thia
fort, called the "Red-haired Houses,'' now stands inside the wall of the
city ofTaiwanfoo, over five miles from the coast, and about a mile from
the bank of the present river, between which and the city wall the
busiest and most extensive suburb of the capital has sprung up.
At this time the number of Chinese inhabitants were but few in
number, and the Dutch were not sorry, when the Manchu Tartars invaded the empire of China in 1644, to find that the numbers of emigrants
increased, and so made their possessions of greater value. A few years
after, however the Chinese rebel chief called Kokshinga who had under
his command a powerful fleet which he had used with some success,
against the Manchu invaders on the coast, determined on seizing Formosa. The history of this celebrated pirate is recorded as follows _:
"His father, Chunchilung, called by foreigners Iquon, born in a small
village on the seashore in the Fokien territory near the city Anhai, was
'Very poor, and as some say a tailor by trade. He first served the
\
Portuguese in Macao and afterwards the Hollanders in Formosa;
where soon after he become a great merchant in the Japan trade and
at last a pirate. Having from this small beginm.ng gotten a great :fl~et
of ships, he obtained by his political designs and grand undertakings
to so great a treasure, that the Chinese Emperor was not able to stand
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Father of the Pirate Chief Kok-sitUJ a.

m competition wiLh him. For he only of all Chinese engrossed
the commodities of India in his own hands, driving therewith a vast
trade with the Portuguese at Macao ; with the Spani:.i.rds on the Phillippine Island ; and with Hollanders at Formosa and Batavia ; and likewise with the Japanese. He only transported the Chinese commodities

by his own people, b:::inging back the Indian and European in return
for them; so that he began to grow so exceedingly rich that he could
fit out a fleet of 3,000 sail.
" Yet this Chunchilung or I<; uon, not contenting himself therewith,
began to plot how to be Emperor of China.

With this object in view

he attempted to extirpate the reigning Ta Ming family, A.D., 1644.,
when the Ta1tars overran the whole Empire except three province:,,
:Foking, Kwangtung, and Y waugsi; and the more closely to hide his
designs, he pretended to take up arms again~t the Tartars or enemies tn
the Chinese.

At the same time he held correspondence with the

Tartars, to whom he gave what intelligence he thought good for his
own advantage.

He was declared general by the Chinese Emperor

Lungyen, of all his force ; and his brothers and friends being officers
und~r him, he suffc•red the Tartars to come into the Empire, and
they in turn made him King of Pingnan in South China, and loaded

him with fine presents and provisions.

But when the Tartars were

about to return Iquon went, as was his duty, to escort them some part
of the way, having len his fleet in the haven before the city of :F oochow.

The Tartars insisted upon carrying him to Peking to the Em-

peror, where he was made pri oner J.nd loaded with chains.

His sou,

Koxinga and brothers, informed of his imprisoment took themselves

again to the flight, and made all the seas near China by their piracies
almost useless.

The doings of the sou were retaliated on the father

when the news reached Peking.

In AD., 1657, when the Netherlan -

ders were then in Embassy, 15 additional chains were laid upon the
captive Iquon for the bad report of his son Koxinga.
"By these bold pirates the Tartars on thP coast of China were kept
in continual alarms. The pit ates had their strongholds in the Islands of
Amoy and Quemo. The Chinese on the main had submitted to the Tartars and in token ~ha, cd tlwu heads.

...;o to stor llll pi oyisiom: going to
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U~wrpc,tion of the Govemmer,J, b,y 'Kok-sing-a.

the enemy, the Tartars commandPd all the villages and towns that stood
along the seashore to be burnt to the ground, and the country laid
waste, and no people suffered on pain of death to live within three
leagues of the sea. By this means and 'likewise by the great losses
which Ko:xinga sustained from the Tartars, assisted by the Netherlands,
who set upon them both by sea and land, he found himself so straightened that in 1660, he sailed with all hi& forces to Tayowan aud Formosa,
both which Islands, and also the castle Zelandia he took in March,
A.D., 1661, after a siege of ten months: very cruelly were several of
Netherlanders dealt with; others against agreement kept in prison.
Therefore in revenge of Koxinga, s cruelties and also to regain the con-

quered places, a fleet was sent out the next year. The twelve "floating
castles" as they were vauntingly styled, consisting of eight frigates and
four sloops with 139 guns and 1284 men in all, failed to make any
impression on Koxinga in his new Formosa stronghold, though with
the aid of Tartar junks they succeeded in wresting from his people the
Island of Amoy and Quemoy. *
The usurper on his assumption of the Formosa throne found to
band large numbers of the follow-countrymen willing to be subjects to
bim, rather than to foreigners, and which it was easier to ply into a
defensive kingdom than similar bodies of wild Aborigines would have
been. Koksinga appears to have been as eminently fitted for a diplomatist as he had been for a rover of the seas, for he was not only able in
:a very short space of time to repel all future attacks of the Dutch, but

managed by his statesmanship speedily to make his new kingdom a
terror to the long-established monarchy of Fokien. He reigned only a
year and nine months. In 1682 the Tartars seized upon the Provinces
of the rebellions King ofFokien, who in a private quarrel had previously
been weakened by a defeat sustained from the 2nd King of Formosa
(Koksinga's son), and appointed a Viceroy to rule in his stead. This
Viceroy~ by fair promises of rank contrived to persuade the boy-king
of Formosa (Koksinga's grandson), to journey to Peking, where he was
induced to resign his claims to the sovereignty of the island in favor of
the Tartar Emperor, and in 1683 a Taotai or Perfect was deputed to

* Ogilby's Atlas Chineae

l 6i l.

See also Swinhoc·s ~otes
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T'aiwan. Thus the Rebel monarchy in Formosa experienced but a
short-lived season of 22 years, and was then absorbed into what was
becoming and has since become the great empire of the Manchu

,

race.
Even since this tirne the Fort has remained in the hanu.s of the
Chinese, who have apparently occasionally made feeble efforts to repair
the damage occasioned by earthquakes, but with so little success that
it is ~ow a mass of irreparable ruin and forms the quarry, so to speak,
from which the materials for a little fi~hing village around it have
been obtained.
Landing at the beach near the fort and passing through this village
we arrive on a large alluvial plain, evidently very recently formed which
is crossed at high water ty two shallow rivulets and is always partially
covered with water during the South-west monsoon. A small river
lies on the left of one road and forms a medium of communication by
flat bottomed boats with the city of Tai-wan-foo which, after a walk o(
about 3 miles,, we reach shortly after crossing by a ferry a branch. of.'
this tidal river above mentioned. 'l'he city itself is walled in the cus- _
tomary Chinese manner, with four gates and watch towers over them, .
the wall being about 16 to 20 feet high and surrounded by a large
suburb which approaches close to its foot. In this suburb . the
houses of the few merchants are situated, in a ~mall street turning off -to
the right as soon as you enter the first street. In the centre of the city
is a small square fort which was built by the Dutch, but which, like Zelandia, is in a state of ruin and with its broken, tree-shaded wall simply
forms a picturesque object from the walls. In the distance inland from .
the same point of obse1 vation the country presents the same level .aspect, broken however by groups of bamboos and by cultivated fields _
which do not exist between the city and the sea. Taii--wan .signifies
"terrace bay," and, compared to the towns in the south , of which
we have spoken, the city is well built and has a population of
about 70,000 inhabitants. It is rectangular in shape,. of1about¾ of a.
mile long by half a mile in width Its exports are· muoh the same as
those of Tak ow but from its not being a safe anchor.age in case of a.
gale the port does not present equal facilities for trade.
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Soiith Oapl',

Bn~hee J.qlalld.e.

Among the sights that strike a visitor from South China to the plain~
of Chinese Formosa are the broad roads. and carts drawn by buffaloe,
and cattle.

These vehicles are very generally used for heavy land trans-

port, the cart wheel8 being composed of thick planks of wood battened
together, fashioned to the shape of a wheel. The loud jarring ncise
they make in passing is most disagreeable when heard near, but at a
distance it is not unpleasant.

The carts enter the open part of the city,

but the busier streets of the town are narrow and paved as in South
China, and not accessible to them.
There is a large examination hall at Taiwanfoo with seats sufficient
for one thousand competitors for the degree of Siu-tsai or Bachelor
of Arts.

The examinations are held triennially.

grees the candidates have to go to Peking.
conferred in the city.

For the higher de-

Military degrees are also

During the year 1865 the soldiery were going

mad to be drafted for service against the rebels in China, and the crack
of the matchlock too frequently disturbed the brooding silence of the
city.

Something might be said of the large sward, marked by its two

poles and its temple-like house outside the N.E. gate of the city, where
so many shipwrecked Europeans during the first China war were so
cruelly decapitated, if there were anything peculiarly different in it
fi·om other similar places throughout China.

T'aiwanfu is at the best

nothing more than a Chinese town, which you see repeated with few
es<;ential changes in aspect throughout China.
"The two most prominent hill11 of the south cape are named Nanslta
and Ma-ke -tmu, and are frequently capped wjth clouds.

Chinese legends

say that two spirits in the guise of men, the one. clothed in vermillion,
the other in white, usecl to play at chess on these hills, 'but of this there
js

now no evidence, except the existence of a la1·ge flat-topped stone

shaped like a chess-board.'

These hills have to be sighted by naviga-

tors on the voyage to the Philippines.

A harbour runs between them,

called Kweile?ngtsai, which affords good shelter to vessels from the N .E.
monsoon.

Southwards two hours sail lie the Hung-t'ow Seu (Red-head-

ed Isles or Bashees), which a1·e inhabited by savages, and not accounted
Chinese territory.

These islands produce copper, of which article all

the domestic utensils of the natives are made.

The Bashee Islands
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al'e -claimed as dependencies of the Spanish possessions in the Phillippine Islands.
h Fifteen miles west of Fungska:n city there are springs, whence boil-

ing water constantly spouts out.

These springs were visited by Padre

Sainz, a resident Roman Catholic priest, who states that they are found
about three leagues east of Ape's Hill
There are three classes of
prings, oae giving out brackish water, another hot water, and the

third water mixed with a large quantity of earth of a leaden colour,
possessing an odour of ·clay. The hot water was too warm to keep the
hand in, but not boiling. The brakish water was not more saline than

a glue of fresh water would be with a spoonful of salt, dissolved in it.
These waters were being spouted up in strong jets about a foot from

the earth. It may here be remarked that hot mineral springs occur on
the main, about six miles west of Amoy.
"Twenty miles south of Kia-e city, there exists a fire-hill ( or volcano),
whence water and fire burst out together. The fire emits no smoke,
-except when wood, or other combustibles are thrown upon it. In
November, 1861, those ori board ships lying off the port had a clear
view of the central mountain chain, one peak of which was emitting
smoke in large volumes. This is doubtless the volcano to which the
<Jhinese writer refers, and which is also marked upon the Chinese
Government map. There appears to be no other active volcano in
Formosa, although Chinamen affirm tha.t severe earthquakes frequently occur in the Kia-e district, the ground having in one recent
instance opened and engulfed seven men. The Atlas Chinensis on
this subject observes (p. 19) :-' Besides typhoons terrible earthquakes
<>ecur. Anno 1654 happened a mighty earthquake on the 14th
December, which continued with short intermissions for seven weeks
together."*
The following extracts from a communication respecting Tai-wan-foo
to a Hongkong journal, by the late W. Maxwell, Esq., will be found
interesting:"The Prefoctural city of T'ai-wan-foo, stands on a level plain of great
~xtent, thrcemifos from the sea coast, from which canal, run right up to
., Swinhoe's Notes on Formosa,
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the West gate, so that produce landed from ships anchored in the roads
-can be brought right up, in boats, and discharged into the godowns
of the hongs in the Western suburbs, where the bulk of the business
is done.

The city, containing about 70,000 inhabitants, is nearly five

miles in circumference, having a wall about twenty feet in height built
of brick and backed with mud; but it is in a very delapidated state,
there being at least twenty gaps in various places formed by earthquakes and the heavy rains which fall in summer; and, no attempt
is made to repair these defects, through which a hostile army might

pass into the city with ease and safety.
"The walk round the walls well repays tb e trouble. Inside, all round,
are planted various kinds of trees and splendid bamboos, reaching
to a height of about seventy feet. Standing on the wall and looking
over the city you are struck with the number of trees scattered about,
and the quantity of vacant space; not more than one half the ground
inside the walls is built upon, the remainder being taken up with parks,
gardens, lovely groves of bamboo, and wide spreading aged banians;
close by the Eastern gate is a pretty grass park studded with some fine
old trees, which recal forcibly to one's mind the pretty parks surrounding some gentleman's seat in dear old England. Outside the East gate
is a considerable suburb with orchards and market gardens ; beyond
are level, fertile fields waving with the yellow rice, and in the distance
rise lofty hills :\000 or 10,000 feet in height, part of the chain of
mouutains which intersects the island from N. to S. at from 30 to 40
miles from the West coast.

Outside the North gate is a grass field of

about 15 acres in extent, used both for a parade and execution ground.
The corner nearest the gate contains the bleached skulls of nearly one
bundrecl unfortunates who have perished there lately, some of them
still bound round with mats full of lime, and placed in small wooden
baskets as a warning to evil doers.

At the North end stand the ruins

of a house where the military mandarins used to sit and view the sol·
diers going through their evolutious. Outside the Great South gate
isa vast graveyard of many acres in extent, glistening white with tombstones and chunam and having a dreary, sa_ndy, and desolate look.
Near the small South gate, outside the walls, is a temple to the Goddess
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of Ml'rcy, a fine erection, but like all else in Formosa, fast falling into
decay, Behind it is a Park containing seven or eight fine spotted deer,
and one brown one of a pc,:11Jiar specie':! , iU1 a long ta l ~nd clumsy
legs, more approaching a cow than a deer. Inside the temple is a
rustic wooden bridge leading over what once was a small lake; but
now, alas l the water has departed, and the turtle which used to move
to and fro therein lie dead and rotting on the mud.
In front of the temple is a small sheet of water, very deep, where, in
days long gone, flowerboats used to congregate, and a two storied
building on its banks, called from its shape " the half-moon house, "
still stands, where the m!l.ndarins from the city used to banquet and
listen to the wat~r nymphs sweetly singing down below.

The glory

has now departed; instead of feast and song reign gloom and silence,
for here men who have been unfortunate, and men who are tired of

life put an end to their earthly career, and their miserable spirits are
supposed to hover restlessly over the waters.
"Now let us pass inside the city and see the " lions " there. Entering
by the S. gate the first thing that attracts the eye is the view in the
distance of some large temples. Following the half-road, half watercourse, along which the buffalo carts that render day hideous by their

creaking are driven, you come to a temple erected to the memory of
*Chin-Ch'ing-koh, the pirate who conquered Formosa. In it are
placed tablets to the memory of the officers who died in battle, and
nine large stone tablets about ten feet high and :five feet broad, standing
on the backs of as many stone turtles, record in Manchu and Chinese
characters the glories of the Formosa campaign.

Adjoining it is the

temple of" Wan Sui," where the rulers pay their respects to the Emperor. Both these temples are now mere masses of ruins inside. The
only real street in the town is the one leading from the West gate in an
Easterly direction to the Taotai's Yamun, and in which are situated a
number of, very fair shops.

In the Eastern half of the town, and in

many parts in the Western half, the houses are embowered in Bamboos
or trees, which give it quite a Malay look, as the houses, though forming streets, have thick bamboo fences or Cactus hedges in front. Not
• Koxinga.
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Exumination Hall

far from the Western gate stands a fort called "Fan-low" or" Mao-low,"
meaning Foreign or Red-haired house (with an upper story).

It waa

erected by the Dutch during their occupation of the island in the 17th
century, and for that time must have been a place of great strength.
It is entered by a :flight of steps through an arched entrance leading
into the ground flat, which consists of two large, gloomy damp roomsr
lighted by a small window about ten feet from the floor, Jooking more
like a dungeon than a room in which people would live from choice.
They are very much filled up with debris, and, on entering, the ear
is assailed by a peculiar noise like the sound of a running stream, and
the olfactory nerves offended by an unpleasant odour resembling that
arising from newly dug guano. You stop, instinctively afraid offalling
into some well or spring hidden from sight by the darkness, and it isonly after some time spent in listening and surmising you find out that
the sounds and smell proceeds from innumerable bats twittering all
round.

Through a hole in the roof where a stair was wont to be, you

manage to scramble to the second storey, from which you get a fine
view of the town, and you now see the site is well chosen, for it is on
a small mound, the only one in this so level city.
" The walls of the second storey are nearly all broken down, the sideand partition walls being visible, rising above the floor to the height of
two or three feet . The walls a.re of great thickness, and outside is u kind
of verandah or platform with portholes in the solid masonry through
which guos could be worked, and there are the remains of turrets at
the four corners.
which it

jg

On top grow two or three large banian trees, from

evident the place must have been deserted for many years,.

probably from the time the Dutch were expelled the island in 1661.
"The Examination Hall adjoining the Taotai's Yamun is another placeof interest, with its stone benches and seats of slabs of granite brought
from Amoy, the place being capable of holding several thousand competitors for literary honours.

In the same compound is a large plain

towe1 built of red bricks, rising to a height of about 50 feet, in which
used to be placed the gods who watch over literature.
" Knowing that some of our countrymen who had been wrecked in the
islancl had been confined and had suffer ed h ere, from the first day of our
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arrival we set to work to find out the place or places of their incarcera-

tion, and see whether or not any traces of them could b~ found. One
morning we happened to call at a large hong in the Western suburbs,
and entered into conver,;ation with an old man, a confidential clerk in
the house. :Finding him talkatively inclined, we led him on from one
thing to another, and at length asked him if he remembered the time
when a number of }foreigners were beheaded in the city. "Oh I yes"
he said "I remember that day well, and a black day it was for For mosa. They were executed on the parade ground outside the North gate
to the number of 197, on the 11th day of August 1842. They began
the work about 9 A. M: , and fini hed about noon. All the authorities and
thousands of spectator' were present; hut bdore they had finished, the
sky darkened, thunder and lightning with a tremendous storm of wind
and rain set in, the raiu lasting 3 days, all the watercourses and the
country were Hooded, houses, men, and cattle swept away, the number
of the people drowned being e ·timated at 1,000 to 2,000. Ah I that
was a judgment from Heaven for beheading the Foreigners; but it was
done in revenge for your soldiers taking Amoy " On asking where they
hacl been confined, he informed us that part were confined in the·
Pr(:!fectural Prison, and part in the "Hien Ts'aog" or district granary
which, he said, wa now all in ruins.
"The granary con isted of a number of small houses forming a square,
many of them entirely ruined, and we wandered for some time amongst
the rubbish and dilapidated houses, scanning with eager eyes the walls
for writing. "\Ve had just about given it up, when, entering a house in
repair at one of the corners of the square, we noticed a caricature done
in pencil on the wall, then near to it a few letters of a word which we
could not decipher. Looking further along the wall, judge of our joy
at seeing an almanack and particulars distinctly traced in pencil on the
wall in a very good business hand with the following inscription:
"The undermentioned were brought to this prison from the head
military mandarin's house after being heavily ironed, on the 10th day
of August:" F. Denham, Master, G. Roope, 1st Mate, D. Partridge, 3rd do., S.
" Coen, Gunner, J, Seadore, Seacunnie, J urnaul, La.scar, belonging to
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"late brig Ann. She .was wrecked on the island, March 10th 1842 at
"midnight, near Tamsui; also Syrang and Burra Tindal of the Ner" buddha transport, wrecked about September 1841.-Frank Denham."
On another part of the wall of the same room was written Agosto
10-20 and on the wall opposite, D. Partridge, and the dates commenced at August 10th, and continued to August 22d, at which time most
likely they were sent to Amoy, where four of them eventually
arrived.
In another room was found a calendar with particulars under it, exactly the same as the one noticed above, written also by Frank Denham;
but with Chinese pen instead of a pencil. He had evidently been separated from the othe1s; the Chinese say because, from some marks of
anchors, &c., punctured on his arm, they considered him a head man.
Of those led out to execution only one escaped-his name was Newmann,-who, being intoxicated chin chinn'd vigorously, and turned
head over heels before the mandarin, who said he was a good man and
would not have him executed."
CLIMATE.-The climate is very fine,-day, clear, bracing atmosphere, not so cold as Hongkong; but when it blows a N. Easter the air
is filled with sand and dust, which keep every article of frtrniture in
the houses in a very dirty state, and renders walking, while it lasts,
very disagreeable.
HARBOUR.-The port of T'aiwanfoo is only an open roadstead tolerably well protected in the N. E. monsoon by the Vilay shoals; but
unsafe for vessels during the S. W. monsoon. The land mark for ships
making the port is, as before mentioned,the old Dutch fort Zelandia,
on top of which grows a Banian tree which can be seen several miles
out at sea. Ships anchor about three miles from shore, and in landing
or shipping cargo have to pass through a surf on the bar between the
shipping and the shore. In stormy weather goods cannot b~ landed.
The principal exports are Rice and Sugar. Imports: Opium, Chinese
medicines, and other miscellaneous native goods, but in small quantities.
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voyage up the Coast the next port we come to is

1J'<M

Tamsui j~
or "Fresh-water-town," which is situated in the
Northern district, called Chang-hwa, and from possessing a more convenient harbour has a larger trade than the other ports we have
mentioned. The harbour is on the Northern end of the island, and lies
between a double peaked hill on the South west, which has au elevation
ot about 1700 fe •t, and the Tamsui r~nge of Mountains which rise to
the height of 2800 feet and extend far into the interior. l'he anchorage
itself being formed of shifting sand is insecure and has at its entrance,
a bar with 10 feet of wn.ter on it at low tide with a rise of from 7 to 12
feet. A

mall river runs into it i8suing from a gorge, at the head of

which, some 13 miles di tant, lies the city of Ranka or _ii\i lf1 M.angkiea,
one of the large t towns in the North of the island. There are but few
European residence in Tamsui, but it has a large export trade with the
province of Fn-kien in coal, oil from the ground nut, sulphur, camphor

.

and camphor wood, and good water and provisions of all kinds are to be
obtained there. The portliesinLatitude25° 10' N. andlong. 101° 26' E.
So little can be said resp~cting the foreign settlement of Tamsui that
it may be dismissed with a few brief words. In 1865 only two houses
had agents at this port, nor at the present moment is it of any great
importance as a place of European trade.

The information to be found

concerning it is extremely meagre, and ltttle can be added to the short
notice we give above.
The old Dutch fort, of which one can find no European account, still
stands iu tolerable condition on a hill on the right bank of the Tamsui
river, and affords a guide to the entrance to the harbour. The site
on which it stands has in later times been enclosed with a curtain,
and converted into a Chinese fort. A part of this has been leased as a
site for the British consular residence. The fort itself is damp and deserted; and said by the natives to be haunted.
or record of the past.

It bears no inscription

Another place of special interest at Tamsui is

what is called the Foreigners' Cavern.

This consists of a deep subter-

ranean cavern on the side of a hill on the south bank.

It is about
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four feet wide at its mouth, and is said never to have been :penetrated
to its end. It is said in past times to have been the retreat of
aborigines, and afterwards of the Hollanders. A similar cavern also
occurs at Kelung, and the two are said to unite.
CLIMATE.-:From the latter portion of November to the first few days
in May is the rainy season at Tamsui; and the two first things usually
provided for a visit to N. Formosa, are a good umbrella and a strong pair
of boots.

The dampness of the air makes it unpleasantly cold, though

the thermometer shows a high _figure as compared with the same lati-.
tude on the China coast.

It is well known that the season of the N.

E. monsoons is one of continued-almost cloudless-sunshine on the

coast of the main, from Foochow to Canton. There cannot therefore be
any doubt that the cause of the constant rain in N. Formosa is its propinquity to the Kurosiwo, or Pacific Gulf Stream, over whose heated
waters the north-easter blows before it reaches the island, and with its
surcharge of moisture coming in contact with the lofty Formosan
mountain range, and frequent high hills, is forced by their low temperature to precipitate on the island and twelve miles west to seaward.
The wind then passes on to the South China coast, relieved of the
most of its moisture, and does not there charge the clear pleasant winter sky with never--ceasing clouds of rain. Though an apparent curse
to the island of Formosa, the advantages of the Kurosiwo to Japan and
China are undouoted.
G.EOLOGY.-From the bold appearance of the east.ern, northern, and
north-western coast, the coast-line may be said to be in the course of
graduai recession, rather than of progression. The specimens of rock
to be procured at Tamsui however, are not many or various, consisting
chiefly of remains of modern shE"lls and corals, and some bits of
sponges, the portions of the limestone-the prevailing rock of the
neighbouring high hills-hitherto obtained having no fossils in them
to lend a clue to the formation. At Ape's Hill the lime used for
d-0mestic purposes is by the' Chinese burnt out of the white nuggets of
limestone that they unearth from the hill sides.
PLACES OF INTE)tEST IN THE NEIGBBOURHOOD.-About two hours
walk eastward of Ban-ka lies a large village through which runs one
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of th~ most laborious works of art upon which the Tamsui people
have entered. The water supplied by the springs in this large
marshy plain was found to be brackish and unwholesome and it was
therefore thought advisable to bring down a mountain-stream to supply the population of the plains. Such a stream was found about 8
miles to the interior from Ban-ka, leaping down the side of a mountain
into the river in what was then (some 40 years ago) savage territory.
The savage h 11.mlet in the neighbourhood was assaulted and the aborigines
. being driven away, a tunnel was cut into the foot of the mountain sixteen yards long, eight feet broad, and about fourteen feet deep, and the
course of the stream was diverted by degrees into this. In the progress
of the work the labourers were frequently attacked by the s::i.vages, and
about ixty of their number killed before its completion. The water,
which is very sweet and fresh, is led in a prepared channel, maintaining
a depth of from three to four feet, into the village of Kz"eng-ba11 abovementioned, which, being built on the two high banks of an affiuent of
the main river has an aqueduct to conduct the water across. It runs
from bank to bank about thirty feet above the river. It is three sided,
formed of thick wooden planks battened together with wood nailed
quadrilaterally round it. The inside of the long box is lined with
Chinese plaster and rendered water-tight; it is about five feet deep and
eight broad, and is supported by 47 crutches. From Kieng-bay this
water-supply is led on to Ban-ka and thence on to Twa-loo-tea and
1.'wa long pang, some five miles further.
The line of demarcation between savage and Chinese territory is at
once observable by the fine wood-covered ranges that mark the hunting
grounds oft.he original possessors of the island. The Chinese territory
is almost entirely denuded of trees and cultivated on these interior hills
chiefly with the t~a-plant, introduced from China. The absence of the
primitive wood has naturally wrought a vast difference between the
flora and fauna of the two territories. Coarse grass has covered the
cleared hills, and the place of the woodland birds, the deer, and the
goat, has been supplied by larks and birds of the plain, and by pigs
and hares. At a slight distance inland the river divides the two lands,
acro~s which the savages are iu the habit of coming in boats fenied by
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Chinese, to barter. Across the river the lower wooded range is consi•
dered common land, and is not suffered to be crossed except by permission from the chief cf the clan.
For further particulars respecting this port we must refer our readers
to 1\lr. Swinhoe's " notes on Formosa'' and "The surveying expedition
of Commodore Perry" which are ahnost the only works of modern date
published on this little-known island.
TRADE.-As before remarlrnd in dealing with the trade of Takow, the
reports from Formosa generally are meagre. The following remarks
however, compiled partly from Mr. Swinhoe's trade report for 1865
and partly from his notes upon the island will serve to give a general
idea of the imports and exports at this port.
The exports from Tamsui comprise the following articles :-Rice,
Indigo, Coarse Sugar, Jute Bark, Groundnut Cakes, Camphor, Coal,
Grass-cloth fibre, Camphor wood, Rattans, Tea, Rice-paper pith, Pickled vegetables, Small Pulse, Barley, Wheat, and Sulphur.
The Tea grown on the Tamsui Hills is not of a superfine quality, but
it is stated that it would readily find a market in Australia, the Cape,
ancl Singapore. It rules at a price of 10 dollars a pecul (£2 5s. per
133 lbs.) and is much imported by Chinese dealers at Amoy and Foochow to mix with the better class of Teas, and the mixed commodity
is then sold to foreign merchants as Congous, Soucbongs, &c. The
taste of this Tea is reported to be very fair, but the objection to it is
owing to the coarse mode in which the leaves are prepared and packed.
As the hills, however, are at no great distance from the harbour. this
could be improved by energetic speculators, who might themselves visit
the spot on which the article is grown and make their own arrangements.
Rice.-It is owing to the abundant production of this article that
Formosa has justly earned the title of " the granary of China.''
Sugar.-Taiwanfoo has the advantage over Tamsui in this commodity, as it is grown in much larger quantities in that neighbourhood,
and they understand there the refining process. The land at Tamsui
is well adapted for the growth of the cane, and were it not for Swatow
and Amoy usmping the market for North China, one might expect a.
good business in the exportation of this al'ticle from Formosa.
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Jute is exported to the opposite ports on the Chinese coast for the

manufacture of rope and cord.
Hemp.-Under this hea.cl are classed both grass-cloth fibre and jute,
the former being a much more valuable article than the latter, and yet
the same rate of duty is charg<'cl according to the Tariff for both. This
unjust levy leads the Chinese shippers of jute to engage for its freight
in Chinese junk , thereby escaping duty altogether, greatly to the detri-

ment of the interests of foreign vessels.
Grass-clotlt Fibre, consisting of the bark of a species of Hemp, is
grown and exported to China to weave into the summer grass-cloth.
It is twisted for the trade into large skein of different quality. Manufactured gra3s-cloth and other cloths are sent to Formosa to be dyed
with the fre h Formosan indigo, which is famed for its bright and lasting tint.3. Much of this cJoth is alao dyed black in a solution of coarse sugar and alum; and some is dyed yellow with turmeric powder dissolved.

Rt"ce-pape1·, used l:trgely in China for paintings and fancy work is, a
production peculiar to l!'ormosa. It con ists of the pith of the Amlia
pap,11rij'em, which grows wild in abundance on the Tamsui Hills. . The
pith is paretl continuously round and round with a sharp knife, and the
thin. sheet o produced moistened and flattened. The sheets are then
cut in square~ of different sizes, and used for the manufacture of artificial flowers, as well as for painting on.
Rattans of rather a coarse kind are found in all parts of Formosa.
A mall Trade is done in them to the Chinese coast, where their low
price often afford them a market before the finer but dearer kinds
from the Straits.

B,n·ley and Wheat are grown during the winter months.

The flpur

produced by the latter is whiter and finer than that of the corn grown

in South China.

Camplwr.-The manufacture of this article has for some years been
monopolised by the Taot'ai the chief official of the island, and its
sale farmed out to wealthy natives.

In former years a good deal of the

drug was clandestinely produced and smuggled across to China, where
it was largely bought up by foreign speculators, and carried to ~ongkong for shipment to Calcutta, at which place it finds the readiest
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market, being used by the natives of Hindostan for lubricating the
body and other domestic purposes.

But now its monopoly is so closely

watched that almost the entire trade in it falls to the lucky individual
whose Chinese agents can secure the monopoly.

This bad system has

occasioned the price of the article in Hongkong to increase considerably in value, and to make the profits accruing to the fortunate monopolist almost fabulous. The cost of the drug usually amounts to no
more than $6 at its place of manufacture. The monopolist buys it from
the Mandarin at 16 dollars the pecul, and sells it in Hongkong at 28
dollars.

The gigantic laurel (Laurus Camphora) that yields the cam-

phor, covers the whole line of high mountains extending north and
south thr;ughout Formosa ; but as the greater part of this range is in
the hands of the Aborigines, the Chinese are able to gain access only to
those parts of the mountains contiguous to their own territories that are
possessed by the more docile tribes. The trees as they are required are
selected for the abundance of their sap, as many are too dry to repay
the labour and trouble of the undertaking. A present is then made to
the chief of the tribe to gain permission to cut down the selected trees.
The best part of the tree is secured for timber, and the refuse cut up
into chips. The chips are boiled in iron pots, one inverted on another
and the sublimated vapour is the desired resnlt.

The camphor is then

conveyed away in carts of rude construction, and stowed in large vats,
with escape-holes at the bottom, whence exudes an oil, known as cam-

phor-oil, and used by Chinese practitioners for its medicinal properties
in rheumatic diseases. Samples of this oil have been sent home, and
it may eventually become a desideratum in Europe. From the vats
the camphor is stowed in bags to contain about a pecul each, and is
thus exported. The Chinese government has empowered the Formosan authorities to claim on its account all the timber produced by the
island for ship-building purposes; and it is on this plea the Taot'ai appropriates the prescriptive right of dealing in camphor. About 6,000
peculs of the drug are annually prnduced in the neighbourhood of
Tamsui.
Woods.-Besides t.he far-famed campho1·-wood, of which there are
several descriptions, Formosa is rich in a variety of timber. When colI
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lecting material at T'ai-wan-foo for the International ExhiLition, Mr.
Swinhoe sent to a large timher yard in the town for specimens of native
woods and procured no less than 65 kinds. These he presented to the
Kew Museum.
Petroleum or Roek Oil.-At Tungsha-0, some few miles below Tamsui,

wells of this oil occur. The following remarks on the oil are macle
by Messrs. Beven, Coll, and Harris:-" It ;s very unlike the Rangoon earth oil from India, or the rock oil from America, but more
like resin oil. From competent parties to whom we have shown the
amples it is the opinion that the value wounld not exceed £15 per
ton; but to test its propertie accurately a fhv small casks ou~ht to be
sent home on trial, in which case great care should be taken to prevent
leakage, as from its appearance it will force its way through the best
package. The cold weather lias a great effect upon it, and during the
last few days it became perfectly chilled in the bottl<>s, but the stoppers being in when it began to be liquid, the expansion was so sudden
or great as to burst the bottles, though not one -third full."

Import Trade.-The imports are mainly Chinese produce from the
ports of Ningpo, Foochow, Chinchew, and Amoy, and through the same
channel foreign ioods have found their way, hut the demand is small.
The staple import, a throughout China, is opium, and to supply the
3,000,000 Chinese colonists of Formosa with this almost necessary
life a large flow i reqt,ired.

of

Many of the aborigines have also learned

to smoke it, bnt they eldom manage to get more than the refuse of
the pipe, or, as it is called opium dung.
Since the date to which the above remarks mainly apply additional merchants have arrivecl at Tamsui, and the Customs' Inspectorate has taken the port under its buperintendence.

All bids fair to

create Tamsui in a few years a flourishing little port, and if the naval
authorities would lessen the danger of navigation and the consequent
number of wrecks, by providing a good survey of the coast, the world
would have reason to be grateful to Lord Elgin's Treaty fur having
thrown open Formosa to British enterprise.
The employment of British bottoms is on the increase, but ~ot to
such an extent as one could hope.

The total foreign tonntt.ge for 1865
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shows a fair increase, as also does the foreign trade, notwithstanding
that the prohibition on the export of rice has continued in force
throughout the year, exception having only been made in favour of
vessels provided with passes from the high authorities of Formosa.
CuRRENCY.-The currency of South Formosa is at 6.0 or 600
taels to every 1,000 dollars, the silver, moreover, being weighed
in what the Chinese call "small scales," or at about 1 per cent
short of the 6.0 full weight, according to the Canton Government
scales. Merchants say that a loss is al ways quoted from Amoy on
dollars exported thither.
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forth treaty put't open in Formosa i · Kclung

THE

fj -,ii, which lies

to the

orth l!,ast of Tamimi, in latitnclc 25° 9' N. and longitude 121 °

4 7' E.

Kelung carries on a con ·i<lcrable trade with the River Min,

Ohinchew, Amoy aud 'l'ongsang, and was formerly a Spanish settlement, but was subsequently captured and held by the Dutch until they

vacuated the island.

It is situated on the shores of a bay between

the cape of Foki and Pcton, some 22 miles apart.

In this bay is

Kelung i ·land, a tall black rock about. 2 miles from the actnal harbour.
'fhe scenery on the mainland behind the village is very striking
with its serie of undnlating well wooded hills backed by a range of

mountain~, and it presents a markt!d contrast to that of the greater
portion

of the Western Coast of .Formosa.

Foreign trade at this port is of such recent establishment that scarcely

any particular· can be given of the locality, and fow of the small number
of Europeans who have visitr.d it have pre:erved any memoranda of
the peculiarities of the place.

Until the visit of a Consular officer iu

1861 to select ports for foreign trade its very name was almost unknown.

In 1864 one solitai·y nwrcha.nt and two Custori1s officers were the only
foreign residents, and the "community" since that date has not appre-

ciably incrca ed.
PLACES OI<' INTEREST IN 'fHR

i\EIGIIBOURHOOD.-The Kelung Cavern

i situateJ on the sonth shore, at
sandstone rock.

~[e10 Bay, where it runs into the soft

The entrance is about ten feet deep, by almost six:

broad, and eems as if excavated.

Explorers have penetrated with lights

some 400 or 500 yards, a.nd a musket then fired reverberated a long

way further.

No stalactites occur in this cave, and altogether there is

nothing very attraetive about it to visitors, ex cept its supposed connexion
with the cave before mentioned at Tamsui.

The ruins of an old Spa-

nish fort still exist on the small i-;land in Mero Bay, but there appears to
be no particular hi -tory or legend connected with it.
The coal mines situated • in a bay known to Europeans as "Coal
Harbour" are of some interest.

They are worked after the mmal

Chinese manner, horizontally, producing a small bituminous mineral.

It i unsuitable for stearucrs, burning too rapidly and caking
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in the furnace.

Sttlphur.

Trade of Kelm1g.

Flom a11d li'wuna.

Not far from the Coal mines is the valley wl1ence

sulphur is obtained. At various places are jets of hot steam issuing
from the ground, and in others, pools of liquid sulphur. The whole
neighbourhood is imp1egnated with the stench and is said to be fatal to
insect life. At the bottom of the valley runs a small stream strongly
impregnated also with sulphurous fumes.

This valley is well worth a

visit from the chanc~ visitor or resident.
TRADE.-The chief Trade of Kelung is in coal, of which it exports
large quantities from the mines situated a short distance from the
wretched little Chinese town, where the mineral seems to b'C! very
plentiful. Its other expmts a1e much the same as those of Tamsui, bu,
until the export coal trade becomes better developed it will not be

of much importance. Gold is said to have been forme.r ly found in this
neighbourhood, but no traces of it can now be discovered.
GENERAL SKETCH OF THE FLORA & FAUNA OF THE lSLAND.-The
Zoology of Formosa is entirely of a Himalayo-Chinese type, Chinese on
the plains and Himalayan on the mountains. Mountains of a similar
height to those of Hindustan do not occur near the coast of China, but
the Foochow hills and plateaux, rnnging to 3000 feet, have been found
to yield in botany and ornithology specimens more or less Himalayan,
and doubtless if mountains of great height do occur in the interior of
southern China, their products will be found to approach more neaily
those of the Formosa range than those of the Himalayas.

The southern

half of Formosa falls within the tropics, yet we find no decided signs in
its fauna of life peculiar to that latitude. The parrots and other tropical
birds, which the Philippines yield so abundantly, are here not at all
represented. The Barbets (B'Ucco), the Pericrocoti, and a few others usually considt>red as tropical occur it is true, but these are all represented
in China and elsewhere outside the tropics.

Similarly in botany

the cocoanut and trnpical palms yield place to the Areca palm and the

Tree-Ferns, which also flourish beyond the tropics.

The only tropical
characteristic of the islancl is the occurrence of coral and coral-fish in

th{-' harbours of Sawo and Kelung, but the cause of these facts we
may trflce to the presence of the warm Gulf stream.

These occur in

the northern parts of the country well beyond the tropics, and not at
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Physical connection with China, Japan, and
the Phillippines.

all on the western side in the tropical portion.

For the introduction of

mammals such as the Hare and Hogdeer, identical with the Chinese
animals, one must suppose contiguity in somewhat recent times of the
island with the main of China. Some such theory would also be required
to explain the introduction of many of the small short-winged birds that
still exist in the level tracts of Pormos2 unchanged, or only trifliugly so,

by isolation. The bottom of the sra between the nearest point of Formosa
and that of China consists of very old fi,rmation, that of Formosa of
tertiary deposits.

Northwards a connection might perhaps be traced in

Kelung island, Pinnacle island, and a few others, which are said to be
granitic.

But with the Philtippines, towards which numerous islands

occur, a part connection might be imagined to have once exiflted, but
such suppo. ition is not in any way confirmed by the comparison of their

With Japa11, Formosan Zoology only affords one link, in a species
of bird, Pm·us cinnamomeiventri'es, which haYing diminished in size and
somewhat chauged m colour, points to a not very recent period of introduction. Bnt in the case of birds possessed of fair powers of :flight, where
hlands interve:ne at no very great distances, the introduction can be easily
accounted for, the curious foct being that not more allied forms are found.~
faunas.

With the foregoing extract from Mr. Swinhoe's notes we terminate
our notice of the Treaty ports of Formosa. No ports are open to trade
on the Eastern C()ast, pos, essing, as it does, only a few small harbours
occupied by half civilized aborigines, but it is to be hoped that the
day h! not far distant when its valuable mineral and vegetable wealth

will be c.leveloped by European enterprise and be no longer allowed to
remain useless, as it ever would, in the hands of the Chinese.

What is-

probably the most valuable portion of the island is still comparatively
unknown, except from the accounts of occasional explorers, but all
ngree in speaking most highly of thP. riches and beauty of the country and in considering the old Portuguese epithet of " Formosa," or
"the beautiful,'' right well deserved. Readers desirous of more extensive information than is embodied in the foregoing remarks may be
referred to the

II

Acconnt of the Exploring Expedition under Com-

modore Perry" and the works of Mr. Swinhoe above <:fUOted.
• .Swinhoe-''Notea on Formosa.''

NIN GPO.
GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION, &c.
The port of Ning -po ~

¥J.1t.

JM,

one of the fivP. ports originally

thrown open to European commerce by the British Treaty of Nanking
in 1842, is situated in the Province of Che-kiaug, on the river Yuug

im iI, in latitude 29° 55' 12" N. ancl longitude 121 ° i2' E.

Che-kiang, the smallest of the eightecu Provinces <f China, having
an area computed at 39,000 square mile:-;, occupies the southern and
terminal portion of the great central Plain, of which the adjacent Provice of Kiang-su, bo1clering Che-kiang on the North, constitutes the
rich anJ. and productive centre.

On the East, the frontier is exclu-

sively maritime: on the vVest, it is formed by the interior Provinces
of Kiang-si and Ngan-hwei; and ou the so uth the mountains of Fukien fringe and terminate the limits of th e Prnvince.
Uhe-kiang ~

iI, or

The name of

Winding Ri ve r, is the ancient appellation of the

principal stream by which the Province is watered, at present known
as the Tsi'en-t'ang ~ ~

iI, which,

rising in the mountains near

the south-west corner of the Province, takes with its affluents a northeasterly direction and falls into the deep inlet called the Bay of Hangchow.

The name of the river was changed during the 11th century,

when the present area of the Province was seized by a chieftain of the
name of Ts'ien.

About fifty miles within the mouth of the river, and

ti
fM }Ff, of the magnificence of which city glowing accounts were given

two miles from its banks, lies the Provincial capital, Ilang-chow-fu

Splm<lmtr of Tfo11g-dww:f11. ('£tpl1u'P, by Rt'l>el1, in 1861.
Ts'-ieH-t'ung wnd .Embcrnkrnents.

Ri1,er

by Marco Polo, who vi8ited it repeatedly towards the end of the thirteenth century, and who declared it to be preeminent "above all other
cities of the world in oint of grandeur and beauty, as well as from its

abundant delights, which might lead an inhabitant to imagine himself
in Paradise." Hang-chow-fu has been similarly celebrated among the
Chinese for wealth and luxury, from the days of Marco Polo until
within recent years; bnt the capture of the city by a besieging army

ot the 'f'ai-p'ing rebels on the 29th December 1861, after a beleaguerment so close ar1cl so protracted that the remnant of the population had subsisted for some time upon human flesh, which was publicly

exposed for sale when the supply of food from dogs, horses, grass, and
the bark of trees had become exhausted, was the prelude to a ruthless
destruction of the edific~s, public and private, by which the natural
beauties of the , m rounding ~cenery had been enhanced with the labo-

rion work of centnri1:s, whilst the wealth and manufactures centred at
this place weri' similarly scattered to thP winds.
At Ilang-chow the Grand Canal, constructed nearly six hundred years
ago for the transport of the grain supplies from the interior Provinces
to Peking, has its commencement, an<l the commercial importance of

the city was in former centuries of the highest rank.

Its port Cha-pu,

-"Fi'ili, situated about fifty miles distant at the extremity of thee tuary,
is still an important trading-place, although the maritime commerce

which once centred here and at the now deserted town of Kan-pu
(noted by Marco Polo under the name of Canfu) was diverted to Canton
as early a the fourteenth centuary, owing to intestine troubles anJ.
increasing difficulties of navigation.
The rapid descent of the Ts'ien-t'ang towards the sea gives great velocity to its course, whilst the ahallow, contracted, deeply-penetrating
bay into which it disembogues influences the action of the tides at
its mouth in such manner as to produce at certain seasons a sudden and

highly dan 6erous influx, such as is known under the name of "Pagre"
or "bore."

The alluvial lanrls, stretching to the northward of the Bay

of Hang-chow in the direction of Shanghai, are lower than the sea-level,
.and are only preserved from inundation by massive and costly dykes,
first constructed as ca.rJy the commencement of the Christian era.

A
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proposition, not likely to met!t with favour from the Chinese Government,
has recently been made for the construction of a railway on the summit of these embankmE>nts, to connect_Shanghai with Hang•chow.
Next in size, but at present far superior in importance to the Ts'ient'ang, is the river Yung, on which Ningpo is situated, and which is in
reality formed by the confluence of three large i,treams, takill g various
appellations during their course towards the sea.
Within the limits of Che-kiang all the most celebrated staples of
China are produced, thanks to a favourable climate and varied soil,
' beside the advautage of means of intercommunication both bountifully
provided by Nature and skilfully improved ~y man.

Silk, tea, cotton,

dye-stuffs, drugs, and minerals ar(> among the principal natural production, whilst for the first of those enumerated Che-kiang stands at the
head of all the Provinces in point of production, if not, from causes
that will be treated of below, in respect to exportation.
SITUATION.-The river-basin near the outlet of which Ningpo is situat... d, lies immediately to the South of thn.t of the 'l's'ien-t'ang, and ii;
traversed by three streams, the course of which is thus described by
the Rev. W. C. Milne in his work on China;

"To the north-west

there is a large stream running down through the districts of Yu Yao
and T'z' Ki, variously called the Yao River, the Shun River, and the
river of T'z' Ki.

To the east there is another stream, known as the

Yung River, which name it retams only the distance of ten miles
above Ningpo, when it branches off in two lines, one to the southwest
under the name of the Ying River, another to the southeast towards
funghwa, borrowing its name from that district.

At the eastern an-

gle of Ningpo, this twin tributary joins the river of 'l"z' Ki, and these
joint waters flow north-east and north in a deep channel until they
enter the open sea at Chin-hai, at a distance of eleven and a half miles
from the point of confluence.

From Ningpo to Chin-hai the river has

)ffl

various names: the Yung river
YI, the Ta-tsieh jc ~ YI, and
in some parts the Si'ao-tsieh. In some English charts it i~ erroneously
given as Ta-hiah.
"The plain in which Ningpo is situated is a magnificent amphithea-

tre, stretching away from twelve to eighteen miles on one side to the
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base of the cli tant hills, on the other to the verge of the ocean.

As

the eye travels along, it catches many a plea ing object. Turn landward, it will see canals and watercourses, ticlds and snug farm-houses,
smiling cottages, family residences, hamlets and villages, family tombs,
monasteries an<l temples. Turn in the opposite direction, and you perceive a plaiu country descending towards the sea, but the river alive
with all kinds of boats, and the banks studded with ice-houses, most
of all attract the attention."
llISTORY.-The foundation of Ningpo as a departruental city dates
from the tenth century, but the principal interei:.t attaching to its early
records arises from the fact that the first development on a large scale
of European intercourse with China took place at this point. The
Portngue e expedition to Canton headed by Peres d'Andrade, which
constituted the :first appearance of European shipping on the Chinese
coast, will be found noticed under the head of MACAO ; and a subordinate of this commander's, named Mascarenhas, is believed to have
been the first to explore the coast as far north as the ports of Chekiang. The first notice of Portuguese trade at Ningpo occurs about
A, D. 1522 or a few years after the expulsion of the Portuguese from
the coasts of Kwang-tung, in consequence of the atrocious conduct of
which they had there shown themselves guilty. Permission appears to
have been tacitly given by the Chinese local government to establish a
settlement at the mouth of the Yung, to which the name of Liam-po
was given by the Portuguese,* and the ensuing ventures to Japan fol-

lowed by the opening of trade in that quarter raised this station to a
position of great importance. In 1542 there were already enumerated here a senate-house, two churches, two hospitals, and hundreds of
solid private residences. The growth and commerce of Macao were
thus anticipated at a spot by far more favourable for extended relations
with the whole of China, and foreign jntercourse might have .spread
with ease and rapidity from this central point, bad not the unbridled
rapaciousness oi the Portuguese again brought vengeance and destruction upon a rising colony.

It is related tha~ one Lancerote Pereira, a.

*This ound wae intended as an equivalent for that of Ningpo-the N being in maoy
Chinese di11lects confounded with L, whilst the fim1l 119 is represented by the nasal min
Portugueae,
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Outrages by Portuguese and destrnction of thefr Settlement.
Company's Settlement.

East India

man in official authority, distinguished himself by acts of lawless
plunder from the surrounding villages, whence he and his associates
carried off n<:>t only the property but also the wives and daughters of
the inhabitants. Complaints being eventually carried, in A. D. 1542,
to the Governor of the Province, he orderP,d the settlement to be destroyed and its population exterminated, and this command was forthwith obeyed. The community consisted at this time of three thousand
male adults, besides women and children, and of these 1,200 were Portuguese. A force consisting of 60,000 Chinese troops, with 300 junks,
was brought against the settlement, which five hours sufficed to demolish utterly.

Eight hundred of the Portuguese were massacred, and
25 Portuguese vessels and forty-two junks were destroyed.
The only remaining traces of this once flourishing mart are believed
to exist in the ruins of two forts, which are seen at the entrance of the
river near Chin-hai. The annalists who have recorded the rise and
destruction of Liam-po appear to refer to these constructions when
describing the erection of fortifications which " faced each other at the
entrance to the river"; speaking further of the stream itself a3 being
"of a width of a gun-shot across, wlth anchorage 25 cubits deer,, three
leagues within the mouth of which is the Chinese city of Ningpo."
The next attempt at commercial relations with this part of China was
made by the East India Co111pany towardsth e encl of th e 17 Lil century, lmt
the island of Chusan, lying opposite to the river Yung, and at a dist w ee of
some forty miles from Ningpo, was the nearest point at which the foreign
erchants were allowed to reside. The East India Company's factory at
Chusan was not, however: continued later than 1703, the trial being found
unsatisfactory, and for upwards of a century and a quarter after this date
Ningpo was visited only by two or three foreign vessels, dispatched at long
intervals on experimental cruises. The last of these '1oyages was performed by the Lo1·d Amherst, fitted out at the expense of the E. I. Company
and conducted up the coast in 1832 from Canton by Mr. Lindsay and
the Rev. C. Gutzlaff. The local authorities of Ningpo opposed, however,
a determined refusal to · all propositions for the establishment of trade.
When next the waters of the Yung were disturbed by foreign
keels, it was uudcr very different circumstances to those atteudiug the

Capt1m of C11i,n-Ffoi <0ul

Or.c1111r1ti11n ,![

Niny/w i11 1842.

p c ful voyage of the Lord A mlierst.

Opening of Port.

The ho tilities which broke out

between Great Britain and China in 18;1!) developed theselves from
m

\tr

of merely local coercion at Canton into a general war, and in

Augu t 1 41 an e pedition r•spcctivc·ly commanded by General Sir
ugh Gough and Admiral Parker, nncl cor,sisting of two 74-gun ships

and even other . ailing vessels, two st e:uners, and. a large 1leet of trans-

ports, carrying in all about :WOO troops, moved northwards from
Hongkong.

Aftr~r capturing Amoy on the 27th August, and 'fing-hai,

the chief city of Chu an, on the 1st October, the expedition moved
aero

to the coa t of Che-kiang, and landed a force of about 220<., men

with 12 field pieces arul mortara, to attack the citadel and in trenched
camp of Chin-hai.

The e fortifications were garrisoned by about 5000

bine e troops, who offered a gallant tho11gh unskilful and unavailing
d f; nee, and the foll of Chin-hai was folluwecl on the 13th October by
he unre i tcd occnpntion of

inrrpo, within the walls of which place a

Briti h o-arri ·on wn nt once stationed.

Valnahle booty was obtained

from the public trca ·urics, but private property was respected. The
official buildings t~nd temples, l1owever, in which the troops were
lodged, uffercd not a little through the process of conversion to foreign

u . On the 10th March 1842 an attempt was made by the Chinese
to re~e the city by a night attack, but the artillery brought to bear
on the as aulting party dispersed them with great slaughter. Ningpo
w finally evacuated on the 7th May, the entire expedition being
moved northwards for the capt.nre of Cha-pn, Wu-sung, and Chinkiang. ·
Peace havin~ brcn proclaimed in August 1842, and Ningpo included
in the list of poi ts hcnccfonvarrl open to trade, the city became acces-

sible to European rc·iclcnts, of whom the pioneer was the Rev. W. C.
Milne. This zealo11 • missionary, who had been for some time a resident of Chusan, removed to Ningpo in December 1842, and was for
many months the ouly forcig11cr in or near the city. In December
1 43, Mr. Robert, Thom was despatched to Ningpo as the first British
Con ul, and the location for forPign resirlences was placed on the north
bank of the Hivcr, opposite to the city.

Foreign trade was less rapid

in its development than had been anticipated at the outset, the proxi-
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mity of Shanghai having an unfavourable influence on the direction of
both exports and imports, but a considerable settlement was nevertheless formed here in the course of a few years. In 1857 attention was
attracted to the Port through a repetition of the massacre of Portuguese,
whose acts, after a lapse of three centuries, had again drawn down
upon themselves the vengeance of the injured natives. For se\"eral
years previously, '" lorchas" or Chinese junks rigged in European
fashion, and manned principally by half-castes from Macao, had been
protected by the Portuguese flag in the commission of numerous piratical outrages, whilst the appeals of the local authorities to the individual acting as Portuguese Consul remained unheeded. The ostensible
occupation of these vessels was the "convoying" of Chinese junks as
a protection against pirates, in which capacity they exerted a fierce rivalry with native convoying craft manned by Cantonese, but their
crews in addition were constantly accused of the most lawless acts of
depredation both ashore and afloat. At length, on the 25th of June,
1857, a large fleet of Cantonese junks made their appearnnce off Ningpo, and took possession of the Portuguese lorchas. The crews escaped
to the shore, but were pursued with revengeful fury by the Cantonese,
who slaughtered some 30 or 40 of their number, and completely sacked the ho'?-se of the Portugu:_se Consul, who fled for refuge to the
Roman Catholic Mission buildings. This tragical outbreak put a stop
to the operations of the Portuguese at Ningpo.
The next event of importance in connection with the history of the
city was its capture by the T'ai-p'ing rebels in December 1861. The
Northern half of the Province had already been over-run by the insurgent hosts, and on the 9th November the important Prefectural city
of Shao-hing-fu, distant some ninety miles from Ningpo, had fallen into
their hands. The intermediate district towns were successively captured,
and the insurgent leaders addressed themselves to the foreign Consuls resident at Ningpo, calling upon them tc, remain neutral durtng
the impe·ading capture of the city, with assurances that no injury
should befall the foreign residents. In fact, whilst the Imperial authothorities looked on in a state of helpless terror, the insurgents were
determined upon straining every nerve for the purpose of obtaining
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Mr. Pa.rkts' d.escriptio1l of ( 'aptnre of (lity.
0

pon, through which they might receive supplies of arms

d ammunition for th prosecution of their conque1·ing career in the
aining parts of China. Foreign merchants, animated by the prosof large profits, were not slow to stimulate the insurgent leaders in

e
s

r
f

tion of their designs. 'l'he result is summed up in the foltra,t from an official report by Mr. (now Rir Harry) Parkes:
•' mgpo t1 ll to the rehel on the morning of the 9th December ; they
long being expected, and by foreign assistance the city had been
in. a complete state of defence, for it appeared to a. Chinese foe
to be almoet impregnable ; a broad and rapid river running under its
on wo aides, whilst on the remaining or land side it was also proby d p d broad canals cro sed in two places only by the cross
p bich lead to the South ancl West Gates. Six heavy foreign
beaides lighter artillery commanded each of these causeways, and
rendered them, as it was suppo ed, impas ·able. The garrison numbered
hr u 8000 and 4000 men.

"'fh rebels appear to have seen little to fear in these preparations,
and to have been only anxious to JlSC rtain that they would not have
oon nd with foreigners in .arms; they were moving on the cit.y on

2nd December, and when only ten miles from it, agreed on receiviag a foreign request to delay the attack for a week. On the 8th they
adftlloed some parties up to the city walls, and on the 9th at 7 A. M,
hen the week allowed had just expired, tl1ey crossed the causeway
al th
uth Gate, esca.la<led . with three common ladders taken from
oo~&agea close by, and at 8 A.1\t., the whole city, which is four miles

ia oiroumference, was in their possession."

From the first moment of their entry into the city, the rebels displayed great anxiety to remain on good terms with foreigners of all
uaona, and refrained from attacking or molesting in any way the variProtenant and Romanist missionary establishments within the

waUa. An active trade in arms and rice at once sprang up, silk and
other merohandize being exchanged for these necessaries, but notwithlt.&nding the unusual efforts on the part of the rebel chiefs to preserve
order among their soldiery, the city was deserted by its populatioh,
Jaioh fted en mas,e to swell the flood of refugees then inundating the
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Recapfore

foreign settlements at Sha11ghai, or to seek shelter among the European
dwellings on the north bank of the river opposite Ningpo.
The British and French naval officers commanding the vessels of war
lying in the river were directed to protect this tract of land from any
invasion by the insurgents; whilst at the same time stringent measures
were taken as far as posilible to prevent British subjects from supplying
the rebels with munitions of war. Early in 1862 a vessel (the Paragon)
was seized with a large cargo of guns and other warlike stores which
were confiscated, and these measures among others, contributed to disturb the tenor of the official relations which had been carried on with
the rebel chiefs in occupation of the city.

Complaints were made of

the random discharge of musket-shots in the directio,,. of the foreign
settlement and the foreign ships of war, and certain demands (including
the disarmament of a rebel hattery commanding the river and the giving
of satisfactory guarantees of good conduct on the part of the rebels
during their future proceedings at Ningpo,) were made by the British
and French officials.

The replies to these demu.nds were considered

unsatisfactory, and further provocation was given on the morning of the
10th May 1862 by a discharge of musketry from the city walls in the
direction of H. M. 8. Encounter.
Dew,

R.N.

Her commander, Captain Roderick

at once gave the signal to clear for action, and a general bom-

bardment of the city at once commenced from all the vessels of war, both
English and French, then lying in the river. At the end of five hours
the walls were scaled and the T'aip'ing forces retreated from Ningpo.
The Imperial authorities, who, in expectation of this result, had for some
time past been residing in the foreign settlement, were at once put in
possession of the city.

Since this period no event of striking impor-

tance has occurred, the interval having been occupied in the gradual
restoration of the inhabitants to their homes and of commerce to its
• accustomed channels.

For upwards of a year subsequently to its recap-

ture, indeed, Ningpo was the seat of operations directed towards the
recovery of the remaining cities of Che-kiang from the hands of the insurgents; but the details of these are foreign to a mere description of
the city.

The only attendant circumstance on which it is necessary to

dwell is the formation of a contingent force of Chinese troops drilled to
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of European arms and tactics. This force, known as Cook's
nder being an Englishman of that name who had

r

Gordon with the force employed in the vicinity

y

• umber d at one period some 800men and did good service
the neighbourhood of Ningpo. After the final extinction

es

g

mi-European uniform originally worn 1y these troops

eel for a purely Chinese dress; aud only three European

h
f
n

.-'Ihe walls of Ningpo enclose a space of nearly

g
g

oiroumference, describing an irregular oval or ]eaf-shaped

s

D&JTOwest portion or "stalk" of which is at the North.

th-eutern face of the walls is carried along the banks of the
ranning down from Fung-hwa, whilst the north-eastern face is
The walls
At the summit the width is

fif\een feet; at the base, twenty-two. The walls are pierced by
gates, denominated respectively the East Gate (fronting the angle
niu nee of the two rivers), Bridge Gate, South Gate, West Gate,
te, and alt Gate. The latter gate immediately faces the
aettlement. On the landward s~de, the walls are farthP.r proby a wide and deep moat, which, commencing at the North
runs along at th'e foot of the wall until it stops at the Bridge
Tb' gives it a length of about three miles. It is in some places
pa forty yards wide, and well supplied with water from the river.

deJKh ·

0

0

rnfficient to render it navigable for small boats.

The Bridge Gate takes its name from a floating bridge thrown across
rinr immediately opposite to its entrance. This bridge, measuring 10me 200 yards in length by about six in breadth, consists of
planb firmly lashed together and laid upon barges which are closely
linked together by iron chains. .A drawbridge near the centre gives
e to boats navigating the river.

'
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Streets.

Pagoda.

Temple.~.

Drnni-loft.

The city is crossed by thoroughfares connecting the different gates,
the main street being that which traverses it from East to West. From
the centre of this thoroughfare another large street runs toward the
Salt Gate. A peculiarity of Ningpo exists in the shape of walls built
across various portions of the city, at distances of from two to three
hundred yards apart, for the purpose of arresting the spread of fire.
The streets are clean and well paved, and the shops and houses both
built and kept with greater neatness than is the case in m.ost other
Chinese cities.
PLACES OF INTEREST. Pagocia.-The building which first attracts the
eye of a stranger on approaching Ningpo is the ancient Pagoda called the
T'ien Fung T'a 'jc $f
which is situated near the South gate of the
city. This building differs considerably in' outward appearance from the
ordinary type of pagoda, having lost by the process of decay those jutting ledges and quaint external ornaments which form part of the design
so common all over China; and it is undoubtedly one of the most ancient
among similar edifices, having been originally founded some time dming
the eighth century after Christ. It is hexagonal in shape, and built in
seven stories, rising to a height of one hundred and sixty feet. A spiral
staircase, numbering upwards of 150 steps, leads upwards through the
interior; but the whole building is ruinous in the extreme.
Temple of Confucius. Drum Loft-The Confucian temple is an exceedingly spacious range of buildings, situated a short distance to the
North of the Pagoda. The decorations with which the walls of the interior are adorned are in many instances very tasteful. The Ku Low
or Drum Loft is a lofty building as nearly ns possible in the centre of

-!ff,

the city, at the junction of the principal streets, consisting in an archway of massive brickwork and of very extensive span, upon which a
watch-house is built. Like the similar building at Canton, this archway is looked upon with particular veneration on account of its antiquity. Its original use w~s doubtless that of a watch-tower. The name
"Drum-loft " is derived from the fact that a large drum is kept in the
house, on which the night-watches _are sounded.
Fu-kien Temple.-This building lies close to the river-bank, between
the East and Bridge Gates.

For sightseers, it is perhaps the principal

.. 'l'(~PO.
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point of ttraction at ingpo, owing to its really superior style of archiure and d oration. The Luil<ling bears the name of T'ien How
ung :jc
or Temple of the Queen of Heav<>n, being dedicated
th odd
la 'f u Po, the favourite deity of the Fukien mariTh following accout1t of the temple is given by Milne:-" Th~
· · g was founded first at the close of the twelfth century, and up
In that year, after having
Jain in ruin for nearly a century, the Fu-kien merchants resolved to
build it. Previou ly to this date, some severe port restrictio11s had

i3 'Ef,

introduc d by th,1 Emperor K'ang-hi, from fear of the pirates who

n inti ting the coast. These robbers and these restrictions had
ly h ck d the native tru<le between Nin 6po and the South of
; but in the year above named the Emperor rescinded the port
gulation , and trade revived. A num her of Ji'ukien and Canton traders
· g advantage of the opening t.rade, sai1c<l for Ningpo. During their
oyage, they had witnessed "gn•at wonders of the deep," and in
gratitude for their mirnculorn; deliverances they subscribed largely for

the rebuilding of the temple at Ningpo." The carvings iu stone to be
n in the various halls of this temple are among the finest to be found
in China.
Jl,mm-ial .A,·ches.-Several of the main streets are sp3nned by " triumphal" or more cm·rcctly, memorial arches, erected in honour of va-

w
of
ha

htie

e

al

rio111 distingui bed natives of Ningpo. These arches are built of granite,
and carried to a height of some 35 or 40 feet. The elaborated art with
which the hardness cf the material has been ma<le to yield to the carving
of the mo t delicate tracery and open work is scarcely equalled in
any other city.
Privau Laorm:q.-Ningpo has long been celebrated as the site of one
of the most extensive repositories of Chinese works, owned by the Fan
family, whose residence lies a short distance within the South Gate
of the city. Their library, called the T'ien yi ko,
~ m), was
visited in 18M, by Dr. Bowring, when Governor of Hongkong, and was
then stated to be the fourth in point of numbers in the Empir~. The
book were removed previonsly to the capture of Ningpo by the rebels,

f&

Jc.

but are believed to have been recently re tored to their form er place .
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Ancient Foreign Guild-house.-A curious vestige of the foreign trade
formerly carried on at Ningpo exists near the Bridge Gate, in the remains of the building used three centuries ago as a loading place for
European and Japanese traders. A temple o:riginally occupied the
site, but in 1528, or 6 years after the first arrival of the Portuguese
the building was converted into a loading place or club for the "men,
from afar," under the name of Kia-Pin-Kwan, or Welcome Guests'
Abode. The appellation is perpetuated in one of the adjacent streets.
Mosque, Temple, Nunneries, etc.-A Mohammedan Mosque of some
€Xtent is situated near the Salt Gate, and various Buddhist and Taoist
temples are to be seen in different parts of the city, but none of these
present features varying from the types already fully described under
the head of CANTON. Sev~ral nunneries are established within the
walls, Ningpo and the Province of Che-kiang in general having long
been noted for the numbers of female devotees to the worship of
Buddha. Although resembling the Roman Catholic system in so far
as a vow of celibacy and the wearing of a peculiar garb are concerned
the Buddhist nuns enjoy great freedom of movement, and may constantly be seen in the streets, conspicuolls through their clean-shaven
heads and long blue robes. The convents are for the most part recruited
from two sources, viz: widows left without adequate means of support,
and young children who am adopted at an early age as neophytes.
Ice Houses.-Among the first objects which strike the eye on
the approach to Ningpo from seaward, are the thatched, tent-like constructions in which ice is preserved during the summer. 'l'he bottom
of these ice-houses is nearly on a level with the surrounding fields,
and is generally about twenty yards long by fourteen broad. The walls,
which are built of mud and stone, are very thick, twelve feet in height,
and are in fact a kind of embankment rather than walls, having a door
on a side level with the floor for the removal of the ice, and a kind of
sloping terrace on the other by which the ice can be thrown into the
house. On the top of the walls or embankment a tall span roof is raised,
constructed of bamboo, thickly thatched with straw, and in appearance
exactly like an English lrnyqtack.

The Chinaman, with characteristic

ingennity, m~nages to fill his ice -houses in n most simple way, ancl at
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vety trifling expense. Aronnd the house he has a small level field
,connected with the river, from which he takes care to flood it before
the approach of winter.
'l'he water then freezes and furnishes the
necessary supply of ice at the very door. Again in spring these same
fields are ploughed up and planted with rice.*
The ice thus stored is used by the native population only as a means
of preserving fish, of which vast quantities are caught in summer off
the mouth of the river and in the Chusan archipelago. By foreigners
it is, however, found very useful,for cooling liquids, ancl may be had

usually for from 2 to 3 cents per pound.
POPULA.'110 , LOCAL

GovERNME1'"T-The population ofNingpo and its

tuburb bas been estimated as high as 380,000, but does not probably .
exceed 250,000. The natives are industrious, enterprising and mild in
di position, and contrast very favourably in .point of intelligence with
the careely human clods forming the population of the adjacent Province of Kiang-su, in which Shanghai is situated.
As a prefcctural city, Ningpo has the usual staff of native officials,
inclmling the magistrate of the Yin I)istrict 'fi}J ~' of which this is
'l'he 'l'aot'ai, or Intendant of circuit of the Ningpo
and hao-hing prefectures, is the highest civil authority and acts as

also the chief city.

uperintendent of Customs.
FoREIG SETTI,E~CENT, COMl\IUNITY, &c.-The site occupied by foreign.
residrnces is the promontory formed at the junction of the two rivers
oppo ite the northern face of the city, and hence is known as the Pi7i
Ngan or orth Bank. The foreign consular and mercantile establishments occupy two sides of this promontory, viz: the line of river-bank
opposite to the city, and the line at a right angle to the former which extend in the direction of the sea. Two frontages of about a mile each in
length are thus occupied, but no special limits for European residences
have ever been defined as at other Ports. The following remarks upon
the settlement occur in Mr. Consul Fittock's official Report for 1864:
"Except along the harbour face, land is not costly. A large tract
'n the centre of the settlement is owned by foreigners, and through
this a rough straight ricling-course has been constructed, 40 feet wide

* Fortune's China.
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and a mile long, and this forms the chief resort of foreigners in ~arch
of exercise. The general roads in the town are the old Chinese, badlypaved and filthy lanes, common to their cities nncl suburbs, the march
of improvement having by no meaus kept pnce with the increasing
importance of the trade."
Previously to the rebel capture of Ningpo, the northern bank of the
river was but thinly peopled with Chir ese residents, the water frontage
being occupied principally by timber yards, interspersed with the
dwellings and compounds of the foreign residents. In 1862 the large
influx of refugees from the city to the North Bank, which remained
under the protection of the foreign vessels of war, caused the native
streets and lanes to be largely extended.

The British Consulate stands

at a little distance from the river-bank, opposite to the Salt Gate of the
city, on which account the river flowing past the walls at this point is
frequently termed by foreigners the "Consulate Creek."

New build-

ings are projected in substitution for the present Chinese structure,
which has been occupied as a Consulate since the first opening of the
Port.

The U. S. and French Consulates also face the city.

No other

Powers are officially represented at Ningpo.
Owing to the comparative insignificance of the trade at this place,

In 1865 the following
mercantile establishments, commission agencies, and stores were enumerated: British, 43; German, 5; United States', 2; French, 1. The
total number of foreign residents, exclusive (lf missionaries, does not
exceed sixty. Several public-houses and taverns exist for the conve-

the foreign community is by no means large.

nience of the shipping.

Two medical wen are established in the set-

tlement. In recent years, the influx of disorderly characters of all
nations has necessitated the institution of a small police-force, consisting
of some 3 or 4 constables, whose wages are defrayed by the community,
and who hand over any prisoners arrested to the Consuls of their respective nations.
An Agency of the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Company is
conducted by a mercantile firm, and numerous agencies of fire and
marine insurance companies are also similarly ca.rried on.
rangements are conducted at the British Con:rnla.te.

Postal ar-

34.l
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Fnrnitllre,

cf c.

h

o church has as yet been instituted, but services are held for the

h

ben fit of the community by mcrnbC'rs of the Missionary body.
Mt BIO ABIBB.-Large Missionary establishments have existed for
many y an at ingpo, wh~re the Church of England Missionary Soci-

g
e

, among others, has met with much encouragement. It has at prent thr repre entativcs on the spot. The American, Presbyterian

and Baptist Mission have each a similar number, ancl in all not less
than from fifteen to twenty missionaries are in residence.
chapels and schools have been opened within the city.
The Roman Catholic mis ion is also very

bu n.

Several

trong, both here and at

hools and an orphanage for girls arc ~on ducted by Sisters

Charity.
CLIH TE.-The climate and meteorology of Ningpo differ in no im-

portant re pect from those of Shanghai, which will be found fully
treated under the head of tlrnt place. A greater degree of salubrity
prevail here, howm•er, owing probably to the fact that the water in
the river is alt instead of fresh and hence le3s conducive to malarial
halations.
LOCAL MARICETS

AND

PRODUCTIONS.-Native shops established in

arious parts of the Settlement supply foreign households with provi-

etall
ing
ity,

sions, at rates usually somewhat cheaper than those which.will be found
detailed under the head of Shanghai. Game is plentiful during the
winter, and fish, including mackerel, is obtained of superior quality
and in great abundance. 'rhe various shops to be visited within the
city itself, are remarkable for their size and neatness. The gold and
silver-smith are celebrated for the tastefulness of their wares, as are
also the dealers in silk embroidery.

The chief specialty of Ningpo,

however, is the peculiar furniture, to be had either inlaid with different woods, or carv,!d and plain, the staple wood used being a light-

ooloured, fine-grained durable material, resembling chestnut, and susceptible of a high polish.

Bedsteads are made in very elaborate de-

signs, and frPquently of great size, closed in with lattice-work. Pictureand

ar-

frames are carved with much taste.

The confectioners of Ningpo alrn

enjoy a high reputation, the largest and most frequented of these shops

having obtained among Europeans the title of '' Fortnum and Mason's."
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ACCESS AND APPROACHES.-No direct communication exists between Hongkong and Ningpo, but steamers run daily to and from
Shanghai, leaving each port at 4 P. M., and arriving at about 7 o'clock on
the following morning. The distance is about 125 miles, and fare for
European passengers $10, or $15 for a return-ticket. Steamers also
run between Shanghai, Ningpo, and Foochow. The voyage from Shanghai presents no features of interest until the mouth of the Yung is
reached, when the scenery becomes in some degree picturesque. The
entrance is fronted by three islets called the Triangles or Yew Islanrls,
forming three passages into the river. To the right, on entering, a
bold promontory some 200 feet in height, surmounted by a fort, overlooks the town of Chin-Hai jJ(
the walls of which extend along
the river -bank and sea-shore. On the opposite bank is an elevation
called Joss-house Hill, where a desperate combat took place preparatory to the capture of Chin-Hai by Sir Hugh Gough's forces in 1842.
From this point the river trends in a S W. and W. direction for eleven
miles to the city of Ningpo, and is about 600 yards wide, with depths
varying in mid-channel from 5 to 2 fathoms. Vessels of 17 feet
draught can proceed up to the city at 1alf-tide at springs, and anchor
off either face of the foreign settlement. European pilots can be
obtained at Chin-Hai.
TrnEs.-It ia high-water, full and change, at Chin Hai, at 1 lh.

#ff.,

20m., and springs rise 12½ feet. At Ningpo, it is high water at lh.
Om., and springs rise 9 feet.
.
LIGHT-HOUSES.-The access to the river Yung was facilitated in 1865
by the establishment of two light-houses on the islands off its mouth.
The first of these, built on Tse Le or Square Island, is situated in a northeasterly direction from the mouth of the river, and distant about 8½
miles from the entrance. The light stands at an elevation of 186 feet
above the level of the sea. Latitude 59° 59' 22" N. and Longitude,
121 ° 45' 6" N.
The second light-house, shewing a light at an elevation c,f 154 feet
above the sea-level, is built on Pas Yew or Tiger's Island, distant about
half a mile from the entrance to the river. Latitude 29°. 57'. 43".
N.; Longitude 121°. 43'. 51". E.
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TRADE-The causes which have contributed to confine the foreign
trade at Ningpo within much more restricted limits than was anticipated at the outset have been widely di cussed of late, but may be summed up under two heads, viz : the proximity of Shanghai, with its vast
accumulation of capital, labour, and shipping, and the comparative
difficulty of internal navigation, by means of canals presenting frequent
locks, in lieu of the perfectly open water-ways and chains of lakes in
the adjacent Province of Kiang-su, enabling the silks grown in Che-kiang
itself to be carried more easily to Shanghai than to Ningpo. The same
consideration applies with . respect to the introduction of imports.
Hence, although the genius of the local population is eminently commercial, natives of Ningpo are forced to emigrate to other ports for the
prosecution of trade, and constitute a large proportion of the class of
shroffs and compradores at Shanghai and upon the Yangtz'. The
following are the returns of trade during the past two years:
IMPORTS1864.
1865.
Value Taels.
Value Taels.
Cotton Piece Goods,.......
399,176
204,969
Woollen Goods, ............
79,277
108,769
Opium,........................ 1,604,991
1, 755, 740
Rice, .. .. .. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 3,742,307
869,824
Sundries,..................... 4,438,865
3,550,297
Total, ............. 10,264,616
EXPORTS-

1864.

Value Taels.
Tea,....................... . .... 1,666,157
Raw Silk,.....................
248,824
Cotton, .. . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,064,038
Copper Cash, , ..... ·........ .
888,850
Sundries,..................... 1,382,437
Total,....... .. ..... 6,250,306

6,484,599
1865.
Value Tael11.
2,331,853
622,050
657,929
277,049
1,196,374
5,085,255

The following remarks upon the trade of 1865 are extracted from
the latest .Parliamentary publication (Mr. Consul Fittock's report):
"Upon contrasting the present returns with those of the previous
year, it will be observed that a large decrease has taken place in many
of the articles of both import and export; thus, owing to the termination of hostilities in America, the export of the raw cotton has dwin-

dled from 1031 201 piculs, valued at 3,096,030 dollars, to 33,567
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piculs, valued at 963,100 dollars. As a partial set-off to this, however,
green tea, which is sent from this port principally for the American
markets, has increased from 53,810 piculs, valued at 2,475,260 dollars
to 70,662 piculs, valued at 3,311,232 dollars, which realises the prediction, that Ningpo is in a fair way of asserting her natural right to
become the_tea depot of the province of Che-kiang. Silk, which is
also chiefly produced in this province, has increased in export from 949
piculs,, valued at 379,600 dollars, to 1,914 piculs, valued at 957,000
dollars; and this, notwithstanding the obstructions to its reaching the
port from the silk districts. Were these obstmctions removed there
can be little doubt but this port wonld become the principal outlet for
the raw silk grown in the province, instead of Shanghai, as at present.
" Another peculiar featw·e of the trade of the port during the past
year as contrasted with that of 1864 is the decrease in the export of
copper cash. This has gone from 1,362,892 strings, valued at dollars
1,362,892, to 395,785 strings, valued at 395,785 dollars. This is no
doli bt attributable to the fact that the port of Hankow is for the present supplied .from some cheaper source, possibly from Japan.

'· In .1864, rice was imported to the extent of 1,911,143 piculs, valued at 5,613,463 dollars; last year only 558,442 piculs were imported,
valued at 1,092,981 dollars. This tends to show eithe1· that a further
tract of land has been brought under cultivation, or else that part
of the area diverted to the growth of raw cotton l1as reverted to its
former use."
The principal silk-producing Districts are contained within the pre-

fM

fectures of Hu-chow-fu #,Jj
}ff-, skirting the southern border of
the T'ai-Hu-lake, in the extreme north the Province, and enjoying direct
and easy water communication with Shanghai, and of Kia-hing fu ~
stretching southward from Hu-chow-fu, and traversed by the

:!P{. }F.f,

Grand Canal.

The fertile plaius of these rich and densely-populated

prefectures form one vast mulberry plantation, which are now slowly
recovering from the r~vages under which they suffered during the recent
rebellion.
Yuen-fa

JI!,

* ff,

Here the noted Tsat-lee -!;
Taysaam
and
varieties are produced. Crossing the estuary of the

mJ '::tE

Ts'ien- t'ang, the prefecture of Shao-hing

*g

~ Mis enter~p, where
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also silk i a staple product, but between this point and Ningpo, a distance of

me eighty miles, the alluvial lands between the sea and the

inland hills art: almost exclusively devoted to the grow;th of rice and
tton.

Th following description of the silk and cotton cultivation is given
by Fortune:
"The mulberry trees, or rather bushes, are planted in rows, the banks
of the canals being a favourite situation ; and they are not allowed to
grow more than from four to srx feet in height. The natives set to
work with a pair of strong scissors, and cut all the young shoots off
clC?89 by the tump ; they are then either stripped of their leaves or
taken home in bundles and tripped afterwards. Before this operation
takes place, the plants seem in a high state of health, producing vigorom hoots and fine large and thick· shining leaves. After the leaves
have been taken off, the bushes look like a collection of dead stumps.
"The farm are small, and are generally worked by the family and
relatives of the farmer, who not only plant, graft, and cultivate the
mulberry, but also gather the leaves, feed the silk-worms, and wind
the silk off the cocoons.
"The worms are usually kept in dark rooms, fitted up with shelves,

placed one above another, from the ground to the roof of the house.
The worms are kept and fed in round bamboo sieves, placed upon
these shelves, o that any one of the sieves may be taken out and examined a.t pleasure."
The Cotton-plant is thus described:-

" The Chinese or Nanking Cotton-plant is the Gos8!fpi'um herbaceum
- of botanists. It is a Branching annual, growing from one to three or
four feet in height, and flowering from August to October. The flowers
are of a dingy yellow colour, and rem:un expanded only a few hours,

after which they shrivel up and soon decay. The seed-pod begins to
swell rapidly, and, when ripe, the outer coating bursts and exposes the
pure white cotton in which the seeds lie imbedded."
MINBRAL PRODUCTIONS.-Both coal and iron are obtaintJd in the Province of Chekiang, the former by mining and the latter from surface
deposits.

The coal mines exi t near the city of I -wu

{i ,~, among
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the bills amid which the Ts'ien-t'ang takes its rise, anc1 <listant about
one· hundred miles from Ningpo. The following description of these
mines appeared. some years since in a Chinese journal:
"The pits are from three to five hundred feet deep, the descent made
by about ten stories, so that only forty or fifty feet are descended at
once, and then a fresh platform with a fresh windlass reaching another
fifty feet, and so on to thP last; from each platform galleries c1,re cut,
about six feet wide, following of course the vein of coal. The workmen do not descend by the basket, but climb down the pit hy means of
beams let into the side. The mouth of the pit is about six feet by four,
and this seems to be the dimensions all the way down. The descent is
thus very easily and very safely effected, the men swinging themselves
from one side to the other, as if they were going down some huge chimney. About five men work on each pit, beside those engaged in sorting
and packing the coal on the surface. The coal is very bright, and looks
like the Cannel coal, hut is not bituminous. The price at the pit's
mouth varies from 200 to 500 cash a burden of 130 catt,ies, which gives
$1.62 to $4, per ton (English)."
The hills of the Sin-ch'ang District ~ ~ ~ ' lying West from
Ningpo, where secondary formations occur, produce a highly ferruginous sand from which iron is obtained by washing from the deposits in
the bed of the mountain-streams. The following description of the
process is taken from a pamphlet entitled "Ningpo to Shanghai," published in 1862 by Mr. W. Tarrant :
"The bed of the stream, washed and unwashed, is marked off in sections and small channels about a yard wide; they are made from the
main stream of sufficient length to give a good fall into a wood trough
about 6 feet long and 8 inches deep, 3 feet wide at the top and tapering
to a foot and a half. Into this trough, placed on a slight inclination,
with the water flowing over the head-board, one man pours in sand as
it is brought by others, or he exhausts a heap lying contiguous. Most
of what is put in washes away immediately, leaving behind it, however,
the sought-for iron. One trough being filled, the water is partially
turned oft; and another is proceeded to. In a course of three or four
hours, or less, a trough is thorough!y drained of the superfluous sand, and
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City of Tiny-Jlai.

I11land of P'u-to.

Removed into baskets, this is sold to the first

comer at 19 cash a catty.

'l'he washers profess to earn, in good times,

as much as 200 cash a day-at others, a mace only."
ADJACENT

Cou

TRY,

ExcuRSIONs, ETC.-Thegreat advantages enjoy-

ed by Ningpo over Shanghai as a place of residence for Europeans are

its proximity to the actual sea and the neighbourhood of numerous
hilly regions where pw·e air and moderate temperature can at all times
be enjoyed.

Immediately opposite the mouth of the Yung lie the islands

forming the Chusau archipelago, well-known from their repeated occupation by Brifo,h forces, during the campaigns of 1841 and 1860.
city of Ting-Hai ~

The

#ij, on the largest island, is distant only some 50

miles from Ningpo, and may be reached in some five to eight hours by

Chinese sailing boats.

The i:iland on which it stands is about 50 miles

in circumference, 21 in extreme length, and ten in greatest breadth. Its
general appearance is bigl1Jy picturesque-lofty hills, covered with vegetatiou to thefr summits, and enclosing beautiful valleys, teeming with
cultivation, meetiug the eye from every point of view-while to seaward,
the oceun is studded with other verdant islands of smaller size.
1

l'he population of the entire island is reckoned at 50,000, of whom

probal>ly noL less than one-half inhabit the walled city.

The inoffen-

·ivc disposition of the people, together with the natural beauty of the
~ccncry and the salutary influences of the trip combine to encourage
frequent visits to Chusan on the part of foreigners.

One of the most

interesting but melancholy spots that can be visited is the acclivity
I

overlookiug the town, and known as "Cameronian Hill," from the fact
of its having served as a burying-ground for the soldie~s of the illfated Cameronian regiment during 184.L-42.

Numerous monuments

to the dead of this corps, together with those of the 18th Royal Irish,
55th, and 98th Regiments, remain in good preservation.

One tablet,

bearing a sad record of mismanagement and ignorance of sanitary
science is dedicated "To the memory of 431 non-commissioned officers of the 55th Regiment," who died here between July 1841 and
February 1844.
To the eastward of the island of Chusan lies that of P'u-to or Pootoo,

{f ~

UJ, frequently called the

Isle of Saints from the fact of
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Tem,ples of Tien-dong and Y ii-Wang.

its exclusive occupancy by Buddhist priests, in whose possession the
island has been left from time immemorial. No less than seventy-two
temples devoted to one form or another of the worship of Buddha are
enumerated as in existence here, under the guardianship of some 300
to 400 priests, of whom, however, the majority are migratory. The
hilly nature, marine situation, and alleged healthiness of this island
have more than once attracted attention in connection with proposals
for erecting a sanitarium for Europeans near Shanghai.
The favourite and most frequently performed excursion by land is

Jc

that to the hills of Tien-dong (T'ien Tung
jt ), some thirty miles
to the westward and southward of Ningpo, where a celebrated Buddhist temple exists, and has for many years past afforded convenient
quarters to foreign visitors. For the purpose of making this journey
travelling-boats can be hired at Ningpo at about $1 per diem, which
convey their passengers in from seven to eight hours to the foot of
the hills, by means of a canal communicating with the main river opposite Ningpo. On arriving at the end of the journey by water,
mountain-chairs can be hired for conveyance to the elevation amid the
forest growths of which the temple-buildings lie nestled. Few excursions in China more amply repay the visitor for his exertion. The
unduiations of the surrounding hills, clothed with trees of every variety, and gay in early spring with the luxuriant and diverse-coloured
-azaleas for which this region is famed, the long ranges of building
rising .against the side of the hill, and the stately avenue of pine-trees,
nearly a mile in length, by which they are approached, combine the
most pleasing features of grandeur and natural beauty.
The temple derives its name (T'ien Tung, or Heavenly Youths) from a
legend to the effect that a pious hermit, who withdrew many centuries
ago to this spot, was nourished during his retirement by celestial youths,
in commemo.ration of which miracle a temple was founded on the spot.
In the same tract of country lies also the celebrated temple of YtiW ang
famous among devout Buddhists as the repository of
some of the most undoubted relics of the founder of their faith.
Twenty miles to the south ward of Ningpo, another attraction for

lif £,

riciit.ors. exists, vi;; : the Tung Ts'ien Hu,

Jft ji t/jlj, part of which

:SINGPO.
takes. S1wiry J•alle·y.

is al o called the Plum Lake

ift ifyj.
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1'his cau be reached without

difficulty by the interior cauals.
The Snowy Valley, some 40 or 50 miles to the South-west, with its
wild mountain gorges, magnificent cascades, and romantically situated
temples, necessitates a longer and more fatiguing journey, but offers
probably a greater diversity of scenery than is accessible at any other
Port in China.
BOTANICAL FEATURE .-The following notices on the botany of this
part of China occur in Mr. Fortune's works:

"Almost all the ~pecies of a tropical character entirely disappear in
this region, and in their places we find others related to those found in
temperate climates in other parts of the world.

Here the beautiful

Glycine Btnensi..~ is met wild on the hills, where also Azaleas are found in
abundance. Few can form any idea of the gorgeous and striking beauty of these azalea-clad mountains, where on every side the eye rests on
masses offlowers of dazzling brightness and surpassing beauty. Mingled
with the.se are also clematises, wild roses, honey-suckles, and a hundred
others.
"The Chine e pine (Pinu,s sinensis) attains to a great size on the hill
sides ; several kind of oak, both evergreen and deciduous, are also
common ; but perhaps the most striking of all is the camphor-tree

(Laurns Camplwra) which, with its gnarled and angular branches, is
quite the monarch of the woods. The Photini'a glabra is a noble evergreen, which in the winter becomes covered with bunches of red berries.
The tallow-tree, (Stilli'-ngia sebifera) the covering of which affords the
vegetable tallow largely used by the Chinese, is also a native of this part
of the country and of Chusan.

"The Japan cedar (Cryptomeria Japonica), the lance-leaved fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata), and the hemp-palm (Chamcerops sp.) occupy prominent places upon the hill-sides, where also the graceful Mow Chu

N 11-the most beautiful bamboo in the world-is
in wild profusion." .

seen grouped

SHANGHAI.
GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION, &c.
THE port of Shanghai, which has been raised within a quarter of a
century from the insignificant rank of a third-class Chinese city to the
fame and wealth of one of the chief commercial emporia of the world,
is situated upon the left bank of the river Hwang-p'u, or Wong-poo,
at a distance of about twelve miles inland from the mouth by which
that river discharges its waters into the vast estuary of the Yang-tz'kiang. It li~s in latitude 31° 14' 42" N. and longitude 121° 28' 55" E.,
and is therefore on nearly the same parallel as the cities of Charleston
in South Carolina and Alexandria in Egypt.
GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.-The Province of Kiang-su, on the
extreme east of which Shanghai is situated, differs from all the remain.ing divisions of the Chinese Empire in respect of the almost exclusivety
alluvial nature of its soil-a circumstance to which it owes the surpassing riches that for centuries have made it · emphatically the
"Garden" of China. Once, and in comparatively recent times, covered
by the erratic waters of the Yang-tz'-kiang, the area now embraeed
within the limits of the Province has been gradually created by the
slow processes of nature and by the industry of sixty generations 0f
its indwellers, until an extent of 45,000 square miles of almost uninterrupted level has been conquered from the waters. This vast alluvial
plain, bl·oken only here and there by isolated hills, but· intersected
with countless waterways and great chains of lakes, is the original

SHANGHAI.
Province of Kiltng-st1.

River
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fr-0m which almost all o'ur earliest notions of the fertility, dense population, crowded cities, and refined luxuries of China have been drawn.
In this Province of Kiang-su, five centuries ago, Marco Polo witnessed
wonders rarely credited till they were verified by recent generations.
Here, t,vo hundred years later, the Romish missionaries, fresh from
the squalid cities and barbarous societies of Europe, admired and des-cribed for incredulous readers the wonders of an ancient and ingenious
'Civilization. Here a patient peasantry have cultivated their rice and
-cotton, and busied themselves with the manufacture of silk, from a
period long antecedent to the Christian era, whilst cities whose origin
is referred to dates coeval with the earliest dawn of history, cluster in
dose proximity together in every part of the exuberant plain.
The river Hwang-p'u, upon which Shanghai is situated, though extending to a breadth of th1 ee quarters of a mile opposite the city, with
a depth of three or four fathoms, is little more than a mere tidal channel, penetrating for some forty miles into the interior, where it helps
to drain off the waters accruing from the complicated net-work of interior lakes. A few centuries ago, the river barely existed, and much
of the country north and east of Shanghai is the growth of the last
three hundred years. This process of accretion and change is still in
a.ctive continuance, and the constant shiftings of the navigable channel
of the Hwang-p'u, as also the rapid conversion of shoals into banks and
of banks into habitable islets, are ominous of a time when Shanghai may
be left stranded in the interior, remote from that commodious anchor
age proximity to which has been the first element in the astonishing

prosperity of the port.
HISTORY.-Although it was not until the war of 1841-42 that attention was attracted to Shanghai on the part of foreigners in general, the
city had nevertheless become previously known as the resort of a large
amount of Chinese shipping, whose cargoes, discharged here, were
taken inland to the great emporiuJl'.} of Soochow and thence transshipped to the interior by way of the Grand Canal. As early as 1756
a memorandum was drawn up by Mr. Frederick Pigou, one of the
members of the East India Company's Factory in China, respecting
Shanghai, which he thought might be a desirable place for trade, and
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the place was visited in 1832 by the Company's ship Lord Amherst •;
but it is curious that so late as 1833, when Sir James Brabazon Urmston, late Presideni of the E. I. C. Factory at Canton, published his
"Observations on the China Trade, and on the Importance of Removing it from Canton," he utterly ignored the advantages of Shanghai,
although proposing that an establishment should be formed at Chusan
in view of the important trade which he foresaw was to be developed
in that region of China. The establishment of a trading settlement at
this point was scarcely thought of until the hostile operations of 1841
led a British naval and military expedition to the mouth of the Yangtz', where, in a random, objectless campaign, Admiral Parker and
Sir Hugh Gough amused themselves by knocking down such Chinese
fortifications as came in their way, and in summoning sundry cities to
ransom themselves under penalty ofbombardment. Shanghai was one
of the victims of this undignified mode of warfare, and a ransom of
1,000,000 Taels was exacted as the price of immunity. When the
Treaty of Nanking was signed in 184i, Shanghai was included among
the Four Ports which were thrown open to trade in addition to Canton,
and in 1843 Captain Balfour was sent as British Consul to inaugurate
a settlement there. At this time the native city and its suburbs, lying
on the West bank on the River, (here running North and South), were
separated by an expanse of some two miles of reedy marsh-land, partially cultivated and sparingly built upon, from a stream running into
the Hwangp'u from the East, just at the point where the River makes
an abrupt curve to the Eastward. This stream, known to foreigners as
the Soochow Creek, but in Chinese called the Wu-sung Kiang~~

i[ was adoptedby the British Consul as the boundary of the British Settlement, which extended Southward for three-fifths of a mile to a nartow

f~ ~),

canal, called the Yang-king Pang ( ~
running parallel to
the northern boundary-stream. The River formed the eastern limit of
the settlement, whilst inland no boundaries were defined. A tract of
land within the elbow formed by the junctioa of the Soochow Creek
with the Hwang·p'u, and which was occupied by sheds for the repairs
of Chinese war-vessels, was leased as the site of the British Consulate,
whilst British subjects generally were authorised to purchase the holdings
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Commencement uf ~Mtfruwnt~. Orwliwl l11jl11:c of foreiyn residents.
lw1titutiun of .Municipal Uu1,ernmcnt·
of native land-owners ~ithin the limits de cribecl above; but for

everal ensuing year , there was little encouragement for foreigners to
e tahli h themselves at this port, and the number of residents remained
extremely mall.

As trade become developed in later years a French

aettl ment was established on the South of the Yang-king-pang creek,
tretching thence to the city wall , whilst later still, a Consul was appointed by the United States nnd a settlement planned for U.S. citizens
upon the bank of the River east of the Soochow creek.

Several years

elapsed, however, before the expectations that had been formed of a prosperous CQmmerce at hanghai were fulfilled. Foreign merchants were
alow to remove to so great. a distance from their establishments, then
centred at Canton and Hongkong ; whilst the dnll, apathetic charac-

ter of the native of the place disqualified them for the bustle and
energy in eparable from Emopean commerce. At the end of the first
year of its hi toty as an open Port Shanghai could count only 23
foreign residents and familie., 1 consular flag, 11 merchants' house ,
and 2 Protestant mi sionarics. Only 44 foreign vessels had arrived
during t]ie same period. The facilitie which the Port offered, notwithstanding, for the growing trade in Silk gradually attracted more and

more residents to the spot, and the mar~hy waste ground along the bank

of the River was bought up at low price from the Chinese owners, on
whose former holding· of r ed-beds, paddy field or garuen patches, the
residences of large British firms were successively erected, in a style of
mingled solidity and elegance which has almo t entitled Shanghai to con-

test with Calcutta 1he designation of the " City of Palaces."

The influx

of foreigner., other than British, within the limits of territory officially
assigned as the British settlement, leu at an early date to the necessity
of devising some method by which undertakings for the public good,
such as the maintenance of a p·olice fmce and the formation of roads
and drains, coulcl he vol1mtarily conducted by subscriptions which the
Consul for Great Britain was not empowered to levy upon subjects of
other nationalities than his own, and a Committee of residents was
elected by tlie votes of all the renters of land, for the purpose of superintending the interests of the community in respect to the abovementioned ucec ·~ary matters.

From this germ has sprung the com-
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by foreign officials.

plicated system of Municipal Government which now administers the
internal affairs of the vast and heterogeneous city into which the British Settlement at Sl1anghai has been developed_. The prosperity of the
rising settlement was suddenly threatened in the autumn of 1858,
through the capture of the adjacent city by a band of armed insurgents, who availed themselves of the straits to which the Imperial
authorities were reduced by the progress of the T'ai-p'ing rebellion to
gain possession of this wealthy emporium, but the presence of a British squadron in the river prevented any attack being made upon the
foreign residences, whilst the settlement became at the same time the
refuge of the Chinese authorities and of the wealthy native merchants
who until then had continued to inhabit the suburbs. The city remained in the possession of the insurgents from the 7th September
1853 until the 17th February 1855, when it was finally abandoned
before a besieging Imperial force, the rebels having in the interim victoriously driven off an attacking party which was moved against them
in December 1854 by the French Admiral Laguerre, ostensibly in vindication of the honour of the French flag, which had been fi~ed upon
from the walls. The rebel occupation of the city of Shanghai threw
for a time the system of Customs' revenue-collection into confusion,
and an attempt was made by the U. S. Co:risul to oppose the payment
of duties to the Chinese Government pending the exclusion of its officers from the city. This view was, however, overruled, and an agreewas eventually arrived at between the Taot'ai of Shanghai and the
Consuls of Great Britain, France, and the United States, in virtue of
, which the Collectorate of Customs was temporarily vested in the hands
of three officers appointed by the:Consuls, under whose inspection duties
were levied, commencing with the 12th July 1854, o'n behalf of
the Chinese Government. The system was found to work so satisfactorily that the continuance of European superintendence was solicited
by the Chinese Taot'ai after the immediate necessity for its existence
had ceased, on the reoccupation of the city ; and Mr. H. N. Lay, an
officer of H. B. M. Consular Service, who had been the deputy on the
part of the British Consul, thenceforward became permanent Inspector
of the Shanghai Customs with the assistance of a small European staf£

SHANCHIAI.
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On the negociation of the Treaty with China by Lord Elgin in 1858,
the advantages of a collection of the revenue by foreigners had become
~o patent to the minds of the Chinese Commissioners that they wil-

!in~ly assented to an extension of the system to all the open Ports, and
Mr. Lay was commissioned in the following year to institute a European inspectorate at Canton. The system now became rapidly developed, and is at present an important branch of the Chinese service.
The nece ity of providing some comprehensive plan for the general
protection and management of the Settlement was also strongly
brought forward by the rebel capture of the native City, and steps
were taken by tbe Consuls of the (then) three Powers having Treaties
with China to improve and extend the Regulations adopted in 1845,
under which the renting of land and the management of police, roads, '
&c., had hitherto been carried on. Article I. of these Regulations was
in tenor as follows :" On merchants renting ground, the local officers and the Consul
must in communication with each other define its boundaries, clearly
specify the number of poo and mow, and put up stone land-marks;
where there are roads, or paths, these landmarks must be placed
against the fence, so as not to occasion obstruction to passengers; and
upon such landmarks will be plainly engraven how many feet outwards the real boundary lies. The Chinese must report the transaction at the offices of the Intendant of Circuit, and of the Magistrate
and Haifang of Shanghai, in order that they may address their high
officers thereupon, while the merchants will report to the Consul, so
that it may be put on record. The deed of the lessor renting out the
land, and that ot the lessee acknowledging the rent, will be executed in,
the form of indenture, and presented to be examined and sealed, when.
they will be respectively given into the possession of the several parties in order to establish good faith and to prevent encroachment and
usurpation."
Article II. provided for the permanence of " the large road along
the bank of the river, which was a towing-path for the grain junks,"
and which has now become the far-famed " 'Bund" of Shanghai ; Ar. ticle III. laid down the direction of sundry main roads, and the terms
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on which new roads should be constructed ; Article VII. established
the annual Government rental on all lan<ls 11el<l by foreigners at fifteen
hundred cash per mow, and Article XII. recogniz0d the duty of the
foreign renters to "build an<l repair the stone and wooden bridges,
keep in order and cleanse the streets and roads, put up and light street
lamps, establish fire-engines, plant trees to protect the roa<ls, open
ditches to drain off the water, and hire watchmen."
Such were the rules under which the rising emporium was originally constituted, and which were so harmoniously and efficiently carried
out as to obtain for Shanghai the distinctive title of tbe " Model Settlement.'' As time went on, however, the sites which bad been set
apart. for the residence of French and U. S. citizens began to be gra•
dually occupied, and the confusion which was superinduced by the
rebel occupation of the City rendered an extension of systematic rules
to the whole territory inhabited by foreigners absolutely indispensable.
The three foreign Consuls, accc,rdingly, viz. : Messrs. Rutherford Alcock, (British), Robert C. l\Iurphy, (Uniteil States'), and B. Edan,
(French), united on the 5th July 1854 in notifying the foreign community that a new code of Municipal and Land Regulations bad been
devised, in concert with the Tao-t'ai of Shanghai ; and this important
document, forming the con!5titution under which foreigners at Shanghai were henceforth to be governed in municipal matters was submitted to a public meeting of Land Renters on the 11th of the same
month.

The character of these regulations, devised for the purpose

of administering the self-government of a large community of foreigners of divers nationalities who, without such an expedient, could be
controlled only by the separate action of their national representatives,
has so important a bearing on the subsequent history of Shanghai that
they are annexed in full : -

I. Boundan'es and Limits defined.-The boundaries of the land to
which these regulations apply, are,-lst, Those defined in the Land
Regulations settled and agreed upon by Captain Balfour, H. B. M.'s
Consul, and Kung-Moo-keu, Intendant of Circuit, on the 24th day of
September, 1846; and further defined in the agreement entered into
between Rutherford Alcock, Esq., H. B. M.'s Consul, and Lin, Intend•
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ant of Circuit, on the 27th clay of November, 1848, and set forth in
the copy hereunto annexell of the original map attached to the said
agreement; and 2dly, Tho e described in a proclamation issued by
Lin, Taoutae, bearing date the 6th day of April, 1849, in com:equence
of an arrangement entered into between His Excellency on the one
part, and M. de Montigny, the Consul of France, on the other part, for
the assignment of a pace within which French subjects should be at
liberty to acquire land and build residences, &c.,-an arrangement
subsequently approved and confirmed by the :M:inister of France, M. de
Forth-Rauen, and the Imperial Commissioner, Seu, such boundaries
being as follows :-To the South, the canal which extends round the
walls of the city from the North-gate; to the North, the Yang-kingpang; to the West, the temple of Kwan-te and the bridge of the family
Tclww; to the Ea t, the river Hwang-poo from the Hwuy-kwan or
Canton Consoo -h0use to the mouth of the Yang-king-pang. Within
the boundaries defined in the map above referred to under the first
head are certain sites, namely, the New Custom-house, the Naval
Dock-yard, and the Temple of Rewards, together with the land set
apart for the use of H.B. M.'s Government, known as the British Consulate site, which are excepted from municipal controul, as well as any
land hereafter to be settled or acquired by the governments of France,
or the United States of America, but the Consulate site and any lands
acquired as above shall bear their share of the public _burdens.
II. Mode of .Acqui1·ing Land.-Any person desiring to rent land or
purchase houses from the Chinese proprietors, within the said limits,
mu t first apply to the Consul or Consular agent of bis nation, officially
and in writing, or if there be none appointed, to the Consul of any
friendly power, clearly specifying by plan, the locality, boundaries,
and number of the Too, together with the measurement in mow, fun, and
le, of the said land, and the said Consul or Consular agent will thereupon enquire whether any impediment exists to its settlement by reason
of previous negotiation or application by third parties or otherwise ; and
the said Consul or Consular agent will enquire from the other foreign
Consul whether such impediment exists on the pa1 t of any other foreigner.
Provided always, that if such impediment do exist, then and in such
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case a reasonable time shall be allowed the first claimant to settle for
the said land or houses ; and the failing to do so within such reasonable time, shall be considered and held a virtual surrender ot such prior
right of settlement, and the same shall revert to the foreigner next applying, on notice to that effect being given his Consul, and no good
cause shewn why it should not revert as aforesaid.
III. Final settlement and Ti"tle Deeds.-It having been ascertained
that no impediment as aforesaid exists to the renting of the land, by
reason of priority of claim aforesaid, the party interested may settle
with the Chinese proprietors the price and corn{itions of sale, and will
then report the transaction to his Consular representative, and lodge
with him the Chinese proprietor's agreement or deed of sale, in duplicate, accompanied by a plan, clearly marking the boundaries; which
the said Consular representative will transmit to the Intendant of Circuit, for examination. If the sale be regular, the deeds will be returned to the Consul sealed by the Intendant of Circuit, and the purchase money can then be paid. If there are graves or coffins on the
land rented, their removal must be a matter of separate arrangement,
it being contrary to the custom of the Chinese to include them in the
agreement or deed of sale.
IV. Deeds ef Agreement vr Sale in trzplicate.-The deeds of agreement
or sale aforesaid having been completed aild the purchase money paid,
His Excellency the Intendant of Circuit will forthwith on official report
of the sa111:e issue a title deed in triplicate in the form already determined upon; and in cases where such title deeds are issued to foreigners,
the Intendant of Circuit will send a notice thereof to the Consular representatives of England, France, and the United States of America at
Shanghai, to enable them to keep a complete register of the land rented by foreigners within the said limits, and enter the lot in its proper
place on a map to be filed at the offices of the said Consulates for reference.
V. Land surrendered to Public use.-It is clearly understood and agreed
to, that land heretofore surrendered by the various foreign renters to
public use, such as roads and the beach grounds of the rivers within the
aforesaid limits, shall remain henceforth dedicated to the same uses ; and
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as new lots are acquirc<l, such parts thereof a are beach ground shall be
l1eld under and suhject to similar uses, and dut! provision shall be made
for the extcusiun of the lines of roacls at present laid down as means
of communication in the settlement. To this end the Committee of
Roads and Jetties appointed by the residents within the said boundaries, will at the beginning of each year together examine the map,

and determine what new lines of road are necessary, and land
subsequently required to be rented .shall only be granted with the
provi o •expressed or understood that the renter shall surrender the
beach ground aforesaid, if any, and the land required for such roads,
and in no case shall land surrendered as aforesaid, either heretofore or
hereafter, be resumed; or shall any act of ownership be exercised over
the same by the renters thereof, notwithstanding they shall pay the
Chinese government ground rent reserved thereon.

Provided always,

that no act of appropriation or dedication for public uses of the said
beach ground or ground for roads other than those already defined,
shall contrary' to the will or interests of such individual renters, in any
case, be sanctioned or held lawful under these regulations.

VI. Boundary Stones to be placed. - When land is rented, stones having
the nurn her of the lot distinctly cut thereon, must be placed to define
the boundaries thereof, under supervision of the Consul applying for the
la.nd, and the Chinese local authorities.

A time will be named for the

boundaries stones to be fixed, in the presence of an officer deputed by
the Consul, of the Tepaou of the district, and of the Chinese proprietors
and the rent~r, in such manner that they may not interfere with the
lines of road, or the boundaries ; or in any other way give cause for
litigation and dispute hereafter.

VII. Chinese Land Tax.-There is an assessed annual rent or land
tax, reserved to the Chinese government _on all land rented by foreigners
wlthin the said limits, at the rate of 1,500 cash per mow ; the period
of paying this rent is bed for the fifteenth day of the twelfth month of
each Chinese year, on which day the next ensui::g year's rent is payable
in full and in advance by the renters; the Intendant of Circuit will
address the several Consuls ten days previously to this pe1iod, who will
direct the re~pectivc renters to pay the amounts due on their lots to
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the government banker, who will thereupon give receipts in triplicate
for the same. Should a renter pass the period fixed, and not pay the
reserved rent, the Intendant of Circuit will reque&t the Consul under
whose juri:sdiction the defaulter is, to recover the same.

VIII. Transfer of Lots.-The interest in a lot shall always be held in
law and equity to reside in that person in whose name the title of record appears, and no title shall pass unless the deed is lodged for record
within three days from the date of the conveyance. Within said limits,
no ChinP.se proprietor shall erect new houses or sheds, so near the residences or places of business of foreigners as to endanger them in case of
fire, and if he does, the Intendant shall abate the nuisance.

No Chinese

shall open a place of public entertainment, within said limits, North of
the present site of the Consulate of the United States, and South of the
Soochow Creek, without the consent of the majority of the Consuls
alluded to herein, under the penalties hereinafter provided against
maintaining a nuisance.

IX. Extent of Lots and usages to which applied.-Straw sheds, bamboo
or wooden houses, or buildings of imflammable kinds, shal! not be erected in the settlement, nor shall contraband goods, or merchandise likely
to endanger life or cause injury to individuals, such as Gunpowder,
Saltpetre, Sulphur, large quantities of Spirits and such like, be stored
in the premises of any individual, undc:r the penalty of $25 for the first
offence, and $25 for each succeeding offence, and for each twenty-four
hours the nuisance shall remain. If articles of this nature be brought
to Shanghai, a place must be fixed upon by the authorities in communication together, and if such location be within the boundaries, it must
be sufficiently distant from the other dwellings and warehouses to
prevent all risk of damage thereto. The public roads must not be
encroached upon or obstructed, as by scaffolding for the purpose of
building, timber logs, stones, bricks, and other building materials, beyond
the time essential for the completion of the work, or in such manner at
any time as shall block up or materially interfere with the thoroughfare,
or by projecting eaves of houses or gate or door steps or entrances;
by the heaping up of goods for any length of time, and such like, under
the penalty of $5 for each twenty-four hours they shall remain after a
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notification by the Road Committee, or Consular i:i.uthority, to remove
them. Inclividuals must not be inconvenienced by the accamulation of
filth, nmning out of gutters upon the roads, firing of guns, causelessly
creating noise or di turbance, furious riding or driving, or the lea ling
horses up aud down the chief thoroughfarf.s for exercise ; or by any
act coming legitimately within the meaning of the term nuisance,
under the penalty of a fine of $10 on conviction of either of said offences.
All fines shall be recovered before the Consul of the nation to which
the party offending belongs, or if there be no representative of the
nation of the party in Shanghai, then they may be recovered before
the Chinese authorities at the port.

X. Roads and Jetties, Assessment on Land, and Wharfage.-It being expedient and necessary thu.t some provision should be
made for the making of roads, building public jetties and bridges, and
keeping them in repair, cleansing, lighting, and draining the settlement
generally, and establishing a watch or police force, the foreign Consuls
shall, at the beginning of each year, convene a meeting of the renters
of land within the said limits, to devise means of raising the requisite
fu'nds of these purposes; and at such meeting it shall be competent to
the said renters to declare an assessment in the form of a rate to be
made on the said land, or builclings, and in the form of wharfage dues
on all goods landed at any place within the said limits ; and to appoint
a committee of three or more persons to levy the said rates and dues,
and apply ~he funds so realized to the purpose aforesaid, or in such
manner as may be agreed and determined upon at the said meeting ;
and to that end the said committee shall be empowered to sue all defaulters in the Consular courts under whose jurisdiction these may be;
and in case any one or more of the said defaulters have no Consular
representative at Shanghai, then the Intendant of Circuit shall upon
application of the Road Committee transmitted through the foreign
Consuls, recover from such defaulters the amounts due from them for
land assessment or wharfage dues, and pay the same to the said committee ; moreover, at such yearly meeting the accounts of the committee for the past year shall be laid before the assembled renters for their
approval and sanction.

It shall also be competent for the foreign Con-
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suls, collectively or singly, when it may appear to them needful, or at
the requisition of the renters of land, to call a public meeting at any
time, giving ten days notice of the same, setting forth the business
upon which it is convened, for the consideration of any matter or thing
connected with the land ; provided always. such requisition shall be
signed by not less than five of the said renters, and that it sets forth
satisfactory ground for such request.

The resolution passed by a ma-

jority at any such public meetings, on all such rnattera aforesaid, shall
be valid and binding upon the whole of the renters of land wi~hin the
said limits, if not less than one-third of them are present.

The se-

nior Consul present at such meeting shall take the chair, and in the
absence of a Consul, then such renter as the majority of voters present may nominate.

If renters of land, in public meeting assembled

as herein provided, decide upon any matter of a municipal nature, not
.already enumerated, and affecting the general interests, such decision
shall first be reP,orted by the chairman to the Consuls, for their joint
conc~rrence and approval, without which approval officially given, uch
resolution cannot become valid and binding upon the renters as a body.
XI. Cemeteries for For eigner·s, Chinese Graves, ~-c.-Within the said
t

limits, land shall be set apart for cemeteries, for the interment of foreigners according to the right of their respective religions or countries. In no case shall the graves of Chinese on land rented by foreigners be removed, without the express sanction of the families to whom
they belong, who also, so long as they remain unmoved, must be allowed every facility to visit and sweep them at the established period, but
no coffins of Qhinese must hereafter be placed within the said limits,
to be left above ground.
XII. Sale of Spirits or Liquors, opening of Public Houses, g-c.-No
Foreigners or Chinese shall sell spirits or liquors, or open a house of
entertainment, within the said limits, without the licen e to do so from
the said Consuls, or the majority of them, and if the party _be Chinese,
also from the Intendant of Circuit, and upon good and sufficient security given for the maintenance of order in their establishment.
XIII. Breach of Regulations.-Hereafter, should one of the Foreig1,1
Consuls discover a breach of the regulations, or should the local au-
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th11rities address him thereon, he shall in every case within his jurisdiction summon the ofien<ler before him, and if convicted punish him
snmmarily, either by the imposition of a fine for breach of Treaty regulation , or in such other manner as may seem just.

Should any

foreigner, who has no Consular authority at Shanghai, commit a
breach of the ·saicl regulations, then and in such case, tl1e Chinese chief
authority may be appealed to, by any one or more of the foreign Consul', to uphold the regulations in their integrity, and punish the party
so infringing them.
XIV. Provisional Clause.-Ilereafter, should. any corrections be
requisite in these regulations, or houlcl it be neces ary to determine on
further rules, or should doubts arise as to the con truction of, or powers
confi rrcd thereby, the same must be consulted upon and settled by the

For<'ign Consuls aud Intendant of Circuit in communication together, who
shall ~quitably decide thereon, and submit the a.me for confirmation to
the repres<>nta.tive of their resprctive countries in China, and to the
Chiuese Imperial Commissioner managing the affairs at the five ports.*
The public meeting of the 11th July 1854, a.t which the foregoing
Regulations were formally propounded and accepted by the body of
foreign land renters, became a sort of Constituent Assembly, at which
the future form of government was decided upun.

It was determined

by the votes of the meeting that "Residents be annually chosen by the
votes of _a Public Meeting, to be held in the month of March, to admini ter the affairs of the community, to be called the Municipal Council,
· ancl that it con ist of a Chairman and Six Members.''

It was further

resolved that the former methods of raising a revenue sho~d be abandoned, and that assessments should be made on the value of property
or area of land, and on residence and wharfage; and also that the consent of the Chinese authorities should be reque ted to the lev_y of a registration or other tax upon Chinese residents within the boundaries
of the settlement.
At this time it was the expectation and the intention of all that the
entire body of foreign residents assembled here on the Chinese soil,

* Note-The Consnls referred to in the laat five of these regulations, are Cor.suls of
powers having treaties with Chiua,
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whether living within limits technically assigned for the residence, under
Treaty, of British, French, or United States' subjects, would combine to
form one body politic, administered without regard to nationality; but
international jealousies proved too strong for considerations of the general good, and as residents began gradually to settle within the French
and U.S. limits the Consuls of those nations supported the theory of
separate administration for each settlement. The consequence of this
independent action was that while the British settlement, which comprised nine tenths of the WPalth, population, and trade, was comparatively well laid out, drained, and guarded, the settlements on either
side remained for years in a condition of primitive wildness and insecurity. It was not until the events of later years brought a large Chinese
population within the elastic limits of the French settlement that its
Municipal Council was placed in possession of funds enabling it to carry out works of draining and road-makin{!; such as had long been in
progress within the British limits, nor was it until 1863 that the United
States' settlement was formally incorporated with the British for all
Municipal purposes.
The importance of Shanghai had so far advanced by the year 1856
that the eleven mercantile establishments of 1844 had now increased
to the number of 70, with upwards of 330 foreign residents (exclusive
of their families), 8 Consulates, and 36 Protestant Missionaries. The
trade returns for 1855 shewed 434 arrivals of foreign merchant-vessels,
and 43 7 departures.

The export of Tea for that year amounted to

lbs. 76,711,659 of Tea, and 55,537 bales of Silk; and in 1858 the arrivals of British Shipping alone were 318, with a gross capacity of
124,302 tons.
Up to this moment the progress of Shanghai had been rapid indeed,
but was still exclusively due to the expansion of commerce. The progress of the T'aip'ing rebellion, however, was about to change altogether
the character of the foreign settlements, and to convert them from a
p~aceable European trading community into a vast Chinese city, inhabited by hundreds of thousands of refugees from the interior and garrisoned by large naval and military forces.

An entirely new field for

speculation-the purchase of large tracts of land for the erection of
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Chinese buildings-was about to present itself, and a golden but deceitful era in which enormous fortunes were to be realized for a t£me by
sagacious speculators was ready to dawn. The unprecedented growth
and prosperity of Shanghai during the five years from 1860 to 1864
were due certainly, in some measure to the concentration of trade at
this spot owing to the opening of the navigation of the Yangtz' under
the Treaty of T'ientsing, but were in a still greater degree caused
by the exceptional circumstances attendant upon the irruption eastwards of the T'aip'ing hosts from Nanking. This movement, which commenced with the Spring of 1860, rapidly overran the fertile plains of
Kiang-su, until city after city bad fallen before the barbarous insurgents,
and on the 25th of May the great city of Soochow, the seat of the
P1·ovincial Government, and of the greatest and wealthiest among Chinese
cities, was abandoned by the panic-stricken Imperial authorities. From
this place to Shanghai is a distance of but 90 miles, along the line of
lakes and waterways which connect the line of the Grand Canal with
the sea; and the intermediate cities rapidly fell into the hands of the
invader.

Anxious as the T'aip'ings were to obtain possession of some

seaport, in order to secure a regular supply of arms and ammunition,
they now eagerly looked to Shanghai for the consummation of their
hopes; and in August 1860 a large body of their troops was moved
against the city, a letter being at the same time addressed by their leader
to the British, French, and United States' Ministers, entreating their
neutrality during the impending attack.

No attention was paid to this

appeal, as it was felt by the foreign Ministers to be their duty to avert
the anarchy which would result from a second capture of Shanghai, and
the presence of a considerable force of English troops enabled the native
city to be placed in a posture of defence. A detachment of the Royal
Marines and some companies of the Loodianah Regiment garrisoned the
walls, whilst the gates near the French settlement were occupied by
some French Marines.

Notwithstanding these preparations, an attack

was made upon the city on the 18th August, the rebels advancing close
under the city walls, whence, however, they were driven back with
severe loss.

They retired to a distance, but during the night an alarm

was given in the French quarter that a body of rebels had penetrated
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Steps were at once taken by

the French commander to destroy the entire suburb, which at that time
contained all the principal warehouses of the native trade.

After one

or two further attacks at different parts of the city, the rebels eventually
retired, and fell back on their camps in the interior.
The devastation caused over tracts of country measuring thousands
of sc;uare miles had ere this tended to drive crowds of refugees into
the city, and when it became evident that the British and French Governments would resist the capture of Shanghai by the rebels, the
immigration grew still more numerous.

The destruction of the Suburb

by the French had left thousands bereft of shelter; and for the accommodation of the large class of natives who found it more convenient
to live in the foreign quarter, numbers of houses specially designed for
Chinese inhabitants were run up, chiefly in the English settlement.
'fhe great development of trade, _n ot only in tea and silk, but also in
imports, which resulted in the following year from the opening of the
Northern and Yang-tz' Ports, tended fortunately to give employment

to many of these unfortunate refugees, who would otherwise have perished by starvation.

Towards the close of 1861, the rebels, encou-

raged by sundry sympathisers in the foreign commumties, once more
drew near Shanghai, and invaded with overwhelming forces that area
of thirty miles radius around the Port whicb the T'ai- p'ing chiefs at
Nanking. bad been warned must be left unmolested.

Once more the

villages were harried and the miserable population either driven for
the second time to flight or carried off as prisoners.

1861, the greatest alarm prevailed at Shanghai.

In December

A host of insurgents

upwards of one hundred thousand in number was reported as advancing
against the City and Settlements, and the smoke of burning villages
seen at no great distance soon helped to corroborate the alarming rumours.

At tbis time the only force available fo1 defence was a detach-

ment of Sikh troops, with a half battery of Royal Artillery, and two
or three vessels of war.

A contingent of Volunteers was, however,

hastily raised among the community, to the number of about 100, of
whom some 20 were mounted.

Reinforcements were, at the same

time, hurriedly ordered up from Hongkong.

Meanwhile public meet-
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tings of the land renters_ were held at the British Consulate, for the
purpose of devising schE:mes for defensive works and for raising funds
for their construction. On the 15th January 1862, it was resolved
that the streets leading towards the country on the west ~hould be
barricaded, and that a creek running northward at right angles to the
Yang-king-Pang, thus forming a species of natural boundary to the
British settlement on the west, should be carried through to the So0chow Creek, and widened along its whole length to fifty feet, the line
to be fortified with an inner parapet and by towers placed at. intervals
along it. The cost of these works, amounting to upwards of Taels

45,000, was raised in accordance with a public vote by an assessment
on all rentals. How urgent was the pressure at this time may be ga•
thered from the following account, published in the Shanghai Daily

Shipping List of January 14th, 1862:
"Yesterday was a day of much excitement in the Settlement,
amongst both foreigners and ChinE>se, on account of the near approach
of the rebels. During the previous night, their incendiary fires lit up
the horizon to the north, within a mile and a half of the British Con-sulate. Under the impression that they might make a descent upon us
unuer cover of the night, a patrol of the Volunteer corps paraded the
Municipal thoroughfares until daylight.

As the day wore on, the re-

bels were seen in force near the Stone Bri<lge ( over the Soochow creek,
about a mile from its mouth). During the whole of the morning, the
rush of men, women, and children from the north side of foe Soochow
creek could be counted by thousands, while the crowds of Chinese
from the city and settlement to witness the defensive preparations was
immense. By the afternoon, the demonstration made by the British
authorities was sufficient to strike terror into the insurgents, for they
were seen to retire northward."
For some days following, the settlement was kept in a state of
alarm, whilst the town.s and villages for miles around were being pilJaged and burnt; but (to quote further from a local writer) "towards
the close of the month, when the aspect of affair looked very gloomy, a
check was given to the progress ,of the rebels by an unprecedented fall
of snow, which continued for fifty-eight successive hours, and covered
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the ground to the depth of thirty inches, where it remained, and only
thawed slowly away over the space of three weeks. It may appear a.
trifling cause to assign as an element in checking the advance of thisrebellion; but when

w6

take into consideration the peculiar features of

the country, so intersected with ditches, creeks and narrow paths, that
to a certain extent were hidden by the snowy covering, the difficulty for
bodies of even disciplined troops to act in the field will be apparent.
Moreover it cut off the supplies of food from them, so they had to retire
on their granaries in the towns held by them further back from Shanghai.
Upwards of twelve days elapsed before they made their appearance
again within view of the Settlement, leaving the Defence Committee
time to erect substantial barricades, and push on the embankment and
ditch for the outer defences ; while reconnoitring parties advanced into
the country in all directions, braving the dangers of a lurking enemy
in the face of the rigorous weather that prevailed."
Notwithstanding their overwhelming numbers and threatening movements, the rebels did not venture to make an attack upon the now
well-fortified line~; and reinforcements, both French and British, were
· fast arriving on the scene.

The British Admiral Sir James Hope, and

the French Admiral Protet, were both on the spot, and now mutually
resolved upon measures for driving the invaders from the immediate
neighbourhood of Shanghai.

The campaigns which followed are

foreign to the scope of this description, and cannot therefo1·e be dwelt
upon in detail; but as an account of Shanghai would be incomplete without some mention of the disciplined forces of Chinese which
were raised for warfare in its vicinity, 'and which achieved unparalleled successes under the leadership, finally, of the gallant Colonel
Gordon, R.E., the following summary of these events is extracted
from an article in Fraser's Magazine for February 1865 on this
subject:
"Not content with repelling, as he did successfully, the assaults made
in January 1862 upon the British Settlement, Admiral Hope conceived
the plan of following up the invaders, and of driving them beyond the
circle of thirty miles' radius which had already been adopted, mainly
at his suggestion, as a necessary adjunct to our neutralised abiding-
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In 9arrying out t'hi!', plan, Admiral Tfope extended ihe ·warmest

patronage to an adventurer nanwd ·ward, of Am.,rican origin, who
had some time previou 1y been t~mployed by the local functionaries of
Shanghai a commander of an irregular force of mercenaries, armed
with European musktts and headed l,y a number of foreign desperadoP.s, who had already skirmished with varying success against t11e
enemy.

A force such as thi , irregularly got together and unrP.cog-

nized by the Central Government, was far more agreeable to the views
of the local functionaries than the officially-con tituted corps which
the Briti h minister was then endeavouring to have establi hed.

Rais•

ed under their auspices, and avowedly for a temporary purpose only,
they felt tbemsdves more free to direct its movements, and to suppress
it the moment its sen·ice should no longer he required. They rejoiced,
therefore, when Admiral Hope consented to take w ·ard and hi irregulars under hi patron:ige, and alleged, a their excuse for neglecting to
promote the formation of more regular forces, the uccess which shortly dawned upon them in consequence of Admiral Hope's campaign.

In fact, the summer of 1862 saw the rebel hosts retuiug in confusion
before the British force

commanded by Brigadier General Stavely

and Admiral Hope, who proceeded to rec,1pture all the fortified cit.ics
within the thirty-mile circle, whilst ,Yard' force, numbering some four
thousand men, was employed in auxiliary movements and in garrisoning the places retaken. By the autumn of 1862, the country for a di tance of thirty miles from Shanghai was cleared of the rebels, though
it remained a desert; but a threatening line of fortresses, strongly
garrisoned, and supported by rebel armies ~olcling uninterrupted communication wit1 Nan king, overlooked the neutral line. Trade with the
interior was paralyzed, with the exception of an irregular intercomre
with the rebels which was maintained through a specie of connivance
on the part of the Imperial authorities, and the most valuable producing districts lay at the mercy of the rebel pillagers.

Having failed to

avail themselves of the opportunity for drilling and disciplining their
troops, the Chinese authorities had no other · armed body on which
they could rely for aggressive measures than the irregular force origi•
nally raised by Ward, but which, on the latter's death in October
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1862, had fallen into the hands of a second American named Burgevine, who, it was speedily found, added ut~er incompetency to the
vices and lawlessness which had distinguished his predecessor.

The

Chinese functionaries at Shanghai had long ere this discovered how
slight a hold they had upon the fidelity of such men, whose defiance
of all authority proved a new source of danger, and shewed them that
it would be less easy than they had imagined to get r} d of such troops
and leaders when necessity no longer required their maintenance.
They found, moreover, that when deprived of the support of British
troops, the force refused to take the field against the enemy ; and at
length, dismissing Burgevine from his co~mand, they entreated the
British General to appoint an officer to the command of this corps.
An Order in Council having already permitted British officers to engage in the Chinese service, this request was assented to, and by the
appointment of Major (now Brevet-Colonel) Charles George Gordon, R.E •
to the command of the 'Ward force,' in March 1863, a career of won.derful success was inaugurated, which terminated in less than twelve
months afterwards in a complete triumph over the rebellion."
Whilst such was the course of events in its vicinity, Shanghai was
growing at a rate which astonished even those. who had witnessed the
marvellous rise of such cities as San Francisco and Melbourue. During
the time that tens of thousands of refugees were flocking we ... kly within the British lines from the adjacent country, Ningpo was also threatened by a separate army of the rebels, which, indeed, effected its capture on the 9th December, 1861, and thousands of its wealthier inhabitants hastened also to seek a refuge at Shanghai.

Large tracts of

ground which had until now remained either unoccupied or divided
into the large and hanclsome "compounds" or enclosures within which
stood the houses and godowns of various mercantile fhms, became rapidly covered with streets inhabited by a dense Chinese population,
whilst the barriers marking what had recently been the outer limits of
the British settlement were speedily left behind by rows of hastilybuilt Chinese houses which extended almost as far as the briuk of the
Defence Creek-once far out in the country-obliterating the site of
the Race Course, which had hit,herLo lain in the angle formed by the
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Defence Creek and the Yang-king Pang, and throwing out lateral
streets and l.anes on every side.

Much of this was, indeed, the work

of pure speculation, and was in advance of the actual population alreatly accumulated on the

pot; but the excitement induced by the

prodigiou~ sum that had been realized by the sales of land within the
Settlement was such as to drown all the warnings of prudence; and
whilst one class of speculators was investing hundreds of thousands of
dollars of borrowed capital in the erection of new streets, another class
was greedily buying every foot of land to be had in any direction
within five miles of the River.

Speculation of all kinds was rife, and

a wide field for its exercise was opened at thi time also by the dearth
of Cotton in England, which

uddenly raised the native growth of

China to the rank of a leading export, in dealing in which vast profits
accrue:d for a time to Jucky buyers

During 1862 and 1863, every-

one save the unlucky naval, military, and consular recipients of fixed
salaries appeared to be suddenly enriched ; the clerk, or pilot, or ., torekeeper of ye terday counted his wealth by thousands sterling to-day ;
;:ind, as an inevitable consequence, the luxury induced by sudden prosperity enhanced the co t of living, already extravagantly high owing
to the va t concour~e of inhabitants, to such a degree as to rival the
early days of the Australian gold diggings.
The French settlement had similarly, though in a much less degree'
become the abiding-place of a large Chinese population, and on the socalled American side the number of inhabitants had also largely increased.

It was roughly estimated that under the sway of the British Mu-

nicipality some two hundred and fifty thousand Chinese and three
thousand Europeans were gathered, and that ou the French settlement
the numbers were not below eighty thousand.

Whilst this enormous

increase to the population naturally brought a large augmentation to
the revenue of the Municipal Council, the expenses it entailed for police, draining, etc. were so great as to constitute a serious difficulty.
Matters were complicated by collisions on the subject of taxation between the Municipal Council and the Chinese authorities, who not unnaturally maintained their right to levy not only ordinary taxes but also
special war-rates on their subjects residing in the British Settlement,
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whilst the )1unicipal Council on the other hand sought to maintain that
the protection these Chinese were receiviug from foreign arms should
witi1dra-w them from all fiscal interference on the part of their own Government.

The British ~linister at Pekiug, however, supported the

rights of the Chinese Government, and an agreement was eventually
arrived at according t.o which the then existing Chinese taxes wen• to
be levied without farther additions, with the exception _of a tax of 16
per cent. on the amount of all rentals, of wh:ch one-half was to be paid
to the Municipal Council for the public service of the Settlement.
Strenuous efforts were made, during this period, by a party among
the foreign la11dholders to abstract the }foreign Settlements of Shanghai
altogether from Chinese jurisdictiou, and to Erect them into a Free
City under Imperial Charter. Ia the words of the article above-quoted:
"could such a scheme have l>een realized, it woul<l have estatlished at
Shanghai an Eldorado for the European sniuggler, as ·well as for the
Chinese fugitive from justice, though the probaLility that a mercantile
community, composed of in<livi<luals from almost every civilized state,
could be subtracted from their own allegiance to form a new and harmomous re1mblic on a few acres of Chinese ground, is as faint as the
original idea of obtaining the consent of the Chinese Government to the
scherue was preposterous." Failing in this direction, the leading spirits
of the Foreign Community proceeded to agitate the question of a reform
of the :.Municipal RegulaLio11s adopred in 1854, with a view to constituting the Municipal Cuuncil on a more official basis, especially as regards
its powers of taxation ; a.ncl a.t length, after years of discussion, a code
has been devised an<l. laid before thf' Foreign Ministers at Peking, by
whom erelong, it is expected, it will be approved as the constitution
for the government of the Settlements. The extent and importance of
the duties di~charged by the Municipal Council may be estimated fi;om
the fact that in the year ending March 31st 1864: its expenditure
amounted to Taels 289,000 (a large sum being raised by loan) and that
its police-force numbered 126 highly disciplined and well-armed constables, almost all of w horn had been non-commissioned officers or privates
in British regiments.

During the same period large sewers of about

1000 yards in .aggregate length had been constructed in addition to
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existing drain~, ~nd the . treet , till now almost impassable in wet
weather, had been macadamised throughout the length of the settlement.
At this period, however, the amazing prosperity and seemingly boundless wealth of Shanghai rc.ceived a udden check, which was only the
precursor of a rapid downfall.

The city of Soochow had been recap-

tured by Major Gordon on the 29th N_o vember 1863, and the whole interveniug country was free from di turbance by rebels.

Contrary to the

general expectation and po itive reckonings of the majority of the foreign
residents, an exodus of the Chinese sojourners in the settlements now
began; streets became de erted, then entire quarters · long ranges of
new buildin:;s, still u11fioi heu., were topped midway in their progress
to completion; a 1d whiht land speculators found ruin suddenly impending, the Municipal Council similarly saw itself bereft of its sources
of revenue, the Chinese apparently prefering to hur1y back to their old
home in the interior to the choice ofremaining permanently ubjects of
foreign protection and taxation. As misfortunes never come ingly, t.his
di a ' ter had scarcely dawned upon Shanghai when the fortune of the
majority of its residents were shaken by the commercial c1isis in the
markets for Cotton and Teas, in both of which the mania for speculation had largely involved the entire community; and the latteT half of

1864 with the whole of the year 1865 will long be remembered as an
The following reflections from the
Shanghai Daily News of June 6th 1866 indicate the depression existing
at that date~
"It has been suggested that a calculation of the amount of capital
sunk in the various unremunerativ~ speculations which may be seen in
the course of any afternoon's pull on the river or stroll through the settlement, would be interesting. Some little patience and perseverance
would be required; but the practical explanation which the result would
afford of recent monetary di tress, would quite repay inve~tigation; f~H'
had the amount of capital thus locked up and lost to use been available,
the crisis of 1865 would have been tided through with much less difficulty. Gloomy reflections might be excited on the mutability of human
affairs, as exemplified in the change from lavish expenditure to deadlock and abandonment; but compensation might be found in caution
era of universal impoveri hment.
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learned.

Beginning at the lower reach, the premises of the Shanghai

Brick and Saw Mtll Company invite attention, and an item of Tls.

100,000 would b'e entered by the calculat0r under the head of dead loss,
with memorandum in the column of" remarks," that an effort was being
made by a new company who had purchased the premises for Tls.

18,000, to work tham with better success.

Bewildered while passing up

the river, by successive ranges of empty or half empty godowns, he
would vaguely set down a million or two as the number of lost taels
represented.

At the time these godowns were erected, the river con-

tained 270 ships instead of 27, and the demand for warehouse acc~·mmodation largely exceeded the supply.

Cool consideration might have

suggested the impossibility that this could last ; that a supply so enormous must cause a glut to be followed by reaction.

But no such

reflection was acted on ; the demand for storage existed aud the erection of warehouses offered an apparently profitable opportunity of investment.

Godowns and wharves were constructed in an excess corres-

ponding with the excessive arrivals of goods; and now that the arrivals
have ceased, the godowns are empty and the wharves idle."
The factitious growth of Shanghai has thus been brought to a sudden and ruinous termination ; but its legitimate development as an
entrepot for Chinese comnierce promises it a glorious future, ensured
by its commanding position at the mouth of the Yang-tz', its proximity to the great producing regions of tea and silk, and the vast amount
of capital which has permanently been attracted to the spot.
TOPOGRAPHY

.AND

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-Many hours before the

steamer which brings the visitor from the South to Shanghai an:ives
within sight of the low-lying banks of the Hwang-p'u, the clear ocean
waves will be found to merge into a muddy, yellowish :flood such as
can ouly indicate the mouth of a great river.

In the striking words

of Wingrove Cooke, " this vast expanse of turbid fresh water is saturated with the loam of fields 1500 miles away.

A portion of this rippling

elemeDt was gathered upon those great mountain-ranges of Central
Asia, where the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, and the two great rivers
that irrigate Siam and Cochin-China, and the fierce ' Yellow River'
which pervades the north of China, divide the drainage.

The volume
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is increased by every mountain torrent and every descending streamlet
through 600,000 square miles of midland China."

In the midst of this yellow waste of waters, and apparently far out
to sea, the first token ·of an approach to port is given by the light-ship
indicating the navigable channel.

Gradually, two thin lines are see11

stretching along the horizon, which develop into a view oflow, marshy
banks, upon which, as the steamer glides into the mouth of the Hwangp'u, masses of foliage are seen which bear a familiar, European aspect
to an eye lately accustomed to the tropical banyans, plantains, and
bamboos accompanying every prospect in the South. On the right
hand stretc'4es for nearly a mile the long green bank, jagged along the
summit., which constituted twenty-five years ago the formidable Batteries of Wu-sung, and beyond them lies the town of that name, with
a French flag floating conspicuously over a range of whitewashed
buildings, which constitute a naval depot and coal station for the
French fleet. There are not wanting individuals who comment on the
foresight of " our allies," in thu establishing themselv~s permanentlj
at what may one day be the Port of Shanghai, when. as i; predicted,
the shoaling of the remaining ten miles of river shall have closed the
existing anchorage to all sea-going vessels.

For the present, however,

the channel, though narrow, intricate, and frequently shifting, remains
practicable for the largest merchantmen and heavy frigates. Amidst a
throng of junks and native boats of all descriptions, European vessels
are now seen ascending or dropping down the stream in charge of
lively tugs, or perhaps one of the huge, white, two-storied Yang-tz'
steamers, built on the American plan, passes swiftly by on its way to
Hankow. TLe masts of the shipping lying opposite Shanghai and the
tops of the houses themselves are next seen over the low land on the
left, at right angles to the vessel's course, whilst on the right band the
wharves, docks, and buildings of Hong-Kevy, the so-called American
settlement, are passed in succes5ion. At length turning the sharp corner round Poo-tung Point, where the course of the ri~er abruptly
curves from north to east, the straight reach is entered, and anchor is
dropped among the shipping in front of the Bund.

Stretching in a

long line from South to North, the handsome frontage of the British
/

I.
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Jetties.

Snmpans.

Far away to t.he South, a

dense forest of junk-masts marks the native anchorage in front of the
Chinese city, whiht the northern boundary of the scene is formed by
the curving shore -line of Hong'-Kew, separated f1om the British settlement by the wide mouth of the Soochow creek, which is spanned by a
wooden bridge.
BRITISH SETTLEMENT.-It is a fortunate circumstance for· Shangt1ai
at the present day that there existed, when the settlement was first
formed, the "large road along the bank of the 'river which was a towing-path for th~ grain-junks," of which mention is expressly made in
the early.Band Regulations. The prest•rvation and successive widenings
of this road-way have given Shanghai a noble quay along the entire
length of its river-front, and, by the repetition of its character at
every new settlement undertaken elsewhere of late years, have made
the "Band" a prominent feature of European progress thro 1ghout
1

Ohina.

The Bund running ' North and South along the face of the

British Settlement has a length of some 3,500 feet, with an average
breadth of sixty-five feet, but unluckily the great cost of grani.tc in
this allu,,ial region has hitherto prevented its being faced with stone.
The rapidity with which mud-deposits are formed by the r:ver, rnoreuver, has led to the growth of a wide mud-bank, dry at low water,
extending from the timber facing of the 1oadway some hundred feet,
on an average, into the stream, and b order to secure an approach at
all stages of the tide sloping jetties have been built out at different
times, to the number of about a dozen. A proposition has indeed been
brought forward of late years, having for its object the embankment
of the river at the limit of low-water, thus reclaiming a very large
area outside the present line of Bu~d, which it is propose<l. to convert
into a public recreation ground, but fonds for this underta.king still
remain to be provided.
The sampans w,hich surround vessels on arriving at Shanghai are
the m0st unwieldy and least comfortable that will 'be seen along the
whole coast, their clumsy appearance corresponding with the doltish,
confused aspect of the boatmen, who, li1:e the other natives of this part
of China, appear as nearly devoid of intellect as is compatible with the
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existence of a human conformation.

In this respect, as in their lighter

complexion and their mannPr of dressing ( especially in the particular cf
wearing shoes and stocking , and long gowns in place of jackets) the Shanghai Chinese differ widely from the brisk and handy natives of the South.
Crouching, we will suppose, in one of these crazy sampans, the
visitor may be propelled to the first jetty on the north end of the bund,
where, if it is high water, he will land amid a crowd of cc1rgo-boatmen, ,
struggling with bales of cotton or other merchandize.

At the extreme

end of the Bund, occupying the ~urve formed here by the junction of
the Soochow Creek with the river, lies the extensive enclosure of the
British Consulate.

The buildings now occupied by the Consulate func-

tionaries and their offices are four in number, and were erected some
twenty years since, in the early days of Shanghai.

Notwithstanding its

early construction, the main building is a mas ive, well designed, and
spacious edifice, containing the Consul's residence ( on the upper floor)
with public offices, Court-room, etc. below.

On it right is a smaller

. building, occupied by a junior officer, and on the left, divided from it by
a lawn and shrubbery, the residence of the Vice-consul.

Beyond this

again is the house appropriated to the Consular Interpreter.

A large

expanse of ground in front of the Consul's and Vice-Consul's. houses is
neatly laid out as a pleasure-ground, bounded by a low wall along the
Bund. The ground~ of the British Consulate were fo~merly vastly moreextensive than at present, stretching for some three hundnd yards
frqm the Bund we. twards; but, by a most ill-advised act, the greater

portion was sold for ,: building-lots" during the land mania of 1862,
thus not only shutting in the Consular buildings iriconveniently, but
parting with land which is now urgently required for addition! accommodation.

The street running westward from the Bund south of the

Consulate is called P eking Road.

A :tine building standing at the

corner occupies the site of the formn residence and compound of the
First Assistant of the Consulate.

Passing south-wards, the long range

of buildings occupied by Mes rs. Jardine, Matheson & Co. is next
skirted, after which the more notable establishments are those of
Messsrs. A. Heard & Co., the Oriental Bank, and numerous important
mercantile firms.

In close juxtaposition, in almost the centre of the
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long line of sightly buildings, are the Custom House, occnpying a Chinese
temple, the fantastiq roofs and curved gables of which constitute the only
break in the line of European architecture, and the stately mansion of
Messrs. Dent & Co. standing isolated in its large, umbrageous compound.
The style of arcl1itecture which has been most in vogue at Shanghai is
that of the Italian villa, the classical lines of which have been strengthened into massive proportions, and modified though not obliterated by
the addition of the indispensable verandah.

The most pretentious

efforts of design have been lavished on the Club, a high, four-storied
building at the southern extremity of the Bund, which was erected in

1863-64- at a cost of some 120,000 Taels, raised among a body of
Share-holders. The internal ~rrangements. of the building are on a
plan somewhat similar to, though more extensive than those of the
Club at Hongkong, the number of bed rooms at the disposal of visitors
being considerably larger. An extensive view can be obtained from a
pavilion crowning the roof of this edifice.
From the Bund the settlement stretches inland as far as its western
boundary, the Defence Creek,
quarters of a mile.

a

distance of somewhat less than three-

It is intersected by six main streets, running par-

allel to t~e Bund, and these are again traversed by six thoroughfares
crossing the settl~ment from North to South. Of the former, the
Nanking Road, or l\fa-Loo, as it is termed in its upper course, divides
the Settlement into two almost equal sections, and is lined for about
one-half of its length ,with the residences of European firms.

Its

western half, which expands to the considerable br~adth of from fifty to
's ixty feet, is exclusively Chioese, being lined on both sides with ranges
of two-storied wooden houses, now chiefly vacant, which were built
to accommodate the densely crowded population of 1861-1863, and
terminates at a wooden bridge which spans the Defence Creek. This
central thoroughfare was the nucleus a~ound which European buildings
were chiefly grouped in the early days of Shanghai, but at present the
streets running northward from Nanking Road, as also those parallel
to it throughout the eastern half of the settlement, are almost exclusively
lined with European residences, stores, auctionrooms, and warehouses.
The western half of the settlr~ment is covered with Chinese streets.
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The following is a list of the streets of the Settlement, together with
their present names and those which they superseded a few years ago:
OLD ENGLISH

NEW NAME.

NAME.

I n English.

In Chinese.

1. East to West Roads.

Bund on Soochow Creek,

Soochow

Hongkong
Consulate Road,
P eking
Amoy
Kirk's Avenue & Old Park, ... Ningpo
Fives Court Lane,
Tientsin
Park Lane and Maloo, •••
Nanking
Rope Walk Road,
Hangchow
Custom House Road,
Hankow
Mission Road,
Foochow
North Gate Street

Canton
Kiukiang
Bund on Yang-King-Pang, .,•. Sungkiang
2. North and South Roads.
The Bund,
Yangtsze
Yuen Ming Yuen
'Ao Mun
Bridge Street,
Church Street,
Barrier Road,
'l'emple Road,

Kiangsu
Kiangsi
Honan
Shantung

Between Temple & Shakloo }

Roads, no name,
Shakloo Road,
Soochow Road,
Sikh Road, ..•

•••

Shansi
Fuhkien
Hoopeh
Chekiang
Kwangsi
Yunan
Szechuen

Road
'3treet
Road

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Road

"
"
"
",,
,,

~fM~
ff~~

~t~~

JIP9~

~ilt@a
x$~
ffi~B%
~fMJ~

~P&a

,t,;fH~
fl]{~
Jl}IBa-

;f;1}iL~

~-=fM
Ju:~~
@ Ju: a}j rm

iI-~
iLl!B~

t'PJ1¥ilf6

"

llJl{~
1-U i1!j~

"

mM~Bs

"
"
"
"

"

tt;Jj~~~
~;iL3%
II il§lfa
~m~

Im Jl(Bg
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A project has long been on foot for numbering all the European
houses in the Settlement, with the view of diminishing the difficulty
which now exists in respect to :finding one's way. Notwithstanding
that the name of each street is legibly painted in Chinese as well as
English at the principal corners, the Chinese inhabitants have hitherto,
with impenetrable obstinacy, refused to make use of them, and the
only direction that can be given to a guide or chair bearer is the Chinese name of the particular "hong" to be visited.

Uulike the custom

of Hongkong, where the name of the mercantile firm is translated into
Chinese sounds, at Shanghai, each firm on establishing itself is constrained to adopt a high-flown combination of Chinese characters as
its distinct~ve title.

Thus the offices of Messrs. Dent and Company

are known as the'' Pao-Shun-Hong," or the Precious and Compliant
Firm, whilst Messrs. Jardine, Matheson and Company are entitled
E-ho, or Upright and Harmonious.
The settlement is rendered gay by the numerous Consular :flags
which :fly from the different hong.s, the Union Jack bei11g almost the
only one not generally visible, owing to the position of the British
Consular flagstaff. Great Brita.in, France, Spain, Prussia, and the
United States are the only powers represented by official consuls at
Shanghai, but the remaining states of Europe have almost without exception a national agent in the shape of a merchant or mercantile
firm.

The Danish flag has been displayed for many years by Messrs.

Jardine, Matheson and Company, whilst that of Poi-tugal has been
similarly attached to the firm of Dent & Co.

Russia is represented by

the senior partner of Messrs. A. Heard & Co., and Italy, Hamburg,
Sweden, &c. &c., are similarly represented.
The principal public building in the British Settlement is New Trinity Church, now in process of erection upon the site of a former and
less commodious building, which was removed, as unsafe, in 1862.
The church -compound occupies the entire space between Han-kow and
Hang-chow Roads, running east and west, and Ho-nan and Kiang-si
Roads, running north and south.

The edifice now being constructed,

after a design in the Gothic style by Mr. Gilbert Scott, will have a
width of 50 feet, wiLh a length of 110 feet, exclusive of apsis and

SIIANGIIAI.
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Buildings and Road-making.

porch. The height of the nave will be 43 feet. The number of sittings will be 756. The first stone of this edifice was laid on the 24th
May, 1866, and it was estimated that within two years from th~t date
-the building may be opened for public worship. The cost is estimated
at Tls. 55,000. The residence of the Consular Chaplain, called the
Parsonage, stands in close proximity to the church.
In addition to the Club and Church, the Municipal Council offices
situated in Honan road, and one or two Masonic Lodges, complete
the list of the public buildings. The Shanghai General Hospital is
situated on the Bund of the French Settlement, where it ~as es~ablished in 1864 by the committee of the Institution. It is maintained on
behalf of shareholders, but certain errors in the early management of
the hospital have greatly retarded its development. The charges are
as follows: First class with private room, Taels 3 per diem, not including medicines ; Second class, in wards with not more than five patients,
Tael 1.50 without medicines; Third class, in general ward, $1.50 per
diem, with ordinary medicine.
Buildz'ng, Road-making, etc.-A serious source of expense and difficulty in the construction of buildings at Shanghai is the low, marshy nature of the soil, where at a depth of from five to ten feet water is invariably reached. This renders costly piling-works indispensable, whilst the
utter lack of stone in .the neighbourhood renders it further necessary
that such granite as is used for the foundations or lower courses should
be brought a distance of upwards of one hundred miles either from the
interior or the coast. Bricks, on the country, are comparatively cheap
at Shanghai. As regards roads, the condition of the soil is also highly
disadvantageous, and, until 1862 the best-kept throughfares became
almost impassable sloughs in wet weatler. Of late however, improved
drainage and frequent macadamizing with granite chippings has greatly
improved the road-ways.
FRENCH SETILEMENT.-ln accordance with the principle adopted with
respect to land for the occupancy of British subjects, a space was assigned.in 1849, on theappointmentof a French Consul to reside at Shang-

hai, " within which French subjects should be at liberty to acquire land
and build residences," the boundaries mutually determined upon being

3H2
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Claims to e.cclnsive Jnrisclictio-n.

such as are shewn in article I. of the Land Regulations (see ante)~
The Yang-king-pang creek is the boundary, therefore, uf the British and
French settlements, but in other respects the limits of the latter have
been repeatedly extended, and notably by including that portion of the
suburb the buildings of which were destroyed by the French troops in
1862. The latest definition of the extent of the settlement was vouchsafed by the French Consul at a public meeting in Febn;ary 1866, when
its southern boundary was declared to be the creek running up to the
East gate of the native city.
Although constituted under the same Land Regulations as its neighbours, the Municipal and Consular Government of the French Settlement has always been conducted upon a somewhat different footing,
based on the claim, more or less actively expressed, to consider the site
as a "Concession" to the French Government, or in other words, as a

quasi-Colony of France. To such an extent has the idea of sovereignty
been carried, that exolusive jurisdiction over the police-force has been
claimed by the French Consul, the authority of the Chinese officials
over natives residing within the Settlement has been denied, and warrants issued by foreign Consuls for the arrest of their subjects have
been obstructed. In 1863, however, a case of this kind produced so
strong a protest from the U.S. Consul as to draw from the French Consul an acknowledgement of the Chinese territorial sovereignty. Since
that period, efforts have been in progress to place the three Settlements under one uniform code of regulations, if not under the control
of a single Municipality.

The jurisdiction of the Chinese authorities

over their own subjects was fully acknowledged in 1865, by submission to their demand for the closing of the brothels and gamblinghouses which attracted a large criminal population to the French settlement, and from which the Municipality drew a great proportion of its
revenue. Since this event, the difficulty of raising revenue has been
extreme, and the taxes imposed in 1866 proved so obnoxious to the
Chinese that all the shops of the Set1lement were shut, nor did the
dissatisfaction cease until one-half of the impost had been remitted.
The Bund,-the special feature of Shanghai-is continued along the
face of the French settlement, but with the exception of one or two

RIIANGHAI.
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buildings, the substantial architecture of the English frontage is ex-0hanged on the other idt! of the Yang-king-pang, for buildings of a
very inferior description. The French Municipality has, however, outstripped its neighbour in the work of permanent embankment of the
river-front, whilst the canal which leads from the river to the city wall
has bf'en solidly revetted with granite.

The material for this under-

taking was obtained by the ea y process of removing the bridges and
other stone-work of the country between Shanghai and Sungkiang,
after the retreat of the rehels.

One or two streets parallel with 'the

Bund comprise all the European dwelling-houses within the settlement,
the only buildings of note being the Town Han erected by the Municipality and the spacious but plain Cathedral. The French Consulate
is situated in a large enclosure close to the Yang-ki11g-pang. Chinese
streets occupy the remainder of the Settlement. On the north face
of the city a gateway, long occupied by a detachment of French marine , was rebuilt in l 861 and named the "Porte Montauban" in
honour of the French Commander in-Chirf.
The French Municipality, like its neighbour, is composed of six
members Plected annually by vote of the renters of land: but in 1865
the board was forcibly dissolved by the Frend1 Consul, in consequence
of a disagreement in opinion, and its members imprisoned for a time.

A Provisional Council, compri ing several leading British subjects
renting land within the French limits, was thereupon appointed to conduct the municipal affairs until the settlement of a definite code of
Regulations.

A striking feature of the French Bund are commodious wharves
erected by the Shanghai Stea:rn Navigation Company, at which the
large steamers navigating the Yang-tz' load and discharge ; and the
extensive premises of the Messagcries Imperiales, for whose accommodation the last extension of the French boundary took place. Beyond
this point stretch the crowded tiers of the Chine~e shipping.
AMERICAN SE'ITLEMENT, OR HONG-KEW. C!lo: JJ\-On the first arrrival of a Consul for the United States at Shanghai the Consular residence was established on the tract of land forming the river-bank
where it curves east-ward from the mouth of the Soochow Creek, and
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which was known locally as Hong-kew.

From this fact thE' tract irr

question became popularly known as the'' AmE>rican Settlement;" but
owing to its remoteness from the Chinese city, and still more to the
fact that all the leading American houses had already established themselves within the British limits, the tract remained for many years
without improvement, the river bank alone being fringed with taverns
and seamen's boarding houses, which converted it into the " Wapping "
of Rhanghai.

Hong-kew, however, shared in the general increase of

population during the rebel troubles, and in 1862 the urgent need of
municipal administration induced the land renters, under the presidency
of the U.S. Consul, to place the settlement under the control of the
Municipal Council of the British Settlement. In June 1863 an agreement was made between the U.S. Consul and the Taot'ai of Shanghai
by which the limits of the American settlement were defined as follows:
" The Soochow Creek, from a point opposite the entrance to the
Defence Creek, to the Hwang-p'u.
Thence at low-water mark, to the mouth of the creek entering the
Jiwang -p'u near the lower limit of the anchorage called Yang-tz'-pu.
West-ward, three li along the creek.

Thence, in a straight lin: to

the point of beginning."
In the autumn of 1863 the Municipality, recognized as representing
the united Settlements, commenced active measures for the improvement of the roads, bund, etc. of Hong-kew, and a detachment of the
police-force was permanently stationed in this hitherto disorderly settlement.

European houses had been built to a large extent within the

two preceding years, owing to the comparative cheapness of land ; and
the growing necessity for docks and wharves had met with all the advantages requisite for such undertakings along the shore of the Settlement. Property which had long been owned by the Shanghai Dock
Company was now availed of to construct extensive basins, and numerous commercial wharves were constructed in quick succession.
The comparative proximity of the American Settlement to Wu-sung
and the mouth of the river will give it a vast advantage over its neighbours if the shoaling of the river becomes serious in the future ; or,
in case the construction of a railway to Wu-sung should be accom-
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plished, the situation of the terminus in Hong -kew will also prove
highly beneficial to that settlement.
A neat church of the American ~,[ethodist Episcopal communion
stands in the centre of the settlement.
PoO-TUNG,-(}m
The eastern bank of the rivP,r, (as its name
in Chinese signifies), remained long a mere mud-flat, built upon by a
few Chinese boat-yards and rope-walks, but in recent years the riverfront has been bought up by Europeans in successive lots, and is now

JR).

occupied by extensive warehouses, docks and wharves. A far-sighted
Scot, Mr. Muirhead, was one of the first to see the advantages of this
locality, and his Dock and building-yard are now among the principal
€stablishments of the kind in the East. They will be described farther on. At a short distance inland is situated one of the Protestant
Cemeteries. The elbow formed by the shore at the curve of the river
was the subject of protracted disputes with the Chinese Government,
an association of British subjects having purchased the site, and proceeded to make encroachments on the river-bed by embanking a large
tract of mud from which the tide receded at low water. By this process, the current was deflected, and rapid shoaling of the navigable
channel threatened. At length, in 1865, the Chinese Government
resolved to have recourse to the only expedit'nt available in such a
case, and entered an action against the alleged trespassers. The cause
was tried before the Judge of Her Britannic Majesty's Supreme Court,
by whom judgment was given against the defendants.
It has ince then been proposed to embank the curve (called Pootung Point) under the superintendance of competent engineers, in
correspondence with a plan (noticed abClve) for carrying out the
bund-line of the opposite shore; but these projects remain in abeyance for lack of funds.
CHINESE CrrY.-Except as an exemplification of the extreme of native
filth and squalor, the city of Shanghai has nothing to repay a visitor for
the discomfort of penetrating its narrow and unsavoury precints. The
wa 1ls are about 3½ miles in circuit, and are pierced by seven gates.
The shape of the city is oval, its b;oadest part being on the North,
_ where it abuts upon the French Settlement. Between the eastern wall
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and the river lies the principal suburb, off which the native shipping
lies anchored in tiers. There is no straight thoroughfare from Gate to
Gate, as in other Chinese citi~s, but streets run for some distance
southwards from the North and North-eHst gates, and in these some of
the principal shops are established.
is attractive.

They contain little, however, that

A short distance within the North -east gate, or '' Porto

Montauban," as it has been c:illed of late years, lies the City Temple,
the grounds adjacent to which are known as the Tea Gardens, and are
laid out in the well known Chinese style of fantastic pavilions, rock-work,
and miniature lakes. N car the South Gate is the Confucian Temple,
which furnished spacious but most unhealthy quarters to H. M.'s 67th
Regiment during the occupation of the city ; and immediately outside
the N. W. angle is situated the guild hall of the natives of Che-kiang
resident at Shanghai, and known as the Ningpo J osshousc (in Chinese

q/J

called the Sz-Ming-Kung-So (lg
,¾ pfr, from the Sz l\Iing Hills,
which form one of tlie most noted ranges near Ningpo). This building
was occupied for a length of time by the 2nd Bcloochee Regiment.
MILITARY OccuPATION.-The military occupation of Shanghai and
the Settlements, which commenced in 1860 with tlie defence against
the rebel attack by a detachmeut of Royal Marines and of Sikh troops
(who bad been left behind to form a depot for the expedition against
Peking), continued uninterruptedly for five years. Th e 31st Regiment
was brought down from Tien-tsing in 1861, and was followed by the
67th. Two companies of the 99th Regiment served here also in 1862
together with a Battery of Royal Artillery. The Loodianah Regiment
and the 2nd Bombay Native Infantry (Bcloochees) were the Indian regiments employed. The 31st Regiment sailed for England in July 1863,
but it was not until two years later that the last companies of the 67th
were withdrawn, on the final disappearance of the rebellion. The losses
incurred througq. death and invaliding during this period of military
occupation were appalling, but it is generally acknowledged that the
sickness of the troops arose quite as much from the unhl!althy nature
of the quarters allotted to them as from the attua1 insalubrity of Shanghai.

The regiments st,ntioned within the city were quartered in small

and incommodious Temples (no other barrack-room being available),
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surrounded by fetid open sewer', whilst those in the settlement were
lodged in godowns (ware-houses) entirely unfitted for purposes of habitation. A proposition was made in 1862 to build barracks, at a
cost of some 60,000 Taels, which would have afforded healthy quarters
for the entire garrison, but this idea was n(:'gatived on the score of expense.

The sums annually disbursed, however, for the rent of tempo-

rary quarters largely exceeded this sum in the end. AU expenses for
rent and transport were defrayed by the Chinese Government.
LOCAL GoVERNMENT.-The peculiarities attendant. upon the large
aggregation of foreigners of nrnny nationalities at Shanghai have al-

ready been dwelt upon in the sketch of the History of the Settlement,
where also an ac_count of the rE'gulations under which a municipality
is constituted has been given. In all civil, criminal and political matters, the subjects of each foreign Power are of course, as elsewh~re in
China, subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of their respective Consuls,
with the exceptiot1" that, in the case of Great Britain and Prussia, special courts havE' Leen constituted for the decision of all leg.il cases.
The Briti h Supreme Court for China antl Japan was instituted in September 186:\ under the provisions of an Ordt>r in Council of the 9th
March 1865. The members of which it consists are a Chief Judge,
Deputy Judge, and Law Clerk, holding sittings at the British Consulate pending the erection of suitable buildings. In ad<lition to its local
jurisdiction over all British subjects at Shanghai, the Supreme Court
is a court of appenl and of record exercising authority over all British

Consular Courts in China .and Japan.
The business of the Municipal Council is carried on by a permanent
staff, consisting of a Secretary, clerks, &c., under the direction of the

six councillors annually elected by vote of the Land Renters. A statement of the works executed by the council, the operation of its police
force &c., is published monthly. The most anomalous and perhaps the
most important functions discharged by the Council am the control of
tlie Police Fmce of the Settlement, to the action of which, notwithstanding nationality, all individuals within the settlement are subjected.
The police force numbered in 1866 some 105 members, including
about 40 Chinese. In the case of an arrest of a European, he is at once
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conducted to the consul of his own nation, in whose hands tne further
disposal of the prisoner remains. Chinese prisoners are brought before
a Mixed Court which sits daily at the British Consulate, where a Chinese official and an officer of the Consulate examine the case. Trifling
offences are punished by imprisonment and hard-labour in the custody
of the Municipal police; but in the case of serious offences, the criminal
is remitted to the Chinese city for punishment. The power of granting licences to hotels and taverns has alc;o been placed in the hands of
the Municipal Council Another feature in their administration is the
establishment of a Local Post Office, which, however, has not ye,
proved of practical use, ~nd a Registration Office for Servants, the advantages of which to employers is said to be considerable. Among
the multifarious duties of the Council is also that of the management
of the Cemeteries, of which there are three, viz, one on the east or
Pootung bank of the river, one within the limits of the British Settlement, and one near the city.
The Chamber of Commerce is an active association formed by subscribers among the resident merchants, the annual subscription being
Tls. 50. Questions affecting the trade with China are locally discussed
by this body, and referred when necer sary by correspondence to the
attention of the British Minister at Peking.
The Chinese authorities, whose residence is in the native city, consist in a Tao-t'ai, or Intendant of Circuit, who is also Superintendeut of
Customs, and a Chi-Hien, ·or District Magistrate. Their authority is
I

paramount over the Chinese inhabiting the foreign settlements, but,
in accordance with an early agreement, all warrants or summonses to
to be executed by their police must be produced at the office of the
British, French, or United States' Consul, without whose stamp affixed
to the document no arrests are permitted to be made.
PURCHASE AND REGISTRATION OF LAND.-In accordance with the
Treaties, foreigners are debarred, ostensibly, from acquiring the absolute ownership of land in China, but the system of granting perpetual
leases at a n0minal rental deprives this disability of inconvenient consequences. In theory, none other than the land comprised within
the limits assigned to the three foreign Settlements (British, French,
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and United States) can be acquired by foreigners, but this rule has
repeatedly been set aside, and in practice the purcl1ase of land within
six miles of Shanghai has repeatedly been sanctioned. ')n a bargain
being completed between a foreign purchaser and the native land-owner, (ordinarily managed through the agency of a Chinese land ..
broker) the deeds are lodged at one of the three Consulates, according
to the situation of the land, whereupon a deed of lease from the
Chinese Government, stamped by the Tao-t'ai of Shanghai, for the
land in question, is issued to the purchaser in exchange. This forms
an incontestable title to the ownership of the property, the only con•
dition annexed being that of paying an annual rental to the Chinese
Government of 1,500 cash per mow, or about £1-18 per acre. The
area of the mow varies slightly in different parts of China, but the
following is the official standard observed at Shanghai:Each mow is 240 poo long by 1 poo broad and contains therefore
240 square poo.

R)

The poo measures 5 feet Chinese Government Rule C'g
equal
to 66 inches English. A square poo therefore contains 30.25 square
feet English and a square mow 7,260 square feet English. It follows
that a square piece of ground measuring 85.20569 feet, or say 85 1/5
feet e , ry way contains exactly one Shanghai rnow.
Roughly stated, a mow may be taken as one-sixth of an acre.
A fee of $10 on every title-deed issued is levied at the British Consulate, with $5 on every subsequent transfer. By far the largest proportion of the land owned by foreigners in and around Shanghai is
registered at that office, whence a detailed List of all registrations is
periodically issued. From the last List, published in 1863, it appears
that the total area of Land then on the British register amounted to
7, 116 mow, 9 fun, 7 le, equal to 1,186.17 acres. The annual rental
accruing hereon to the Chinese Government would be about $11,000.
The enormous transactions in land which took place in 1861-1863
have already been dwelt upon above, as also the decline in the Chinese
population which has entailed the ruin of the speculators of those days.
In the early days of Shanghai, as stated by an old resident, the land
purchased by the first British settlers may be estimated as having cost

-
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from fi0,000 to 80,000 cash per mow, or from £46 to £74 the acre,
Such was the eagerness, however, fifteen years later, to acquire possession of real prop~rty, that in 1863 some of the identical land purcha~ed at the rates above-mentioned realised at auction prices varying
from £8,000 to £12,000 per acre.
At the time when these extravagant prices were freely given a small
Chinese dwelling-houses of three or four rooms, run up hastily and in
the frailest manner, brought a rental of £40 per annum.

A European

dwelling-house, with four small rooms, was eagerly rented at £500
per annum; and the annual rental of a large mercantile house amounted to several thousands of pounds.

By the year 1865, however, both

land and houses had become a drug in the market.

The following

return of houses (exclusive of the French Settlement) was published
on the 1st January 1866:
Foreign Houses Occupied, . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Unoccupied,...............

321
36

Total,................ 357
Chinese Houses Occupied, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,445
Unoccupied, ............... 3,534
Grand Total. ........ 12,336

POPULA.TION.-The population of Shanghai was never accuratt:Jy
ascertained by a census duriug its period of greatest density, and hence
ample scope was allowed for the most extravagant estimates. A. million
of Chinese, in round numbers, was constantly spoken of as being assembled in the settlements and Chinese city, but subsequent inquiry and calculation have reduced the estimate to barely more than one-third of
this aggregate. In the month of March 18G5, by which time the exodns
of the native population had reached its foll development, a census
was taken, though somewhat roughly, which gave the following results:
English Settlement :-Chinese residents, ........................ 48,490
Boat population, .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. . 9, '700
Vagrants, ..... ......... ... ..... ............... 2,000

Hong-kew:-

Total, ............... G0,190
Chinese residents, ....................... 17,455
Aud ! of above total to represent }

~~~~~:.~~-~~~~~-~~~. ~~~~.~~~~~~~~

12,941

Grand Total, . . . . . . 90,586
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At the same time the number of Chinese in the French SettlemeI!t
was ascertained to be 55,465.
The census of the foreign population gave the following results :
English Settlement, . ...... .... .. ....... ....
R ong-kew, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Afloat,............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Poo-tnng, ......................... '... ... .. .. ...

1,188
871
176
62

French Settlement,.................... .... .

2,297
460

Total Resident Population,. . . .
British Army and Na,vy, ......... 1,851
Shipping, .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . 981

2,757
2,832

Total foreign population, ..... :.
5,589
Chinese population:
British Settlement & Hongkew, 90,586
French Settlement, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55,465
--146,051
Grand Total, .......... 151,640

To the foregoing may be added about 12fi,OOO as the Chinese
population of the City and suburbs.

The following is an analysis

of the foreign population:
English Settlement

English, includin.g ~rmy and l
navy a.nd Slnpprng, ....... )
Americans, .......................... .
Gernians, ............................ .
Dalles, ............................... .
Spaniards, ........................... .
Italians, .............................. .
Portuguese, .......................... .
Dutch, ................................ .
Swedes, ............................... .
Norwegians, ......................... .
Russians, ............................ .
Swiss, ................................. .
Greeks, ............................... .
Austrians, ............................ .
French, ............................... .
Mexican, ............................ .
Peruvian, ............................ .
Belgians, ............................. .
Arabs or Turks, .................... .

aJLd Jlv11g kew.

To~al, ......

3,096
40'7
240
20
131
16
118

27
50
22
23
22

7
6

38

French
Settlem,e1lt.

19
64
42

7

14
12

16
10
259

1
1
4

3
14

5,129

460
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MODE OF L1vING AND CuRRENCY.-ln general, the employment
of servants, household management, et.c. differ little at Shanghai from

the circumstances of the older settlements at Canton c r Hongkong, but
the helpless stupidity of the natives renders their employment even as
domestic servants inconvenient, and these places are for the roost part
filled by natives of Ningpo or Canton. Wages are higher than in the
South of China, and domestic expenses generally were extravagantly
increased during the period of augmented population and speculative
prices, although previously Shanghai had been noted for its cheapnes..,.
It was estimated in 1B63 that an advance of nearly 400 per cent bad
taken place within ten years ·on the price of provisions, and the following table of market prices was published in support of the statement:
1863.
1853.
Fi!ih,.. .. .. .. .. . 60 a 80 cash per catty .. . .. . . . . 250 a 350
Fowls, .. . ...... 60 a 80
,,
..... .... 280 a
320
Eggs,.... ....... 5 a 6 cash each
.. ....... 14 a
16
Cabbage, ...... 1G a 20 cash per catty ..... .... 40 a
50
Cauots,. .... ... 5 a 6
,,
......... 20 a
30
Flour, .. . .. . .. . 24 a 28
,,
.. .. .. . .. 60 a
65
Wild Geese, .. 300 ~ 400
each
......... $1. 50 a 2. 00
Wild Ducks,. 400 a 500 cash_ per brace ......... $1.50 a 1. 70
Pheasants, .... 400 a 500
,,
........ 1,500 a 1,600
Rice,............ 20 a 25 cash per catty .. .. .. .. . 50 a
60

6~ }~~~tfb~:..~.. ~~~~-1.t~~.. ~~::~~ } ;::\\. 0.18

Mutton, .........
Beef, .. .. .. . .. .. . 6

,,

.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Taels 0.12.

The increase in prices rendered inevitable by the sudden increase in
population has of late again subsided, though the former level has by
no means been arrived at.

The mutton and game of the Shanghai markets are celebrated
throughout China, bnt in other respects the table is ill-supplied.

The

method of cultivation of vegetables by sprinkling with liquid manure
is such as to render them unsafe articles of diet. In fruit, also, Shanghai is very deficient. Oranges, plantains and lychees are unknown,
whilst the pears, grapes and peaches grown in the valley of the YangIn the autumn, however, pears, peaches,

tz' are insipid in flavour.

and grapes of supe1ior quality are brought from the Northern ports.
Several large miscellaneous stores supply European goods of every
description, and the French system of public table-d'hotes has been
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introduced by several establishments, where entertainment at a fixed and
reasonal)le price can be obtained, or whence households can be supplied
with meals by contract, at rates averaging from $1 per diem upwards.
The Mexican dollar passes current at Shanghai, but all calculations
are made in Taels. No coin exists of the value of a tael, which, indeed,
is merely the denoip.ination of a weight, equal to l½ ounce avoirdupois. A tael's weight of silver in dollars or of dollar-purity is thnefore the actual unit of currency, and the value of this in sterling, or
the rate of exchange, fluctuates with the course of trade and the amount
of bullion imported.
From an exchange of 7s. per Tael in 1864
the rate dropped to 5s. 10d. in 1866; but these are extremes. The
average value of the Shanghai tael may be stated at from 6s. 3d. to
6s. 6d., but in large calculations it is freqaently assumed at 6s. 8d.,
or one-third of a pound sterling.
For the convenience of calculation by foreigners, the tael is assumed
to be divid~d into cents, corresponding to the Chinese fun or candareens, but the only actual coin smaller than the dollar is the ordinary
Chinese cash, of which from 1380 to 1400 usually go to the Tael.
The Mexican dollar being thus in fact a mere article of merchandize u ed in barter, its value varies from day to day, fluctuating with
the Tael exchange. When cheap and plentiful, one hundred Mexican
dollars may be worth only seventy-two Taels ; when dear and scarce,
they may bring as many as eighty Taels. Exchange of dollars is then
said to be at 72 or at 80, as the case may he.
The following is a simple rule for finding the value in sterling of a
Mexican dollar at Shanghai at any given rate of exchange per Tael.
Taking the value of the Tael in sterling, say 6s. 3d, or 75 pence, multiply t.his by the current value of the Dollar, say 72 (i. e. -M- of a
Tael). The result will give the value in pence, say 54 pence, or 4s. 6d.
To reduce Dollars into Tael , the amount in dollars must be multiplied
by the current rate of Tael exchange, and divided by 100.
$ 750 @ 72.
72
1500
5250
540. OO=Taels 540.

Thus:
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The Hai-Kwan 01 Customs' tael is of almost pure silver, (sycee) and
stands therefore at a comiderable premium above the ordinary coined
metal. In order to estabfah a means of ascertaining the quality of
this, and other d~scriptions of Sycee used in commerce, as the standard
of purity varies to some extent at nearly every PoTt, a public assay
office was instituted some years ago under the auth?rity ~f the Tao-t'ai,
where for a small charge "shoes" (ingots) of silver can be tested and

1ii)•

stamped. This office is entitled the Kung-Ku(.¾
Notes of the value of One Tael are issued by the Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Company. The "chopped" or stamped dollars which
pass current in the South of China are not received at Shanghai, or
anywhere North of Amoy, except as weight.

The only marks which

dollars are allowed to bear at Shanghai are those stamped in Chinese
ink, so that the standard weight of the coin is preserved, in lieu of
becoming rapidly diminished, as in the South, by the process of stamping at every change of hands.
CLIMATE. HYGIENE.-The advantage enjoyed by Shanghai from its
position in the temperate zone of China is m a great mtasure neutralized by its low-lying site, scarcely raised above the level of the river,
and exposed to noxious marshy exhalations. So long as the European
population was thinly scattered, living in well-built houses, and composed for the most part of a wealthy class, the sanitary defects of the
locality were unnoticed, but with the first appearance of a crowded
and mixed population disease was rapidly germinated, and Shanghai
became noted for unhealthiness.

Among the circumstances unfavour-

able to health are the rapid alternations from heat to cold, more marked here, perhaps, than elsewhere along the coast.

The annual range

of the thermometer is from 25° to 96°, and in Spring and Autumn a
change of temperature to the extent of 20° in the 24 hours is not unfrequent.
The annual mean of Fahrenheit's thermometer is about
62.5; and the mean of rain-fall about 50 inches.

The influence of

the south-west or summer monsoon is barely perceptible at Shanghai,
although the prevailing winds at that season are southerly, and the
absence of a te~pering breE:ze is acutely felt during the months of
June to September.

Throughout the autumn, winter, and spring sea•
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sons north-easterly winds prevail, with much rain and damp from January to April. The winter months are, however, tolerably salubrious,
and, in dry season , highly enjoyable. Snow usually falls in December
and January, when ice thick enough for skating is occasionally formed.
April and l\fay are genial montbs, the hot sun of noon-day being compensated by cool nights, but the four succeeding months are a season
of general suffering and sickness. The following table is compiled
from the observations of several years:
RANGE OF THERMOMETER (FAHRE HEIT) AT SHANGHAI:

January, ...
February, ...
March,
April,
May, ...
June, ...
July, ...
August,
September,
October,
November,
December,

...

mean 40° 3.
42° 5.
" 50°3.

...

" 58° 9.
" 69) 5.
" 76° 5.
,," 83° 6.
83° 7.
" 76° 4.
" 67° 1.
" 55° 5.
" 47° 0.
"
thickest European

Owing to the wide range of temperature, the
clothing anu. furs are requil'ed during the winter, whilst in the summer
months the ,thinnest fabrics are all that can be endured.
A physician, long re ident at Shanghai (the late Dr. Henderson) has
published some valuable reflecLions on the local hygiene, from which
the following is an ext1 act:
"During the hot season in Shanghai food ~houlcl be light, nutritious, and partaken of in sufficient quantity to support the system; at
the same time care should be taken not to oppress the digestive organs
or the nervous energies by stimulating food frequently repeated. I am
convinced that much dyspepsia, languor, and a feeling of being gene1·ally
out of sorts and requiring a change of climate, and also troublesome
diarrhceas, are produced by rich food in too great vat·iely, and in too large
quantity, dming the hot season. No more than half the amount of food is
required to sustain the vital energies in the hot months as during the
the cold ; but people pay no regard to this fact, but pursue the same
method of diet as during cold weather, and the result is, that the system
finding it elf oppressed by materials which it cannot use, endeavour to
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get rid of them by other means and other channels, or may adopt
another method, namely, induce fever, and thus for a time preveni
more offending material being thrown into the body.
"The food during the hot weather can scarcely be too simple ; roast
mutton, beef, fowl, or fowl-curry for dinner, while for breakfast a
mutton chop, _fresh eggs, curry and bread-and-butter, with coffee or
tea, or claret and water.
" I may state, that I have lived in Shanghai almost exactly the same
as at home, with the exception of rigidly abstaining from all kinds of
vegetables and fruit during the summer and autumn months; and I
believe this to be one of the chief reasons of my not having had a day's
illness of any kind. And this leads me to say a few words about the
vegetables and fruit of Shanghai and other parts of China.
"In most cases, a man appears to have security against diarrhrea
and dysentery in Shanghai, during the summer months, according to
the quantity and variety of vegetables and fruit which he eats ; people
who indulge in them during this season are more or less troubled with
bowel complaints, and I may say, vice versa.
"The first summer I passed in Shanghai my attention was strikingly
drawn to this fact, and subsequent experience and observation have
confirmed what I then noticed. Almost every case of diarrhrea, dysentery
or cholera occurring in Shanghai during the hot months, could be traced directly, or indirectly, to indulgence in Chinese fruit or vegetables.
I do not attempt to explain why it is so; I merely state a striking fact,
that has been forced upon my observation in tens of cases among
Foreigners, and in hundreds of cases among Chinese.
" Another argument brought forward is that the fruits of any locality
must necessarily agree with the people of that locality; this however,
is a theory unsupported by facts. I repeat, that indulgence in Shanghai
fruit, during the summer and autumn months, is incompatible ·with continued good health among the Residents.

"The only Shanghai vegetable which is absolutely safe during the
hot weather, is rice, and it is quite sufficient for all the purposes -of nutrition and good health. It contains but very little excrement, and
may be safely eaten uuder all circumstances; and I am fully convinced
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that were people to confine themselves to a plain joint of mutton and
beef, or fowl with rice, or rice and curry for dinner, with two glasses of
claret, or Rhenish wine, there would be very little diarrhrea, dysentery,
or disordered liver during the summer months in the East.

Instead

of this, however, men in spite of their better knowledge and judgment
begin dinner with rich soup, and a glass of sherry ; then they partake
of one or two side dishes, with champagne ; then some beef, mutton, or
fowls and bacon, with more champagne, or beer ; then rice and curry
and ham; afte,·wards game; then pudding, pastry, jelly, custard, or
blancmange, and more champagne ; then cheese and salad, and bread
and butter, and a glass of port wine; then in many cases, oranges, figs,
raisins, and walnuts are eaten with two or t},ree glasses of claret or some
other wine ; and this AWFUL repast is finished at last, with a cup of
strong coffee and cigars!
"Now, in the name of reason and common sense, how can a man
preserve his health under such a system ? A man with a sound and
vigorous constitution, may long resist its baneful consequences ; but
for one who escapes unscathed, ten will suffer more or less, in various
ways, and some of these will fall victims ; not so much in consequence
of the climate and season, as from an unnatural and absurd mode of
living.
"During Summer and Autumn here, the powers of the stomach and
digestiv~ organs are weak, and therefore it is a most injurious and dangerous practice to oppress them with too much, or too great variety of
food ; such practice is sure to result in mischief of some sort, and the
most common result in Shanghai is diarrhrea ; and I am strongly inclined to blame errors in diet fully as much if not more, for producing
these, and other disea es at that season, than the Shanghai climate.
" It having been demonstrated that a temperature of 98° is requisite to healthy digestion, it must follow that the use of ices, and particularly iced creams after dinner, or when digestion is proceeding, will
be most injurious.

A fit of indigestion is often caused by them ; and

they seldom fail of lowering the vital tone of the :5tomach during the
digestive process.

The moderate use, however, of cold or iced water,

or water ices when this process is completed, and when there is
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haustion, is beneficial, by inducing a salutary reaction in the organ.
Ices can only be taken slowly, and in small quantities at a time; hence
they produce a much less sudden fall of temperature of the stomach
than draughts of cold fluid.
" Shanghai water is very impure, containing a large quantity of organic matter. What are we to drink? For 7 or 8 months of t.he
year, bitter beer is as wholesome a drink as we could have, but in
June, July, August and September it is not the best, and during these
months is injurious to many. On several occasions I have satisfied myself that in many cases it produces diarrhrea. Draught beer is more
wholesome than the bottled; and many people have excellent health
by taking a glass of beer at tiffin or dinner all the summer ; bottled
pale ale contains more carbonic acid, which causes drowsiness and sleep.
Dr. Lankester says 'it contains more alcohol than hock, claret, or
Moselle wines, and as much as Burgundy.'
" Wine is not essential to the welfare, or health of a strong man m
Shanghai more than in England. Nevertheless, cmteris paribus, I believe
a man's health is more secure with a moderate quantity of wine in
suc!1 a climate as this. Taken in moderate quantities, (by which I
mean from 3 to 5 or 6 glasses per day of port or sherry, or from half
to a whole ·bottle of French or German wine) it operates as a mild
stimulant to the vascular and nervous system, it promotes the various
secretions, diffuses an agreeable feeling of warmth over the body,
quickens the action of the heart, increases muscular force, excites the
mental powers, and dispels unpleasant thoughts.
Ardent spirits,
Brandy, Rum, Gin, and Whiskey, should never be taken unless largely
diluted, and even then, very sparingly. Weak brandy and water
occasionally, is safe drink for all residents in hot weather. Soaa and
Lemonade, are good refreshing grateful beverages; when, however, they
are taken in excess they prove injurious to the process of digestion, by
distending the stomach with gaseous air and by diluting the gastric
fluid with alkaline constituents. Tea is far too little used during bot
weather. It has a peculiar and. gently stimulating influence on the
nervous system, which is not followed by a corresponding depression,
as after wine or beer.

Tea is also slightly astringent.

Dr. Copland
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says, 'the infusions of black and green tea are gently tonic and narcotic, the latter acting more energetically upon the cerebrospinal system
than the former; green tea usually excites the nervous powers, as coffee
increases the activity of the cerebral functions.
" Let more tea and coffee then be used in hot weather, and let tl e
stronger wines and beer be used very sparingly and let French and
German wines take their place."
The following remarks upon the predominant form of disease, a
species of Chronic Diarrhma, have also been published:
" A residence in Shanghai tends to reduce the strength and vigour
of the frame, and predisposes to diseases characterized by an absence
of power and tone, and the longer this residence is continued without
~hange to a more bracing climate, the more debility will ensue, and
there will be less power in the system to resist the ravag~s of disease.
"Now in Shanghai we are not only subjected to the air and influences
-0f a city life; but wc are constantly subjected also to the real and
substantial influences of a silent, insidious and powerful poison, a
poison as real as that of small-pox, scarlet fever, or hydrophobia: we
have here a poison acting on the system, and acting upon a determinate
class of organs. This Malaria or Miasm acts on the nervous and
mucous surfaces and secreting organs in a most decided manneri and
more or less insidiously on the whole system. The mucous membrane
of the intestinal canal, and the liver and 5pleen, are primarily a:ffected.
On .some individuals the action of this poison is analogous to that of purgatives given medicinally; in others or in the same persons at different
seasons its action is so violent as to simulate that of a poisonous dose of
purgative medicine, as we see in cholera. In the case of many persons
it is slowly and gradually taken into the system, where it accumulates
and its presence is not manifested until some exciting cause supervenes,
as errors of diet, drpressing passions, especially fear; cold, wet, fatigue;
purgatives, &c., &c. When cholera, dysentery, or typhoid fever prevail, people are warned against saline aperients, anxiety, and fear,
beczuse they place the nervous system in a sensitive, irritable and morbid state and thus the subtle poison which has accumulated in the
system is encouraged to act.

Every person in Shanghai is daily and
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hourly inhaling this malaria and yet scarcely two people are influenced
by it alike.

But this is not to be wondered at.

In Iudia twenty per-

sons have been known to travel through a marsh ; 5 had ague 3 days
after, 7 had it 6 days after, 3 had it 20 days after, and the remaining
5 not at all.

All the 20 inhaled the miasma at the same time, but the

state of health and resistive powers and the condition c,f the organs for
which the miasm doubtless has aa elective affinity, were very different
in the various iudividuals."
The depressing influence ot the climat~ renders frequent trips to more
bracing localities absolutely essential for the preservation of health,
and the proximity of Japan, the Yangtz' or Northern Ports, as also
Ningpo and the adjacent islands, makes a health-trip easily practicable.
Several attempts have been made to establish a sanatarium on some
of the islands in the neighbourhood of Chusan, for general resort, but
the project remains as yet unaccomplished.
Electrical phenomena are not of frequent occurrence; nor is Shn.ng•
hai often subjected to the violent atmospheric distUibances which
prove so destructive a few degrees farther south.

The range of storms

of the cyclone order <loes, however, occasionally reach this latitude, as
in July 1864-, when a furious typhoon was experienced in the mouth
of the Yang-tz', doing great damage to the shipping and to buildings
at Wn-sung. On this occasion local observations recorded the mercury
as having fallen from 29.80 at 9-30
2!).05 at 4-50

A.M.

P.M.

on Wednesday, 13th July, to

on the following morning.

The number of lives

lost by the foundering of junks &c , was estimated at two hundred.
Faint shocks of earthquake, evidently extending from a centre in
Japan, are not unfrequently felt; and what have been called "duststorms" are also occasionally experienced.

On the 31st March and 1st

April 1863 one of these storms was observed over a tract of at least
one hundred miles around Shanghai, passing over the country in clouds
resembling a dense mist, obscuring the sun as by a fog.

A fine dust

fell continually from these clouds, which were swept along at a rapid
rate from N. W. to S.

The phenomenon was experienced by vessels

150 miles out to sea.

Microscopic examination of the particles of

dust proves them to consist of the remains of confervm and infusorire,
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" lwng}wi pnwch of Royal Asicttic Society.

·hich, it has been suggested, are generated during the period when
the banks of the Yang-tz' are .flooded, becoming dry and susceptible
of being swept away by the wind on the subsidence of the waters.
SocIETIEs, RECREATION.-Shanghai has been an unusually prolific
field for associations of every kind, whether scientific, convivial, or ree reationary.

In the first class stands the Shanghai Branc"!-1 of the Royal

Asiatic Society, which was established in 1858, became suspended in
1861, and was revived with great vigour in 1864.

The objects of this

society are the collecting and publication of information of every kincl
respecting China and the adjacent countries, and in its proceedings,
which are published annually, many highly useful and interesting
papers are contained.. The following is an abridgement of the Constitution of the Society :
Ruus

OP THE No&TII CmNA BRANCII OF THE RovAL ASIATIC Socrnrv, PASSED

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY HELD JANUARY 10TH

• RULE

RuLE

1865.

Nance and Objects.
I -The name of the Society shall be, Tlte Nortl, Chi.1ic1, Branclb of tl1e
Royal Asiatic Society, aud its objects shall be : (a.) The investigation of subjects connected with China and the sur1·ounding nations.
(b \ 'rhe publication of papers in a Journal, and
(c.) '£he formation of a library and museum.
Membersldp and Subscript.ion,
ll.-Members shall Le classed as Resident, Non-resident, Honorary and
Corresponding.
{a.) Reside1it .JJfembers, who shall pay an Annual s11bscription of ten dollars
(b .) Non-Resident Jlembers, who shall pay an Annual subscription of five
dollars.
((di·.)) Ilonorary dJl!emb_e,:.s, b
ft Who shall pay no subscription.
. 0 orrespon ing iuem ers,
Resident Members when about to leave Shanghai, may be transferred
to the Non-resident.,list.

Ruu

[I[

Officers
-The officers of the Society shall be-A President, two Vice-Presideuts, six Councillors, two Secretaries and a Treasurer, to be chosen
by ballot at the first general meeting in each year.
Vacancies.
Vacancies in the above offices shall be filled by a Vllte of the remaining officers, until the next Annual Meeting, except in case of the death
or absence of the President, when the senior Vice-President shall discharge his functions until the next Annual meeting.
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Council.
RuLE IV.-The above named officers shall form a Council to whom shall be entrusted the management of the Society's affairs, the decision as to the
eligibility of papers for communication to a general meeting, and for
publication in the transactions of the Society, the recommendation of
Honorary and Corresponding members, the selection and purchase of
books &c., &c.
'
Meetings .
RULE V.-General meetings shall be held on the evening after the departure of
the first mail in every month, at such an hour as the Council may
direct, or on such other evenings as may appear necessary or expedient.
'rhe annual meeting shall be held in January, when the Treasurer's
report and that of the Council shall be presented.
Work.
RuLli: VI -The work of an ordinary general meeting of the Society shall be the
tr:tnsaction of routine business, the reading of papers, and conversation
on topics connected with the general objects of the Society
Propositions and Proposal of Members.
RuLE V.II.-All proposals of members, and other propositions, must be h1rnded in
writing to the Secretary on or before the evening on which such proposals or propositions are to be made 1
Twentg Copies of eaol& Paper at Dtsposal of Autlwr.
RULE VIII.-Twenty copies of each paper published in the Journal shall be placed
at the disposal of the author
RULE

Copies of the ./ourna l how dtstrributed.
IX -Every member of this branch Society, whether Resident, Non~resident, Honorary or Corresponding, shall be entitled to on~ copy of the
Transactions of the Society deli verabla at the place of publication,
and the Council shall have authority to present copies to other Societies and distinguished individuals. Remniuing copies shall be sold at
one Tael per copy.

A circulating Libr<1.ry, the subscription to which is Taels 15 per
annum, occupies the upper floor of a building in Foochow Road, and
is well supplied with books and peribdicals.
Masonic societies especially abound.

~o

less than eight Masonic

"Lodges" wer8 in existence in 1866, all very numerously constituted.
For purposes of recrea,tion, also, the foreign community boasts a number of societies. Apart from the Jockey Club, which takes the lead
in Chinese racing arrangements, Bowling, Racket, B1lli;ud, Cricket
and Regatta Clubs are in active existence, supported by individual
subscriptions. The Shanghai Race Course is in some respects superior
to that of Hongkong, though more liable to being flooded in wet weather.

It is situated immediately to the West of the Defence Creek,
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outside the British settlement, anq is provided with a handsome and
commodious Grand Stand.

Races are held at Shanghai in Spring and

Autumn, (April and November), when the be t horses of the Hongkong stables are usually sent up to compete wi~h those owned on the
spot.
During the winter months, the sport of paper hunts ( or "hare and
hounds") is extensively practised, as the Cotton-fields which surround
Shanghai are then for the most part fallow, and admit an animating
'' scurry" on horse or pony back, frequently diversified by ".;pills" in
the canals or water courses which intersect the country.
Horses are frequently brought to Shanghai for sale from Australia,
fetching considerable prices ( from Tl'. 300 to Tls. 800). The ponies
of the interior or from the Nort,h of China may be purchased at an
average of Tls 50.

A horse bazaar has been in existence for some

years near the Race-course, where periodical sales of ho1se.flesh take
place, and where horses or ponies can be kept at a fixed monthly charge.
Volunteering has been a favourite amusement at Shanghai since
1861, in which year good service wa_s performed by both infantry and
mounted corps.

The mounted volunteers, or Rangers, whose num-

bers were formerly much restricted, have recently been reorganized,
and now form a corps of some sixty men.
The most universally popular recreation is, however, the pursuit of
game, and in this re pect unusual advantages exist in the neighbourhood of Shanghai. The cotton-fields, which stretch for hundreds of
square miles around, are in winter alive with pheasants, beside partridges, w0od-cock, quails, and hares, whilst wild-fowl abound on the
numerous water-courses. The desolation of the surrounding country

by the rebels from 1861 to 1863 encouraged the breed of game to an
amazing extent, and a "bag" of twenty brace of ph_easants, beside more
inglorious game, was within the reach of every sportsman during a
day's excursion from Shaqghai. Shooting parties are frequently made
up during the winter for excursions of from three days to a week, the
commodious travelling-boats of the country being employed for a
voyage up the Soochow creek to Wong Du or other favourite sporting
localities.

Owing to the high growth of the grass, cotton stalks, and
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1ushes along the banks of canals, a well-trained setter and retriever
(worth at Shanghai from $200 to $300) is an indispensable companion.
SURROUNDING COUNTRY AND ExcuRSIONs.-It has already been
stated that Shanghai lies at the seaward edge of a vast alluvial plain,
intersected by countless canals and by large lakE's, the dead level 11.roken
only here and there by a few low hills, the nearest of which are some
thirty-five miles from Shanghai, in the neighbomhood of the city of
Sung-kiang fu.

These can be reached on horseback, by a tolerable

road, but the most usual way of proceeding " to the Hills " is by boat
along the course of tbe H wang-p'u. A comfortable travelling boat can
be hired for from $2 to $3 per diem. Beyond the Sung-kiang Hills lies
a range of lakes, joined by artificial channels, which communicate with
the Grand Canal close to the great city of Soochow, at a distance of
about 90 miles from Shanghai; or by turning southwardly after passing
Sung-kiang Creek, and traversing the cities of Kia-shan and K.ia-hingfu (both great centres of the silk trade), the Grand Canal can be entered and the great city of Hangchow visited, with a final extension of the
journey as far as Ningpo. In thi~ journey, occupying from a week to
ten days, the rich silk districts of Kiang-su and Che-kiang may be
narrowly examined, whilst the beautiful scenery of the environs of
Hang-chow (the lGn-sai of Marco Polo) and of the country intervening
between that city and Ningpo is in itself a sufficient inducement for the
journey.

The population of the country t:r:aversed is mild and inoffen-

sive, although rendered of late years suspicious of foreigners through
the numerous acts of violence prepetrated by the "rowdies" of all nations, who were attracted by the rebel disturbances to this part of the
country, and a Consular passport will meet with full respect from all
officials upon the route.
Another interesting excursion may be made by following the line of
the Soochow Creek, from its mouth oppos1te the British Consulate, past
the village of Wong-Du

js:.

Jf iJt. a distance

of 20 miles, to T'ai-ts'ang

~ a large departmental city about 38 miles from Shanghai, and

thence to Kw'en-Shan or Quin-san

Ji UJ, 55 miles from

Shanghai,

and well known as the head quarters of Major Gordon during his vie-

torious campaign against the rebels.

From this place to Soochow is
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a distance of about 20 miles, by a straight and broad canal.

The city of

Soochow is celebrated no less by its c~xtent and ancient magnificence,
than by the military operations of which it was the centre in 1863.
The city forms a parallelogram of upwards of twelve miles in circuit,
and is surrounded on all sides by a canal, the Grand Canal passine;
along its eastern face. The walls are about 30 feet in height, and have
been put in thorough repair since the surrender of the city (December
3rd 1863). The streets are broad and well-paved, but, with the exception of the main thoroughfares, shew plainly the ruinous traces of the
long rebel occupation. The yamun occupied by the Governor of Kiangsu was built and decorated by the rebel "Prince" wbo commanded the
garrison of Soochow. Six gates give access to the city :-the Tsi-mun
on the north, P'an-mun on the South, Low-mun and Fu-mun on the
east, and Ch'ang-mun and Sii-mun on the West. The suburb, which
before the rebellion stretched for miles to the west of the city, was one
of the busiest resorts of Chinese commerce and luxury.

Of the four

Pagodas within the walls, the Low-Mun-Ta is the only one not in
ruins and is, indeed, perhaps the finest edifice of kind at the present
existing.

It is built in nine stories, rising to a height of upwards of

two hundred feet, with a pinnacle of some forty feet in height surmounting the roof. The ascent is made by a broad and substantial
inner stair-case, which gives access to an outer gallery at each storey.
From the summit a view of immense extent and striking beauty is
obtained.

Two small or "twin" pagodas (Shwang-Ta) are seen

towering gracefully on the south east of the city, but they have
fallen into complete decay.

Outside the city, near the North-west

angle, is a hill called the Hu-k'iu- han, which once formed a series
of pleasure grounds celebrated all over China, and which is also surmounted by a Pagoda.
Some ten miles beyond Soochow lies the Great Lake or T'ai Hu, a
vast but shallow expanse of water about twenty five miles in breadth
by upwards of thirty in length from North to South. The banks of
this lake and the islands in its centre are noted for the cultivation of
silk.

The lake can be navigated by steamers not drawing more than

from three to four feet of water.
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Tourists in this part of the country enjoy the advantage of a careful and minute .mrvey of the country from Shanghai to the western
bank of the T'ai Hu Lake, and North as far as the Yang-tz', including
Chin-kiang, which was executed by Colonel Gordon and other officers
of the Royal Engineers, and published in 1865 by the Topographical
Department of the War Office. Every canal, lake, main road and considerable town or large village over this large extent of country ia
most accurately laid down.

This plan, sold by Edward Stanford, Char-

ing Cross, can also be had at Shanghai.
To the military occupation of Shanghai residents are also indebted
for the excellent roads which radiate from the settlement to the west
and south. These r~ads were rendE:red necessary for the movement of
troops at the time of the rebel incursion, and were constructed by the
Royal Engineers at the expense of the Chinese Government.

They

are now maintained in repair by public subscription, and afford
every facility for pedestrian, riding, or carriage exercise. The favourite evening drive is pa..;t the Race Course to the Bubbling Well (a distance of some 2½ miles) whence roads branch off right and left.

* ~)

The

road to the South conducts to the village of Su-Kia-Wei or Sik-ka-

<f*

way,
where a large Roman Catholic establishment,
church, and schools have long existed. A fine road leads from this
point to the French Settlement. The once-famous '' Baby To~er," a
small circular building in which the corpses of children were deposited
by parents unwilling or too poor to meet the cost of interment, once
stood near this road, but was destroyed in 1864. A mile or two to the
East of Sik-ka-wei, and near a reach of the river, is the Pagoda called
the Lung-Hwi-T'a (}if ~ *), a favourite rendezvous for pic-nics
and sportsmen.
The Bubbling Well, of which mention has been made above, stands
near the" Red Joss House," or Tsing Ngau Sz' (ij]:J- ~ ~). It is a
pit or well, about eight feet square, and ten or twelve feet deep, with
som~ three or four feet depth of water.

A large quantity of gas, bub-

bling from the bottom, keeps the surface in a state of constant ebullition.

The gas is susceptible of ignition, and is probably carburetted

hydrogen ari3ing from sub-soil deposits.
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The roads c1.bout Shanghai pass through fields cultivated almost excl u ively with cotton, the yellow flowers of which-in Spring and white

bolls in Autumn are somewhat pleasing to the eye; but the dead level of
the land cape is broken only by the numerous villages, with their surrounding peach or pear orchards, which dot the surface ot the country,
and by the artificial hillocks in which, according to local custom, the
dead are interred. Here and there a stiff line of cedars is seen enclosing
a cemetery; but the eye longs in vain for the relief which hills and

wood can al<?ne give to scenery.
MEANS OF ACCESS AND

TRANSIT.-Steamers leave Hongkong two or

three times every week for Shanghai, a , in addition to the fortuightly
mail-line of the P. & 0. S. N. Company and the monthly steamer of the
Me sageries Imperiales, numerous
between the two places.
Tael 90.

private steamers trade regularly

Fares from Hongkong, $90. To 'Hongkong,

The voyage occupies from three to five days, the distance

to be run being calculated at 920 miles.

Regular lines of steamers

also connect Shanghai with the Yang-tz' ports and with Che -foo and
T'ien-tsing. The fare to the latter port is charged at 70 Taels, the
voyage 0ccupying from three to four days.

A daily communication

is also maintained with Ningpo. With Yokohama a bi-monthly steamer
on the part of the P. & 0. S. N. Company, and a monthly steamer
belonging to the Messageries Imperiales, carry on communication.
Distance 1040 miles. Fares, 100 Taels. To Nagasaki, distant 460 miles,
private steamers are "'frequently despatched, charging 60 Taels for the
passenger fare.
HoTELs.-Several hotels or taverns exist in the different settlements,
but the only establishment of high pretensions is the Astor House,
situated in the Hong-kew Setttlement, close by the bridge crossing the
Soochow Creek.

Good apartments and tolerable accommodation can

be found here by strangers.

Charges, about $3 per diem.

TRADE.-Independently of an-enormous traffic in general merchandize, the characteristic feature of the trade of Shanghai is the export
of Silk, for which staple this is the main ent.repot.

The failure in re-

cent years of the European silk crop has led to a vast development of
, this trade, to such an extent that some 80,000 bales are now annually
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exported, of which by far the greatest proportion as also the finest
qualities are produced in the region extendin~ between Shanghai, Soochow, and Ningpo.

Since the opening of the Y ang-tz', the trans-ship-

meut of tea brought down from Hankow by steamer, or of imports and
Chinese produce for the various river and northern ports, concentrate
a vast aggregate of European shipping m the anchorage of Shanghai.
The following are among the principal commercial statistics for the
year ending Decembn 31st, 1865 : EXPORTS :-Ra.w Silk, ...... 32,4VO piculs, value Taels 13,636,4'77
Ten., ... .... ....... 4'71,391 ,,
,1
,,
14,453,940
Cotton, .......... 269, 216 ,,
,,
,,
3,903,632
Sundries,......................... ,,
,,
5,268,12'7
Total Exports ...... Taels 3'7,262,1'76
IMPORTS :-Cotton Piece Goods, ........ .
Woollen Goods, ... ........... .
Opiu1n, .. ..................... .
Sundries, including Te::i. for
export and Coast Prn<.luce

value Taels 6,613,638
,,
,, 6,621,~38
,,
,, 16, 3'76, 089
,, 35,005,850

"

Total Imports, ...... Taels 64,616, 8] 5
A lucid summary of the trade of 1865 is given in the following
article from the North China Daily News of June 28th, 1866:
"Various circumstances gave a most unfavourable commercial
prospect to the first half of the year 1865.

The tea market

opening at a rate which shewed a loss of 60 per cent. at home ;
silk high in price also ; cotton without · buyers in consequence of
the reaction of prices at home after the termination of the war in
America; and general depression resulting from the successive announcements of the failures of large houses.
not of a cheerful nature.

The local conditions also were

The 1"aip'ing rebellion having been extin-

guished in the pfovince, the exodus of refugees from the settlement had
emptied whole quarters, leaving tenantless a vast number of houses
built for their accommodation when both materials and labour were at
their highest, on ground purchased at prices exaggerated by the
speculative demand.

The investments in prod-qce during the second

half of the year, notwithstanding this depressing prospect, turned out
unexpectedly well by the favourable turn of the home markets, but

HA GITAI.
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the subsequently increased depression and the attendant di asters we
have experienced shew that the reaction was only temporary and
unhealthy. During 1865, with such an unequal trade, the nett total
foreign import and export trade amounted at this port to Tls. 64,745,945
shewing an increase ovi::r 1864 of Tls 4,123,374. The iucrease principally affected the imports, which in 1866 were valued at Tls. 35,000,000
against Tls. 30,000,000 in 1864, and was mainly confined to cotton and
woollen goods, and opium. In Grey Shirtings the extension was most
marked, at 1,291,865 pieees being imported, against 549,041 for 1864.
A great advance in price also accompanied the demand, both being
referable to the excessive export of native cotton during the previous
year, and its consequent scarcity and high price in the country. The
price rose on the opening of the Tientsin market to Tls. 4.35 the piece
of 6½ catti~s. A s~rious and troublesome feature was introd-q.ced into this
important article of trade by the discovery that a large number of the
pieces were attaokcd by " mildew ", to the extent of 15 per oent in the
early part of the year. Enquiry elicited that this was the result of the
introduction of silicate of soda into the starch employed in dressing the
cioth, to give greater stiffness and a whiter appearance to goods ma..
nufactured from the inferior varieties of cotton made use of, in consequence of the exigencies of the trade, in place of the American staple.
Although the result was no doubt accidental so far as both the manlli
facturer and importer were concerned, yet the Chinese buyers evidently
viewed the ,occurrence in the light of bad faith, and goods form~rI;y
bought by muster are now always examined in detail. Attention
to the cause bas of course led to the removal of this serious source of
compI::i,int, During the year, white shirtings remained stationary in
extent of import. The sea on opened briskly, but, they being more an
rticle of luxury than an absolutely necessary import, the demand fell
off before the increase of price. From the same cause the sale of
T-clotbs shewed a comparntively limited increase of import. From
their resemblance to native cloth these will probably always enjoy an
immunity from the prejudice which the Chinese entertain against all
foreign goods, but which, at the same time, they are rapidly overcom-_

ng.

The high prioes obtained for shirtings induced an import of
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them overland by Suez for the first time. The market falling in the
import of chintzes, furnitures and handkerchiefs, is ~lso referable to
increased prices. The class of cottons which present the worst ~ppearance on the list of imports are the American drills, jeans, and sheetings,
shewing only 2,738 pieces in 1865 against 403,638 pieces in 1861.
'The existence of civil war in America is ofcourse sufficient to account
for the almost complete annihilation of this trade."
DOCKS AND WHARVEs.-The Pootung Dock, on the shore opposite
the British settlement, is one of the finest in the East.
ments are as follows :
Length over all, ...
Length on Blocks,
Width at top,
Width in bottom,
Width of Dock entrance
Dtlpth of Water at High-water neap tides,
Do.
Do.
Spring tides,

Its measure-

... 380 Feet.
... 340 ,,
... 125 ,,
50 ,,

75 ,,
16 ,,
21

,,

,

The Shanghai Dock Company have two Docks on the Hong-kewshore, the dimensions of which are as follows:
DOCK A.
Length over all,
Breadth,
Depth of water at.Spring Tides,

374 feet.
70 ,,
18 ,,

DOCK B.

Length,
Breadth,
Depth of Water at Spring Tides, ...

336 ,,
52 ,,
14 ,.

The usual charges are 75 Tael-cents per ton for vessels using either
Dock for a period not exceeding Three days, and 8 Tael-cents per Ton
for every day beyond that time.
The wharves of the Shanghai Wharf Company, on the Poo-tung
shore, with a depth of 16 feet at all stages of the tide, afford great
facilities for the discharge of cargo.
NEWSPAPERs.-Two daily papers, the No1'th China Daily News and
the Reco1'der, are published at Shanghai. Subscription, 2 Taels per
month. A tri-weekly paper, the Friend of China, and the weekly No1'th
China Herald, (the latter of which was the pioneer of newspaper P-nterprise at Shanghai), published at 15 Tls. per annnm, complete the list.
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HARBOUR, PILOTAGE, LIGHTHOUSE, &c.-A Harbour-master (an
officer of the British navy) was for the first time appointed in 1862,
and holds office under the authority of the Chinese Superintendent of
Customs. In addition to the duties of berthing vessels and superintending the buoying and lighting to the entrance of the Port, this officer is also entrusted with the task of supervising the light-ships, buoys,
and beacons placed along the course of the Yang-tz'.
Pilotage has for many years been carried on by an association of
E uropean and American pilots, under the supervision of a Board constituted by the agents and surveyors for the local insurance offices ; but
from the 1st January 1867 a code of regulations on this subject come
into force by agreement between the Chinese Government and iihe
foreign Ministers at Peking. These Regulations establish a Board of
Examiners, to be presided over by th& Harbour Master, who shall issue
licences to properly qualified pilots, on payment of a fee of Tls. 30.
The rates for pilotage, docking, &c., are to be as follows:
For steamers or sailing vessels in tow, to or from the Lightship, for
each foot of draught, Tls. 4; for sailing vessels not in tow, Tls. 5, to or
fro m Gutzlaff, and Tls. 4. 50 to or from the Lightship. Two-thirds of
the above rates respectively, shall be charged upon vessels proceeding
from the sea to Woosung only, or vice versa.
For mooring, unmooring, and docking, Tis. 1.25 per foot. For shift- ing vessel's berth, including unmooring . and mooring, Tls. 1 for each
foo t of draught.
The establishment of a light-house for the benefit of vessels making
the entrance of the Y ang-tz' has been recognized for many years
past as a pressing want, but it was not until October 1866 that the
Chinese Government anounced its attention of expending the requisite
amount of funds for the accomplishment of this purpose. Several
i lands have been suggested as offering the most fitting site for a lighth ouse, among which the Amherst Rocks are the most extensively
recommended.
VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE.-An organization of this nature was
fo rmed in the early part of 1866, chiefly through the exertions of some
United States' residents. Two engines are provided, of which one is
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placed in the British settlement -and the other in Hong-Kew. Chinese
coolies are employed for the more laborious portion of the duties.
RAILWAY AND TELEGRAPH PRoJECTs.-Various proposals have been
brought forward at Shanghai for the construction of railways through
the adjacent country, and notably in the direction of Soo-chow, bnt
the Chinese Government has steadily opposed a refusal to all solicita~
tions for consent to these enterprises. The first project of this kind
was broached in 1863, when a petition addressed to the Governor of
the Province, and signed by a large number of Merchants, requested
the concession of authority to build a ~ine from Shanghai to Soochow,
but was immediately negatived. A proposal to connect Shanghai and
and Woo-sung also met this fate. The latest scheme, propounded un.der the auspices of a company in London, entitled the China Railway
Company (Limited), has for its object the construction of a line from
Shatighai to Sooohow, and has been announced in the following terms i
"The proposed line is to start from the neighbourhood of the Soo...
chow Bridge, thence to follow nearly the line of the new Woosung
Road to the latter town, crossing the Woosung creek by a latti(Je bridge J
it thence would lead by way of Kahding, Taitsan and Quinsan, to Soo ..
chow, the terminus at that extremity being situated outside the great
East Gate.
"It is proposed that a sinµle line be built at first, making the bridges,
however, wide enough to allow of a second track being laid whenever
, it became advisable.
"The probable, cost of the Railway including Rolling Stock &o., &o,,
is estimated at Tls. 28,400.00 or say for the 62 miles Tls. 1, 760,800.00,,
To this sum must be added for Tnmini, Stations, Iron bridges &o.,
380,000.C0 making a total of Tls. 2,140,300.00. The estimated receipts of such a line per year are put down at Tls. 282,510.00 and the
total amount of expenses for a year at 108,400.00 giving a nett gain
per annum of Tls. 174,110.00 or about 7½ per cent."
Projects of this description, although readily entered into at a dis.,.
tance, take, as a r~le, too little account of the not ill-founded antipathy
on the part of the OhitJese Government to the spread of foreign infhi,
ence in the interior of the country.
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Several attempts have also been made to connect Shanghai with the
mouth of the river by a li11e of telegraph, but as yet also unsuccessfully. A line actually constructed by a private individual in 1865
was destroyed by the country people, with the sanction of the local
authorities. The highly desirable object of connecting Shanghai with
Hongkong by means of a deep-sea line is at present advocated by a
public company, and may not improbably be achieved within a short
period, as it is free from the objections with which a land line through
Chinese territory is viewed.
MrssIONARIEs.-In addition to the large and active Roman Catholic
-establishments, of which the principal buildings and schools a.re situated at the village of Si.i-Kia-wei, 3 miles from Shanghai, the various
Protestant societies of Great Britain and the United States are numerously represented. The London Mission maintains a large hospital
and printing establishment hi the Shan-tang Road, which has for many
years been ably conducted by the Rev. W. Muirhead. Mr. Wylie, a
well-known sinofogue, acts as agent for the British and Foreign Bible
Society ; and the Church Missionary Society is also represented. The
Presbyterian Mission of the United States has in addition a large
printing establishment, situated near the smaller East Gate of the city,
a.nd some six other societies maintain missionary establishments in and
&bout the city.

THE YANG-TZ' AND RIVER PORTS.

GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.
THIS noble stream, ranking _highest among the rivers of the old
world, and next only to the Amazon and the Mississippi in the New,
constitutes one of the chief elements in the prosperous development of
Chinese commerce, whilst it has also become, during the short period
that has elapsed since its opening to foreign navigation, a highway of
the highest importance to European trade.
Its sources, though
hitherto unvisited by scientific explorers, a1e known to exist among the
mountains of Tibet, on the eastern side of the ranges from the Western
declivities of which the Brahmaputra and the great rivers of Bunnah
and Siam take their rise ; and, after flowing ·in a southeasterly direction
for upwards of 1,000 miles, it turns suddenly to the northeast and east,
and pours the mighty flood of its accumulated waters across the central
regions of the Chinese ErnJ:Jire, which it traverses for a distance of
nearly 1,900 miles from its source, with a l~ngth, inclusive of its
windings, of fully 3,000 miles.
Although universally termed Yang-tz'-kiang by foreigners, this river
is known to the Chinese in general simply as the Long River or Great
River (Ch'ang-kiang and Ta-kiang). It is only in the fower part of its
course that it receives in Chinese literature the name of Yang-tz'-

ffl T

kiang
YI, which it derives from the ancient name of the Province (Yang-chow) across which it flows into the sea. The ignorance
of early writers on China having led them to confound the character
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with the similarly-sounded but altogether different character ~
(the sea), has given rise to the erroneous belief that the name of the .
river signifies "Son of the Ocean." This is altogether a mistake.
The estuary by which the waters of the river are now discharged is
situated in Lat. 31°. 25' 12" N. and Long. 122°. 14 E. (Sha-wei-shan
Islet), and is divided into two channels by Tsung Ming Island, which
has been formed since the fourteenth century (when no token of land
existed at this spot) by alluvial deposits, and is now 32 miles in length
1

•

by 5 to 10 miles in breadth.

The Southern channel is the only one
affording sufficient depth of water for navigation by foreign sea-going
vessels, and into this the waters of the river H wang-p'u, upon which
:Shanghai is situated, are discharged a few miles to the south of Tsung
Ming Island.
The entrance to the estuary is rendered dangerous by numerous
and shifting shoals, and by rocks and islets widely scattered at its seaward extremity. The land-marks for vessels approaching from the
south, after passing the Chusan archipelago, are the islands known as
Video, Gutzlaff (in Chinese, Ma Tsi ,~
and the Saddle Group.
The island called Sha-wei-shan is the point" usually made by navigators
approaching from the North ; and midway between this and the
southern groups lie the Amherst and Ariadne Rocks, forming an exceedingly dangerous obstruction, the position of which, however, is
about to be marked by a light-house to be erected by the Chinese
Government, unless Gntzlalf Island be finally adopted as the most
advantageous site for this m~ch-needed structure.

8Jl),

For 50 miles above the mouth of the H wang-p'u river, the bed of
the Yang-tz' estuary is subject to continual change, especially in the
part known as the Lang Sh~n crossing (so called from its being necessary to pass from the south to the north side of the stream) where, the
river opening out from four to a breadth of nine miles, vast flats and
middle grounds are formed which are continually altering their position.* At this point the flat alluvial banks forming either shore of
the estuary are for the first time exchanged, in accomplishing the
entrance to the river, for hilly elevations. On the north bank rises

* China Pilot, ed 1864, p. 222.
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Total Navigable L ength.
thrown open by Treaty:
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Eat·wJ accoimts..

Trade

the high hill called Lang-sh-an
crowned by a pagoda forming
a conspicuous land-mark, whilst on the south bank a low range called
Fu-shan jJjj
forms the coast line. After passing the shallows ai
this point the river still retains a breadth of several miles,. with banks
for the most part level, until the high rising grounds called the Kiang
Yin bluifs, behind which the district city of that name is situated, contract it to a width not exceeding one mile. From this point to Chinkiang-fu, a distance of 80 miles, the banks present again a monotonously level appearance; but here the river, as distinguished from the
estuary, may at length be said to be entered.
The total length of the river at present open io navigation by foreign
vessels is nearly six hund.l'ed geographical miles, the termination
being at the port of Hankow ; but steamers have penetrated to a considerably greater distance up its course, and it is, asserted that seagoing steamers could reach the city ofl-chang, 950 geographical miles
(nearly 1,100 statute miles) from the mouth of the river.*
The attention of Europeans in general was first drawn to the immense
commercial capabilities of the Yang-tz' by the accounts concerning it
which were published by the members of Lord Macartney's and Lord
Amherst's embassies to China (in 1796 and 1816); but it was not
until 1842 that the current of the mighty river was disturbed by
foreign keels. In August of that year the British expedition under
Sir Hugh Gough and Admiral Sir Wm. Parker entered the Yang-t'z,
and, after capturing the city of Chin-kiang, proceeded as far as Nanking,
182 miles from the mouth, and compelled the signature of the Treaty
of Peace which thenceforward took its name from that of the city. No
steps were, however, taken towards throwing open the commerce of
the interior to foreign enterprise until sixteen years later, when the
Earl of Elgin was despatched as ambassador to China subsequently to
the hostilities of 185 6-1: The ten th article of the Treaty concluded in
1858 provided that "British merchant-ships shall have authority to
trade upon the Great River ; " and further that three ports should be
opened between the mouth of the River and Hankow. · At this period
almost the entire course of the Yang-tz' was disturbed by the 'r'ai-

UJ

* Blakistou·s Ytmg-t•' p. 299.
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p'ing rebels, who were in secure possession of Nanking and several
other cities ; and it was not contemplated that the three ports should
be opened until after the restoration of Imperial authority along the
course of the river. An exploratory expedition, composed of the
frigate Retribution, the corvette Furious, and three gunboats, ascended
the Yang-tz', however, in November 1858, conveying the Earl of Elgin
as far as Hankow, which place was reached on the 6th December and
was thus for the first time attained by foreign vessels. On two occasions
during the ascent of the river, hostilities were provoked by the rebel
garrisons at different points.
Notwithstanding the original agreement with the Chinese government, it was determined in 1861 to anticipate the suppression of the
rebellion in so far as the opening of the river ports was concerned, and
a second naval expedition ascended the stream, leaving Shanghai on
the 12th February 1861, for the purpose of establishing British Consulates at Chin-kiang, Kiu-kiang, and Hankow. The expedition was
accompanied by Captain Blakiston R.A., Lt. Col. Sarel, 17th Lancer~, and
Dr. Barton, a resident of Shanghai, who had resolved upon penetrating
to the upper waters of the river and subsequently traversing Tibet and
the Himalayas with the design of reaching British India ; and this
party, having been conveyed by a gunboat as far as the city of Yo-chow,
158 miles beyond Hankow, proceeded in a native junk as far as the
town of Ping-shan, on the frontier of Ytin-nan, a distance of 1,800
miles from the mouth of the River, at which point, however, they were
compelled to turn back owing to the disturbed condition of the country.
The results of the journey are embodied in a volume entitled Five
months on the Yang-tz' published by Captain Blakiston in 1862, and
accompanied by a valuable plan of the entire route.
The Yang-tz', owing to the vast volume of water brought down by
its many affiuents in the upper part of its course, and the amount of
which varies with great rapidity and suddenness in proportion to the
interior rain-fall, is subject to remarkable periodic changes of level. It
has been thus described: The waters begin to rise early in the year

(some say March or April), and attain their highest level in July or
August, at which season the highel' portions of the river assume the

•
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appearance of an immense lake by the inundation of the lowlands. No
banks are visible, and junks and boats of all descriptions are seen sailing
over what in the chart is dry land. At many parts between Nanking
and Hankow it exceeds 20 miles in breadth, and sometimes no land
can be seen from the deck on either side as far as the bases of the distant hills. The houses to the very roofs are under water, and for
miles only the roofs and trees are visible, the inhabitants of the villages
encamping on the hills till the waters recede.
The highest of the summer above the winter levels may be considered to be for Nanking 12 feet, Kiukiang 24 feet, and Hankow 83 feet.*
In August 1866, however, the waters rose at Hankow to upwards of
fifty feet above the winter level. Vessels of 14 feet draught can probably go up to Hankow at any season, with ordinary precaution in
passing the bars, and vessels of 20 feet previous to November;
while vessels of the largest draught can reach Nanking at any time t•
Notwithstanding the great depth of water, however, the navigation
of the Yang-tz' has been proved dangerous, owing to the shiftings
of the channel, rapidity of the current, and the occurrence of hidden
rocks, by the loss of several fine steamers, and notably by the wreck
during 1866 of several tea-laden vessels proceeding seaward from
Hankow.
The distances between Shanghai and the three open ports upon the
river are as follows: To Chin-kiang, 150½ geographical miles; to
Kiu-kiang, 445 do. ; to Hankow, 582 do. In adcJition to these three
places the city of Nanking is included by the Treaty between France
and China in the list of ports to be opened, but no steps have been as
yet taken towards this end. Nanking lies 43½ miles above Chin-kiang.
Several fine steam-ships, built principally on the model of those em•
ployed on the rivers of the United States, trade regularly between
Shanghai, Hankow, and the intermediate ports, conveying imports to the
interior and bringing the Teas and other produce of the river ports to
Shanghai for trans-shipment. The voyage between Shanghai and
Hankow is accomplished in from 3 to 5 days, induding stoppages of
from one to six hours at each of the intermediate ports, whilst the

*

China Pilot p. 208

t

lb. p. 209
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journey down-stream occupies from 40 to 50 hours. Fares are charged
at the following rates : from Shanghai to Chin-kiang, Tls. 20; to Kiu•
kiang, Tis. 50 ; to Hankow Tis. 60 ; or for the voyage from Shanghai
to Hankow and back, Tls. 100.
It is not until after passing Nanking, after an ascent of some 200
miles, that the river presents to the view of a traveller toward Hankow
the features of specially picturesque effect which are always looked for
in such a journey. Ranges of hills here commence to line the banks on
either side, those on the North being, however, at a considerable distance inland, and leaving an alluvial plain of vast extent at many points
between their bases and the river. Some fifty miles beyond Nanking
the " Pillars " are reached-a narrow cleft between two towering walls
of rock, through which the river sweeps with a velocity and depth
notably increased by the confinement of its current. The cliffs
rise precipitously on either hand to a height of from three to
four hundred feet. They are named by the Chinese Si-liang
and Tun.g-liang Shan, or respectively, Western and Eastern
Pillar Hills. Beyond the Pillars, at a distance of about one and
a half mile in.land, lies the city of Wu Hu ~ r/;Jj, formerly a
trading place of much importance. NumEl'rous points of minor interest
present themselves during the next hundred miles of ascent, in the

fff,

course of which the city of Ngan-k'ing-fu !fl: ~
the capital of
the Province of Ngan-hwei, is passed on the left bank, but the view
by which the special admiration of the traveller is most surely elicited
is that of the Little Orphan Rock, or Siao Ku Shan, situated a short
distance above the town of Tung-lin, and some 400 miles from Shanghai. At this point the channel of the river is again compressed within
a narrow gorge, leaving a width of barely four hundred yards from cliff
to cliff, w!iilst a precipitous rock, rising to a height of some three
hundred feet above the water, with almost perpendicular sides, upon
which notwithstanding, room has been found for a Buddhist temple
to nestle, has received the significant appellation which gives its name
to the pass. At a short a distance beyond this gorge the entrance by
which the waters of the Poyang Lake join the Great River is passed,
with the walled city of Hu-K'ow (Lake's Mouth) perched on the steep
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sicle of a precipitous rock commanding the passage, fifteen miles beyond
which the port of Kiu Kiang is reached. Between this point and
Hankow occurs the most striking portion of the entire panorama of
river-scenery, at the gorge, m,mely, formed by the passage of the river
athwart the range called the Ma-tz' Shan, which are penetrated here
by a narrow and abruptly winding cleft, the precipitous walls of which
afford infinite variations of picturesque and rugged grandeur, whilst
the valleys and ravines by which they are seamed add the sombre
tints of their forest-growths to set off more deeply the imposing masses
of the limestone cliffs which intervene. The Province of Kiang-si
is now left behind and that of Hu-peh entered; and after traversing
again a vast extent of plain, broken, however, by isolated hills and
low ·ranges on both banks, the vast emporium of Hank'ow with its
adjacent cities is at length reached as the terminus of the voyage.
The open Ports now remain to be described in detail.

CHINKIANG.
The situation of this Port at a comparatively short distance (150
miles) from the entrance to the Yang-tz', together with the ease with
which it can be approached by sea-going vessels of the heaviest burden,
caused great importance to be attached, in the minds of all interested
in the future development of the internal trade with China, to the
establishment of a foreign settlement here ; and if the experience of
the five years that have elapsed since this project was accomplished
under the terms of the Treaty of Tientsing has not corroborated the
expectations entertained in respect to a flourishing trade, it is mainly
owing to the fact that diplomatic and commercial enterprise have been
pushed further than was originally contemplated, and that by reaching
the fountain-head of trade at Hankow the importance of the outlet at
Chinkiang has become in a great measure superseded.
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Th~ walled city of CMn-kiang -fu ~ jI
called Chin-kiang by
foreigners), a name which may be translated "River-Guarcl," stands at
the point where the Grand Canal is brought to a junction with the
waters of the Yang-tz' when the channel of the river proper begins to
expand into an extensive tidal estuary. The position is therefore one
of military importance in a two-fold sense, but was more especially so
at the time when the grain-tribute from the southern Provinces was exclusively transported to the capital by this interior route ; and the
capture of Chin-kiang (after a desperate defence) by the British forces
under Sir Hugh Gough on the 20th July, 1842, did more to bring the
government of China to reason, and to hasten the conclusion of the
Treaty, which in fact was signed a month afterwards at Nanking, than
the seizure and ransoming of a dozen more wealthy but less commandingly-situated places could have effected. Eleven years later (on the
1st April 1853) the capture of Chinkiang was repeated, but this time
by the Tai-ping rebels, into whose possession the entire course of the
Yang-tz' had fallen after their seizure of Nan-king; nor was the city
abandoned by them until t.hey were compelled by the failure of supplies to evacuate it in the early part of 1857. From the destruction
under which the city was at this time overwhelmed it has never recovered.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-At the point where the Yang-tz', after
flowing in a general direction of E. by N., begins to curve southwards,
skirted by the ranges of hills of moderate elevation which here terminate the alluvial levels of the coast, Chin-kiang-fu lies situated, occupying the angle formed between the western mouth of the Grand Canal
and the right bank of the river. The eastern mouth of the canal
(which branches at Tan-yang, some twenty miles inland) is carried into
the Yang-tz' at the city of Tan-t'u, about ten miles farther seaward.
The waUs enclose an area of four miles in circuit, approaching within
about half-a-mile the bank of the river. Although principally built
over level ground, the city is intersected and surrounded on three sides
by hills of considerable elevation, the line of which is continued in
mid stream, some two miles below the city, by the bluff and picturesque island called Ts'iao Shan ~

J.11

and known to Europeans ( rrone-
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ously) as Silver Island. Tliis noted spot affords to the traveller approaching from seawards the first view of striking picturesqueness in
the course of his voyage. The channel is here upwards of a mile in
breadth, and swept by a current of unusual depth and velocity, from
the midst of which the litile island rises to a heiglit of foull' liundred
feet, its sides clothed with a rich display of foliage, amid which the
buildings of several :Buddhist temples (always to be found where
scenery is most enchanting) are nestled.
The navigable channel lie1
midway between this island and the southern bank, with great depth
of water (27 fathoms at 300 yards from the shore) and a current embarrassed by eddies arising from submerged rocks.
The space between the city walls and the river-bank, formerly cover•
ed by an extensive suburb, was surrounded by a wall during the rebel
occupancy of the city, so that the fortifications now extend, in fact, to
. the water's edge. Hills line the bank of the river and overlook the
city on the north east, and are occupied in many places by (now ruined)
temples and monasteries. The Grand Canal winds past the southern
and western face of the walls to its point of junction with the river.
Excepting the restoration of a few official buildings and rebuilding of
shops along some of the main thoroughfares, the city still retains the
aspect of desolation it has borne since its abandonment by the rebel
forces.
FOREIGN SETTLEMENT.-The position chosen in 1861 for the residence. of British subjects is a tract of land extending from the mouth
of the Grand Canal above the city for a distance of about a quarter of a
mile along the bank of the river, with a depth inland of similar extent
On the west, the area is bounded by a steep acclivity, the true Silver
1-Iill or Yin Shan, the name of which has been erroneously applied to
the island in mid-stream. The settlement is entirely level, and is divided into eighteen lots, each measuring some 35,000 square feet, nine of
which front the river, and the remainder lie at the back, divided from
the front lots by a road-way running paralled with the river. A
" Bund'' or river-road of about forty feet in width is carried in front of
the settlement. Ground-rent is paid to the Chinese Government at
the rate of 1500 cash per mow by the leaseholders, to whom titles for
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99 years were iss\led through the British Consulate in 1864.

It was
not until this and the following year that a movement was mad-e by any
of the few residents at Chin-kiang to establish dwellings on shore.
The extreme rapidity of the cu.rrent on the south bank, whilst it prevented the anchorage of huiks for floating residences, also renders it
impossible for steamers to anchor or lie to with safety, and the hulks
occupied by the Customs' staff and different mercantile agencies were
for several y-ears anchored opposite the Northern shore, where shallower water and a less rapid current are found. 'l'he Imperial authorities viewed, however, this floating colony with much dislike, owing to
the irreg11larities in respect to contraband dealing for which it gave
facilities, whilst the situation of the British Consulate on Silver Island,
two miles off, was exceedingly inconvenient for shipmasters. This
office was finally removed to Yin Shan, the hill forming the western
boundary of the Settlement, where the ruins of a Buddhist temple
were transformed into a habitation for the purpose, whilst at the opposite extremity of the settlement a house and offices were erected for the
foreign employes of the Maritime Customs, near the entrance to the
Grand Canal. Dnring the Spring of 1866 the Chinese traders who
had founded a colony of their own on the north bank of the river were
compelled by the native authorities to remove to the neighbourhood of
the city ; but the foreign hulks have continued for the most part to
remain anchored in the same remote quarter.
FOREIGN COMMUNITY, MODE OF LIVING, CLil\IA.TE, ETC.-The foreign
eommunity, including Customs' employes, numbers barely twenty
ind\viduals all told, and up to the present time only one or two residences have been built in the settlement, the majority of the residents
~ontinuing to live afloat. In climate and temperature there is little
difference between Chinkiang and Shanghai, but the varied scenery
and hilly surroundings of this port are an advantage which Shanghai
does not possess, and are undoubtedly conducive to health by promoting exercise. Fever and dysentery-the diseases inseparable from
situations of this kind-are to be dreaded during the summer. In
winter, the climate is bracing and healthy, and the game abounding on
the hills of the vicinity offers great attractions to sportsmen.
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cotton fields in the country on the North bank swatm, at this season,
with pheasants.
The servants employed by foreigners are Cantonese or natives of
Ningpo. A "boy" receives $12 to $15 per month, and a cook similar
wages . The Mexican dollar passes current as at Shanghai, but is ex•
changed for only 960' to 970 cash. As at Shanghai, accounts are kept
in Taels. The following is a list of market-prices : Beef, per pound 8
cents, Mutton, 12 cents, (Mexican). Pheasants or wild duck, during
the season, 25 cents each. Fowls, 20 to 30 cents each. Vegetables
are cheap, but of little flavour. Flour and potatoes are imported from
Shanghai, as are all stores, wine, furniture, and clothing, by the
steamers passing two or three times a week.
TRADE.-As already remarked above, the early expectations entertained of the development of an important trade at Chin-kiang haye
pot been realized, and there are grounds for believing that they rested
only on an imperfect appreciation of the circumstances involved.
On the one hand the extinction of the trade which once flourished
at this place in consequence of the traffic by the Grand Canal, (a
means of transit across the northern prcvinces which must remain
impracticable for many years to come and which is not likely again
to reach a degree comparable to its for~er importance), was not
sufficiently considered, whilst the expectation that Chin-kiang would
become the shipping port at which seagoing vessels would load the
teas of the interior has been neutralized by the opening of Hankow,
with facilities once undreamt of for the access of vessels of heavy
tonnage. Added to these considerations, are the important drawbacks
of a highly defecti~e anchorage at Chin-kiang and the fact that the
port is not a natural outlet for any staple of exportation produced in
the adjacent tracts of country, and that it occupies equally a position
of no special advauta.ge (for· the present, at least), as regards the
introduction of imports. Hence, in so far as foreigners are concerned,
the trade of the port consists in little more than an agency for the
steamers which make this a stoppingplace in ascending and descending
the river, and for the Custom House and insurance transactions of
the Chinese merchants who, as is elsewhere the case, monopolize in
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correspondence with native houses at Shanghai and Ilankow the little
importing business that is done.
The traffic in salt for the interior is a branch of trade in which
foreigners are at present restrained by Treaty from engnging, but in
which large profits were at one time reaped by steamers taking saltladen boats in tow for the ascent of the river. The town of Kwa Chow,
nearly opposite Cbin-kiang, is the central station at which salt brought
from the Coast is trans-shipped, and the transport of this article into the
interior is stated by Mr C. A. Lord, lately Commi sioner of Customs at
Chin-kinng, to give employment to some 1800 junks manned by 30,000
sailors. The salt t1 acle upon the Yang-tz', owing to the peculiar conditions involved, has been placccl of late years upon a different footing,
as regards the Government monopoly of this staple, from that heretofore prevailing. Throughout China, the production and the sale of
Salt are alike contro11ed by special functionaries of Government, for
the purpose of securing the revenue derivable from its consumption,
and dealings in this article of merchandizc are usually restricted to
privileged monopolists, but in the case of the Provinces bordering the
Great River recent regulations have permitted all Chinese wl: o are
willing to undertake the transport of cargoes of salt up the river to do
so, with the restriction that purchases must be made under the supervision of officials deputed by the Commissioner for the Salt Revenue,
residing at Yang chow, near Chin-kiang, ancl that the amount allowed
for the annual consumption of each Province be fixed by regulation.
Salt prepared on the sea-board is therefore brought into the mouth of
the Yang-tz', to the entrep6t at Kwa-chow opposite Chin-kiang, whence
it is trans-shipped, after payment of the first impost to Government,
on board the junks which transport it to the distant interior. The
native junks, which alone are allowed to be employed for this
purpose, occupy frequently six weeks in reaching Hankow, and
are restrained from availing themselves of the facility of towage
by foreign steamers with the view of securing the full payment of
the cumulative local charges in the cours~ of their journey. Previously to the complete restoration of Imperial authority on the
Yang-tz', however, the towa.ge of salt junks by foreign steamers (in
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despite of prohibitions) was a lucrative source of income. The
capital for ventures in salt cargoes for the interior is frequently supplied by foreigners through native agents, as they themselves are debarred by Treaty from engaging in this trade.
Access to Kwa-chow and to the course of the Yang-tz', above this
point is facilitated for native boats, which would with difficulty stem
its rapid current in the channel near Chin-kiang, by a line of interior
canal, connecting the northern mouth of the Grand Canal with a point
some fifteen miles below Chin-kiang, but running northward into the
interior so as to form an extensive loop. At the point where this
channel joins the Yang-tz', below Chin-kiang, is situated the village

1W

called Sien-Nu Miao
-J,: jj_J, which gives its name to the creek,
and which was the centre of an active trade on the part of foreigners
previously to the establishment of the settlement at Chin-kiang. During the rebel supremacy on the south bank of the Yang-tz', also, this
place became the entrepot for merchandize destined for the northern
districts, which it was enabled to reach by means of the canal, and it
continues to be a centre for an important section of native trade, embracing the cotton export from the producing districts of the IGang-

t(

pch ;}I ~
or north of the River) region.
Another department of native trade in which foreign cttpital was, for
a time, extensively embarked at Chin-kiang is the transport of timber
from Hankow by means of rafts. Vast quantities of wood for building
materials were required upon the expulsion of the T'ai-p'ing rebels
from the country adjacent to Soochow and Nanking, as also in the
North-bank districts, and timber for this purpose was floated down the
Yang-tz', in rafts, frequently with foreigners in charge and with the
assistance of foreign capital, the operation yielding large returns both
to the lender and to the importer. 'Ihis branch of speculation has
now, however, become almost extinct owing to a falling off in the
demand and to recent financial d.ifficulties.
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The following table shews the course of trade in two successive
years:-

IMPO.RTS.-NATIVE PRODUCE.
General Imports (Wood-Oil, Pepper, Sugar,}

1864.

1865.

Taels.

Taels.

~~aKi~k~;g),f~~~. ~~-~~~~~i~ ..~.~~.~~~:
Wood, comprising Rafts from Hankow, ........
Treasure, ...............................................

1,416,869

2,406,251

2,250,999
405,180

638,478
1,545,292

Total, Ta.els, ................

4,073,048

4,590,021

EXPORTS.-NATlVE PRODUCE.
General Exports, .....................................
Copper Cash, ..........................................

78,670
1,130,270

174,766
777,381

Total, Taels, ................

1,208,940

952,147

IMPORTS.-FOREIGN PRODUCE.
Cotton and Woollen Goods, and Sundries, ...
Opium, ....................... ............. ..............

61,786
943,700

283,526
3,041,226

Total, Taels, ................ 1,005,486

3,324,752

A proposition, brought forward in September 1866, in the name of
the Chinese Superintendent of Customs, has for its object the construction of a wharf at the river-front of the British Settlement where
-steamers passing up and down the river can lie for the discharge of
cargo, thus meeting the difficulty in respect to anchorage which has
hitherto been so seriously felt. • The cost of the proposed construction,
with warehouses attached, is estimated at Taels 30,000, which it was
hoped might be contributed on the principle of a joint stock company,
but no progress has been made towards the realization of the project.

NANKING.
Although not at present open as a Treaty Port, Nanking is nevertheless specified in the Treaty, concluded at Tientsing in 1858 by the
French plenipotentiary, among the river-ports to be eventually thrown
open, and the locality claims on this account a brief description.
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Nanking
Jj{ or the "Southern Capital'' owes this title to the
fact of its having been until the commencement of the 15th century
the !'eat of the Chinese Comt, and to the maintenance here of important offices of Government for centuries subsequently to the removal
of thP capital to Shun-T'ien-fu, which then became known as Pe-king
on a similar principle. The actual name of the city is Kiang-Ning-Fu,
;}I
Jtif, or the chief city of the prefecture of Kiang-Ning, in addition to which it is also the seat of Viceregal Government for the Provinces grouped under the designation of Kiang-Nan. The ancient historical interest attaching to the city has been increased (in the minds
of Europeans, at least), through the signature here on the 29th August
1842 of the Treaty with Great Britain, by which the first important
privileges for European trade in China were secured, and still fart'her
through the delusive " Empire" established for a time by the T'ai-p'ing
rebels with Nanking as the principal seat of their pretensions and military
strength. The city was taken by assault on the 19th .March 1853 by
a vast host of the then victorious rebels, who continued to hold the
city against all the attempts of the Chinese beleaguering armies, until
the successes of the body of troops under Major Gordon R.E,, (see
SHANGHAI) had successively crushed all their outlying forces, when at
length, on the 19th July, 1864, the city was assaulted by the Imperialist troops under the direction of the Viceroy Tseng Kwo-fan.
The last blow was thus dealt to the T'ai-p'ing rebellion, whose principal leader perished by his own hand amid the blazing ruins of the
palace he had occupied, with mysterious pretensions to Divine nature,
for eleven years.
The city lies at a distance of 194- geographical miles from Shanghai,
and 44 beyond Chin-kiang, on the south bank of the T ang-tz'. The
walls enclose an area of nearly twenty miles in circumference, the
greater portion of which, however, is entirely waste. They reach in
many places an elevation of seventy feet, and are fully thirty feet in
thickness at the base. The inhabited portion of the walled area lies
towards the west, and several miles from the bank of the river. Although converted, immediately after its recapture in 1864, to its former position as the seat of the Vice-regal Government, Nanking still

m
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shews comparatively little sign of revival from the state of desolation
in which it was left by the aotion of many years' continuous warfare.
It has, indeed, been made the scat of a large military force, and also of
an arsenal for the manufacture of cannon and other warlike stores on
European models, under the direction of Chinese officials aided by
foreign employes; but even the slight importance the city formerly
possessed as a centre of trade and nativ~ manufactures has not been
encouraged to shew itself once more. Ac, a place of trade for foreigners, Nanking presents no features of advantage, and labours under the
farther drawback of a peculiarly unhealthy climate. Officials were despatched hither in 1865 by the British and French ministers to report
on the capabilities of the place and to select a site with a view to future settlements, but no steps have hitherto been taken to proclaim the
city among the number of" open" ports
The "Porcelain" Tower or pagoda, for which Nanking was famous,
was completely destroyed during the rebel occupancy of the city. It
stood without the walls, on the south-west side. Some ten miles from
the eastern walls lies the celebrated mausoleum of the Emperor Hung
Wu, the founder of the Ming dynasty (d. A.D. 1398), with the tomb of
his son, and numerous monuments of barbaric size and design. All
has now, however, been wantonly reduced to ruin.
The river rises from 12 to 15 feet during the summer months.
During the stay of H.M:.S. Centaur at this point, in 1862, the heat
was found excessively trying, and her crew suffered greatly from dysentery and fever. The rise and fall of the tide here is about six inches.

KIU-KIANG.
The second river-port open to foreign commerce is Kiu-kiang-fu,
}ff, a prefectural city of the Province of Kiang-si, and situated
near the outlet of the great Po Yang Lake~ ~ rf;_}j, which occupies
a vast area in the centre of the Province. The city is situated at a

fL
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distance of 44f, geographical miles from Shanghai, and ] 37 from
Hankow.
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In throwing open this port in 1861, the British :Minister was princi•
pally actuated by vie,vs of the probable importance of the trade thal
n>ight accrue from its proximity to the cl1annels of internal navigation
and especially those conducting to the green-tea prodl-1cing districts of

of Kiang-si and Ngan•hwei, the produce of which had in former year~
In other respects Kiu-kiang offered fow

fom1d an outlet at Shanghai.

inducement.s for the foundation of a settlement,. being a place of no
local commercial impodance ; and the experience of five years has
proved discouraging with respe~t even to its influence on internal
trade.

'fhe city lies on the Sonth bank of the Yang-tz•, fifteen miles above
the point whe'lle the waters- of the Kan Kiang flow in from the Po Yang
lake.

Although former}y inhabited by a large population, Kiu-kiang

remained almost a desert until long after the foundation of the British
settlement here, having been occt1pied by the T'ai-p'ing rebels on tho
18th February 1853, during their -victorious progress along the banks
of tl1e Great River, and utterly destroyed before its abandonment to

the Imperial troops.

The following description of its condition in

1858 is given by Mr. Oliphant~•
" We found it to the 1ast degree deplorable. A single dilapidated
street, composed only of a few mean shops 7 was all that existed of this
once tliriving and populous city ; the remainder of the vast area.,
comprised within walls five or six miles in circumference, contained
nothing but ruins, weeds, and kitchen ga1·dens."
This is a picture which might be applied to each and all of the many
cities throughout China over which the desolating :flood of the rebellion had swept ; but with the decline of the T'ai-p'ing power and the
establishment of a foreign settlement, entailing the idea of protection
against insurgent attacks, the scattered population of the city was encouraged to return in such numbers that between the end of 1361 and
the autumn of 1862 it rose from barely ten to upwards of forty thousand souls.
CITY AND SETTLEl\IENT.-The city walls are built (which is somewhat
unusual) close to the bank of the river, paralled to which they run for
.., '' Lonl Elgiu 'i. Missiou to Chiua and .Tnpan," by Lawrence Oliphant.

'KIU-KIANG•
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some fi.ve hundrecl yards, leaving only a roadway between their base
and tb.e riqer. Inland) they extend to a circuit, as above stated, of
some five miles, bt\t et\close a. very la.rge extent of ground not built
upon. The principal street runs from east to west, connecting the two
main gates of the city, and fn proximity to this the offices of government and some temples recently rebuilt are situated, but offer no
features of particular interest. Large lakes lie to tlie north and west
of the city, skirting the walls very closely in some places, and running
westward parallel to tlie course of the River. The space between is
occupied by the principal snburb, which is traversed by a street continuing the line of th;roughfare from the interior of the city ; and
beyond this suburb lies th.e tract of la.nd selected as the site of the
British settlement. The area thus occupied measures some five hundred
yards in length, parallel with the bank of the River, and extending
from the extremity of the suburb to the ba.nk of a canal called the
Lung K'ai Ho, which communicates with the lakes at the back. Inland;
t¾rn settlement has a depth of about two hundred and fifty yards. In
front it is faced by a " Bund" skirting the river, parallel to which
a rc,adway is carried through the interior of the settlement, divided at
rigl\t angles by a cross-road running north and south. The settlement
is thus divided into four blocks of equal siEe, ea.ch again subdivided
into seven allotments, which are held on a 99 years' lease from the
British Government, after compensation made to the original Chinese
owners of the ground. 'fbe opening of the Port took place in March
1861, on the 8th of which month a British Consul was establi.shed here,
after selection of the site for the future settlement ; but much trouble
was experienced in this an.d the ensuing year in obt;aining the cession
of the Chinese titles to the land, save at extravagant prices, nor was
it, indeed, until the strong measure of pulling down some of the native
houses was resorted to that the ground was eventually cleared. The
first step towards the organization of the settlement was taken on the
15th April 1862, when at a meeting of the renters of land a committee
was elected to take in hand the construction of roads and other municipal m~tters, for which purpose a tax upon each lot was voted, and in
that and in the following winter the construction of the "buntl" was pro-
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ceeded with, at a cost of Taels I 7,000. The river bank, exposc<l for a
height of some fifty feet by the fall of the water during winter, was
solidly revetted with timber, supported by a stone terrace, access
being given to the water by means of wooden jettie:-1. The municipal
committee has in subsequent years taken efficient measures for lighting
and draining the settlement, and maintaining a small force of constables.
Owing to oversight in the arrangements originally planned, a serious
inconvenience is entailed in respect to communication between the
settlement and the suburb or city. No precautions having been taken
to secure the continuation of the line of river-road from the eastern
termination of the "Bund" in the direction of the city, the land in
this direction was eventually purchased by several American firms,
who declined parting with any portion of their respective frontages
for the purpose of continuing the road -way; whilst the communication
_w ith the main street running through the suburb was impeded by the
refusal of the Chinese owners of the land in that direction to dispose
of the plot required for opening a passage between the street and the
central road of the settlement.
In other respects, the site chosen has been found advantageous,
more especially owing to its proximity to the Canal on the west, which
affords a refuge for native boats in storms during the rnmmer;
although one of the main defects of the port continues to be the want
of a safe and commodious anchorage, such as the deep, rapid, and
exposed current of the River does not afford.
European houses, in the style already described as prevailing at
Shanghai, have been built on most of the lots facing the river, among
which the British Consulate occupies a central position. The bricks
manufactured in the adjacent country are exceptionally good, and of
very large dimensions, in which respects they are considered highly
superior for building purp0ses to those made at Shanghai.
C0.!\1MUNITY.-'l'he foreign community numbers little more than
twenty to twenty-five individuals, exclusive of the inferior employes
of the Maritime Customs. In 1866 there were at Kiu-kiang eight
British mercantile houses or agencies, and three United States' firms,
one missionary, and a physician. The British Consul is the only
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resi<l.ent official, other nationalities being represented hy varinus
members of the mercantile community. A consular Chaplain was
appointed to Kiu-kiang in the latter part of 1866 by the British
Government, funds having been raised on the spot to defray the usual
local proportion of ecclesiastical expenses.
MODE OF LIVING, RECREATION, CLIMATE.-European establishments are conducted on a footing similar to that in vogue at Shanghai,
the Ningpo or Cantonese " compradore" or "butler" assuming, as a
rule, the entire direction of household affairs. Provisions arc of the
same class as at Shanghai, and prices do not materially differ at
the two Ports. The number of the foreign community has rema.icied
too limited to admit of the formation of clubs or societies such as
abound at the larger Ports, but private parties for athletic sports,
shooting, riding, etc. are frequently formed. Races are held twice
a year, on a tract of ground to the west of the settlement.
In climate, Kin-kiang is considered well-favoured. Although the
months of July to September are hot, and the thermometer in the mouth
of August frequently rises to 100, the heat is not of that damp,
enervating description which prevails upon the coast, and is therefore
far less oppressive. During the winter months continuous and bracing
cold weather is experienced, with snow and frost during January and
February.
TRADE.-The failure in realizing the expectations of forming an
important commercial emporium at Kiu-kiang is mainly attributable
to the position of the newly-established Set.tlement being above, instead
of below, the entrance by which the navigable waters of the Poyang
Lake and its tributaries are reached from the Yang-tz'. The fifteen
miles of ascent, against a rapid current, which have to be achieved
by native cargo-boats before arriving at Kiu-kiang after leaving the
Lake-entrance at Hu-k'ow constitute a serious obstacle to the concentration of exports at this place, and this could only be overcome
by the employment of small steamers in the towage of such boats,
which privilege, however, the Chinese Government has hitherto
declined to concede. The immediate neighbourhood of Kiu-kiang
has no r.ommercial value; it is only upon the banks of the Poyang
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Lake that an extension of foreign trade is to be looked for; and the
future concession of the right to navigate these waters is earnestly
hoped for by merchants.

A certain quantity of Tea is, however,

annually brought to Kiu-kiang, in despite of existing difficulties, and
forms the only article of foreign export, the remaining articles of
merchanclize being coarse chinaware, paper, tobacco, etc., shipped to
Shanghai for the coast-trade. The following is a comparative table
(.\f the export of Tea during three successive years.
1863.
1864.
1865.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
Black,
9,818,608
10,294,556
8,961,656
Green,
15,724,116
7,609,605
18,140,790
Leaf,
885,235
352,648
162,788
Totals,
26,427,958 ... 18,266,708 ... 27,255,134
The total amount of trade during 1864 and 1865 is shewn in the
following tables :
IMPORTS.~1864.
1865.
Value Ta.els.
Value Taels.
Cotton Piece Goods, ............ 358,544
400,118
Woollen Goods, ................... 315,6!)3
395,419
Opiun1, .............................. 1,111,340
1,566,985
Copper Cash, ...................... 610,335
52,434
Sundries, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 866,740
1,069,951
Total, ................. 3,162,6n2
186i.
Value Tae]s.
Tea, ............. ..................... 3,219,406
Paper, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 257,044
China-ware,.. ....... ..... .......... 234,195
Tobacco, . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110,979
Sundries, ........................... 249,325

EXPORTS.-

Total, , ..................... 4,070,948

3,484,907
1865.
Value Taels.
5,728,447
167,173
128,637
86,638
173,135
6,273,930

During 1866 a sailing-vessel loaded for the first time at IGu-kiang,
taking in a portion of its cargo of tea for London at this place, after
leaving Hankow.

The trade of the place is, with such exceptions,

wholly carried on by the steamers running to and from Shanghai.
ADJACENT

COUNTRY

AND

ExcuRSIONS.-'l'he following notes on the

principal points of interest in the vicinity of Kiu-kiang have been
furnished by J. L. Hammond Esq., recently Acting Commissioner of
Customs at this Port :

YIU-KIANG.
Adjacent Coitnl-r!J.

Si Shan Hill:;.
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"'ro a traveller upon the Yang-tz', especially if accustomed for
some time to th~ flat and uninteresting country about Shanghai, the
scenery in the neighbourhood of Kiu-kiang presents a very agreeable
change. Hills appear to lie quite close to the settlement, though in
reality they are nine miles distant, lying oo the South of the city.
This range, called the Si-shan, is thickly clothed with groves of fine
timber and bamboos, the bright green foliage of the latter lending a
great charm to the scenery on near approach.
" In order to reach the open country from most of the Ports in
China it is m,ually neccessary to perform a long and disagreeable
journey though crowded thoroughfares, but at Kiu-kiang a few
minutes suffice for traversing the suburb, or, if it is advisable to pass
through the city-gates, it is easy to take a course through the uninhabited and cultivated portion of the walled area. The settlement,
also, being almost completely surrounded by watt:r, the country may
be reached without difficulty by boats.
" Excursions among the hills have been constantly indulged in by
the young men who, since the opening of the port have conducted the
foreig;n -~msiness of Kiu-kiang, and numerous spots of great interest have
thuc:, been visited. Prominent among these is the White Deer Dell, or

EJ Jffi

Pih Lu Tung
W\Jl], celebrated as the retreat of the sage Chu Hi
or Chu Fu-tz', the most distinguished among Chinese philosophers and
commentators on the Confucian writings, who flourished during the
12th century, and lived a hermit's life at this spot. The Chinese
legends recount that a white deer was trained by the reclusP, philosopher
to bear him company in his solitude, and to carry a basket with money
to the city of Nan k'ang fu, distant three or four miles from his retreat,
where, at a certain shop, provisions were exchanged for the money in
the basket and carried back by the faitMul animal to his maste1.
" One of the largest Colleges in the country has been built at this
place, and the rocks around are completely covered with characters
forming the names of by-gone generations of students. Within the
College is a tree said to have been planted by Chu Fu-tz' himself.
"The tomb of the sage is pointed out near Kiu-kiang, but is not
distinguished by any remarkable features. The tiees by which it is
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surrounded, however, form a very pretty grove, which is frequently
made the rendezvous for picnics by the foreign residents. The road
leading to this spot passes along a range of hills, whence the view
of the Lu Shan on the one hand and of the distant waters of the
Poyang Lake on the other give an idea of the beauty of the scenery
to be found in China if the opportunity of viewing the interior is only
afforded.
" Another favourite resort is the Lung T'an, a pool of beautifully
clear water in one of the water- courses formed on the side of the Lu
Shan Mouutai~, about half way to the summit. The ruins of what has
evicleutly been a fine Temple stand in the immediate neighbourhood,
elevated above the highest residences of the villagers in this part of the
country, though there are charcoal burners and wood-cutters who live
still higher up the mountain. The pool is some 30 to 40 feet wide, bu
so deep that the most expert swimmer is unable to dive within reach
of the pebbles which, nevertheless, appear to be hut a short distance
beneath the pellucid surface. The stream forming the pool reaches it
by a fall of some 8 feet in depth, and issues from it below, between
rocks which form a very pretty, though miniature rapid.
"At a short distance from this spot lie the ruins of a Buddhist
monastery, called T'ai-r'ing Kung. This establishment was formerly
one of the largest and finest in China, and was the residence of a great
number of priests, besides affording accommodation for the numerous
worshippers who were accustomed to come from a distance to offer
homage at the shrine. There is one feature in connection with this
building which distiuguishes it from all other temples I have seen in
China, viz : octagonal towers of considerable strength placed on either
side of the gateway, to which they thus give the appearance of the entrance to a castle of the Norman period. On passing these, however,
nothing but ruins meet the eye in the interior. The towers were
probably spared by the rebels for the purpose of a stronghold foE
their own occupation."

Tm: Po-YANG LAKE AND ITS SURROUNDINGs.-The following description. of the Po-yang Lake has also been furnished by Mi:.
Hammond :

KIO-KIANG.
Poyang Lake.
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"The entrance to the Po-yang Lake from the south bank of the
Yang-tz' lies about 12 miles below Kiu-kiang, and is guarded by the
strongly fortified town of Hu-K'ow
lJ (Lake's mouth), which,
though it has the appearance of being a large and flourishing city, is
in reality nothing but a military post. The walls constituting the
fortifications are built on the slope of a high and precipitous bluff
overlooking the river, but only a portion of the large area they enclose
is available for building purposes. One angle of the place is formed
by a huge bluff of granite, the outer side of which is upwards of one
hundred feet in depth, and perfectly perpendicular. A very strong
wall protects the inner side, and the entire slope is further subdivided
by walls into several sections, so that, if garrisoned by even a small
number of resolute troops, the place might bid defiance to attack. A
fine temple, dedicated to the God of war, crowns the summit, where
the cavities and niches of the rock have been converted into numerous
pleasant little retreats, with fishponds, shrubberies, and the artificial
rockwork in which the Chinese so universally take delight.
" A few miles within the mouth of the channel communicating
between the Yang-tz' and the Lake, lies an island closely resembling
the famous "Little Orphan Rock" which constitutes one of the main
b 3auties of the Great River, and known as the Ta Ku Shan or Great
Orphan. Numerous legends attach to both these isolated pinnacles.
The town ofTa-Ku-Tanp; lies fourteen miles from the HuK'ow entrance,
and is the last place affording a good anchorage that is reached, on
leaving the Lake before arriving at Kiu-kiang. Large numbers of
junks laden with produce from the country anchor here, as, although
the place is 30 miles by water from Kiu-kiang, it is but 11 miles by
land, and a good road has been constructed between the two places by
which merchants frequently proceed, after arriving at Ta-Ku-Tang,
as they can reach Kiu-kiang by this means in as many hours as weeks
are sometimes required by the junks to accomplish the journey.
"For fully thirty miles from its entrance the Poyang Lake has the
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appearance rather of a river than of an actual lake, in some places
f>eing only a few hundred yards in width, and in no place more than

a mile.

It is finally, however, found to expand to an average breadth of
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some fifteen miles, with a total length of about fifty miles, though only
a narrow chanllel in tho centre is practicable for deeply-laden vessels,
tl1e remainder being extremely shallow, and quite dry during the
winter. Promontories of land, facing each other, divide the lake into
three distinct sections joined by narrow channels of communication.
On the northernmost of these divisions is situated the large prefectural
city of Nan-k'ang fu, which, although destitute of natural advantages
constituting a harbour, nevertheless affords a safe anchorage for junks
by means of a strong breakwater of granite which gives shelter against
the southerly winds sweeping across the Lake just at the period when
the waters are at their highest. The breakwater not only protects the
ancborage, but also the walls of the city itself, which would otherwise
be undermined by the force of the waves. Near this place is the important town of Wu Ch'~ng ~
built upon an island formed by
:the junction of the two principal streams falling into this portion of
·the Lake, and of which one is the highway between the Provincial
•capital, Nan ch'ang fu
~ /ff, the Lake, and the Yang-tz'. The
hill constituting the island on which Wu-Ch'eng is built is crowned by
..a. 1large temple occupying the summit, and its sides are also almost
covered with similar buildings. The area between the base of the hill
and the shore of the Lake is occupied almost exclusively by junk-carpenters, as it is customary to have the native vessels put in thorough
xepair before proceeding on their voyages across the Lake. On the
inner side, where the slope is more gr.a.dual, the principal portion
of the town is built ; and here ranges of large pack-houses receiv~
the produce brought by the canals and rivers from the interior
for trans-shipment. The temples for which Wu-ch'eng is noted,
although now for the most part in ruins, are still highly interesting,
and one in particular exhibits marked peculiarities of architecture.
It forms one side of a large square or market place, which is paved
with blocks of granite of unusual size, and its favade of carved and
polished granite is ornamented with immense slabs of colored porcelain, built to a height of from fifty to sixty feet. The temple
communicates by a flight of granite steps with the buildings at the top
of the hill."
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Although Europeans have been denied the privilege of navigating
the Po-Yang Lake in steamers adapted to the purpose, parties of
foreigners have frequently traversed its waters in native boats, and
have visited the numerous important centres of trade and manufacture
adjacent to its banks. The most interesting of these places are the
eelebrated potteries of King-te CMn, ~
the principal seat of
the porcelain manufacture, now slowly reviving after its complete
destruction by the rebels. In lieu of the delicate ornamental porcelain
formerly manufactured here, however, the furnaces are now for the
most part exclusively devoted to turning out utensils for household
use, the demand for which throughout the Empire is sufficient to•
keep them fully employed. King-te is one of the few interior places
at which European visitors have been rudely treated, owing,. probah1J,
to jealousy of intrusion on the part of the manufacturers.

if! _,

HANKOW.
Last among the river-ports arrived at, but first in importance, is
llankow, the most Cl:'lebrated among the native marts of China, but
the opening of which to foreign enterprise has been attended ( owing
chiefly, perhaps, to the exaggerated anticipations entertained as to its
promise, during the golden period of hope and speculation which
ensued upon the conclusion of the Treaty of T'ien-tsing) with disappointment, differing only in degree from that experienced in connection with the ports, already described, on the lower course of the
Great River.
Han-k'ow
p (the month of the Han) is not considered by the
Chinese in the light of a city, but as a mere suburb of Han-yang
1Ji:, ~' a district-city of the Province of Hu-peh. It ranks, however,
first among the five clien ~ or chief commercial emporia in different
parts of the Empire,* and its central situation, commanding the most
extensive network of river-communication on the face of the globe,

ffi

* These are H:mkow, Fat-shan near Canton, Siang-t'an in Hu-nan, King-te in
Kiang-si, and Si-ngan-.(u in .:,hen-si.
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has given it prominent commercial , importance from a very early
period. Its site occupies, with that of Han-yang, the point of confluence of an important stream, the Han, with the Yang-tz' river, into
which this tributary flows from the north, and the two towns lie immediately facing the city of Wu-ch'ang fu,
~
the capital of the
province of Hu-peh, which is built upon the south bank of the Yangtz' at this point. The position of a point at the mouth of the Han,
in the centre of the "congeries of cities," as this celebrated spot has
been aptly namt::d, has been ascertained to be in Lat. 30° 32' 51" N.,
and Long. 114° 19' 55" E. The distance from Shanghai is 582 geo-•
graphical miles.
Twenty years have already elapsed since attention was first drawn to
this place of trade by the publication of a work descriptive of travel in
the interior of China by Pere Hue, a French Lazarist missionary, whose
amusing but mendacious accounts remained for a length of time the
staple of popular information respecting the Chinese. There is
abundant reason for doubting whether the lively writer of" L'Empire
Chinois" ever penetrated into the interior of China, beyond Macao and
Canton ; and it is in any case certain that his description of Hankow,
professing to be that of a familiar eye-witness, was purely imaginative.
The first authenticated visit to Hankow by a European party took place
in 1858, when Lord Elgin proceeded to this point in H. M. S. Furious,
reaching Hankow en the 7th November, the 30th day after leaving
Shanghai. The next expedition that reached Hankow was conducted
by Vice-Admiral Sir James Hope, who, with Harry S. Parkes Esq.,
c.B. as special Commissioner, arrived on the 11th March 1861, when
the Port was declared open to foreign trade, and the site for a
British settlement was selected.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-Hankow (to quote Mr Oliphant's description), "occupies the angle formed by the Han and the Great River,
which meet at right angles. On the opposite or right bank of the Han
is a precipitous range of hills crowned with the fortifications of the now
ruined city of Han-yang. On the opposite side of the Yang-tz' is the
important provincial city of Wu-ch'ang. The shape of Hankow is an
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acute-angled triangle, the base of which resting on the Yang-tz', is a
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Descriptions by Mr. Oliphant and Ocpt. Blakiston.

mile long, while it extends for about two miles and a half along the
banks of the Han, dwindling away almost to a point. The plan of
Hankow is very simple. Two principal arteries intersect it in parallel
lines, while across them run a number of curved streets about equidistant from each other."
The following description of the place as seen in 1861 is given by
Captain Blakiston in his work " The Yang-tz:"
"Hankow as known to Europeans, but really vVu-ch'ang (fu), the
capital of Hu-peh, Han-yang (fu), and Hankow-three towns only
prevented from being one by the Yang-tz' and its tributary the Han
-is situated just where an irregular range of semi-detached low hills
crosses a particularly level country on both sides of the main river, in
an east and west direction. Stationed on Pagoda Hill, a spectator
looks down on almost as much water as land, even when the rivers are
low. At his feet sweeps the magnificent Yang-tz', nearly a mile in
width; from the west, and skirting the northern edge of the range of
hills already mentioned, comes the river Han, narrow and canal-like,
to add its quota, and serving as one of the highways of the country;
and to the northwest and north is an extensive treeless flat, so little
elevated above the river that the scattered hamlets which dot its
surface are without exception raised on mounds, probably artificial
works of a now distant age. A stream or two traverse its farther part
and flow into the main river. This flat is completely covered during
summer, and in fact the same may be said of all the low land around
Hankow, so that a view at that season from this position presents an
almost unbroken expanse of water. Carrying his eye to the right bank
of the Yang-tz', one sees enormous lakes and lagoons both to the
northwest and southeast sides of the hills beyond the provincial city.
'ro the southwest he may observe a hill or two in the far distance,
whence the " Blue River " winds like a silver band, but still with large
expanses of water on either side ; then his glance is brought up to the
hills again, and, passing these, he has completed the panorama by
returning to the Han."
The site adopted in March 1861 for the British settlement consisted
in an area of land having a frontage of about 800 yards along the
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bank of the River, with a depth inland of between 400 and 500 yards,
and situated at the eaatern extremity of the town of Ilankow. It was
arranged that the native inhabitants of this area should receivecompensation for their dwellings and freehold titles at the hands of
their own authorities, by whom the land should be cleared for the
laying out of the British settlement7 the land to be subsequently
divided into lots to be disposed of to British subjects on lea.ses from
the British Government, the purchase-money to be handed over tothe Chinese Government in compensation for its outlay. Numerous
difficulties intervened, however, between the arrangement and the
realization of this plan. Exorbitant prices were demanded for their
holdings by the native owners, and the Chinese authorities were·
accused of lukewarmness in enforcing a fair appreciation of the land
to be handed over. Intending residents were compelled to purchase
land and native houses on the Han-yang shore for temporary occupation,
until, in November 1861, upwards of six months after the opening of
the Port, a meeting of the intending residents took place to consider
the difficulties thrown in the way of obtaining lots, when it was
decided by the British Consul that Taels 2500 per lot should be paid,
as a fair value for the land, notwithstanding that the sum of Taels
4000 was demanded by the Chinese officials ; and after some further
diplomatic correspondence an arrangement was arrived at on this
basis. The Settlement was now marked out in blocks divided by
parallel and transverse roads, with a wide Bund along the entire river
frontage. The area available for building purposes was divided into
one hundred and eight lots, a large proportion of which were ~agerly
bought up, and buildings in the same style as that in vogue at Shanghai were at once erected by various mercantile firms. A plot of
ground at the eastern extremity of the Settlement became the site of
the British Consular buildings.
A smaller tract of land still farther to the eastward was selected
as the French settlement, but in the absence of French residents
has remained without improvement. Between this and the British
area the buildings of the Maritime Customs' office have been
erected.

IIANKOW.
Municipal Council ancl Public Works.
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Wharves.

MUNICIPAL CouNCIL AND PUBLIC WonKs.-One of the first pro1Ceedings entered upon after the establishment of foreign residence3 at
Hankow was the institution of a Municipal Council, to be charged
with similar functions, although on a much smaller scale, to those disbarged by the Municipality of Shanghai. A -committee of three
members was elected by the votes of the land-renters, and invested
with powers for the roadmaking, draining, and police of the settlement.
The object of first importance was the levelling and facing of the
Bund or river-road, but the great expense attending this undertaking
delayed its eompletion until 1863. The enormous difference of level
in the waters of the Yang-tz' between winter and summer, giving a
rise and fall of upwards of fifty feet, necessitated a very heavy outlay
for the construction of a wall of equivalent height to protect the face
,of the roadway, and an estimate of upwards of $200,000 for a granite
wall was rejected on the score of expense. The bund was eventually
faced partly with timber and partly with stone, and made accessible by
:five jetties leading to the cross-roads intersecting the Settlement from
North to South. The amount required to meet the expenditure for
t hese and other preliminary expenses was raised by assessments on the
various lots.
The expenditure for municipal purposes, after the completion of
t he works for laying out the Settlement, has amounted to about Taels
'6,000 per annum, which has been levied by an assessment of½ per
,cent on the asses&..~ value ofland(estimated atTaels 494,000 in 1864)
:and of 3 per cent on the assessed value of houses already built (estimated at Taels 63,000 at the same period) together with a charge of
·Taels 2,000 for wharfage dues.

To the westward of the Settlement, and beyond its limits, the various
mc1 cantile houses whose steamers run between Hankow and Shanghai
h ave established wharves for their accommodation.
The restriction originally designed by the British Government with
respect to the leasing of land within the British Settlement to British
subjects only, was abandoned shortly aftcr the opening of the porL, and
leases have been issued to foreigners of all nationalities, who pny
ground r ent, however, through th e British Consul.
1
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CoMKUNITY, MODE OF LIVING, ETC.-The number of foreign residents
in June 1861 amounted to a total of 40; and by the end of 1863 these
had increased to about one hundred and fifty. The commercial depression which has since prevailed throughout China, and particularly at
this port, has tended rather to reduce the number of residents, and at
the close of 1866 not more than 125 are enumerated. These consist in
the British and French Consular staffs, the employes of the Customs'
Inspectorate, and the members of about 30 British, 2 United States',
2 Russian, and 2 German mercantile firms, with a few professional
and missionary residents. A large proportion of the members of the
new community which has so rapidly been formed having been drawn
from the older settlement of Shanghai, the customs and recreations of
that place have been transplanted without difficulty to Haukow, and
various associations for the benefit or amusement of the community
have been formed and maintained in a :flourishing condition. Among
these the most useful and also the most prosperous is the Club, an
institution founded by joint- stock subscription and designed to comprise
the attractions of a library, reading room and billiard rooms, besides
affording temporary accommodation to passing visitors. Among the
numerous associations constituted for public purposes is an Ice Club,
the managers of which lay in a stock of ice during the cold season for
summer use. A volunteer fire brigade and a rifle corps combine
exercise and recreation with public usefulness. Races are held in
spring and autumn, and the droves of ponies brought by native
dealers from the interior plains frequently afford Europeans the opportunity of purchasing useful "mounts" at prices varying from $20 to
$60.
A livery-stable has recently been established where horses
can be kept at a charge of Taels 12 per month, and ponies at Taels 10.
Hankow even boasts a newspaper, established in January 1866,
entitled the ·, Hankow Times," and published weekly at a subscription
of Taels 15 per annum.
Some years have already elapsed since a Consular Chaplain was
appointed by the British Government to reside at Hankow, and divine
service is conducted in a temporary building, but the funds requil:ed
for the erection of a permanent Church have not yet been subscl'ibed.
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Domestic servants are chiefly brought from Shanghai or from Canton,
as the natives do not readily adapt themselves to attendance upon
Europeans. Wages are conseq11ently high, a "boy" or head-servant
receiving usually from $ l2 to $15 per month, and Canto_nese cooks
$10 to $12. The markets are well supplied with beef, ruutton, and
poultry, and game is abundant in the cool season. Prices do not vary
much from the rates prevailing at Shanghai. Several foreign tores
are established foz the supply of imported articles.
The climate is dry, and hence far healthier than that of Shanghai.
'l'he summer is hot, but not so trying as on the coast, although the
degree of heat recorded is frequently far higher than any ordinarily
reached at the more Southern ports. The hot weather may be said to
last until the middle of September. From this period until December
highly enjoyable weather prevails, the thermometer gradually falling
to freezing point, which it usually reaches towards the New Year.
Snow and ice occur during most winters, but are ofno long_continuance.
M1ssroNs.-The London Missionary Society occupied the new field
thrown open almost immediately after the establishment of a settlement
at Hankow, and has now two representatives here. There are also
threti missionaries of the Wesleyan Society. Some conversions have
been recorded, and useful work has been set on foot in the shape of
schools. The institutions most efficient in gaining the confidence and
respect of the Chinese are the hospitals, of which one has been establish•
ed by each of the Societies, whilst a third has been set on foot by
members of the community. Large numbers of patients are attracted
to these hospitals from oistricts far in the interior.
NATIVE TOWN, PLACES OF INTEREST, AND EXCURSIONS.-The native
town of Hankow presents few attractions to a visitor, its main streets
being principally occupied by large warehouses for storing the merehandize of which the town is so great a depot. The city of Hany::mg
is interesting only as offering a stand-point, on its lofty hill, for a
survey of the panorama of scenery a description of which has been
quoted above from Captain Blakiston's work; and the city of Wuch'ang-fu, on the opposite bank of the Yang-tz', contains no features
of special importance beyond those, iu the shape of temples and pagodas,
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which distinguish .all other Chinese cities with scarcely any variation.
The population of Wu-cb'ang-fu is not openly unfriendly to foreigners,
but the troops occasionally quartered here, as also the students periodically assembled for the competitive examinations, have more than once
given cause of complaint by acts of rudeness and even of violence
towards foreigners passing through the streets.
Th.e native population of the town of Hankow itself has, of late yearst
been estimated at a maximum of six hundred thousand, and the total
population of the three cities does not, doubtless, exceed one million,
or one-eighth of the numbers wildly reported by writers of the stamp
of Pere Hue. Although shewing a long and busy water-frontage on
both the Han and the Yang-tz', Hankow extends in reality to no great
depth inland, and its network of streets tapers away to a point as it
stretches up the Han. The town is now walled, though until 1863 ii
was completely open, but an apprehended attack by bodies of the Nien
Fei, or roving banditti of the Northern Provinces, stimulated the native
government in that year to expend a sum of Taels 250,000 in enclosing
the town with a wall of stone, thirteen feet in height and four miles
long. A brick parapet mises this structure to a total height of eighteen

feet.
The favourite excursion by boat from Ilankow is in the direction of·
the Kin-k'ow hills, about 15 miles above Hankow, where the dead
level of the extensive pbin formiug the valley of the upper Yang-tz'
is broken by a low range crossing the river and terminating in the flattopped Ta Kin Shan (Great Golden Hill) which gives its name to Kin
k'ow, or "the Golden Pass." Shooting and pic-nic parties frequently
visit this point by boat, and a proposition has been advanced for the
construction of a " traveller's bungalow " here, on the model of those
provided for dak travellers in India.
RIVER AND ANCIIORAGE.-The "China Pilot" ( ed. 1864) gives the
depth of water off the mouth of the Ilan at 11 fathoms in December,
decreasing to 7 fathoms off the Custom house ; but as the rh,er rises
from 6 to 8 fathoms by July, the inconvenient depth at that season
and the force of the current ~ause an anchorage in the Han to be
preferred, in which the stream is less rapid and the depth not so great.
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The rise of the river in spring and summer is astonishing, and has
scarcely a parttllel for height and rapidity. The adjacent banks which,
during the winter months, lie at a height of from forty to fifty feet
above the level of the water, are overfl.owed in May or June, and the
country for many miles to the northward and westward is completely
submerged.

The great flood of 1866 will Jong be remembered as

having exceeded everything recorded in the way of inundation
for at least sixteen years previously. The river rose :fifty feet above
its lowest level of the previoi'is winter, and not only flooded the native
town but also, rising above the Bund, laid the foreign settlement completely under water. Toward the nd of July the river had risen to
within a few inches of the line of the bund, or just about the highest
degree which it reached in the previous year. By the beginning of
August the Bund was entirely suhmerg9d, and with the exception of
a very few foreign houses, which happened to be built on ground raised
unusually high, all the settlement was a.float. In some of the houses
at the back and lowest part of the concession, the water entirely
swamped the kitchens and. out-houses, and rendered even the lower
stories untenable.
The following remarks upon the flood and its causes have appeared
at different times in the local newspaper.

"The Chinese say that the

river never rises after the leih tsew or '~ autum!l set in" term, which
fell in 1866 on the 28th of their moon, corresponding to our 8th
August, and we are inclined to put faith in their opinion, based as it
is on popular experience.

We must hope at any rate that they may

be right, for the inconveniences to the community and individuals are
neither few nor trifling. Business is suspended ; our houses and godowns are all likely to suffer more or less, some having already begun
to feel the effects of the softening about the foundations ; our horses
and cows are suffering from want of pasture ; our access to one another's premises is often difficult and always attended with inconvenience; our recreation and opportunities for exercise ( unless perhaps
it be swimming) are at end ; our gardens both flower and kitchen, are
utterly destroyed ; and what is worse than all, our health may naturally
be expected to suffer from the damp and wet with which we are so
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continually surrounded. The Chinese moreoV'er must be distressed by
such a flood to even a more deplorable degree than ourselves. In the
country the crops are destroyed, the cattle drowned and starved, the
frail houses swept away, and thousands are deprived of shelter and the
means of livelihood: whilst in the town trade is at a standstill, house
property is being extensively damaged, and provisions must become
dear and scarce. Various theories have been propounded with respect
to the origin of the volume of water thus suddenly poured down, the
most satisfactory explanation appearing to be that the floods are
attributable to the large accession of water which the Tungting lake
receives through its many tributaries during the rainy season in May,
June, and July, and that the Yang-tz', being the only outlet for that
huge expanse of water, becomes naturally flooded in carrying it off. This
appears the more reasonable explanation, inasmuch as it has been noticed
that although the Han, which is a considerable stream, is of course
affected by the rise of water as it approaches the point of confluence
with the swelling Yang tz', it does not always show, in the increased
rapidity of its current or turbidity of its stream, those signs of being
under the influence of a freshet which are so plain upon the larger
river, whilst the latter sweeps past the mouth of the former at their
confluence like a mill stream past a rill.

But even the Tungting lake

theory is not wholly to be dep~nded on, for that body of water lies to
the east and south of Hankow, whereas the P£ng-hoo, or lake which
covers wl1at in winter is c:illed "the plain" and lies to the North and
west of Hankow is invariably affected by the 1·ise before the Yang-tz,
shows it."
The Chinese declare that tlwy can foresee the subsidence of floods
by the appearance of what is locally known as Ch'wan Shuei

JII Jf( or

"Sz'ch'wan water," the red and turbid fluid which they say the stream
in its normal condition brings down from Sz'-ch'wan and the country
beyond; and that when it ceases to carry down any more of the Nan
shuei

ffi ;,j'( or "Hu-nan water" which marks its character whenever

flooded, this alone is certain proof that the waters arc about to fall.
The distinction, by the way, thus drawn in popnlar opinion hetween the
Ch'wan S lnwi and the Nau Shuci, to a certain extent serves to explain
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away the difficulty of coming to a satisfactory conclusion as to the
origin of this vast volume of water. It shows the native theory to be
that these floods are to be traced to the lakes and rivers of Hu-nan,
and that they do not come down to the proper and main channel of
the stream from the direction of its sources.
The following table exhibits th~ progressive rise and subsidence of
the waters from January 1st to November 30th 1866:
MONTH,

January, ........
February, .......

March, ..........
April, ............
May, .............
June, ............

RISE.

FALL.

feet. in. feet. in.
nil.
nil.
2. 7.
nil.
21. 5½,
nil.
2. 2.
nil.
nil.
9. 10½,
nil.
3. 3.

MONTH.

RISE.

FALL.

feet. in. feet. in.
nil.
July, ............ 8. 1~.
August, ........ 1. 1 ·* 4. 3.
3. 4.
nil.
September, ...
nil.
8. 2.
October, .......
13. 6.
November, ....
nil.
December, ....

A correspondent of the liankow Times furnished the following particulars respecting former floods as a subject of interest during the
inundation of August, 1866 :
"Hankow was broader at one time than it is now, for, on account of
the incessant wear of the river, two wide streets along the banks of the
Yang-tz' have disappeared altogether. In the year 1832, the water
rose unusually high. In 1849, it rose nearly two feet higher than in
1832; in all the streets planks were placed for people to walk on;
whilst a strong north wind was blowing, a large number of houses a~
the hack of the town and bordering on the lake fell into the water,
and many lives were lost. But the great flood, which deluged the
whole place, occurred in 1850. For more than 30 days, in the fifth
and six months, it poured like a mountain torrent ; the rain rushing
down from the roofs of the houses, sounded like a water-fall; the
Yang-tz' kept rising and spreading till all the houses in the place looked
like so many duckweeds floating in the waters. The rich removed into
Wu-ch'ang; thousands took up their abode on the Hanyang hill and
other hills on the Hanyang side; the poor clung to their dwellings as
long as they could, and hundreds of them perished miserably.

* That is np to 10th August, making total rise from lowest level bOft lin.
Total fall to date, 29ft. 3in.

Long
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before the water had reached its highest point, nine houses out of every
ten were empty; and when the water retreated, two out of every three
of the houses of the poor were left in ruins. Those who remained in
the place lived in the upper storey, and all communication was carried
on by means of boats. Provisions became scarce and consequently
dear ; so much so, that shopkeepers would only sell to old customers.
Thieves also multiplied rapidly; but the fears of the people were worse
than the reality ; for they fancied every sound, such as that of a dog
or a cat, to be the foot-tread of a burglar. The water rose six Cllz'nese
feet higher this year than the preceding. It was an awful spectacle;
and the scene of wretchedness and poverty which the flood left behind
it, was unspeakably sad to behold."
TRADE.-The position of Hankow in close proximity to, and joined
by, excellent water-communications with the principal producing regions
of the Teas most largely exported from China, together with the vast
commercial advantages of the Port both as a first-class native emporium,
and as being directly approachable from the sea, encouraged perhaps
not unreasonably the high anticipations formed at the outset respecting
the probable extent to which European trade would become rapidly
developed at this point. Five years' experience have shewn, notwithstanding, that th!!se expectations were partly based on insufficient
grounds, and have been partly overthrown by unforeseen disturbing
causes. Great as was the advantage of coming into immediate contact
with the interior populations of China, and of approximating closely to
the vast areas of production ~nd consumption from which the Ports
heretofore open along the Coast were removed by immense distances
and difficulties of locomotion, it nevertheless soon became apparent at
Hankow that the foreign merchant, suddenly introducing 4imself
without knowledge of the language, and careless of adapting himself to
local circumstances, among a body of native traders who shrank with
suspicious dread from dealings with the intruder, was entirely dependant uprm the assistance of his Cantonese or Ningpo "comprador,"
whose native cunning and business capacity sufficed in most cases to
draw to himself the larger share of the profits arising from mercantile
transactions, and who, trading clandestinely on his employer's capital,
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speeclily managed to monClpolize, in concert with his fellows, the major
portion of the business dealings of the Port. The European, already
at a disadvantage in point of nationality and ignorance of the language,
found himself still further distanced by the Chinese competitors for the
local trade in respect to the superior terms they were enabled to offer
to their customers in virtue of the cheapness with which they live, in
striking contrast to the heavy expenditure of even the most modest
foreign mercantile establishments. The competition on the part of
Chinese traders from the coast-ports was not, however, felt injuriously •
during the first year or two of the existence of Hankow as an open
Port, and it was precisely during this period-1861-1863-that the
speculative mania which proved so ruinous all over China was fostered
here by expectations of enormous profits to be reaped from the direct
export of Teas to London. The disastrous result of the speculations
wildly ventured upon during this period tended still further to restrict
the development which, notwithstanding the obstacles referred to above,
trade on the part of Europeans might naturally have been expected to
attain.
Thus, while the opening of Hankow in 1861 sufficed, by the immediate gravitation thither of all the most important foreign mercantil~
establishments, to deal a death-blow to the prosperity of Canton as a
leading shipping port, and to establish vested interests at the new Settlement through the purch~se of land and erection of expensive buildings
such as forbid in most cases the idea of abandoning the establishments
once planted there, three years had not elapsed after the opening of the
Port before a large proportion of the mercantile houses in China would
gladly have withdrawn their branches from this Port, in favour of the
continuance of the system of trade formerly in vogue. This, however,
would have been clearly an impossibility under any circumstances, and
the decline of individual fortunes in the trade with China, though by
some ascribed to the multiplication of points of trade, is undoubtedly
due to that rapid influx of competitors, in many cases speculating with
th<" barest appearance of capital, which in the nature of things was
inevitable and which was the immediate result of the conclusion of the
Treaties afL~r the hostilities of 1860. Steadily rejecting the principle
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of competition as the basis of trade, the Chinese by combining among
themselves secure continally a firmer hold on all its principal operations,
and tend more and more to reduce the European mercantile community
to the position of a mere agency for carrying on transactions conducted
on native account. These features in the present conditions of commerce with China have been brought more boldly into view at Hankow,
perhaps, than at any other of the Ports; though at each of them the
same tendencies are distinctly perceptible.
The course of the export trade during the years 1864 and 1865 is
indicated by the following table :
1865.

1864.

EXPOHTS.-

Value, Taels.
Tea, ............................... ';,219,012
Silk, Raw,....................... 130,326
Cotton,........................... 607,012
Hemp,................ . . . . . . . . . . . . 297,955
Wood Oil,.......... . . . . . .. . ... .1, 114,304
Paper, ... ,........................ 142,412
Medicine, . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . 199,158
Tallow, Vegetable,............ 618,775
Bees' Wax,...................... 252, 59~
Timber,.......................... 676,960
Tobacco, ......................... 1,078,019
Sundries, ........................ 1,116,319

Value, Taels
6,080,484
502,953
22
362,211
1,981,526
190,405
194,165
604,870
218,124
]60,375
1,182,252
1,207,844

Total, ............. ..l 3,452,844

12,685,231

The foregcing statistics clearly exhibit the preponderance of Tea
over all other exports from Hankow, this staple constituting, in fact,
upwards of one-half the total value represented. The quantities exported since the commencement of foreign trade at this point have
been as follows :
]861,
1862,
1863,
1864,
1865,

Teas Exported, Piculs 80,000

"
,,"
"

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

216,351
272,922
292,836
267,366

Of these quantities by far the largest proportion was despatched to
Shanghai by steamer for transshipment, but in 1864-1865 several
vessels have annually loaded at Hank ow with cargoes of Tea for London
direct. The amounts thus shipped have been: in 1864, piculs 46,298;
in 1865, picu1s 77,098.
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The minor articles of export are shipped almost exclusively on Chinese
nccount, being ca1 ried for the most part to Shanghai by the river steamers,
and there transshipped to the Coast ports. Among this class of merchandize there are, at the same time, a few articles which are exported
abroad, and of these the fibrous product known as China Grass is one
which is rapidly rising into commercial importance.

This Grass, (to

quote from a paper by Robert Jarvie Esq., a resident of Shanghai), is
produced in quantities in the Hunan and Hupeh Province about 8 or
10 days journey from Ilankow, as well as in other parts of China, and
yields two crops during the year. The first crop comes into the
Ilankow market about the end of June, the second crop in August.
The total export from Hankow and Kiukiang in 1863 was about
35,000 piculs, value Tacls 300,000. The grass is largely used for
manufacturing into clothing, and a large portion of the native growth
find its way to Canton, where it is used for manufacturing fine descriptions of cloth and mixed fabrics with silk. Four qualities are
u~uaily known in t.he IIankow market, viz ; Piu Sz ~ ~ , 'f'ow Sz:

DJi il, Yi Sz =-: il, and San Sz - l~·

Prices vary from Taels

15½ tu Tacls 12½ per picul, according the quality.
Silk from the Province of Sz'Ch'war1 is brought to Hankow and,
although of coarse quality, is shipped for European markets, principally
the French.
Among drugs, for which Hankow is a great market, Rhubarb is
the only article largely shipped for foreign export. It is brought from
the frontier provinces of the North-west by the traders who annually
visit Hankow from the interior. A sudden demand for this staple,
conbined with scarcity in the market owing to the disturbed state of
the North-west of China, caused the price to rise between 1863 and
18G6 from Taels 30 to Taels 90 per picul.
The direct shipment of Tea from Hankow by sailing-vessels received
a serious check in the summer of 1866 owing to numerous accidents
and losses arising from the intricacy of navigation and defective towage.
The Guinevere, which left Hankow on the 3rd June 1866 with an
exceedingly valuable cargo, consisting of some 9000 chests of Tea (the
first shipment of the season), became a total wreck about 50 miles
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lower down the stream, and tlris calamity was followed by the strancling
of several other vessels in different parts of the river.

In consequence

of these accidents, the rates of insurance on sailing vessels descending
the Yang-tz' were shortly afterwards raised to almost prohibitive rates-.
Shippers who may still care to incur the venture will in future have
to pay two and a half instead of one per cent., tl1e total cost of insurance being thus raised to six instead of four and a half per cent. as
formerly.

In connection with the accidents above referred to the following
suggestions for the towage of vessds in the Yang-tz' were published at
Sbanghai in June 1866:

" In the first place, a ship should be towrd down stern foremost
alongsicle of the steamer, with at least 3 Bower anchors, (with sufficient
If it become necessary to let go the anchors,
the ship does not then have to swing to tl1e stream, neither does she
surge as under the old plan. Many sl1ips. will surge some hundreds of
fathoms before bringing themselves up. By the above plan the vessel
is brought up immediately, and has extra assistance of course by the
steamer backing herself astern and easing her to lier anchors. I am
confident that if the above suggestions are canied out, fewer accidents
will occur, as you will observe that only one Captain and Pilot arc
concerned instead of two, the vessels being both steered by the steamer's
rudder, the ship's rudder being fast amidships."
The following table exhibits the nature and amount of the Import
trade:
range) ready to let go.

1864.
Value, Taels.
Cotton Piece Goods, .......... 1, 665,486
Woollen Goods, ............. ... 1, '788,330
Opium, ........................... l,0'78,358
Copper Cash, ................... 2,026, 65&
f-:ilk Piece Goods,............. 698, '736
Sugar, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 920,359
Paper, ....... ..... ..... ... ..... .. 119,081
Sea.-wcncl,........... ...... ...... . 419,15
Cuttle Fish,.................... 8J ,553
umlries, ... ..... ............... 1,164,407

IMPORTS.-

Total, .. ....... 10,802,216

1865.

Value, Ta.els.
2,424,981
2,8'74,3G3
1,868,086
1,190,614
956,34-3
739,220
188,463
230,160
164,757
3'70,322
11,007,309
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The importance of Tiankow as a market for Cotton and W oollcn
imports is asserted to be increasing yearly, and in this respect the
port may probably become a

valuable depot for foreign trade.

British Woollens are stated to have obtained a footing, since the
opening of Hankow, in parts of the country which have heretofor<:l been
€xclusively supplied from the Russian market.
The importation of Copper Cash, which figures to so large an ~xtcnt
in the retarns of trade, is required for the purchase of Teas in the in-

terior, where tltis medium of Exchange is preferred to sycee silver or
coined money.
The evils attending the system of affording long credits to Chinese
buyers of imports l1ave proveJ. highly detrimental to the interests of
foreign merchants at Ilankow, but the efforts made to check them have
proved fruitless, owing to a want of unanimity among the mercantile
rnsidents.
ExcuANGE, SYCEE, ETC.-Exchange transactions are almost exclu-

sively confined tf) draft on Shanghai, the business done on England
direct being comparatively trifling.

On an average, exchange on

Shanghai. may be said to vary between l ½and 4 per cent. discoant, tlle
rate being highest during the Tea season, when larg-e mon-ey transactions take place.

Three foreign Banks have agencies here.

The standard of Sycee silver is some

2½

per cent higher at Hankow

than at Shanghai. Hence, on an average IIankow Taels 97½=Shanghai
'faels 100.

Until within the last two years, however, no means of

anthenticating the character of the sycee passing current in mercantile
transactions were in existence, and vast quantities of debased silver were

llt

poured into the place. In 1864, at length, a Kung Ku ~
or
public Assay Office was set on foot under the sanction of the Chinese
authorities, or a plan similar to the establishment under the same
name previously existing at Shanghai.

At this office all sycee imported

can now be officially tested for a smaU charge.
The Mexican Dollar pa&ses current, b11t accounts are kept in Taels
as at Shanghai.

·r'
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TnE Port whicl1 is known to Europeam under the name of Chefoo is
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i

I

in reality the town of Yen T'ai
jf, situated on the northern side
of the great cape usually known as the Promontory of Shan-tung, (from
the fact of its forming the most easterly projection of the Province of
that name), and is the only one at present open to foreign trade between the mouths of the Yang-tz' and the Pei-ho. The city actually
designated by the Treaty of T'ien-tsing as that to be thrown open is

I

fH J&,

Ten?-chow-fu ~
the seat of government for the prefecture
in which Yen-t'ai is situated; but as its harbour is merely an open
roadstead the establishment of a port for foreign trade was fixed, early
in 1861, at the bay of Y en-t'ai, which was already occupied as c:1. naval
station by the French portion of the expedition despatched against
Peking in 1860, the British head quarters having been fixed at the
Miao Tao Islands, about 35 miles to the eastward and almost immediately

I

opposite to the city of Teng-chow-fu.
The name of Che-foo (more correctly Chi-fu ~ ~ ) which is erroneously applied to this port by foreigners, is derived from the name of
a harbour in the same bay with that of Yen-t'ai, but unconnected with
the Port. The eastern extreme of a peninsula connected with the
mainland by a low neck of sand is designated Cape Chi-fu on Admiralty
charts, and a hill in the middle of the penJnsula, about 980 feet in
height, is known as Chi-fu Peak. The harbour of Y ~n-t'ai is formed
by the receding coast-line between the Cape and what is known as
White Rock, 12 miles to the S.E. by E., and is sheltered on the north
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and from the east by t lw Kung-Tung group of islands. The position
of the town is in Latitude 37°. 85'. 56". N., and Longitude 121 °. 22'.
33". E. (Fort in Village Bay).
The Province of Shan-tung
in which Y en-t'ai is situated,
remained among tht'l least-known regions of China until it became
thrown open to foreign travel and trade through the action of the
Treaty of T'ien-tsing; and a great portion of its interior is still to be explored by Europeans. Its area is calculated at upwards of 65,000 square
miles, with a population of about 28,000,000; and its climate, resembling more nearly that of Northern Europe, or still more closely, the
northern States of America, is the most favourable to European constitutions among all the Chinese provinces. The interior of Shan-tung
is, with the exception of a central tract, almost an unbroken plain,
through which the mighty flood of the Yellow River, with numerous
smaller but navigable streams, pursues its course; whilst from South to
North the Province is also traversed by the artificial waterway of the
Giand Canal. That portion alone of its area which is known as the

Jlf ]{,

Promontory is exclusively hilly, forming the eastern extremity of the
range of mountains which rise in the centre of the Province and extend
towards the sea. The productions of the great interior plain are cereals,
pulse, tobacco, drugs, etcetera, together with a peculiar description of
silk obtained from wild silk worms which feed on the leaves of the oak
and other trees; but the staple articles of trade, in so far as Europeans
a.re concerned, are beans and beancake, for the shipment of which
merchandize to Southern markets Chefoo is the principal port.
TowN AND FOREIGN SE'ITLEMENT.-The native town or rather trading village of Yen-t'ai is built on the sandy southern shore of the Bay
of Chefoo, the coast line of which trends away with a vast semicircular
sweep towards the North and West, whilst on the East a small promontory juts out beyond the limits of the town and terminates in an
elevation of some two hundred feet overlooking the bay. Although a
busy place of trade, and inhabited by a population of some 10,000 to
12,000 souls, Yen-t'ai has thP aspect of no more than an ordinary
Chinese coast village, and its close and fetid streets present no single
feature of interest.

The tract of level ground between the western
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outskirts of the town and the base of the hill terminating the prom0ti•
tory was unoccupied save by a few Chinese dwellings until after tho
opening of the port to ro·reign trade, when land was purchased by
various firms, and houses were successively erected. As no steps were,
however, taken to mark out the boundaries of a "Settlement" for
foreigners, as at other Ports, no regularity in the placing of lots and
buildings was secured, and the few foreign houses that have been
erected have consequently become surrounded by the native dwellings,
shops, and warehouses whic}l have grown up in consequence of the
development of trade at this point. This absence of a definite plan in
the placing of the foreign settlement, which produces such beneficial
results at other Ports, is due in some measure to the fact that at the
time when Chefoo was first resorted to the town and promontory were
still occupied by a detachment of French troops, the remains of the
expeditionary force of 1860, whose presence rendered the settlement
of territorial arrangements difficult.
The slope of the hill, looking
landward, has also been occupied by some European residences, the
highest of which is the British Consulate. The summit of the hill is
occupied by a Chinese fort and signal-station, whence the town takes its
name; though the practice of communicating signals by means of pillars
of smoke has long been obsolete.
CLIM:ATE.-In point of climate, this Port is undoubtedly the most
salu~rious of all those open to the residence of Europeans on the coast
of China, presenting the combined and notable ac.l.vantages of a dry
atmosphere, a thoroughly bracing winter, and sea-air and bathing. The
summer, which, does not, however, last more than two months, is hot,
but the degree of warmth indicated by the mercury (rising to from 85 to
90) is tempered by the strong breezes which constantly prevail and
which are frequently founcl unpleas_antly boisterous. January and
Feb1 uary are very cold months, with much snow; April generally wet;
May a lovely month of genial Spring weather; June fine and warm,
with rain; July and August hot, and more or less rainy, with squalls
of wind; the beginning of September still warm, whilst towards the
end cf this month and throughout October dry and sunshiny but cool
weather constitutes the autumn.

November and December are cold 1
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with much snow in the latter month.

The usual winter minimum of
temperature is about 20°. Owing to its invigorating air, absence of
tropical heat and discomforts, and facilities for exercise and sea-bathing,
Chefoo has already become resorted to as a sanitarium by individuals
from the Southern ports, and bids fair to attract much attention in this
respect henceforward. Its principal draw-back, in a sanitary sense, is
the prevalence of rheumatism due to the violence of the winds. In
this respect, at the same time, attention bas been drawn to a locality
some 50 miles di tant, where hot springs called Tung T'ang
iJJ;
and resorted to by the Chinese as a cnre for this disease are known to
exist. The water of these baths is presumed to contain sulphur, and
prohably resembles that of the noted baths of Atami in Japan .
COMMUNITY, l\IoDE OJ!' LIVING, ETC.-The number of foreign residents
at Chefoo does not exceed twenty-five to th'irty individuals, including
tl1e employcs of the :Maritime Customs establishment, of whom about
one hnlf arc British snhjects. The remainder are German, French,
and U.. citizens. Great Britain is the only Power represented by an
-0ificial Consul, who also acts in a similar capacity on behalf of the French
Government. The U nitecl States an<l. other countries are represented
by members of the five or six mercantile firms established at the Port.
, evcral of the houses originally erected were built by contractors
brought from Shanghai and even from Hongkong, but the native contractors have now acquired the art of building upon European plans.
llricks are mannfactured in large quantities in the adjacent districts,

JR

and arc purchased at an average cost of 40 cents per hundred. Timber
is brought from Ningpo and also from the coast of Corea. An ordinary
two-storied house, containing eight rooms, may be built at a cost of
from Ta.els 8,000 to 9,000.
The community has hitherto been too limited to admit of those
a-; ociations for recrcntionary pu:rposes which prevail in more populous
settlements, but the institution of" Races" has been transplanted even
her~, and pony-races are annually held upon a temporary course
mm·kccl out upon the firm sn.nds of the beach. The best ponies are
obtained from T'icntsing, and cost from $3f> to $70 ; hut a good steed
may f1 '<ptently be obtn.inecl on the spot, through nn.tiye dealers, who
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attend the great horse-fairs held at Lai-chow -fu, about 120 miles
distant. The keep of a pony costs about the same here as at other
Ports, viz: $10 per mensem, of which one-halfrepresents the wages of
a groom.
SERVANTS; MARKETS; PRICES, ETC.-The natives of Canton and
Ningpo are preferred as servants even here as being incomparably more
intelligent and clean than the natives of Shantung; but as the
Southern Chinese are looked upon as foreigners by their northern
countrymen and are debarred from intercommunication by the difference of their language from the " Mandarin " dialect spoken throughout the North, their employment is attended by many incoveniences.
The natives are gradually learning to supply the wants of foreigners in
this respect, and a Chefoo servant may be hired as " boy " at about $6
per month. The wages of a Cantonese servant in the same capacity
are $12 to $15 per month. A native cook receives $10 per month.
The g;reatest difficulty experienced in household matters is in obtaining
suitable female servants for the care of children, and extravagant wages
are asked by very indifferent nurses.
Native shops have been opened for the supply of provisions to Europeans and to the shipping, and a foreign store supplies certain kinds
of foreign imports, but clothing and most other articles of the kind
are usually obtained by residents from Shanghai or Hongkong. Good
beef is sold at from 8 to 10 cents per lb.; mutton, at from 16 to 13
cents per lb. Sheep are not bred in the neighbourhood, but imported
from T'ien-tsing, where an animal selling for $5 at Chefoo is purchased
for less than $2. Vegetables of native growth are abundant, and of
good quality. During the autumn and winter, game also abounds, including pheasants, hares, and sandgrouse. From eight to ten pheasants
are frequently sold for $1. Oysters of excellent quality are also
plentiful. Apples, pears, and peaches are the principal fruit, with
grapes and walnuts brought from T'ien-tsing.
CURRENCY AND ExcHANGE.-The Mexican dollar, unstamped, passes
current at a value of from 850 to 920 cash, being thus, owing to the
recent date of transactions with foreigners, at a considerable discount as
compared with other ports, involving a proportionate loss. In general,
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nccounts are kept in Taels, and petty transactions reckoned in cash.
The standard of Sycee (lump silver) accepted by the Chinese Customhouse is 4 per cent higher than that prevailing at Shanghai. In the
exchange of dollars into Taels, 72 to 73 is the average rate (see
SnANOIIAI).
'ru.ADE. -At

the period of the opening of Chefoo to foreign trade,

the expectations formed were rather in the direction of great activity
in imports, than in that of the character the principal trade of the port
l1as actually assumed, viz : the export of beans and beancake in foreign
bottoms to the ports of Southern China. This branch of business was,
indeed, prohibited by the Treaty of T'ientsing, but the rule by which

foreign vessels were restricted from carrying cargoes of pulse from the
Northern ports was abrogated in 1861 at tl-.e request of the British
Minister, notwithstanding the desire of the Chinese Government to
retain this branch of the carrying trade in favour of the native junks
:.mcl seamen. The removal of this prohibition led to high expectations
of a vast devolpment of the trade in beancake (used most extensively
all over Southern China as a fertilizer), and not only did many foreign
merchants hasten to plant establishments at Chefoo and Newchwang
which they subsequently found no encouragement to maintain, but
even the native traders were induced to erect crushingmills and ware
houses far in excess of the actual requirements of the trade. Theexport under this head bas, at the same time, been annually progressive, and furnishes employment to a large number of shipping. The
process of manufacture of the pulsecake is primitive in the extreme.
The beans, or more correctly peas, from which it is made are thrown
into a circular trough, and r.rnshed by a heavy stone wheel, the
revolution of which is kept up by the labour of one or sometimes two
mules. The pulse, when crushed, is freed from the oil it yields by
means of a rude press, and packed in hoops which turn out circufar
cakes of about 1 inch in thickness and of varying diameter.
In imports, although cotton piece-goods and woollens figure to a
c<;msiderable-value, the trade in this respect still bears but a very slight
proportion to the amount of population in the province to which it has
access. Shantung produces cotton in large quantities, and the great
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bulk of the population prefers its own homespun fabrics to foreign imports on the ground both of cheapness and of durability.
The following are the statistics of Exports and Imports in 1864 and
1865:
1864.
Value) Taels.
Cotton, ................................ 927,077
Beans and Peas, .................... 791,314
Beancakes, .......................... .492,230
Vermicelli, ........................... 109,411
Pea Oil, . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . 69,236
Wheat, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 25,180
Sundries, ............................. 344,093

EXPORTS. -

TotaI, ............... 2, 758,547
IMPORTS.-

1864.
Value, Taels.
Cotton Piece Goods,....... . . . 423,655
Woollen Goods, . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 56, 753
Opium,........................... 840,328
Sugar, ............................ 1,049,947
Needles, ......................... .
Sea-,veed, ....................... . 19,976
Sapanlltood, .... ............... .
4,605
Pa.per, ........................... . 300,120
Silk Piece Goods, ........... .. 125,630
Sundries, ....................... . 203,960
Total, , .................. 3,024,974

1865.
Value, Taels.
315,829
'705,704
'755,991
156,880
126,897
107,168
360,537
2,529,006
1865.
Value, Taels.
901,955
169,865
1,621,391
832,487'
12,246
103,55'7
39,158
180,598
247,127
545,640
4,654,024

The position of Chefoo is highly advantageous for trade with the
North of Japan, Corea, and the Russian possessions on the North
Pacific, for which countries and especially for Corea the port may not
improbably become the principal entrepot. As the only harbour open
in the North of China from December until March, during the time
when the Pei-ho remains frozen, the port is also during winter the
centre of a busy trade, merchandize intended for 'l''ientsing being
landed here and conveyed by interior routes. The mails from T'ientsing,
Peking, and Newchwang are also landed here by fortnightly steamers,
and conveyed overland by native carters who occupy about 12 days in
the transit. Europeans hi.we frequently proceeded to T'ientsing by the
same route. A cart, with driver, may be hired for about $1.50 per
diem for journeys of this description.
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ETC.-The harbour, although affording
-ample depth of water, is exposed to the disadvantage of violent north
westerly gales, prevailing throughout a considerable portion of the year,
but its capacity and safety have been maintained in the following communication, published in November 1866, to a journal at Shanghai:
"The Admiralty chart of Chefoo harbour lays down soundings at
fow water of twenty-one feet within a quarter of a mile of Chefoo
.Signal Flag-staff. The width of the bay where vessels anchor is not
over two miles and a half, and its length from the Signal Staff to the
English Royal Navy anchorage is not tbree miles. In this space, where
-more than a hundred vessels might anchor in safety, the soundings at
low water increase from twenty -one feet to thirty-four feet. In the
inner harbour there is a depth of water at the lowest tides of from
£fteen to eighteen feet. During the late war with China the French
transport ships, such as the B ritish Empi're of 2,597 .tons register and
drawing 25 feet, were anchored at about a mile and a quarter from the
:town. Quite recently the French frigate La Guen·iere, drawing 23
feet, was at anchor within that distance. Vessels of from 600 to 800
;tons come within a short distance of the town and can be discharged
and loaded as quickly as any vessels of the same dimensions at anchor
ANCIIORAGE, LtGIITilOUSE,

in the river of Shanghai."
A light-house is in process of construction upon one of the Kung
Tung Islands, at the mouth of the harbour.
STEA.M CoMMUNICATION.-Several steamers belonging to mercantile
iirms at Shanghai trade regularly between T'ien-tsing, Chefoo, and the
southern ports, especially Shanghai and Hongkong. Departures take
place on an average once a week. The fare for passengers from
Shanghai to Chefoo is Ta~ls 50. The voyage occupies about three
days.

•

TAKU.

TAKU.-The village of Taku, situated at the mouth of the Pei-ho,

•on the Southern side of the river, has ever possessed peculiar value in
ithe eyes of Chinese as an important military post, on account of its position at the mouth of the river leading to Peking. The strong forts on
either bank commanding the entrance of the only practicable and frequented highway to Tientsing and the Capital were for many years
deemed by the Chinese impreguable,-a delusion which their recent
occupation by the allied forces may have dissipated. The forts themselves possess great interest from having been thrice engaged by the
British and French Naval forces. The first attack took place on the 20th
May l 858, under Sir Michael Seymour, when Lord Elgin succeeded in
passing up to Tientsing and there signing, on the 26th June 1858, the
memorable Treaty of peace which, in spite of the after shufilings and
evasions of the Chinese, is still in force; the second in June, 1859, on
which occasion we were unsuccessful: and the third on the 21st August
1860, when, after capturing the forts and destroying the booms
placed acros!!l the river, our forces succeeded in passing up to Tientsing.
It was on the shallow flat extending in front of the South Fort that
our unfortunate troops were, in the second engagement, shot down,
whilst vainly struggling to extricate themselves from the mud in which
they hacl su~k. Those who are desirous of reading full and accurate
accounts of the successive attacks made upon the Taku forts cannot do
better than consult the valuable records published by Mr Oliphant in
his "Narrative of Lord Elgin's visit to China in 1857-8-9" and Mr
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Swinhoe's "North China Campaign of 1860/' the latter work containing a well written account of the operations which terminated in the
.advance of a British army to the gates of Peking. Mr Oliphant's
description of the forts as they existed in 1858, though somewhat
humourous, gives a strikingly correct idea of their general appearance.
" From this point (the mid channel of the river) the forts looked like a
range of huge perigord pies, the flags with which they were bedecked
rather aiding their resemblance to ornamented pastry." Previously to
their partial demolition at our hands they were somewhat more imposing in appearance but their general features remain unchanged. At
Taku the land is so flat as to make it very difficult for a stranger to detect
the entrance to the River. There are two anchorages-an outer and
inner. · The Outer anchorage extends from the Customs' Junks to
three miles outside the Bar, Seaward; and the Inner from Liang-Kiayuan on the South, to the Customs' Jetty, Tz'-chu-lin, on the North.
The South Fort was, until lately, held by the English Garrison (composed chiefly of invalids) while the French occupied that on the North
bank. A British Vice-Consul is stationed at Taku, who receives the
papers of all Britis'!i sailing vessels bound either for this port or for
Tientsing, those of steamers being retained until their arrival at the
latter place. The Vice-Consulate is situated up the river, almost 2
miles from the forts, and about a quarter of a mile from the bank.
The Customs employcs, a few pilots and a hotel-keeper, are with the
exception of those belonging to the Consular establishment, the only
foreign residents. Nothing whatever of interest is to be seen on shore
except the forts, and they attract the attention of few save military
men. There are few shops and those of the poorest kind.

In addition to Taku

*

yt;,

which gives its name to the port, there
are two villages in its immediate neightourhood of similar size, named
Tung-ku JI{
and Si-lcu r!§ rt;. The houses here, as indeed in
most of the country parts of the province, are built of millet stalks and
mud, and have a more wretched appearance externally than their interiors actually possess. Towering above its companions rises a pagoda
which, formerly a temple and known by the name of llai-cltin-miao or

¥5

Temple of the Sea God, is now inhabited by the Customs' tide-surveyor.
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The water on the bar ranges from about 2 to 14 feet at the spring

i'.I

tides. The Chinese name of the bar is Lan-kiang-sha flM]
j~.
At certain states of the tide, steamers are obliged to anchor outside until
there is sufficient water to cross, but they are seldom detained very
long. Towards the end of Autumn it sometimes happens that the river
is so low that vessels drawing over 7 feet of water are unable to get up
to Tientsing, but this is by no means a common occurrence. The river
and the Northern edge of the gulf are generally frozen in about the 9th
December, and few vessels attempt an entry after the last days of
November. The ice breaks up, as a rule, about the 10th March.
There being nothing of any possible interest to detain a visitor at
Taku we will now proceed to notice the routes to Tientsing.
TIENTSING BY RIVER.-The distance from Taku to Tientsing
by river is roughly estimated at about 67 miles. By land the distance is
only 40 miles, the difference being caused by the circuitous course ot
the river. The banks present no striki~g scenery, the whole country
from Taku to about twelve miles North of Peking being an uninterrupted plain ;but in summer time the many peach and apple orchards, each
tree loaded with its delica1 e blossom, present a refreshing sight to the eye.
P.addy and grain abound as in all other cultivated parts of China, and
several magnifi.cent trees are to be seen on both sides of the river.
About half-way up to Tientsing is situated Koh-ku
tr';, a thriving
village, off which a large number of junks are always found at anchor,
much, indeed, to the hindrance of navigation in general and that of
large steamers in particular. These junks are occasionally moored 12
TAKU TO

":Ji

abreast and the utmost care on the part of the masters of vessels cannot sometimes avert collision. The most difficult portion of the passage
up is a bend known by for.eigners as the "Double reach," about 20
miles below Tientsing. Most vessels visiting the port have at one time
or other stuck fast in this difficult pass, and on more than one occasion
it has even been found necessary to discharge the cargo, in order to
lighten a vessel sufficiently to get her off.
Boats generally come
down, however, from Tientsing as soon as it is known that a vessel is
aground, so that but a few hours' detention i::., in most casec:;, all that
need be feared by the passengers.

'There arc rcmolic chances of hiring
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donkeys at a village in the neighbourhood, but, such animals being
scarce, the tourist is recommended unless pressed for time not to undertake what generally turns out to be a useless search. The following
remarks upon the navigation between Taku and Tientsing and general
water communication with the latter port are condensed from the
Customs' trade report for 1865 :
The River from Taku to Tientsing is not easily navigated, owing to
its circuitous course. So excessive is this, that although the distance
from Taku to Tze'-chu-lin by the road is only 34 miles, by water it is
upwards of 60. Sailing vessels of or under 11 feet draught may find
sufficient water, and steamers of 11 feet 6 inches draught have been
known to come to the Settlement almost without a check at the period
of spring tides. The Sailing vessels frequenting the Port are generally
Continental, of a small handy build, averaging about 210 tons. The
trade in Foreign goods, so long as Shanghai is acknowledged as its emporium, must be entirely carried on by Steamers. The Chinese themselves have the greatest confidence in them, and the passenger traffic is
very large. The land-route is almost entirely abandoned now by all
the Mandarins proceeding south from Peking, and scarcely a steamer
leaves the Port but some official of rank takes his passage.
Another fertile cause of mischief is the large Junk Trade carried on
between Tientsing and Southern Ports of Swatow, Amoy, &c.
The vessels employed in this trade, from their awkward build and great
size, are very difficult to manage in a tideway, consequently collisions in
the River are very frequent. Stringent regulations have been drawn
up and published for the information of the foreign shipping Masters
and the navigators of Chinese junks, but the difficulties are not over-

elf; ¥-.S),

come. Unfortunately, the Port of Ko-Ku
where all the
Southern junks discharge their Cargo, is situated half way between Taku
and Tz'-chu-lin, at one of the most difficult bends of the River, and as
many as 150 large junks (chiefly laden with grain) of great height and
size arrive almost simultaneously about the end of July and beginning
of August, aucl do not leave much before the middle of October. These
vessels arc sometimes moored 13 abreast, scarcely leaving room for a
steamer to pass. Collisions in cases such as this cannot be avoided, be
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the vessel ever so well handled. In the month, of May, 1865, 4.0 arrived,
and went crowded in a body up to Tientsing, anchoring in all parts of
the river, making navigation both difficult and dangerous. Every year
the number of these vessels is likely to increase, and if the same system
be continued the river will be impassable. If only a certain number at
a time were allowed to enter the river for the purpose of discharging
their grain, all this might be obviated. Formerly, before the Yellow
River had burst through its barriers, and when the Grand Canal was
in good order the whole way from Chinkiang to Tientsing, all the
Southern Grain Junks found their way by the inland route. Now the
Grand canal is no longer of the use for which it was at first intended,
and in future all Grain from the South must pass inwards by the sea
route. Although this great work is in such a sadly dilapidated state,
still it is the real ca.use of Tientsing being such an important Port. At
no other port in China, ifwe except Shanghai and possibly Canton, is the·
water communication with the interior so good as at Tientsing; up to
the month of June the Canal is very shallow, passable only for small
boats, bnt when the Yellow River is swollen, and, over-flowing with the
melting of the snows in Thibet, meets with its tributary the canal at
Chang-ch'iu (~ ~) in Shantung, the stream rapidly increases, until
it is deep enough in the month of July for large weight-carrying junks
to proceed far away into the interior. The whole distance from Tientsing to Lin-Tsing(~ jW) 1,000 li, is then covered with numbers of
native craft of all sizes, tracked against the stream, laden with Foreign
goods and Houtbern produce. From Lin-Ts'ing the Wei Ho (~ fij)

<-k

meets the canal, and connects it with Ta-Ming Fu
~ }ff-) and
Honan. It is thus that the great Provinces of Honan, Shansi and
Shensi are supplied, as also the inland portion of Shantung, Tsi Nan-Fu

mJM-)

OR

and Tung-Ch'ang-Fu
~ }ff-).
TA.KU TO TIENTSING BY RoAD.-Carts can be obtained and ponies
may sometimes be hired to convey the traveller by road, but he is
strongly advised not to attempt travelling by either of these modes of
conveyance so long as the river route is open. The road lies for
several miles over a low marshy plain, which in summer is generally

(ffj

under water, many parts also of the track, which is somewhat raised
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n.bovc the surrounding level, being submerged; even when the plain is
ory a heavy rain of a few hours, duration will convert the road into a
perfect slough, through which the springless cart3 are with great
difficulty clraJged by the, generally speaking, wretched mules attached
to them.
On horseback one fares little better, great care being
necessary to avoid the numerous holes and deep ruts which are
plentifully distributed over the surface; of cou:rse these remarks
apply chiefly to the rainy season, extending generally from the middle
of June to the end of September. In the dry season, horseback is
decidedly preferable to cart travelling for such as are equestrian in
their tastes. From the utter badness of the roads and the fact of all
native vehicles in China being springless the sensation of riding in a
Chinese cart is very much as if one were being tossed in a blanket
faced with deal boards. Every joint seems to threaten dislocation,
and death from contusi0ns seems to be the inevitable fate. Some
Europeans are to be found who declare they " enjoy a ride in a
cart above all things;,, but most people not overburdened with fat
confess to an angularity of body quite irreconcilable with the "enjoyment"' of such an abominable mode of transit. Mr Swinhoe, in his
North China Compaign, gives the following amusing account of one of
these conveyances.
"Imagine a narrow box with an arched roof, trellised over, and
curtained in front, placed without springs on stout wheek, and floored
inside with boar<ls, without raised seat or cushions of any description.
A shaft running out on each side, bet,veen which the pony or mu]e is
harnessed, with a second pony in front tandem fashion, but attached by
a long trace fastened to the axle-pole ; all the harness or horse-gear
macle of rough leather and bits of brass and iron rings ; the driver
running alongside, or perched on the right on the side of a box between the shafts, with a long stick in his hand, from the top of which
is hung a thin piece of twisted cord ; and you have a picture of the
simple rustic cart of the country. The private turn-outs, however, are
lined with coarse cloth outside and sometimes inside, with a blue
awning projecting from the roof. It was first a question how to get
in, as there were no steps; this the driver showed me was to be
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effected by a sprawling-out of my arms to the danger of upsetting the
whole concern, while he pushed me up from behind. I had then to
sit cross-legged within, and steady myself with a hand againf!t each
side ; and off we started for the bridge of boats ; but the roads were
not of the smoothest, and before I was prepared for it down went one
wheel into a rut, and bang went my head against the side of the box,
from which I had hardly recovered when down went the other wheel
into another rut, and thwack went my cranium on the other side.

I

felt annoyed, and tried to lean back, but the posture was uncomfortable. I then tried a recumbent posture, but the boarding was so
horribly hard. I thought of poor Mr. Ward and staff, and groaned
for the sufferings they must have endured. Fancy 160 miles from
Pehtang to Pekin in such a conveyance I At last I got out, and
dangled my legs from the shaft, as the driver was doing occasionally,
having to jump out when a deep rut was encountered. 'l'his position
was not so bad; yet it is not unusual in this country to sPe a couple
of women and three children crammed inside one of these boxes, with
a fat paterfamilias sitting in front, and the driver on the shaft. The
tortures they must endure! To tl1ink that the Chinese who enjoy
such a savage invention should look proudly from its discomforts, and
have the face to brand all other nations as ' barbarians I ' I felt myself worked up into a mood, and would have felt much pleasure just
then in being introduced to the veteran inventor of the article. But
it was absurd to think of the possibility of such an event, as, if our
sinologues were asked, they woulJ possihly refer the date of his existence to some thousands of years B.C.; and this antiquated style of
equipage would afford another of the numerous proofs that the Chinese
had progressed to this length of civilization during the period that
other nations ranged wild in the forests, and that their inventive genius
came to a standstill just when the Europeans began to develop theirs."
On arrival at Koh-ku, an inn will be found, known to travellers as
the "half way house." An inferior sort of accommodation can be
obtained here for Europeans, and a good feed for the animals and
cartmen, neither of whom require delicacies in the way of food.
carters generally rest here for about an hour.

The
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The total journey to Tient ing by cart including stoppages occupies
about 8 hout·s ; ou horseback it takes about 4-½ hours, supposing of
course that the roacl is in a pretty good condition. Should the travPller
journey on horseback, he will .find it necessary to engage a guide. The
usual charges at Taku are $2 for each cart employed, and about the
same for pony hire, per diem ; but the charge for the latter, as well as
the snm to be paid to a guide, is a matter of personal bargain for which
no prescriptive charge exists. With these hints before him the
traveller or tour.st will be enabled to decide on the best means o
reaching his destination shoulcl he be thrown on his own resources a
Taku.

TIEN1'SING.

[The City of Tientsing (7( ~' heaven's ford,) is the Capital of the
prefecture of that name, which, extending fro~ the Peibo to the sea
coast and thence in a S. E. direction as far as the Shantung promontory, compri.;es one Ch<>W and six Hien districts. It lies at the junction
of the grand canal with the PeillO, in Lat. 39. 0 10 N., Long. 117°.3'.55"
E., and next to Peking is the most considerable city in the province of
Pei- chih-li. Previous to 1782 it was only a wei, or military station,
for the protection of the river traffic; but in 1782 it was raised to its
present status. Its estimated population is about 400,000 7 of whom
rather more than one-half reside within the walls. The suburbs
extend between its North wan and the canal to the East gate in one
direction, and as far as Tz'-chu-lin in the other. On ihe opposite
side of the river exists another suburb, almost as dense as its opposite
neighbour.
The level of the town appears to have been raised by the successive
embankments which from time to time it has been found necessary to
construct to guard against the effects of the frequent innndations from
the river;] the plain on which the city stands being, as preTiously mentioned, often entirely submerged in the rainy season. The city is surrounded by a square crenelated wall with towers at the angles in the
usual Chinese fashion. Each face is about three quarters of a mile in
length, giving a circumference of little over 3 miles. In fact the city

* The

portion in brackets is derived in part from Dr Williams'" Commercial Guide."
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proper is the least important portion of the vast area covered by buildings on both sides of the river, and a single missionary is its only foreign
inhabitant. All the shops patronized by foreigners are to be found in
the suburbs, where also are the residences of such foreigners as do not
live in the settlement or " concession " as it is popularly called. A
ditch runs rou:ad the city at the foot of the wall, and this, being used by
the inhabitants as a drain, receives all the :filth of the neighbourhood.
During the hot days of summer the stench arising therefrom is overpowering, and has doubtless contributed to great mortality among the
natives d2-ring the prevalence of epidemics. Cholera, typhus fever, and
small pox each carry off a vast number of victims every year. So
common is the latter in the Northern provinces, that to ask if a child
has had the small pox is a recognized civility. This destructive disease
seems to be but slightly checked by the practice of vaccination, which
partly by foreign, and partly by native, agency, has been introduced
among the people, and is daily becoming more in vogue.
SALT MoUNDs.-On the right bank of the river, going from Tz'-chulin to Tientsing, the eye of the traveller will be arrested by the immense
mounds of salt, which, stored under mat coverings, look in the distance
like a range of low hills. Salt, as is well known, is a government monopoly_ in China, and Tientsing is perhaps the largest storehouse of
this commodity in the Empire.
Of the native city itself there is but little to be said. Dirty, unpave<i and narrow streets run parallel to the river through the suburbs,
branching off at right angles to the river on the one hand and to the
city walls on the other-a street scarcely wider than the rest being
the only highway to the north gate. There is no object of interest in
the town-no buildings exist worth the trouble of a visit--no temples
celebrated far and near attract devotees. Except as forming the citadel
of the surrounding suburbs the town might well be overlooked as
even existing, and it is but seldom that foreigners set foot within its
precincts.
Among the many nuisances to which the nose of the foreigner is
subjected, none is more disagreeable than the efl:luvjum arising from
the soap boiling works, of which a great number exist in the suburbs.
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The fE>tid smell caused by this operation is indescribably sickening,
and is generally supposed by strangers to arise from the city ditch. It
is not, however, there is reason to believe, unhealthy.
There are plenty of good shops in the suburbs of Tientsing at many
of which curios, fruit, &c., &c., can be obtained, but the traveller,
if proceeding to the capital, is strongly recommended to defer all
purchases until his arrival at Peking. Most of the articles he would
be likely to care about can be got more cheaply and of better quality
in the capital.
BRITISH SETTLEMF.NT.-The foreign part of Tientsing • is called

1t

*

Tz'-chu-lin ~
(lit., red bamboo grovP-), and is situated
about 2 miles below the walled city, on the South bank of the river.
On approaching it, the vessel, at about a quarter of a mile below the
limits of the British settlement, passes between two large and strong
earth-forts one on either side of the river.
Immediately within
the South Fort is situated the residence of the Commissioner o
Customs and his Assistants. Between their house and the British
settlement is a plot of ground set apart for the occupation of United
States' citizens which as yet is unoccupied, except by the primitive
mud huts of its original inhabitants. On that side of the British
settlement lying towards the town, and considerably above the mooring
berths of steamers, lies another plot of ground known as the French
settlement, which like that of the Americans st.ill remains in its natural
state, the only French merchant in the place (who by the bye, is""b.ot
a Frenchman) not having as yet commenced to take advanrage of
his ownership to "improve the situation." The Tz'-chu-lin settlement
boasts one of the finest, though by no means the longest, bunds in
China; a jetty has also been constructed, at which steamers can lie
and unload.
A billiard room, five's court, and club house have been recently
opened on the British settlement by Captain P. Laen. The staple
amusement of foreigners living at Tientsing is riding, and during the
winter months hunting and cc,ursing,-foxes and hares abounding
on the plain in great numbers. Races take place in May and October,
the race course being situated about a mile to the back of the set-
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tlement. 'Two other courses have, however, in previous years been
made use of, but the convenient position of the former and its exemption from most floods will, it is thought, lead to its being held as a
permanency.
SAN-KO-LIN-SIN'S FoLLY.-At a radius of somewhat about. two miles
from the city extends a circular rampart, known to foreigners as
San-ko-lin-sin's folly, having been thrown up by the Imperial geueral,
SeHg-ko-lin-sin, during the last war. One end joins the Custom-house
fort before mentioned, while the other abuts on the river at some
distance ;ibove the town. The remo~al of the earth necessary to construct this has formed a tidal ditch or moat of some eight yards in
width, communicating with the river and crossed in three or four
places by small bridges. The Foreign settlements, Customs' establishment, a small church, the race course, burial ground and a temple
known as the " Elgin joi;:shouse " (the treaty of 1858 having been
signed within its dilapidated wall ) are, with the city, all included
within the circumference of the" folly." Fortunately for its projector's
reputation amongst his own countrymen its defensive powers were
not put to the test, as it is considered useless in a military point of
view.
FOREIGN CoNSULATES.-The French Consulate is situated on the
bank of the river opposite the town, just at its junction with the grand
canal. It was formerly one of the Imperial resting places, and is perhaps the most picturesque and striking looking building in the neighbourhood. One bvlf of the original enclosure is now occupied by the
Rornan Catholic Mission, and schools, &c., attached thereto.
The United States', Swedish and Norwegian, Dutch and Hanseatic
Consulates are at present located within the suburbs not far from
the walls. The Russian Consulate is on the same side of the river as
the French, but lies considerably nearer Tz'-cbu-lin.
The British, Prussian, Danish and Portuguese Consulates are situated on the British settlement Of the above mentioned nations the
British, French, and Russian Consuls are paid Officers.
HOTEL, STORES, &c.-The "Hotel d'Europe," kept by a Frenchman

(1\1. Coutries), is situated in a lane leading from "High Street,"
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Tientsing. Most of the streets, by the bye, have English names
affixed to the corner houses, they having been so placarded during the
occupation. At this establishment good accommodation and a fair
table will be found.
The principal stores at Tientsing dealt with by foreigners are those
ofCaptain P. Laen (Fei-lung Hong), at the British settlement.
T1mg-cheong, High Street, Tientsing.
Ta Cheong, on the French settlement, Tz'-chu-lin, a short distance from the temple occupied •by the Custom-house subo.rdinatcs.
MissIONS.-Three societies have agents here viz: the .London missionary society; the Methodist Missionary society, and the American
board of Foreign missions; each having two or more agents stationed
at this port. The work of the first mentioned commenced in 1861,
but in 1865 the rt-port furnished by the agents was though hopC'ful
unsatisfactory as regards numbers, but very few Chinese being enrolled
as converts. The lazy lymphatic temperament of the natives of Chih-li
opposes almost greater difficulties to conversion than the more energetic
opposition experienced in the South. A small church has been erected
within the limits of the French concession by the agents of the MetLodist mission, the resident missicnaries performing the Sunday services
in turn. Tientsing h,ts one English medical gentleman resident, a
certain specified remuneration being guaranteed by the community.
TRADE.-The Trade of T'ientsing is by no means unimportant, comparing favourably in foreign imports with that of the other ports open
to Trade. When the port was .first opened in 1860 a splendid field
was presented to the very few merchants who thought it worth their
while to establish houses of business, and much money was made by
those who had the sagacity to take advantage of the opening. While,
however, the trade of the Port in Foreign goods has, since that time,
increased, the returns made by the Consuls and Customs' officers point
out that it is fast merging into the hands of the native merchants who,
having learnt to avail themselves of every facility (such as steamers
&c.), at the disposal of the foreigner, are fast ousting him from a participation in the profits to be made in China.

Merchants now proceed
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direct to Shanghai and procure their goods from the same source as
their foreign competitors, thus avoiding the extra charges of the latter,
and are of course enabled to undersell him.
IMPORTS, FoREIGN.-The Chief foreign articles of Import are Cotton
goods, Cambrics, Woollens, Silk, Opium, Metals, needles and matches.
The following table will shew the relative increase and decrease in
the more important articles from 1861 to 1865:
GOODS,

1861.

Ore Shirtings, • • • • • • • • • • • • Pleoos. 891,468
199,76:!
Wb 11te Shirtings,. • .. .. • • • • ..
,,
49,090
D7ed Shlrtlnrs, .............
,, 103,165
White Spot, and Brocades, ••
160,696
7' Cloths, 24 Yards, • , .......
,,
92,616
Drilla, American, • . •••••• , ••
2,898
Turkey Red <Jambrfcs,.......
4,472
Lastings, .............. , .••.•
,,
Lastings, Imitation, .... , • , .
2,907
LongElls, ..................
1,72h
Spanish Stripes, ••.••• , , • • ••
2,776
Camleta, English, ••• ,.. • . • • •
.,
1,482.00
Ma.lwa, Opium, •..••••••• , •• Pfoula.
Patna.,
Benares,
,,
Turkey,
Persian,
Prepa.rod ........ ............

,,
,,
,,
"

.,

,,

.,

..

.............

..............
.............

·············

Native ...............

.....

"
,,
,,
"

..
.,

..

......
....
\

1862,

1883.

1$4.

1885.

- - - --- --- --465,837
119,902
80,371
108,34t,
169,277
66,076
7,525

717

s,2io

8,043
,,3:!6
3,389 00

T'-~4.001°I

86,151
164,350
30,257
72,135
964
14,IMS
4,897
13,139
21,599
86,520
3,705
l .9i0
18,000
6,860
799
2,322
142
10,185
3,486
1,345
1,328
6,910
3,042
4,661
3,572.47
2,674.00
63.0((
152.G4
9.60

....

9859
15,Sl

..

4:2 92

..

515,899
124 91l7
18,880
24,897
85,884

a,5:,o

19,177
2,648
9,401
640
6,290
10,1t7
,,~49 50
717.63
36480
1846
108.50

..65.1

Below is inserted a list of the quantities of goods imported into
Tientsing between the 10th March and 10th December 1866. Trade has
so completely passed from the hands of foreigners into those of natives,
in the North, that the returns actually possess a greater interest at
Shanghai than at Tientsing, as foreign interest in the goods has nearly
ceased as soon as they leave the former port. Enterprise on the part of
Northern firms can alone enable them to reverse this position, by importing directly from the fountain head, instead of at second hand from
Shanghai. A remarkable feature in the present return is the large
consumption of opium-nearly 9,200 piculs, representing in value
nearly £1,800,000 sterling, expended on an article purely of luxury.
The import of grey shirtings-862,811 pieces-is less in quantity by
10,000 pieces than in 1861, when 872,500 pieces were imported; but
the higher prices now prevailing carry the value represented by the
present returns infinitely above that of the larger quantity. White
shirtings and T-cloths are represented by 175,818 and 98,012 pieces
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respectively, against 124,064 and 85,000 in 1865; while English drills
show an increase of more than 30,000 piect:ls, the import last year
having barely reached 10,000 pieces.
LisT of the Quantities of Goods imported into Tientsing from the 10th
March to the 10th Decenber 1866, compiled from the Custom-house
books:
Grey Shirtings, ...
... pieces 862,811
White
,,
White (Spots and Brocades), .•.
Dyed
,,
,,
Printed (Chintzes and Furnitures), ..•
T. R, Cambrics,
Drills, English,
,,
Dutch,
,,
American,
T-Cloths, 24 yds.,
Cotton Damasks,
Twills,
Dimities,
Jeans, American,
Spanish Stripes,
Inferior,
Long Ells,
Camlets, English,
Lastings,
,,
Imitation and Orleans,
Buntings,
Camlets Imitation,
Woollen & Cotton Mixture (Lustres),
Velvets,

,,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

,,
"
",,

,,

,,

",,
"
,,"

175,818
36,415
58,880
62,976
24,598
41,624
9,145
2,019
98,012
1,400
1,010
300
1,660
4,416

671
2,840
11,824
6,699
5,885
10,839
1,689
65,660
1,094

OPIUM.

Malwa,
Patna,
Benares,
Persian,
Turkey,
Prepared,

••.

... piculs 7.858.0S
,,
775.40
,,
600. 40
,,
274.45
,,
13. 60
,,
92. 25-f

The recent American war of course affected all goods of which cotton
was the staple, and in generalizing on the trade of the port this fact
must not be lost sight 0£ A great and progressive increase in Lead,
Tin Plates and Tin may be observPd for the whole period since the
opening of the port. The consumption of Needles is worthy of com-
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ment. In 1861 and 1862, the Import was small, but since then it has
increased to an astonishing extent. These Needles find their way in
large quantities to Corea, where they are bartered away in exchange for
Ginseng and other Corean produce, and owing to the clumsiness of the
native article they are much sought after by the Chinese.
IMPOBTS, NATIVE.-The Ohief articles of native produce or manufacture imported are Hemp, Paper, Sugar, Tea, Brick tea and Tea dust,
Silks, Seaweed, Bcche de mer, Camphor, and Ginger. The following
table will shew the quantities imported during 1864-1865,

Goons.

1864-.

Hemp, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . piculs.
Rape, 1st and 2nd qualities,
Sugar Brown,
,,
,, white,
Tea Black,
,,
,, Green,
,,
Brick tea,
Silk piece ~oods, . .. .. . .. .
,,
ribbons, .. • .. ,
,,

,,
,,

Seaweed,

...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ...
............ ... ,,,,
... ,,
...

Teaduat,
...
lleobe de mer, black,
,, white, ••. ...
Camphor, •.. .. .
Ginger, ... ... ...

Tea Black,...

l

~

J"'

...

S

[ ~

I

fR ~

,,"

"
",,
"

1865.

463.36
20,458.03
87,316.00
64,413.00
9,673.66
248.13
12,036.44
1,345.76
535.63
4,077.79
587.09
57.11
119.00
381.60
165.00
2,393.06

648.24
25,840.91
70,920.39
78,608.38
7,953.41
268.43
1,2359.16
1,443.46
436.81½
2,1377.86
1,192.34
10.89
326.58
25.12
310.80
1,667.00

Of the above articles Brick tea comes entirely through Russian
'hands. It comes from Hankow via Shanghai and passes through Tientsing into Mongolia and reaches Russia via Kiachta. The trade in this
u also in seaweed is found to be highly remunerative.
The following is the total value of imports during the undermentioned years :
1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

H. Tl,.
5.014,071

H. Tls.
'1.095,811

R. !Els.

6,275,225

H. Tls.
'1,645,422

I

18G5.
H. Tls.
11,582,437

4.80
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NATIVE.-The export trade from Tientsing is insignificant
compared to the import ; the principal articles may be seen by the
following table:EXPORTS

Goons.

1863.

Alum, Copperas, .....•..•..... .Piculs.
... Apples and Pears, ..........
Da.tes, Black, ...................

,,
"
",,

Red, .......................
"
Grain,............................
Horns, Deer, Young, ........ .Pairs.
Medicine, ...................... .Piculs.
Seeds, Melon, ..................
Sesamum, .••....•......•
" ..............................
Soap,
Tobacco, .........................

Cotton, ...........................

,,"
"
"
"

'716.20
2,417. '76
5,583.34
14,861.83
2,694.00
122½
18,466.99
2,926.4-9

...

8,628.76
1,460.18
2,366.08

I

1864.

1865.

877.03
3,575.80
998.00
3,60'7,30
11,550.00
1,5'78.00
59,762.44
818. '70
2,343.00
5,079.65
5,645.12
67,282.19

1,291.55
5,425.96
7,102.03
7,557.54
41,132.8'7
3,160½
29,263.23
1,947.56
3,294.70
12,792.40
6,378.62
62,'758.91

CorroN is extensively cultivated in the province but no accurate
statistics exist whereby to ascertain the approximate yield per annum.
Grain is much exported in native bottoms to th~ Southern ports ;
while drugs, including ginseng, the famous tonic, curative and
aphrodisiac root, are taken by almost every vessel leaving the port.
Mushrooms are extensively brought from Mongolia, but no great
quantities leave the port as an export.
Mr Baker, late Commissioner of Customs at this port, makes the
following additional observations in bis report for 1865 :
"The article known as Fan-kien or Soap finds its way southwards
in quantities varying from 7,000 to 10,000 piculs per annum. This is
a kind of animal alkali or Ii, found on the borders of Mongolia in the
neighbourhood of Chang-kia-k'ow. It is brought down in large
blocks of two piculs each on the backs of camels, each animal carrying
two blocks, but it is a very imperfect substitute for Foreign Soap.
The export of Skins is very large and varied. The principal are
Sheep, Lamb, Fox, and Squirrel. Sables come principally from
Sheng-king and the Corea, and may be purchased in considerable
numbers. The manufacture of Felt is carried on at several places in
the North of China. At Suan-hwa-fu
-{-t Rif) there is a large

(J¥L
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establishment kept, besides others of less note. Felt is used for many
purposes :-for Carpeting, Tents in Mongolia, Caps, Stockings, etc. It
varies much in quality, but is not to be compared to the Foreign felt.
The export of Wool, both Sheep and Camel, is at present so small as
to be scarcely worthy of mention. All that reaches Tientsing comes from
Mongolia, from the neighbourhood of and beyond La-ma-miao. The
best Camel's Wool finds a market in Russia, where it is, amongst other
uses, employed for padding clothes, being considered warmer than
Cotton. The Camel's Wool exported from Tientsing is of a most inferior
quality, dirty, and plentifully mixed with hair ; its value averages
about 5 Taels a picul. Tho superior kind can be purchased in
Mongolia at the rate of 10 or 11 Taels per picul. Many Camels are
kept for the sole purpose of collecting the fleeces; the wool of those
employed for travelling and carrying burdens is of little or no value.
A heavy fleece of a full grown Camel will not generally exceed 5
catties in weight. They shed their fleeces in spring."
The total value of exports for the last five years is shown hereunder
in Hai Kwan taels :
18Gl.

1862.

461,753

407,491

1863.

1864.

I

1865.

---- ---915,217

1,710,768

I

1,091,961

A decided increase has shewn itself in the foreign shipping frequenting the Port. The following is the return from 1861 to 1865
inclusive:
1861.
Vessela

111

Tons.

26,56]

1862.
Vessels. Tons.

87 21,921

1865.

1863.

1864.

Vessels. Tons,

Vessels. Tons.

Vesaels.

)85 45,968

209

- -- - - 134

36,276

Tons.

--60,049

Of these in 1865, 102 were British vessels, 98 Sundry, and 9 Ame"
rican.
Of the British vessels, 67 were steamers, all either from
Shanghai or Hongkong.
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TO PEKING ROUTES &c.-There are three modes ot
conveyance. The first by boat to within 13 miles of Peking, the
journey being finished by cart, or on horseback. The second by cart
alone; and the third on horseback. This latter method is seldom made
use of except by those who are travelling with a companion who know•
the road. It is also difficult generally speaking for strangers to hire
horses,
CoNVEYANOES

Necessary Preliminary Arrangements.-!. PASSPORT from the British
Consul This, when circumstances admit it, should be applied for
previously by letter. Four day(notice is required, application to Peking
by H.M. 's Consul for permission to issue a passport being under present
regulations necessary. The fee is $1. All passports to British subjects
must be v'ised a.t the Legation in Peking. Passports are granted fret
to officers in the Military, Naval or Civil services of Her Majesty, and
from them a previous notice of application is not required. Passports
must contain a statement of the number of servants and a description of
the baggage carried. Travellers are recommended to comply fully with
any regulations relative to passports, as a deal of unnecessary trouble
and delay is caused by non-compliance with them, the Chinese authorities
being most strict in enforcing the rules laid down. Information as to
delivering up passports will be found below.
SERVANTS.-Should the traveller have brought no servants up with
him from the South, it will be advisable to hire one or more, as may
be required, at Tientsing. Cantonese are generally found to be less
useful than Northern men, even when speaking (which seldom happens)
the Peking dialect, a sort of natural antipathy seeming to exist between
the natives of the North and those of the South. Under any circumstances, it is advisable to take at lea.st one northern native either as
Cook, Coolie, or Boy. Men speaking sufficient English to be useful
can generally be found at Tientsing. The hire for a trip of ten or
twelve days is about six dollars and food-the latter being but a very
trifling expense.
FURNITURE, LUGGAGE, &c.-Rugs, bedding, &c., are indispensable
to those who travel by cart, to save one's body from the tremendous
jolting which has to be endw·ed. It is not of course necessary to take
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much baggage of this sort when travelling by boat during the hot
weather. Further advice on this subject is given under that head. As the
hire of conveyances at Tungchow is very uncertain, travellers by boat
who have ladies with their party are recommended to have a couple of
poles lashed to an or<linary bamboo chair, which thus forms a temporary
palanquin. When the poles are unsbipped, it can be carried on the
roof of the boat without difficulty. Sedans bore by men cannot be
hired at T'ungchow or Peking. Knives, forks and spoons should be
brought up from the South, as also a small stock of preserves, wines,
&c. These articles can be brought at Tientsing, bnt hitherto the
supply at the various stores has been uncertain, and very often much
trouble and some expense is saved by being self-provided in this way.
The traveller is recommended to lay in a good stock of ice, if the
weather is hot. It is sold very cheaply.
)fo?\"EY.-The native currency is confined to taels, copper cash,
and a sort of bank note, which is however only current in the
immediate neighbourhood of its issue. Dollars will pass at either
Tientsing or Peking, but on the road copper cash will be found most
useful. The small cash of Tientsing are not, however, current in Peking,
so that no more need be taken than is necessary for the actual journey.
The Northern Chinese are now beginning to accept small silver coins,
and a stock of ten-cent pieces, sixpences, or smaller change will prove
convenient.
While on the subject of cash, it will be well to warn the traveller
againstgivingto beggars, ifhe wishes toprotect himself from annoyance,
since, should he be once seen to be a " likely " subject, he will probably
carry away some interesting live mementoes of his charity.
GENERAL REMA.RKS.-The traveller will probably be struck with
the comparative mildness and suavity of the Northern Chinese, as
compared with their Southern brethren. It is too often found that
foreigners take advantage of this, to beat and abuse the boatmen and
carters hired by them ; and on several occasions, within the writer's
own knowledge, boatmen, &c. have positively refused to convey a
foreigner on the plea that the last person by whom they were hired had
wantonly ill-treated them. There is seldom reason to deal with a
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northern Chinaman in this manner ; despite their very natural disliko
to those who owe their present position in the North to superior force
(in the first instance) alone, it will generally speaking be found that
the old adage "Civility begets Civility" is as true there as elsewhere.
Of course, cases may occur when an exhibition of force ( or all events
a threatening manner) is absolutely necessary, and the tame reception of a deliberate insult is by no means advisable. It is however
hoped that the foregoing considerations may do something towards
checking the bullying manner but too often assumed by Europeans when
dealing with the natives of the North of China.
FrnEARMs.-It is scarcely requisite to add that to carry firearms
is considered perfectly unnecessary. This however is a matter of
individual taste. It cannot be denied that, the fact of their possession
may sometimes tend to check a disposition to annoy or rob. Local
banditti are frequently met with on the roads near Peking, but have
never been known to interfere with a foreigner of any nation.
TIENTSING TO PEKING BY RIVER.-The distance from Tientsing to
Peking is roughly stated to be 80 miles, or 240 li. The most preferable mode of travelling, for those who are not pressed for time, is
by boat to T'ungchow, and thence by cart, or on horseback, a
distance of 13 miles, to the capital. Boats can be obtained of
various sizes, to accommodate any number from one to four. The
average hire of each boat for the trip up is from 7 to 9 dollars,
according to size, and more is sometimes demanded when the
current of the river happens to be particularly strong.
We will assume that two individuals are about to make arrangements for starting. To travel with comfort, one boat for living
in, one for cooking and servants, and possibly a small one in
addition, should there not be room for all the luggage in the others,
will be necessary; one individual will require two boats, unless he
happens to get a very large one and does not object to cooking going
on within a few feet of him, in which case one will suffice. If there
are ladies in the party, it is advisable to have some common cloth
fitted as curtains to the windows and doors of the boat appropriated
to their use.
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The River route is closed from the early part of December till the
end of March. During the months of ~fay, June, July and August,
the heat is quite tropical, and of course a very sparing amount of
bedding, &c., is necessary. After the first of September, the nights
become very cold, aud one can scarcely have too many blankets. A
portable easy-chair of iron or wood will be found very useful while on
board a boat.
From Tientsing to Tungchow is, under ordinary circumstances,
about 4 days' journey, and if time is not an object, good sport is
occasionally to be met with. Wild duck and teal abound, and quail,
with snipe and other waterfowl are sometimes seen, but not iu great
numbers.
About 20 miles above Tientsing, there exists a good-sized lake, which
is said by the natives to be well stocked with wild-fowl. It does not
.seem, however, that any of the few foreigners who are known to have
visited it have succeeded in making a bag.
The :first day's journey usually terminates near a village called Yangtsun. The second at Ho-si-wu. Thence to T'ung-cliow takes about a
day-and-a-half, the time occupied in all cases depending on the wind,
the number of t1ackers employed, and the strength of the current. If
the coolies are kept tracking all night (which they are generally very
unwilling to do), T'ung-chow may be reached within 3 days.
On arrival at T'ung-chow im,
it sometimes happens that carts
or other means of conveyance cannot be obtained, in which case a delay
-0f another day or half-day will have to be encountered. Should the
traveller have any friends in Peking be ought to write by courier on
starting from Tientsing, and request that the conveyances he requires
be sent to T'ung-clww on the day of his expected arrival there. The
usu.al place of accommodation for foreigners is the Ta-wang-miao, a
temple in the suburbs, situated on the river bank just opposite the
landing-place; and at this temple the carts, &c., sent to meet him
should be directed to wait. Where this arrangement is not practicable, the best plan is to send a Chinese on to Peking, with instructions

fH,

to hire whatever is nGcessary, if conveyances cannot be obtained
at the l'a-wang•miao.
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The usual hire is : For one cart and one mule, $1.

l

for the day.
,,
,,
and two mules, $2.
An additional sum of one half is charged if hired from Peking.
Mountain cliairs (a sort of sedan betwe~n two mules) can occasionally
be hired, but one Cilannot depend upon getting them.
Directions lww to proceed about pass-ports, &c., on arrival at the
gate of Peking, will be found in a suosequent section, after a description
of the journey from Tientsing by road.
TmNTSING TO PEKING :BY CART.-This mode of conveyanee will
probably be chosen by all travellers to whom time is of consequence,
bu.t who are unable to procure horses. Carts can, under ordinary circumstances, be easily hired at Tientsing by the compradores or servants
of foreign establishments. It occasionally happens, however, that the
Chinese government impresses every kind of wheeled conveyance into
its service for the conveyance of troops to various parts of the province;
even horses and boats are sometimes appropriated in the same way.
Unde:r such circumstances the only resource of the unofficial traveller
is to wait in patience until the conveyances he re~uires make their appearance. The official traveller to Peking may howenr by chance
obtain them from the Magistrate by the agency of the Consul of his nation; but this request is only made in cases of necessity, and it not
unfrequently happens that they cannot even by this means 'be obtained.
It must be understood that the carts usually seen in tlie streets ~r
Tientsing are not of the dass required. The carters who ply between
that place and Peking are a distinct class of men, somewhat like the
carriers in remote parts of England in the "good old times," before
steam had rendered communication between various parts of the country so easy as we now find it. An ordinary street carter would probably lose his way before he had made one fourth of his journey, and
the traveller who should engage one would find cause in a very short
time to regret his bargain.
The remarks in the previous pages as to the necessity of taking
stores, &c., with one by boat, apply equally to the journey by cart,
except that, as under ordinary circumstances it occupies only 36
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hours, a smaller quantity is of course required. A larger supply of
bedding is, however, absolutely necessary, for the reasons given in the
paragraph describing the journey from Taku to Tientsing. Should the
traveller happen to be starting immediately after heavy rains, he must
calculate on being detained nearly 3 days on the way, and at times
during the wet season the roads have been found to be impassable.
There is a certain part of England which is so bad that it is vulgarly
said to have been the first place made-every other being an improvement on it. Those who say so have never, it is evident, seen the roads
and villages of Northern China. To call the wretched tracks, whic~
in many places form the only available highway of communication,
roads, is certainly to make use of a misnomer. The beauties of these
delightful "roads" are however only to be seen to advantage during
the wet weather. The ruts being occasionally two feet deep, and the
whole of the surface being covered with mud and water in a uniform
level, the traveller has an admirable opportunity of exercising any
Mark Tapley-like propensities he may have of being "jolly" under
circumstances of extreme discomfort. It will hardly be believed that
in some parts of the high-road between the capital and its nearest
seaport there is only room for one cart to pass at a time.
The usual practice of travellers leaving Tientsing is to start at daylight from that place, having first of all fortified the inner man with a
substantial breakfast. About 1 P.M., the village of Yang-tsun will be
reached, and this is the usual luncheon place. After an hour's stay he
again takes the road, arriving at Ho-si-wu about 7 P.M. Here he will
find an inn, at which he can dine, and having concluded his meal will
in all probability feel quite tired enough to go to sleep immediately,
his beddiQ.g being spread out on the brick kdnq with which each room
is furnished. It may be well to warn travellers that these stoves are
generally heated with charcoal, and cases of suffocation are of frequent
occurrence amongst the Chinese, from this practice. Foreigners accustomed to Chinese inns generally make the inn people substitute milletstalk
for charcoal, as, even should there be no danger.of suffocation owing to the
thorough ventilation afforded by broken windows, &c., the fumes of the
latter generally cause an intense head-ache in persons unused to them.
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The carters generally leave llo-si-wu about 4 A.M., in order to
reach the capital before the gates close for the night. The mid-day
resting place is Chang-kia-wan, the site of the only regular battle in
which the Tartars and our own troops engaged. The bridge over the
canal (not usually seen from the road taken by carts) was the scene of
a struggle which terminated in the total defeat of the Tartars sent out
to stop the advance of the "Barbarians" on the capital of the empire.
It was the custom of the Chinese Emperors in former times to construct stone roads of massive blocks of granite between places which
were much frequented, and more especially such as the Emperor
himself was in the habit of visiting. One in a tolerable state of repair
exists between T'ungchow and Peking, and a small portion of the principal street of Tientsing is paved in a similar manner. Of those leading
from Peking in other directions something will be said hereafter. The
traveller is strongly advised to dismount whenever he finds himself approaching a pavement, as no amount of cushions will save him from
the most distressing contusions. The road-ways under the gates of
Peking are all paved in this manner, and owing to the enormous
amount of traffic passing over them they are in many places worn into
holes of two feet in depth.
TIENTSING TO PEKING ON IloRSEBACK.-The same route is followed
on horseback as that taken by cart, and the remarks in the previous
paragraph as to resting places, &c., are equally applicable to those who
journey in this way. It is however very difficult to procure horses
( or, more correctly 5peaking, ponies, for the European horse is never
met with except in the hands of foreigners) on Mre for so long a
journey. For those who are unable to obtain the loan of an animal
from a friend at Tientsing, but who nevertheless prefer riding to bumping, the best (and, generally speaking, only) plan is to buy a rough
strong Tartar pony, which may be got for something like 20 dollars.
The animal will be found extremely useful while in Peking, especially
if the traveller contemplates making visits to the various places of interest in the neighbourhocd of the capital.
Should this mode of conveyance be adopted, any baggage not sufficiently portable to be strapped on the saddle of the servant's or guide's
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pony or mule, must of course be sent on previously by cart, taking
care that the carter is provided with a separate pass, as otherwise he
will be stopped at the city gates and the baggage will in all probability
be searched and the contents of the portmanteaux very likely injured.
Strange to say, mules are much preferred by the Chinese to ponies for
purposes of riding. The latter are left unbrushed and are comparatively uncared for, as we should think; while the former, generally well
groomed and better feel, command high prices. A very ordinary looking mule is worth fifty taels, while the best specimens will fetch as
much as two hundred and fifty. One advantage to the traveller is
that the ponies possess an endurance which is hardly equalled by the
horses of any western nation. Getting, and apparently requiring, no
care, and fed only on chopped straw and bran, one of these little
animals will, on a journey, tire out the stoutest average English horse,
and after an hour or two's rest set to work again as if only that moment fresh from his own stable.
The ponies and mules of the northern Chinese are shod with a sort
of rude imitation of the European horse-~hoe. The frog is not cut
away but allowed to rest on the ground. Owing possibly to this
practice, it is dificult to meet with animals whose hoofs are perfectly
sound. The farriers generally find it necessary to tie them up in a
shoeing frame to shoe them, as they kick most vigorously if their legs
are free while undergoing the operation.

PEKING.

APPROACH TO PEKING.-By _far the most striking approach to the
capital is that by the Tungchow paved way. A fine highway of some
100 yards in width extends for some two miles outside the City walls,
its side lined with respectable-looking shops and in a state of cleanliness
which contrasts favourably with most of the roads in the neighbourhood. This route leading to the Chi-huo-men is usually taken by those
who have come up by the approach from the Chang-kia-wan road.
'fhat leading to the Sha-huo-men is much less agreed.ble, and the traveller
finds himself within 500 yards of the southern wall before he has had
the slightest intimation of his being in its neighbourhood, unless he
should have caught a passing glimpse at a corner of the road of one of
the gate pagodas of the Tartar city.
Before proceeding to give a slight historical sketch of Peking and
various particulars as to its walls, public buildings, &c., it may be well
to give a few hints as to the delivering up of passports, and how and
where to obtain accommodation ; these being the points to which the
mind of a tired traveller will most certainly be directed on his first
arrival.
DELIVERY OF P ASSPORT.-On reaching the outer gate of the Chinese
city he will, if in a cart or on horseback, be somewhat astonished at
finding himself brought to a sudden stop at the order ofa ragged looking
object, which few at first sight are willing to believe is the soldier
deputed, by the small mandarin in charge of the gate, to stop and examine all new comers, take their passports and indulge in that sort of
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insolence which is pro~rbial with those who, naturally of beggar's degree,
are dressed in a "a little brief authority." After what, to the nonChinese-speaking traveller, seems an animated exchange of abusive
language with the carter, the passport is taken into the guard-house
situated on the inside of the wall, and in a period varying from five
minutes to half-an-hour is returned stamped with the name of the
gate. It sometimes happens however that this does not release the
owner of the passport from the necessity of undergoing a second stoppage
and examination within a few hundred yards of the first ; and in cases
of suspicion, strangers have been stopped even three times. Itis however,
of no use to fight the question, and those who are least energetic in their
protest against. the useless annoyance often caused by the gate officials,
are gPnerally those who pass through with least trouble. It should
al ways be borne in mind that any 1·eal insolence can be reported at the
Legation, when the offender will be punished on proper representation
being made to the Chinese Authorities; but people are advised not to
be needlessly particular as to the mode of address used to them by the
disreputable looking scamps who form the gate guard.
Passing for some distance along the moat parallel to the South wall
of the Tartar city, the traveller will then enter the Hai-t~-m~n or
Ts'ien-m@n (as the eastern and central South gates of the Tartar city
are called) should his destination lie in that direction. Under any
circumstances he must within 24 hours enter it, in order to present
his passport for visa at the British Legation. As the gates close at
sunset he is recommended not to enter towards dark unless he intends
to remain. Further advice on this subject is given below.
It may be well here to state that passports are to be delivered up to
a constable stationed at the gate of the British Legation for the purpose
of eceiving them. They are generally returned in about 48 hours after
delivery, the seal of the Chinese Yamen having been affixed to them.
Fresh passports must be taken out to proceed to any place more than
30 miles to the northward of Peking.
ExcHANGE.-As it is of considerable importance that the varying
rates of Exchange in Peking should be thoroughly understood by the
traveller, the necessity for their comprehension being evident before
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any ::tgreement can be_ made as to board or lodging, a table of the
average Exchange is hereunder subjoined, with some additional remarks
for the traveller's guidance.
.A bout 3 ½cash= 1 English halfpenny or American cent.
5 cash 1 pai
50 ,,
10 ,, 1 tiao note.
350 ,,
70 ,, .7
,,
$1
500 ,, 100 ,, 10
,,
$1 f or 1 Tael.
In actual practice, 1 cash is generally deducted in exchanging tiao
into copper, i. e., 49 instead "' of 50 cash are given. The dollar is
therefore often 7 cash less than here stated.
The above table is given at par, but the dollar and tael generally
fetch more :-7 tiao, 3 pai, may be taken as an average for a great
portion of the year. In March and October, the exchanges are generally
high; in January and February, just before the Chinese Ne"9' Year,
they are lowest, sometimes sinking as low as 6 tiao') 3 pa~ or even
lower. There are also periods in each month when the exchange rises
and falls. From the 4th of the Chinese month till the 10th it is low;
during the rest of the month it rises. This happens on account of the
pay-day of the Tartar troops being about the 4th, 5th, or 6th, and the
value of copper rising because of the larger quantities of silver put into
circulation. The above table refers only to the Exchange within the
walls of Peking.
It will now be as well to say a few words in advance as to the general shape and disposition of the city and the regulations which affect
the traveller's comfort. The Plan of Peking may be roughly described as consisting of a walled square placed upon an oblong the
square portion being known as the Tartar city, or The City, and
generally spoken of by natives as Ch'eng-li-t'ow, i. e., "within the
wall;" and the oblong being called by them "Ch'eng-wai," i. e.,
"without the wall:" Full particulars respecting the walls, gates,
&c., will be found in another section, but for present purposes it
is only necessary that the traveller be informed that out of the 16 gates
contained in the walls of the two cities those through which he is likely

.
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These lead from the country into the Chinese portion of
the town, and having entered this, he must, if he proceeds into the
Tartar city, pass through one of the three gates (in the South wall),
which form the only means of communication between the two divisions
of the Capital. These are called the Hai-ta-men
or
Ts'ung-wen-men
the Ts'ien-men (lIDJ
or Chengyang-men CiE ~
and the Shun-chih-men (}IWi j-{;
or
Siian-wu-men
the traveller must bear in mind
that the gates of the Tartar and Chinese cities are locked at sundown,
so that he must remain for the night in whichever city he happens to
be at the time. Should he be outside either city at sunset he will in
like manner have to remain there till sunrise ; and care must therefore
be taken in planning excursions to avoid so disagreeable a termination
to a day's pleasure.

(*r,)* r,)

(* r,)X r,,)

(!! :ff:t

r, ),

r,),

As above stated, the Chinese generally speak of the Chinese city as
" outside the wall," but it will be understood that in these pages the
word "outside " is used to mean outside of both city walls.
ACCOMMODATION; INNS, &c.-The traveller's residence at Peking
will necessarily vary with the condition of his visit. Should he be
able to avail himself of the hospitality of friends, he will of course
reside in the Tartar city, within which are the foreign Legations and
the houses of the few other Europeans who are permanent residents at
the Capital. Should he, however, know no one able to accommodate
him or be destitute of letters of introduction, the Chinese city will
o:ffer him the best choice of inns.

Arrangements may sometimes, however, be made to hire two or
more rooms in a temple situated within the Tartar city, not very far
from the British Legation. The choice must of course rest with the
trave11er, who is recommended as a matter of comfort to choose the
latter; though the nature of his business may in some cases render it
more advisable to reside in the Chinese city.

In this latter the following inns are recommended. The Jih-shengtien ( 8
The Kao-slteng-tien (~
/g) and another called
the Pi·n-slieng-tien-all situated in the Si"-lw-yen (i!§
j,{¥) lane ;
they are all fair specimens of the Northern Chinese inn.
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The traveller noel! hardly be warned that if he expects anything
beyond a c-ouple or more of wretclied rooms furnished with a matted
k'ang or stove bed, a chair and table, and generally peopled with an
infinity of fleas, &c., he will be awfully disappointed. :Bui his experience on the road will have been of some !ervic'e to him doubtless, and
if he has taken care to provide hiIIlself with the little necessaries
enumerated in a previous page, he will not nave mnch to complain of.
In the Tartar City, the temple above mentioned will be found
situated just inside the Hai ta-m~n
or Ts'ung wen-m~n
~
This place has of late been much frequented by
foreigners and the accommodation is superior to that obtainable at the
inns ; the expenses also are pretty reasonable, though of course, more
a matter of private bargain than of fixed charges. Information on this
head can generally be obtained from some of the inmates of the Legation, who are always ready to give it when requested.
A fair charge for acccnnmodation alone at one of the inns is about
2½ tiao a day. The scale of charges to natives is:For room alone, 1½ tiao per day.
For room and furniture, 2½ tiao per day.
The foreigner is, however, always expected to give more, and
generally finds it more to his interest to submit to a slight squeeze
than to fight the question.
MARKET PRIOEs.-The following is the average scale of prices of
such articles as are most likely to be required while resident at an inn:

(* -Jc r,)

(~ r, ).

~

1 catty

Beef, from 12 to 15 catties
Mutton, 10 to 13 ,,
Ducks, each,
Fowls, ,,
Fish, per catty, •.•
Rice,
,;
Flour, ,,
Bread (native}, per catty,
Oil, per catty,
Coal, per 100 catties,
Firewood, per 100 catties,
Apples, each, during tho season,

= 1¼ lb.
per $1.00
1.00
3 to 5
1½ to 2
6 pai to 1
about 3

tiao.
,,
,,
pai.

"

3

,,

"
,,

3 "
1 tiao.

"
"

,,

5 "
3 "

3 cash.
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,,
,,
Pean,
Peaches, ,,
"
Ice, 2 catties,
Straw, long, per 100 catties,
,,.
llra.u,
Corn,
,,"
Barley,
Chopped straw,
Cart hire, per <lay" of 12 hours,
Pony,
"

"

",,
,,

3 cash.

3·
1
about 4 tiao 4 pa.i.
,, 2 dollars.
,, 2½
2
4 tiao."
" 6
6 "

"
"

"

"
"

"

,,

It is far better to use ca&h in making small purchases than silver.
The best exchange shops in the Chinese city are situated in the Ts'ienmen-t,a,-ehieh, or large street leading directly south from the Central
South gate of the Tartar city.
Having thus given as much general information as will suffice to
give the traveller some idea how to proceed on his arrival at the
Capital, a succeeding section will give a topographical and historical
sketch of the city and indicate the best localities fot the purchase of such
articles as are generally most in request by thosevisiting it for pleasure.

THE CITY O:F PEKING.
&c.-'the situation of Peking has, combined wit.h thenoninventive character of the Northern Chinese, conduced to render it but
a poor place in the way of manufactures. 'fhe preparation of articles
in daily use is of course a necessity; but while the products of every
other portion of the Empire find their way to the Capital, it gives
little but bullion in return. This is especially true of the Tartar City.
Tlte City, as its inhabitants term it, ( owing, it must be remembered,
to the fact that in original design it was simply a vast citadel),
contains nothing but the palacf', the residences of the various princes
and nobles attached thereto, and barracks which afforded houseroom
for the soldiers attached to the eight banners,-a force which, composed entirely of Manchu or Tartar soldiery, has since its first enrol ..
SITUATION,

ment been the hereditary guard of the throne.
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The Chinese City contains most of the shops in which any articles
of value can be bought, and is the residence of the Miri-jen or commonalty of Peking. In earlier days a strict line of demarcation
existed between the inhabitants of Tartar and of Chinese blood. Time
has greatly modified the prejudices of two hundrnd years ago, as migl1t
have been expected, but to the present day, the Tartar bas still an
advantage over the Chinaman in the race for court promotion. The
characteristic physiognomy of each race is still preserved, and a shrewd
guess can generally be given as to the paternity of any chance native
who may be met with. The fiery courage which distinguished the
hordes of Genghis Khan now, however, no longer exists in the masses.
This idea is not based upon the fact of their being unable to make a
stand against the science and skill of modern European warfare, but is
the natural conclusion one arrives at on witnessing the futile efforts
made by the Imperial Government, (when unassisted by foreign aid,)
to quell rebellion in w1iatever quarter it may have arisen.
HrsTORY, &c.-As a slight historical sketch of the City the following
particulars are given, based on extracts from the Chinese Repository,
Tlze ~Middle Kingdom, and other works, with such necessary corrections
as a more extended knowledge of the place than that possessed by their
authors at the time of publication, demands.
Peking (i·. e. Northern Capital) is situated in a sandy plain about
thirteen miles N. w. of the Pei-ho, and about 110 miles w. N. w. of
its mouth, in latitude 39°.54'.12" N., and longitude 116°.27' E., or
nearly on the parallel of Naples and Philadelphia. A canal called the
Yu.n-liang-ho runs from under the city walls to T'ung-chow, where it
communicates W!th the Pei-ho.
'I'he city formerly existing on the site of the southern portion of
Peking was the capital of the Kingdom of Yen. About 222 B. c., this
Kingdom was overthrown by the Ts'in dynasty and the scat of government was removed elsewhere. Tak.en from the Ts'in by the K'itan about
936 A.u., it was some two years afterwards made the southern capital
of that people. The Kin dynasty subduing the K'itan, in their return
took possession of the capital, calling it the " Western Residence."
About A.D. 1151, the fourth sovereign of the J(in transferred the court
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thither, and named it the Central residence. In 1215, it was captured
by Genghis Khan. In 1264, Kublai Khan fixed his residence there,
giving it the title of Chung-tu or Central residence, the ordinary name
of the city being Sltun-t'ien-j-u,. In 1267 A.D., the city was tram:ferred
3 li ( one mile) to the North of its then site, and was then called Ta-tu or
"the Great Residence." The old portion became what is now known
as the "Chinese city II and the terms "Northern and Southern" city,
or more commonly nei•cli'eng (within the walls) and wai-ch'eng (without
the walls), came into use. The native Emperors who succeeded the
lfongol dynasty did not, however, continue to make Peking the seat of
Government. The court was shortly afterwards removed to Nanlci'ng,
which was considered the chief city of the Empire until, in 1421, Yung
Lo, the third Emperor of the Ming dynasty, again held his court at
Peking, since which date it has remained the Capital of China. Under
the Mongol dynasty the city was called Khanpalz'k (corrupted into
Cambalu), i. e., the City of the Khan. At the present day the Tartar
ci.ty is universally spoken of as King-cli'eng, _Jj(
the Capital city, the
word pei or " north " being generally omitted by Chinese in speaking of it.
Peking was at first surrounded by a single wall pierced with nine
gates, whence it is sometimes called the "City of the Nine Gates." A
part of the Southern portion was subsequently enclosed, and the city
now consists of two portions-the Northern or Tartar city, and the
Southern or Chinese. The former contains about twelve square miles
of ground, and in it are situated the Palace, the government buildings
and barracks for the troops. The Southern city is inhabited almost
exclusively by Chinese. At the time of the Manchu conquest all their
officers were billeted in what were at that time good buildings, within
the inner city ; but, as is the case to this day, the shrewdness of the
Chinaman soon got the better of the less crafty Manchu, and nearly
the whole of the houses formerly appropriated to the latter have lapsed
by purchase or otherwise to their former possessors, and the northern
portion of Peking is now largely tenanted by Chinese.
CITY WALLS.-The walls of the Tartar city are of an average height
of 50 feet, but portions of the North wall reach the height of 61 feet.
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Their average width is about 40 feet, but the wall has been built so
irregularly that in some places a width of 57 feet is found, and in others
a width of only 22 foet. Its outer face is perpendicubr, while its
inner side slopes, in some places, very considerably. Parapets are
erected on both the inner and outer faces of the wall, that on the
latter being loopholed and crenellated. At intervals of about 50 to
60 yards are large buttresses, every sixth being of much larger size
than the others; the smaller ones are about 15 to 20 feet square,
and all are parapeted like the rest of the wall. Part of the inner
brick lining having fallen away from the north wall, an opportunity
was afforded of observing its construction. Near the gates, the
walls are occasionally faced with stone, but in other parts with immense bricks, which bear a strong resemblance to stone. The space
between the facings is filled up, firstly by a solid foundation of concrete of some ten feet in depth; then by a layer of well-rammed
earth of about the same thickness ; another layer of concrete and
another of earth succeed, the latter being paved with Jarge blocks
of granite, which form the terre-plein. The earth to fill in the wall
was taken from the ditch which surrounds the city. The concrete
resisted all the efforts of our sappers to form a trench on the terre-plein
dwing the last war. Each of the gates has a buttress on either side
connected by a semi-circular wall, which thus forms an enceinte.
That of the Central South Gate (Ts'ien-m~n) is larger than· any of the
others, and is the only one with 3 entrances-the central gate being
for the use of the Emperor, or his family, alone. The arches of the
gateways are well built, and each gateway is surmounted by a long
three storied pagoda built of wood, and owning an infinity of portholes, through which (in peace time, at all events) an array of wooden
guns bid a very mild defiance to anybody who may take a fancy to
attack one of the pagodas in question.
The wall surrounding the Chinese city, and joining the other at the
eastern and western extremities of its south face, is about 30 feet in
height, 25 thick at the base, and, owing to the great slope inwards, only
about 15 feet wide on the terre-plein; like the large wall it has a
parapet and buttressos, but of course on a smaller scale.

REFERENCES TO MAP OF PEKING.

[NoTE.-The thiclc lines are according to Russian and French Su,rveys.

The

thin line.~ indicate approximately the general direction of the smaller
streets and lanes.]

1. British Legation.
2. PrusRian ,,
3. Ruesian
,,
4. French
,,
5. United States Legation.
6. Nan-t'ang,
} F rench M"1ss10n
.
'
t ang,
Churc1ies.
7. T.ungt'
•
1ang,
S
8
9. Foreign Customs J nspectorate.
10. Tnng-ho-kung (Lama temple).
11. Wen-miao (Confucian temple)
12. Corean embassy.
13. Mahomedan Mosque.
14. Kuang-sing-tai (Observatory).
15. Ti-wang-miao (Imperial temple).
16. Pai-ta-ssii (Temple.)
17. Hu-po-sst1 (do.)
18. Mei-shan (Hill of Coal.)
19. Kao-chang (Examination Hall).
20. Russian Mission.
21. Peh-tong (French Ecclesiastical
Mission).
22. Mongolian Market.
23. Temple of Heaven.
24. Temple of Agriculture.
25. Golden Fish Ponds.
26. Si-ho-yen (Picture street.)
L ang-fang-t 'ou- tiao-hu- tung
(Picture street).
27, Ta-sha-lan-rh (theatres in this
street)
28. ~ u-li-chang (Book street).
29. Yu-ying-tang (Foundling hosp.)
30. Yang-chi-yuan (Lock hospital).
31. Chou-chang a. (Sonp kitchen).

Chou-chang b. (Soup kitchen).
Po-yung-kuan (Temple).
Temple of the Moon.
T'ien-li.ng-ssu (Temple).
Wan-jen-keng (Place of deposit
for bodies of criminals).
37. White Ming Pagoda.
38. Russian Cemetery.
39. Jih-tau (Temple).
40. Hei-ssu ~ } (L ama Temples).
41 . B wang-ssn
42. Drum tower.
43. Te-sheng-men
44. An-ting ,,
45. Tung-chih ,,
Gates of
46. Chi-ho
,,
1..
the
47. Hai-te
,,
48. Chien
,,
Tartar City.
49. Shun-chih ,,
50. Ping-tzu ,,
51. Si-chih
,,
52. How
men
( Gates of the
53. Yung-hua , ,
~ Imparial City.
54. Si-hua
,,
55. Ta-ching , ,
56. Si-pien. men I
Gates of the
57 · Tung-pien" ~Chinese City
58· Sha-huo .,"
exclusive
of
59. Cheang-tzu,,
_1 •
.
wa11 d.1v1urng
t
T
60. ung- mg ,,
Cl.
d
nnese .. an
61. Nan-si . ,,
j Tartar cit ies.
62. H ang-yi ,,
64. Jih-tou (temple).
(Execution
65. Tsai-sh.il1-kou-rh
ground).

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
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The Tartar cit.y wall is accorcling to the latest measurements 14-j
tniles in circumference. From east to west its total length is 4½ miles,
and from north to south 3J miles. The circumference of the wall
·surrounding the Chinese city, is nearly 14 miles or 10 miles from its
points of junction at the cast and west ends of the Tartar city wall The
total circumference of the two cities is therefore 20 miles and a few yards.
One of the first things that will strike a stranger, is the total absence
of all means for defence. No guns are to be seen, the wretched
specimens which were brought out from their hiding places to do duty
during the war having been returned to their former receptacles in the
basement stories of the gate pagodas. The walls are not open as a
public promenade to the inhabitants, but nothing is done to hinder
strangers from walking Oil them, though it is well known that the
Chinese authorities by no means approve of their doing so. Various
des~riptions of shrubs :flourish here in great luxuriance, the most common being a prickly plant, which renders walking in some places very
disagreeable and threatens in parts to do considerable damage by its
roots spreading under the granite, and so forcing up the pavement.
The faces of the wall are, however, almost entirely free from anything
in the way of vegetation likely to do damage.
The above measmements and particulars will be found to differ
from those given by other writers .on the subject of Peking; they
are, however. offered as the result of personal examination.
The city of Peking being situated in a sandy plain, " dust storms,"
or rather sand storms, are of frequent occurrence. Vast mounds are
to be seen, piled against the walls, on the outside face, formed entirely
by these disagreeable gales, and in many places their tops are only some
twenty feet below the top of the wall.
The number and disposition of the gates of Peking will be seen by
reference to the map. The city lies nearly due north and south, the
central South gate (Yang-ting-min) lying due South with respect to
the rest of the city. It will be noticed that the walls of the Chinese
city project beyond those of the Tartar quarter.
GENERAL DISPOSITION OF STREETS, BUILDINGS, &o.---'rl:ie general
plan of the city will strike the traveller as having been conceived,
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and partly carried out, in a spirit which seems oddly at varfonce with
the wretched buildings met with in the greater portion of the principal
streets. The universal decay of all that was once beautiful or finelooking in the way of architecture will also arrest his attention. This
latter condition of affairs is explained by the circumstance of one of
the early Tartar Emperors having issued an edict prohibiting any
houses from being pulltd down in Peking. Buildings might be allowed
to fall into decay, but nothing was to be done to destroy thern;-hence
the ruined appearance of so many houses and temples which would be
better pulled down.
The difference existing between the original plan of laying out the
city, and the way it was subsequently carried out, is of course owing
to the fact that Kublai Khan, who was, so to speak, the father of its
present arrangement, began his work as a conqueror with an unlimited
supply of servile labour. His successors, distinguished as the Chinese
race has been for its non-progressive policy, have in no case sought to
improve on the original design, while the exactions of the Government
have not tended to encourage private enterprise of any description.
The general shape of the city as before mentioned might be roughly
represented by a square placed on an oblong. The northwest corner of
the Tartar City however is not a right angle, the western wall being
somewhat shorter than the eastern one; and the north wall makes a
a slight curve to meet it, so that the Tartar city may be described in
the words of Dr. Williams as an " irregular tetragon." The departure
from the square form is, however, so slight that it may practically be
considered a square and as such is represented in all Chinese maps.
"The Northern City consists of three enclosures, one within the
other, each surrounded by its own wall. The innermost contains the
imperial palace and its surrounding buildings ; the seeond is occupied
by the several offices appertaining to the government, and by many
private residences; the outer one, for the most part, consists of dwelling-houses, with shops in the larger avenues. The inner area is called
Kin-cli'eng, or Prohibited City, and its circumference is about two
miles; the wall is nearly as solid as that around the city, faced with
glazed bricks, and covered with yellow tiles, which at a distance, and
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in the sunshine, look brilliantly. A gate on each side of this area gives
access to its buildings, and the space and rooms appertaining to them
furnish lodgment to the guard which defends the approach to the
Dragon Throne; a tower at each corner, and one over each gateway,
also afford accommodation to other troops. The interior of this enclosure is divided into three parts by two walls running from south to
north, and the whole is occupied by a suite of court-yards and apartments, which, in their arrangement and architecture, far exceed any
other specimens of the kind in China. According to the notions of a
Chinese, all here is gold and silver; he will tell you of gold and silver
pillars, gold and silver roofs, and gold and silver vases, in which swim
gold and silver fishes.
"At the sides of the gates, and also between them, are esplanades
for mounting to the top ; the ditch around the city is fed from the
Tung-hwui river" (sluices being erected to control the supply of water
-it is shut off in summer), "which also supplies all the other ditches
leading .across or through the city. On approaching Peking from
T'ung-chow, but little or nothing of the buildings inside the walls is
seen ; and were it not for the high look-out towers over the gates, it
would more resemble an encampment inclosed by a massive wall than
a large metropolis. No spires or towers of churches, no pillars or
monuments, no domes or minarets, nor even many dwellings of superior
elevation, break the dull uniformity of this or any Chinese city. In
Peking the different coloured tiles, yellow, green, and dun red, upon
the roofs, impart a variety of colours to the scene; but the only objects
to relieve the monotony are usually large clumps of trees, and the flagstaffs in pairs before every official residence. A towering pagoda is
usually the only building which claims an eminence. It is no doubt,
in a social point of view, far better that all the people should have
decently comfortable tenements, than that the mud hovels of the
wretched poor should only look the more forlorn beside the magni•
ficent place of the nabob; still, the mere scenery, as at Calcutta or
Tabriz, is more picturesque thap the Chinese cities."
THB CHINESE CITY. TEMPLEs.-Although containing most of the
mercantile population of the capital, the Chinese city does not
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present many features- of interest to the traveller. The cnief sight$
within its walls are :-1st, The T'ien-tan (
J:_f} generally called by
foreigners the "Temple of Heaven." lt is situated in a s,paeious ova]
enclosure, upwards 0£ two miles in eireum:ferencre,. on the eastern
side of the avenue leading due north from the middle south gate. The
central building, which no one is allowed to enter, exeept those who
are of Royal blood, or who do duty within the enclosure, is circular in
form and roofed with blue tiles, surmounted with a gilt ball. Had it
been kept in the commonest repair, it would be one of the most beautiful specimens of native architecttlre in the North of China. Various
other buildings surround this, some of which are de-voted to lodging
the Emperor and his retinue, when the annual visit is paid for thepurpose of sacrificing on the altar which gives its name to the place.
This altai- is a round '' or rather polygonal building, consisting of
three terraces, each about 10 feet high, and respectively 120, 90 and
6C feet in diameter, built of white marble and protected by balustrades
of the same-. A square wall surmounted by blue tiles surrounds this
altar, and beyond it is situated the palace of abstinence, where the
Emperor fas.ts three days, preparatory to offering the annual sacrifice."•
No priests live in the enclosure, a few wretched looking coolies being
its only guardians and keepers.
Opposite to the T'ien-tan is situated the Ti-tan (J:\J!
(li't., Altar
to Earth) or Sien-nung-tan,
and generally spoken of as
the Temple of Agriculture. The following is Dr. Williams' description

:Jc.

("1c JI -JI)

:l:!f)

of this place : " It is professedly dedicated to the deified monarch SMng-nung, the
supposed inventor of agriculture. This altar stands in an enclosure
about two miles in cireumference~ and is really composed of four
separate altars; to the spirits of heaven, those of the earth, to the
planet Jupiter and to SMn•nung. The worship at this altar is performed at the vernal equinox, at which time the ceremony of ploughing a part of the enclosure is performed by the Emperor, assisted by
members of the Board of Rites. A little west of this enclosure is an
artificial pool; dug in 1,771, called the Heli Lu~g tan,• or Black Dragon

* Williama' Middle Kingdom.
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-pool, dedicated to the spirits of the waters, where his Majesty performs
speciail Sllplplications whenever the country suffers from. drought or
deluge. 'nlese three areas (those of the Temple of Heaven, ,of Earth
and the Helt Lung ta,i) occupy a large part of the southern city, -and east
of the altar to Heaven is an extensive space devoted to the l'earing of
vegetables. These chasms in the settled portions of Peking, iooluding
that part of the Imperial city occupied by the Western Pa:t!k, render it
improbable that the population of the Ohinese metropolis much exceeds
two millions, including those dwelling in the suburbs around each gate."
GoLDEN Fisu PoNDS: EXECUTION GnoUND.-About a third of a mile
from the Tien-tan are the Kin-yi.i-ch'ilt (~ jfl
or golden fish
ponds, where immense numbers of the3e favourites of the Chinese are
reared. Outside the Sldi,n-cldli-men or Western South gate of the
Tartar city, the traveller who may be passing a place called the Tsai.eltilt-k'ow (~ rfj'
will probably come across a number of wooden
eages, containing human heads in a more or less advanced state of
~ccomposition. Ile will then become aware th.at he is passing the execution ground, a fact which the locality-the junction of two streJts
~overed with booths and shops-and the ever-passing crowd of itinerant
hawkers, buyers and sellers, each wrapped up in his business affairs,
and apparently totally unconscious of the ghastly objects within a few

itf£)

J:l)

feet of his eyes, would hardly have suggested to him.
The actual site on which the criminal is beheaded, or put to slow and
painful death by torture, is occupied on ordinary days by a pork
butcher's shop. When an execution is to take place, this is removed,
and the prisoner, bound and in a kneeling position, has his head struck
off at a single blow. In the case of those condemned to suffer Ling-chih,
vulgarly rendered in English "cutting into ten thousand pieces,"
a rude cross is erected and the unhappy object is firmly lashed thereto,
his pigtail being used to draw bis bead into an upright position. The
details of this diabolical punishment, as related by eye-witnesses, are
too sickening to enter into, and have moreover been previously described by other writers. In either case the head of the culprit is trans-

ff( 1~

No'IE, The llel,-lung-tan ~
here spoken of must not be confounded with
• temple of the same name situated ,ome I 7 mile• to the Northward of Peking.
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ferred to one of the wooden cages, where it remains, frequently /or
months, an object of aversion to every foreigner, and (apparently) of
amusement to the natives.
SHOPS :-CURIOSITIES, OLD COINS, BRONZE .ARTICLES and that class
of goods included under the term "Articles of Vertu" can be best
bought in the Ta-sha-lan or Ta-cha-Zan(*
1tMJ). PICTURES done
in the most approved Chinese style, and LANTERNS of every sort, shape
and variety, at prices varying from 5 cash to 5 dollars, are sold in the

'tJi

Lang-fang t'ow-tiao-hu-tung

(Jrm :J» $(~RI} lij).

FURNITURE and wooden articles generally are sold in the Tu.ng-siao-

shi (~ ,1J--.

rfr).

SILK AND SATINS are sold in the shops situated in the Tung-yueh-

(JI!

:J:rf)

}j
and Si-yue-k'iang ((!§ ij Jf,ij).
FURS are sold in the Chu-pao-shz7i (~
JADE ARTICLES can also be purchased here, though the best place

k'iang

Jf rfi).

ff JG

is a small street known to natives as Low-urh-ti-si'a (
}.re ~)
on account of itR situation beneath the back wall of a series of houses.,
CLOTH, LINEN, &c., is sold chiefly in the following shops, situated

NU

r, -Jc 1!j)

1. Yi-cheng ( - J;.x:) 2.
Jui-lin-siang (J#fj
:Jf.B) and 3. Chien-siang-yi
J1if: !{i).
RICE PAPER AND ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS come from the Hwa-urh-.
shili
jl
just outside the T'sien-m@n.

in the Ts'ien-men-ta-chieh (

#

C'tE

(fflR

ifi)

or

'fhose who may wish to purchase CHINESE BooKs will find most
the shops where they are sold in the Lu-li-ch'ang (~ J~ ~). No
distinction exists here as to sellers of eecond hand books. Both old
and new are sold by the same shop.
MARKETs.-The best market for ordinary eatables, such as meat,
fish, vegetables, &c., is the Sien-yu-kow. Preserved fruits and sweetmeats of all kinds, such as hardbake and other objects of the schoolboys' affections, are to be got in perfection at a shop called the Chen-si"n-

JltJ

'(j§i ~) about half-way down the Liu-li-ch'ang (1/,[
f,i).
THEATRES.-Theatres abound in the Chinese city. The names of
eome are here subjoined, but few who have witnessed the dreary
performances at a " Sing-song " as it is called in the South, will care to
see much of Pekingese Theatricals. To the student of Mandarin they

tao (~
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are, however, interesting, as most plays of which the plot and accesso-

ries arc of modern datP., ~~re performed in this dialect. Those relating
to the old dynasties are mmally spoken in the IIupeh dialect. The two

I; '¥:)

best theatres arc those known as the Luh-sltow-tang (~
and
Yen.sltien-t'anq ( ~ ~
both of which are situated in the street
1 ung-lcolt•yen ()l{
j~). Besides thl:'se are the T'ien-lolt.yuan
(,7C ~ (jJ) situated in the Ta-slta-lan
f)1Jf
Tung-lo/1,.yuan
(fij ~ fjf) situated in the Ta-slta-lan (7(. f)1Jf ~) and the

mf

1it),

(*

tfJ

ffifl).

ifi).

Kwang-telt-low
fj
situated in the Jow-sldh (~
The above-mentioned places exhaust the list of sights likely to greatly

(J_f

interest the visitor, to be found in the Southern portion of Peking.
There are, however, many other places worth visiting, though scarcely
worthy of particular notice, and the same remark will apply to many
localities in and around the Tartar city.
GENERAL REMARKs.-Owing to the fact of the Chinese city being
exempt from the (comparatively) rigid military rule which prevails in
the northern city, and of its being the seat of amusements of all kinds,
it is the chief resort of those who are in search of relaxation or dissipation. Its area is not much smaller than that of the Tartar city, but
the large spaces taken by the Temples of Heaven and Earth, cultivated
fields and waste ground for drilling troops, &c , render the actually inhabited portion very small in proportion to that enclosed within the waU.
With respect to the facilities given to visitor3 who wish to examine
the various government buildings in Peking, it is difficult to speak
positively. When Europeans first visited the north, after the signing
of the Treaty of Tientsing, but little difficulty was experienced in getting
admittance to any of them, but somewhat different regulation!!! are i_n
force at present. Some have been closed to outsiders in consequence
of real or alleged assaults on the doorkeepers, priests, &c. ; while others
to which admi.ttance was, even formerly, only obtainable by heavy
bribes, have been now peremptorily forbidden to foreigners on grounds
which, however frivolous, are in strict accordance with treaty right.
It will therefore be understood that it by no means follows that every
place mentioned is open to inspection. To ascertain this the advice

and assistance of a resident is invaluable, and when once distinctly
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informed that an entry is not permitted, the traveller is strongly advised
to forbear pressing the point.
To recapitulate. The traveller may well devote one entire day to
visiting, if possible, the few places above mentioned, filling up his spare
time by riding or walking through such streets as he may find present
most objects of interest. Another day may be given to visiting the
book, picture, and curiosity shops ; though, should he be an intending
purchaser to auy extent, the visitor will find it advisable to spread his
visits over several days, as Pekingese shopmen, like. their countrymen in the South, invariably ask about double the amount they intend
to take. The best plan in dealing with them is to name the estimated
value, and to make no departure whatever from the first statement;
after one or two visits they understand one's mode of dealing and
expedite matters considerably.
SANITARY CONDITION OF PEKING -Before introducing the reader to
the Tartar city, it may be well to offer a few remarks on the sanitary
condition of Peking. They are based on the comprehensive reports
drawn up by Doctors Lockhart and Dudgeon, of the working of the
Mission Hospital.
The site of Peking being on a vast sandy plain, ague and dysentery
are met with less often than in the South of China, where marshy
damp ground exists to a large extent. Following the usual rule that
diseases of the chest are rare when ague prevails, and vice ve1·sa, th~
natives of the capital suffer much from consumption. Hooping cough
and diptheria prevail amongst children as in England. Scrofulous
diseases are common and insanity is said to affect the natives extensively, though, owing to the rigorous confinement in which an insane person
is kept, such cases are not often seen in public.
The chief danger (if ~anger there be) to the visitor arises, however,
from small pox and cholera. The native plan of inoculation in the
nostril is, as Dr Lockhart observes, cpen to serious objection, inasmuch
as the disease is thus maintained amongst the community and every
case is a focus of infection. Cholera is said to prevail to some extent
every summer; hut in 1862 a severe visitation of the epidemic was
experienced, and numbers died in the street.

Several of the foreign
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residents and their native servants were more or less affected, but none
fatally. During the two months of the visitation 15,000 people are
computed to have died, and as the number comes from a Chinese
official source it is probably within the mark.
During the winter months frost bites are the cause of numerous
deaths and mutilations. The disease, however, from which inhabitants
of Peking seem to suffer most severely is opthalmia and affectioms of
the eye generally ; and the skill of the medical missionaries in treating
these diseases seems to be more appreciated than any other efforts they
have made for the benefit of the Chinese.
In spite of the prevalence every summer of the epidemics above
mentioned, Peking cannot be considered by any means an unhealthy
residence for Europeans. During the past five years, but one foreigner
has died of epidemic disease, and it may safely be assnted that, were
the city properly drained and sanitary regulations strictly enforced,
it would probably be one of the healthiest spots in Eastern Asia.
THE _TARTAR CITY AND ITS SunDIVISIONs.-The Tartar city appears
on the map to be composed of three squares, one within the other.
The innermost of these is the area containing the palace, called the
"Nei-kung" and known by foreigners as the "Prohibited City,''
jealously guarded as it is from any possibility of external intrusion.
The walls surrounding the palace grounds, which enclose a space of
about a square mile, are built of red brick and are crenellated like
those surrounding the Tartar city. The terraces and glacis are also of
brick, while the walks within the enclosure are stone paved. The gate
forming the outer barrier of the palace is the Ta-ts'ing-mun (7'_ jpf
which fronts the Ts'ien-men, and is situated in the South wall of

r,)

the Imperial city. This gate is a low ugly building with three doors,
and will strike the traveller as but a mean looking affair for the outer
entrance of so renowned a residence as the Imperial Palace ; it appears,
however, to have been so constructed in accordance with the usual
Chinese custom, that none of the interior magnificence of an edifice
should be visible iu it!:! external arrangements.
IMPF.RIAL P ALACE.-As under no circumstances whatever, short of a
general sack and plunder of the city, it is at all probable that any of the
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present generntion of travellers will obtain admission into the sanctum
sanctorum of Chinese autocracy, it will be of little use to enlar~e at
very great length on the internal plan of the palace. The following
description will therefore be sufficient to give a general idea of it.
Passing through the Ta-ts'ing-men, a spacious courtyard is entered,
on either side of which is a gate, that on the East named Tung-san-somen

(i!§

(_JI{ __.
r~ ),
=
r,).
(:}c 1J: r, ).
~

~

and on the West called the Si-san-so-men
Facing and directly North of the entrance is the

r, ),

T'ien-an-men
Beyond this lies the Twan-men (Jffij
and still further to the North the Wu-men
or Meridian gate,
which is the Southern entrance of the Prohibited City, and the second
gate from the palace itself: Before this ga,te on the East is a solar,
and on the West a lunar, dial In the tower above it, called the Tengwen-ku, is a large gong, which is Rtated to have been used in the time of
the Ming dynasty-in the same manner as the drums to be found at the
entrances of Magistrates' Ya-mens at the present day-by would-be
petitioners who, having failed to obtain jus_tice through the o~dinary
channels, were permitted, by striking it, to draw the attention of the
Emperor himself to their grievances; death, however, being the penalty
of a needless or frivolous appeal. At the present day it is struck when
the Emperor passes through the gate. This is the place of audience for
triumphant generals who, on their return from a successful campaign,
here present the captives and treasure they have obtained. The distribution of presents to foreign ambassadors and native officials also takes

(1f r,)

place on this spot.
The Wu-men leads into a courtyard, through which runs a small
canal, crossed by five bridges with carved balustrades, lions &c., all
in fine marble. On the left of the courtyard is the Si ho men ( ~
~
and on the right the Yang ho m~n (~ ~
Within
this inclosure is a building called the T'ai-ho Tien(*
which
has five avenues, built of fine marble leading to it, much resembling,
in general arrangement, the bridges within the Wu-men. This building has, according to Father Hyacynth, the former Russian Archimandrite, a basement of 20 feet and a total height of 110 feet. The ascent

r,)

r,).

:flt ~),

is by 5 flights of 42 steps each, with balustrades, ornamented with
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tdpods a.ml other fignres in bronze.

The central avenue is very broad,

and is used hy the Emperor alone. Princes and officers of the highest
rauk use the two next avenues, while all others use those to the
extreme 1·ight and l ·ft.
At the back of the T'ai-ho tien is the gate leading to the palace proper,
which consists, in general terms, of four large and two small buildings,

called the Cheng kung

GE g) or The palace, the

Tung kung and

Si kung, and lastly the Kin luan tien ( ~ ~ jlj). The smaller
buildings are allotted to the Dowager Empress and suite ; they are called

(ft mg).

the Ning Show kung (¥.fig'), and K'ien-ts'ing-kung
Accorcling to native descriptions (which, it must be premised, are
extr,~meiy untrustworthy with regard to anything relating to a place
so sacred in Chinese eyes) the palact:l used as the actual residence of the
Emperor has its floors painted of a vermilion colour, disposed in a
square pattern. The centres of the rooms are covered with native
yellow velvet carpet and in most of them the furniture (which in shape
and make exactly re embles that in common use amongst the Chinese)
is constructecl of the best southern wood, which takes a high polish.
They assert, however, that the Emperor's own room contains sofas, &c.,
of which the fra1nes consi t of solid gold. Of the Chin-luan-tien or
official reception room, however, a more certain description can be
furnished. Its carpeting consists of rough velvet worked with yellow
dragons, and it contains no seats or other conveniences for sitting,
except the throne itself, none, however high his rank, being permitted
to assume any other than a kneeling posture while in the presence of
the sovereign.

'l'he throne itself is placed on an elevated dais, stated

to be ninety feet high and ascended from behind by staircases. Beneath,
and mpporting it is a large gilt copper dragon, with five claws. On
either side of the hall is a sort of gallery, wh·ch, on state occasions, is
filled by musicians, who discourse the sweet music in favour with
Chinese ears at appropriate intervals, while the kneeling mandarins
occupy either side of the floor according to their rank as civil or mili.
tary officials.
" It was in this palace that Kanghi celebrated a singular and
uuique fo:stival, iu 1722, for all the men in the Empire over sixty
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years, that being the sixtieth year of his reign. His grandson K'iea~
lung, in 1785, in the fiftieth year of his reign, repeated the
same ceremony, on which occasion the number of guests was about
three thousand. This building is considered by the Chinese as the
most important of all the imperial edifices. Beyond it stands the Palace
of Earth's Repose, wLere the Empress, or'-' heaven's consort," rules her
miniature court in the Imperial harem, and between which and the
northern wall of the Forbidden City is the Imperial Flower -Garden,
designed for the use of its inmates. The gardens are adorned with
elegant pavilions, temples, and groves, and interspersed with canals,
fountains, pools, and flower beds. Two groves, rising from the bosoms
of small lakes, and another crowning the summit of an artificial mountain, add to the beauty of the scene, and afford the inmates of the
palace an agreeable variety.
In the eastern division of the Prohibited City are the offices of the
Cabinet, where its members hold their sessions, and the treasury of
the palace. North of it lies the Hall of Intense Thought, where
sacrifices are presented to Confucius and other sages. Not far from
this hall stands the Hall of the Literary Abyss, or the Library, the
catalogue of whose contents is published from time to time, forming an
admirable synopsis of Chinese literature. At the northern end of the
eastern division are numerous palaces and buildings occupied by princes
of the blood, and those connected with them ; and in this quarter is
placed the Fung sien tz'en, a small temple where the Emperor comes to
"bless his ancestors." Here the Emperor and his family perform their
devotions before the tablets of their departed progenitors; whenever
be leaves or returns to his palace, the first day of a season on other
occasions, the monarch goes through his devotions in this ball."*
At the back of the palace is a gate, separated by a courtyard, from
the SMn-wu-m~n (jfilfl
which opens on to a narrow road,
with gates at either end, running along the north boundary wall of the
forbidden city, and communicating with the main area of the Huang
cheng or Imperial city. Foreigners are forbidden to make use of this
road in proceeding from east to west or vice versa in the Imperial city,

iie

r, ),
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but the meanest Chinese beggar may avail himself of it at libifMm. The
north wall of this road is tlte Southern boundary of a square walled enclosure of more than a mile-and-a-half in circuit. This contains the

King shan

<tl tlJ)

(j;t U,)

or Mei shan
as it is commonly called,
being an artificial mountain composed of coal brought from the mines
to the north ward of the province. This remarkable mound is about
150 feet high. aad is covered with earth, in which a number of trees
aud shrubs are planted, wl1ich line the paths to the summit and border
the base of the hill. The top is crowned with several pavilions at different elevations, presenting a most picturesque view, " while animals
and birds in great nambers occupy and enliven the whole enclosure.
Its height allows the spectator to overlook the whole city, while, too,
it is itself a conspicuous object from every direction. The earth and
stone to erect this mountain were taken from the ditches and pools dug
in and around the city, and near its base are many tanks of picturesque
shape and appearance, so tltat altogether it forms a great ornament to
the city. 'rhe western p:trt of this enclosure in chiefly occupied by
the Si Yuen, or Western Park, in and around which are found some
of the most beautiful objects and spots in the metropolis. An artificial
lake, more than a mile long, d averaging a furlong in breath, occupies.
the centre; it is supplied by the Tung-hwui river, and its waters are•
adorned with the splendid lotus. A marble bridge of nine arches crosses
it, and its banks are shaded by groves of trees, under which are well
paved walks. On its south-eastern side is a large summer house,.
consisting of several edifices, partly in or over the water and inclosing
a numbf'r of gardens and walks, in and around which are many artificial hills of roek-works beautifully alternating, or supporting groves of
trees and parterres of flowers." *
The western division contains a great variety of edifices devoted to
public and private purposes, among which may be mentioned the hall
of distinguished sovereigns, statesmen, and literati, the printing-office,
the Court of Controllers for the regulation of the receipts and disbursements of the court, and the Ching-hwang-miao, or Guardian Temple of
the city. The number of the people resi<ling within the Prohibited

*
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City cannot be stated, but it is not probably very great; most of thP.m
are Manchus.
IMPERIAL CITY.-The next enclosure which surrounds the Prohibited City is the Huang ch'~ng

* or Imperial wall.

This is built of brick1

roofed with yellow varnished tiles, is some 25 feet in heigl:t and about
6 in thickness. It has four gates-the Southern being the Ta ching
men before mentioned, while the others are nam~d resp~ctively the
Tung hwa men (E.), the Si hwa men (W.) and the How men (or backgate) to the Northward. The walls within the Imperial city are wide
ancl well kept, and afford a favourite ride to the foreign inhabitants,
except during the rainy season, when they become, like all others in
Peking, almost impassable. The houses in this portion of the city are
chiefly occupied by military guards and various officials connected more
or less with the palace. The beautiful artificial lakes and marble bridge
mentioned above, appear at first sight to be rather an independent portion
of the Imperial city than an attachment to the palace, but the bridge in
question called the Yu-ho-chiao is the only public road for croi::sing tr.e
Imperial grounds when desirous of passing from one side of the city to
the other. Standing on this bridge, a view is beh<>ld which was truly
described by the old Venetian traveller Marco Polo as almost withont its
match in any city in the world. Around the margin of the lake (some

2½ miles in

circumference) are grouped Pagodas and Temples whose
brightly coloured roofs, set off by the endless tints of the surronnding
foliage, present, on a sunny day, an appearance more resembling the
dreams of oriental splendour, which those who have never left their own
homes are prone to form, than a sober reality.

It does not, however,

al ways present so encban ting an appearance. When the water has
reoeded and the trees are bare, the traveller who should visit it would,
while admitting the great beauties of the coup d'art'l, hardly endorse so
highly coloured a description. On the Eastern bank of tl,e lake is a large
white Pagoda, built in Indian style and strongly res~mhling nn inverted
1wpper box. It is said to be erected on the hill wherC' the last of the Ming
Emperors, with the £a.mes of his burning pal::ice in view, han ged himself
tu avoid t!1e degradation of falling alive into the hands of hb conri.uc1ors.
+

The word chcug stands for both " wall " ,111d " city. ·,
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It mnst be borne in mind that no building hitherto mentioned as
within the enclosures of the Imperial or Prohibited cities is open to the
inspection of the traveller, and that the foregoing sketch of the most
noticeable localities will only serve the purpose of adding some interest
to buildings visible from a distance.
Two considerable temples open to strangers are to be found within

r:!i

the Imperial city, viz. the Chan-tan-sz' (
~ =!j) and Kwang-mingtien (j'{; fJij ~). They are, though in some places sadly decayed,
good specimens of Chinese temples, but possess no distinctive features
of interest. A passing visit would repay those interested in Chinese
architecture. The
the French Roman
bourhood; a more
The following is

:!i!:J

Peh t'ang (~~
(Northern church), the seat of
Catholic Mission in Peking, is also in this neighextended notice of it will be given hereafter.
Dr Williams' description of two other temples within

the Imperial enclosure, but walled off from the other portion of the
city and invisiblP- to the traveller.
"On the right of the a'ienne leading from the Ta Ts'ing men to the
Tso an men "is a gateway leading to the Tai miao or Great Temple ot
the Imperial ancestors, a large collection of buildings inclosed by a
wall 3,000 feet in circuit. Here offerings are presented before the
tablets of deceased Emper0rs and Empresses, and worship performed
by the members of the Imperial family and clan to their.departed forefathers. Across the avenue from this temple is a gateway leading to
the Sh() Tsi-tan, or alter of the gods of Land and Grain, where sacrifices are offered in spring and autumn by the Emperor alone to these
divinities, who are suppc•scrl to have originally been men.

This altar

consists of two stories, each five feet high, the upper one being fiftyeight feet square; no other altar of the kind is found in the Empire,
and it would be tantamount to high treason to erect one and worship
upon it. The n01 th, east, south and west are respectfrely black, green,
and white, and the top yellow; the ceremonies connected with the
worship held here arc among the most ancient in China"
FOREIGN LEGATIONS, PLAUES OF INTEREST;

&c.-The British Lega-

tion is sitnn.ted cn1 the west bank of a canal which n111s from the moat
at the base of tbe Huuth wall, in a uortlwrly direction through the
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Imperial city. The canal is dry in summer and is crossed by three
bridges within a short distance of each other and known as "the three
Yu-ho-chiaos" (bridges of the Imperial river), and under which name
the locality is generally spoken of. Another bridge of the same name
has been previously described as crossing the lakes in the Imperial city.
The Dame by which the British Legation itself is designated by the
Chinese is the Liang-Kung-fu ~ ~ }Ff, it having formerly been the
Fu or the palace of Duke Liang. It consists of a walled enclosure
(entered through a by no means imposing looking gateway) of about
five acres in extent. The Eastern sicle is inhabited by the Minister
and Attaches, and the houses lining the court-yard of the grand entrance are occupied by the Legation guard, and their families. This
portion of the Legation is, externally, entirely Chinese in appearance
and is moreover a very handsome specimen of Chinese official architecture. The western side is allotted to the residence of the Chinese
Secretary and the other officers and students attached to the Consular
department, while the remaining space is filled up by stables, a garden,
and a circus for exercising and drilling the mounted Escort. Divine
service is held at the Legation every Sunday in a room appropriated
to the purpose.
Next door to, and south of, the British Legation is the house occupied
by the Prussian Charge d' Affairs. It is very small and has no garden
or open space attached to it. Still further to the south the second
turning to the Westward brings one to the Russian Legation, which is
similar in extent to our own. A magnificent salle de recept£on, with
other suitable accommodation, has lately been built here by the Russian government. A small church surmounted by a cross was erected
within the Legation by the early Russian missionaries, it having formerly been the residence of the Archimand_rites, who combined diplomatic with sacred functions in the most successful way. The origin
of the Russian clerical mission is curious. Some two hundred years
ago a body of Russian troops were defeated by the Tartars and carried
as prisoners to Peking. The then Emperor appreciated the courage
of his defeated enemies and formed them into a sort of regiment
under the title of Ngo Kwo Niu-Lu

(ffi fi 4

'{f:j).

In process of
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time they intermarried with the native Chinese, still however retaining
their own religious ob3ervances. By a treaty executed shortly afterwards between the Russian and Chinese powers, a certain number of
priests were permitted to reside in Peking for the purpose of acting as
the religious instructors of the offspring of their countrymen, it being
understood that they were not to attempt to proselytize. The chief of
these, known as the Archimandrite, was intrnsted with the task of
watching Russian interests, and, till within a comparatively short period,
was the only diplomatic representative in Peking. Since the appoint•
ment of a duly accredited Minister, the Mission has been removed to
the N. E. Corner of the Tartar city. Its importance has necessarily
diminished and its chief use at present is the hold thereby acquired
over a small, but united, portion of the population and the facilities
offered by its valuable library to students. Two of these latter are
sent out at certain intervals for the purpose of studying the Chinese
Tibetan anu Mougolian languages.
In the same street as the Russian Legation, but further to the Eastward, and on the other side of the central Yu-ho-chiao, is the French
Legation, which in extent and the taste displayed in laying it out, is
superior to either of the others. Amongst other improvements a neat
wire-netted enclosure, with suitable houses for the reception of such
animals or birds as it may be desirable to retain in a live state, is conspicuous. A small Roman Catholic Chapel stands in the centre of the
garden.
The United States Legation was, in 1865, removed to the house of
Dr Williams, the Charge d'Affaires, situated in the street leading
past the Russian legation. It is a simple dwelling house with no
garden or open space attached.
FRENCH ECCLESIASTICAL MISSION. The French ecclesiastical mission
is situated a short distance to the southward of the Si-hua-men within
1he walls of the Imperial city. The original site was granted by the Emperor Kanghi to the Jesuit missionaries in perpetuity, but the subsequent
persecution of the Christians had caused th,1 grant to fall into abeyance
until the last war, when its re-occupation by the Roman Catholics was
made one of the sul,jects of treaty negotiation. A church with a
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tower was then built, together with suitable school rooms, dormitories
and residence for the purpose of the mission, uut the upward building
of the tower was arrested by order of the Chinese authorities, who
were fearful that it would overlook the palace grounds. It was not
therefore carried much higher than sixty feet. In the early part of

J 8<>4 the church and the greater portion of the surrounding buildings
were destroyed by fire. A valuable museum, containing specimens of
the natural history and geology of Pei-cln'-li, was fortunately untouched, and its clev~r founder, M. DAvid, spared the mortification of seeing
the labour of years destroyed in a single hour. Since the fire a new
church has been erected, and some of the highest Chinese officials were
present at the laying of the keystone, the government thus, for the
first time since the death of Kanghi, openly avowing a liberal policy
with respect to Christianity. The new dormitories &c., &c., are well
worth visiting, and few travellers, however much they may differ from
the mission in points of belief, will refuse to accord considerable admiration to the energetic and persevering men who compose it. Any
information is most cheerfully given by the priests, and from one in
particular-an Irishman by birth-fellow countrymen may be sure of
receiving every hospitality at his disposal.
There are three other churches in connection with the French mission called respectively, the Nan-t'ang, Tung-t'ang and Si-'tang, according to their position in the South, East or West divisions of the
city. The Nan t'ang is the best of the three, and its gaudy adornments are much appreciated by the native converts.
FOREIGN CUSTOMS lNSPECTORATE.-'l'he Foreign Customs inspectorate is situated in a large street running due North from the Ilai-t@m@n. It is a Chinese house altered to suit European ideas, and calls
for no special remark.
0BSERVATORY.-We will commence our notice of the principal objects
of interest to the traveller, which exist in the Tarter city, with the
Observatory. Supposing the traveller to have ascended one of the
many ramps or slopes leading from the roadway within the base of the
walls to the summit-say that nearest the Ts'ien men-a walk of nearly
one mile to the Eastward will bring him to the Hai-te-mcn: from thi:;
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to the Eastern extremity of the South wall is about half a mile.

Turning abruptly to the North he will preceive, at some 500 yards
distance, a sort of square tower abutting on the inner face of the wall and
some 12 feet higher, which is the much talked of observatory at Peking.
This observatory, built by Kanghi and furnished with instruments
constructed under the direction of Ricci and other Roman Catholic
Missionaries,-who at that time in spite of all difficulties bad managed
not only to penetrate to the then hermetically sealed capital of the
Middle Kingdom, but also so greatly ingratiated themselves with the
reigning Emperor as to have become the authorities on all points of
mechanical skill and artizauship,-is a stomi building of two stories,
the lower one being now unused. The upper and exposed portion,
which still retains the frameworks of the magnificent instruments
originally placed there, is the chief point of interest to the visitor.
The courtyard attached to the observatory contains two planispheres,
each supported on cast bronze dragons of exquisite workmanship, inferior to nothing producible in Europe. The instruments on the summit
consist of a celestial globe, on which are laid down all the principal
stars visible in the latitude of Peking; various quadrants and other
instruments for determining altitudes; and lastly a species of transit
instrument which appea1s to have been extensively made use of. The
telescopes, glasses, &c., belonging to these have long since disappeared,
having been appropriated, one by one, by those in charge. A small
house on the summit gives shelter to the keeper, whose place must be
the snuggest of sinecures, the growth of weeds and the dilapidation
caused by time being unchecked by any effort to arrest them.
Astronomical affairs in general and the care of the observatory in
particular is the function of a Yamen called the Kin-t'ien Ki"en, presided
over by a prince assisted by a Kien-cheng and various other officials,
amounting in the aggregate to about one hundred. It is currently
reported however that their uuited wisdom could do not.b ing towards
making the necessary calculations in the event of those left by the Jesuit
Missionaries being lost or becoming, from the lapse of time, useless.
EXAMINATION HALL.-Casting one's eye from the observatory in a
western direction, the attention will be arrested by the Kung-yuan (or
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K'ao-ch'ang, as it is more generally called), the examination hall of the
vast number of the literary candidates who resort to the state examinations. It contains an enormous number of cells-ten thousand is the
usual Chinese statement-and exactly resembles in general arrangement that at Canton which has been already described in these pages.
It is generally open to visitors.
LAMA TEMPLE.-The Yung-ho-Kung, generally called by Europeans
the Lamisary, or Lama temple, is situated in the N. E. corner of the
City, at the extreme end of the Ha-te-men ta cltieh and immediately
under the Norih wall. It was founded about the year 1725-30 by
the Emperor Yung Cheng, under the following circumstances. While
a minor, the Yung ho kung had been his residence, and on his ascent
to the throne on the death of Kanghi it was necessary that, in accordance with Chinese custom, it should be given up to the priests of one
of the principal denominations, viz., the Buddhists, Taouists or the
then rapidly increasing sect of Lamas. The Power of the Grand Lama
of Tibet had at that time reached an extent which made him a formidable rival; this was a good opportunity of concliating the Tibetan
priesthood, so the building was created a government Lama temple.
There are few better specimens of Chinese architecture to be found
in Peking. It is however chiefly notable from its containing an immense
image of Buddha some sixty feet in height, which is a particularly
good specimen of a built idol; it is composed of wood and clay and
has a beautifully smooth bronzed surface. Till with in the last two
years admission to the portion of the building containing the idol was
only to be obtained by a bribe. It is now closely entirely to the general
public.
CONFUCIAN TE1\1PLE.-0pposite to the Yitng-ho-Kung, in the North
East Corner of Peking, lies the Wtn lJfiao .3( ~ or Confucian temple
of which the following graphic account has been given by Mr Michie
in bis work the " Siberian Overland Route:"" The Confucian temple was the first object of our curiosity. Here
the great sage is worshipped by the Emperor once n year, without the
medium of paintings or images. In the central shrine there is merely
a small piece of wood, a few inches long, standing upright, with a few;
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characters inscribed on it, the name of the sage, I believe. On the
&ides are a number of still smaller wooden labels, representing the disciples and commentators who have elucidated the writings of Confucius.
The temple contains a number of stone tablets, on which are engraved
the records of honours conferred on literary men, and to obtain a place
here is the acme of the ambition of Chinese scholars. In the courtyard
there are a number of pine trees, said to have been planted during the
reign of the Mongol dynasty, more than 500 years ago. These trees
have been stunted in their growth, however, from want of room, and
considering their age, their size is disappointing. The courtyard is
adorned by a variety of stone sculptures, the gifts of successive emperors and dynasties. The present dynasty has been rather jealous of
its predecessors in this respect, especially of the Ming, and has replaced
many fine relics of their time by new ones of its own. There are,
however, several Mongol tablets to the fore in the Confucian temple.
A connoisseur can at once, from the style, fix the date of any of these
works of art, and when in doubt, the inscriptions are for the most part
sufficiently legible to tell their own tale. In another part of the building there are some very curious old stones, drumshaped, dated from
800 years B.c. These have been carefully preserved, but the iron
tooth of time has obliterated most of the writing on them. The curious
old characters are still to some extent legible, however. The building it,self is, from a Chin€se point of view, a noble one, and singularly
enough, it is kept in perfect order, in strange contrast to Chinese t~mples and public buildings generally. It has a magnificent ceiling, very
high, and the top of the interior walls is ornamented by wooden,
boards, richly painted, bearing the names of the successive emperors
in raised gilt characters. On the accession of an emperor he at once
adds his name to the long list.
"The hall erected by the learned Emperor K'ienlung, although
niodern (he reigned from 1736 to 1796), is a magnificent pavilion, not
very large, but beautifully finished, and in perfect good taste. The
pavilion is roofed with the imperial yellow tiles. Round it is a pro•
menade paved with white marble with balustrades of the same. At
a little distance from the pavi_lion stands a triumphal arch, massive and
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elegant. The pavilion is intended to be viewed through the arch, from
a stand-point a few yards behind it, so that the arch forms a frame for
the main building. The effect produced is peculiar and striking, and
does infinite credit to the taste of old K'ien-lung, who, by the bye,
seems to have been done everything that has been done in modern
times to beautify the capital. The pavilion stands in the middle of a
large open square, on two sides of which, under a shed, stand double
rows of stone tablets, six or seven feet high. On these tablets are
engraved, in clear and distinct characters, the whole of the Chinese
classics, in such a manner that they can be printed from . Many copies
have actually been struck off from these tablets, and are held in very
high esteem."
This temple is· said to contain a veritable portrait of Confucius, painted by one of his disciples, but no traveller seems to have seen it.
No similar memorial, at all events, exists in any other building of the
great men of the empire, and the exception in this case would be striking.
No prayers are performed in the
Miao, but an annual incenseburning takes place, as at other temples, to the memory of the prophet
of China.
MABOMEDAN MosQUE.-Near the south-western angle of the Imperial City stands the Mahomedan mosque, and a large number of
Turks live in the vicinity, whose ancestors were brought from Turkestan about a century ago; this part of this city is consequently the
chief resort of all Mahommedans coming to the capital from Ili, There
are several other mosques, but this is the only one worth the inspection of strangers. It is built of white stone and the unmistakeable
Moorish arch, arabesqued with Persian characters, invariably attracts
attention from its contrast with other buildings in the city. The
reason of its erection, as given by the Chinese historians, is as follows.
The Emperor K'ien-lung had a favouritP wife that had been presented
to him as tribute by one of the Arabian Princes, who at that time
maintained a nominal subjection to the Chinese Empire. After a few
years, home sickness be 6an to prey upon her, and, aware as she was
that return to her native country was impossible (as Chinese law forbade

Wen

it) she prayed the Emperor to permit her to recall one of the
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' home scenes associated with her youth by building a mosque which
should be visible to her from the palace walls when inclined to look
abroad. The ~mperor complied with her wishes, and hence the appearance of a Moorish building within the walls of Peking.
A great number of Mahommedans are living in the lanes immediately surrounding the mosque. The females are in many cases, despite
the dirt which encrusts their faces, very good looking and evidently of
a class of beauty foreign to the soil they inhabit. Their manners are
frank and pleasing, and they are fond of claiming acquaintanceship
with foreigners on the score of the God of the Christians and the
Allah c,f their own religion being, in attributes, the same.
MINOR TEirPLES -Inside the Ping-tz'men is the Ti-wang-miao, a
temple which is only worth visiting as being a good specimen of that
description of building. Horses and carts are not allowed to pass
immediately in front ot the gate, but are obliged to make a detour and
pass behind a wall which runs parallel to it.
The Hu-po-sz' is a temple inside the Shun-chili-min. Its chief interest
is a fair held on the 7th, 8th, 17th, 18th, 27th and 28th of each
Chinese month. The Lung-fu-sz' is a temple also much visited on account of its fair which is the best held at similar places. It takes
pince on the 9th, 10th, 19th, 20th, and 30th of each Chinese month.
This is the great mart of flowers, pictures, birds, &c., and most foreigners make a point of visiting it.
According to the statement of a native teacher, authenticated by a
Chinese map published at Peking, there are in the Tartar city (exclusive of the Imperial city) 4 7 temples, and in the Chinese city 70.
These numbers are at least approximate.
The Yamens for the conduct of public affairs not being likely to come
under the notice of visitors, it is needless to offer any further description of them than is afforded by the map ; nor in fact would it be easy
to afford any very reliable particulars.
COREAN EMBASSY.-An annual embassy is eent to Peking from Corea
bearing tribute in the shape of paper, ginseng, cloths, satin and medicines. The embassy consists of about ten officers (three of whom are
of the first rank) and 100 servants, carters &c.

Their lodging is im-
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mediately under the south wall by the south Yu-ho-c'1'iao, and not far
from the foreign Legations. Their dress is usually white or a pale blue,
and this with their very peculiar hats, long pipes and top-knotted hair
zenders them conspicuous objects when met in the street. They are
stated by the Chii1ese to be fierce and intolerant of strangers, but foreigners have never experienced any difficulty in visiting their residence
and have invariably found them very courteous.

Their chief fault is

rather an inexhaustable curiosity, if once introduced into foreign
quarters, and a childlike way of asking for whatever takes their fancy.
Their usual time of arrival is about November, and they depart about
:February or the beginning of :March. Popular report says that the
presents conferred on them in exchange for the tribute brought in are
of considerable value, and that it is solely from interested motives that
they keep up a custom which it is doubtful if the Chinese government
could now enforce, should they decline to comply with it.
MONGOLIANS -The Mongolians visit and leave Peking about the
same time as the Coreans. Men and women are alike built on the
lowest type of human ugliness; but though vindictive when roused
they are said to possess an amazing stock of good humour and simplicity. In fact they are the "Johnny Raws" of the capital, and the
cunning Chinese do not fail to take advantage of their want of "savey."
Should the traveller be in Peking at that time of their visit, he is recommended to take a walk round the Mongolian market, situated just
as the back of the British Legation, and, should he be an artist, he will
probably not regret having done so.
TIBETANS are also extensively met with in Peking, owing to the
numbers of Lamas attached to the Lama temple before described.
They are not absolutely uncivil to foreigners, but are by no means
distinguished for politeness.
GBJECTS OF INTEREST OUTSIDE THE WALLS.-The most important
objects of interest to visitors are nearly all situated to the North of the
Capital. A few however worthy of not.ice lie in other directions.
To the South, the Nan-liai-tz' or Southern park, is a large enclosure
used by former Emperors as a buntmg ground.

Strangers are not

admitted, but there are some pretty rides to be taken in the immediate
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v1cmity. It is 40 lz' or about 31 miles in diameter and contains four
buildings for the accommodation of the Emperor and suite.
On the Western side of Peking are several temples and burial grounds
which, though worth visiting if in the r1eighbomhood, do not call for

any particular description. The scenery near them is pretty, and those
who are fond .cf riding will do well to take their horses in this direction. The T'ien-ling-sz' situated outside the N.w., angle of the Chinese
city wall is a favourite residence with foreigners during the heat of
summer. It is distinguished by a lofty thirteen storied pagoda.
On the Eastern side is a temple called the Jih-tan somewhat like the
T'ien-tan before de~•°}ribed. A place called the Hwanq-mu-chang contains an enormous block of wood .l20 feet long by about 6 feet in
breadth and width, and is thought much of by the Chinese. There is
also, at no great distance from this, an aged tree which will contain more
than 30 men in its hollow trunk. It is known as the Chin-chi-S1mg.
Immediately outside tbe An-ting-men (in the North wall) are situated the Lama temples called Hei-sz' and Huang-sz'. The latter is said
by the Chinese to have been a residence of one of the early Emperors,
but the statement is unlikely. This temple contains a piece of sculpture known as the Han-po-yu, which, during the late war, attracted the
particular attention and admiration of Lord Elgin.
The plain between this and the Walls of Peking is the drill ground
of the Imperial troops. The drill as a rule takes place early, 5 .A. M.
being the usual hour.
Before proceeding to mention the most remarkable temples, &c.,
which are to be seen to the Northward of Peking it will perhaps- be
as well to notice the most celebrated spot (in the eyes of foreigners
at least) which the province of Chili boasts-Yuen-ming-yuen. To
give the reader some idea of its former magnificence we quote Dr
Williams' description which, as far as one can now judge, was tolerably
correct.
"The park of Yuen-ming-yuen, i.e., (Round and Splendid gardens),
so celebrated in the history of the foreign embassies to Peking, lies
about 8 miles north west of the city, and is estimated to contain
twelve square milea. The country in this direction ri5es into gentle
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bills, and advantage has been taken of the natural surfi~ce in the
arrangP,ment of the different parts of the ground, so that the whole
presents every variety of hill and dale, woodlands and lawns, interspersed with canals, pools, rivulets and lakes, the banks of which
have been thrown up or diversified in imitation of the free hand of
nature. Some parts are tilled, groves and tangled thickets occur
here and there, and places are purposely left wild in order to contrast the better with the highly cultivated precincts of a palace, or
to form rural pathways to a retired summer-house. Barrow says
there are no less than thirty distinct places of residence for the Emperor or his Ministers within this park, around which are many houses
occupied by eunuchs and servants, and constituting a little village.
The principal hall of audience _stands upon a granite platform, and is
surrounded by a peristyle of wooden columns upon which the roof
rests; the length is one hundred and ten feet, the breadth forty two,
and the height twenty. Within the outer colonnade is another serving
for the walls of the room, having intercolumniations of brick work
about four feet high, and lattice-work covered with oil paper, so contrived as to be thrown open in pleasant weather. Above the lattices,
but between the top of the columns and going around the hall, is an
elaborately carved frieze gaily decorated; the ceiling, also, is whimsically painted, and conesponds to the inclination of the roof. The
throne stands in a recess at the head of the hall, and is made of wood
beautifully carved. The general appearance of this and other buildings
in this inclosure is shabby, and neglect in so changeable a climate soon
destroys all the varnish and woodwork upon which the Chinese bestow
their chief pains."
In its present state the traveller will be struck with the thorough
demolition effected by the troops " not one stone being left upon an
another'' in many places.
Those who wish to visit this gigantic memorial of Chinese perfidyas its ruins may now be well called-must be careful to ask for Wanshow-shan and not for Yuen-ming-yuen, as that portion of the grounds
open to the visitor is known by the former name. Yuen-ming-yuer1,
proper h3 now closed, and part of it are said to be inhabited by persons
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attached to the Court. It will however require the work of a lifetime
to restore this once magnificent palace to its former grandeur.
Admittance to Wan-show-shan is obtained by civility and bribes, as is
usu!i.l in most parts of China ; for a large party a douceur of one dollar
to the gatekeeper is expected, though, if nothing be given, no objection
can be raised; the latter proceeding however acts badly for future
visitors, a consideration which we fear has not al ways its due weight
with British tourists.
The coup d'reil from the top of the hill is perhaps as beautiful· as
ever and is well worth the toil of the ascent.
TEMPLES TO THE NORTHWARD OF PEKING.-The temples, &c., most
worth visiting to the Northward of Peking are as follows:

1 Ta-chung

4: Miao-f~ng-shan,

2 Po-yung-kuan,

5 Hei-lung-tan,

6 Pi-yun-sz'

3 Wang-hai lo,

7 Shih-san-ling,

1.-Ta-Chung-sz or the " great bell temple " is a building situated
some 3 miles outside the Te-sMng gate. The bell whence the temple
derives its name and fame is said to be the largest hung in existence,
being nearly 18 feet in height and about 15 in diameter. In the top is
a round hole, and standing on a gallery which surrounds the huge
casting, visitors generally amuse themselves with pitching down
copper cash to the .ragged crowd which never fails to collect below
when 'foreign devils' (who arc free with their cash) are present.
The priests, who are as ragged as the others generally speaking, have
a dislike to ~llowing the bell to be struck, as the attention of the rain
God is supposed to be attracted thereby. A few tiao however generally overcome their scruples though a remarkable coincidence happened some time since; some Europeans who were desirous of tolling
the bell were requested to desist as they would bring down rain ; they
however pooh-poohed the idea and let fly the immense battering ram
used in place of a clapper heedless of the priests' remonstrances. The
moment it was struck, a sharp shower of rain came down, and the party
had to acknowledge for once that Bhuddism was triumphant.
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A fee of two tiao from each individual is the sum generally expected
wheu a large party visits the Ta-Chung-sz'.
2.-The Po-yung-lcuan is situated but a short distance to the N. W.,
of the Si-pi'en-men. A yearly fair is held here, and during its continuance a singular custom prevails of two priests seating themselve&
under the arch of a bridge and remaining motionless during the entire
day while a crowd of all denominations pelt them with copper cash;
according to the popular idea a supernatural power prevents their
being hit, however careful the aim of those throwing at them. A year
or two ago, however, a party of Europeans shocik the public faith to a
serious extent, as the difficulty in hitting the living targets merely depended on·an arrangement which most boys at school given to playing
"egg-cap" could have successfully overcome.
The time of this annual ceremony is the 18th and 19th of the first
month of the Chinese year i e., about the end of February.
3.-The Wang -luii lo is the site of a former halting place of the
Emperor when proceeding from or to Peking; it derives its name from
there having been formerly an extensive artificial lake on one side of
the Imperial grouncls. It is now dry, and its level bed has oflate years
been us<>d for the amateur races got up by Foreigners, reviews of
troops, &c.
4.-Miao Jen!]-sluin is a small temple situated on a lofty hill some
three thousand feet in height at about 30 miles from Peking in a N.
Westerly direction. The ascent in some parts is very laborious, and
there is a certain part of the road called the "San-pai-liu-shih-ko-pochow-rh" i.e., "the 360 elbows." The actual number of turns is 52,
and it requires some courage to ascend in a chair, as the natives frequently do, a false step on the part of one's bearers being attended
with most unpleasant consequences. The view from the temple is very
grand but not extensive, the vall,·y of the Hun-ho, which is the
only low ground visible, being ~hut in by the hilly r2nges of the Si-shan.
5.-The temple of Rei-lung-tan is well worth visiting, both on account
of its natural beauties and the ciYility and accommodation which
is there to be met with; it is about 17 miles from Peking. Within
the walls is a beautiful pool fed by a spring whence the name of the
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temple-" Black Dragon "-is derived. The dragon is s:iid to inhabit
this pool, and offerings are made to him on the marble termce and
steps by which one descends to the water. At one end of the pool
(which is about fifty feet across and forms a magnificent swimming
bath) is a small house which is usually let to visitors during the
summer months. The presiding deity is the Lung-wang or rain God,
who, clothed in a yellow robe, sits in wooden dignity in the highest
part of the temple. The robe is said to have been conferred on his
· Godship to atone for certain rough treatment which he underwent in
the time of K'ien Lung, as, not causing rain to come down when wanted.
he was carried off into Mongolia with an iron chain round his neck.
Just as his escort arrived at the borders of China, rain began to pour
down in the most liberal manner, so he was taken back to his old
situation iu the temple, and clothed in a yellow garm~nt from the Emperor's own wardrobe-an honor which in Chinese eyes fully compensated for any amount of previous ill treatment.
6.-The temple of Pi-yun-sz' is usually considered to be the finest
specimen of a Chinese temple to be met with outside of Peking. It
is about eight miles outside the North wall and is the "show temple"
of the neigbourhood. Travellers are strongly recommended to pay it
e. visit. It.s greatest cmiosities are the "Hall of the 500 Lohan" and
the representations of the tortures to be undergone in the infernal
regions, which consist of some thousand figures each about a foot high,
inflicting and suffering every torment that the human imagination can
conceive.
. A couple of rooms ought to be obtained at any of these temples for,
nt the most, eight or ten dollars a month. The Chinese pay much less,
but the unfortunately high scale of prices inaugurated by foreign resi-:
dents has led to most extortionate demands on the part of the priests.
7.-'rhe SMh-san -ling or SO tombs of the Ming Emperors are well
worth visiting. They are distant about 10 miles from the walls; after
riding over some rather rough ground the traveller passes through
three detached gateways, and comes upon an avenue about two-thirds
of a mile in length. On either side of this are sculptured animals and
i»,en, of colossal size, in the following order, at about 50 yards distance
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from each other :-Six men apparently either kings or Priests ; two
Horses ; two Griffins; two Elephants ; two Camels and four Lions.
Passing these, one comes to the largest and most celebrated of the
tombs, that of Tsu-w~n or Yen-wang. The shrine is in the centre of
an immense hall 220 feet long and 92 feet 8 inches broad supported
by 82 pillars (exclusive of those in the walls). Each pillar is 11 feet
4 inches in circumferenct;t and the centre ones are about 60 feet high.
The ceiling is in good preservation. A second building, containing the
coffin of the deceased Emperor, stands about 50 feet behind the great
ball; it is built on an immense brick mound pierced by a long slanting
tunnel which has a most rema1kable echo, and is moreover a "whispering gallery!' These tombs were repaired by Kien Lung, and an inscription near the entrance states the fact.
Other temples worth visiting to the Northward of Peking are :
Wan-shou-s2:'
Si-ling,
Niang-ruang-miao,
Nan-ling,
Chuan-tsing-miao,
Chung-ling,
Sz'-ping-tai,
Sung-wang-tan,
Pa-li- chuang,
Wen-chuan,
Yu-chi-sban,
Peh-ling,
Tung-ling, &c.
They may be generally described as pleasant p1aees to visit with a
picnic party, but present no very special objects of interest io call for a
more extended notice. Particulars of the roails, inns, &e., can be
obtained on the spot and these about to visit them generally persuade
a resident or one well acquainted with the route, to bear them company.

PEKING TO KALGON. (CHANG-CHIA-K'OW)
AND THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA.
As most residents at Peking, and traveners thither, al'e desirous of
paying a visit to this celebrated monument of antiquity, the following

itinerary of the road may be found useful.

It is compiled fl'om notes
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made by the editor during a tour into Mongolia in l 863, with extracts
from some papers read before the North China branch of the Royal
Asiatic Society in 1864.
1st Day.-PEKING TO N ANKOW ; about 30 miles. Starting at 6
A.M., and passing out of the Te sheng men, the first portion of the road lies
over a portion of the flat and dusty plain in which Peking is situated.
The last part of the road is extremely stony. The inn at Nankow is
situated just within the walls of the town, and as there is only one
frequented by foreigners the servants are accustomed to strangers. At
whatever time of the- day Nankow may be reached, it is advisable
to remain there until daylight next morning, in order to start in good
time over the rugged pass which, commencing almost at the inn door,
continues until after clearing the inner great wall.
2nd Day.-Leave Nankow at daylight. During the cold season
the attention of travellers will be attracted by the never ending files
of camels entering or leaving the town. They are mostly laden with
soda. The entrance to the pass is composed of lower cherty limestone
strata which form the eastern declivity of these mountains and dip
towards the plain of Peking; these continue for about 15 li, till we
come to the great arch in the pass of Kiu yung kuan outlying a
spur of the great wall. This arch contains on both its inner sides an
inscription in six different kinds of character of which the following
description was given in a paper by A. Wylie, Esq. read before the N.
C. B. of the R. A. Society in 1864 :-" The legend covers the greater
part of the inner facing of the structure on both sides, from the
basement to the spring of the arch. Two of the versions are inscribed
in horizontal lines at the top, in antique Devanagari and Tibetan characters respectively. Four other versions, are inscribed below in vertical
lines. Two of these are read from left to right. The first to the left
has been termed the Basch pa Mongol, after the name of the inventor
Baschpa, a Tibetan lama and high priest of Buddhism in China, who
was deputed by the emperor Kubla, to form a special alphabet for
writing the Mongolian language. This was completed and put in
circulation by the year 1260, the characters being merely a modification
of the Tibetan, ,vritten in vertical columns, and connected by ligatures.
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We have records of the existence of about thirty specimens of the
character throughout China.
"The next compartment to the right is what the Chinese term the
Ouigour character, being the base of the character in present use for
the Mongol language ; but whether this be a specimen of the original
form, as brought to China by the Ouigours themselves, or whether it
be the form it assumed aft,er it had received the modifications of two
Tibetan lamas, who successively applied themselves to the adaptation
of this character to represent the Mongol sounds, it would be premature to state without a more minute examination. It is certainly very
different from the modern Mongol character, and it differs also in
very many particulars from the two Mongol letters found in the
French archives, sent from two Mongol princes of Persia to Philip le
Bel of France, in 1289 and 1305 ; although it· approximates much
closer to them than the other. A fac-simile of tl1ese letters was published by Remusat, in his Account of Correspondence between Christian
and Mongol Princes.
" The other two compartments are in vertical columns read from
the right to the left. The first fr0rn the right is Chinese. The next
is the Neu-chih character, probably th"\ most interesting of the whole,
as being the only veritable specimen which has yet reached us of a
long lost language, and of which a very few specimens are known to
be in existence. The history of this character is briefly told in the
native annals of China. When the N eu-chih Tartars became establish~
ed in China, as the Kin dynasty, in the early part of the 12th cen ..
tury, Akuhta, their first monarch or Tae-tsoo, jealous of the dignity
of his empire, was desirous of reducing to writing their national
language. As a rude tribe, but reeently emerged from barbarism,
they had no national literature ; but having captured many sub..
jects of the Leaou dynasty, and also of the native Chinese, they
acquired some knowledge of the written language used by these
two nations. Taking a hint from what bad been done by the
Leaou, Akuhta commissioned a scholar named Kuh,shin, to invent a set of characters on the. same principle, but based on the
Chinese

Keae-sltoo or pattern hand charactcn, suitable for ex•
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pressing all the sounds of the Neu chih language These characters
when completed, were authorized by Imperial edict, and ordered to be
brought into general use, in the 8th month of the year 1119. These
were afterwards termed cupitals, and He-tsung, a succeeding emperor
of the dynasty, invented a set of small Neu-chih characters in 1138.
These were first employed officially in the 5th month of 111-5 A note
to Ma Twan-hu's ·' Ant,iquarian Researches" states that the Classics
and Histories of China were translated in this character. There is
lit.tie probability however that they were ever printed, and the slightest
chance of now meeting with such a rare and curious literary treasure,
is too feeble to be entertained. Among a number of books in this
character, in one of the imperial libraries in Peking, the catalogue
names one on the Neu-chih alphabet. The importance of such an aid
is obvious; but the stringent and unrelaxing jealousy with which every
foreigner is kept without the dragon walls, effectually excludes the
hope of any assistance in that quarter.
It will be observed that the inscription in each case is in two different
sizes of the same character. The large character portion is one of a
class of Buddhist formulre, known by the name of J.'o-lo•n~-lcing, in
Ranscrit Dlzarnni, being a kind of precative charm, in the virtues of
which much reliance is placed by the Chinese; but it is at the same
time utterly unintelligible to them, being merely a transliteration of
Sanscrit sounds. The last fact however renders is especially important
for obtaining a clue to the phonetic value of the Neu-chih elements.
At the same time there are some offset difficulties to be overcome.
On c~:mparing the four versions we find they do not literally correspond, parts in the one being omitted in the other ; while the large and
r1mncrous blanks, occasioned by the broken condition of the stones, in
each of the versions, completely break the thread of identification,
and add greatly to the labour of the process. It is probable they are
all made, though at diffe1·ent times and by different hands, from the
Sanscrit original.
"Another interesting fact is that the small character parts of the
inscription are not a mere transliteration, but contain some explanatory
details regarding the other part.

These are given in the proper Chb
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Inne'I· Great Wall.

nese and Mongol languages, and there is every reason to believe that
in the Neu-chih part, we have a specimen of that language and literature. U nfortunatfly there are many of the small characters, which
we do not recognize among the large. As the Neu-chihs were the
ancestors of the Manchus or present dominant race in China, it is
natural to conceive that theirs is but an older form of the Manchu
language; and the few limited vocabularies of it, which have been
preserved by the Chinese, completely confirm that view; a fact which
may be turned to good account in any efforts at unravelling the mystery.
After leaving this arch the limesto~e prevailing on the Nanking side
is succeeded by the axial granite which continues to the end of the
pass near Cha.tow. ShorLiy after tliis the traveller passes several spurs
of the irrner wail. It is a moot point amongst the natives themselves
whether this or the outer wall is the veritable " Great wall of China."
This is about 500 miles long crossing the northern portion of the Chili,
and Shan-si provinces, the first in a direction from N.N.E. to S.S. W.
and thence West, northerly. It unites with the outer wall at its
extremities. From All that the editor has been able to gather he is
inclined to believe that the outer wall is the most ancient and is that
referred to under the title of Wan-li-chang-cheng by Chinese historians.
Several of the spurs of the inner wall appear to have been built in
most useless situations as neither horsemen or foot soldiers on the
march could possibly manage to get over the precipices they guard.
The wall appears to be about 32 feet in height at the level parts,
decreasing to 10 or 12 feet when fronting a precipice. The portions
ru.nning up the slopes of the hills are not like, the others, crenellated,
but a.re built, as it were, in steps. The stone used in its construction
is here eithe1· limestone or granite.
The scenery througlout the Nankow pass is of a very bold and
magnificent description and the road is impracticable for any wheeled vehicle. Carts are passed over by having their wheels taken off, and being
then slung between two mules. At about 4.5 li (15 miles) from Nankow
is the main body of the inner great wall, and just beyond itthe town of
CIIAT'ow where travellers usually stop for the purpose of resting their
animals ~nd obtaining lunch. The inns at Chat'ow are chiefly kept by
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It may be interesting to mention that a common sign in
signify their being of that
faith is to hold out the fore fingers of the right hand, the thumb and
remaining fingers being closed. There does not seem to be any
particular reason assigned for this mode of making themselves known.
After leaving CHA.T'ow a ride of 25 li will bring the traveller to
YuLING where he will :find tolerable inns and civility.
3rd Day.-Starting from YuLING at about 8.30 A.M., a ride of 25
li over a good road brings one to HwEI-LAI-SlEN about 10 A.M.
Another hour (15 li of road) will see the traveller at LANG-SHAN
where he should lunch. After leaving Lang-shan it is 15 li' over good
bad and indifferent roads to Tu-Mu; thence 20 li to SHA·CH'ENG, and
from this 20 li to SING-PAO-AN, where travellers usu~lly rest for the
night. It may be noted that the best inn at SrN-PAO-AN is called
the SIN-LUN-YfTAN. The road from Yu-LING to SIN-PAO-AN lies through
a valley on the left bank of the HuN-IIO. It is an alluvial plain
bounded on the North by high hills, probably of granite.
4th Day.-Leaving SIN-PAO·AN, 50 li' over 2 rocky passes brings
one to HIANG·SHUI•Pu-the usual stoppage place for Lunch. The road
to this place lies for some distance along the valley of the YANG-Ho
and frequently touches the river, which appears to run at from 6 to 7
miles an hour. The entrance to the gorge is limestone and then coral
sandstone. Coal mines abound in the neighbourhood. Beds of Quartz,
Chert, and Limestone are also passed.
From HIANG·SHITT•P0 it is 30 li to SnuAN•HWA·FU.-The first part of
the road is bad, leading over a rocky pass, succeeded by a level road
which passes near a branch of the YANG-no.
The inn at SuAN•HWA•FU, the resting place for the night, is called the
Yu-CHENG-KWAN or Ku-LUNG-KWAN, and is very fair specimen of the
best met with on the road. The Roman Catholic mission has an
establishment here, under the superintendence of an Italian gentleman
M. L'abbe Loreiro. In the centre of the principal street is a handsome
3 storied pagoda apparently of great age ; it is built on a brick archway
with four openings and seems to be an attempt at what we call a circular
vault; the centre being, however, hexagonal.
use amongst Chinese Mahomedans to
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5th Day.--From SfiAN·HWA-FU to Yu-LING, a distance of 30 li", the
roads are very goo<i Yu-LING is a mere hamlet of a few houses, the
principal being an inn of a highly decorated style and very clean.
The charges at this place are moderate, but the t,·ao of cash appears to
possess an arbitrary value, different to that at other places.
From Yu-LING to KALGAN or CHANG-CHIA-KOW (30 li) the road is
good; on entering Kalgan the traveller passes over a neat bridge which
spans the river Pei-cha (probably the local name of a branch, the
meaning being "Northern Fork.") The geological formation is
amygdaloid trap probably of an ancient eruptive nature; beds of red
clay are also common, with a vast number of sand hills.
The best inn at Kalgan is known as that of the Sz' -hai Ko-tien and
is kept by a Ro1:11an Catholic Convert.
The outer great wall of China, generally considered to be the great
wall, and extending from East to West a distance of 1,500 miles, here
crosses the pass, all travellers being obliged to pass through its gate
which, in common belief, divides China from Mongolia. Theoretically
the boundary of China is situated some three hundred miles to the
northward of this barr.ier, but practically China may be here said to end
and Mongolia begin ; the phrase " without the wall" implying more over a territory under the protection of, rather than in subjection to,
the Chinese Emperor. Without r~fercnce to this, however, the great
wall is a monument of sufficient interest, despite the often published
accounts, to warrant a few words of description in this place. Across
the valley it consist~ of a square crenellated wall, such as surrounds
most Chinese cities; not particularly imposing but quite realizing the
conventional idea. When however it begins to ascend the rocky hills
on either side, it loses this form and at the point above the town of
Kalgan usually visited by strangers, consists of a sort of stone mound
of triangular section varying from 15 to 25 feet from foot to apex, with
an average base of 15 feet across-a barrier quite sufficient to check
any cavalry the world ever saw. The material used in its construction
is here quartz porphyry cemented together with chuuam. The apex
is only the width of a single s~one-some 8 inches-and permits the
ambitious traveller to sit astride . it.

Originally it appears to have
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been coated with plaister which has mostly disappeared.

The towers

(which occur about every sixth of a mile) are at present simply solid
mounds of earth, but would seem to have been at one time faced with
stone. At a distance the appearance of the wall is singularly disappointing, but after a closer examination this feeling gives place to one
of wonder at the perseverance which could have completed so gigantic
a specimen of misdirected labour.
one from the town · to the wall.

It is best to obtain a guide to lead

To the above short sketch of the road from Peking to the Great

Wall, it may be added that travellers desirous of proceeding into Mongolia can obtain furs, sheepskins, provisions, guides and every necessary

in Kalgan. If intending to cross the desert, Camels will be necessary
and can also be hired here. The scope of the present work does not
permit of more being added in the way of itinerary.
It may be useful to intending tourists to subjoin a few words on the
• information contained in Mr Michie's work, "THE
LAND

ROUTE," respecting the same journey.

SIBERIAN OVER-

He accomplished it .in

four days however instead of five:-

Day.
1.-Peking to SHA.-HO 60 li.

Page 62 .

. SHA-HO to NANK.'ow 30 U, last 5 miles of road very rough
and stony. Page 62.
2.-NANK'ow to CHA.T'ow.

Nank'ow pass-13 miles long.

Best

mode of travelling is in mule litters-at Chat'ow a good Mahomedan inn. Pages 63, 64, 65.
CHAT'ow to HWEI-LAI-HIEN.

Page 66.

The fine bridge at this place is supposed to have been destroyed by an Earthquake.
3.-HwEI-LAI-HIEN to Cm-MING-TI. Pages 67, 68, passed the
YANG-HO; thence to SAN-SHUI-PU. Pages 69, 70.
4.-SAN-SHUI-PU to SuAN-HWA-FUj thence to CHANG-CHIA-KOW.
Pages 71 to 82. The remarks in these pages are well worth
the attention of travellers as they will be able to glean various
remarks relative to engaging Camels, &c., should they intend to
cross the Mongolian deserts.
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LIST OF HALTING PLACES FROM PEKING TO CHANO-OHIA-K'ow.

Days' Journeys
Peking.

60

60

90

30

145

45
25

CH.A.-T'ow,
Yu-LING,
HwEI-LAI-HIEN, •

4.
5.
6. LANG-SHAN,

7.

Tu-Mu,

8. SHA-CHENG,
9. SIN-U.0-.A.N,

10.

CHI-MING-YI,
11. HIANG-SHUI-PU, •
12. 1::,tr.A.N-HW.A.-FU,

13. Yu-LING,

14,

of

from previous place,

1. SHA-HO,
2. NAN-KOW,

3.

Distance

No. ofli
from Peking.

160
185
200
215
~35
255
285
303
235
365
395

•

*
*

25
15
15
20
20
30
20
30

TRIP

PEKING

t

*

1f,

*

30

FROM

*

*

30
K.ALGAN,
These distances are of course only approximate.

ITINERARY OF A

Mrblichie.

'Writer

TO

*

*

KU-PEI-K10W

AND TIIENCE TO KALGAN.

(Fur-nished by Lieut. Walker, 11.M. 99 Regt.)
Day.
1.-Through Tung-chih-men to Sun-ho 40 li, to SAN CHIA-TIEN 30
li-sleep. Roads muddy. Cross river by boat.
2.-To TO-SHAN (care to be taken not to lose the road turning out
of the Niu-yung-shan) cross the Pei-ho; Inn at To-shan good.
On to Mr-YUEN-IDEN, 30 li, cross the Ch'ao-ho just before entering it.

River too deep generally for riding.

Take boats,

poni~s led. Inn at Mi-yuen-hien, good.
8.-To SmH-mA, 60 li, low hills i,retty country (at Chao-tu-ch'wa~g
4.0 li, an inn very poor) road good.
Inn at Shih-hia very good.
To Ku-PEI·K'ow fair road. Several small streams ( one large
stream called Ch'ao-ho) whole road is an ascent-(gradual.)
Inn at Ku-pei-k'ow called" Jung-shan-tien," fair. Pretty town.
Passports demanded.
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Day.
4.-Some little trouble at the gate about passports; 30 li to TAICHING-TUZ (::,mall inn); thence to TAI-CHIA-YING, 10 lito a small
inn (have fowls, eggs, and forage). San-tao-ho, on 10 li to KANGTZU·SHANG, (from Ku-pei K'ou to this place cross rz"ver 19 tiines to
z"nn and 12 times afterwards=31 tz"mes.)

Another road from Ku pei-k'ou to Kang-tzu-shang via San-cltak'ou 10 li sho1·ter.
5.-SAN-TAO·HO to HsIA•LIAO-Tull:1il 30 li (N.W. course) into valley of .
the Chao-ho. Road very good indeed, country pretty.
course of river crossing it 11 times.

Follow

Several villages; one half way called Ilsiao-huang-chz" with a
temp!~. One also called Ta-huang-chi.
6.-To TA-K'ou~~ 60 li

Wolves abound here.

7.-Thence to Su-WU-MIAO 35 li, a good sized town not walled,
people troublesome.

Inns very good.

Thence proceed (passing

"Ur," "San," "Wu," "Liu," "Pa,"TAO·YING-Tzu, (2, 3, 5, 6, 8 Tao-ying-tzu, 5 villages,) to
NAN-TAI-TZU 50 li, inns poor
8.-NAN-TAI-TZU to SI-YING-Tzu, 35 li (S.W. course). (Tu-shik'ao road for 15 lz) N.W. to HuNG·SHIH·CIIU 30 li, then to SANTAO-CHUA 10 lz" (roads stony)
9.-SAN-TAO-CHUA to PEN•TI-KENG 25 to 30 li, then to

S1-MA-WA

21

li, bad inn,
thence to SHIN-CHA-K'ou 40 li (getting on the plateau immediately after leaving Hsi-ma-wa.)
W. and S. W. to a Mongolian village.
10.-To CHANG-MA•TZU-CHIN 70 li, large but poor inns.
11.-To P AN-SHEN•T'u 90 li, gcod inns, temple, &c.
12,-To SHIH-PA-LI-TAI, 60 li to URTAI, thence 40 li to K.ALGAN, bad
inns on the road.

NEWCHWANG.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
most northerly and least frequented of the ports open to foreign
trade i~ China is that of Newchwang, or Niu-chwang
~,-more
correctly known as Ying-tz' {f
the actual settlement being placed
at a distance of fully 30 miles from the inland town included by the
Treaty of Tien-tsing among the places to be made accessible to foreign
residents. It is the only point beyond the limit of the "eighteen
Provinces" of China Proper to which the action of the Treaties of 1858
extends in this respect, being situated in Manchuria (the Province of

THE
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Tung-t'ien
or Sheng-king ~ Ji(), and hence in proximity
to a wilder region and much more primitive population than are found
adjacent to any of the remaining ports.
At the time when this town was included in the list of ports to be
thrown open, nothing more than its name was known to geographers,
and the experiment of planting a settlement at this remote and inclement spot was probably dictated by a hope that it might be made a
centre of diffusion for British manufactures among populations more
exclusively agricultural, and less versed in handicrafts, than those of the
more civilized. portion of the Chinese Empire.
Access to the town of Ying-tz' is given by the river Liao
on
which it is situated at about 13 miles from its mouth. 'Ihis river falls
into the most north-easterly extremity of the gulf known as that of
Liao-tung (from the ancient territorial designation of the province of
Sheng-king), which is, in fact, a continuation of the gulf of Pe-chih-li.

i,l,

Its waters remained unvisited by Europeans until the naval operations
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of 1858-60 caused the assemblage of a powerful fleet at the bay of Talien-wan, situated at the mouth of the gulf, and it was not until the spring
of 1861 that a foreign settlement was instituted at the town of Ying-tz'.
The river Liao, thus opened to foreign navigation, drains an enormous
area, consistiIJg in the entire western half of the province of Sheng-king,
and flows through " a wide plain, elevated but a few feet above the sea,
and above seventy miles broad where it opens upon the latter," to
quote the description given by Mr T. T. Meadows, H.B.M.'s Consul,
in his report for the year 1862. The admirable series of reports on
Newchwang that have emanated from the pen of this officer in successiv~ years leaves little to be desired in the way of geographical and commercial information respecting theport and its surroundings, and comprise
nearly all that is accessible in this respect by the public. The following
description of the town ofYing·tz'is drawn from the report above-quoted:
TOWN OF YING-Tz' .A.ND FOREIGN SETTLEMENT.-" At a distance of
about thirty miles in a direct line from its mouth at the head of the
Gulf, the Liao begins to make a series of wide sweeps to the right and
left, forming in the plain a"succession of flattened and irregularly-shaped
letters S. About one-half, and sometimes the whole of each of the
peninsulas thus formed is a reed-marsh, while the concave portions of
the river-bank facing such peninsulas are comparatively high and dry.
The town of Ying-tz', or "the port of New-chwang," is situated on the
last complete sweep from east to west, on the left bank, and just where
one of the above described dry portions ends, and a marshy peninsula
begins. It consist of one long street running east and parallel to the
river, and of shorter ones at right angles to that main thoroughfare.
The sea-bar once crossed, the river forms an excellent harbour. The
reach along which the town lies varies in depth from four to seven
fathoms, with a breadth of abou~ half-a-mile.
. "It has been usual in this country for foreigners to settle themselves on unoccupied ground below the Chinese city opened to them.
Here, I found immediately below the town only a reedmarsh, covered
at high springs by two to four foet of water, and otherwise objectionable. I therefore selected, and obtained from the authorities, for a
British settlement a strip of land occupying about 1,000 yards of the
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river bank immediately above the Chinese town. In front, it has the
deepest stretch of river throughout the course of the Liao, the soundings at low water very close in shore being 7 to 9 fathoms. At back,
each lot abuts on the one great road between the town and the interior.
The non-British foreign merchants have settled in immediate contiguity."
The name Ying·tz', by which the town is known, signifies simply
Camp or Military Station, and such was its actual and only status
until within a recent period. Owing, in a great measure, to the silting
up of the higher portions of the river, the trade which was formerly
centred at the city of New-chwang, and was subsequently (about 80
years ago) removed lower down to the river port of T'ien-chwang-t'ai,
became transferred to this place, which in addition to its proximity to
the sea, enjoys the further advantage of the great depth of water already mentioned above. The official name for the original military post
still occasionally given to the town is Mu Kow Ying
The
town of Newchwang itself, which, distant from Ying-tz' about 30 miles
by road, is fully 80 miles distant by the curves of the river, is devoid
of commercial importance and almost of population at the present day.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION; Co:rtU.1UNITY.-The first impression on the
eye when approaching Newchwang is dreary in the extreme, and the
place possesses no advantages to correct this feeling subsequently.
The muddy river winds through a plain of mud, without a single
natural elevation to break the dismal monotony of the scene, and
houses built of mud are all that constitute the human habitations included in the survey. Filth and squalor in an unusual degree are the
characteristics of the native town of Ying-tz'; whilst the foreign residences which have been erected above the town are primitive, bare,
and isolated. The British Consulate is established in a building,
formerly a temple, somewhat better than the rest. Except for a few
weeks during the summer, the region in which the port is situated is
little more cheerful than an arctic swamp. The only noteworthy
features of the town are the large enclosures in which the native
dealers or warehousemen carry on the business of storing and manufacturing Pulse and Pulse-cake, upon which staples the sea-borne trade

& M. ff.

of Ying-tz' depends.

The number of foreign residents, exclusive of
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Customs' tide-waiters and pilots, is about twenty-five. At the close of
1866 there were in existence two British, one United States', and one
German firm, with several shipchandlers'' establishments, and a resident physician. The number of British and German vessels visiting
the port is, notwithstanding, very considerable, but, as will be shewn
below, their freights are carried exclusively on native account.
CLIMATE, MODE OF LIVING, ETC.-Mr Meadows supplies the following
exhaustive notice of climate and temperature:
"The coldest months are December, January, and February.
The greatest cold of a winter is most likely to occur in January and
the first half of February. The warmest months are June, July, and
August. The greatest heat is most likely to occur in July and the
first half of August. The number of days in any one winter on which
the thermometer stands at daybreak below zero does not exceed ten,
and it rarely is below zero for more than two mornings in succession.
In the coldest winter afternoon it always rises above zero.
"In a cool room, with venetian blinds, the t~mperature does not
rise above 80°. except for a few hours during some twenty-five to
thirty-five afternoons in each summer, and these comparatively hot
days do not occur together, but are distributed, with cool intervals,
in groups of three to five throughout June, July, and August. In
these months the temperature always falls below 80°. during the night.
In exceptionally hot summers, as in that of 1862, the thermometer
may stand at daybreak at 75°. to 79°. for some twenty days; in cool
summers it rarely stands above 70°. at daybreak. As to the highest
temperature noticed, that of 87°., it has only once been attained during
five years, viz: on the 31st July, 1862."
The river is closed by ice during four months and a half, or from
the middle of November to the end of March. During this pe;riod,
the resident foreigners are completely cut off from the outer world,
receiving mails from abroad and the Southern ports only at long and
irregular intervals, by means of couriers despatched from Tientsing or
from Ta-lien-wan bay at the mouth of the gulf, where bags are occasionally landed by steamers and transmitted overland by natives hired

for the purpose.

Books for the studious, and shooting or football for
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such as are addicted to sport and games, are the only diversions practicable during the dreary winter monotony. Excursions on horseback
or in carts are occasionally made into the interior, where the Imperial
city of Moukden or Sheng-king, the seat of government for Manchuria,
and a reduced copy, as regards plan and official buildings, of Peking1
is a spot of some interest. The marshes and dry land, cultivated with
millet, pulse, and vegetables, which surround Ying-tz' offer ample inducement to active sportsmen, and in addition to the pheasants, hares,
and wild-fowl which abound here as elsewhere in China, larger game
in the shape of bustards is not unfrequently met with. In the remote
interior, tigers, whose range of habitat appears to extend as far as
Latitude 50°. N., are also to be found, among the mountains where
'' deetforests" are kept up as Imperial preserves.
DoMESTIO SERVANTS; M.ARKETS; ExcH.ANGE.-Here as elsewhere,,
the natives of Oanton are preferred as domestic servants by Europeans,
but can only be had on payment of high .wages. A Cantonese "boy"
claims from $15 to $20 per month, natives of the place being obtainable in the like capacity at from $6 to $8. Cantonese cooks receive
from $12 to $80 per month, according to their skill. Coolies and
grooms are always hired among the natives, and receive about $6 per
month. With the exception of this item of wages, Ying-tz' is perhaps
the cheapest Port in China, as provisions are abundant and prices have
not been artificially stimulated by large demand: A loss is, however,
experienced in the exchange of the Mexican dollar for cash, the only
currency recognized in native transactions. The rate of exchange
varies from about 950 cash during the summer, when large dealings
in bullion necessitate a supply of coin, to 700 cash during the cold
8eason. The following is a list of market prices:Cash.
5B
per catty ( = l} lb.)
Beef, .... .....
80
,,
Mutton, .....
f!ummer.
each
Fowls, .... . ...
... 240
140 winter.
400
Pheasants, ..
",,
1,500
Wild Geese,
{
6 summer.
,,
Fowls' Eggs,
···
16 winter..
per 100 catties
$1
Fire-wood, ..
-~ $2
Native Coal,

{

.

"

"
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European stores and clothing are usually imported from Shanghai,
but supplies of various articles can be obtained from the shipchandleries established for the convenience of the foreign merchant-shipping.
Mr Meadows, in his Report for 1865, gives full and interesting
details respecting the paper currency in vogue throughout the Province
in which Ying-tz' is situated, and the following extract will be found
to embody much practical information on this subject :
"The notes are not issued solely, or even in large part, by the
money-changing houses, which to a certain extent take the place here
of our banks. Each commercial establishment and largish retail shop
can issue notes. Formerly this was done only to the extent of onetenth of the capital which the issuing house satisfied the great Guild
of the port-town t.h at it bad invested in its business, and after it had
entered into an engagement for mutual guaranteeing. But for two
years past the guild appears to have given up the attempt to regulate
the paper-currency, and at present there are 123 houses at this town
which seem to issue notes at pleasure.
"'l'he notes each promise to pay, on presentation, a certain number
of tiao. The smallest at this port-town are for 2 tiao, the largest for
60 tiao ; at other towns and cities, I have seen them for 100 tz'ao. A
tiao, which in the South of China means 1,000 of the copper coins
called ' ts'ien' by the Chinese and ' cash ' by foreigners, means here
1,000 Kwan-tung siao ts'ien i.e. small cash of Kwan-tung. Kwan-tung
signifying 'east of the passes,' i.e. the three provinces of Manchuria.
There is no coin corresponding to the name Kwan-tung small cash ;
and a tiao or 1,000 of them are equal to 160 of the general copper
'cash ' of China. The latter are, in consequence, throughout this
district strung on twine by means of the centre hole in sums of 160
cash."
TuADE.-The bulk of the trade ofl Newchwang consists in the export
of pulse and pulse-cake to the Southern ports, and, whilst affording
employment to a large number of foreign vessels, is almost exclusively
conducted by native Chinese, principally from the Southern provinces,
who have gained complete control of the local markets. The following tables exhibit the movement of imports and exports in 1864 and

1865:
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EXPORTS.-

,rr

Rice, ........................ .
Bean-cakes, ............... .
Beans and Peas, ......... .
Bean Oil, ................... .
Barley, ...................... .
Millet, ...................... .
Cotton, ..................... .
Sundries, ................... .
Total,......

IMPORTS.-

!L

Cotton .Piece Goods, .... .
Woollen Goods, .......... .
Opium, ..................... .
Sugar, ....... ..... ....... .... .
lron, Nail Rod and Bar,
Window Glass, .......... ..
Sundries, ................... .

Shipping.

1864
Value, Taels.
14,475
542,509
877,944
79,284:
26,631
28,279
73,171
68,205

1865
Value, Taels.
75,456
804,586
1,081,050
72,759
10,254
27,262
4,333
91,614

1,710,398

2,167,314
1865
Value, Taels.
156,507
58,980
897,882
244,483
46,262
9,018
2'73,044

1864
Value, Taels.
97,202
17,717
293,156
129,024
8,135
10,595
153,909

1,686,176

-

709,738

Total, ..... .

- - -

The Custom-house returns for 1865 exhibit the proportion in which
the sea-borne trade of Newchwang is divided between · native and
foreign merchants. Of the 274 vessels which arrived there in 1865,
only 37 were consigned to, or loaded by, foreigners. Of Pulse-cake,
338,300 pieces were exported by foreign merchants, and 1,449,671
pieces by Chinese. In Opium, 80 piculs were imported by foreigners,
and 1442 piculs by Chinese.
The foreign shipping by which the trade at this port is carried on
consists, in by far the largest proportion, of British and North German
vessels of small tonnage, and the following table exhibits the proportion, under each nationality, during the years that have elapsed since
the opening of the port :
Year.

1862 ...
1863 ...
1864 ...
1865 ...

British Ships.

North
German ShiJJS.

British
Tonnage.

North German
Tonnage.

31
91
137
108

8,945
19,548
24,302
41,673

9,483
26,354
37,838
30,140

21
56

74
103
'.

--

"

1-..

I

j
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The outward freights from this port consist almost exclusively in
pulse and pulse cake, with small quantities of drugs, including the
costly article gin-seng, which is brought from the interior of the Manchurian provinces and from Corea. Among the exports which may
in future be developed are: Silk, produced by worms differing considerably from those tended in South~rn China, and fed upon the leaves
of dwarf-oaks, in lieu of the mulberry; and Coal, which is extensively quarried in the interior for native use.
Among imports, in addition to the cotton and woollen fabrics with
which the natives of the interior districts are gradually being made
familiar, iron and other metals, window-glass and minor manufactured
articles are introduced in annually increasing quantities.
ANCHORAGE, PILOTS.-Owing to the unbroken level of the land at
the mouth of the Liao, the approach to the bar is an undertaking seldom ven1ured on without the assistance of pilots, an association of
whom has cop.sequently been formed and who are always to be found
on the look out for vessels at the mouth of the river. The entrance
was marked during the summer of 1866, by means of two substantial
iron Nun-buoys, of which the outer one, or entrance-buoy, is visible at
a distance of from three to four miles. Sailing directions for the river
were published at the Customs' offic~ at Shanghai at the same period,
which give the following particulars with reference to tides.
Spring Tides occ~r about two days after full and change. At
times, 4 fathoms can be carried over the Bar. Occasionally, the rise
is only 5 feet. The ordinary rise is about 11 feet. The morning tides
are least to be depended on, as the rise is then comparatively small.
There is usually a fall of from 1 to 2 feet before the ebb current sets
out on the surface,-and a corresponding rise before the Flood current sets in. Amid such irregular tidal variations, the judicious
Shipmaster will have recourse to a Pilot.
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'JAPAN.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
proceeding to notice the Treaty ports of Japan it may be
well to offer a few general remarks on the geography and past history of
the empire. The comparative ignorance which prevails at home respecting
its limits, government and people, render such introductory observations necessary and they are therefore commenced without further
preface.
GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY,-The chief islands forming the Japanese
group are four in number, viz: Yesso, Niphon, Kiusiu, and Sikok, but
there are, in addition, innumerable smaller ones dotting the coast line,
whilst the great Island of Saghalien, now held by the Russians, at one
time formed part of this Eastern empire. The most fertile and densely
populated are Kiusiu, Sikok, and the southern part of Niphon, but so
far as is known the northern part of Niphon, as also a portion of
Y esso, does not possess the fertility which so characterises the
other portions of the group. Situated between the thirtieth and
fortieth parallels of North latitude, the climate is naturally variable,
but it is far more equable and healthy ~han that of the corresponding
portion of the coast line of the adjacent continent, and in the hilly,
well-wooded nature of the country may be found an explanation of
the healthiness which has rendered Japan the sanitarium of the far
East. Rivers, properly speaking, Japan has none, though there are
BEFORE

•mall 11treams in 1everal pa.rta, but none appear to be navigable to
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any great extent, and indeed the large proportion of mountainous

country in comparison with the plains precludes the possibility of much
interior water communication. This evil is, however, less felt in Japan
than it would be in most countries, owing partly to the deeply indented
nature of the coast, which affords numerous good harbours, antl partly
to the situation of the inland sea between Niphon and the two Southern
islands, so that probably no portion of the country is more than fifty miles
from a port. Mountains, chiefly (as the whole of the group is evidently
of volcanic formation) extinct or active volcanoes, are numerous, and
serve as safety valves to the hidden fires which even now shake the
empire, a1!id render earthquakes, more or less violent, of daily occurrence.
In considering the political status of Japan, it is necessary to remember
the past history of foreign intercourse with the country. As is
well known, some three hundred years ago a footing of the most satisfactory, and apparently lasting, character was obtained by Europeans,
and had even ordinary prudence been· used, there·, is: no reason to
doubt but that Japan would have taken ,a high place in the Eastern
world, instead of remaining as it has, a country whose only aim has
been to consolidate its own resources within itself, and refuse all intercourse with the more advanced nations of the West. ,But when the
first Shogoon, Taiko Sama, (who, though originally a ·man of humble
birth, had, by his successes in war and vast ability, :won for
himself a position almost of dictatorship,) discovered the haughty arid
almost menacing tone of the Europeans towards himself and his
people, he unscrupulously determined on ridding his country of
what he deemed injurious to its welfare. At a given eignal his
adherents rose, and with a merciless resolution, only admirable as the act
of patriots who looked on their country's weal as of more importance
than aught else, massacred the Christians at Simabarra and Nagasaki,
and shut the country up, leaving a small portion of ground at the
latter place in the hands of Europeans. From that time until recently :
a jealous and most complete exclusion has been maintained, and the ·
ruling class has gained a power of despotism--exercised however,
with a strict regard for the law,-wl1ich ha,s had no parallel in any
other state. The general idea is that t~is• government r is;.- of· 1'
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double character, but later experience has made it clear that, though ha
is doubtless shorn of the authority wielded at the time of the expulsion
of the Christians, there is still but one Emperor. This personage, who
is held to be of an extremely sacred character and descended from
the Sun-goddess, is named the Mikado and resides at Kioto (or Miaco)
situated a short distance from the Eastern end of the Inland Sea. His
laws are irrevocable, his decision final; and though all the administrative power has lapsed into the hands of the second ruler of the
realm-the Shogoon-still no laws can. be passed or become valid
without the sanction of the reigning Sovereign. The Shogoon hence
somewhat resembles a prime minister, and is the only ruler recognized in
the European treaties. Through a mistake for which it is not easy to
account, the title of this functionary was rendered during, the early years
of recent intercourse, by the term of "Tycoon," from Ohinese words
signifying "Great Prince,"-a title quite unknown by the Japanese.
The word Sho-goon simply signifies Commander-in-Chief or Genera0

lissimo.
There appear to be only two classes in Japan; the governing class,,
distinguished by wearing two swor'ds and consisting of the " Daimios ,,.
and their retainers; and the governed, comprising the traders, agricul-turists, &c.; the remainder of the people are only permitted to wear
one sword, and, however wealthy or important these latter may be,.
they are obliged to treat with the most abject respect even the
lowest member of this most oligarchic aristocracy. And here lies the
source of the troubles in Japan, and the strong feeling the Yakonins or·
two-sworded men entertain against the introduction of foreign customs ;
for they naturally fear that with foreign cotton and mule-twist rnay
come in the dangerous doctrines of equality and freedom. So that the
difficulties which travellers meet with in Japan may be attributed
almost entirely to the fear lest power should be wrested from the hands
that at present enjoy a monopoly ; and since every village has its staff
of officials the difficulties of travel are constantly enhanced by the
concealed or open opposition of some petty Y akonin.
HISTORICAL NoTICES.-lt

is needless to go far back into the past

policy of Japan, not only because the subject is a very extensive one
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but because it is our object rather to deal with the present prospects
of foreigners than with the history of humiliations and restrictions that
once constituted the intercourse of Western nations. It is enough
to know that after 200 years of a most inhospitable seclusion-which
forbade even storm-beaten vessels from st>eking aid on the Japanese
ooast, where even the commonest supplies were refused,-the United
States' Government, having in view the institution of a line of steamers
to run between California and China, determined on once more trying
the oft repeated experiment of forming a treaty with Japan. Hence,
in 1853, Commodore Perry landed in the Bay of Yedc, and delivered
to the Japanese Commissioners an official missive requesting that
negotiations might be entered into with respect to the conclusion of
a Treaty. Protracted negotiations ensued, but the Japanese eventually
yielded to the covert but dis~inct menaces held out, and a. Treaty was
signed in the following year. This provided that citizens of the United
States should trade at two ports on1y, and in a very restricted way;
that supplies should be provided for ships putting in at these places;
and that sailors wrecked on the coast. should be well treated and taken
to the Consul at Simoda. This treaty, though hardly so complete as
those afterwards concluded, was a great step gained, and shewed tha\
the aversion of t!:ie Japanese to foreign intercourse was becoming less
marked. In 1858 a more satisfactory treaty was formed by the same
nation, and was followed by others with the Netherlands, Great Britain,
France, and Russia. Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, and Prussia followed
suit, and it may now be fairly said that Japan is once more open io the
world, and that its policy of seclusion can never be resumed. The
articles of the British Treaty are twenty-four in number, and comprise
the usual questions relating to trade, the punishment of offenders of
either nation by their respective laws, the coinage, limits, &c. In the
third Article it is stipulated that five ports sha11 eventually be open to
foreigners, namely, Hakodadi, Kauagawa, Nagasaki 1 Ne-e-gata or some
other convenient port on the West Coast, and Hiogo. The time
originally fixed for the opening of the two fatter elapsed without
the fulfilment of the stipulation, and the period between 185~,
(when Kanaga wa, Nagasaki, and Hakodadi were first opened by the
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establishment of British Consulates), and 1866 was marked by constant
efforts on the part of the Japanese Government to elude the execution
of the Treaties in this respect. During the same period hostile daimios
called down upon themselves on two occasions the avenging action of
a British fleet for outrages to individuals. At length, in 1866, a
great step towards the final establishment of pacific relations was
accomplished by the action of H. B. M.'s Minister, Sir Harry Parkes,
I.C.B., who wrung from the Council of the Mikado a final assent to the
Treaties concluded seven years previously with the Tycoon only. A~
the present time 0I1ly three ports can be said to be fairly occupied by
aettlements, viz : Nagasaki in the South, situated in the island of Kiusiu,
Yokohama in the Bay of Y edo in the East, and Hakodadi in the island
of Yesso in the North. At the first mentioned place the treaty
provides that British subjects may go into any part of the Imperial
Domain in its vicinity. In Yokohama as far as the river Logo, which
"empties into the Bay of Yedo between Kawasaki and Sinagawa, and
ten,; in any other direction." At Hiogo the same radius is allowed
en
as

at
ss

except in the direction of the "river Engawa, which empties into the
Bay between Hiogo and Osaka." At Ne-e-gata the radius was not
fixed, but was left to the discretion of the Commissioners. The dis ..
tances " shall be measured by land from the Gorjoso or town Hall of
each of the foregoing ports, the ri being equal to 4,275 yards English
measure." Hence the ten ri radius is equal to about 20} English
miles. With the remaining treaty questions we have but little to do1
and so proceed to describe somewhat more minutely the English
aettlements in the "Empire of the rising Sun."

A country full of such strange scenes, and of whose ~anners and
customs so little of a trustworthy character was known 20 years ago,
has naturally attracted much attention since its shores have been made
accessible, and since the treaty of 1858 a number of books and
pamphlets-all valuable, because all embodying some new particulars
of this exclusive race,-have appeared, and given a more intelligible
idea of the people than the older and more brightly coloured
pictures of Krempfer and Thunberg. The most compendious, and,
on the whole the most generally exhaustive book is that of Sir
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Rutherford Alcock, since followed by those of Fortune and the Bishop
of Victoria, which may be looked on as good modern authorities on
the subject.
POPULAR RELIGIONS.-The Bishop of Victoria's work entitled "Ten
Weeks in Japan " devotes a large space to a description of the religious
creeds of Japan and their distinctive rites and ceremonies. On this
most interesting question he affords us the following information:" Although from time to time various new forms of superstitious
errors have arisen in Japan, it may be correctly stated that in the
present age there are but two leading religions which exercise any
wide spread ascendancy over the national mind, viz :-the primitive
religion of Sinto, and its comparatively modern rival of exotic growth
-the religion of Budha. The only other creed which exercises any
perceptible influence is the doctrine of the Confucian sages, commonly
called Sootoo-" the way of method of the philosophers," and comprising the general system received among the literati of the Chinese
empire. The moral maxims of Confucius are more o. code of political
ethics than of religious doctrine ; and as expounded by the Chinese
materialists of the Sung dynasty they recognize no existence of a
supreme moral governor of the universe beyond a mere anima mundi,
an universal spirit, soul, or power, animating all things and prevading
external nature. This is the Atheistic creed of a large portion of the
Chinese literati and appears to be a deterioration from the comparatively purer tenets of more ancient times. This politico-religious
system of the Confucian philosophy has gained a wide influence in
Japan; but can hardly be numbered among the religions of the country,
strictly so called. Sintoism and Budhism are the only two influential
systems of religious belief according to the general sense of the term,"

ishop
·es on
"Ten
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TnE town of Nagasaki is not only one of the oldest cities in the
epipire, but is one that in the eyes of a foreigner possesses peculiar
iv,terest. From its position in the extreme West, and its consequent
aistance from the Capital, it was chosen as the site of the Dutch
factories at the final closing of the country to all other European
powers, and for two centuries was the only port in the mysterious
empire of Japan where vessels were allowed to trade, or whence
information respecting the manners and customs of its people could
be derived. Our earlier records of the discovery of this singular
F.a.,tern nation are found in the sixteenth century, (when Francis
Xavier and his followers gained a footing in Japan,) and it appears
&pat in all past intercourse Nagasaki has been one of the chief places
through which communication has been carried on. It has witnessed
the arrival of the high-sterned galleons of Portugal and Spain bringing
~ them the Jesuits who finally caused the seclusion of the country;
ubenefitted by the friendly and unrestricted intercourse which once
e:siated between the great nations of the West and the government of
~ ; it probably witnessed the departure of the princes who went to
II.rope to pay obeisance to Pope Gregory XIII.,-a mission memorable
Aom the fact that even while these same men were at the Vatican the
Imperialdespot'faico Sama, fearing for the safety of his temporal power,
IU converting the neighbourhood of Nagasaki into a scene of Christian .
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Martyrdom. This same stern ruler, when with a merciless hand he had
crushed the Christian religion, then gaining ground in the kingdom,
and expelled the hated foreigners, gave to the Dutch only the right
of trading with Japan. It is said that when the Imperial edict was
issued forbidding any but natives of the country to remain on Japanese
soil, he was asked what the shape of the ground to be given to the
merchants should be, and contemptuously :flinging out his fan, he intimated his will that it should be built in that form. And so, on an
artificial island connected with the shore by a bridge and watched· by
an insolent guard, who prevented all communication with the neighbourhood, except in rare instances and at an exorbitant expense, the
few merchants who had permission to remain, lived a life, the monotony of which was only broken when once a year the two ships which
then carried on the foreign export trade of Japan sailed into the bay of
Nagasaki. Hence, the place possesses an interest from its association with
the past. policy of the Empire even more than from its other attractions of scenery and climate ; and it may in fact be looked on as the
only city in Japan whose history is in any way linked with that of the
Western civilizations.
CHINA.. FARES &c.-One great advantage possessed by Nagasaki is its accessibility, and to visitors from
China whose stay may be short, this alone is a recommendation. Situated,
as it is, so near the foreign settlements in the North of China, it seems
with .its mild climate and lovely neighbourhood destined to be at once
the watering place and sanitarium of the East, and already the num~r of visitors are sensibly increasing. Every year, additional steamers
and sailing vessels are chartered to run between Shanghai and Nagasaki,
one of the former doing duty as mail boat. The fare by steamer is·about
S50, and by sailing vessel rather less, while the time of transit by the
former rarely exceeds three days, and, by the latter has been (though this
is obviously uncertain as a rule,) in one or two cases, only forty-eight
hours. Occasionally vessels arrive direct from Hongkong and the South,
and others are constantly arriving from or bound for Yokohama, but
there is no regular packet communication as yet between these places,
CoMMUNICA.TION WITH PORTS OF

the P. & 0. steamers running direct from Shanghai to Yokohama.
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APPROACH TO THE COAST AND HARBOUR OF NAGASAKI.-A visitor
having left the turbid pea-soup coloured waters of the Yang-tz',
bounded by its low marshy looking banks, fairly behind, soon finds
himself, glass in hand, reconnoitring the islands of the Eastern empire.
As the sun gets fully up and clears away the mists around the horizon,
he hourly gets a clearer view, and at last finds himself steaming over
a deep blue sea with, right in front, and inclining a little on either
side, an irregular mountainous country, whose hills and numer-

ous islands co"Vered with luxuriant vegetation, and a clear bright
atmosphere making even lhe extreme distance appear distinct, present as great a contrast to the place he has left behind him as can
well be conceived. Hills rising range on range, with glimpses of
charming valleys bright wilh e.rery tint and shade of green; gentle
grassy slopes dotted with neat looking houses and villages; numberless secluded bays each with its fishing village irregularly lining the
shore, and with its waters dotted with the trim looking white-sailed
fishing boats, lie on every side, and the varied panorama seems constantly changing and offering new vistas of scenery, each apparently
more lo1'"ely than the last. Heading fi1irly towards the harbour, it will be observed that so deeply does it extend into the land
and so well do the verdant hills hide it, that until one is close at hand
it is difficult to distingui ·h the exact entrance. 'rhose two large islands on the right are K.oyaki and Ka.geno, separated by so narrow and
winding a channel as almost to appear as one. That row of small
sheds, resembling at this distance a series of tents, is a .battery, the
guns being covered by moveable white houses, intended to pro•
tect them from the rain; lea.ring them on the right the vessel passes the
Northern end of Kageno, and opens the narrow entrance to the Harbour of Nagasaki. Steaming slowly in on the left are the islands
of Ka.mino Sima and Siro Sima, the latter a very small one connected by a broad stone causeway with the former, and the whole forming a simple barbette battery mounting twenty-eight guns. All
these seem to be twenty--four pounders ; one or two may be even of
larger calibre, but it is difficult to be certain from so distant an inpection.

To the right on Kageno is another battery mounting six-
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teen guns on a steep ridge which has been levelled off into a series of
four platforms to hold' the ordnance. But now right ahead, its
lofty top crested with fine trees, through which the white sheds
covering other guns are seen partly hidden in the brushwood, and
with a precipitous cliff going sheer down to the nearest water's edge,
lies the noted Island of Pappenberg. Barely a mile in circumference,
that conical hill, the most picturesque object in the view presented to the
eye, was, three hundn~d years ago, the scene of a barbarous massacre,
and from that cliff thousands of men, women, and children were
driven at the pike's point in preference to trampling on the sacred
emblem of the cross. No Christian foot is even now allowed to tread its
shores, and lovely as is the spot, it has a deeper interest than even its
beauty excites. There is deep water tolerably close to it, and leaving
the island on the left the vessel proceeds up the harbour, passing numberless pretty little bays, until with the town and settlement on her
right she drops anchor among the shipping.
DESCRIPTION OF THE HARBOUR.-Nagasaki Harbour is situated in
the bay of that name, which lies between Capes Nomo-Saki and
Oho-Saki, which are fifteen miles apart. Its name means "long cape,"
a.nd it extends in a North Easterly direction for two miles to a point where
a small shallow river runs into it, but its width is very variablet being
from ¾mile to two miles, and the depth of water shoals gradually from
about sixteen fathoms at the entrance, to three off the native city. Between the anchorage and Pappenberg are five batteries on various points,
mounting in all about seventy guns, and at the head of the Harbour is
another mounting eight guns. Hence the fire that could be brought
to bear on any particular point would be fierce enough while it lasted,
but as the Japanese batteries consist simply in guns mounted, without
any protection to the gunners, there would be but little difficulty in
most cases in driving them from their position. At the inner end of
the harbour on a small and comparatively level site, is the native city,
extending well round the top of the little bay at the base of a lofty
hill, and next to it further seaward is situated the small Bund and the
houses of the European residents.

Immediately in front of the native

city is the celebrated island of Desima, a low fan-shaped piece of
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lofty top crested with fine trees, through which the white sheds
covering other guns are seen partly hidden in the brushwood, and
with a precipitous cliff going sheer down to the nearest water's edge,
lies the noted Island of Pappenberg.

Barely a mile in circumference,

that conical hill, the most picturesque object in the view presented to the
eye, was, three hundred years ago, the scene of a barbarous massacre,
and from that cliff thousands of men, women, and children were
driven at the pike's point in preference to trampling on the sacred
emblem of the cross. No Christian foot is even now allowed to tread its
shores, and lovely as is the spot, it has a deeper interest than even its
beauty excites. There is deep water tolerably close to it, and leaving
the island on the left the vessel proceeds up the harbour, passing numberless pretty little bays, until with the town and settlement on her
right she drops anchor among the shipping.
DESCRIPTION

OF THE

HARBOUR.-Nagasaki Harbour is situated in

the bay of that name, which lies between Capes Nomo-Saki . and
Oho-Saki, which are fifteen miles apart. Its name means "long cape,"
~nd it extends in a North Easterly difection for two miles to a point where
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ground protected by a sea wall, and having a row of Dutch-looking
houses facing the sea, behind which is a single street separating the
business houses from the places of residence in front. Opposite the
settlement and on the left or Northern side of the Harbour is the factory of Acunora where the Japanese employ European workmen, for
the purpose of executing the necessary repairs for their steam fleet ;
and close to it is the Russian settlement or concession, as yet
but little used save as a sanitarium for the sick landed
from Russian vessels of war. On either side, almost from the water's
edge, the hills rise in steep slopes covered with luxuriant vegetation,
here and there forming picturesque little valleys which, winding inland, afford peeps of the never ending ranges of hill and valley, this
bays and harbours of this most charming place ; while far in the distance at the extreme head of the harbour rises the Comprera Hill,
and on the left of the hill behind the town, a shallow river meanders
through a rich fertile plain bounded by a picturesque range of low hills.
The area of the Harbour, which is simply a large narrow inlet deeply
indented with small bays surrounded by hills of no great elevation, is
about 132 square miles ; its circumference is about 57 miles, from
which data an estimate may be formed of how winding a nature the
shores of this land-locked harbour must be. The whole neighbourhood
of Nagasaki is extremely hilly, two chains of undulating hills extending
down on either side of the bay, whence numerous spurs branch off in
every direction, forming a complicated series of c,mall valleys richly fertile
and well cultivated. The largest of these is at the north end of the
harbour and forms a flat alluvial plain, rarely more than a mile or a
mile-and a half in width, extending far back through a series of narrower
gorges to the bay of Omaia. High peaks are numerous, but few of
these have been accurately measured. The highest however are the
Comprera hill, about 6 miles north of the town, and the " Unquis's
peak" about 4 miles from the end of it, overlooking the beautiful bay of
Simabarra.
Mr Fortune, in speaking of Nagasaki, says:" The first aspect of the Bay itself strongly recalls to the European
traveller some of the more picturesque fiords of Norway, especially the
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approach to Christiania, the capital. 'rhe hills ris?. boldly from the
water's edge, and the pine grows plentifully here and there, but the
Swiss lakes also produce scenes much more resembling this than one
could have anticipated. On landing, only, something more tropical appears in the trees and shrubs. The pomegranate and persimmon, the
palm and the bamboo are there. But the gardenia and camellia flourish also, and every where some common fern may be seen and ivy
covering the walls, while, by the road side, the thistle is not wanting to
confound all geographical divisions as to floral zones .••••••••••••..••.••••
"A beautiful bay it is and perfectly land-locked. While blowing a
gale of wind outside there is scarcely any swell inside or only enough
to make the water look crisp and fresh, while the brown fishing hawk
swoops down upon his finny prey, or poised above fills the air with his
wild cry.,,
And it is this strange commingling of the products of both the temperate and tropical zones that makes the first impression of Japan so
vivid and leaves such a lasting feeling of admiration behind. Side by

side, English oaks and trees, and feathery barnboos and p~!ms flourish
with equal beauty, and all the vivid tones of verdure of the •tropics are
but set oft and improved by the more sober hues of the vegetation of
temperate climes, while the marvellous brightness and transparency of
the air render all the tints of the picture still more brilliant, and impart a distinctness and clearness of outline to even the extreme distance no where seen in a truly tropical landscape. So that Japan is a
wonderfully unsatisfactory country for the artist. On all sides he sees
views the beauty of which is unequalled either in arrangement or
colouring, but the purity of the atmosphere renders the distance so
"near" (to use a technical phrase), and the brights parkling air felt, after
the relaxing heat of the continent, like a refreshing draught of water to a
weary man imparting new energy and strength, makes the effects of
light and shade so strong that he is frequently obliged to lay by in disgust his feeble effort to pourtray the beauties of the land. Mr Fortune's
"Visit to Japan and China," though not so full of information respect•
ing the social I\Ild political aspect of the country and the early difficul-

---

ties of the European residents, is still most instructive, especially with
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regard to the botany of Japan. Though he does not devote much space to
the port, this writer like all others, seems to have felt its beauty, and
in his first chapter, says:-" The Harbour of Nagasaki is the most beautiful in the world. It is about a mile in width and three or four in
length. When you are inside it appears to be completely land-locked,
a.nd Las all the appearance of an inland lake. The hills around it are
some 1,500 feet in height, and their surface is divided and broken up
by long ridges and deep glens, and vallies which extend far up towards
the summits. These ridges and glens are for the most part richly
wooded, while all the more fertile spots are terraced and under cultivation. The whole scene presents a quiet and charming picture of
Nature's handiwork intermingled with the labours of man.'' In fact
all writers agree in praise of the place, and multiplied quotations would
only give in other words the same ideas.
MODES OF CONVEYANCE.-The modes of conveyance in vogue
throughout J ap,m are few, and pedestrian ism is the most
popular mode of progre sion, judging from the numbers of
short strong-legged looking fellows met on every high road;
but a species of palanquin called " cango" * is also much used,
which, by persons once accustomed to its peculiar shape, is found by
no means uncomfortable. It consists of a matted seat or floor of about
three feet long by two-and-half broad, suspended by a short bamboo
at each corner of the rectangular base to a long pole, by which the
conveyance is carried on the necks of two or more coolies as occasion requires. The general appearance of the Cango is hence that of
~

square platform slung to a pole. The rear is inclined backwards at
an angle of about 60° and forms a resting place for the back of the
sitter, but as the space is barely long enough for sitting down, it is
necessary to sit cross-legged in Japanese style, or allow the legs to
dangle on either side, both of which positions are sufficiently trying to
a novice. Still, in taking long journeys over the Japanese roads, the
Cango is by no means to be despised as a conveyance, and as it is
quite open on all sides, and protected from the sun by a sort of por?ble shade, which the bearers will change from side to side as best
~

Pronounced Ca11g-o.
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suited to guard against the heat of the sun, it is very cool, and as soon
as the rider gets into the way of sitting in it, is not a very disagreeable mode of travelling.

The Daimios ride in palanquins called noi·i-

mon, which resemble the Chinese "chair" more nearly than the Cango,

but even these are very cramped, having neither room to sit or lie
down in.

They are simply large square boxes supported by a single

pole at the top, and neither so cool nor so easily obtained as the commoner Cango,

Riding is at all times practicable, though the

roads, except one or two which .form the main highways through the
entire country, are often mere footpaths and very rough.

This how-

ever, to the sure-footed and hardy little Japanese ponies is of no consequence, and they seem to treat with indifference roads almost impassable to an European horse.

Their great_ drawback is a vicious

propensity towards bolting, biting and kicking. Indeed, in general
unruliness of disposition the Japanese pony is probably unequalled,
but on the other hand he has fair speed and grt!at endurance, an<l is very
hardy.

The .Bettos or Grooms are won<lerful fellows, and not only

attend the horses on all occusic>ns of travelling, but also provide forage,
&c., which they charge in their own wages.

This stipend varies in

the different ports, and is higher in Y okoharna than in other parts.
The only thing to be said further about native horseflesh is that the
ponies are generally unshod, but they rarely go lame and seem little
'affected by the roughest roads.
COIN.A.GE; ExcHANGE.-Although the dollar is getting into greater
circulation among the Japanese tradt!rs in the immediate neighbourhood of the settlements, it is comparatively unknown a few miles
in the interior, and would not be accepted in payment of e1...rpenses
incurred.

The most general and in fact the standard coin of the realm

is the boo, or, as it is commonly called by foreigners, the itziboo, an
oblong silver coin weighing about a quarter of an ounce, and intrinsically worth rather less than a third of a dollar.

Its value depends on

the exchange of the day, which varies from 210 to 270 itziboos per
hundred dollars, but latterly the exchange has remained at a much
lower figure than formerly.

The value of the coin in English money

ranges from 2s. O¾d, to ls. 7d., with the dollar at 4s. 3d., while it i~
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also sub-divided into four quarters (oblong coins of the same pattern
as the itziboo, but of course of smaller size) or is represented by a
copper coinage, the "tempo," sixteen of which are worth one boo.
This Tempo is a large and well executed oval coin, pierced with
a square hole in the centre. There is another coin also called a

"Neiboo," which is a gilt coin very much alloyed and worth two boos.
Its size is much the same at the latter, but it is thinner. The only
gold coinage is the cobang, an oval coin, repres<mting 20 boos; formerly
the cobang was not only much larger than at present also but much
purer, and represented, strange to say, a smaller sum. This was
owing to the greater proportion of gold than silver in the country, and
the new cobang was struck by the government as a better representative of the sum in question. For all purposes of travel, however,
the boo is the most convenient and most generally used, and as these are
supplied in government packets with a government stamp of one hundred each, these unbrolcen will be taken uncounted in payment of high
sums. The lowest coin is the cash or "mong," but Europeans rarely
deal with these as the tempo is small enough for ordinary purposes and
far more convenient.
DESCRIPTION OF 'l'HE CrTY.-The .city of Nagasaki is one of the five
Imperial cities, is of great antiquity, and has a native population of
70,000 souls. It is situated on the Eastern side of the Harbour of th~
same name, at its upper or inner end, and follows the windings
of the bay to a distance of about two miles, while it is backed by a
range of steep hills, through which two or threP. valleys wind down to
the narrow plain on which it is built, and since the houses have in
one or two places extended up these valleys its circumference is
difficult to define. It seems to be, however, about two miles
in extreme l~ngth by about ¾ of a mile or a mile in extreme
width. Like nearly all Japanese cities, it does not present an imposing
appearance in an architectural point of view, and this arises from two
causes ; firstly the very simple nature of the buildings, and the absence
of all enlivening colours; and, secondly, the monotonous similarity in
their size and appearance, which latter is increased by the absence o
temples in the town itself, these places of worship, except in a very
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few instances, lining the hill side~ surrounding it. The majority of the
houses consist simply in a wooden frame-work closed at night by stout
wooden shutters in the front and rear, and during the day protected by
paper-covered slides, which run in grooves formed in the floor and cross
beams, and which are also used in the interior for dividing the place
into rooms. They are roofed with heavy grey tiles ridged to prevent
leakage, their joints stopped with a very white species of mortar, which
forms the only relief in looking over the mass of roofs, and generally
have the floor raised about two feet from the ground. On this are
placed the thick and soft mats which are the chief article of furniture;
indeed we may say almost the only one, for beyond a few cups, chop•
sticks, a small and very low table on which to rest them, a box containing wood ashes, and a few lumps of charcoal for pipe lighting, there is
very little to be seen in a native house even of the better sort. They
are generally two stories in height, and frequently have a very narrow
balcony projecting in front of the upper storey, but with the exception
of the palace of the governor, which only differs from the commoner
kinds in having larger courtyards and rooms, and the celebrated tea
houses where entertainments not always in strict accordance with European morals are held, there appears to be but one type for houses in
the city, or more strictly speaking in the better portions of it; in the
poorer suburbs, the houses, though of the same material and containing
similar interior fittings are only of one story and open to the front. which
is protected by shutters at night. The tea houses above referred to, and
which form a noted institution in Japan, are by far the finest in Nagasa~
ki not only from their size, but from the neatness of the interior decorations of papered screens and finer mats ; but though many are quite free
from the general taint, and are only used for musical entertainments or
feasts, by far the majority, in one portion of the town, are -given up to the
lowest immorality. Whilst referring in this connection to the peculiaries
of the Japanese system ot morality-or rather immorality,-it will be
well to quote a passage from Krempfer, who wrote as follows 200 years
ago. His words are equally applicable at t~e present day. He says:.....!..
" The handsomest buildings belonging to the town's people are two
streets all occupied by courtesans.

The girls in these establishmenh
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which abound throughout Japan, are purchased of their parents when
very young. The price varies in proportion to their beauty and the
number of years agreed for, which is generally speaking ten or twenty,
more or less. They are very commodiously lodged in handsome apartments and great care is ta.ken to teach them to dance, sing, play upon
musical instruments, to write letters and in all other respects to make
them as agreeable as po sible. The older ones instruct the young ones,
and these in their tur11 serve the older ones as their waiting maids.
Those who make considerable improvement and for their beauty and
agreeable behaviour are oftener sent for, to the great advantage of
their master, are also better accommodated in clothes anq lodgings,
all at the expense of their lovers, who must pay so much the dearer for
their favours. After having served their time, if they are married, they
pass among the common people for honest women, the guilt of their past
lives being by no means laid to their charge, but to that of their
parents or relations, who sold them in their infancy for so scandalous
a way of getting a livelihood before they were able to choose a more
honest one. Besides, as they are gernmllly well bred that makes it less
difficult for them to get husbands. The keepers of those houses on the
contrary, though possessed of never so plentiful estates, are for ever
denied admittance into honest company."
Tea-houses, however, are not all of this kind, and there are many
where simple feasts are given in very good Japanese ;tyle, and where
strange viands composed of \""arieties of fi h, sea weed, &c., and flavoured by piquant sauces, arc accompaniPd by the attendance of minstrels
who sing simple and not inharmonious songs, accompanying themselves
in a peculiar measured way, and perform dances more remarkable for
the time, and the not ungraceful motions of the hands which seem to
form their chief item, than for their beauty.
STREETS; Snors &c.-The streets of Nagasaki are clean, and in most
cases well kept and paved, though the majority of the side streets
joining the main roads are mere narrow alleys inhabited by the poorer
classes. The main street runs complete!y through the town almost at
the base of ~be hill on the eastern side, and the official quarter, which
lies more in the Northern portion of the city, possesses one or two good
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streets running almost parallel to it. As formerly in China a11,
these have, at certain intervals, gates for dividing the city off into sections in case of riot ; each section has its tall ladder with a bell to ring
at the top, to alarm the quarter in case of fires, which, in a city containing so many wooden houses, are not unfrequent and often terribly
destructive. But the simplest way to understand the city will be to walk
through it, and see what is to be seen there, and with the help of the plan
it will not be difficult to find one's way to the most noted points. Commencing his walk from the English settlement, the visitor will pass
through a small gate in the village joining it with the town, and leaving the
China guild, where even now the Chinesf:l are held under almost the
same re;;trictions as the Dutch were in Desima (though not perhaps
quite so stringently,) will enter the main street. At this point the
houses are small and confined to the poorer classes of shops. Good
native sweetmeats can be obtained on the left-hand side, about fifty
yards from the gate, where the process of making them may also be
seen ; and fans, tooth-powder, and all the minor necessaries of Japanese
life are to be found in the numerous shops, all of which have their
front open to the street. The road winds sharply to the right, and
leads by a narrow street up the hill to the tea houses. Without visiting
these, one may turn sharply to the left through another gate into a
better portion of the trading town. Here the street is wider and the
shops better, and the stranger may halt for a moment to examine a few
bronzes at a shcp on the left (where swords are also to be purchased, at
the rate of 30 to 80 boos the pair), and glance at the silk shops
where the crape scarfs much used for hat-bands are to be obtained for
two or three boos each. Ile will then pass en to the first turning on
the left which leads at right angles to the road he has been traversing,
in~tead of following the main street which would take him along the
base of the hill further on to what Emopeans call Temple street,
(referred to hereafter). He is now going in the direction of Desima
and finds on both sides many shops full of curiosities, among which
tho porcelain shops figure most prominently.

These " curio" shops

are easily recognisable, as they are devoted simply to objects of fancyware, and in many of them, especially a large one about half-way down
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the street, very good lacquer-ware is to be got, for which, however, a
high price will be asked: but on the whole the selection is limited, and
if things are really good the price is large. No less than in China,
it is quite necessary to temporize with the Japanese in the question of
price, and to this there can be no definite guide, especially as the value
of lacquer varies so much with its quality, and the difference is scarcely
appreciable to an unskilled eye. The best things to be got in this
street are the straw work-boxes at a shop on the right hand side, where
a case containing some dozens of various patterns· is to be got for
twelve boos, swords at several places for about forty boos a pair, and
procelain at one of the numerous shops on the right. Here is found
the celebrated egg-shell china, varying in price according to its transparency and beauty of painting, from a ~ew tempos per cup, to four or
five boos for the larger kinds, and also the fine well-shaped vases
nowhere to be obtained so cheaply as in Nagasaki. The larger kinds
are to be got for from seventy to eighty boos, and the smaller at all
prices, but it has been found that those in which a great deal of the
black lacquer is used for ornamentation are very liable to lose their
surface colouring in a damp climate, so that care should be taken
to select good specimens. At the bottom of this street is a long flight
of steps leading up to another portion of the town, and turning down a
narrow street to the left. Immediately before reaching this ascent,
leaving on the right some shops where birds and zoological specimens
are to be obtained, the vi itor arrives, after a few minutes' walk, at a
small open space from which a little bridge leads on the left across a narrow creek into the fa_n-shaped island of Desima, which contains one street
running from end to end, about 250 yards long, crossed by another in
a line with the bridge about eighty yards long, and having, on the side
facing the harbour a row of houses occupied by merchants, one of which
is an hotel. On entering the street and turning to the left, nearly the
last house approached (also on the left) is a Bazaar for the sale of
native goods, where curiosities in great variety can be got at
moderate rates, and if a visitor has not time to go through the shops in
the city he will find it convenient to come here, where good things
are often to be obtained.

Leaving Desima, and recrossing the bridge
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he may again turn into the street which winds round to a landing,
place op~osite, where is a flight of steps. Ascending these and passing
on the right the vice-governor's house, a building of unprepossessing
appearance, a turn to the left will once more bring him into the main
street of the official quarter. This is remarkable for its stillness and
cleanliness, after the noise and bustle of the town, and the houses being
built with walls ornamented with the same species of lime used for the
roof, which serves to relieve their dulness, the street presents a neat
though by no means imposing appearance.

Shops are rare and many

Yakonins, or two-sworded officials, are to be met with, and the street
itself is wide and well kept. In a small street to the left is situated the
house of the governor, who is generally an inferior Daimio ( or at least
a high official · of the lower grade) appointed by the Sho-gdon, and
hence subject to none of the Daimios surrounding the !mperial dominions here, but responsible only to the court at Yedo. He is assisted
by two vice-governors and a staff of Yakonins and interpreters, all of
whom are, according to the universal system of espionage in Japan,
more or less spies one upon the other.

Indeed no official pays a visit

of ceremony without being accompanied by an ometsky, who would be
but doing his duty in rep.o rting anything that occurred which might
interest the government. Any one of these streets on the right wil~
if followed through the windings of the town, lead to the hills on
the Eastern side of the city, on which the temples, as before stated,
are situated, and which gives the name to the continuation of the main
street passing in front of them.
TEMPLES, &c.-The temples here are of two kinds, the "Sinto,"
where the sun goddess is worshipped, according to what is in fact the
oldrst and national religion of the country, and the Buddhist temples
where the worship of Buddha is practised, this creed having been
introduced from the neighbouring country of China. They are all
extremely picturesque and pretty, abounding in carved stones and fine
trees, with shrines scattered over the side of the hill, to which access
is obtained by flights of fine steps, giving, in themselves, a species of
dignity to the approach.

One marked difference is to be observed

between China and Japan in this respect, constituting perhaps the
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most striking diversity in the religious feeling of the country. Here,
unlike China, the places are kept well-swept and clean ; the shrines,
even with the usual tawdry decorations of the creed, are never in the
tumble-down, wretched state so common in a Chinese Joss House, and
not only the priests themselves, but the worshippers who come to
pray, behave with a reverence and attention to the religious service
unknown in the cities of the Celestial Empire. Indeed though the
temples are heathen, o~e involuntarily respects them as temples, and
the somewhat contemptuous epithet of "Joss House," universally used
by Englishmen to distinguish the places of worship in China, is never
applied to similar buildings in Japan. The Sinto edifices are known
by the arches which are so frequently placed across the paths leading
to them. These arches consist in two upright posts of wood or stone
surmounted by cross pieces, generally plain and unsculptured, about a
yard apart, the ends of the upper piece slightly curving upwards. A
very fine archway of this kind, sheathed in copper and about twenty or
thirty feet high, is to be found at the extremity of the road in the
official quarter just described, and is placed at the foot of a
series of well-cut stone steps leading to a temple destroyed a short
time ago by fire.
CosTOl'tlE.-No one can help noticing the crowded appearance the
street presents, or the clean, neatly-dressed people taking their evening
stroll, and the really pretty faces of the children and girls clad in their
bright coloured 'dresses, which though very simple are by no means
unpleasing. An under dress of some brig'4t coloured material, generally
scarlet embroidered with gold, is just seen at the throat, and is partly
covered by the long sleeved dress which doubles round the waist,
where it is confined by a broad bright coloured waistbelt tied in a huge
bow behind and reaching to the feet. These are clad in cotton socks
having two divisions only, one for the great toe and the other for the
remainder of the foot, the fastening for the sandal passing between the
two. With the common classes this is made of rough straw, but the
better kinds are neatly plaited and in wet weather are laid aside for
wooden pattens, raised some inches from the ground on two cross pieces

of wood, not unlike the Venetian Choppincs of the 15th century, and
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generally lacquered. Pedlars selling all sorts of fruits and viands,
game and fish, crowd the streets, and in the open shops may be seen
the people taking their evening meal with their families in a most
homely manner. Sounds of revelry and music may be heard at the
various tea houses, and as the evening draws on and the lanterns are
lighted in the shops, the many flushed and noisy revellers returning in
no very sober state to their respective homes gives oue a very different
idea of Japanese sobriety, to what the early accounts of Thunberg (who
expatiates on the national dislike to drunkenness) would lead one to
fancy.
FOREIGN SETILEJ.\IENT.-The foreign settlement is situated South of
and next to the Native town, on a small flat plain bounded on the East
by a range of hills, on which the Bungalows of the wealthier residents
are plaoed, and on the South by a small bay giving a sea frontage of
about a half mile, divided into two parts by a small creek running up
into a cultivated valley where the English burial ground is situated.
On the sea sitle is a small, though broad, bund, on which, facing the
Harbour, are the chief mercantile houses. Parallel to it run three
streets bordered by residences and places of business, while the righthand side of the creek is also occupied by a range of houses used as
grog shops, and where the familiar names "Army and Navy," "Our
House," &c., prove great inducements to the thirsty sailors from the
ships. The Canal is crossed by a small bridge, and on its N orthcrn
side is a row of business houses, &c., facing it, at the end of which is
situated the club, a small but commodious building supported by the
mercantile community. On the hills behind it are situated the English, Prussian, and Portuguese Consulates, while those on the Southern
side of the creek are occupied by the Roman Catholic Church recently
built, together with several Bungalows, the French and American Consulates, and the Belle Vue Hotel, which was formerly used as the British Consulate. It is a well conducted place much frequented by
visitors ; at its table d'hote dinner can be had for a dollar,
while for visitors the cost of living per week, everything included,
amounts to twenty-one dollars.
bour and city.

It has a very fine view over the har-

There is another JIotel situated in the Central Street,
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which is also much frequented. It is called the "Commercial." The
English Church-a tiny little building capable of holding about forty
or :fifty people-is situated on the hill at the back of the business part
of the settlement. Divine service is performed every Sunday morning.
CosT oF LIVING; MARKETS, &c.-The cost of living is by no means
large, and the following list will give some idea of market expenses in
Nagasaki:ME.A.T.
Good Beef, per lb.,
Mutton, per quarter,
Game, a head,
Fowls, the pair
Ducks, ,,
Geese, each,

10 cents.
3 to ~ , loJlars.
1 to 3~itziboos.
2
3

7

VEGETABLES,-

"
"
"

4 dollars.
a few tempos.

Potatoes, per picul,
Cabbage,
FRU!TS,Melon,
Other Fruits, per lb.,

about 10 to 12 tempos.
a few tempos.

HIRE,-

Coolies, per day,
Servants, per month,
Boat Hire, for a siugle trip to a vessel,

a few tempos.
13 itziboos.
4 tempos.

EXPENSE,-

Of keeping a horse, including groom's wages, 20 itziboos.
PLACES OF INTEREST IN TIIE NEIGIIBOURIIOOD.-There is nothing of

very extmordinar-y interest to be seen in Nagasaki, its chief beauty
lyiog in the glorious scenery around it, which is so universally to
be admired that it is difficult to particularize any one spot. Ev~rywhere the same rich valleys and noble hills, the same clean picturesque
villages and bright cheerful-looking people, and in the most charming
spots, generally on some bill side, the curved and decorated roofs of the
temples peep forth. The priests must be acknowledged to have a wonderful eye for the picturesque, although they certainly exhibit but
little grandeur of conception in their architecture, which feeling is
doubtless influenced by the fear of earthquakes so common in Japan.
In choice of position and grotesque, though not unsuitable, ornament,
they are particularly felicitous. The old laborious carvings, effective
though "bizarre," the strange shape and style of the mass of building,
indeed the " tout ensemble" seems to suit the rich foliage and deep
blue sky of this favoured land.

In one respect they resemble the
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Chinese, viz,, in their reverence for the dead, and cemeteries,
generally situated by the roadside t:mbosomed in trees, and kept
with care and neatness, are to be mtit with everywhere. They are frequently divided off by a small wall into spaces for family tombs, and
in nearly all cases are well kept, free from leaves and weeds, and have
flowers placed in receptacles before them. A hill side is the favourite
spot, and on all the slopes around Nagasaki the simple tombs of past
generations mark the spot where
"The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep."
We pass many of these on the road to Mogibay-a small bay on the
larger one of Simabarra. This is reached by a tolerably direct route
starting from the main street and turning to the right up a short road
immediately opposite Curio Street, which as we have seen, is on the
left in passing through the city from the settlement. At the top of
this road we turn sharply to the righ.t and after proceeding a few yards
ascend a few steps, by which the road winds to the left, and then continue the walk up a steep road partly paved in huge steps which ascend the hill, and then wind through the valleys on the opposite side
to our destination. It is a quiet little village in a sheltered, wellwooded bay, and commands a fine view over the large expanse of
water to the other side where the hills of the neighbouring town of
Simabarra, backed by a huge mountain whence the hidden fires still
send up a gentle stream of smoke on a cloudless day, are faintly
visible. It bears a sad history, that quiet-looking spot in the blue
distance, for not only has it always been subject to earthquakes, often
of the most devastating kind, but it was the scene of the final extermination of the Christian religion when its blood-stained ruins were battered in the 17th century, and buried beneath their wreck 37,000 of
its Christian defenders. In the way back through the little village
one will be able to see something of the habits of the people as regards
cleanliness, and one of the most singular and striking objects
to the newly arrived European is the well-known bath-house, so
often referred to by every writer on Japan. But here in Nagasaki
and its neighbourhood · not only is the bath-house commonly
used by both sexes, but by the side of the most public roads, pri vatc
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"tubs" are constantly taken by both young and old. Outside the
house the father, mother, and the rest of the family may be seen performing their evening ablutions as totally regardless of the passmg
crowd as it is of them, and though at first the sight is somewhat strange,
it is so very common that, like the crowd, the stranger soon ceases to view
it as a novelty. Great attention has been drawn by some writers
to this singular custom, and from it they have come to certain conclusions as to the morality o-£ the people hardly borne out by a closer
intimacy with them, for, a:s Fortune says, "the practice (of promiscuoua bathing) cannot be attributed to primitive innocence in this case,
as no people in the world are more licentious in their behaviour than
the Japanese." It is simply a, long continued custom, from which, by
force of habit, all strangeness is taken away.
VILL..lGE OF ToKITO. EPUNGA.-The little village of Tokita, situated
about 7 miles from the settlement, is well worth visiting, and can be
reached either on foot or horseback 1 though the road if the latter
course is taken, is for the first mile or two across paddy field~ and foot
paths, and consequently very rough. The usual beautiful hill and
valley scenery is to be seen en route, and on getting to the village a
glorious view of the deep bay of Ornaia, with its pictUTesque and beautifully wooded islands, is obtained. The villagers are generally civil
and will provide you with dinner at ter J apancse fashion, with the.
colourless tea or " saki" as a beverage, for a very few boos.
Another very favourite ride is to the channing little spot among the
hills called Epunga, where there are some nursery gardens in which
rare specimens of Japanese plants are obtainable.
FACTORY AT AcUNORA.-Opposite the English settlement on the
western side of the Bay is the factory of Acunora, superintended by
Dutch Engineers. The whole of the work is, however, carried out by
Japanese artizans, and steam lathes, drills, and other mechanical appliances have been fitted for the purpose of making repairs- in the Imperial
fleet. A great proof of the superior ability of the Japanese and their
readiness to adopt such of the arts and sciences as ten~ to material
civilization is found in the existence of a factory of this kind,
where not only have they, from mere models and books, succeeded in
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putting together or making many machines, but are able to execute work
that would prove no discredit to ~n European workshop. It is not
a very large establishment, but seems to answer the present requirements of the Japanese. Near this is the Russian Concession, which is
simply remarkable for the beauty of its situation and possesses Iio
buildings or mercantile houses, being simply used as a sanitarium for
the Russian fleet. With this we conclude the list of places to be seen,
as the remainder of the neighbourhood possesses so many attractions
in the way of scenery that it would be difficult to individualize them,.
and whichever way the visitor turns his steps he will find fresh beauties.
CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE.-The temperature of Nagasaki is at
all seasons variable, but the extremes are never great, owing to the presence of the "Japan current" which sweeps the whole southern portion
of the group; and though the thermometer has shown in August a heat
of over 90°, the nights are nevertheless much cooler, and the effects
of the midday sun, never painfully oppressive, are thereby tempered.
The rainy season commences about May and lasts for about six
weeks, during which time, however, there arl3 frequent intermissions of
fine weather; and the rest of the year, with the exception of August
which is unsettled, is in general gloriously fine, until the North Westerly winds come in with November and with occasional snow-storms give
a taste of winter and the pleasures of the fireside.
.TRADE.-The trade may be said to be steadily on the inorease, and
a more direct communication with the West seems to be commencing,
as vessels frequently come straight from and load for London. The

cbief articles of Import are Manufactured Goods, Metals and Mixed
Merchandise, but arms can by treaty agreement be sold only to the
Japanese Government or to foreigners, while the Chinese import native medicines and drugs. The export trade is as yet greater than
the import, and tea, silk, coal, vegetable ·wax, gall nuts, and articles
from China, such as dried fish, sea slugs, seaweed, peas, and beans, now
£11 the holds of more foreign vessels in one year than ever left the port
of Nagasaki during the two centuries previous to the treaty of 1858.
And let us hope the Japanese will themselves see and appreciate the
benefits of this change, and with a more constant intercourse with foreign-
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~rs better u,nderstand the exigencies of their position. Their policy of
seclusion is gone for ever, for a footing in the country is now gained
not merely by one nation but by many, while the cotnparative nearness of the western world, owing to steam navigation and telegraphy,
and the presence of powerful fleets, will ever prevent the recurrence
of such scenes as the massacres at Paffenburg and 8imabarra.
GEOLOGY.-Of the geological formation but little can be stated
beyond a general summary1 as in no place are there any cuttings or
quarries affording indications of the strata below the surface. It apparently somewhat resembles that part of China which lies in the same
latitude, consisting of a serieg of chains of hills of the earlier geological
formation, doubtless thrown up by some great volcanic agency, barren
or covered with seanty herbage for a third of the distance to the top,
and with granite, slate, and loam cropping through here and there.
The valleys are simply rich alluvial pln.ins formed of the debris
from the hills, and the decayed vegetable matter from the luxuriant
vegetation. Mr Fortune says : " In the island of Kiusiu, in the south,
and also in Sikok, the upper sides of the hill are generally barren, with
rocks of elay, slate and granite protruding. On the corner sides of the
hills, and in the valleys where cultivation is earried on, the soil consists
of cla.y and sand mixed with alluvial matter." On the south side of
Nipon (Sir R. Alcock informs us) the hills are formed of " sandstone and
fiand and the valleys and plains seem little else." The geology of Japan
is hence even now to a great extent a matter of conjecture, and until
the country iit freely opened to extended research this interesting volcanic group must remain an unexplored field.
FLORA, FAUNA, &c.-As before remarke(\ one of the great charms
of a Japanese landscape is ·ts luxuriant vegetation, and in spea~ing
of the Flora of Japan, so vast and so little known is the subject
that only a very ineomplete description of it can he given. But one
thing is particularly striking when wandering in these charming wood..
lands-the great similarity of a large number of the Botanical specimens
met with to our own. The Bishop of Victoria thus speaks of them:
"As we ascended the hilly path-way in our mountainous excursi<;m
to the high land in the rear of the city, the common vegetables, plan~s
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and weeds of an English roadside were visible in every direction.
Daisies, buttercups, Scotch thistles, milk thistles, dandelions, sorrels,
scentle~s blue violets, and not a few varieties of British ferns were
strewn about our path. Roses, irises, rhododendrons, peonies and
camellias of every hue and party colour, peach blossoms, cherry
blossoms and daffodils among garden flowers ; pines, Scotch firs,
spruces, larches and cedars among fo1·est trees; and wheat, rye, barley,
rape, mustard, clover, cinquefoil, vetches, turnips, and carrots among
.field crops, served to remind us of the similar agricultural crops and
rural scenes of our fatherland." On the hill sides, especially in the
neigbourhood of the temples, very fine specimens of the forest trees
are met with, such as the camphor tree (Laurus Oamphom), numerous oaks, especially the evergreen variety, and pines, whilst in
the copses, the wax tree (Rhus Succedenium), the Azalea and Cryptomeria Japonica are commonly found in aburidance. The tea tree flourishes •wild on the hills, and is brought into cultivation in many
places. Conifers are great favourites with the Japanese, and many
of the roads owe their pleasant appearance to the rows of Pinus
Densijlora Massonia1111, and Cryptome'ria Japoni'ca, which are planted on
either side, and allowed to grow to a great size. The fir, plane, and
elm are common, and of great variety, but it would be as impossible as
unnecessary to occupy much sp~ce on this subject, as it is one that is in
itself almost inexhaustible. A passing reference may however be made
to the gardens, whioh are most carefully tended, and laid out in a way
calculated to make the most of a small space. Small plots of ground
are to be sePn behind or by the side of the shops in the heart of the city,
each a perfect picture oflandscape gardening. Dwarf trees, chiefly firs
and oranges, are generally used in the~ gardens, and small temples
and ponds are effectively placed to render them most picturesque, while
trees with gnarled and knotted branches, exhibiting the appearance of
extreme old age, are seen only a few feet in height, and dwarf variegated bamboos and ferns as well as the Cycu$ Revoluta, and specimens of
the pure Junifer Taxus, Rhapis Flatellzfonni'$, and of numerous other
varieties are scattered about. In the vallies, rice, and the edible lily
(Arum Esculentum) are extensively cultivateJ, an<l ou the dry hill sides,
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sweet potatoes, maize, and buckwheat during the summer. During the
winter the low lands generally are allowed to lie fallow, and wheat,
barley and rape are planted in the other grounds. The vegetables
cultivated are carrots, onions, turnips, and lily roots, ginger, yams and
sweet potatoes, but it is found that English potatoes and other vegeta~
bles flourish well, and are easily procurable. Not much attention is
paid to fruits, but pears, oranges, persimmons, and water melons are
common and tolerably good. On the whole Japan may be looked on
as a country with a fertility of the most extraordinary kind, producing
not only many familiar varieties of plants, but large numbers also of
new species, so that to the Botanical collector a wide and comparatively
new field is still open. Of the Fauna of Nagasaki any description is
also of uecessity imperfect as so little is known of the interior. Wild
fowl of many kinds, including the Mandarin duck and pheasants of both
the green and copper varieties are to be met with in the neighbourhood,
-the wild fowl at the entrance of the Harbour and at certain seasons
on the marshy flats at its head (where snipe are also to be found,) and
pheasants occasionally on the hills near the settlement, but more frequently some miles further South near Cape Nomo. A visit to this
latter place requires preparations for a few days' absence, and even
then, unless " clever" dogs are taken, the covers are so thick as to
render shooting difficult, and finding the birds still more so. Grizzly
black bears, together with wild boars, are, it is said, to be found in the
interio;r, but large animals have very rarely been found near the town.
In many shops in the city are sold a large variety of zoological speci•
mens in good condition and worth purchasing. Storks, red fallow
deer, Mandarin ducks, doves, and pigeons of every variety of hue and
plumage are most common in these places, each with its separate well
kept cage, and here also we find the most beautiful of the pheasant
tribe-the gold and silver varieties. These are too well known to need
description, but they are almost equalled in beauty by the copper
plumaged bird of the same species, which till recently has been such a
rarity in Europe. The brown fishing hawk, so useful as a scavenger, is
common in the harbour, and it is strange to see how instinctively they
avoid the newly arrived vessels, while the upper yards of their older
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acquaintances, the vessels long in the harbour, are occupied without
hesitation. The varieties of the snake tribe are apparently much the
same as in the same latitude of China, and are said not to be venomous. The famous Salamander, long endowed by popular opinion with
such extraordinary qualitit:s, is also a native of Japan, and specimens are

to be found for sale in ponds and tubs at the same shops as those devoted to the sale of birds. They cannot be called beautiful, and, though
undoubtedly great curiosities, are hardly likely to be admired as pets by
Europeans, for being of the water lizard species, neither their color, a
dirty brown, nor their ugly shape, recommends them to notice . In an
entomological point of view also Japan is interesting, though new
varieties around Nagasaki are somewhat rare, but butterflies of the
"swallow tail" family are numerous, and an apparently new butterfly, a
species of aptura, has been discovered by Mr. Fortune. Those captured
there generally resemble either the Chinese varieties such as Dynastes
Dychotoma, or closely assimilate with our own, but some new species
of the stag beetles (Lucani) and Cambi, together with the rare Damaster Hlaptoides have been obtained in the country. Land shells are not
largely represented, but Helix QUIJ3site and Ilel'ix Japonica (Pfieffer)
a.re to be found in several places.

YOKOHAMA.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
Yokohama, both from its position near the chief city of the Shogoonate or temporal government, ancl as being the residence of the foreign
ministers is, politically speaking, the most important of the treaty ports
yet open to foreign trade. Except in this respect and in the natural
beauty of its neighbourhood! it cannot be said to possess many
attractions, for being, as it is, a town, or rather village, erected since the
opening of the treaty ports around the houses of the Europeans who
first i:iettled there, it has not antiquity to render it noticeable, nor is it
a good specimen of a true Japanese town. It was originally intended
by Sir Rutherford Alcock, that the port to be opened in the bay of
Yeddo should be situated at Kanagawa, a little village on the shore of
the same bay on which Yokohama also stands, not only because the
former place was situated on the "Tocaido" or great high road which
runs through the whole empire, but also that the new settlement
might by not its position be virtually separated from the main arteries of
traffic, while at the same time too far dis,tant from the capital. Many
circumstances howPver prevented the carrying out of the late minister's
design, one of the chief being the fact that the site he chose for the
European town was so hemmed in by shoals and sand banks that
vessels coming to trade would have had to lie a long distance out, and
at any time but the highest tides would have been unable to discharge
their cargoes except in very small boats.

Inrleed at low tide, opposite

the village in question, the natives may be seen wading out to their boats,
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many hundred yards from the beach, and it would be impossible for
ships to communicate with the shore with facility or convenience. The
Japanese themselves too, (at least those who had the management of
the affair), evidently had a very great objection to foreigners settling
so near the great highway, and by tacit or open opposition, and by
delays, obviously unnecessary, continued to postpone the opening of
the port until the plain at Yokohama, which they were most desirous
of recommending, was occupied by tbe buildings of the earlier settlers
on ground which they had already prepared, and which they endeavoured to induce the English minister to accept. Thus, finally, the town
of Yokohama became the chief seat of European intercourse in the
East of Niphon, though all consular and official documents are dated
from the town of Kanagawa, and Yokohama is only referred to as the
port of the former place. That in a political point of view its site is
not so good as the one first fixed on is undoubted, for it is somewhat
more distant from any of the great towns or villages, and hence is more
out of the way of intercourse with the natives; on the other hand it is far
more convenient for trading purposes; and being out of the track of
the Daimios and Yakonins who may be travelling through the country,
ther~ is less danger of those frightful tragedies which have from time
to time occurred near the "Tocaido." Enough for us that it now exists
in its present position, and that, although eight years ago the vallE>y of
Yokohama was but a flat, well cultivated plain, bordered on the seaward
side by a tract of marshy ground, and watered by numerous tidal creeks,
at the present day a large and populous town occupies the same ground
created by European energy and supported by European trade-a true
city of the swamp. The government of the native city devolves on the
governor of Kanagaw·a, who lives on the road between Yokohama and
the latter place. Like the Governor of Nagasaki, he is assisted by
a vice-governor and staff who act as checks on their chief's movements,
and who form important links in the great chain of surveillance that
seems to pass through the entire country, antl which places such immense power in the hands of the rulers and princes of the realm.
CmnroNICATION WITH OTilER PORTS ; F ARES.-Yokohama is the
great centre of foreign traffic in Japan and is chiefly so from the facility
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of communication from abroad, and from its position on the seaboard
of the central portion of the empire. It is reached from Shanghai by
the Steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental Company's Service, who
convey the bi-monthly mail at regular periods to and from the settlement. The fare is about $100 and the steamers on the line are of
the sam" class, as a rule, as those on the China Coast. Other Steamers
and sailing vessels arrive, at intervals, direct from England or America,
or from Hongkong and Shanghai, but the only regular communication is by the P. & 0. vessels.
PosITION.-The settlement itself is situated on the bay of Yokohama,
a small inlet on the Western side of the large gulf of Yedo and bounded
by the two small capes of 'l'reaty Point and Kawasaki. The gulf consists
in a deep inlet, 28 miles in length by 20 wide, in the South Eastern portion of the island of Niphon, and has good anchorage in the series of
small inlets formed by the many indentations on its Western sides.
About 40 miles from the commencement of the bay is found the little
Volcanic island of" 0-0-sima," commonly called "Vries'' island, after
the Dutch Navigator of that name, and which is noted as being a still
active Volcano with hot springs, and also as being the reputed place
of confinement and banishment of those Daimios who having rebelled
against the government have been sentenced to a residence at this spot.
The whole of the Western shore of the bay, after passing Cape Sagami,
which lies on the Northern side of the narrow entrance, presents a
series of low hills richly wooded and deeply indented by valleys.
Passing "Mississippi" bay, and rounding the bluffs of" Treaty Point"
Yokohama Bay is at length entered. Right ahead, bordering the
sea, lies the town with its little bund fronting the French and English
Concessions, and on the right can be seen the village of Kanagawa
protected by a powerful battery. Behind lie the hills, and if the day
be clear, the snow crested summit of Fusiyama, the sacred mountain of Japan, will be clearly visible among the fleecy clouds on the
horizon seventy miles away. This huge volcanic hill, which forms
a prominent object in all Japanese pictures and designs, rises from
the midst of a large plain, more than 60 miles from the settlement,
and is in shape a truncated cone, 14,000 feet in height, the top of
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which is, except in the mouth of August, continually crested with
snow. It is a favourite place of pilgrimage in Japan, numbers from
all parts of the empire yearly making their pious visits t.o the "Matchless Hill." · It has now ceased to be active for many years ~- the last.
eruption took place in 1707 when, according to the native accoontr
the mountain uprose· from the level plain in a single night.
The town of Yokohama, (the meaning of which is "cross shore,"}
is surrounded by a small canal which gives it a length of about
a mile, a breadth of nearly ½ a mile, and a circumference of some3 miles. Its area is hence about 34.0 acres, in shape a long
rectangl_e, but the whole of this is not occupied by buildings, a
considerable portion on the land sides being still swamp. It has
a sea frontage of about a mile, but only a portion of this is occupied by a regular bund, the latter extending simply in front of
the Europeau portion of the settlement, which is provided with two
well built landing places called "Hatobas" the southern of which is
called the French and the northern the English Hatoba. It lies
in latitude 35° 26' 11" N. and longitude 139° 39' 20" E. and its general direction is from North West to South East.
The village of Yokohama winds, as previously stated, for some mile~
back from the shore and communicates on the right with the
larger Xanagawa valley, through which passes the "Tocai.do," and
on the left with those of Mississippi and Kanagawa bays. All
these are bounded by ranges of low undulating hills wooded on all
sides except in the places cleared for cultivation, and having an elevation of only a few hundred feet. The writers mentioned in the
:previous section on Nagasaki. give ihe best, and indeed almost the
only, books of reference on Japan, but their descriptions of Yokohama
are necessarily more confined to ihe beauties of the neighbourhood
than to the settlement itself, as the latter has so short a political
history. Sir Rutherford Alcock'"s account deals chiefly with this
question and he gives a most interesting description of the early
difficulties both with regard to the proposed occupation of Kanagawa
and the assassinations and daX1gers that distinguished its early history.
Mr Fortune devotes some pages to description of the works of art> &c.,.
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to be found in the " Curio " shops, amd referring to the sudden rise of
Yokohama from ·a mere hamlet gives the following particulars:" When the American squadron first visited Yokohama in 1854 it
1Vas but a small fishing village c<,ntaining probably not more than 1,000
inhabitants.

Now the population amounts to 18,000 or 20,000, and a

large town covers a space which was formerly occupied by rice fields
-and vegetable gardens.

The town is built on the flat land which ex-

tends along the shores of the bay and is backed by a kind of semicircle
of low riehly wooded hills.

It is increasing rapidly every day, and no

doubt the whole of the swamp which lies between it and the hills will
soon be covered with buildings."
This last prediction is a.lread y being fulfilled inasmuch as the houses
are extending farther baek every year ; and as trade increases and restrictions are removed, the day will doubtless soon come when Yokohama will be a place of some importance in the Eastern world.
DESCRIPTION

OF

THE TowN.-The town is built on a long, almost

rectangw.ar, piece of ground surrounded on two sides by a canal, and
on the South and Eastern sides by the waters of the bay, and may be
divided into two nearly equal parts.

The Western half is occupied by

the European settlement and has a small bund, parallel to which run
the three principal streets intersected by cross roads, while at the back
the buildings extend irregularly over the unoecupied ground.

At the

foot of the small hills or blu.ffs which. bound the settlement on the
west, and rise in general steeply from the edge of the Canal, is situated
the ground grantecl to the English government whereon to build an
hospital, bat at present occupied by only a few wretched looking huts.
Very different is it from the adjoining hill granted to the French, for
not only have they raised some substantial builclings, but have most
tastefully laid out the grounus aronnd it.

Immediately beyond and

above this is the camp, divided into two parts by a small level plot
used as a parade ground and surrounded by a strong fence.

The por-

tion nearest the sea is occupied by the regiment stationed at the port,
the other, form erly h elu by the Battalion of Royal Marine Light Infantry being, at present, empty.

Returning to the settlement which is con-

nected with the mainl..i.ud by a bridge, and proceeding down the central
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of the three streets, of which we have spoken, in the direction of the
Native town, many hotels are passed, the best of which is the
"Hotel d'Europe" situated in the second cross street to the left, which
commences at the usual landing place on the Bund and extends nearly
across the settlement turning slightly to the right after passing the
third of the three chief streets. At the end of this road are found the
English Consulate and Post-Office.

Continuing along the main street

and passing a number of small grog-shops which, on an open piece of
ground, divide the European from the Native town, the visitor leaves
the Custom House, and the cross road to the French Hatoba on his right,
and finds himself at the entrance of Curio Street. This noted locality
is a broad, well-kept street divided into three parts by moveable
barriers, and bordered on either side by the usual two storied Japanes~
houses built of wood and all open to the front. In the lower rooms,
raised about a foot from the road, and neatly covered with soft white
mats, are displayed the lacquer ware, bronzes and other works of art
which have given the place its name, and which present no small
temptation for the investment of spare cash.
SHOPS &c.-It is difficult to particularize any shop as being the
best, but some of the most valuable specimens of old lacquerware are
to be found in an unpretending-looking shop on the right hand side of
the central division of the street. Close to this is a bronze shop containing Some very beautiful cabinets of ·i vory and tortoise shell, and
numbers of inlaid bronzes of good patterns; a little beyond this, on the
same side, is a silk shop, much visited by foreigners. There is however
not much difference between the quality of the goods sold here and at
other places, and they a1e only particularized as being better known to
the foreign residents. At the bottom of the main street runs another
road at right angles to it where some good shops are also to be found.
Turning to the left and proceeding a short distance, the visitor comes to
second Curio Street, or the well known "Benton dare.'' Numerous
bath-houses are found about this locality, shut out from the open street
by a large screen of black material on which white letters denote
the nature of the buildings. These places have been too well
dtt~cribed by previous

travellers to render additional particulars
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The '' Gunkero.'' Lacquerware, &c.
necessary m these pages. They are always full, and the groups
of nude figures splashing about in the wide space are by no
means disturbed by the presence of strangers, and seem to consider their }:JUblic ablutions a ceremony about ,vhich there need be
no nee~less affectation. In the " Benton dore" a series of ~hops are
found, inferior, in most respects, to those in the street just described ;
good ivory carvings are however to be got there, and many of the
minor specimens of native manufacture, such as fans, umbrellas,
&c. At the top of the street is a turning to the right, leading
through a narrow lane bordered by poor lookiug houses, into a large
~nclosed space in which " tea houses" are situated. Here dinners and
plays can be got up at the shortest notice, and debauchery of the lowest type is common. Fortune, in referring to this place, the celebrated
Gankero, uses these words: "over such matters one would willingly
draw a veil ; but truth must be told in order to correct the impression
which some persons have of Japan,-tbat it is a very garden of Eden
and its inhabitants as virtuous as Adam and Eve before the fall."
Leaving this road on the right, a turn to the left brings one again to
ihe English settlement.
Every thing in the way of Rpecimens or art has naturally increased
in cost since the early days of the settlement, and at the same time
owing to the greater dt>mand for them they are not so good or so old
as those formerly bought. Bronzes of modern make and tastefully inlaid with silver in Arabesque designs are numerous and generally
good, especially those from the territory of the prince of Couza, which
are noted for their high surface finish, but the prices dre usually high,
varying from 50 to 150 boos. The lacquerware, in every variety of
design and colour, is of great beauty, but the new specimens are neither
so carefully manufactured nor so rich in gold ornament as those of
greater age ; and this want of care, together with a fresh and new appearances, afford the chief means of detecting the less valuable kinds.
Tortoise shell, worked into cabinets or card baskets, the latter extremely graceful in design, and ivory, carved or worked into cabinets, are
also extensively exposed for sale.

The many beautiful articles to

be found in YLkohama, are too numerous and too varied in style,
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to permit of any detailed information respecting their prices being inserted. The most important point to remember is that the value is
generally much less than the amount asked ; hence the buyer should
offer about one half the price, and after a little discussion he will probably be able to arrive at a satisfactory " mean" between the two figures.
NEW RoAD.-The new road made for the use and convenience of
foreigners, more especially for equestrians, commences at the camp
and winds through the vallies to Mississippi bay. From this it fellows
the beach, whence, turning up a steep cutting on the hill side, it continues its course along the plateau, finally debouching on the canal a
short distance from the second bxidge. It is of great advantage to the
residents, as the road is wide and tolerably good, safer than the
T ocaido, and better ·than the rough and narrow paths which intersect
the neighbourhood. A great number of tea-houses are in course of
construction along the "new road;" and as these are genera11y occupied by soldiers and sailors not always in a very sober condition they
form no improvement to the view.
TJU.DE.-The trade of Yokohama appears to be steadily on the increase, but in consequence of the power exercised by the authorities in
preventing the export of goods, it is very fluctuating. The government
do not seem to consider a iarge export trade as an advantage ; instead
of looking on it as a means of increasing the national prosperity they
t1hut up a sou.roe of revenue from fear lest the country be drained of
its materials. Raw Silk, Tea, Vegetable-Wax, Oil, and manufactures

of Silk, Copper, and Lacquer ware are exported, as well as numerous
other articles for the China markets, such as Paper, Camphor, Flour,
Peas, Beans, Sea-weed, Isinglass, Beche de Mer and dried Oysters and
Limpets. The import trade is not very great, though it has lately been
increased by the intxoduction of goods with patterns suited to Japanese
taste.
ExcHANGE.-One obstacle to perfect freedom of trade is the want
~fa general coinage, for though the dollar is current in the settlements,
it is not so in the interior, and boos have therefore to be pur-chased in exchange. The Japanese government are, however, issuing
.a. new coin of the val.no of 3 boos which is to beco::ne the general
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coinage t.hroughQut the realm in all dealings with foreigners. Exchange in Yokohama is very variable owing to the fluctuation of trade.
As the authorities can at any time stop the conveyance of goods to
Yokohama, the market at times becomes overstocked with dollars. In
view of the new arrangements, however, the future looks brighter, and
with greater knowledge of the advantages of commerce, and a better
appreciation of the good faith and uprightness of foreigners will come,
it is to be hoped, a larger share of that commerce to which England
owes its present prosperity.
FLORA A.ND FAUNA.-The natural productions of all parts of the
country seem to be much the same, and there is but little difference
between the Flora and Fauna of Yokohama and that of the neighbour•
hood of Nagasaki. The forest trees comprise the same fine specimens of the Pinus Massoniana, Oryptome1·ia Japonica, Podo Carpuss
Macrophyllus, and the Camellias and Azalea are as common and as
beautiful as in the Western part of the Empire, while the singular
pine, only recently described by botanists, and called from its strange
shape the "umbrella pine" (Sciadopitys Ve1·ticillata) is frequently
to be found. In the nurseries ahd flower gardens near Y edo rare
and valuable botanical specimens are to be obtained, with many new
varieties of well known shrubs. The Japanese seem particularly to
excel in producing the variegated-leaved plants, and have cultivated
riiis taste in a wonderful way, producing variegated varieties of many
of the Pines and Junipers, and also the .Aralia, LaurutJ, and Salisburia
.Ad£antifolia. Evergreens of numerous varieties grow in great abundance, so that the woods look green and pleasant at all seasons. In
the appendix to Sir Rutherford Alcock' s work a long list of the
botanical specimens in the neighbourhood is to be found, and this list
has been largely increased since its publication by him. The Fauna
also differs but little from that of Nagasaki, though but few zoological
specimens are to be procured in the immediate neighbourhood. The
shops in the town are the best medium through which to obtain good
specimens, as they contain objects of interest from all parts of the
group of Islands.

Very fairly prepared entomological specimens are

also to be got in the native town, in boxes sold at one to two boos
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each, and among them many rarities from the interior may be met

with.
GEOLOGY.-Thegeology of Yokohama i3 much the same as at Nagasaki
-rich alluvial plains with a soil containing a large quantity of decaying
vegetable matter, bounded by hills often of sandstoue and with recent
clay near the surface.

Mr Fortune gives the following description of

the Yokohama cliffs, which seems applicable to most of the hills in the
neighbourhood:" 1st layer, Black peaty looking soil, evidently containing much
vegetable matter.
2d layer, Red earth much mixed wit.h gravel.
3d layer, gravel.
4th layer, Hard clay. This is intersected here and there with layer;
of shells principally oyster. The shells are seen sticking on the surface of this layer in all directions.

Charred wood and pumice-stone

are also met with in this clay."

All the shells however appear to

be of modern type and the strata above described are evidently very

recent, and have probably been raised to their present height by the
violent action which has at times disturbed the whole surface of the
country.
EXCURSION TO

THE

TEMPLE

OF

KAMAKURA.-Before proceeding to

give a description of this celebrated temple it may be well to premise
that its distance from Yokohama being about fifteen miles, it is rather
too {ar for a pedestrian excursion, and so the journey had better be'
taken on horse-back, if one may so term the skittish, vicious ponies of
Japan.

Starting from the settlement one crosses the bridge leading to

the camp bluffs, and turning to the right must follow the canal and its
stnall trih11tary stream up the long valley at the base of which Yokohama is built.

Soon leaving, however, this sedgy stream, the road

winds through the large fertile plain dotted with villages and groups
of trees, and hemmed in by richly wooded hills. After a ride of about
seven miles the traveller arrives at what is generally called the "halfway-house," a small tea house by the roadside, where he can take a rest
and over a cup of the colourless, though refreshing Japanese tea, converse
in broken Japanese with the fair damsels in attendance, who
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do not evince the slightest disinclination to respond to the foreigner's
somewhat feeble efforts at speaking the language. After leaving this
the scenery becomes more hilly, and the road follows the irregular
outline of the hills, opening out at every step fresh beauties ; past
quiet villages embosomed on some verdant hillside in a graceful bamboo thicket or cedar grove, past groups of stern-looking Yakonins, with
their neatly-appointed and well-armed retinues, past long-faced children in every variety ofundress, who are most untiring in their efforts to
get a tempo by way of "sinjo" from the stranger, past quaint little shrines
of Buddha or the suIJ goddess, decorated with the incense or flower offerings of its ·devotees, past every imaginable combination of glorious
woodland and landscape colouring, until, after a steep ascent, the road
leads along the crest of a wooded range, and with the fresh aromatic
perfume of the pines wafted to his nostrils the visitor will at last
catcli a glimpse of the sea and the bay of Kanasawa,-the next halting
place. Descending the hill, the route lies across a small but well-cultivated plain, which debouches from two or three small mountain spurs
upon an almost circular bay, the entrance to which is barely visible,
and which is surrounded on the inner side by the straggling buildings
of the little fishing village of Kanasawa. It is a quiet, charming little
spot, so land-locked as to resemble a lake, and surrounded by the ordinary hill scenery of Japan. After passing through the main street.
of the village, in no wise remarkable excep~ that it is neat and clean
enough for an English hamlet, a short ride brings one to the shore,
and then a turning to the right follows the course of the bay. Here
are several very well kept tea houses, where refreshments are readily
procurable, and where there are also rough stalls for ponies. The r.oad.
from this point is tolerably direct, and winds off through a series of
valleys until it ascends a steep hill, whence it passes through a deep
cutting overshadowed by trees and ferns, from which point also there
is a fine view over the valley of Kamakura, where lies the temple.
There is here a resting place and tea house much frequented by wayfarers. The descent on the other side leads clown to a good road, generally well frequentecl by pilgrims and travellers to the various temples and shrines with which the neighbourhood abounds, and at length.
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the spire of the temple roof comes in sigl1t; riding through the outskirts of the village and turning to the right, the visitor may halt, at
the entrance of the chief temple, to look around him. The village of
Karna,kura is thus described in the Chinese and Japanese Repository for
March 1865, in the course of an article from the pen of a IQ.edical
officer of the Royal Navy:
" Kamakura, of old a capital city, is now a petty village with scarcely
anything to attest its past greatness but its sacred buildings and 'th6
traditions attached to them. In the first year of the N engo Bunji ( A.
D. 1185) during the reign of the Mikado Antolcu, a national hero
named Yoritomo, the first of the Kobus or Tmkuns of Japan (who is
still very popular amongst the people), made Kamakura his metropolis
( or Miaco ), influenced probably by the extent and safety of the plain.
in which the city was situated, a safety ensured by the sea on the one
hand, and the closely-wooded and impenetrable hills on the other. In
the second year of Shoo-kei (A.D. 1333) during the reign of the Emperor Kwoogen, und just previous to the commencement of the struggle
for the Mikadoship between the rival factions of the North and South,
Natta Yoshi-sata, a powerful daimio from the province of Simotske,
besieged Kamakura then (it would appear) under the rule of a regent,
Takatoki, and utterly destroyed the city, with all its inhabitants, which
had enjoyed metropolitan honours for one hundred and forty-eight years
only. At the present day K!lmakura consists of~ somewhat extensive
and scattered mass of poor houses, and in nowise differs from Japanese
villages in general, ex~pt in the wideness of some of its streets-vestiges, perhaps, of the original plan of the old capital-in the multitude
of its sacred buildings, and in its numerous traditional associations."
Such is Kamakura at the present day. The following is a description
of the temples which render it famous, mainly gathered from the same
source.
"The various temples and shrines-more than a hundred in number
-are distributed widely over the plain; but the largest and more imposing of them all, the llacliiman-gfo or 'Temple of Ilachiman,' a deifi-•
ed hero, chiefly adored by the Bushi or military class, is ill the northern

portion of the plain, and is the one most visited by sight.,.scers.

It
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may be approached from the south by a straight wide avenue, represented in olcl maps as having extended as far as the M:1-shore. The
sacred destination of the a.venue is made known to the visitor or pilgrim
by several tori-i, or stone portals, under which he must pass. Of these
portals, literally 'birds' resting-places,' an excellent idea may bo formed
by a glance at any of the woodcuts of temples in Sir Rutherford Alcock's
work on J a.pan. They are invariably marks of some vestibulum ad
iacra delubra. At the termination of the avenue, a stone bridge, the
Aka-ha.sh (Red bridge) carries one across n. wide ditch that connects a
couple of ponds, surrounded by trees, and crowded with (probably
sacred) wild duck, into a gravelled ante-court planted with trees, but
destitute of buildings, and whose upper boundary is the stone-faced
lower erubanktnent of the second court or terrace. A flight of steps
leading through. a gateway, called Niwoo-mon, or ' Gate of the Two
Kings,' who are represented by huge dila.pidated wooden images, bow in
hand and quiver on back, one on either side of the portal, giving access
to this second terrace, which, like the first, is gravelled and irregularly set witl1 trees, but which is much more extensive. There are various
sacred shrines of Buddhist saints, as the G01nadoo, the Taidoo, temples
of the Kamis, or 'gods,' as Wakanomia, &c. To the right a belfry,
Sltinroo, protects a very large and magnificent bronze bell, which, when
the religious ritual requires, is struck on the exterior by a huge piece
of timber slung by ropes. Its tone is singularly rich and pure, and the
sound dies slowly away in mournful waves, whose amplitude increases
as their intensity diminishes, and is imperceptibly lost. One of the
chief curiosities of this temple, (which is said t0 be one of the oldest in the
country, and is even assumed to have been the residence of the Mikado
in the early days of Japanese hititory,) is the celebrated stone supposed to
possess the property of curing barrenness among women, and which, as
such, is frequented by women from all parts of the country. It appears
to be simply a curiously-shaped boulder, some 3 or 4 feet long, and is
surrounded by a small railing, near which is a box for the offerings of
the pious. At the back of the grounds is a long fligl1t of steps leading
to a small temple of peculiar sanctity, as it was in this that Taiko Sama
himself is said to have worshipped the divinities of his country. A
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little beyond and to the right is the famous Omanko-ishi, so much the
object of the curiosity of Too-tui visitors. To the left is the temple or
Kioo-too. Beyond this is the pathway leading to the Djiu-ni-i'u-soomon, or 'Gate of the Twelve Temples,' and near it a small shrine to
Inari, the patron of rice farmers. At the upper end is an almost
perpendicular embankment, some twenty-five feet high, faced with
square blocks of stone, and presenting in its centre a flight of some
thirty steps, which brings the visitor to the lev,el of the last and highest
terrace, on which the HacMmangiu stands.
" On either side the landing are two large, very handsome, and very
elaborately ornamented bronze censers, and further to the left a shrine
to Buddha, under one of his numerous names, Aizen ; further to the
right the Tsurukame-islii, a couple of large stones, in which fancied
resemblances to a crane and to a tortoise have been traced, and, beyond
these, an hexagonal building that o'ercanopies the Well of the Six Horns.
About the centre of this terrace is the large rectangular enclosure,
in which are situated the shrines of Hachiman. The sides consist of
long two-storied galleries, each storey with a kind of verandah, supported by wooden pillars. At either end is a somewhat imposing gateway,
guarded by a couple of fierce-looking hero-figures, in full war-dress,
and closed by strong and massive sliding-doors.
"Access to the interior of the enclosure is not permitted, neither are
any of the temples open to foreigners. But through various crannies
and openings it is easy to gain a fair view of the inner court and of its
contents, so far, as least, as regards externals. Within are several
bronze censers, similar in appearance to those above described, and
two large two-storied, high- roofed temples, of which the upper one is
the peculiar mia, or shrine of the war god Hachiman. The inner side
of the galleries that form the enclosure seem to be used (if use<;! at all)
as cloisters. Rumour says that within these temples are preserved the
various sacred emblems, the sacred plate and ornaments of the Christian
Church of Japan, so utterly and cruelly annihilated in the seventeenth
century ; but the truth of such an assertion seems to be doubtful.
" As to the construction of these temples, and of the elaborate
framework of their heavy overhanging roofs, the excellent woodcuts
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of sacred buildings contained in the above-mentioned work of Sir
R. Alcock will convey a better idea of their appearance than pages
of description The temples are all . of wood, very strongly built,
and variously adorned, especially as to the gateways and cornices,
with carvings of fish, birds, dragons, flowers, &c., roughly finished
off, but of very superior execution, and singularly true to nature.
The remains of colours, too, are yet visible, chiefly red and brown,
and the images have at one time been covered with gilt and gaudy
tints. But everything is now in a dilapidated state, and appears to be
falling, uncared for, to ruins. And this ragged look is not improved
by the strings of dirty strips of paper hanging before the entrance of
each temple, and which are apparently votive offerings of the humbler
cbsses, left here to rot away in the wind and rain. The repairs of the
sacred buildings are provided for by the rents or produce of certain
lands assigned to each temple, and the contributions, scanty enough,
of the few pilgrims who yearly visit Kamakura.
"But temples are not the only attractions of Kamakura. Almost
every river, every hill, and inch of ground, has its name and its tradition. We stand on the graves of ancient heroes, kings, or princesses ;
we walk aci·oss the sites of former palaces (JJoshlci) ; or forgotten fortresses (yasMro); we pass by disused cemeteries (haka),~and thread our
narrow paths among fields now yellow with ripening rice, where, some
600 years ago, many a stout retainer kerai fought and died for his lord.
To the south of Kamakura is the side of the Yashki of Mongaku.
When Yoritomo's father was defeated and killed by Hei-ke Kioo-mori,
in the twelfth century, Mongaku, his faithful retainer, brought the
skull of his slain lord to Yoritomo, who, of course, made war upon and
slew Hei-ke Kioo-mori"
Near this was the Yashki of the famous Taka-uchi, who relieved
Kamakura from the power of Nitta Y oshi-sata, and restored it for a
time to its pristine dignity of miaco, or 'capital city.' Nearer the
s~ is the Haka, or ' tomb' of the Princess H'tomami, and the site of
the fortress of Kagemasa, a deified hero.
Distant a mile or more S. W. ofRamakura is the famous bronze statue
of Dai-bootsz, or 'Great Buddha,' prettily situated in a small gravelled
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court, surrounded by a grove of bamboos, camellias, diospyros, oaks,
and conifers, and approached by the usual avenue, :flight of steps, and
stone portal. "The Great Prophet of the extreme East is represented in
the crosslegged position common among Orient~ls, with the half-closed
hands brought together, and the tips of the thumbs in contact. The
expression of the face is one of mournful repose, the lips closed, the eyes
downcast, and the head slightly bent upon the breast. The statue is
well placed to ensure an effective view, for backed as it is by a mass of
lofty trees, with the little road leading up to it by a series of small steps
at regular intervals, and bordered by magnificent azaleas and flowering
plants, the grand old statue towering above all around, with its air of
calm repose, looks imposing in the extreme. It is built of bronze in
pieces, and is hollow in the interior, but the joints have been so well
constructed that, at a short distance, no lines are perceptible. Its heigh
i€ estimated at about 50 feet, and its base, which is nearly 30 feet wide,
rests on a pile of masonry about 6 feet high, in front of which is an
altar. The interior of the statue is filled with gilt images of Buddhist
saints, which, with their crosiers, glories round the head, &c., bear a
marvellous resemblance to the images of the Romish Calendar common
on the Continent." On the right is a little building occupied by the
priest, where pictures of the deity can be bought at the rate of 2 or 3
per tempo from the attendants who also provide one with cups of weak
but refreshing tea.
From the spot where we stand, a wide road leads in the direction of
the sea, and for aboat a half its length it bas in its centre a smaller one
with an embankment on either side, and which is crossed by sintoo
arches. On either side of the wide road is a row of houses, and the
whole forms the famous way of Kamakura, up which the first of the
present dynasty of Tycoons, Taico Sama, went on his visit to the great
temple.
TEMPLES IN THE NEIGIIBOlJRIIOOD.-Not far hence is the temple of
K'wan-on, containing an enormous wooden statue of the goddess, larger
even than that above-described of Buddha. The neighbourhood ,
of Kamakura is rich in temples, all of them pretty, (for the priests
certainly have a great eye for the picturesque) and among them
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is a very ancient one noted as the burial place ofYoritomo, one of the
first of the Tycoons In the neighbour-hood of Kanagawa also, are some
very lovely temples at a place called Bozengee, reached by crossing
the Tocaido immediately opposite the causeway leading from it to
Yokohama. The beautiful scenery and vegetation, with the well kept
gardens around the buildings, which are chiefl_y used as a sort of seminary for the priests, well repay a visit.
"Crossing the lnase-gawa, and proceeding eastward, the visitor may
now visit the tomb of Shigeyasz, marked by a pretty stonP monument,
and, again retracing his steps to the north, pass by the ' Grave of the
Twelve Men,' by the shrine of Satake, an ancient Mikado, whose family still exists under the same name, but with the lower rank of daimio,
and by Rap pialc haclii-jiu-nin-hara-kiru-tokoro, or 'Place where the
8,300 men performed hara-kiru,' and then past a crowd of other
shrines, temples, and sites rich in old traditions. Whoever is curious
in such matters must search the records of Japan, the N endai-lci,
Wa-nen-kei, Tai-hei-ki, &c., where he will find frequent mention of the
old capital, and of the personages and events connected therewith."
Kamakura has to Europeans a sad interest, as it is but a short distance from the scene of the murder of Major Baldwin and Lieut. Bird,
of H.M. XXth Regiment, which took place in 1864.

•

YEDO.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The chief place of interest in the neighbourhood of Yokohama is the
once closely guarded capital of the Tycoon. There are two ways of
reaching it-by land or water-and in either case permission must be
obtained from the consul to visit it, so that, should the former route
be chosen, a mounted guard of Yakonins may be provided, and notice
given at Yedo.
Starting from the English settlement and proceeding to the bottom of
Curio Street, a turn must be taken to the left ; following the winding of
the street to the right, the tourist will then cross the bridge that
connects the island on which Yokohama is built with the mainland.
Passing the little fishing village here skirting the bay, and
mounting the hill by a good road leading to its summit he may
pause for a moment to look back on the Plain and Harbour
of Yokohama, the latter dotted with ships of all nations, and then
descending the other side will find himself"in the wide plain, protected
on the seaward side by an embankment, which forms the level through
which the Tocaido or great high road takes its way. Several Guard
houses, with field guns, are passed, which serve both to guard
foreigners from external intrusion .and to prevent their exit
without the knowledge of the Yakonins. After about a mile or two's
ride, the path enters the Tocaido, which (at this point a wide, well-

kept road, bordered by houses on either side,) winds past the spurs
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of the hills, and up through the village of Kanagawa on the right, whence
it skirts the bay for a short distance eventually leading into the village of
Kawasaki. It is a fair riding road and is generally occupied by numbers of pedestrians and pilgrims to the sacred shrines, or occasionally by
a

Daimio's train of followers (who are better avoided so far as is consis-

tent with European d-ignity.)

Near Kawasaki there is a small river

which is crossed by boats, and when the ponies have been safely
convoyed over, the ride continues through the straggling suburb of
Sinagawa into the city. There are no means of getting accommodation at Y edo except at one of the foreign official residences, and till
recently the only one really habitable was that of the American
Le 6ation, which has been rebuilt after having been burnt down about
twelve months ago. The old English Legation at To-zengee, the Dutch
at Choogi,and that oftheFrench were very rarely occupied,except upon
occasions of official visits, before the arrival of the present minister, the
first mentioned having been abandoned as a place of residence since

1862.
Making the old English Legation our starting point, and taking a
Yakonin guard, such as is always provided, we will proceed to notice
the most prominent objects in the great city. It lies at the head
of the bay of the same name, along which it extends for a distance of
nearly eight miles, and is protected at about a mile from the shore by
a chain of large redoubts some five in number, which apparently
mount about forty or fifty guns each on their sea faces. They
have about twenty feet of command, are faced with stone, crested
with a small ramp,1rt divided by "bonnettes" between the guns, and
are moreover protected from close fire by the shallow water of the bay
which prevents a ship of the corvette class from anchoring nearer than
four or five miles. The meaning of the name Yeclo is "River Door,'' and
though, from its great extent ( owing chiefly to its being occupied
by the immense parks and enclosures where the Daimios hold thcmsel ves in feudal state), it is unprotected by walls, it would be most
difficult to be attacked or held by an invadi:ig army. The circumference of the city is estimated at 24. miles and its area at 36 square
ruiles. By way uf descript~un we e,urnot clo better than subjoin, with a
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few alterations, the particulars of the city furnished in a very full paper
communicated to the North China Branch of the Asiatic Society, by
Rudolph Lindau, Esq., in December 1864.
" The 0-gam, or Great River, divides the city ofY edo into two parts;
the eastern part is called Horndj<> ,· the western part bears more especially the name of Yedo. Hondjo is an island of about 7! square miles,
the boundaries of which are: on the South, the bay of Yedo 1 on the
West, the Ogava ; on the North, a large canal 1 and on the East, a
river running parallel with the Ogava. This island is traversed from
north to south by four canals, and from east to west, by three large
and a great number of small canals. They cut each other at right
angles, and divide Hondjo into eight principal districts.
"The first four districts contain in their northern part more than
thirty and odd temples, all surrounded by extensive gardens. In their
western part, along the banks of the Ogava, are several large storeliouses, which belong to the government; and on the banks of the
canals are found the habitations of a few merchants, workmen, and
fohermen. The largest portion of these four districts, however, are
occupied by the palaces of the daimios. The 5th and 6th districts
contain almost exclusively residences of daimios. Besides these are
thirteen temples; among which the temple of Yoialca Lalcan (temple of
500 imagea) is particularly venerated and deserves particular attention.
It consists of two large old buildings which have suffered severely from
earthquakes; a part of the idols belonging to Yoiaka Lakan have been
removed into a store-house or depository built near at hand. The
7th district contains about twenty temples, whose gardens and outbuildings cover-ne3rly half of the whole district. Among tliese temples
is that of Hadsuma, the Japanese '" God of War." The rest of this
district is occupied by governmental stores and warehouses with a few
dwellings of citizens. The 8th dist;ict, besides many houses belonging to the government and to the daimios, contains one large temple
and a good. many dwellings of citizens.
« The whole eastern part of Hondjo is covered with paddy fields, in
tlie midst of which are thirteen temples and twenty-four palaces of
daimios and a few dwellings of labourers.

Hondjo, which is a very
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quiet part of the capital, is connected with Yedo by four great wooden
bridges of very simple but solid construction. They are called, commencing on the north, (1) Hadsuma-Bassi, (2) Liogoku-Bass~ (3) 0Bassi, and (4) Yetai-Bassi. The largest of these is 0-Bassi, or Great
Bridge, its length being 350 yards. The quay of Hondjo, on the banks
of the Ogava, forms a large and beautiful street, and may be especially
recommended to a traveller who has only a few days to spend in Yedo.
In passing along the quay, he will see across the stream several fine
temples and buildings, which stand on the western bank of the Great
River, and he may get at the same time a very good idea of the
animated river-life of the Ogava, whose waters are always covered
with junks and boats of all descriptions.
"YEDO PROPER is divided into three parts: (1) Siro, or the Castle; (2)
Soto-Siro, or Outside of the Castle; and (3) Midzi, Town and Suburbs.
"Srno (Djiro) or the Imperial Castle has a circumference of 8 kilometres, or nearly five miles, and covers a surface of a.4 kilometres or
1. 7 sq. ms.

It contains the palace of the Shogoon and of his successor;
the palaces of t~e three Gosankios of Japan (brothers of the Emperor),
named Taias, Simira, and Hi totsbas ; the palaces of the members of the
Council of State ; and about twenty palaces of high daimios. There is
not one public temple in the Siro, and not one habitation of a simple
citizen. The space which contains the two imperial palaces is surrounded by high walls, and by several canals which the public is not
allowed to pass. There are eighteen public bridges in the Siro, and a.
multitude of private bridges, for almost every palace is surrounded by a
moat and moreover communicates with the main road by several little
bridges. The two imperial palaces have not at all the character of grandeurand magnificence which several writers have attributed to them. They
are on the contrary said to exhibit that entire simplicity, both within
and without, which distinguishes all Japanese buildings, except the
temples. The public walks round the castle are very agreeable and
picturesque. They form larg~ streets and roads and are perfect in
their cleanliness.

The finest walk is that along the banks of the

principal canal. It is covered with thousands of aquatic birds, and surrounds the fine old walls of the two imperial palaces.
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"Outside of the Siro, or Castle, but so near to it that I may mention
it here, and close to the palaces of the Gosankios, there is a hill, which
foreigners should visit for the purpose of getting an idea of the great
extent of Yedo. The sight of this vast eity, with its innumerable
temples, its large white buildings and fine gardens, exhibits one of the
most beautiful and interesting panoramas that can be imagined.

It

looks less like a city than a vast assemblage of parks and villas.

In

certain districts there may be seen regular streets, but by far the
greatest part of the ground is covered with palaces and temples, surrounded by extensive gardens.
"The large temples are gP,nerally very beautiful.

As regards the

palaces of the daimios, they are long buildings, of one single high
story, white -washed and looking like good large warehouses, having
ahsolutely nothing remarkable in their architecture.

The large doors

of these ha,bitations are sometimes ornamented with good carvings;
but usually they are made of plain wood, covered with small plates of
copper, forming various designs, such as the proprietor's coat of arms.
The interior of these palaces is of great simplicity, and the beauty and
fi11eness of the mats, carvings and paintings, are the only points of distinction bet,~een the hous1::s of the princes and those of the simple
citizens. There is no furniture in these houses, but tbEir ·cleanliness is
said to be such as nothing can surpass.

"THE SOTO Smo has a circumference of nearly 10 miles.

It is

separated from the Siro by the canal which surrounds the latter; from
llondjo hy the Ogava; and from the rest of the city by a large canal,
beariug the name of Cltori.

It is united to Siro by eighteen bridges;

to Hondjo by the before-named bridges, viz: Liogoku-Bassi, O-Bassi, and
retai-Bassi; and to the rest of Yedo by thirty bridges. In the inteTior
of Soto Siro there are aLout twenty more bridges, among which is the
celebrated Niphon-Bass or B1idge of Japan. This bridge is considered
as the centre of the Empire, inasmuch as all geographical distances are
counted from it. Of the 5 square miles which form t~e total area of Soto
Riro, not less than 3 are occupied by daimio palaces. The .fifteen temples
which arc to be found in this part of Ycdo cover a surface of one square
kilometre. The remaining space of Soto Siro is very densely inhabited,
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This interesting

district is situated on the east of the castle and has the form of a parallelogram. It is traversed in its whole length by the Tokaido, (the mainroad of Japan), and communicates by 15 bridges with the rest of Yedo.
Of these two are on the west, communicating with the Siro ; five on
the south; five on the east; and three on the north part of the city.
The middle one of the three northern bridges is the Niplwn-Bass.
" The Mercantile division contains five longitudinal, and twenty two
transverse streets, cutting each other at right angles, and forming seventy
eight district , separated from one another by wooden gates, ordinarily
·kept open, but always guarded by a small police force, who at any moment can isolate any.given part of it. In this, and in the three adjacent
precincts, north, ea~t and south of it, there is not one daimio's place nor
any large temple.

It i in this part of Y edo that the principal com-

i

!:
I

merce of the city is concentrated and it is only in this part that regular

if

streets are to be found.

I

These streets are very animated, though the

total ab ence of carriages makes them less noisy than the great arteries
of we ·tern capitals. The aristocratic quarter and the environs of the
temples are extremely <; uiet, having almost an air of desertion.
"The Tocaido, already mentioned, traverses the whole of Japan,
from N aga aki to Hakodadi. From Nagasaki to Y cdo this road bears
the name of To-kaido (western road); in Yedo, it takes the name of
0-to-ri, (grand street); and from the northern extremity of Yedo to
Hakodadi it is called Oskio-kaido (northern road). The Niphon-Bass,
. situated on the 0-to-ri, forms the limits of the To-caido and the
0skio-kaido.

This important road is through its whole extent-not-

withstanding it passes through a great number of daimio principalities,
-the property of the Shogoon. It is on the To-kaiclo that one goes
from Kanagawa to Kawasaki and from Kawasaki to Y eclo, which circumstances explains the great animation one always finds on the road when
IJroceeding from Kanagawa to Yedo. At the points where the To-kaido
tmters and leaves Yeclo are situated the two places of capital execution.
"Among the above mentioned fifteen temples, to be found in Soto
Siro, there i the temple of Jl.lonzekz; the weatest Tern. of Yedo ; anrl
the temple f Sanno, one of the principal 1ffias of the capital.
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is the name given to the Budhist temples, and Mia designates the temples
of the old primitive religion of Japan.
"Under the general name ofMmz1, OR TOWN AND SUBURBS is comprehended the whole of Yedo, exclusive of Siro and Soto-Siro. It has
a circumference of 24 miles, and covers a surface of nearly 29 square
miles. Deducting from this number the area belonging to Hondjo,
there is still to be described a surface of some 23. 75 square miles.
For the easier understanding of this exterior of the metropolis, it is
divided into three parts, w!i.ich may be called respectively, North,
South and West, viewing them from the castle, as a stand-point.
Hondjo, as will be remembered, lies to the eastward of the castle.
"The part NORTH OF THE CASTLE covers a surface of about 26 square
kilometres (11 sq. ms.), and extends northward to the Ogava, across
. which, at this part of the capital, is the fifth gr.eat bridge of Yedo,
called Os-kio-kaido O -bassi, the great bridge of the northern road.
This northern suburb is remarkable for the number and extent of
the temples which are found there, and which cover a surface of not
less than 3¼ sq. miles. The mausoleum of the Tycoons alone, surrounded by thirty-six temples, occupies a space of nearly 2 square miles.
Among the other temples of the northern suburb there must be mentioned those of Quanon, of Amida, of Confucius, and of Kanda, the
tutelary deity of Y edo. The temple of Quanon is one of the most
beautiful, most venerated and most frequented of all the temples in
Japan. Before one arrives at the long avenue which leads in a straight
line to this temple, he passes through a large portico, the pillars of
which are beautifully varnished with red. This varnish, through exposed to all the changes of the air for so many years, has lost nothing
of its brilliancy. In the middle of the portico is suspended an enormous
lantern, the largest, one may almost say, which ever was made. The
avenue leading to the temple is lined with shops, in which are exposed
all sorts of articles religious and profane, to be sold to the numberless
pilgrims who every year visit the celebrated temple of Quan.on.
The building is elevated about 20 feet from the ground. A grand
flight of steps gives access to the interior. The arrangement of this,
like that of almost all other Buddhist temples in Japan, resembles very
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mnch that of the interior of Catholic Churches. There is first a chief
altar at the extreme end of the temple, with side chapels at its right
and left there is also a great number of wooden images, with the
' glory ' round their heads, like the images of Catholic saints. As a
trifling point of resemblance, moreover, at the door of the temple is
seated a man selling 1•c,saries and holy pictures. In the side chapel,
at the left of the chief altar, may be seen a well sketched picture,
representing some of the prostitutes of Y edo, who have been celebrated
for their beauty. The interior of the temple is not very large,
and has not that appearance of perfect cleanliness, for which most
of the public buildings in Japan are remakable. Doubtless the reason
of this is that the temple of Quanon is always filled with people,
who arrive there, during the whole year, from all parts of the empire.
At the right of the temple there is a fine old Pagoda, and near this
Pagoda two colossal stone statues. At the left ar~ nicely arranged
pleasure gardens with tea-houses and shops, where curiosities and rare
plants and birds are s0ld.
"The buildings which are called the Temple of Confucius form the UniVflrsity of Y edo. Foreigners have not yet obtained permission to visit it.
"The temple of Kanda is remarkable for its vast out-buildings, and its
elevated position on a hill, from which a good view of Yedo may be got.
"A great part of the remaining 7.5 square miles, forming the district
North of the Castle, is covered by paddy fields, in the midst of
which rise picturesquely situated houses. There are also extensive
pleasure gardens, such as Askia-yama, and neat little villages, which
are to Yedo what St. Cloud is to Paris. Among these villages that most
remarkable for the beauty of its situation is one called O-gee. • Every
foreigner, coming to Y edo, ought to visit it, but he must not expect to
find there those artificial landscapes which surround the capitals of the
West. He will see nothing but a fresh little valley, compassed by a
small limpid stream on the banks of which reigns a peaceful tranquillity. Near O-gee is a little temple which was erected by Hieas, the
father of the reigning dynasty, and which is now consecrated to that
Emperor under the name of Gangen Sama Tera. The Shogoons go there

*

For further particulars respecting 0-9et1 see page 610.
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sometimes to pay homage to the memory of their great ancestor ; near
this temple they have a villa, a part of which can be visited by foreigners. The surface covered by paddy fields and pleasure ga1·dens may
be estimated at 4.6 square miles. Of the remainder, 2.08 square miles
may be allotted to daimio palaces; among these are the palaces of the
great daimios of Mito, Ovari and Kanga. The dwellings 9f citizens,
situated in the distict "North of the Castle," cover scarcely more
than 2 square kilometres (less than a square mile) and nen from this
comparntively small space must be deducted the grounds on which
stand the great theatre of Y edo, and Yosiwam.
"Yosiwara, or the court of public women in Y edo, forms a regular
parallelogram of 1 ¾kilometres in circumference, or 8 square miles. It
~ontains four longitudinal and three transverse streets, cutting each other
at right angles, and is exclnsively inhabited by prostitutes and their
servants. Foreigners are not allowed to visit this part of the city. It
is said to contain 5,000 public women: this number may be considered
small, in view of Japanese customs and of the large population ofYedo~
but it must be remembered tLat Yosiwara does not contain all the
females who in Yedo are devoted to prostitution. There are in several
parts of the capital, but principally in the south suburb, called Sinagawa,
a great number of the so-called "houses-of-rest," ho-ta-go-ga, which
are full of public women. Yosiwara is surrounded by walls and a large
ditch. It has only one entrance, which is guarded by a strong police force.
"The part WEST OF THE CASTLE contains 50 temples, covering 4
squa-re ~ilometres (1.17 sq. miles,) and a great number of daimio palaces,
occupying about 5 sq. kilometres (2.08 sq. miles.) Among these palaces
is the great palace of the prince of Ovari, and the palace of the prince
of Kiusiu, the first daimio of Japan. The reigning Tycoon belongs
to the family of Kiusiu. In the Western district is also the palace of
the Go-tair·o-the lately murdered i:egent of Japan. The dwellings of
citizens in this district do not occupy more than one· half of a square
kilometre, and paddy fields extend over two and half.
"The part on the SouTn OF THE CASTLE, with an average surface of

19 square kilometres, contains about sixty temples, covering 5 square
The most remarkable among thelll is the Tera of .Meguro.

kilometres.
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Extent of the OifllJ.

"In this part of Yedo there is the old Shogoon Mausoleum surrounded
by several temples'; there are also an abandoned palace of the Shogoons,
the cemetery of the chief priests of Yedo, and the three temples which
the Japanese government has given as residences to the Representatives
of the foreign Treaty Powers. The English Legation is most conveniently placed in the temple of Tozengee, situated on the Tocaido, quite near
the bay, and at the south-eastern entrance of Y edo. The French Consul-General stays at Sakaigee, about ½ mile distant from Tozengee
This temple is situated on the hill, and has a most remarkable view
over a part of the city and bay of Y edo. The Ameri,~an Legation,
Dsen-fu-gee, is situated more in the interior of the city than either the
English or French. It is at a distance of about 1½ mile from Sakaigee
and 2 miles from Tozengee. The palaces of daimios to be found at the
South of the Castle cover about 3 square kilometres. Among these is
the palace of the prince of Satsuma, reported to be the finest in Yedo.
There is only a small number of citizens' habitations in the southern
part of the Capital (say 1 square kilometre), but a great surface (about
11 square kilometres) is covered by paddy fields.
GENERAL EXTENT AND POPULATION. "I have not" (says the author we
are quoting) " succeeded in learning the exact number of inhabitants of
Yed·o ; and I believe that there does not exist an accurate official census.
The reason of this deficiency is that the population of Yedo has the
characteristic of being chiefly composed of transient residents. One
may form however an idea of the amount of the total population by
examining the real extent of Yedo.
" The capital of Japan covers a surface of 85 square kilometres, or
36 square miles, distributed in the following manner:Paddy Field,.

Honjo, .........
Siro, ............
Soto Siro, .....
N. of Castle, ..
W. of Castle, ..
S. of Castle, ..

3
0
0
11

2½

10

Temples.

Palaces.

Residences.

1½

6½

1

Total.

12

0
1

4

0

4

4

8

7

2

4

5
5

12
26

5

3

1

½

]2

19

30½
85
26½
19½
8½
"Although these figures are not mathematically exact, they are as
near an approximation to the tmth as can well be obtained.

They
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Mr Lin<.lau's description: E xtent of the City. Popnlation.
show at once that the city of Yedo is much less considerable than it
seems at first view. By deducting from the total :35 kilometres the
46 square kilometres, covered with paddy fields and temples, there
are kft not more than 39 square kilometres (16.29 sq.-miles) for
residences. It must bd understood that there are a few houses in the
middle of the paddy fields and that there is a large number of fields
to be found in the temples; but notwithstanding this, it is beyond question that Yedo contains a much smaller number of inhabitants than
would be found in any occidental city of equal extent.
"Considering the 30½ square kilom~tres (12.3 square miles) allottt:id
to daimio places and to the imperial and governmental buildings, the
following conclusions may be arrived at. The laws of Japan prescribe
that one half of the daimios must always be personally present at Yedo.
There are eight~en great daimios and 342 smaller ones ; and the great
daimios often taken from 6,000 to 10,000 followers with them. By
allowing the maximum of 10,000 followers to each of the nine great
daimios, who must be pre-,ent· at the capital, we thus find 90,000
followers always residing in the capital. The number of the followers
of the small daimios varies from a few hundreds to a few thous.ands.
Altogether we may accept 2,000 as a very fair average number for the
retinue at Yedo. We thus find 342,000 followers. Besides tMse men
there are also the imperial functionaries whose number may amount to
150,000. Although the absent daimios have always more or less of
their subjects ptesent at Yedo we need not take them into our estimate,
as the number of followers allowed for above is sufficient. The number of merchants and other non-official inhabitants of Yedo amounted
in 1857 to 572,848. And lastly the floating population, composed of
pilgrims, visitors and other travellers, who congregate in Y edo may be
put down at about 200,000.
Recapitulating, we now find that the populati<;m ofYedo is composed
of the following elements:Followers of the great daimios,
Followers of the small daimios,
Imperial officials,
Priests,
Residents,
Floating Population, ...

90,000
342,000
150,000
200,000
572,848
200,000
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British Legation.

APPEARANCE.-Yedo, as viewed from the bay, is certainly

a very beautiful city. Situated on undulating ground, and covered with
fine old trees, it spreads out under a sky which has well been compared to
that of Naples. The many large temples with their great roofs surmounted by gilded globes, and covered with metallC:d plates, produce a
beautiful effect. The pagodac:, the large daimio palaces, the long line of
well constructed quays, the fortifications, kept in perfect good orderall these together present an imposing coup-d'ceil.
" On arriving in the city itself, however, one is rather disappointed.
The temples disappear behind the trees with which they are surrounded ·; the palaces resemble scarcely anything better than large fireproof
warehouses ; and the dwellings of the merchants and other citizens,
though extremely clean, are small and look rather poor. There are
no handsome shops, no grand establishments, no triumphal arches, no
statues, no monuments; in short, nothing of what constitutes generally
the beauty of our occidental capitals. The streets and quarters
belonging to the daimios are almost, deserted; the Mercantile Quarter,
though in it there is great animation, looks neither rich nor handsome ;
and altogether there is not one street in Yed() which could in the least
recall such streets a. , at home, we expect to find in the capital of a great
and powerful empire. When riding through the daimio's quarter, one
might easily fan.cy himself in a great and wealthy village, or outside the
park of some rich proprietor ; and in passing through the mercantile
district, he might believe himself in a manufacturing city, crowded
with a poor population. Yedo, though not ugly, certainly does not
deserve the reputation for 8plendor and magnificence, which has been
given to it by some writers."
BRITISH LEGATION.-Thc British Legation of Tozengee, before mentioned, is most beautifully situated close to one of the landing places at
the Southern end of the city, whence it is approached through a shady
avenue crossed by some fine entrance gates which lead, through a very
pretty enclosure ornamented with trees and ponds, into the little dell
surrounded by shrubs where the building stands. It is a pretty, retired
spot but has had a rather exciting history, having been twice attacked

by hostile Japanese, and its courtyards have witnessed the clash of steel
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and the varying fortunes of a hand to hand fight. The pillars still bear
the marks of sword cuts inflicted during the last attack.
HILL OF ATANGO YAMA.-The first place generally visited, and
whence a good view of the city can be ?btained, is the Atango
" Yama " or hill of the God A tango (before referred to) which is
ascended by a long flight of steps leading to a large level space
where there are a number of tea houses and a small temple. From
this point one is able to form an idea of the vast size of the capital. A
mass of houses, the line of roofs broken by temples and groups of trees,
extends almost as far as the eye can reach, and skirts the long curved
outline of the waters of the bay. That lofty erection on the left, or
rather that massive series of walls and towers, is the Oshero or Shogoon's
palace, and surrounding it, between it and us, lie the large enclosures of
buildings occupied by the daimios and their retainers, while beyond the
houses to the westward rises a temple-dotted range of hills which shuts
out a large and populous suburb. Indeed there is no point whence a
complete view can be obtained, and it is only by riding through the
town that one can get an absolute appreciation of its great size.
OF THE OsBORO.-Leaving Atango Yama, the visitor crosses,
after a short ride, the first or outermost of the official quarters
which is supplied with water from the river, and here the scene
changes from the busy populous town to the quiet broad street,
bordered by carefully guarded enclosures and well drained by deep
gutters on either side. The roads are clean and good and of great
HILL

width, but there seem to be but few wayfarers and those almost
entirely of the Yakonin class. The Y ashkees or houses on either
side present towards the street simply a blank stone wall in which
there is the huge wooden gateway, always shut, marked with the crest
of the princely own.er, and there is a general air of watch and guard displayed everywhere. Coming to the inner moat, the visitor sees in front
of him the lofty walls of uncemented stone that face the hill on which
the " Oshoro " is built, but they do not seem to be fortified, and the
interior simply consists of piles of buildings similar to those in the
other parts of the city, with numerous trees overshadowing them. Wide
and good bridges connect it with the rest of the quarter, but everything
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is jealously guarded and no European is allowed within its precincts. It
was at the commencement of one of the bridges that the celebrated assassination of the Gotavion or regent took place some years ago, and few
things give one a better idea of the feudalism of Japan than the account
of the attack on an armed retinue by a small number of hostile retainers in the heart of the great city. It almost carries us back to the
days when Guelph and Ghibelline fought out their quarrels in the
streets of Florence, and it is this, more than anything else, which makes
Japan so striking, and _ imparts to it that aspect of romance which in
these sober 19th century days seems to be connected with no other
country.
AsAXA.-The temples in Yedo are very fine and
apparently very popular. The one most visited is that of Asaxa
about five or six miles from Tozengee, the road to which lies through
TEMPLE

OF

the trading quarter, and is remarkable not only from the extent of
the buildings and grounds, but from the singular fact that it is decorated with the likenesses of famous courtezans, and possesses gardens
famous throughout Yedo for their chrysanthemums. It is a tiresome
walk from Tozengee, and the distance quite warrants a ride; indeed
it is generally best to go mounted as it prevents the crowd from coming inconveniently near. On arriving at the entrance, consisting of
a :fine and lofty gateway ornamented 'Yit.h two huge lanterns and
elaborately carved, one passes up an avenue bordered on either side
by shops in which all sorts of toys, &c., are sold, and which somewhat
puts one in mind of the Arcades in London ; leaving on either hand a
small temple or shrine, the principal building is entered, a large rect•
angular edifice with the usual heavy roof, and ascended by steps leading to a platform or balcony, on which the doors open. The interior
is not striking ; the usual amount of incense and monotonous noise, the
ordinary crowd of priests and a number of indifterently executed pictures
are to be seen in this. as in all similai: temples, but the grounds are
pretty and the amusements numerous. One building is devoted to a
series of scenes from some play or history, and contains nearly life size
figures well painted in the conventional native style and dressed in ap~

propriate costumes. A small charge of a few tempos is made for taking
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visitors round, and the story connected with each figure is related by
the cicerone much in the same- style as that of an English showman.
Other buildings are fitted up for shooting with minature bows and
arrows at a mark, and one contains a small collection of zoological specimens, while the gardens are much frequented by the Yeddites when
out for a holiday.
Another place of amusement noted also for its picturesque gardens
and tea houses is that of '' Ogee *" where are situat~d the hunting
grounds of the Shogoon, and also an Imperial archery ground. It is
distant 8 or 10 miles from Tozengee, and the road to it passes through
some beautiful scenery in the suburbs of the city. At a temple in the
vicinity of Ogee the visitor is shewn the feeding places of the sacred
foxes, for whose enjoyment, choice cakes and tea are nightly pre•
pared. The food is placed in an open box on the summit of which is
built a small temple in shape resembling the Chinese joss-house. The in•
terior of the temple is hung with the swords of former Shogoons and it
is rather remarkable that the Japanese guard in attendance on the
foreigner invariably relieve one another to snatch a few moments of
prayer at this particular temple.
SULPHUR SPRINGS OF ATAMI.-The hot baths afforded by natural
springs at the village of Atami are resorted to not only by the Japanese
themselves, who have long derived benefit from their healing virtues, but
have even been availed of by Europeans as a cure for chronic rheumatism. "Atami is situated in a most picturesque bay, just opposite Vrie's
island and close under Fusiyama, which, however, the surrounding
mountains prevent the visitor from seeing. The beach rises very rapidly,
and the town is so steep as to necessitate the introdnction of a number
of steps into the upper part of the main street, as in many of our own
seaport villages on the south and western coasts of England. A large
proportion of the inhabitants are engaged about the baths, either in
using or serving out the water, and present that unnaturally clean
and flaccid appearance which is always developed in the persons of
washerwomen and others who spend a large proportion of their lives

in hot water.

The bulk of the remainder of the population pursue the

* See a11te page 6C3,
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healthful and invigorating trade of fishing, and a few devote themselves
to the manufacture of camphor-wood boxes, cabinets, sword and bookstands, which the guileless naval or military officer buys in the
Y ohohama curio shops for as many boos as the makers ask tempos in
Atami.
" About a quarter of a mile from the beach, up the steps, is situated
the hot well. It is in · a small enclosure, about ten feet square, and
presents nothing remarkable to the vision, while the water is quiescent.
In fact, one sees nothing but a heap of loose rock with a gap between
two or three pieces about a foot and a half in diameter ; in front of
this is a natural trough, the sides and bottom of which are covered
with a whitish crystalized deposit, while just opposite the hole at a
distance of six or eight feet, rises a great fiat table of stone, one of
those huge laminO'J of rock which one sees all over the country, here
covered with engraved characters. Every four hours, as regular as
a clock, takes place an eruption of the sulphur well beneath. A few
puffs of steam are first seen ejected from the hole-which increase in
rapidity and volume until the water leaps out. The action lasts ten
minutes, during which the water increases in heat and intensity of flow,
until the temperature rises to such a pitch that nothing comes from
the hole but a prodigious jet of steam which, with a great roar, dashes
against the large stone spoken of abo1;e, and finally rises in a magnificent pillar two or three hundred feet into the air, which gradually
resolves as the action of th~ spring weakens, and the flow of steam
diminishes and finally ceases altogether. The strong impregnation of
sulphur is perfectly distinct to the smell and taste of any one standing
in the enclosure during the eruption. The precious water flows away
into a tank, built behind the large upright stone, and is thence conducted by the usual bamboo tubes into the various bathing houses in
the village below." *

• Correspondent of N. 0. Herald.

HAKODADI.
GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION.
HAKODADI,

or, as it ia more properly pronounced and spelt, Hakodate,

is the roost Northern of the treaty ports in Japan, and is situated in the
South of Yesso on the straits of Sangar, which separate that island from
the larger and more important one of Niphon. It lies in lat. 41 ° 47' 8" N.
and long. 140° 45' 34" E. and is pleasantly placed on the shores of
the Harbour of the saine name, which, bounded on the North and West
by the main land, and on the East and South East by the isthmus and
promontory of Hakodadi head, is i.n almost land-locked bay, and but for
its exposure to the winds that tlow from the Pacific across the isthmus,
might rank with the best in the Empire. Hitherto it bas been chiefly
used as a resort by whalers and other vess~ls trading in the Northern
seas. It is somewhat out of the way on account of there being no regular
communication as yet established, the arrival of a mail by some chance
ship being quite an event to the community. The anchorage is good,
having a fair holding ground of black mud with 5 or 6 fathoms of water.
The w~ole of the surrounding country is very hilly and highly volcanic,
but the range of mountains lying to the North of the bay slope down
to a well-cultivated plain intersected by numei:ous small rivers, which
with the isthmus, forms the boundary of the waters of the bay to the
North and East. Beyond this range lies an undulating country, the
vallies of which are occupied by several beautiful lakes surrounded by
wooded hills and roost picturesque scenery ; from the shores of the
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largest, called lake "Onoma" rises the still semi-active Volc~no of Coming-na-take to the height of about 8,500 feet. The isthmus is low and
sandy, but bas on its sea coast a few low sa_ndbills, beside which some
wretched fishing villages are scattered, while the promontory of Hakodadi head rises abruptly from the sea to the height of 1136 feet, in its
highest part. The lowest point is about 840 feet in height and is intersected by a small river which runs into the harbour.

Hence it is

not unlike Gibraltar in general character and position, but is far less
imposing.
DESCRIPTION OF

ToWN.-The town itself, built on the northern shore

of the peninsula, is rather a long straggling village than anything else,
and boasts but few buildings except the row of fine temples which line

..

the hill side above it, and whose huge picturesque roofs serve to break the
monotony of the rows of single storied houses forming the native settlement.

One long street runs through it from end to end, and a few

narrow side and cross streets lie parallel, or otherwise, to it in the wider
parts. The town extends from the most westerly point ofHakodadi head
along its Northern base, and some short distance up the isthmus, forming a total length of about 2 miles, with a width in its widest part of
about a quarter of a mile.

Its shape is hence very irregular and its

area difficult to determine, as, in the direction of the isthmus, the buildings become much scattered.
BUILDINGS,

&c.-The buildings are the same in style as those

throughout the whole of the empire, being simple wooden erections
divided into several parts by moveable wooden screens, with the floor
raised about a foot from the ground to keep the mats which here
take the place of European carpets, at a distance from the damp
earth. Their only peculiarity is in the roofs which are of thin wood
shingle, kept down by quantities of stones which are prevented from
rolling off by a ledge placed around the eaves. They hence answer two
purposes, that of preventing the roof being blown away during the
frequent gales and typhoons, and, in cases of fire, acting as a literal
" crusher '> to the flames when, as is generally the case, the houses are
pulled down to prevent the spreading of a conflagration.

There is

no regular European settlement, for although a large portion of ground,
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forming two square plots projecting from the western side of the pe•
ninsula at its junction with the promontory, was reclaimed and levelled
for foreign buildings, the few Europeans present had already settled in
Japanese houses, slightly modified to suit the .comforts and tastes of
foreigners, and the "new ground " as it is called remains unoccupied.
In the grounds of one of the most central temples lying on the hill
slope above the town, is situated the American Consulate and a short
distance from it, towards the East, is a large space on which formerly
stood the British Consular building and where preparations are being
made to rebuild it. At present, a temporaty office is located in a
small building which is shaded on the south and west by a grove of
very fine fir trees. Further on is the French Consulate, and behind it
is the Russian Consular office, with a small quaintly-spired Greek Church
in its immediate vicinity. Hotels are not numerous. A restaurant
kept by a M. Menard is situated at the entrance of the temple on the
western side of, and next to~ the American Consulate, and another, which
is much patronised by Russian officers, is to be found at the landing
place, close to the native houses.
A large pentagonal :redoubt with the apex pointing towards the
centre of the Harbour, is situated on a sand spit at the Eastern end
of the town, and mounts some forty or fifty 30 pounder guns " en
barbette" protected by high traverses between every three guns;
on the land side it is only protected from attack by a musketry defence,
the rear face not being fitted for cannon.
CLIMATE, TEMPERATURE, &c.-The greatest charm ofHakodadi is its
cool and temperate climate, which rarely reaches a high temperature
even during the warmest summer months of August and September.
The highest temperature generally occurs in August, when the thermometer rises to about 92°; during the winter months the cold is often
very severe, sinking to about 18° or 19°, and sleighing takes the place
of tiding or driving. The mean temperature throughout the year is
about 48°.
SHoPs, &c.-In the town itself there are but few articles to be ob•
tainedasthemajority of the shops only contain the commonest articles of

every day life, nearly all of which are imported. The only things gene-
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rally considered worth buying are the celeb:rated Hakodate "what-nots,"
square or triangular in shape, and consisting of a series of small tables
graduated in size from about 2 feet to 8 or 10 inches square. They
are lacquered and gilt, and are useful for displaying the numberless
small curiosities which visitors are apt to buy in the Japanese towns,
and the price asked-some 26 to 38 Boos-is not exhorbita.nt.
MARKETS, &c.-Provisions are no.t readily obtainable, and the supply
of beef is rather irregular, often depending on the number of men of
war or merchant vessels in the harbor, as the settlement is scarcely large
enough to warrant contractors in providing a more regular supply.
Salmon is very plentiful in the autumn, as well as wild duck, teal, geese
and wild fowl generally. Bear and deer are also occasionally brought
into the market. The subjoined .list of prices will show the expense
of market articles at Hakodadi : Fowls, per pair, ...
Eggs, per 100,.
Beef, per lb.,
Sheep,
Wild Duck,
Salmon, ...
Vegetables, per lb.

$1.00
1.50

17
9.00
. . . Itchiboo 1. 00
3.00

. .. Cents

3.00

AMUSEMENTS, OBJECTS OF INTEREST, &c.-The principal amusement
in Hakodadi is :riding ; horses, or rather ponies, can be obtained for
about 4 boos a day from the stables kept by Japanese-, and the roads
are generally good, while the vast plain near at hand affords a capital exercise ground. The little village at Kameda, where a:re situated the
houses of most of the government yakonins and that of the governor,
is a favourite place of visit and is situated about 5 miles from the town;
while by keeping to the right along the sandy hills which rise from the
Eastern beach of the isthmus, the hot springs may be reached, and a.
bath taken by the visitor. The springs are situated under a small shed
surrounded by houses, on the bank of a small rivulet; they are much
frequented by the Japanese, and generally three or four of both sexes
may be seen indiscriminately taking a bath and a pipe at the same time.
But the trip par excellence is to lake Cnoma situated beyond the

range of the hills that rise from the plain at a distance of from 18 to
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~O miles from Hakodadi. The road is readily traceable along the s~ores
of the harbour and passes through many small vilfages, which, but for
their difference in architecture, and the costumes of the people occupying them, might be well taken for English hamlets. On arriving at the
top of a steep gorge the visitor obtains a magnificent view on the one side
over the plain he has just traversed, with Hakodadi head rising abruptfrom the sea in the background, and on the other the calm waters of
'the lake, embosomed in the hills which rise in masses ofrich forest green
from its surface, and reflecting on its placid bosom, the lofty and
rugged summit of the still active volcano of Coming-na-take. The
road descends the hill and then follows the irregular outline of'the lake
through beautiful scenery, and at every few miles is found a quiet roadside tea-house where refreshment can bti obtained, and where foreigners
who desire to explore the neighbourhood can remain at a very mode-

ly

rate expense. .. Thre<'?quarters of a boo for the lodging, &c. of the betto,
1 boo a day for stable and feed for poney, and 2 boos for each European, is the general charge·.
NATURAL PRODUCTIONS, TRADE, &c.-Tbe neighbourhood of Hakodadi seems to be rich in minerals. Coal, though of an inferior quality,
is procurable, and lead mines, wliich supply the greater part of the empire, are ffi.tuated a few miles from the settlement. Water and
proviaions are to be got in abundance, and salmon and geese are
plentiful. · Hides and deer horns are exported, but the chief items
are "b@che-de-mer," seaweed, and other articles of a similar description for the Chinese 'market. Japanese raw tow at £121 to £140 is
also to be got. The import trade chiefly consists of rice, wheat, pulse,
vegetables,· &o, Sir Rutherford Alcock in his woi:k on Japan (vol. II.
p. 383) thus speaks of the prospects of this port in 1861. "During
this period, just two years and a half from the opening of the ports,
trade has been nearly limited to the two Southern ports Kanagawa
and Nagasaki-the first by far the most important. As to Hakodadi
in the.North, nothing deserving the name of trade had been found pos&ible, and at th~s time not a single British merchant or agent is left
on the spot nor are there residents of any other nation who could really
be placed in the category of merchants."
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The late mini,ter had evidently but a poor opinion of the capabilities
of the Northern port; and though its prospects are now somewhat
brighter, until a more extended communication is effected, Hakodadi
will not take a prominent place amongst the "Treaty Ports" of Japan.
VEGE'l'.ATION, ANIMALS, &c.-Vegetation in the neighbourhood of
Hakodadi is scanty. The usual lofty trees may be seen in the temple
grounds, and a portion of a dense forest clothes the hill side immediately
above tbe town, while on the plain, small thickets, consisting more of
·under-growth and shrubs than large trees, indicate the position of the
·villages. Further inland, however, the country is rich in timber, and
dense masses of ferns and other plants, including a species of wild vine
which bears clusters of purple grapes small in size and rough and sour
'to the taste, generally surround the trunks of the loftier trees and afford
_capital shelter to the bears and deer whiuh abound in all parts ofYesso.
On the coast is found, in large quantities, the erico or beche-de-mer, and
the awabee, a species of univalve, the shell of which has its outer edge
J>ierced with a row of natural holes and which forms one of the chief
-exports in the native craft. Wild ducks and geese are obtainable in
the cold weather on all the surrounding waters.

HIOGO.
HroGo, the port of Osaka, being as yet closed to foreigners, but few
particulars respecting it can be given. It lies 14. miles West of Osaka,
on the shores of the bay of that name, here some 25 miles across, and
appears to be most favourably situated for purposes of trade. The
disposition of the natives is stated to be less friendly to foreigners than
at other ports.
Sir Rutherford Alcock, who is one of the few foreigners who have
visited this port, speaks of Osaka in the following terms:-" Certainly
this is the Venice of Japan ; at least a hundred . bridges span the
various streams in every direction, many of them of enormous width
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and costly structure. The banks of the main river are lined for two
or three miles with the residences of the Daimios, with broad flights
of granite steps descending to the water'& edge. And although they
will not bear the faintest comparison with the noble palaces of Venice,
and a.re merely long lines of wall pierced at intervals with rather imposing gateways, yet their number and extent alone give an impression
of wealth and importance." As in the case of the other ports, foreigners
are limited to the usual distance of ten ri or about 21 miles, beyond
which they are not allowed to make excursions, and in Hiogo a further
restriction exists, the treaty providing that Kioto (the proper name of
the city of the Mikado,) "shall not be approached nearer than 10
ri," and that "crews of vessels resorting to Hiogo shall not cross the
river Engawa which empties into the bay between Hiogo and Osaka."'
The date fixed for the definite opening of this port is in January 1868.

With these remarks we bring to a conclusion our description of the
Treaty Ports of China and Japan. Imperfect as it must in many re. spects be, it is the first effort which has been made to embody in one
volume the most important particulars relating to each locality frequented by Europeans. It is hoped that a favourable reception of the
present work will justify a further and more comprehensive attempt in
the same direction.
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Aides-de. camp, Messrs lJeane
Daily Press .
.
• 88
and Tripp appointed extra 100
Action against Daily Press, for
Alcock, Sir R., appointed Minlibel, by Mr Lobscheid
86
ister at Peking
111
Action for libel entered against
Alcock, Sir R., arrived
115
Friend of China by Col.
Alcock, Sir, R., arrival at
Caine
.
.
.
.
85
Shanghai on way to Japan 82
Action for libel entered against
Alexander, Mr., gazetted as
Daily Press by Messrs JarActing Colonial Secretary 108
dine, Matheson & Co. .
85 Alexander and Ball, Messrs.,
Acts of Parliament, British,
appointed Commissioners 100
objections to manner of
Alexander, Mr., appointed
adoption in Hongkong .
80
Provisional Member of
Act, libel, Lord Campbell's .
69
Exec. and Legis. Councils 110
Acquittal of soldiers charged
Allied troops evacuate Canton 91
with riot and murder
. 105 Amaral, Governor, murdered
Adams, Chief Justice left for
at Macao
63
England, Address, &c.,
America and Japan, ratificapresented by Europeans
tion of commercial treaty
and Chinese .
95
between
.
.
.
67
Adams, Chief Justice, news
American squadron sailed for
received of death of
115
Japan
61
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American Commissioner, H. E.
Asiatic Society, Royal, library
R. McLane, arrival of
671
of offered to Morrison
American Consul, Mr Keenan
Education Society .
. 93
appointed as .
.
67 .Assistant Magistrate, Acting,
American subjects on board
Mr M..1,y appointed .
. 83
American vessels in harAttack on Hongkong threatenbour, demanded by Chied by Piratical fleet.
.
68
nese
.
.
.
711 Attack, ,by gang of robbers,
American ship Lady Pierce,
upon Messrs Wa:rdley &
a,rrival of
.
.
.
68
Co. 's premises .
.
.
'71
Attack by gang ofrobbers upon
Americans of Hongkong and
Canton present a service
native shops at East Point 72
of plate to Commodore
Attack made by Chinese upon
68
the signalman at the VicPerry
.
.
.
.
toria Peak
.
.
.
95
American squadron leave for
67 Attorney General, Hon. P. J.
Japa.n .
.
.
.
American ship Flora T emple
Sterling, appointed acting
lost on the Paracels
.
86
Chief Justice .
.
.
68.
Amoy, rebels from, several
Attorney General, acting, Mr,
hundred captured in lower
Day appeinted.
. 79
69 Attorney General, Mr Day,
bazaar .
14
died 21st Septemher 1858 80
Amusements at,
44 Attorney General, acting, Mr
Animals, native .
.
F. W. Green appointed .
80
Anstey, Chisholm, Mr., arrival of in Cadiz
.
.
72 Attorney General, Mr Green's
appointment
confirmed
Alli¼tey, Chisholm, Mr., appointed Attorney General 72
from home
•
.
. 80
Attorney General, Mr Ball to
Anstey, Chisholm, Mr Attorney General, suspm1ded
act during absence of Mr
from office
.
.
.
Smale
.
.
.
. 110
Anstey, Mr left for England 81 Attor. Gen., Mr Pauncefote, to
perform duties of .
. 111
Anderson, Adam Hay, Mr,
gazetted Justice of the
uctiou licenses, fees for, rais94 I
ed; duty abolished
.
62
Peace, .
.
.
.
Auditors and Trustees for the
Appointments & Promotions,
Cathedral nominated
.
99
Hongkong Volunteers . 101
Auxiliary Police force disApproval of the Queen to
Mint Ordinance
.
. 101
bauded .
.
.
.
6S
Baker, R. B., gazetted 1st Lt.
Arms,. residents officially ad60
Hongkong Volunteers
91
vised to carry,.
.
Ball, Mr, anived .
.
93
Arms to Chinese, reported sup82 Ball, Mr, to act as Attorney
ply of by .Russians .
.
General .
.
.
. 110
Arratoon Apcar, murder of
Capbin, officers, passenBall, Mr, sworn in as acting
66
Chief J ustica .
.
.
95
gers and crew .
.
.
Arrow, British lorcha, arrest
Ball, Mr, to act in absence of
of seamen on board .
73
Chief Justice .
.
. 111
Artillery Royal, attempt to
Ball and Alexander, Messrs,
61
appointed Commissioners 100
poison 25 soldiers of
Artillery Volunteers, review of 94 Ball given to Si1 H. and Lady
Artillery practice of & march
Robinson on their leaving
out of the Volunteers 8th
for Ceylon
.
.
. 10'1
March 18G4
981 Baldwin J. C., Mr, gazetted
Justice of the Peace, J aAsiatic Society, China Branch
of established .
GO I
nuary, 1863
94:

791
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11
Banks, List of
97
Bankruptcy Act, revision of
Bankruptcy Ord. published
99
12
Barracks
.
.
59
Barracks at Saiwan
Barracoons, existence of made
known
74
Barracouta H. M. S., Bremen
brig, Greta, condemned as
prize to, having Russians
on board
.
.
.
71
Barrister, :first, settles in Hongkong
.
.
.
.
60
Batavia, report that Russian
fleet was at or near .
67
Bathing house
14
Beach, Revd. W., appointed
Colonial Chaplain
80
Beggars, deportation of .
101
Birds of (see markets)
44
.Bird, Mr, appointed Acting
Assistant Surveyor Genl.
99
Bishop, pension, granted to
103
Bishop, resignation of .
109
Bishopric of Victoria endowment of
62
Bittern, H. M. 's brig, severe
encounter of with Pirates
at Shei-foo
.
.
.
'71
Blockade of Canton raised 10th
February, 1868
76
Boarding houses
23
Boating at
14
Boggs, Eli M., trial of for
piracy and murder .
.
75
Bombardment of Canton, precautions taken for security
of Hongkong .
.
. 75-76
Bombay, efforts made to procure men from, for Police
Force
.
.
.
.
91
Bonham Sir S. G. succeeds Sir
J. F. Davis .
.
.
61
Bonham Sir S. G. proceeds to
the North
.
.
.
64
Bonham, Sir S. G. addresses to
on leaving
.
.
.
65
Bonham, Sir S. G. departure
of for Shanghai
.
.
67
Bowring, Dr, appointed gov. of
H.kong & 8upt. of Trade
65
Bowring, Dr, and Earl of Malmesbury, correspondence
between, on the subject of
the Coolie trade
66

Bowiing, Sir J. assumed Governorsbip of Colony.
68
Bowring, Sir John, departed
with valuable presents and
testimonials from Chinese 81
Bowring, Sir John, pension
granted to, by Foreign Office
.
•
.
• 85
Brand, R. Mr, gazetted Justice
of the Peace, January 1863 94
Braves of Canton, proclamation issued by, and exodus
of Chinese from Hongkong '77
Brine, Captain, gazetted Commandant of the Hongkong
91
Volunteers
Brim~, Major, Commandant of
the Volunteers, left for
England .
.
.
. 105
Brine, Captain, R. E., and the
Volunteers
110
British Acts of Parliament,
careless mode of adoption 80
British and French Plenipotentiaries left for Shanghai 69
British Ships of War on China
Station, July 1859, list of 84
British subjects forbidden, by
proclamation, to enter Chinese service without sanction
•
.
.
.
66
British subjects and Ships, forbidden to engage in Coolie
traffic to Chinchas
69
Bruce, Hon. F. W. goos home 60
Bruce, Hon. F, W. arrived
81
Bull, Purdon & Co., attempt
to undernime treasury of, lll
Burglary at Messrs Holliday,
Wise & Co. 's premises 99-100
Cadiz, P. & 0. steamer, fire
on board
.
.
94
Caine Major appointed to act
as Colonial Secretary
60
Caine Colonel, Vindication of
character
.
.
• 85
Caine Col., action brought by
against F,riend of China
85
Cairn:i Col., pension granted to 85
Caine Col., Editor of Friend
of China sentenced to ono
years' imprisonment for
libelling,
.
.
85
Caldwell Mr D. R. resignation
of tendered
'TO
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Capture of _Ilongkong lorclia
Caldwell Mr. D. R., loss of as
and murder of largo n~minterpreter, severely felt
ber of crew at Mee-chow . 71
at the Criminal Sessions
71 I Capture of Queen steamer, by
of September 1855 .
.
braves who had embarked .
Caldwell Mr D. R., fleet of pias passengers· ."
.
. 74
rate junks destroyed at
Capture by pirates of the WingLing-ting, upon the represunn, passage boat 17th
sentations of .
.
.
79
January 1858 .
.
. 76
Caldwell Mr D. R., the abCarriage, first, brought to
sence of his services felt
83 I
Hongkong . .
.
. 56
in cases of piracy
Cathedral, nomination of TrusCaldwell Mr D. R., resignatees and Auditors
99
91
tion of tendered
.
.
Causeway bay selected as site
Caldwell, Mr. D. R., charges
for Mint
99
brought against by Mr
Cemetery
"
12
Murrow, Editor of Daily
17
.Pres3
.
,
.
. 91 Census 1841-:-1805 .
Census table for 1856 '
. 74
Caldwell, Mr. D.R., Actionfor
.
. 10';-108
libelbyagainstDaily Press 88 Census of 1864
Cession of the lsla.nd 1841 .
3
Caldwell, Mr. D.R., dismissal
91 I Ceylon, rumoured departure of
of .
.
.
Sir H. Robinson for
. 102
California, arrival of Sunny
Oeylon, Sir H. Robinson left,
South from, with Chinese
for .
.
.
. 107
70
bodies .
.
.
.
Challenge Cup, Volunteer,
California, Chinese passenger
competition for
.
. l 02
trade between H.kong & 67
Chamber of Commerce formed 90
Callaghan Mr., Chief MagisChamber of Commerce, petitrate, appointed Governor
tion from with regard to
of Labuan
.
.
.
90
Limited Liability Act . 107
Cannon captured from Pirates,
sale of .
.
.
. 79-80 Chapel R. C., Victoria Exchange, and other buildCanton Register established
ings destroyed by fire . 86
58
1843
.
Chaplain, Colonial, Rev. W.
Canton, bombardment of comBeach, M.A. appointed . 80
menced and precautions
Charity, Sisters of, removed
~ taken for the security of
from Hongkong to Macao 86
Hongkong
.
.
. 75-76
Chico, Danish brig, attacked
Canton, blockade of raised,
by pirates, Captain and
10th February 1858
76
others murdered .
, 97
Canton, capture of, Yeh taken
prisoner
.
.
.
76 Chief Justice, Acting ; AttorGeneral Hon. P. I. SterCanton, arrangements made
ling, appointed
.
. 68
for Governorship of
76
Chief Justice, Acting, Judgo
Canton, P. & 0. Str. wrecked
Ball sworn in as
.
. 95
at Macao
.
.
.
85
Do. Adams left for England 95
Canton to West Indies, Emigration from .
.
.
86 Chief Justice, Mr Ball to act
as, during absence of Mr '
Canton, evacuation of by Allied
Adams .
.
.
. ,]11
Troops .
.
.
.
91
Chief Justice Adams, news reCanton river steamboats, rivalceived of death of .
. 115
ry between
.
. 111
Chief Justice Hulme, compliCanton and Macao Steamboat
mentary address presentCompany established
114
ed to on his leaving tho
Capture of Hongkong intended
1
Colony .
(i&
by Chinese
.
.
.
61
0
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Chilian barque Libedttd, atChinese miners returned from
tempt of to escape from
California., gold discovearrest
•
.
.
.
67
ries made by .
China Mail established 1845 .
59 Chinese new year and the
China and Hongkong, reports
cracker nuisance
relative to, in llome paChinese, passes and lights for
pers, excite derision
74 Chinese, presents and testimo•
China boy, execution of two
niaJs to Sir John Bowring
Europeans for murder of
81
on his departure .
.
China Station, British Ships of
Chinese prisoners, alleged inWar on, July J850, list of 84
humanity shown in conChui Apo, murderer of Captain
finement of
da Costa-trial of
64 Chinese rebels from Amoy,
Chinese and Europeans, influseveral huudred captured,
ential public meeting of
armed, in Lower Bazaar .
relative to Police arrangeChinese Be2,ository published at
ments
.
.
.
73
Hongkong 1844
Chinese at Hongkong and CanChinese Repository ceases pubton, feeling of, wjth regard
lication
to defeat at Pciho .
.
85 Chinese, reported supply of
Chinese at Singapore, riots
arms to by Russiaus
amongst.
68 Chinese, Return of mortality
Chinese authorities, Governo1·
among from 6th February
empowered to hand over
to 28th .April 1856 .
captured pirates to
. 114 Chinese service, British subChinese authorities at Canton,
jects forbidden to enter
arrest of Seamen on board
without sanction
British lorcha Arrow, by
Chin-chin, barque, Captain of,
and declaration of hostilitried for murder, verdict,
ties
73
not guilty. Action comChinese authorities, Poot'U,ny
menced by owners against
steamer seized by
110
Mr Lay for detention
Chinese Classics, by Dr. Legge,
Chinnery, Mr, artist dies
1st Vol. issued
90 Choral Society, concert given
Chinese community, proposed
by, in aid of City Hall
formation of Fire Brigade
fund
72 Church,.
.
.
.
.
by
Ohinese Customs EstablishCity Hall, Committee appointment at Shanghai comed to decide competition
85
designs
menced by Mr Lay
Chinese Customs, Portuguese
Civil Hospital, Yule, Dr., apstr. Shamrock seized by
86
pointed superintendent .
Clan fight at Deep Bn.y .
Chinese emigrants, new scale
70 Clan fight between Hakkasand
of diet for
.
.
.
Puntis .
.
.
.
Chinese employes of Government, investigation as to
Cleverly, Mr, retires, Pension
70
grantecl .
gambling amongst .
.
Climate
•
.
.
.
Chinese, exodus of from Hongkong, in consequence of
Clock Tower, plan of Mr Rawlings for, accepted
proclamation issued by
77 Clock Tower opened
Canton braves
.
.
Clock Tower free from <lebt
Chinese, fraudulent proceedClubs
ings of, with regard to
Club house opened
Passenger ships chartered
67 Clu.b, regatta, instituted
by

67
106
110

81

69
59
64
82
72

66

87
65

95
61
114

101
86

84
109

31
89
94:
96
14
60

90
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Club, Hongkong, extraordinaConspiracy at Canton to carry
ry treatment of volunteers
on piracy, murder and incendiarism at Hongkong
by .
103-104
Coast of
.
.
.
.
4 Consul at Siam, Hon. C. 13.
College, St. Paul's, robbery at 110
Hillier, Cf. Mag. appointed
Colony, preparations for deConsul U. S., Jurisdiction of
fence of, on learning of
over American subjects on
war between England and
board American vessels in
Russia .
.
68
harbour .
.
.
.
Contracts invited for erection
Colonial Chaplain, Revd. J.
Wilson, appointed .
111
of Police Stations
Convict establishment at Stone
Colonial offices foundation
stone of laid .
.
.
60
cutters' Island, Mr DollColonial officials, ill feeling beman, appointed Surgeon of
tween
.
.
.
.
80 Coolie Emigratiou, ProclamaColonial Secretary, acting, Mr
tion regulating, issued by
Alexander appointed
108
Governor Bonham .
.
CooJie mutinies during 1852 .
Colonial Surgeon, acting, Dr
Chaldecott, appointed
80 I Coolies shipment of at Amoy,
Colonial Surgeon, Dr John
investigation into disturbance during .
'Ivor Murray, appointed .
81
Coolie slave trade, complaints
Colonial Surgeon, report of,
against iniquities of
for 1864.
.
• 109-110
Colonial vessels, registration of 70 Coolie trade, correspondence
Colony.
Hongkong erected
between Dr. Bowring and
into a, 1843 .
.
Earl of Malmesbury
.
3
Colours presented to VolunCoolie trade, Peruvian :first
teers
.
.
.
.
94
noticed .
.
.
.
Commercial treaty with Siam 70 Coolie trade, Regulation respecting .
.
.
.
Commercial treaty between
United States and Japan
Coolie trade, prosecution comratified .
.
.
.
67
menced against "Echo do
Commissioners Imperial visit
Povo" .
.
.
.
Sir H. Pottinger
57 J Coolie traffic to Chincha isCommittee appointed with relands forbidden to British
ference to Victory Library 109
subjectlij and ships .
.
Commission of euquiry, VicCoolie traffic to Cbincha istoria Prison .
.
95
lands, prohibition withCommission of enquiry into
drawn .
Police system .
.
711 Coolie tragedies . . .
Commissioners, Messrs Ball,
Corea and Chanticleer founderand Alexander, appointed in a typhoon, all on
ed .
.
.
.
. 100
boa.rd lost, 26th June 18G5
Community present address to
Coroner, Mr May, appointed
Sir H. Robinson
.
92-93 Coroner's inquest held on body
Communication with other
of a Chinaman, shot by a
ports.
1G
policeman .
.
.
Communication between HongCoroner, Mr Tonnochy, apptd.
kong and Macao, MandaCorsair, steamer, .action against
rins endeavour to stop
74 1
by Postal authorities
.
Compensation paid on cession
3 Council, Legislative, meeting
Confirmation by Home authoof with regard to British
rities of Mr Green's apActs of Parliament and
pointment as attorney getheir manner of adoption
neral
80
in Hongkong .

74
72

71

72

101
66

65
65
74

66

65
66
83

69
69
66
114

93
101
112

61

80
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Courts with criminal and AdDeane, Mr., appointed Regismiralty jurisdiction estrar General .
.
. 112
tablished
.
.
.
58 Death of Chief Justice Adams,
Court first held within jurisnews received of •
. 115
of 1839 .
.
.
55 Debating Society established. 109
Court of Summary Jurisdiction 110 Decision, important, with reCricket at
.
.
14
gard to parcels conveyed
Crime in Hongkong
.
. 106
by P. & 0. Co
.
70
Crimea, subscriptions raised
Deep Bay, clan fight at .
. 86
for Soldiers' and Sailors'
Defeat at Peiho, news received 84
families .
.
.
.
69 Defence of Colony, measures
Criminal Sessions, number of
taken on learning of war
serious cases .
.
. 105
between England & Russia 68
Oumfa, captured near Macao
Degradation of Prince Kung . 11 l
by Chinese passengers .
82 Dent, Mr, J oho, left for EngCup, Subscription, competed
land
.
.
.
91
for; Rifle shooting, 20th
Deportation of beggars . 101-102
February 18G4
98 Diet, new scale of for Chinese
Cup, Subscription, competed
emigrants
.
.
. • 70
for, by Volunteers, 8th
Dinner given to Sir H. RobinMarch 1864 .
.
.
98
son, on leaving for Ceylon 107
Da Costa, Captain, Dwyer,
Disagreements, local, opinions
Lieut. murdered at Chek
of Home Press with regard
Clrn
.
.
.
.
62
to .
,
.
.
. 82
Daily · Press, action brought
Disbandment of auxiliary Poagainst for libel by Mr
lice force
.
.
. · 68
D. R. Caldwell
.
.
80 Discoveries of gold made by reDaily Press, action aga.inst, for
turned Chinese Californilibel, by Mr Lo bscheid . 86
an miners
.
.
.
G7
Daily P.ress, action entered
Discovery ship, Enterprise, aragainst, for libel, by
rival of from Arctic sea .
69
Messrs J a.reline Matheson
Diseases at .
.
.
.
35
& Co.
.
.
.
85 Disturbances between Troops,
Daily Press, Prosecution aPolice and others, lives
gainst, by Mr Fernandez,
lost
. 103
of Macao
•
.
82 Docks .
.
.
.
.
15
Damage to shipping in a TyDocks, ground purchased at
phoon .
•
.
. 114
Aberdeen for construction
Davis, Mr, succeeds Sir H. Potof .
.
.
.
.
74
tinger .
.
.
.
59 Dodd John, gazetted 2nd LieuDavis, Sir J. F., appointed
tenant, Hongkong V olunvice Admiral of H. kong .
60
teers
.
.
.
.
92
Davies, Mr Tudor, resigned
Dollar declared to be the legal
appointment as chief Macurrency, J 842
.
. 57
gistrate .
.
.
. 82 83 Dollman, Mr., appointed SurDavidson, Mr W. M. gazetted
geon of Convict EstabJHstice of the Peace, Janlishment at Stonecutter's
uary 1863
.
.
.
94
Island and Health Officer
Day, Mr, acting Attorney Geof Hongkong .
101
neral, died 21st Sept. 1858 80 Domestic expenseR
.
.
25
Day, Mr, appointed acting
Douglas Mr., F., appointed
Attorney General .
.
79
Supt. of Victoria Gaol .
97
Deane :ind Tripp, Messrs, apDrains reconnoitered bythieves ] 12
pointed Extra Aides-deDrill Instructor to the Voluncamp
100
teers, testimonial to
95
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Establishment of sanitarium
Duddell, Mr., bread a.nu flour
at Victoria Peak decided
belonging to dtistroyed by
741
upon
.
.
.
.
85
incendiaries .
.
.
Europe, fortnightly mails to,
Earl of Elgin arrived and reestablil:1hed
.
.
. ' 66
ceived an address from
75 I Europeans and Chinese, influthe community
.
.
ential public meeting of
Earl of Elgin re-arrived acrelative to Police arrangecompanied by Major Ge75
ments
.
.
.
.
73
neral Straubenzee .
.
European residents, meeting
East point, attack of robbers
72
of, ancl memorial from, to
on native shops at .
.
Sir J. Bowring relative to
Eastern, Globe, nflwspaper es58
the Native exodus .
77-78
tablished in Hongkong, .
Evacuation of Canton by allied
Ecko do Povo, first number of,
Troops .
.
.
.
91
published in April 1859 • 81
Exchange, low, February 18G6 107
Echo do Pavo, prosecuted for
Execution of 2 Europeans for
quoting an article from the
murder of China boy
.
81
Daily Press upon the Coo83 I Execution of a native pirate .
83
lie trade .
.
.
.
Execution of 6 Portuguese piEdict published by mandarins
rates
.
.
.
. 114
ordering a.11 Chinese to
74: I Executive and Legisla.tive
leave Hongkong
.
.
Councils, Mr Alexander
Education Society, Morrison,
appointed Provisional
Royal Asiatic Society's li
. brary offered to
.
.
931
member of
.
.
. 110
Exodus of Chinese caused by
Elgin, Earl of, left Canton for
81
a proclamation from the
Singapore
.
.
.
Chinese braves.
.
.
77
Elgin, Earl of, and Baron Gros
88 Expedition against Pirates on
arrived 21st June 1860 .
56
the West Coast
.
79-80
Elliott, Ca.pt. first governor .
Expedition againgst Pirates by
Emigration from Canton to
86
H. M. Gun-boat Slaney .
82
West Indies
.
.
Expedition to the North, porEmigrants, Chinese, new scale
70
tion of 67th arrived from
of diet for &c.
.
.
Calcutta .
.
86
Emigrants to Jamaica, first
69 Expeditionary Force, arrival
shipload of
.
.
.
of Troops for, April 1860 88
Encounter between police and
68 I Expeditionary Force, deparhill robbers at Aberdeen
ture of .
.
.
.
88
English and French PlenipoExpeditionary Force, returned
tontiaries left Hongkong
82 I
during Nov. and Dec.1860 89
for the North .
.
.
Expeditionary Force, deparEnglish instruction in Govern90
ture of .
.
.
90
ment Schools .
.
.
Expenditure of the Colony .
51
Enscoe, Dr., resident Surgeon,
96 Expenditure and revenue durSeamen's Hospital, died .
ing 1853 .
.
.
. 67
Enterpt'-ise, discovery ship, ar69 Expenditure and revenue for
rival from Arctic sea
.
68
1854
.
.
.
.
69
Envoys from Siam to Governor
Expenses, Military, contribuEscape of 4 Europeans from
68
tion towards demanded by
gaol
.
.
.
.
Government .
.
. 102
Escape of prisoners from gaol 195
Fahkee, brig, news received of
Escape of about 100 convicts
the loss of
.
.
. IOG
from Stonecutters' Island 99
Fane's Horse arrived from
Establishment of Chinese Cus.
Tientsin
91
com. at S. hai by Mr Lay 85 1
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.Fei-ma, steamer, piratical attack on .
.
.
73
Feiseen and Kinshan, river
steamers, two intended attacks on fi11stmted
. 105
Fergusson, Fisher & Co., complete the Ville de Hoe steamer, at Hongkong .
. 114
Fern~ndez, Mr, of Macao, prosecutes the D aily Press .
82
Fiery Gross arrived after a passage of only 88 <lays
. 106
Fight, clan, betw ~en Hakkas
and Puntis
.
.
.
84
Fight, clan, at Deep bay
.
86
Fire-Barracks of 41st M.N.I.
burned down .
.
.
58
Fire, large, on 16th March l 851 64
Fire, 472 houses d stroye<l.
28th December 1851
.
65
Fire at corner of Sta'!}ley and
Cochrane streets .
. 69 -70
Fire in Tai-ping-slrn.n
72
Fire in Western market
.
72
Fire Brigade,
Volunteer,
scheme for formation of .
72
Fires, incendiary, involving
loss of life and property .
77
Fire, destroying Victoria Exchange, New Roma.n Catb olic Chapel and other
buildings, 19th Oct. 1859 86
Fire at Kowloong, Commissariat Store sheds destroyed 90-91
Fire, destructive, on 20th November l 8G2 .
.
.
93
Fire on board P. & 0. steamer
Cadiz
.
.
.
.
94
Fire, destroying matsheds and.
coals belonging to R. S.
Walker & Co.
.
, 105
Fire amongst the Chinese houses in Gilman street
. 112
Fire, extensive, at West Point ll 5
Firecracker, American steamer,
Captain of fined £50 for
93
detaining mails
44
Fish (see markets)
.
.
Flag, British, first saluted at
Hongkong by French ves58
sels
.
.
.
Flagstaff at Victoria Peak pro86
ceeded with
.
Fleet, Russian, reported to be
at or near Batavia .
67

Fletcher, Angus, Mr., retires
from Legislative Council 91
Flora and fauna of
.
,
36
Flora T emple, American slup
lost on the Paracels
.
86
Foreign Enlistment Act, arrest
of Tam Achoy, Captain
and crew of Sfr J arnsetjee
J eej eebhoy for breach of . 86-87
Foreign Office grant a pension
to Sir John Brownillg .
85
Fortnightly mails to and from
Europe established
.
66
Foundation Stone of new Mission Church laid .
. 113
Frazer, John, gazetted as 1st
Lieutenant m the Hongkong Volunteers .
.
92
Franklyn, J,ady, called at
Hongkong en route to Europe
.
.
.
.
92
Free port, H. kongprocJaimP.da 56
French and British Plenipotentiaries left for Shanghai
69
French and British Plenipotentiaries left Hongkong
for the North
.
.
82
French Minister Plenipotentiary at Peking ldt for
Europe .
.
.
.
71
F·riend of China, action against
for libel by Mr Robinet.
.
.
.
.
69
Friend of Ohina, action against
by Colonel Caine .
.
85
F riend of Ohvna, Editor sentenced to one year's imprisonment for libelling Col.
Caine
.
.
.
.
85
F1·iend of f'hina, Editor of has
sentence reduced by one
half
.
.
.
.
87
Gale, severe, September 1855 71
Gale,.severe, 30th June 1865 113
Gambling amongst Chinese
employes of Government,
investigation .
.
.
70
Gaol, escape. from by 4 Ji~uropeans
.
.
.
.
68
Gaol, escape of prisoners from
95
Gaol, Mr •r. Douglas appointed Superintendent of
97
Garden public,
.
.
1&
Garrison, mortality among
troops in, during 1851-2-3 66
1
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Garrison, sickness in
Garrison, Provisional Battalion organised
Garrison, demand for contribution towards expenses of
Gas works
.
Gazette Government established 1841
G.e neral description
Geology of
Georg .Andreas, Danish brig,
attacked by pirates, Captain killed
•
.
.
Gibb, Mr, John Darby, left for
Europe .
Gifford, G. Mr, appointed
Justice of the Peace, J anuary, 1863
Gibraltar, likeness to
Gold discoveries made by returned Chinese Calif ornian miners
Government offices, list of
Government, offices of
Governorship of the Colony
assumed by SirJ. Bowring
Government sale of land Aug.
1855
.
.
.
.
Government Schools, English
instruction in, training of
Interpreters for Public
Service .
.
Government Schools, annual
report on for 1864 .
.
Governor, no longer Minister
to China
.
.
Governor, Mr - now Sir Hercules-Robinson appointed .
.
.
Governor, Acting, Mr Mercer
appointed
Governor empowered to surrender pirates captured, to
Chinese authorities
.
Governor, Sir R. G. MacDonnell appointed
.
Governorship of Canton, arrangements made for, after capture
.
.
Grant, Sir Hope, departed for
the North 11th Apr. 1860
Grant, Sir Hope, and Admiral
Jones arrived
Green F. W., Mr, appointed
acting Attorney General

67 Green F. W., Mr, confirmed in
appointment as Attorney
88
General .
.
.
. 80
Greta, Bremen brig, condemn102
ed as prize to H. M. S.
14
Barracouta, having Russians on board
.
71
561 Gros, Baron, with the Earl of
3
Elgin arrived 21st June
45
1860
.
.
.
.
88
Ground rent, memorial praying for reduction of
.
Gl
1091 Ground rent annual to government 1849
.
.
.
62
94 Ground rent, request for remission of to Chinese for
first year
.
.
.
65
94 1Gunpowder, ordinance respect4
ing manufacture &c.
. 61
Gutzlatf, R ev., death of
.
64
Hai-fung and Lok-fung taken
67 1
by insurgents .
. · • 68
10 Hakka population .
.
. 19
49 Hakkas and Pw1tis, clan fight
between
.
.
• 83
68 I Hall, City, Concert given by
Choral Society in aid of
711
fund
.
.
.
.
95
Hanghty and Opossum destroy
1
13 piratical junks •
112
Harhour, appParance of
4
90 I Harbour, description of
.
6
Harland, Dr W. A., Colonial
109 1
Surgeon, died 12th September 1858 .
.
. 80
3 Harper, Mr, Patrick Rose, gazetted Justice of the Peace
January 1863 .
.
.
94
81 I Health Officer, Mr Dollman,
appointed
.
.
. 101
93 I Hillier, Hon. C. B., Chief Magistrate, appointed Her
Britannic Majesty's Con114 I
sul at Sia.m .
.
.
72
Hindostao, transport, sailed
114 I
with a Battery of Artillery 105
History, Early
.
.
.
2
Historical sketch as a British
761
Colony .
.
.
. 55
Holliday, Wise & Co., Messrs
88
burglary committed on
premises of .
.
99-100
89 I Home Government demand a
contribution toward Mili80 I
tary expenses .
. 102
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J-longkoug.
Home Press opinion of, with
regard to local disagreements
82
Hongkong, arrangements
made for securi:.y of
during bombardment of
Canton .
.
.
. 75-76
Hongkong and California, Chinese passenger trade between
67
Hongkong and China., reports
relativ~ to in Home papers
excite derision.
74
Hongkong Garrison, Provisional Battalion organized 88
Hope, Admiral, departed for
the North, 9th April 1860
88
Hope, Adm., left for England 93
Hospital, Civil, Dr J. A. Yule
appointed Superintendent
of .
.
.
.
. 101
Hospital, Seamens', resident
Surgeon Dr. Enscoe died
96
Hostilities declared at Canton,
in consequence of Chinese
authorities having arrested seamen on board the
lorcha Ar row
73
Hotels .
.
.
.
.
23
Hotel, .first class, proposal to
establish in Hongkong
98
Hotel Company established . 114
How-qua Hong merchant dies
59
H ow-Yii-'tien, rendition of to
the Chinese authorities 111-112
Huffum, Mr, F. S. house of
broken into
102
Hulme, Mr., appointed Judge
of Vice Admiralty Court
60
Hulme, Chief Justice susp.
61
Hulme, Chief Justice, complimentary address to, on departure for Europe,
68
Ice house
30
Ice first imported .
58
Iloilo, Sual and Zamboanga, in
the Phillipines, 'opened to
trade
.
.
.
.
70
Impulso as Lef/ras, Portuguese
magazine, established
. 115
Incendiaries, destruction of
bread and flour belouging
to Mr Duddell, by .
.
74
Incemliarism, on pa.rt of Chinese, alarm caused by
73

Incendiari!'!m, piracy and murder, conspiracy at Canton
to carry on at Hongkong.
74
Incendiary fires, involving loss
of life and property
.
77
Indies, West, Emigration from
Canton to
.
.
.
86
Inglis, Mr., Harbour Master
and Marine Magistrate,
left for England
.
.
90
Inquest on the body of a Chinaman shot by a Police
Constable
.
.
. 101
Inquests on bodies of men killed in disturbance between
Soldiers, Sailors, Policemen, &c.
104
Insects of
.
.
.
. 45
Insurgents, Hai-fung and Lok
fung taken by
.
.
68
Interpreters, training of, for
Public Service, at Government Schools
.
.
90
Investigation as to gambling
amongst Chinese employes
of U-overnment
.
.
70
Island, Queen, steamer, v. Nepaul, P. & 0. Co., decision
in Vice-Admiralty Court. 107
Jamaica, first ship load of emigrants to
.
.
.
69
Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, Sir, Captain and crew arrested for
breach of Foreign Enlistment Act
.
.
. 86-87
Japan and America, ratification of treaty between .
67
Japan, American squadron
sailed for
.
.
.
67
Japanese, party of, visited the
Colony on their return
from New York
89
Jardine, Matheson & Co. testimonial to by 95th Regt.
62
Jardine, Matheson & Co.,
threatened attack on premises of .
.
.
.
73
J arcline, Matheson & Co.,
Messrs, action for libel
commenced against Daily
Press
.
.
.
.
85
J artline, Mr, R., and the Sailor's Home
.
.
. 104
J arnrn,n Mr, appointed acting
Superintendent of Police 83
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Jervois, Major General apK:;>wloong, 99th Regiment orpointed Lieut. Governor 64
dered to
.
103
Jewellsry establishment of Mr
Kowloong, land sale
.
. 104
Lapraik, robbery at
100 Kowloong, tenders invited for
Jones, Admiral, arrived
.
89
the erection of a Police
Johnson,Mr,DeputyS.tendent 56
Station at
.
.
. 110
Journals, local, Crown proseKung, Prince, temporary decution against for libel .
80
gredation of .
.
. 111
Judge, acting, of Summary
Lad11 Pierce, arrival of .
.
68
Jurisdiction Court, Mr
Lamps to be suspeuded before
Whyte appointed .
95-110
doors of houses
.
.
60
Junkmen and Police, fracas
Lamont John, Mr, left for
between .
.
.
.
62
England .
.
.
. 11.0
Junks, purporting to be reLand increase in price of 1844 58
bels, ordered to leave the
Land leases sale of 1847
. 61
harbour .
73 Land, purchasers of to comply
Juries, number of persons capwith regulation
.
. 72
able of serving on in 1848 62 Land sales previous to treaty
Jurisdiction of U. S. Consul
not to be recognized.
58
over American subjects
Land sales, June 1841 .
56
on board American vesLand sales in 1849
.
.
62
sels in harbour
.
.
71 Land extraordinary sale of, for
Jury, decision by on an im$10.
.
.
.
.
63
portant mercantile point
Land sale August 1855.
71
with regard to opium
.
96 Land sale at Pokefulum.
.
82
Jury list, Mr Wong Ashing,
Land sale at Kowloon, July
inclndea Februa.ry 1858 .
76
1864
.
.
.
101
Justices of the Peace, several
Land sale at Kowloon .
. 104
gazetted in January 1863 94 Land tax, Chinese government
Kane, Mr., W., gazetted Caprelinquishes qlaim to
. 59
tain in the Volunteer
Land under cultivation at time
Corps
.
.
91
of cession
.
.
.
5
Kane, Dr., attacked, robbed
Lapraik, Douglas, Mr., left the
and left for dead in broad
Colony .
.
. · . 98 99
daylight .
.
.
. 109 Lapraik, Douglas, Mr., robKeenan, Mr, appointed Amerbery at establishment of. 100
ican Consul .
.
.
67 Law bearing upon Chinese,
Keenan, Mr, U. S. Consul,
leniency of
.
.
. 109
bailed to appear at SuLay, Mr., establishes Chinese
preme Court .
.
.
71
Customs at Shanghai
. 85
Keshen degraded for ceding
Lay, Mr., action against, by
Hongkong
.
55
owuers of barque Ohincliin 87
Kinshan, and Feiseen, river
Legge, Dr., lstvolume of Chisteamers, two intended atnese classics issued by
90
tacks on frustrated
105 Legislative Council of, .
.
50
Kowloong, .
.
.
.
1 Legislative Council, meeting of
Kowloong, a resort for pirates
2
relative to· Acts of ParliaKowloong handed over to
ment
.
.
.
. 80
British .
.
.
.
88 Legislative Council, address
Kowloong, disposition of Terto Sir H. Robinson on his
ritory
.
.
.
.
89
leaving for Ceylon .
. 92. 93
Kowloong, destruction of ComLegislative Council and Post
missariat Store Sheds by
Office Ordinance .
. 94
fire,
.
.
.
90-91 Legis. Council, sub-committee
Kowloong, land sa.le, July 1864- 101 I
to revise Ila.nkru ptcy Act 97
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Legislative Council aud Military contribution
.
Legislative Council and Limited Liability Ordinance .
LegislativeOouncil, Mr Sutherland appointed member of
Lemann, Mr., H. B., gazetted
Justice of the Peace, J anuary 1863 .
.
Levi an<l Moses committed to
trial for fraud
Libel, Lord Campbell's act
Libel against Colonel Caine,
Ji:ditor of Friend of Ohina
sentenced to one year's
imprisonment for .
.
Libel, action for, brought by
Mr D. R. Caldwell against
Daily Press
Libel, action for, against Daily
Pt·ess by Mr Lobscheid .
Libel, action for, entewd
against Daily Press by
Messrs Jardine, Matheson & Co.
Libel, action for, brought
against Friend of Ohvna
by Mr Robinet
.
.
Libertad, Chilian barque, attempt to escape from arrest
Libraries
.
.
.
.
Library (Victoria) and reading
room, opened .
Library, Victoria, discussion
with regard to
Library, Victoria, Committee
appointed to report upon
best means of carrying on
Lighting, eastward of Murray
Battery, preparations for,
completed
.
•
.
Lights and passes for Chinese
Limited Liability Act, petition from Chamber of
Commerce
.
.
.
Limited Liability Act passed
by Legislative Council .
Limited Liability Ordinance,
protest of Honorable Mr
Whittall
.
.
.
Lok-fung and Hai-fung taken
by insurgents
.
.
L.donMission established 1843
Lord of the Isles, boats crow of
picked up at sea

Lovell Lieut. Colonel, J. W .,
appointed commanding
Royal Engineer in China 107
106 Lye-ye-moon pass, the
3
Macao Government refuse
107
countenance to B1·itish
subjects .
55
Macao, Governor of, paid a
94
visit to the Colony .
68
Macao, Volunteers proceed
94
thither at the invitation of
69
H. E. the Governor
. 104-5
Macao and Hongkong, mandarins endeavour to stop
native communication
74
85 Macao, Mr Robinet, Peruvian
Consul for, action for libel
by against F1·iend of China 69
88 MacDonnell, Sir .Richard, appointed Governor .
• 114
86 MacLane, R., U. S. Commissioner, arrives
67
Ma-chow-Wong, cargo of sugar
taken by pirates, traced to
85
shop of
,
75
Ma-chow-Wong, trial of for
confederating with pirates 75
69 Madeira, resemblance to
. 12
Magistrate, Chief, resignation
67
of appointment as, by Mr
15
Tudor Davies .
. 82-83
Magistrate, Police, Mr C. C.
62
Smith, Registrar General,
appointed
112
11)8 Mahome<lan Mosque opened
1843
58
Mails, fortnightly, to and from
109
Europe, established
. 66
Mails, Captain of Firecracker
fined £50 for detaining
93
73 Malmsbury, Earl of, and Dr
110
Bowring, correspondence
between regarding coolie
trade
66
107 Mandarin language, work on,
by Mr Wade .
.
.
83
107 Marine lot holders, Meeting of
respecting the "Praya." 72
Marriage ordinance passed
65
109 Markets licensed .
.
.
60
Markets, list and pi-ices of ar68
ticles in English and Chi58
nese
25
Market, Central, attempt to
93
set .firn to
63
103
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Markets, Ordinance respecting 68 Military ContributiQn, propos•
building of
.
.
.
ed postponement of until
Market and Police arrangeprofits of Mint could bear
ments, improvements efthe charge
.
.
fected in
.
.
.
75 Military forces stationed at .
Marshal of Vice-Admiralty
Minister at Peking, Sir RuCourt, Mr Tonnochy ap.
therford Alcock appointtd
pointed
112 Mint, site for selected in
Masonic lodges
14
Causeway Bay
.
.
Massacre of Russians in Peking
Mint, Ordinance for establishing approved by the Queen
reported
.
.
.
82
Missions at Hongkong .
.
Masson, Mr., appointed Registrar of Supreme Court . 110 Mission Church, new, foundaMay, Mr., appointed acting
tion stone laid
assistant Magistrate
83 I Mitchell, Mr., W. H. appointMay, Mr., appointed first poed acting chief Magistrate
lice Magistrate & Coroner.
93 Mitchell, Mr., F. W., appointed Postmaster General
May, Mr., left for England . 112
Monopoly of opium, re-estabMacDonall John, Mr., gazetted
as Justice of the Peace,
lished from 1st April, 1858
January, 1863
94 I Mortality, 1858-1865 .
.
Mortality in 55th Regt. 1843 .
MacDonnell, Sir Richd. G.
114 Mortality among Troops in
appointed Governor
Garrison during 1851-2-3
McLane, R., United States
Commissioner, arrival of.
67 Mortality among Uhinese, from
February to April 1856
Meeting, public, of influential
Morrison Education Society,
Europeans and Chinese
library of Royal Asiatic
i-elative to Police arrangeSociety o:ffered to
ments
.
.
.
.
73
Moses and Levi committed to
Meeting, public, for establishtrial for fraud
ment of School
.
.
70
Murder of Captain, Officers,
Memorial to 8ir J. Bowring,
passengers and crew of Arby European residents, reratoon Apcar
lative to exodus of Chinese 77, 78
Murder of a number of crew of
Mendicants apprehended and
Hongkong lorcha by Pideported.
.
. 102
rates
.
.
.
.
Mercer, Hon. W. T., appointeu. Colonial Secretary
.
68 Murder, piracy and incendiarism at Hongkong, conMercer, Mr , appointed Acting
spiracy at Canton to
Governor
.
.
.
93
carry on .
.
.
.
Mercer, Mrs., Volunteer Rifle
match prizes distributed by 95 Murder of Captain and 2 of
crew of schooner Neva by
Mercantile point of importance
pirates .
.
.
.
with regard to opium, de96 I Murder and piracy, Boggs, Eli
cided by a jury
.
M, .American, tried for
Me rcury, steamer, seized and
accused of piracy
111 Murder of China boy, execution of 2 Europeans for
Meteorology
.
.
.
30
Murder, trial of Capt. Saunders
Military Contribution, Meetbarq_ ue Chin Chin, for
ing of Legislative Council
respecting
.
.
. 103 Murder of a Parsee, and his
wife in Taipingshan
Military Contribution, public
meeting held
102 Murder and riot, 11 men of
99th Regt tried on charge
Mil. Contribution, reply of
of and acquitted
Col. Sec. to Memorial
106
1

114
51
111
99

101.
52
113

83
92

77

36
58

66
72

93
94
66

71

74
75
75

81

87

97
105
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Murder of about 80 men by
Ordinance for establishing a
108
pirates .
.
.
Mint, approved by the
Murray Battery, preparations
Queen
.
.
.
for lighting ea.stward of
Oriental Bank incorporated
completed
.
73 Owners, Ancient, of
.
.
Murray, Dr. John Ivor, apP. & 0. Company, complaint
pointed Colonial Surgeou
81
against respecting delays.
Murray, Mr, C. W., apptd.
P. & 0. Co., parcels by, immember of the Leg.
portant decision
91 P. & 0. Steamer Oanfon wreckCouncil
Murray, Mr., C. W, :M:.L.c. left
ed at Macao
for England .
.
. 107 Pn.-racels, American ship Flora
Murrow, Mr, editor of Daily
Temple lost on
Press, enquiry into charges
Parkes Mr (now Sir Harry),
brought by against Mr D.
left for North to join Lord
R. Caldwell
Elgin
91
Name &c.
I Parliament, British Acts of,
Namtow ta.ken by assault
careless manner of adop78-79
Naval Yard
12
tion in Hongkong •
Naval forces stationed at
51 Parsee and his wife murdered
Nepaul v. Island Q1ieen, deciin Taipingshan
sion in Vice .Admiralty
Passenger ships chartered by
Court
Chinese, fraudulent pro107
Neutrality proclamation with
ceedings of
.
.
regard to the Chinese rePassenger trade, Chinese, bebellion
twP-en Hongkong and Ca69
Neva, schooner, attacked by
lifornia.
.
.
.
pirates, Captain and 2 of
Passes and Lights for Chinese
the crew murdered .
75 Pauncefote, Mr, to perform
Newspapers .
.
.
15
duties of Attorney General
Noble, Mr, H., gazetted as
Peaks, height and number of
Justice of the Peace, J aPeak Victoria
.
.
.
nuary 1863
.
.
.
94 Peak, Victoria, road to, SaniNorth Star, Captain, officers,
tarium and flag staff pro&c. murdered by pirates 90
ceeded with .
.
.
Officials, Colonial, ill feeling
Peak, Victoria, attack made
between
11pon the signalman by
80
Opium fraud by Rustomjee
Chinese .
.
.
.
and Sandford .
92 Peace with Russia, news of reOpium, important mercantile
ceived
.
.
.
point decided by a Jury .
96 Pe-chi-Ii, Admiral's squadron
Opium monopoly discussion releave for Gulf of
.
.
specting .
.
.
.
63 Peiho, news of our defeat at
Opium monopoly re-establishPeiho defeat, feeling among
ed from 1st April 1858 .
77
Chinese at Hongkong and
Opossum and Haiighty destroy
Canton regarding .
.
13 pirate junks
.
. 112 Peking, Sir R. Alcock appointOrdinance proposed draft of
ed Minister at
.
.
. published
.
.
.
62 Peking, reported massacre of
Ord. for the better regulation
Russians at .
.
.
of building ma.rkets &c
68 Pellew, Vice Admiral leaves for
Ordinances of the colony,
England.
.
.
.
Messrs Ball and Alexander
Pension granted to Col. Caine
appointed commis. for
Pension granted to Sir John
compiling a new edition of 100
Bowring

101
64
2

62
70
85
86
88

80
97
67
67
110

111
1
13

86
95
72
83
84
85
111
82
67
85
85
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Pirates and Piracies-'7 ChiPension granted to Mr Clevernese convicted and senly on retirement
. 109
tenced to dea,th .
. ll1
Pension granted to the Bishop 103
Mercury, steamer, seized
Perry, Commodore U.S, Navy,
" an< l accused of . . 111
departure of, and presenteffect of handing prisonation of address and plate
" ers over to Chinese
by Amnicans of Hongauthorities .
.
. 112
69
kong and Canton .
.
piratical craft destroyed
Permission granted to proceed
. 115
" and lorcha taken
90
with Water works
60
plunder of Sbek pai wan.
68
Perkis, Mr, murdered
" condemned received free (H
Petition from Chamber of Com.
.
" pn.rdons
merce against Limited Li23, junks, destroyed by
ability Act
.
.
. 10'7
63
" Commander Hay .
Phillippines ; Sual, Iloila and
threatened attack on
'70
Zamboanga, open to trade
68
" Hongkong by
58
Pirates and Piracy cases 184:3.
70
at
Taichow
61
,, prevalence of 184:'7.
" severe encounter with, '71
61
,, Ord. for prevention of
.
.
65 " by Bittern
,, cases of during 1852
'75
Neva, sch., attacked by.
66.
,, in March 1853
66 " trial of Ma-chow-Wong
,, April 1853 .
" for confederating with. '75
,, existence of two large pi'76
capture of passage boat .
66
ratical :fleets declared
ca1·go
of
su~ar
taken
by
"
66
,, May 1853
66 " traced to shop of Ma,, June and July 1853
75
chow-Wong
.
.
,, capture of Hongkong lorjunks, fleet of, destroyed
cba and murder of crew
at Lingting, upon repreat Mee-chow
sentations of Mr Caldwell '79
,, 22 cases noted between
on West Coast, expediNov. 1856 and Jan. 185'7 '7v
.
. 80
" tion against.
'73
,, attack upon Fei~ma str.
junks
destroyed
near
'74
, , March 185'7 .
.
.
80
.
.
.
" Macao
,, during May & June 185'7 '74
large
nest
of,
destroyed
, , murder and incendiarism
81
near Macao
.
at Hongkong, conspiracy
expedition against by
74
at Canton to carry on .
82
•
•
•
" Slaney
74:
,, January and Feb. 185'7.
destruction of 4 junks by
, , cases reported cluring
82
.
" Clown .
'75
June and July 185'7
.
83
Chines~ pub. exe. tion of
,, September a,nd Oct. 185'7 75
Danish
brig
Chico,
at"
,, and murder, trial of Eli
9'7
.
" tacked by
'75
M. Boggs for
.
106
capture of at Bias bay
'76
,, during March 1858
" sent to Canton for trial. 116
82
, , during May 1858 .
" skirmish between police
,, and tbe absence of Mr
" and, at Aberdeen . . 112
83
Caldwell's services
Haughty and Opossum
,, during September 1859 85
" destroyed 13 junks . 112
86
,, in October J 859 .
.
Railway, Siamese brig,
,, Captain, officers, &c. of
" capture of by . . 113
90
North Star murdered .
5 Portuguese executed. 114
,, some 80 men, murdered 108
" Governor empowered to
,, Georg A ndt·eas, Danish
" give up to Chinese auth- 114
brig, attacked and Caporities
109
tain killed
1

7f"

"
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Pirates and Pirac;es-J unks
Portuguese steamer Shamrock
burnt and banded over
seized by Chinese Customs 86
to Mandarins
114 Possession taken of the Island
Plenipotentiaries proceed from
January 1841 .
.
.
65
Shanghai to Peking
.
83 Postage stamps first issued on
, , left for Shanghai
.
69
the 8th Decem her 1862 .
94
,, left Hongkong for the
Post Office Ordinance and LeNorth .
.
.
82
gislative Council .
94
Poisoning of f or~ign residents
.Post Office, new, opened
114
attempted by arsenic in
Postal facilities established .
59
the bread
73 Postmaster General, Mr. F.
Pokfoolum excursion to
13
W. Mitchell appointed .
92
,, la.nd at, put up for sale.
82 Pottinger, Sir H. made G.C.B.
68
Police force .
.
•
50 Power, Mr., appointed Acting
,, rate, act establishing
60
Second .Police Magistrate 93
,, force, ma!-administra.Pra.ya, appearance of .
9
tion of
.
.
.
66 Praya, extent of .
.
.
12
,, force, aux., disbanded .
68 Praya, meeting of Marine Iot,, and hill robbers, encounholders, with regard to .
72
ter between at .Aberdeen
68 Precautions taken for security
,, systE:'m, commission of
of Hongkong during bomenquiry
.
.
.
71
bardment of Canton
. 75-76
,, stations, contracts invitPresent state of Public bnilded for erection of
72
ings, &c.
.
.
.
9
,, arrangements,
-public
Presentation to Admiral Sir
meeting relative to
73
Michael Seymour on de,, andmarketarrangements
parture .
.
•
• 81
improvements effected . 75 Presents to Sir John Bowring,
,, Mr J armanacting superby Chinese, on bis deparintendent
83
ture
.
.
.
.
81
, , terms offered to men
Presentation of addresses, &c.
from Bombay
.
.
91
to Chief Justice Adams • 95
,, Captain Quin and draft
Prison on Stonecutters' Island,
of Bombay natives arrive 92
proposal to erect a .
.
90
,, Magistrate, Mr May apPrison, Victoria, Commission
pointed
93
of enquiry into condition
,, Constable, inquest on
of .
.
.
.
.
95
Chinaman shot by •
101 'Prisoners, Chinese, alleged in,, Station at Kowloon, tenhumanity shown in conders invited for the erecfinement of .
.
• 74
tion of.
110 Prisoners, escape of, from gaol
95
,, gang of rob hers fired
Prize Meeting, Vol. teer, Dec.
upon by
112
1864 ; Prizes distributed
,, Magistrate, Mr C. C.
by Lady Robinson
. 105
Smith, appointed .
. 112 Proclaruation issued that Brit,, suggested reorganization
ish subjects were not to
of
.
.
.
113
onter Chinese service
.
66
Fortuna, steamer, aeized l.ly
Proclamation issued regulating
Chinese authorities
110
Coolie emigration .
. 66
Population, general statement
Proclamation of neutrality with
of
17
regard to the Chines~ re,, European
.
18
hellion
.
.
• 69
,, Chinese (general) .
18 Proclamation issued by Cnn,, Punti
19
ton braves, causes exodus
,, Feuds bet\veen nati vo
20
of Chinese from Hongkong 77
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Proclamation of Colonel Mc
Mahon, to the natives at
Kowloong
.
.
.
Progress of Colony after formation .
.
.
.
Prohibition of Coolie traffic
to Chincha islands withdrawn .
.
.
.
Promotions and Appointments
in the H. kong Volunteers
Proposed postponement of Military contribution until
profits on Mint could bear
the charge
Prosecutions for libel against
local Journals
.
.
Prosecution against Daily
Press by Mr Fernandez,
of Macao
.
.
.
Provisional Battalion organised for garrisoning Hongkong
.
.
.
.
Public Meeting held with regard to the Military Contribution
.
.
.
Public Meeting for establishment of school
.
.
Puntis ·and Hakkas, clan fight
between .
.
.
.
Public establishments, list of
Queen, steamer, captured by
braves who had embarked
as passengers .
.
.
Quin, Captain, arrived with a
draft of Bombay natives
for the Police .
Race Course
Races at
.
.
.
Railway between Canton and
Calcutta spoken of
Railway, Siamese brig,attacked by Pirates
Railways in China, meeting
held respecting,
.
Rains, damage ca.used by
.
Ra.ins, heavy in July and August 1856
.
.
.
Rain, absmce of in June and
July 1859
.
.
.
Rawlings, Mr., awarded 1st
prize for best design for
water works .
.
.
Rawlings, Mr, receives permis.
sion to proceed with water
works

Rawlings Mr, S. B., left for
England.
.
.
. 110
88 I Rebels from Amoy, several
hundred captured, armed,
in lower Bazaar
.
• 69
7
Rebellion, Chinese, neutrality
proclamation with regard
to .
.
.
.
• 69
69
Rtlbel Junks (purportingto be)
ordered to leave the har101
bour
'73
Re-establishraent of Opium
monopoly from 1st April
1858
.
.
.
.
77
114
Reformatory at West Point,
1:1ite granted for
.
105
80
Regatta Club instituted .
90
Registration act, disputes between Mr Davis and the
82
community
.
.
.
59
Registration ordinance amended
88
60
Registration of all Colonial
vessels .
.
.
.
70
102 RegiHtrar General, Mr Thomas
Turner, appointed
92
'70 Registrar, .Acting, of Supreme
Court, Mr Massonappoint84
ed .
.
.
.
. 110
10 Registrar General, Mr 0. C.
-Smith, confirmed in office
of.
111
74 IRegistrar General, Mr C. C.
Smith, appointed Police
Magistrate
.
.
• 112
92 Registrar General, Mr Deane
12
appointed
.
.
. 112
14 Removal of Post •Office, temporarily .
.
.
. 102
83 Rendition of How-Yti-tien to
the Chinese authorities 111-112
.
• :23
113 Rent of honses at .
Report, annual, on Government schools for 1864
113
109
'10 Report of Colonial Surgeon for
1864
100-llQ
'7:31 Reptiles on .
.
.
.
44
Resignation of Mr D. R. Caldwell, Registrar General,
70
82
tendered .
•
.
Resignation of Bishop of Victoria
109
88
Revenue
.
.
51
Revenue and expenditure in
1852-3
90
67
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Revenue-and expenditure during 1853
.
.
•
Revenue and expenditure for
1854
.
.
.
.
Review of Artillery Volunteer
Corps and presentation of
colours and silver trumpet
Rice, fall in price of
.
.
Rifle Instructor, V C1lunteer,
pre~entation of testimo.
nial to .
.
.
.
Rifle match, Volunteer, and
distribution of prizes by
Mrs Mercer .
.
.
Rifle shooting, subscription
cup competed for, 20th February 1864 .
.
.
Riot and murder, 11 men of
99th Regiment tried on a
charge of and acquitted .
Roads principal ; danger in
traversing formerly
Roads, plans for approved
Road to Victoria Peak proceeded with
Robberies frequent 1843.
Robbei'ies from houses and
from the person
.
Robberies and Piracies .
Robbers, attack by, upon a
shop at Aberdeen
Robbers, attack by, upon
Messrs Wardley & Co. 's
premises .
.
.
Robbers. attack by, upon native shops at East point .
Robbers, hill gang of, fired
upon by Police
.
.'
Robbe1ry at St. Paul's College.
Robbers, drains again reconnoitered by .
.
.
Robbery at the Jewellery establishment of Mr Douglas
La.praik .
.
•
.
Roibnet, Mr, action for libel
by, against Priend of
China
.
.
.
.
Robinson, Mr, now Sir Hercules, appointed Governor
Robin,.on, Sir Hercules, arriv~d
Robinson, Sir Hercules, left
for Japan
.
.
.
Robinson, Sir A. left for England by mail of 12th July
1862

67
69
94
70
95
95
98
105
13
57
86
57

66
86

71
72
72
112
110
112
100
69
81
85
90
92

Robinson, Sir H. address presentt,d to by Community
and Legislative Council 92-93
Robinson, Lady, presented
prizes at Volunteer Prize
meeting, December 1864. 105
Robinson, Sir H. left for Ceylon 107
Robinson, Sir H., reported
death of unfounded .
. 111
Rocks prevailing
4
Roman Catholic Church :first
opened 1843 .
.
.
58
Roman Catholic Chapel destroyed by fira 19th October 1859 .
.
.
• 86
Royal Artillery Barracks, attempt at robbery in
96-97
Russia, peace with, news received of, and thanksgiving services held
.
72-73
Russia, report that Russian
fleet was at or near Ba.tavia 67
Russia, reported cession to, of
the Southern part of Saghalien .
.
•
85-86
Russians in Peking, reported
massacre of
.
.
.
83
Russian,S, reported supply of
arms to Uhinese by .
.
82 ·
Rustomjee,
and Stanford,
Opium-fraud by
.
.
92
Saghalien, reported cession of
Southern part of to
Russia .
.
.
. 85-86
Sailors' Home, meeting for ~he
purpose of establishing .
90
Sailors' Home, liberal offer
from Mr. Robert Jartlin'3 104
Sailors' Home opened .
105
Sale of Government land in
August 1855 .
71
Sanitary condition
.
.
31
Sanitarium at Victoria Peak
established
.
.
.
85
Sanitarium at Peak proceeded
with
.
.
.
.
86
Sual , Iloilo and Zamboanga,
in the Phillippines, opened
to trade .
.
.
.
70
Saunders, Captain, bark Ohiln
Chin, trial of for murder
87
Schools
.
.
11
School, public meeting for
establishment of
70
Schools, Government
90
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Schools, Governnumt, Annual
Slave trade, coolie, complaints
report of for 1864
109
against iniquities of
Scott, Major 22nd Regiment,
Smale, Hon. Mr left for
succeeds Major Brine as
England.
.
.
.
Commandant of the HongSmith Archer & Co. 's godowns
kong Volunteers .
105
attempted to be broken
Seamens' Hospital, Dr Enscoe,
into by sapping
•
.
resident Surgeon, died .
96 I Smith, Mr., F. S., house of
Secretary, Colonial, Hon. W.
broken into by thieves .
T. Mercer appointed
68 I Smith, Mr., C. C., confirmed
Secretary, Colonial, Acting,
in the Office of Registrar
Mr. Alexander gazetted as 108
General .
.
.
.
Security of Hongkong, precauSmith, Mr., C. C., Registrar
tions taken for, during
General appointed Police
bombardment of Canton. 75-76
Magistrate
.
.
.
Servants, &c., scale of wages .
24 Society, Debating, opened by
Sessions, Criminal, for SepH. E. the Act. Governor •
tember 1855, loss of Mr.
Soldiers, European,. desertion
D. R. Caldwell as interof .
.
.
.
.
preter severely felt .
'l1 I Spanish mail between GibralSeymour, Admiral Sir Micha{ll,
tar and Hongkong estabpresentation to, on deparlished
.
.
.
.
ture
.
.
.
.
81 I Stamps, postage, first issued
Shamrock, Portuguese steamer
on the 8th Dec. 1862
seized by Chinese Customs 86 Standford & Rustomjee, opium
Shanghai, Mr. Lay commenced
fraud by
.
establishment of Chinese ·
Stanley, barrack at
Customs at
85 I Starlil'l{I, H.B. M.'s gunboat,
Shei-foo, severe encounter of
fired upon when bearing
H. M. 's brig Bitte1·n with
a ·fiag of truce
.
.
pirates, at
.
.
71 I Stavely, Major-General apSheriff, Mr M. S. Tonnochy
pointed Lieut.-Governor.
appointed
.
.
. 112 Stavely, General, leaves for
Ships, passenger, chartered by
India
.
.
.
.
Chinese, fraudulent proSt. Paul's College, robbery at
67 I Steamers, river, objections to
ceedings of
.
.
their carrying cargo beShipping, damage to, in tytween H. kong and Canton
phoon, 29th June 1865 . 114
Siam, envoys from to Governor 68 Steamboat Company, H.kong,
C. ton & Macao, established
Siam, commercial treaty with
70
Sterling, P. I., Attorney GenSiam, Hon. C. B. Hillier, Chief
Magistrate, appointed H.
eral appointed Act. Chief
B. M. Consul, at
Justice .
.
.
.
67 Stirling, Rear .Adm. arrives .
Sickness in Garrison
Stonecutters at
.
.
.
Signalman at Victoria. Peak,
attack made upon by ChiStonecutters' Island, proposal
nese
to erect a prison on
.
6 Stonecutters' Island, accident
Signal Station
by which many lives were
Singapore, riots at amongst
lost
.
.
.
.
Chinese .
.
.
.
68
Stonecutters' Island, escape of
Sisters of Charity removed
from Hongkong to Macao
86
about 100 convicts from .
Stonecutters' lsland, Mr DollSite granted at West Point for
man appointed Surgeon of
a reformatory
. 105
Convict establishment at
Situation, size, &c.
1

721

951

74
110

97
100

111
112

109
72
60
94

92
16

78
61
64
110

63
114

68
68
19
90

96
99

101
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Storm, terrific, in Aug. 1848 61
Stonn, severe, iu Juno 1855 .
70
,,
18th Aug. 1860
.
80
Strachan, R., editor of Hongkong Register .
63
Straubenzee, Major-Gen. arrival of
.
.
.
.
75
Straubenzee, General, left for
England.
.
.
.
88
Subscription raised for the families of soldiers and sailors perished in Crimea .
69
Subscriptiou Cup competed for
at rifle match, 20th February 1864
.
.
.
98
l::iu bscription Cup comp. for by
V olunt.eers, 8th Mar. 1864 98
Summary Jurisdiction Court,
Judge Ball appointed
.
93
Summary J urisu.iction Court,
Whyte Mr., J. 0., appointed Acting Judge
.
95
Summary Jurisdiction Court,
Mr Whyte appointed Acting Judge of .
. 110
Summers, Mr J. imprisoned at
Macao .
.
.
.
63
Sunny So1tth, arrival of, with
Chinese bodies from California
.
.
.
.
70
Supply, U. S. Store ship, arrival of
.
.
.
.
68
Supr. Court established 1844 , 59
Supreme Court, Mr Keenan,
U. S. Consul bailed to
appear at
.
.
.
71
Supreme Uourt, Mr. Masson
appointed Act. Registrar 110
Superintendent of Civil Hospital, Dr. J. A. Yule appointed .
.
.
. 101
Surgeon, Colonial, Acting, Dr
haldecott appointed
.
80
Surgeon, Colonial, Dr. John
Ivor Murray appointed .
81
Surgeon, Colonial, report of
for 1864 .
.
.
109-110
Surveyor General, Acting, Mr.
W. Wilson appointed
.
99
Surveyor General, Acting Assistant, Mr. S. G. Bird
appointed
.
.
.
90
Sasquehanna brings news of
Commercial treaty concluded with Japan
67

Sutherland, Mr., Tbos. gazetted Justice of the Peace,
January 1863 .
.
• 94
Sutherland, Mr., Thomas appointed Member of Legislative Council
.
. 107
Swearing Chinese witnesses,
discussion respecting
65
Taichow, pirates at
70
Tai-p'ing-shan, fire in .
.
72
Tam Achoy arreste•{ for breach
of the Foreign Establishment Act
.
.
. 86-87 .
Tam.ar arrived with 2nd Battalion 9th Regiment
. 10'7
Tamm· left Hongkong with
99th Regiment
. 107
Taxes, .
.
.
.
.
23
Tenders invited for erection of
a Police Station at K owloong, .
.
.
. 110
Tenureofisland1842, unsettled 57
Territory at Kowloong, disposition of .
.
.
.
89
Testimonials to Volunteer Rifle
and Drill Instructors
.
95
restimonial, from Chinese to
Sir John Bowring on his
departure
.
.
.
81
Thomsett, Captain, R.N., appointed Barbour Master .
90
Thistle, steamer, seized by
mandarin soldiers in disguise,
73
Tides .
.
.
.
6
Tonnochy, M. S., Mr., appointed Sheriff, Coroner,
and Marshal of Vice-Admiralty Court .
112
Trade .
.
.
51
Trade of Hongkong, Economist's article on
.
.
64
Trade, Sual, Iloilo, and Zamboanga, in the Philippines,
opened to
.
.
.
70
Treaty ratifie,d, 1843
.
.
57
Treasurer, Colonial, Bon. W.
T. Mercer, appointed Colonial Secretary
.
.
68
Treasury of Western Bank of
India robbed by thieves
burrowiug
.
. 106-107
Treasury of Messrs Bull, Purdon & Co., thieves attempted to undermine
111
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Treaty, Commercial, between
America and Japan, ratified .
.
•
Treaty, commercial, with Siam
Triad Society, Hongkong head
quarters of
.
.
.
Tripp and Deane, Messrs, appointed extra Aides-deCamp
Troops mortality amongst 1851
1852-3 •
.
.
,, sickness in April 1854
,, extensive sickness amongst 1848
• ,, mortality amongst 1850
,, mortality amongst 1851
I
1852-3 ,
•
, , desertion of .
,, 1st Royals, arrived and
59th left
.
.
.
,, alJied, evacuated Canton
,, 2nd Beloochee Regiment
and 22nd B.N. I. arrived
,, disturbances betwoonand
some sa.ilors, Policemen
aud others
.
.
,, 99thRegimentordered to
Kowloong
Trumpet, silver, presented to
A rtillary V olunteor Oorps
Trustees of Cathedral nominated
Turner, Mr. Thos., appointed
Registrar General
Turner, Mr. Thos., ga.zetted
J astice of Peace
Turing Mr. Alexander, gazetted Justice of Peace
.
Typhoon on 20th August 1859
Typhoon on the 29th June
1865, Corea and Chanticl,eer
foundered
Unite<l States, commissioner
Mc Lane arrived
,, and Japan, commercial
Treaty between ratified.
, , Mr Keenan, consul
.
,, Store ship, Supply, arrival of .
.
.
.
, , Consul, Jurisdiction of
over American subjects
on board American vessels in harbour
,, Consul bailed to appear
at Supreme Court .

Van Genniss, Rev., muruorous
attack on
.
.
. 66
67 Vessels entered at Hongkong
70
1858 to 1865. .
.
. 62
Vessels, Colonial, registration
60
of a.11
.
.
70
Victoria native name of
.
2
,, City so named by Gov100 I
ment procla.mation
. 57
,, Exchange destroyed by
66
fire
.
.
.
. 86
67 ,, Library, Committee appointed to report upou
61
best means of carrying on 109
64
,, Library, discussion with
regard to
.
.
108
G6
,, Peak, sanitarium at
. 85
72
,, Peak, attnck by Chinese
upon the Signalman
. 95
80
,, .Prison, Commission of
91
enquiry into condition of 95
Vice Admiralty Court, decision
93 I
in Island Queen v Nepaiil 101
,, Mr Tonnachy appointed
Marshal
.
.
. 112
103 I Villages existing at date of cession
.
.
.
.
5
103 I Villages on, at present date . 49
Ville de Hoe, steamer completed. atHongkongbyMessrs
Fergusson, Fisher & Co. Ul
99 V olu ntcer Fire Brigade, scheme
for formation of
'72
92 I ,, Corps organised .
. 91
,, Corps, Hongkong, Of94 I
ficers gazetted
. 91
,, Artillery, review of, and
941
presentation of colours
85
and silver trumpet
. 94
,, Rifle match, distribution
of prizes by Mrs Mercer 95
114
,, present testim()nials to
Instructor .
.
95
67
,, competition for Subscription Cup
.
.
. 98
67 ,, promotions and appoint67
ments .
.
.
. 101
,, competitionforChallenge
68
Cup
.
.
•
102
., streets patrolled by
. 103
,, extra.ordinary treatment
of the Hongkong Club 103-104
proceed to Macao . 104-H.15
,, prize meeting, pr· ,es pre71
sentccJ by Lady Rtbiuson 105

941
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Volunteer Corps, Major Scott,
succeeds Major Brino as
Commandant
.
. 105
,, Major Brine, Commaudant left for England . 105
VolunteersandCapt. BrineR.E. 110
Wade, Mr, work by, on Mandarin language
.
.
83
Walker, R. S. & Co., matshetls
and coals belonging to, destroyed by fire
.
. 105
War, British Ships of, on China Station, July 1859, list
of .
.
.
.
84
Wardley & Co., Messrs, premises of attacked by robbers
72
Water works
.
.
.
15
Water works, prize for best
design awarded toMrRawlings
.
.
.
.
88
Water works, permission received for Mr Rawlings to
proceed with .
.
.
90
West Indies, emigration from
Canton to
.
.
.
86
West Point, site at granted for
a reformatory .
.
. 105
West Point, extensive fire at 115
Western Bank of India, Treasury robbed by burrowing umler.
.
. 106-107
Whittall, Ron. Mr, protest
against tbe Limited Liability Ordinance by .
. 109
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Whampoa to London, passage
of ship in 106 days .
.
66
Whyte, Mr, gazetted Justice
of the P0.-\ce, January 1863 94
Whyte, Mr, appointed Acting
Judge of the Summary Jurisdiction Court
.
95-110
Wilson, W., Mr, appointed
Acting Surveyor General.
99
Wilson, Rev. John. to act as
Colonial chaplain .
. 111
Winchester leaves for Batavia.
61
Win-Sunn, passage boat, captured by pirates, 17th Ja,.
nuary 1868
.
7~
Withdrawal of prohibition
against Coolie traffic to
Chincha Islands
.
.
69
Wong Ashing, Mr, name included in Jury list, February 1858 .
.
'l6
Wong-nei-chong valley .
.
6
Wreck of P. & 0. Steamer
Canton, at Macao .
.
85
Yeh, taken prisoner soon after
the capture of Canton
.
76
Yeh, Ex-viceroy, body of landed at Canton .
•
.
82
Yellow fever at Hongkong
.
34
Yule, Dr J. A. appointed SuperintenJent of Civil Hospital
.
.
.
. 101
Za.m boa.nga., Iloilo and Sual.
in the Philippines, opened
to trade .
.
.
.
70

CANTON.
.A cccss, means of .
.
. 126
Accommou.ation for Strangers. 130
Advertisements
158
Amusements .
. 141
Anchorage
133
Antiquities
. 183
Approaches, river, to
121
Architecture .
.
151
Ascent of the West River
. 186
Asylums
180-181
]20
Barrier
Bell, great
167
Birds .
137
Bird Cage Fort
.
146
Boats and Boathire
185

Boats (sampans) and Boatmen
Boats, Passage and Flower .
Boats, Duck .
.
Bogue Forts .
.
Book Shops .
.
.
.
Boundaries of the Two Kwang
Provinces
.
.
.
British Consular Yamun
Buildings
.
.
•
.Building materials.
Caverns, Limestone
.
.
Cemeteries, Military
.
.
Ceremonial in homage of the
Emperor
.
Chamber of horrors

136
145
146
127
184

191
169
133

152
188
179

174
172
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Charitable Assylums
180
Chinese Troops
143
Church .
.
138
City, :first view of
. l 29
City gates
124
City wall
.
. 176
City, entrances to .
151
City, Tartar, TemplA
164
City, Pagoda .
164
City, Temple.
.
172
City of Shiu Hing Fu .
187
Climate
•
140
Clock, water .
171
Clnbs .
.
. 139
Cock's-comb rock
. 189
Coffin repository
.
180
Conduct, uncivil, rarity of
157
Confucian College
168
Confucius, Image of
. 168
Consoo house
.
150
Construction of houses .
. 152
Consuls .
.
.
.
. 139
Consular Yamun, British
. 169
Continental trade,
. 201
Cotton .
.
. 200
Craft, river .
146
Crowds, street
.
.
. 156
Decline in value of trade
. 200
Decorations .
.
. 157-158
Description of river joumoy • 126
Difficulties of further navigation
. 192
District, Silk
. 195
Double gateway
172
Drainage
. 153
Dress .
.
.
.
• 140
Drilled Troops, review of 143-144
Duck boats .
•
.
. 146
East India Company's Factory 119
Embroidery and Embroiderers 183-4
Emperor's temple
.
. 173
Emperor, ceremonial in homage of .
.
.
. 174:
Entrances to the City
151
Examination Hall
173
Excursions .
.
184
Execution Ground.
. 174
Executions .
.
.
. 175
Factory, East India Company's 119
Factory site .
• 150
Fair street
. 159
Fares .
125
Fa-ti Gardens
. 147
Fa-ti, Villages near
197-198
Festivals
.
.
l 57

Five Hundred Gods, Temple of 162
Five Genii, Temple of .
166
145
Flower boats
143
Force, drilled
Foreign residents
138
Foreign residences, Sha.mien
131
site.
Forts
177
Forts, Bogue .
12'7
146
Forts, Birdcage
181
Foundling Asylum .
Fruits .
.
.
137
Fung Shuei or Geomantic su188
perstition.
183
Furniture
159
Games
161
Gardens
•
.
.
Garden and roads, public
. 134
Gardens, Fa-ti, & Puntinqua.'s 147
148
Gardens, rose
186
Gap, Shin Bing
123-124
Gates .
.
172
Gateway, double
142
Garrison.
.
162
Genii, five, Temple of
116
Geographical position
Geographical p o s it i on of
Kwang-tung .
. 116-117
Geology and mineral products 122
Geomantio superstition or
Fung Shuei .
.
. 188
Gods, five hundred, Temple of 162
Government and Officials
141
Great Bell
167
Ground, execution.
174
201
Guano .
.
.
Hall of Examination
173
140
Health .
176
Heights.
185
Hire of boats .
118
History of
.
182
Honam, shops in
Honam Temple
.
.
. 160
Honam, Observatory Temple. 185
172
Horrors, Chamber of
120
Hostilities in 1856
138
Household supplies
152
Houses, construction of .
150
Howqua Street
168
Image of Confucius
167
Images of Rams
170
Inscribed slab
.
Interior of Kwang-si, route to 193
182
Ivory ware .
182
Jewellery, &c.
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Journeys
.
.
•
.
J ourney up river, description
of •
.
.
•
.
Journey down lower West
River
.
Kong.Mun .
.
.
.
Kum-chuk rapids •
.
.
Kwang Provinces, two, boundaries of •
.
•
•
K wang-tung Psovinces, Geographical position of
•
Kwang-si, Province of .
.
Xwang-si, Roure to interior of
Lacker-ware .
•
Land, sale of .
.
•
Library and Clubs •
.
Limestone Caverns
.
.
Li-Ming-Kwang Temple.
•
Living, mode of .
.
.
Longevity, Temple of .
.
Lower West River, journey
down
•
•
Marble Pagoda
.
•
Markets, Fruit, Birds .
.
Mass, performance of
.
Materials for building •
.
Military Cemeteries
.
.
Mineral products and Geology
Mode of living and Servants'
wages
•
.
•
Monument Rock .
.
.
Mosque, Mohammedan, Priest
and School
•
•
Mosque, Mohammedan, and
Tombs
Na.me .
.
•
.
Names of Streets •
.
Native ·t rade .
•
•
•
Navigation, difficulties 0£
•
Notes on tides
.
.
.
Observatory Temple, Honam.
Office, Post .
.
Offices, Public
.
•
•
Officials and Government
•
Official retinues
•
Opium •
.
Pagodas.
.
.
•
Pagodas near Whampoa.
.
Pagoda Gardens .
.
Pagoda, Marble
•
Pagoda, City .
.
.
Pagoda, Five storied
.
Park
,
.
Passage boats
.
.
Perlorma.nce of MaH
.

185 Placards, Decorations, Advertisements
126 Plan of Streets
•
Plantat.ion, tea
193 Ponies, boats, &c.
.
194 Porcelain
.
194 Position
.
Post Office
191 Priest and School Mahommedan .
.
116 Processions .
•
192 Products, mineral
.
193 Province of Kwang-si .
.
182 Provinces of the two Kwang,
132
boundaries of .
.
.
139 Public Roads and Garden
.
188 Public Offices
•
•
148 Puntinqua's Garden
•
135 Rams, Images of .
•
.
163 Ra_pids at Kumtchuk •
•
Rarity of uncivil conduct
•
193 Repository for Coffins .
.
163 Residences, Foreign, Shamien
137
site
.
.
161 Residents, Foreign
.
152 Retinues Official .
.
.
179 Review of drilled Troops
•
122 River approaches .
.
.
River journey, description of
135 River-craft .
.
.
•
190 River, the West, ascent of •
River scenery
.
.
.
165 River, Lower West, journey
down
.
.
•
•
1'78 Roads and Garden, public
116 Rock, cock's comb
.
14:9 Rock, monument •
20] Rose Gardens
.
.
.
192 Route to interior of K wang-si
199 Sale of land •
.
185 Scenery, river
.
.
.
139 School, Mahommedan, and
154
Priest .
.
141 Servants wages
.
.
.
156 Shamien site, Foreign residen200
ces .
.
.
18'7 Shin-Hing-Fu, city of •
.
128 Shin Hing Gap
•
161 Shops, book .
.
163 Silk
.
.
•
164 Silk district .
.
1'77 Silk weavers .
.
170 Site, Factory.
145 Slab, inscribed
.
161 Sports and Amuiementi
.

158
149

148
136
183
120
139
165
156
122
192

191
134
154
147
167
194
157
180
131
138
156
144
121
126
146
186
]89

1

193
134
189
190
148
193
132
189
165
135

131
187
186
184:
200
195

184
150
170

141
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Stalls in Stteet fair
.
. 159
Strangers, accommodation for. 130
Streets, plan of and Street
149
names
155
Street scenes
156
Street. crowds
159
Street fair
123
Suburbs
Superstition, Geomantic, or
Fung Shuei .
. 188
Supplies, household
, . 138
Tak Hing Chow .
.
190
Tartar and Chinese troops
143
'fartar quarter
.
.
. 153
Tartar Genera.l's Yamun
154
Tartai: City, Temple
164
Tea plantation
. 148
Temples
.
.
.
173-176
Temple of Li Ming Kwang . 148
Temple, Honam .
.
. 160
Temple of five hundred Gods. 162
Temple of Longevity
.
163
Temple in the Tartar City
l 64
Temple of the five Genii
• 166
Temple, City
. :,i, 172
Temple, Emperor's
.
. 173
Temple, Honam Observatory . 185
Temple, Yut Shing
. 189
Tides
.
.
.
. 1V9
Tombs and Mosque, Mahome178
dan
.
.
144
Topography, general ,
199
Trade

Macao.
Trade, early .
.
.
116-116
Trade, decline in value of
. 200
Trade, Native, Continental,
and United States
201
Traffic
151
Treasurer's Yamun
155
Troops, Tartar and Chinese
:143
Troops, drilled, Review of
144
Uncivil conduct, rarity of
157
United States, trade with
201
Value of Trade, decline in
200
View of City, first
129
Villages west of Canton 195-196
Villages near Fa-ti
i97-198
Wages, servants.
135
Walls, Suburbs, and Gates
123
Walls, City,
.
176
Walls, walk around
170
War of 1841
119
Ware, Ivory and Lacker
182
Water Clock
1'11
Wea vtirs, Silk
]84
West River, ascent of .
. 186
West River, Lower, journey
down
]93
Whampoa
.
.
.
127
Whampoa, Pagodas near
128
Wu Chow Fu.
.
.
191
Yamun, Tartar General's.
. 154
Yamun, Governor's and Trear
surer's .
.
.
Yamun, British Consular
Yut Shing Temple .

M 'A ,C rAO.
213
Access and accommodation
210
Administration, recent .
Agree:ments with Chinese
. 207
.Amaral, Governor, murder of 209
Asylums, charitable, and Hos217
pitals
204
Barrier .
219~221
Bathir\g, sea .
205
Bishopric
.
.
Boats and Chairs, tariff for . 214
British Chapel and Cemeteries 215
207
British Troops, landing of
212
Buildings, style of
.
222
Buried treasure, legends of
. 217
Camoens' Grotto .

Camoens, history of
::-_1: : . 218
Cathedral of St. .Paul :
. 2W
Cemeteries, Portuguese and
Parsee .
.
.
. 216
Chair& and Boats, tariff for . 214
Chapel and Cemeteries, B1itish .
.
.
. 215
Charitable Asylums and HoaJ
pitals
.
_r ,,. 21'l
Cl1ineije, Agreements with / . 207
Climate
.
. , ·-•'· 225
Coolie traffic .
.
.
. 2'h
,,
costandprofitsof 228
,,
statistics of
. 229
Coolies, method of obtaining 228

INDEX,
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Macao.
Concealed passages
.
Custom House, Chinese, closing of .
.
Description, general
Developemeut of trade .
Distinctions, Royal
.
Early Government
.
Estimated value of shipping
Events during the ·war of

222 Portuguese Cemetery

216

Portuguese treaty, not rati209
fied by the Chinese autho202
rities
210
206 Position and Topography 210-211
206 Praya Grande
212
205 Prison •
.
2]6,
227 Profits and coat of Coolie
traffic
.
.
.
. 228
1839-41
208 Projected improvements to InExcursions .
.
219
ner Harbour
225
Expenditure and revenue
224 Public Garden
.
.
. 217
Exports and Imports
227 Ratification of Port.. Treaty,
Fares by steamer
213
refused by Chinese authoForts
221
1i.ties
210
Fort, Monte .
221 Recent administration
210
Foundation of settlement
204 Rent, ground
204
Garden, public
217 Revenue and Expenditure
. 224
General description
202 Roads and Harbour, situation
Government, early
205
of .
.
210-211
Goven1ment, pr~sent
223 Rocks, ringing
219
Governor Amaral, murder of 209 Royal distinctions
206
Grotto, Camoens' .
217 Salaries of officials
223
Ground rent .
204 Sea-bathing
219
Harbour
.
.
.
. 224 Senate .
•
.
.
205-223
Ha.i·bour and Roads, situation
Settlement, foundation of
20
of
210-211 Shipping
2
Harbour, inner, projected imShops .
.
.
.
. · 214·- --•--•...,..;,..,...c,
provements to
225 Situation of Harbour and
History
.
.
202-203
Roads .
.
.
210-211
History of Camoens
218 Springs, hot, of Yung Mak
220
Hospitals
217 St. Paul, Old CathedraJ of
215
Hotels .
.
.
.
214 Statistics of Coolie traffic
229
Hot Springs of Yung Mak
220 Steamers, fares by
213
House, light .
225 Streets .
.
.
213
Imports and Exports, estimaStyle of buildings .
.
212
ted value of .
.
. 227 Tariff for Chairs and boats
214
Improvements to Inner HarTheatre
219
bour
225 Topography .
.
210-211
Ki-ying, negotiations with
208 Trade, uevelopement of
206
Landing of British troops
207 Trade, present
226
Legends of buried treasure
222 Traffic, Coolie
.
.
. 227
Light-house
225 Traffic, Coolie, cost and proLoyalty.
206
fits of
.
.
.
. 228
Meteorology .
226 Traffic, Cnolie, statistics of . 229
Method of obtaining Coolies
228 Treasure, buried, legends of . 222
Mong-ha, village of
212 Treaty, Portuguese, refusal of
Monte Fort
221
Chinese authorities to raMurder of Governor Amaral
209
tify
.
.
.
210
Negotiations with Ki-Ying
208 Troops, British, landing of
207
Old Cathedral of St. Paul
215 Va.Jue of Shipping
.
227
Parsee Cemetary
216 Vi11age of Mong-ha.
212
Passages, concealed
.
222 Walks .
.
.
.
. 219
Pa.ul, St., old Cathedral of
215 War of 1839-41, events during 208
Pilotage
224 Yung Mak, Ho~ springs of . 220
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INDEX.
Swatow.

Amoy.

SWATO-W -.
Access, means of
Adjacent country
.
Amusements
.Anchorage
:Bathing, sea
.
.
•
:Boiling sugar, method of
.
:British Consul, entry of into
City of Ch'ao-chow-fu
.
:Buildings, concrete
.
.
Business, monopoly of by Natives
.
•
.
.
Climate
.
.
Coasting voyage .
•
Community, foreign
•
.
Concrete Buildings
.
.
Consul, British, entry of into
City of Ch'ao-chow-fu
Cultivation of Sugar
.
Country adjacent .
.
Description
.
Dialects, local
Double Island
.
Exports and Jmports
Foreign community
For. residtnces, pro. site for .
Foreign settlement at Kah-chio
General description
Geological features
•
Growth, staples of
Hah-ka clans
Han river
L • i
History
.
.
.
.
Hostilj.ty, popular, of natives
against foreigners .
.
Imports and Exports

231
239
235
238
236
240
233
234
237
236
231
235
234
233
240
239
230
242
232
238
2:35
233
233
230
236
289
242
231
232
232
238

Improvements, projected -:. .
Island, "Double,,
.
.
Kah-chio, foreign settlement at
K'i Lut site
Local dialects
.
.
Machinery, primitive
.
Markets
.
.
.
.
Monopoly of business by natives
.
.
.
Original Settlement
.
Ornamentation
.
Pilots .
.
.
.
.
Popular hostility of natives
against foreigners .
Population .
.
.
Primitive Machinery
.
.
Propo. site for For. residences
Prospective improvements .
Refining Sugar
.
•
.
Residences For., prop. site for
River Han .
Sea bathing •
.
.
.
Settlement foreign, at Kah-cluo
Settlement, original
.
.
Site propo. for for. residences
Situation, &c.
.
Staples of growth .
Statistics
.
.
•
Sugar, cultivation of
.
Sugar, refining
.
Swatow, town of
Tides
Trade .
.
Typhoons
.
.
Voyage, coasting

238
232
233
237
242
241
235
237
232'
234
238

232
239
241
233
238
241
233
231
236
233
232
233
230
239
237
240
241
234
238
237
236
231

AMOY.
Agencies, emigration
. 254
Agriculture .
.
.
. 249
Amoyand Q.uemoy, islandsof245-i46
Approaches to Harbour
. 252
Bats
. 267
:Birds
267-271
:Boating
.
. 25fi
Capture in 1841
. 244
Chang-chow-fu
.
258-259
City, description of
.
253-254
Oommercial relations, early . 244
Docks .
.
.
. 255
Emigration agencies
.
. 254
Excursion to Chang. chow-fu 258-259

Execution ground •
254
Exports in 1865 .
.
. 273
Foreign inhabitants, number of 262
Geographical description
. 243
Graves .
.
.
.
. 248
Gutzlaff and Lindsay, Messrs,
description by
.
251
Harbour,
.
247-252-253
History, natural
262-264
Hospital, native
. 254
Imports in 1865 .
.
. 272
Kox-sing-a, Pirate Chief, supposed tomb of
. 256
Ku-lang-su, island of
259-261

INDEX.
.A.moy.
Lindsay and Gutzlaff, Messrs,
description by
. 251
Manufactures
. 250
Missions
.
. 262
Natural History .
.
262-264
Neigh b., places of interest in 257
Pangolin, the
.
.
265-266
Pirate Chief, Kox-sing-a, supposed tomb of
.
• 256
Places of interest in the neighbourhood
. 257
Population
247-250
Porpoises
. 267
Position
. 248
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Foochow.
Poverty
Productions
Quemoy, island of
Race course .
Scenery
Shipping
Shops •
Situation
.
.
Statistics of population
Steam lines .
Soil
.
.
.
Surrounding country
Tides
Trade

. 251
249-262
245-247
255
. 249
. 272
•

254

.
•
.
.

245
250
272
249
248
. 255
271-273

FOOCBOW .
Access, means of
Amusements
Approaches, river •
"Bank .
.
Banking, native
Bridge •
.
Buildings, public .
Circumstances (early) of the
Port
.
.
City, description of
City, first view of .
Climate
.
.
Commercial intercourse, advantages of
.
Community, foreign
Cormorants
•
Curiosities.
Currency
Customs
Districts, tea .
Docks .
.
.
.
.
Drill of troops, by foreign officers
.
.
.
•
Duties, payment of
Early circumstances of the
Port
Excursions
•
Export of tea .
•
Export of timber •
Fishing Cormorants
Foreign Community
.
•
Foreign Officers, troops drilled by . .
Foreign residences
Garrison
.
.
.
Geographical description
Hiatory
•
•
.

281
283
276
287
285
277
279
280

277

276
284
275
282
279
278
285
285
288
286

28]
286
280
283
288

289
279
282
281
281
278
274
280

Hot springs .
.
278
Imports and exports
287
Insurance Offices .
287
Intercourse, commercial, advantages of
275
Ku-Shan monastery
283
281
Living, mode of .
Long bridge .
.
277
285
Maritime Customs.
Market supplies
285
Min, river
275
290
Mission, Romanist
Missionary Societies
.
289
Monastery at Ku-Shan or
Drum Mountain
283
Native Banking
285
Newspaper
287
Pilotage
286
Population
280
Position
275
Post-Office
287
Productions
284
Public buildings •
279
Residences, foreign
281
River approaches .
276
Romanist mission •
290
Societies, missionary
289
Sprin~, hot .
.
278
Supplies, market
286
Tartar, garrison
278
Tea districts .
288
Tea, export of
288
Timber, export of .
289
Trade .
.
.
.
• 281
Troops, native, drilled by foreign officers
281
Wu-Shih-Shan
278

INDEX.
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Fonnosa.

Takao.

Taiwanfoo.

FORMOSA~ (GENER.A.J:.. )
.Aboriginal inhabitants
Chinese description .
Chinese name .
Coasts and Harbours
Customs, barbarous
.
.
Description, general Geographical
.
Description, Chinese
Det-!Cription of Districts .
Discovery
Dutch, occupation by
Fauna
.
.
•
Formation, physical

293 Geographical, description ·

294
292
293
293
291
294
295
291

291
292
292

Geology of the Interior . 1 •
Harbours and Coo.sts
.
Inhabitants, Aboriginal
,· ·.
Inspection, Viceroy's tolll' of ·.
Interior, Geology of .
.
Name, Chinese and moaning .
Occupation by the Dutch
Officials, native .
Physical formation
Territorial Divisions
1 •
Vegetation
.
.
.
Viceroy's tour of Inspection .

291
292
293
293
296
292
292
291
297
292
29(

292
2!J6

.I
.
Adjacent Country
.
. 299 Native Boats
Boats, native, or Catamarans. 298 Peh-t1ow, town of .
300 Shipping
Climate
299 Sit nation
Cultivation
.
. 301 Sport
Imports and Exports
299 Trade
Inhabitants
298
Means of access

Accounts, Native, of ihe Interior
.
309
Bashee Islands
308
Buildings
• .if.r; . 308
Cape, . South
.
.
. 308
City, General description of 307-310
Climate
.
. 314
Description
.
30~-307-3] 0
Dutch, early intercourse with . 304
Dutch. For~, old
303-312
Examination Hall ,.~.. ,;., 308-312
Execution ground .
.
. 310
Father of the ;pirate Chief,
Kok-sing-a
. 306
Fort, Dutch
303-312
Gardens, pleasure
.
. 311
General description of City 307-310
Gov., usurp. of by Kok-sing-a 306

298
299
. 302
298
300
• 300

Hall, examinatioJl . ,t ,.: 308-312
Harbour
.
314
Hot springs .
. 309
Interior, N ativ~ accounts of
the
.
. 309
Islands, Bashee .
:.~. ;'
308
Massacre, N erbudda
• 313
Meaning of nam~
. 307
Old n_utch )fort . .
.
. 312
Pirate Chief, Kok-sing-a t,
306
Pleasure Gardens .
.
, . 311
Situation ap.d Description
303
South Cape .
, r. 308
Springs, Hot
: :, 309
Temples
.
.
.
. 311
Walls and gener~l description
of City ,
.
.
307
Zelan~ia, J?utch Fort . • •,; 303

INDEX.
Tamsui.

.Aqueduct of Ban-ka
Barley and wheat
Camphor
Camphor, production, prepartion and monopoly of
Cavern, Foreigners'
Climate
Cloth, ·grass, :fibre
Cultivation
Curren~y
Customs, Inspectorate
Description, General
Dutch fort
Fibr~, grass, cloth
Foreigners' Cavern
Geology
.
.
Hemp

Cavern, Kelung, s_upposed
connection with Tamsui
cave
.
.
.
.
China, Japan and the Phillipines, Geological connection of Kelung with
Coal mines .
.
Description, general
Fauna
.
Flora

Keluiig.
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Ningpo.

317 Import Trade
319 Jute
.
.
.
319 Meaning of Name .
320
315
316
319
317
322
321
315
315
319
315
316
319

323
325
323
323
324
324

Monopoly of Camphor
Navigation
Opium
Paper, Rice
Petroleum
Productions, Textile
Rice ·
Rice paper
Rattans
l
'I •
Sugar
Trade, Tea
Trade, Import
Wheat and Barley
Wood, varieties of

821
319
315
320
321
321
319
321
319
318
319
,I . 319
318
318
321
319
321
l
,.

Foreign tra.~e
.
.
. 323
Fort, old Spanish, ruins of
323
Mines, Coal
.
.
323
Old Spanish Fort, ruins of
323
Species, introduction of.
325
Sulphur
,
.
.
. 324
Tamsui cave, supposed connection of Kelung Cavern
with
. 323
Trade
323-324

NINGP ·o. ·
Access and approaches to
342
Amoy capture of .
.
. 331
Anglo:Chin~se C~ntingent at . 334
Banks at
.
.
.
. 340
Bombardment of, by French
arid Eriglsh squaqron
. 3~2
Botany of
.
.
. •
349
Capture by Taipings, 1861 . 332
Chapu port of
.
.
. 327
Chekiang Province and river of 320-8
Chinhai attack and ca.pturo of 331
Chusan, E. I. Co. 's factory at 330
Climaie .
.
.
.
. 341
Coal mines near .
346
1•
Cook's Chinese at .
336
Cotton trade of
345
Description of Oity
335

Destruction of Portuguese vessels by Chinese,
Drum Loft .
.
.
.
Dykes .in bay of Hangchow, .
Evacuation by B.ritisll troops .
Expedition against, 1841
.
Extermination of foreigners at,
by Chinese
.
Faros to .
.
.
Foreign residents of,
Foreign settlement at,.
Fnkien temple
.
Ga.tea pf, . .
.
.
.
Gough, General Sir Hugh's expedition .
.
.
.
Government of
Grand Canal .

330
336
327
331
331
330
342

339
339
336
336
331
339
32'l

•
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INDEX.
Ningpo.

Guild house, foreign, at,
. 338
Hangcbow-fu situation of
. 326
,, Marco Polo's descript. of 327
, , Capture by Taipings 1861 327
History of
• 329
Ice houses
.
.
.
. 338
Lancerote Pereira, lawlessness
of, at Ningpo .
.
. 330
Liam-po settlement of •
329-30
Lighthouses .
.
.
. 342
Lord Amherst (ship) visit to
Niugpo •
. 330
Markets
•
.
• 341
Memorial Arches •
.
. 337
Milne, Rev. W. C. residence at
Ningpo .
.
.
. 331
Mineral productions of .
. 345
Missions at .
• 341
Mosque at, .
.
.
. 338
Ningpo thrown open to foreign
trade
.
. 331
Nunneries at •
• 338
Pagoda at
336
Pilots at
.
. 342
Plain of Ningpo
• 828
Population of
.
.
• 339
Portuguese massacre in 1857, • 332

Sharl.{Jhai.

Portuguese trade at, in 1522 . 329
Portuguese Consul's house
sacked 1867 .
.
. 332
Portugnese lorchas captured by
junks, 1857 .
•
. 332
Private library at •
• 337
Productions of
.
. 341
P'u too (isle of Saints) .
• 34':
Rail way to Hangchow, proposals for •
. 328
Silk trade of .
. 345
Situation
•
326-328
Snowy valley.
.
.
. 349
Status of Liam-po in 1542
• 329
Streets of,
.
.
336
Temple of Confucius
.
• 336
Thom, Rob., B. Consul at N. po 331
Tides at
.
.
• 342
Tiendong, hills of •
. 348
Tinghai capture of •
. 331
Tinghai, city of, •
• 347
Trade at
•
•
. 343
T'sien tang river, .
. 326-7
Tung ts'ien hu, the,
• 348
Walls of,
.
• 335
Yung river, .
.
. 328
Yii Wang, temple of
. 348

SHANGHAI.
Access means of
.
America.n Settlement .
.
American settlement boundaries of .
.
.
.
American settlement adv&ntageous position of •
•
Architecture of foreign buildings at
.
.
.
Asiatic Society, North China
Branch, rules of &c.
.
Assay office public .
•
.Assessments on land
•
.
Baby tower, destruction of .
Balfour, Captain, B. Consul at
Boats for travelling. hire of .
Boundaries and limits defined
Boundary stones to be placed
British settlement
•
Bubbling well ' .
.
Building, difficulty of .
.
Bund and roads, formation of
Bund at,
.
.
.
.
Bund on French settlement •

407 Capture by Taipings 1853
.
383 Cemeteries foreign
.
.
Cemeteries management of
384 Chamber of Commerce
.
Chinese city, shape of
•
384 Chinese city, interior of
•
Chinese houses, speedy can378
struction of in foreign settlements
•
401 Chinese officials at
•
394 Church of H. Trinity
.
361 Climate
.
.
.
•
406 Consular buila.ings, British
352 Consulates of Treaty powers
404 Currency
.
~
.
.
356 Customs Collectorate arrange350
ments respecting .
.
376 Deeds for purchase of land .
41)6 Deeds of Sale or Agreement .
381 Defensive measures taken by
355
foreign community
•
376 Dent & Co's Messrs. estab. .
382 Diet, notes on

354
362
388
388
385
386
366
388
380
394
377
380
393
354
355
358
367
378
396

INDEX.

6M

Sha.mghai.
Diet, excesses in .
.
. 397 Liquids alcoholic, notes on conDisorders prevailing, causes of 396
sumption of
398
392
Docks
410 Living, mode of
Dust storms
400 Local government .
.
387
Earthquakes
.
352
400 Lord Amherst, ship, visit of
Entrance to River .
373
374 Losses, Commercial in 1865
Exchange
.
.
.
. 893 Lots, (land) extent of .
. 360
Excursions in neighbourhood. 404 Lots, (land) certain buildings
Expedition ap;ainst, 1841
and stores not to be placed
352
Fares to and from
.
on .
.
.
407
360
Fire Brigade, Volunteer
411 Lots, (land) transfer of
360
Fortunes rapidly made a.t
370 Malaria local, effects of
399
Free City, scheme for erecting
Maps of neighbourhood of S.hai 406
Shanghai jnto
.
. 372 Market expenses
392
French claims to exclusive juMa.sonic lodges
.
.
. 402
risdiction in settlement
Mildewed
goods
during
1865
.
882
409
French imposition of taxes on
Military occupation of
• 386
native shopkeepers .
382 Military roads
406
French Municipality
.
.
. 413
383 Missionaries at
French settlement .
382 Mixed Court, Constitution of. 388
Geographical position .
350 Moderation in diet necessity of 397
Geographica,l description of
350 Municipal Council, ConstituGordon's exploits and operation of
.
.
363-387
tions
368 Municipal Govment. instituted 853
Hangchow, route to
404 Municipality recognised as reHarbour master
411
presenting united settleHistoryof
351
ment
.
.
.
. 384
Bongkew
383 Municipal regulations, revision
Hong names
of
.
.
.
. 356
380
Horse Bazaar
403 Municipal undertakings .
3'72
Hospital general
.
.
. 410
381 Newspapers .
Hotels
407 Opened to foreign trade 184:2 . 352
Houses No. of
390 Pagoda near Shanghai .
406
.
.
. 403
Hwang-pu river
351 Paper hunts
Hygiene
.
.
• 394-5 Pigou, Mr F. note respecting
Increase, sudden, in 1860
365
Shanghai by, 1756 .
. 851
Influx of population, 1861
. 369 Pillage and burnmg of the
Impoverishment during 1865 . 373
neighbourhood by the TaiJardine, Matheson & Co. 's
pings
367
Messrs., buildings of
411
377 Pilots
Jetties at
.
.
. 411
376 Pilotage Fees .
Laguerre, Admiral repulsed in
Police force stationed in Hongattack on town
354
kew
.
.
.
. 384
Land, mode of acquiring dePolice regulations inaugurated 355
fined
• 357 Poo-tung Docks, &c., at
. 385
Land, purchase of
388 Population in 1865
.
. 890
Land, registration of
.
. 389 Population foreign, analysis of 391
Land, regulations inaugurated. 355 Post Office, lucal .
.
. 388
Land, rental fees, &c
389 Property, depreciation in worth
of
Land, standard of measurement 389
374
Prospects future of
Land, surrendered to Public
374
uses
358 Public buildings .
381
Land tax Chinese .
.
. 359 Quinsan, excursion to
404
Lay, H. N., Insptr. of Customs 354 Races
403
Library circulating
402 Railway projects
412

INDEX.
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Shanghai.

Ransom of 1,000,000 taels demanded
.
.
.
Roads and Jetties, regulations
respecting
.
.
.
Roads and streets List in English and Chinese
Sampans a.t,
.
•
Scenery in neighbourhood
.
Settlement British, boundaries
of
Shooting
.
•
Sile ka way, village of .
.
Snow, sudden fall of, and check
to Taipings
.
.
Soochow, description of .
Soochow, Pagodas .
Speculation at
.
.
.
Spirits, &c., sale of, reglllations
for
Status in l 843
Status in 1856
Storms
.
.
Streets new, building of .
.
Streets and roads List ,i n English and Chinese
Suburb, destruction of by
French
Supreme Court, oonstitution
of
Sycee, use of

Yang-fa' River.

Tael notes, issue of
352 T'ai bu lake
.
•
.
Taipings repulsed in attack on
361
city
.
.
.
.
Taiping movement commence379
mentof .
.
.
.
376 Taipings overrun 30 miles ra407
dius
.
.
.
.
Taxation, disputes r":'specting .
352 Telegraph projects .
.
.
403 Telegraph, attempt to construct
406
to Wusung
.
.
Thermometer, range of
367 Title deeds to Land
•
405 Topography of
405 Trade, import and export
370 Trade of 1865, summary of
Transit means of .
.
362 Trips occasionally necessary
353
for health
364 Typhoons
.
.
.
400 United
States 1ettlement,
370
municipally incorporated
with British settlement
379
1863
Volunteer force raised
366 Volunteering
Wharfage dues
387 Wharves
.
394 Wharves on French Bund

394
405

365

365
366
371
412
413

395
358
374

407
408

407
400
400

364

366
403
361

410

383

Y AH G T .Z' B. I V ER.
Amhert's, Lord, embassy, notices of Yang-tz' by ·members of .
.
•
Blakiston's expedition .
.
Breadth of river between Nanking and Hankow .
Charges of level in the river .
Chinkia.ng capture.pf
.
.
Consulates established at river
ports
.
Depth of river
Distances on the river,
Exploratory exepdition up
Yang-tz' river .
.
Fa.res by steamer .
Fu-shan (mountains)
Huk'ow city of
Inundations
Kiangsi and Hupih provinces
boundary of

416

417
418
417
416
417
418
418

417
41!)

416
419
418
420

Langsha.n CI'O!lsing · .
Langshan hill of .
•
Little Orphan rock
.
.
Macartney, embassy, notices of
Yangtz' 'by members of .
Ma-t.zu shan imposing S('enery
at .
.
.
.
.
Nan'king, sig. of Treaty a.t.
N avigati'.on tif river,
Ngan-king-fu
Pillars, the, beyond Nanking
.
.
Po_yang lalrn oommuIUCl\tion
with river
Scenery of 'the Tiver,
Siao-ku-shan (Little Orphan
rock)
.
.
Steam traffic on river,
Tung-lin town of .
Wu-hu city of
.

415
416
419
416

420
416

418
419
419

419
419
419
418

419
419

INDEX.
Yang-tz' River.
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Ohim,kiang. Nanki1ig.

Yangtz' River, Length, &c.
414 Yangtz' constant formation of
shoals in
.
.
• 415
Yangtz' River, situation of
mouth .
.
.
. 415 Yangtz' thrown open in 1858 . 416
Yangtz' River, landmarks for
Yangtz' River, length open to
116
approaching
415
foreign trade

CBINKIANG.
Anchorage defective
•
.Anchorage difficulty of •
Approach to, easy .
.
British Consulate, position
Bund .
Climate of
.
Canals interior
.
Capture of by Taipings .
.
Capture of, by British forces .
Customs office, position .
Development .
Diseases at .
.
Dollar value in cash
.
Evacuation of, by Taipings
Exports .
.
.
..
Floating foreign residences .
Foreign settlement, positionl
area, &c.
.
Foreign Community
Fortitications .
Game at
.
•
General description
..
.
Grand canal, Chinkiangatjunction with Yangtz' .
..
Grand Canal, former transit per
Ground rent to Chinese, .
•
Imports .
.
•
Interior. Canals
.
.
Kwa Chow, salt shipped at.

Lord's, Mr, statement respecting salt trade .
Market articles prices of
Name meaning of .
Native city .
.
Prices of market articles
Rafts .
.
.
.
Salt Trade in Yangtz'. i:iver
Scenery on approach
Scenery at
Servants
.
..
Sien Nii Miao (vilfage)
•
Silver islaud .
Site nature of
Situation
..
•
Steamers stopping.at .
Tan-t'u city of
•·
422 Trade ..
423 Trade in Salt
.
.
422. Trade returns-.of 1864-65
..
423 Transit former, per irrand canal
421 Temperature .of
'rimber Trade
.
•.
.
421. Towag,e of Salt junks by
424
steamers
.
422 Ts'lao shan Island of
.
•
427. Wages usually given to servants
426 W:harf proposed coastruc£ion
425
of a
424
427
420
423
422
423
426
421
421
423
424
423
424
42L
427
423

425
424
421
422
424
426
425
422
423
424
426
422
421
420
424
421
427
425,
427,

424
423.
426,

426
421
424,,
421.

N AN.K.ING.
Arsenal at
•.
•
.
.
Capital, removal of,, to Peking
Capture of by Tai pings. . .
Besolation, state ·of
.
Distance from Shanghai and.
Chinkiang
Heat at, trying
.
.
• Hung-wu, Mausoleum of
.
Ming Dynasty, , tomb of founder of
N-ame .
.
Porcelain tower. at

429 Position
.
•.
•
428 Recapture by Imperialists
.
428 River, , rise of in summer
429.
months .
.
.
.
Settlements, sites selected.-byr
428
Brit. and Fr.. ministers-. •
429 T'ai-pings, capital of
.
429 Tai-P.ing leader death of at,
Tide; rise and fall .
.
429, Trnde, slight advantages for
428 Treaty signed. at .
.
4-29 Vice-regal government at

(2~
428 ,

429l
42!>'
428..
428,
429

429-'
411&,
429r
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Krl U KIANG.
Adjacent couI)try .
.
.
American firms decline to part
with land to permit road
being formed .
Anchorage defective
Bank, river, faced with stone
and timber
Boats much used at
Breakwater at Nan K'ang
for .
.
.
.
.
Bricks manufactured at, good
British settlement .
Bund .
.
•
Canal (Lung K'ai Ho)
Canal proximity to
Climate, good
.
.
Chu-hi (or Chu-fu-tz') retreat
and tomb of
City walls
College at the hills
Community foreign
Consul British established a.t .
Consul British only salaried
official .
.
.
.
Consular Chaplain appointed .
Current ;rapid
.
Deplorable condition described
by Olyphant
Destructiou of by 'r'aipings
Draiuage of settlement .
Exports.
.
.
.
Frost and snow in winter
Great Orpb an island
Hammond)s Mr, J. L. Description of adjacent country .
,
.
Heat during the summer
Houses style of
Hu K'ow town of
,, strong position of .
Imports.
.
.
.
Importance commercial, small
Jetties, wooden, built .
.
Junk carpenters at Wucbeng
.
King-te ntde treatment of foreigners at
.
Lakes in vicinity of city
.
Laud difficulty i~ obtaining
possession of .
Lighting of settlement
Living mod~ of
.

434 Lung..k'ai-lw (canal)
Lu shan the
Lung t'an the
432 Mode of Living
432 Municipal matters, committee
elected to regulate .
.
432 Nan K'ang-fu city of .
435 Octagonal towers at T'ai-ping
Kung
.
.
.
.
438 Olyphant's description of condition
.
.
.
432
431 Open country, road to • 1
.
.
431 Opening of .
.
.
431 Pih -lu-tung the .
432 Population, return of and rise
in numbers
433
Port opened .
.
.
435 Pottel'ies of King-te-chen
.
430 Poyang lake, distant view of .
435 Poyang lake, appearance at entmnce
.
432
431 Poyang lake, description of .
Poyang lake, steamers not allowed on
432
433 Porcelain, manufacture of at
King-te discoutinued
433
Proximity to tea. districts
430 Racing •
430 Recreations
432 Riding .
.
.
.
434 Roadway difficulties in form433
ing .
.
.
.
437 Sailiug vessel first loaded at
Settlement British .
Shooting
435 Situation
433 Si Shan range
332 Snow and Frost in Winter
437 Suburbs
437 Summer heat
434 Ta-ku-shan island .
430 T'aipings oocupy aud destroy .
432 T'aiping Kung, Buddhist monastery .
.
338 Tea tri~de at .
Temples at Wu-cheng .
439 Towage of boats by steamers
.
.
.
4.31 Trade .
Trade 1864-65 returns of
431 Walls, city, extent, &c.
432 White deer dell, the ·
..
433 Wu cheng town of . .

431

436
436
433
431
438
436
430
435

430
435

430
431
439
436

437
437
43!)
439

430
433

433
433
432

434
431

433
429
435
433

431
4.33

437
430
436

433
438
433
433

434
430
435

438

INDEX.
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IIAHKOW.
Accounts kept in Taels
Area of British settlement
Associations
Banks, No. of
Billiard rooms
Blakiston Capt., description
by
Blue river, the
British settlement area of,
Bund, constructiou, of expensive a.nd difficult
Cash, copper, importation of .
Chaplain Consular
,
.
Chen, the, or commercial emporia of China ; foot note
to page:Church, funds for, not yet subscribed
Ch'wan Shui, appearance of,
previous to decrease of
floods
Climate
Club
.
.
.
Combination· in trade by Chinese
Community, foreign
Cotton, imports, market for
Customs office, situation of
Decrease of flood, appearance
previous to
Depth of river
Description, General
Dollars Mexican current .
Drugs, traded in
Elgin's, Lord, visit to Haukow
in .FwrioUI
Exchange
Excursions
Expenditure, Municipal
Exports
.
.
.
Fire brigade, volunteer .
Flat laud in neighbourhood
covered with water in summer
Floods at Hankow .
Floods, description of in local
paper
Flood, great, in 1866
Flood, rise and subsidence table of l 866
Floods, former at Hankow
Foreign residents, number of.

445
441
444
455
444

441
441
441
443
455
444

439
444
44'7
445
444

451
444

455
442
448
446
440
455

453
440
455
446
443
452
444

441
44'7
44'7
44'7
449
449
444

French settlement
French residents, absence of .
Grass, China, trade in
Han river, the
Hankow, a suburb of Hanyang
Hankow Times, the
Haoya.ng
Hope, V. Admiral visit of
Hue, pere, description by
Hue, pere, doubtfulness of his
statements
importance of
Import trade tabl_es
Kin K'ow hills excursion to .
Land, conclusion arrived at as
to price
Laud, meeting of residents respecting difficulties in way
of acquiring
Land, restriction as to leasing
removed
Latitude and Longitude of
Level, envrmous difference of
river, at variuus seasons,.
Library
Loudon Mission Society
Lots, number of •
.
.
Mercantile houses would desire
to withdraw from
Missions
Mode of living
Municipal Council instituted .
"Nan shui," the
Native town
Newspaper
Pla.n of City
Parkes, Sir H. declares Hankow open to trade
Ponies, price of
Population native .
Prices exhorbitant demanded
for land
RacP.s
Rank of, as a City .
RPstriction as to leasing ground
abandoned
.
River and anchorage
.
.
River, rise in spring and a.mer
Servants
Shape of city .
Silk trade

442
442
453
441
439
444
439
440
440
440

439
454

446
442
442

443
440
443
444
445 •

442

451
445
444

443
449
445
444
441
440

444

445
441
444

439
443
446
44'7
445
440
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INDEX.
Hankow.

Situation central
Situation of
.
Speculations, disastrous, at
Sycee, standard of .
.
.
Taels, account kept in .
Tea trade
.
.
.
Tea, direct shipment of .
.
Towage of vessels, regulation
for.
.
Trade
.
•
.
.
Trade, competition in by Chin~e
.

Chefoo.

439
440
451
455
455
452
453

Travellers' Bungalow, proposal to construct, at Kink'ow
.
Wages
.
.
.
.
Walls, when constructed
.
Wea.th er, heat and cold .
.
Wharves
.
.
.
.
Woollen imports, market for.
4M Wrecks in river of tea ships .
.
.
.
450 Wu chang fu
Wu chang fu, disposition of
natives at
.
4fil

446
445

445

445
443
455
453
440
445

OHEFOO.
Anchorage .
.
.
.
Bean cake, restrictions respecting trade in, removed
Bean cake, manufacture of
Bricks, manufacture and price
British consulate, position of .
British, only official Consul
·Buildings by native contractors
Carts hire of
Chifu cape
Cbifu peak .
.
.
.
, Cbifu latitude and longitude of
Climate
.
.
Consuls resident at
Community, number of .
Cotton, large quantity produced in Shantung
.
Cotton piece goods, trade in
Currency
.
.
.
Departures of steamers for
Exchange
Exports returns of 1864- 65
Fares from Shanghai
Fort Cninese .
Fruits at
Game at
Harbour, size of
.Harbour, depth of .
Houses, cost of building
Hot springs near,
Imports
.
.
.
Imports, returns of 1864-65
Lat. and Long. of Chi-fu
Lighthouse on Kung-tung island
.
.
.
Mails for the north during
winter landed at

463 Markets
460
Name whence derived
456
46] Oysters at
460
461 Rheumntism, prevalence of
459
459 -Ponies price of
.
459
458 Position advantageous for
trade
.
459
462
459 Prices of market articles
460
462 Races
,
459
456 Sanitarium, ad vantages as a
459
456 Settlement, boundaries not
properly defined
457
4b8
458 Servants
.
.
.
460
459 Shantung province, area
457
459 Shantung province, productions of .
.
.
. 457
461 Shantung province, interior of 457
461 Signal 8tation, Chinese .
. 458
.
. 456
460 Situation
463 Springs hot near .
.
. 459
460 :Steam Communication with • 463
462 Sycee, value of at .
. 461
. ,,
461
463 Taels exchange of .
458 Temperature .
.
•
458-59
460 Teng-chow-fu opened by treaty 456
460 Trade at
.
. 461
463 Tung-t'ang springs
. 459
463 Vegetables at
.
.
. 460
459 Voyage from Shanghai, length
459
of
463
461 Wages .
.
.
460
462 Woollens, trade in .
461
457 Yentai harbour of .
456
Yentai, bay of, establishment
463
of foreign port in,
456
Yentai, population
457
462 Yenta4 aspect of
457

INrEX.
.Taku.
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Tientsing.

TAKU.
Anchorages, inner and outer .
Bar depth on .
.
Bar, Chinese n~me of .
.
Canal Grand, the, shallow in
June
.
.
Carts, charges for hire of
Carts native, Swinhoe's description of
.
.
Collisions frequent in river,
Customs tide surveyor, resi.
dence of .
Customs employee at
Detention of vessels by grounding
Double reach, the .
Flat appearance of country
Forts at entrance of Peiho
Forts, attacks upon
.
.
Forts, attacks upon, Olyphant's
account of
Forts, Olyphant's description
of
.
.
.
.
Forts, present appearance of .
Forts interesting to military
men
,
Freezing in, date of, annual
Hai Chin Miao the
Hotel at
.
.
lee br~aking up, date of.
Junks, number anchored in
Iiver

465 Junk trade with southern ports
466 Junks, former route of by
466
Grand Canal .
.
.
Koh Ku, village of
.
.
468 Olyphant's account of attacks
471
on forts .
Pagoda at
.
.
.
.
468 Ponies, cha,rges for hire of .
467 River, difficulty of navigating
Si-ku village of
.
.
.
465 Situation
.
.
.
.
465 Steamers use oi by official Chi•
nese
.
.
.
.
466 Swinhoe's North China Cam466
paign, account of opera465
tions in t.he North ~
.
464 Tientsing, Route to by river
464
from Taku
.
.
.
Tientsing, distance by river
464
from Taku
.
.
.
Tientsing, route to by road, .
465 Tieutsing, journey on horse465
back to .
.
.
.
Trade in ·foreign goads carried
465
on by steamers only
.
466 Trade junk with seuthern ports
4651 Trees on river bank
.
.
465 Tung-ku village of.
.
.
466 Vessels frequenting port chiefly
continental .
.
.
466 Vice-Consul British at

467
468
466
464

465
471
467
465
464

467
465

466
466
468

468
467
467

466
465
467
465

TIENTSING.
Amusements .
Boat travelling
Camels' wool .
.
.
Cart, journey to Peking 'by
Carts and Mules, hire of
City wall
.
Chang kia-wan
Clubhouse
.
.
.
Condition in wet weather
Consulates, Foreign
Conveyances to Pekin
Cotton .
Drugs .
.
Exports, native
FarriAry
Firearms,
.
Foreign Consulates

.
.
.
.
.
•
.
,

.
.
.

4'74
483
481
486
486
4'73
488
474
48'7
475
482
480
480
480
489
484
475

Foreign settlements
~
Forts .
.
.
General remarks .
.
Geographical position .
.
Hire of carts and mules .
.
Horseback, journey to Peking
on .
Hotel .
.
Imports.
.
.
.
Imports during 1866
•
.
Journey to Peking by cart .
Journey to Peking on horseback
.
.
.
.
Journey to Peking by river
Missions
.
.
.
.
Money .
.
.
•
Mules and carts, hire of
.

474
475
483
472
486
488
475
4'77
478
486

488
484

476
483

486
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Tientsing.
Mules, northern
Name .
.
Native Exports
Native Imports
.
1
Northern mules
'
Passports
.
.
.
Peking, joutney to by cart
Peking, conveyance to .
.
,, journey to on hotseback.
Peking', river joutney to
.
Places, resting en route to
Peking .
.
.
Population .
.
Position, Geographical
Resting places
.
.
River journey to Peking

489
472
480
479
489
482
486
482
488
484
487
472
472
487
484

Peking.
Roa.ds, stone paved
Salt mounus .
Servants
.
.
Settlements, Foreig11
Shipping
Shops
Sports .
.
Stone, roads paved with
Trade
'l'rade in 1866
Travelling, boat
Treatment of natives
T'ung-chow .
Walls, city .
.
.
Weather, wet, condition in
Wool, camels'

487-488
473
482
474
481

474
485
. 488
• 476
• 477
• 483
483-484
485
473
487
481

Absence of means for defence 4991 Chinese City, shops in .
Accommodation
.
. 493 Chinese and Tartar races
Accommodation, charges for . 494 Chinese City, Temples .
City, Gates of
.
.
Admission to Public Buildings,
.
.
difficulty of obtaining
. 5051 City, Imperial
City, Imperial, Temples in . 513
Agriculture, or Earth, 'femple
of .
.
. 502 City of Pekio.g, History of 496-497
City of Peking, situation of . 495
Altar to the Gods of Land and
.
. 507'
613 City, prohibited .
Grain
.
4-90 City, prohibited, Eastern diviApproach to Peking
510
sioti of .
.
.
. 504
Artificial flowers
611-512 City, Tartar, and its subdiviArtificial lakes
.
sions
507
AncestoTs, Imperial, Great
513 City walls
4-97-499
Temple of
625 Cloth, linen, &c. .
604
Bell Tern ple, great
502-503 Coal, mountain of .
511
Black Dragon Pool .
523 Coins, old
.
.
.
. 504
Block of wood, enormous
. 504 Colossal ima~e of Buddha
• 518
Books, Chinese
513-514 Condition of Peking, sanitary 506
British Legation
504 Confucia.n Temple .
518-520
Bronze articles
.
.
.
621-522
Buddha, Colossal image of . 618 Corean Embassy .
Court, Imperial, removal of to
Buildings and Stl·eets, general
N anking .
• 497
disposition of .
.
. 499
Curiosities .
.
.
. 604
Buil<lings, Public, difficulty of
obtaining admission to . 505 Customs, Foreign, Inspectorate 516
Ca.hinet offices
.
.
. 510 Defence, absence of means for 499
JJelivery of Passports at Gates 491
Capital of China, restoration
of Peking as .
.
. 497 Difficulty of obtaining admission to Public Buildings . 605
Chang-chia-k'ow, list of halting
536 Division, eastern,of prohibited
places from Peking to
510
city
•
Charges for accommodation . 494
Diseases prevalent .
. 505-606
China, Peking to Kalgon and
the Great Wall of .
528-534 Disposition of Streets and
. 499
Buildings
Chiuese books
504

INDEX.
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Peking.

Dust or Sancl Storms
499 Imperial Ancestors, great temEarth, Temple of .
.
. 502
ple of
.
518
Earth's repose, Palace of
. 510 Imperial city .
.
.
• 512
Eastern diviBion of prohibited
Imperial city, temples in
. 513
city
.
.
.
. 510 Imperial court, removal of to
N anking .
. 497
Ecclesiastical Mission, French {
Imperial palace
.
.
. 508
Embassy, Corean .
521-522 Imperial palace, Qfficial recepEmpress, Palace of
.
. 510
tion room of
509
Enormous block of wood
. 523 Inscriptions at Kiu-yungExamination Hall.
517-518
kuan
.
529-532
Exchange
.
.
492 Inner great wall .
. 532
Execution ground .
503 Inns accommodation .
493
Extraordinary tree
523 Inspectorate of Foreign cusFish, golden, ponds
.
. 403
toms
.
.
516
Five hundred Lohan, Hall
Intense thought, hall of
. 510
of .
.
.
. 527 Interest, objects of, outside
Flowers, artificial .
.
. 504
the walls
.
.
. 522
14"'oreign Customs InspectorItinerary from Peking to Kuate.
.
.
. 516
pei-k'ow .
•
.
526-537
Foreign Legations .
. 513-515 Jade articles .
.
.
. 504
Kalgan, Itinerary to, Mr
French Ecclesiastical Mission {
Michie's .
.
.
. 535
French Legation
. 515 Kalgan, excursion from PeFurniture
. 604
king to Great Wall and 528-534
Furs
.
.
. 504 Kin-yung-Kuan
529-532
Gates of the City .
.
. • 499 Ku-pei-K'ow .
536-537
Gates, delivery of Passports
Lakes, artificial
511-512
~ . . . . . 4fil Lama Temple
.
.
. 518
Gates, Inns, Accommodation. 493 Land and Grain, altar to Gods
General disposition of Streets
of .
. 513
and Buildings
. 499 Lanterns
.
.
. 504
General remarks .
505-506 Legation, Rritisb .
513-514
God of Rain .
.
.
. 527 Legation, Foreign .
. 515
Gods of Land and Grain, Altar
Legations, Foreign
513-515
to .
.
.
. 513 Legation, Prussian
. 514
Golden fish ponds .
. 503 Legation, Russian .
. 514-515
Great bell temple .
.
. 525 Legation, United States.
. 515
Great temple of the Imperial
List of halting places from
Ancestors
.
.
. 513
Peking to Chang-chiaGreat wall of China, excursion
K'ow
.
.
.
. 636
from Peking to Kalgon
Loham, Hall of the Five hunand
.
.
528-534
dred
.
.
527
Great wall, Inner .
. 532 Mahomedan Mosque
.
620
Great wall, Outer .
534-535 Manufactures, absence of
. 495
Hall, examination .
.
517-518 Markets
. 504
Hall of the five hundred
Market prices
.
• 494-695
Lohan .
.
.
. .527 Meaning of the word, Peking 496
Hall of intense thought .
. 510 Means for defence, absence of 499
Halting places from Peking to
Michie's, Mr., Itinerary to
Chang-chia-k'ow, list of . 536
Kalgan .
.
.
. 535
HeM·en, Temple of
.
. 502 Ming tombs .
527-528
History of the city of PeMinor Temples
.
. 521
king
•
.
.
496-497 Mission, French, EcclesiastiImage, Colossal of Buddha . 518
cal .
515-516

gig
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Mongol~a.ns .
~22 Rain G_od
.
.
.
. 521
Mountam of coal .
.
• oll ~cept1on Room Official of
N anking, removal of Impe1ial
Imperial Pal;ce
. ' . 509
Court to .
,
.
. 497 Remarks, general .
.
505-506
N.ward of Peking, Temples 526-527 Removal of Imperial Court to
Objects of interest outside to
N anking .
.
.
497
Walls
•
522 Repose, Earth's, Palace of
. 51 O
Observatory .
.
.
516-517 Restoration of Peking as CapiObtaining admission to Pubtal of China .
.
. 497
lie Buildings, difficulty
Russian Legation .
514-515
of .
.
• 605 Sand or Dust Storms
. 499
Offices; Cabinet
.
.
. 510 Sanitary condition of PeOfficial reception rooms of 1mking
.
.
.
506
perial Palace .
. 509 Shops in the Chinese City
604
Old coins
.
.
. 504 Silks and Satins .
.
. 504
Outer Great Wall .
.
534-535 Situation of the City of PePagoda, thirteen storied
523
king
.
.
.
. 495
Palace of earth's repose .
510 Streets and Buildings, general
Palace of Empress .
. 510
disposition of .
.
. 499
Palace, Imperial .
.
. 508 Tartar City and its subdiviPalace, Imperial, Official ra-sions
.
.
.
. 607
ception room of
.
. 509 Tartar and Chinese races
. 496
Passports, delivery of at
Temples, Chinese City .
501-503
Gates
.
.
.
491 Temple, Confucian
.
518-520
Passports, visa of .
.
491 Temple, Great Bell
.
. 625
Paved way, T'ung-chow.
. 490 Temple, Great, of the Imperial
Peking to Chang-chia-K'ow,
A,.ncestors
.
.
. 513
list of halting places
. 536 Temples of Heaven, and Earth
Peking to Ku-pei-K'ow .
636-537
or Agriculture
.
. 502
Peking, History of the city
Temples in the Imperia.1 City 513
of .
.
.
.
496-497 Temple, Lama
.
.
. 518
Peking t:.o Kalgon and the
TP.mples, minor
.
.
. 521
Great Wall of China
528-534 Temples to the Northward of
Peking, meaning of the
Peking .
•
525-527
word
.·
.
.
496 Temples ontside Peking
. 523
Peking, plan of .
.
. 492 Theatres
.
.
.
504-505
Peking, restoration of, as Ca.pi. Thirteen storied Pagoda
. 523
tal of China
.
. 497 Thought, Intense, Hall of
. 510
Peking, sanitary condition
Tibetans
. 522
of .
.
.
•
. 506 Tombs, Ming
527-528
Peking, situation of the City
Tree, extraordinary
.
. 623
of .
.
.
.
. 496 Trip from Peking to Ku-peiPeking, Temples to the Northk'ow, ltuierary of .
536-537
ward of .
.
. 025-627 T'ungchow piwed way .
. 490
Peking, Temples outside
. 523 United States Legation·.
516
Pictures
.
.
. 504 Visa of Passports .
.
. 491
Ponds, golden fish .
. 503 Wall of China, The Great,
Prevalent diseases .
505-506
excursion to .
.
528-534
Prices, market
494-495 Walls, City .
:: :-- 497-499
Prohibited City
.
.
. 507 Wall, Inner, Great
.
. 532
Prohibited City, Eastern diviWalls, objects of interest outsion of .
.
.
. 510
side
.
•
. 522
Prussian Legation .
.
. 514 Wall, outer, great .
. 634-535
Public Buildings, difficulty of
Wood, enormous block of
. 523
obtaining admission to . 505 Yuen-ming-yuen
523-526
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NEWOHWANG.
Anchorage .
.
British Consulate .
Climate.
.
Community .
.
Consulate, British .
Description, General
Domestic Servants .
Exchange
Exports.
.
ForE'ign Settlement
Freight .
.
General description

545 Imports.
.
544
540 Living, mode of
. '541
• 541 Markets
.
.
542
540 Meaning of the name
540
540 Mode of Ii ving
. 541
. 538 Pilots .
.
545
542 Servants, domestic
542
542-543 Settlement, Foreign
539
544 Shipping
.
.
544
539 Town of Yangtz' and Foreign
. 545
Settlement
539
538 Trade
543

J APAN.-(GENERAL.)
Books on Japan .
Buddhism in Japan
Christians, massacre of by Taico-Sama .
.
.
Classes of Community, native
Climate
Confucianism, influence of in
Japan
Daimios, powers of the
Early intercourse with Europeans
.
.
Exclusion, complete, formerly
maintained
Geography
Government, nc1.ture of .
History .
Kioto, residence of Mikado
Massacre of Christians in
Mikado, the, functions of
.
Monopoly of power enjoyed by
Daimios .
.
.
.
Mountains .
.
.
.
Parkes, Sir H., obtains ratification of Treaty
Perry, Commodore, visits Y edo
Ports opened to trade by treaty

553 Radius allowed to British sub554
jects around open ports
Religions of Japan .
550 Rivers .
.
.
.
.
551 Shogoon, resemblance to Eu549
ropean prime minister
Sintooism in Japan
.
.
554 Taiko Sama, massacre of Chris551
tians by .
.
.
Treaty British, contents of
u50 Treaty, first, with United
States, conditions of
550 Treaties with Great Britain
549
and other powers
551 Treaty, final assent to, obtained
551
by Sir H. Parkes .
.
551 Treaty, p,fforts by Japanese to
550
elude execution of provi551
sions
Tycoon, erronPous use of term
551 United States, first treaty with
550 United States send expedition
to .
.
.
553 United States, second treaty
552
with
552 Watflr communication

553
554
549
551
554
550
552

552
552
553
553

551
552
552
552

550

R AGASAK.I.
Acunora factory of
.
.
Acunora, factory at, description
of .
.
.
.
.
Approach to coast and harbour
Arch • s at entrance of temples
Architectural appearance unimposing

559 Artists, difficulties to from nature of atmosphere .
560
573 Animals, wild of
577
557 Bath houses .
.
.
. 572
569 Bathing, curious habits of
. 573
Batteries guarding e11trance 557-558
563 Bazaar, where situated .
. 567

G64

INDEX.
Nagasaki.

o62 Hilly nature of neighbourhood 559
Bettos vr grooms ,
571
577 Hire of coolies, expense of
Birds of.
.
570
.
.
562 Hotels .
Boos or itziboos
564
570 Houses, contruction of
Burial ground, situation of
Imperial city, Nagasaki an, . 563
578
Butterflies
.
.
571
561 Interest places of, in vicinity
Cango,. the, description of
555
Interest in eyes of Foreigners
563
Cash Japanese
570 Islands at entrance of harbour 558
Cemetery, situation of
562
.
572 Itziboo coinage
Cemeteries, native .
664:
577 Immorality of Natives
Cereals cultivated .
574
567 Japan current, the
China, egg-shell where sold
557
Kageno, island of .
Chinese, restrictions placed on
567
Kamino
sima,
island
of
666
residents
.
Krempfer's
description
of
tea570
Church, Roman Catholic
664
houses and Courtesans
571
Church, English Protestant
557
Koyaki,
island
of
668
City native, situation of
.
.
. 563
574, Length of city
Climate .
. 571
657 Market prices of articles
Coast approach to
563 Mission to Pope Gregory XIII
Cobang, coin, the
565
from
.
562
Coinage .
.
572
Mogibay, route to
Communication with ports of
663
Mong
or
cash,
the
.
.
.
566
China
559 Morality, lack of amongst naCompiera Hill
664
tives
.
.
570
Consulates, foreign
563
N
eiboo,
coin,
the
.
.
.
561
Conveyance modes of
571 Norimon, the, description of . 562
Cost of living
565
569 Official quarter, streets in
Costume of na.tives
564 Official quarter, quiet and
Courtesans, number of, at
668
cleanliness of .
Courtesans curious particulars
659
Omaia
bay
of
.
.
.
565
respecting
Only
port
open
to
foreign
trade
558
Dessima, island of .
565
previous to trt>aty .
556
Dessima, origin of .
558
Pappenberg,
massacre
at
570
Drunkenness, prevalent .
557
556 Pappenberg, island of .
Dutch permitted to trade at
562
578 Ponies hardy but vicious
Entomology .
563
.
573 Population native .
Epunga, Village of
571 Prices, necessity of caution in
Expenses, general .
567
giving those asked.
559
Factocy of Acunora
555
Records
early
of
556
Fares to from Shanghai .
562
Riding
.
.
666
Fire, native precautions against
659
575 Russian settlement
Flora
570 Salamander, the, found at . 578
Foreign settlement
Sanitarium on Russian settleFortunes' dest:ription of the
569
ment
559-561
bay
578
577 bells land
Fowl, wild
569
577 Shoes worn by natives
Fruits cultivated
666
564 Shops in main street
Furniture of native houses
566
Shops
curio
.
.
576
Gardens, well cultivated
572
Simabarra
Volcano
of
566
Gates at en<ls of streets
675 Simabarra massacre of ChrisGeol,,gy
572
tians at
570
Grog shops, numerous
557
562 Siro Sima island of
Grooms or Bettos
578
557 Sna,kes
Harbour, approach to .
577
658 Sporting at
Barbour, description of .
567
Straw
boxes,
where
sold.
659
Harbour, Area of

INDRX.
Nagasaki.
Streets of Native oity
565
Street, princi-pal, the
.
. 566
Swords, where to be bought 566-567
Taico Sama Massacre of Christians by .
.
.
. 555
Taico Sama permits Dutch to
trade at .
. 556
Tea houses .
564-565
Temperature .
.
. 574
Temples, appearance of .
• 568
Temples, routt' to .
568
Tokito, Village of .
573

6GG

Yokohama.
Trees, dwarf, common
Trade .
.
U nqui's hill .
.
.
.
Vegetation mixture of tropical
and temperate.
Vegetables cultivated
.
.
Victoria's, Bishop of, description of flora
.
Width of City
.
Xavier, Francis obtained footing in Japan .
.
.
Zoological spec., where sold .

576
574
559
560
576
575
563
555
567

YOKOHA MA.
Antiquity, want of
.
579
Baldwin, Major, murdered at 595
Baths public taken by natives 585
Benton dore, the
584
Bird, Lieut. mt1rdered at
595
Bozengee temples of
595
British settlement
583
Bronze statue of Daibootz
594
Buddha, the Great, statue of. 593
Colours of the Templt!s of Ka.makura
593
Communication with other
ports
580
Consulate British, situation of 584
Christian Church, ornaments,
&c. of said to be preserved
in temple of Hachiman
592
Curio Street, situation of
548
Custom house, situation of
584
Daibootz statue of .
593-94
l>aimios' reputed place of banishment, Vries island
581
Entomological
apecimens,
where procurable
587
Excha:µge
587
Exports
586
Fauna .
.
.
.
587
Fares to, from Shanghae
581
Flora
587
French settlement .
583
Fusiyama, particulara respecting
581
Gankero, the .
585
Geology
588
Governor of .
.
.
080
Grave of the Twelve men
595
Gulf of Yedo, length and width 581.
Hachiman, shrine of
592

Hachiman, Temple of .
590-91
lfap-piak hachi jiu-nin-haraki.ru tokoro, the
59n
Hatobas, the .
582
Imports
, .
586
Importance of as an open port 579
Ka.makura, description of
590
Kamakura, destruction of by
Natto Yoshi-satu
590
Kamakura, Temple of Hachiman
590
Kamakura, Way of,
594
Kamakura, Excursion ~o tem• ple of
588
Kanagawa, settlement originally intended to be at
579
K anasawa, village of
589
Kanasawa bay distant view of 589
K'wan-on temple, the
594
Lacquerware, means of detecting bad specimens
585
New road, the
.
.
. 586
Omanko-ishi, the, atKamakura 592
Oosima island
.
581
Origin of settlement
579
Position
581
Post-office, situation of .
584
Prices of articles, increased
085
Prices, less to be given than is
asked
586
Rise, rapid, of settlement
580
Shallowness of water at Kanagawa
579
Shigeyasz tomb of .
595
Shops, bronze, silk, &c.
584
Shops, minor articles sold at . 585
~ite originally chosen for settlement unfavourable
579

INDEX.
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Yokohama.
Temples of Kamakurahow supported .
Temple of K'wan-on
Temple of Bozengee
Tvkaido, Kanagawa situated
on the .
.
Tocaido, Yoko. distant from
Town, size of
.
Town, description of
Tra<le
.
Traditions of Kamakura

Yeclo.

Troops, residence of
593 Vries Island .
595 Village of Yokohama
.
.
595 Well of the Six Horns, Kama.kura
.
579 Yokohama Bay
.
.
580 Yokohama plain of occupied
582
by Europeans while ar583
rangements for settlement
586
were penJing
.
593 Y edo Gulf of .

583
581
582
592
581

580
581

YED ,Q .
Accommodation at, difficult to
obtain .
.
597
American Legation, the
605
Aquatic birds, numerous
599
Area of
597
Amida, Temple of•
602
Asaxa, Temple of •
.
. 609
Askia Ya.ma, pleasure gardens
of .
.
.
603
Atango Yama, Hill of .
608
Ata.mi, Sulpher springs of
610
Baths, hot, at Ata.mi
610-611
Beautiful views in the Soto
Siro
600
Bridges of the Siro
.699
Bridges of the Soto Siro
600
BriJge of Japan, the
600
British Legation, the
605-607
Canals, numerous .
098
Cemetery of the Chief Pri~sts 605
Centre of Japan-the Niphon
Bass
600
Chrysanthemums, gardens fam01v1 for
609
Circumference of
597
Courtezans, likenesses of famous, at temple of Asaxa 609
Confucius, temple of
602-603
Districts of Hondjo
.
598
Dsen fu-gee American Legation
.
605
Extent, table of
606
Fortifications of .
.
597
Foxes sacred the, at Ogee
610
General appearance
.
. 607
Gotavion, assassination of the 609
Guard Yakonin, furnished to
visitors
597
Hadsuma, temple of
698

Ho-to-go-ga, the
" Houses of rest'' in Yedo
Romljo, bridges connecting it
with Yedo
.
Hondjo Island, boundaries
of .
.
Kanda, temple of .
Kanagawa to Kawasaki, road
Kawasaki to Yedo, road
Kawasaki
.
.
.
Kiusiu, palace of Prince of
Legations, rarely occupied formerly
Mausoleum .
.
.
Mausoleum, Shogoon's .
Mercantile quarter, the
Midzi, the area of .
Monzeki, temple of
.
Name of Ye<lo, meaning of
Niphon Bass, the .
.
North of the Castle, district, .
Ogava, the .
Ogee, Village of
Ogee, Temple near
Ogee, Temple of
Oshoro, hill of the .
Ovari, palace of Prince of
Palace of the Shogoon .
.
Palace of the Shogoon, where
situated
Palaces, interior simplicity
of .
.
.
.
.
Population, particulars respecting .
.
Prostitutes in Yosuwara
Publio walks around castle
Quanon, temple of
Redoubts, defending
.Routes to by land or water

604
604
599
598
602

601
601
597
604
697

602

605

601
602
601
597

600
602
598

603

603
610

608
604
608
599

599

606
604:
599
602
597
596

rnDEX.
Yedo.
Sanno temple of .
.
.
Satsuma, Palace of Prince of .
Shogoon's (orTycoon's) family
Sinagawa, the sbuth suburb
Siro, the
.
Soto-Siro, the
.
.
So~o-Siro, circumference of
Soto-Siro, bridges of the
.
South of the Castle, extent of
district .
.
.
.
Splendour of Yedo overstated
by previous writers
Sulpher springs of Atami
Temple of Hadsuma
.
Temple of Quanon
Temple of Sanno .
Temple of Monzeki
.
Temple of Y oiaka Lakan

667

Hakodadl.

601
605
604
604
599
600
600
600
604
608
610
598
602
601
601
598

Temples in the Soto Siro
600
Temple of Amida .
602
Temple of Confucius
602
Temple of Kanda .
602-603
Tera of Meguro the
604
Tocaido, the, situation of
601
Tocaido road the .
.
. 596
Tozengee, Brit. Legation in 605-597
Visit, Consul's permission necessary to
596
Walls, none .
.
.
. 597
West of the Castle, extent of
district .
.
.
. 603
Women, public, in Yosiwara . 604
Y edo proper, divisions .
599
Yedo, meaning of name
597
Y oiaka Lakan, temple of
598
Y osiwara the .
604

BAKODADI.
Alcock, Sir R.'s op1mon of
Lakes in vicinity
.
capabilities for trade
• 616 Length of town
American Oonsnlate
614 Lodging charges for at Lake
Amusements •
615
Conoma .
Anchorage
612 Market Prices
•
..
Animals.
.
.
617 Natural productions
Baths, how taken by naPonies .
.
.
.
tives
615 Prices of Market articles
Beebe de mer
.
617 Roofs, peculiarity of
.
Boundaries of bay .
612 Redoubt, pentagonal
.British Consulate
• 614 Riding .
.
.
.
.
Buildings
.
613 Settlement foreign, no boundChurch, Greek
614
aries established
Climate .
.
.
.
614 Russian Consulate .
.
Comingnatake, Volcano of
613 Shape irregular
Comingnatake, view of .
616 Shells
.
Conoma Lake .
.
.
613 Shops
Conoma lake, excursion to
615 Situation
.
.
.
Consulate ..American
614 Spelling correct, "Hakodate ''
Consulate British .
614 Streets .
Consulate Russian .
614 Temperature •
.
Exports
.
.
.
616 Town, description of
•
Gibraltar, resemblance to
613 Trade
Greek Church
614 Trees
.
.
.
Harbour
612 United States Consulate
Hotels .
. 614 Vegetation .
.
.
Hot Springs .
. 615 Volcano of Comingnatake
.
Imports .
.
.
616 Whalers resort of .
.
.
Isthmus, character of
613 "Whatnots" Hakodadi .
.
Kameda, Village of
. 615 Width of town
.
Lake Conoma
.
613-615 Wild fowl

612
613
616
615

616
615
615

613
614
615
613

614
613
61'7

614
612

612
613
614
613

616
617

614
617

613
612
615

613

617

668

INDEX.
Hiogo.

RIO GO.
Bay of Osaka .
•
. 61'7
Bridges numerous .
617
Daimios residences, numerous
.
.
.
. 618
Port, not opened to Foreigners
. 617

Port, when to be definitely
opened
Position
.
.
.
.
Radius allowed to Foreigners .
Situation favourable for trade
Venice likeness of Osaka to .

Concluding remarks

. 618

618
617
618
617
617
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APPENDIX A.

1.
MEANS OF TRANSPORT
BETWEEN

ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND AMERICA,
AND

CHIN A AND JAPAN.
THE

following are extracts from the Hand-books of the PENINSULAR

& ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, and the COM-

P AGNIE DES SERVICES MARITIMES DES MESSAGERIES IMPERIALES in so far as they relate to China and Japan. Subjoined are
also the rates of Passage Money, &c., by the PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY, and by ALFRED HOLT'S line of Steamers.

II

APPENDIX.
P. ct 0 . S. N. Oo.'s Tables.

EXTRACT FROM

HAND BOOK OF INFORMATION
J'OR

PASSENGERS AND SHIPPERS
BY THE STEAMERS OF THE

PENINSULAR AND ORIENT.AL STEAM
NAVIGATION COMPANY.
BETWEEN ENGLAND AND FRANCE, AND
CHINA AND JAPAN.
OFFICES.
122, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, (E. C.)

ORIENTAL PLACE, SOUTHHMPTON.

1866.

ST~AM FLEET
OF THE

PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.
Tonnage. poH0':·
w

•

MONGOLIA .. .. ... ..... ... N. ST.KW.ART ..... .. .. ..... . 2799 ... 600 ,
POON AH .. ... .. ........ ... w. CURLING .... ... . . . ..... 2152 .. 60(l
PERA ..... ..... ... ..... .. .... T. JAMIESON ..... . .. .. ... . . 2014 ... 450
CHINA ..... .... ..... ....... N . R osxELL.... ... ... . ..... 2010 .. .400
T \ NJ ORE ...... .. ......... G. S. B ROOKS ......... . . . . 1971...400
,.., 1 rllr) .. .... ... J . M. R OGE R S ... . ..... ... 1908 .. .450
~
', ) .. .... .. . J . R. K E LLOCK ............ 1618 ... 400
81 RI (Paddle) ... ... . E. CHRISTIA N ....... . .. .. . 1932 ... 450
NYANZA (Paddle).. ... .. W. C. A .N oov E .. .. ..... . .. 1988 .. .450
MASSILIA (Paddle) ... . A. M Loc K I E . ...... ... ... 1640 .. .400
E UXINE (Paddle) .. .. ... G. J. BABOT... ............. 1165... 400
NIPHON ...... ............ . A . P E AKE (Acti.ug) .. .. .. . 790 ... 140

Lines on
which u•ua\17
employed.

Bdwun
Sotdhampton

ana

..4 lnandria,
4114

Marttillu
a11d

Altza,ulria.

APPEND1X.

II

P. ti': U. S. N . Co. 'ii Table.~.
Tonnage Bortle•

power.

Lin@s on
whioh usuall7
employed.

MALTA ..................... G. HYDE .................... 1942 ... 500 1
BARODA ................... N. w. BASELWOOD ...... 1873... 400
CARN ATIC ................ A. PARISll .................. 1776 ... 400
RANGOON ................ W. BLAKE .................. 1776 .. .400
Between
ORISSA ..................... R. CURL!NG................ 1646 ... 300 Bomba.JI
and
JEDDO ..................... G. A. GRAINGER.......... 1632... 450
Sttez, and
bel10ten
BEHAR ..................... W. McCULLOCK (Acting) 1603 ... 300
Bombay and
EMEU ...................... R. METHVEN .............. 1538 ... 300
Chtna.
SA~ETTE ................ D. RENNOLDSON .......... 1491.. .400
BEN ARES ................. C. A. WHITE (Acting) ... 1491 . 400
NORTHAM ................ R. T. DUNDAB ............. 1330... 400
OTTAWA .................. C.H. EASTLEY ............ 1274... 200
SlNGAPORE (Paddle). E. M. EDMOND (Acting). 1190 .. .470 1
PEKIN (Paddle).........
.. ................... 1182 ... 400
CADIZ ....................... W. SoAMEs................. 816 ... 220
ADEN ....................... W B. ANDREWS (Acting) 812 ... 210
AZOF ..... , .................. E. J. BAKER (Acting) ... 700 ... 180
FORMOSA ................. P. S. TOMLIN (Acting) .. 675 ... 155
GRANADA ................ G. F. CATES (Acting) .... 661...160
GANGES (Paddle) ....... I. BERNARn ................ 1190... 470
NEPAUL ................... H. C. BLUETT (Acting). 796 ... 200

Belu,un D tmfl•
kongand
8hanghae,
Hongkong
iind Foochow
and belweon
Shanghae and:
Japan, d:c.

CEYLON.................... R. W. EVANS.............. 2020 ... 450
SURAT......................
. .................... 2596 ... 500} Steamer,
GEELONG ................. J. S. JOYNER .............. 1604... 200 Building,

THE LINE OF STEAM COMMUNICATION JJETWEEN ENGLAND AND CHIN.A IS AS FOLLOWS, Viz:Ports.

~r::T~L.~~~..·.:::::::::
ALEXANDRIA ••••...

Date and Hour of Departure.

'l

FROM SOUTHAMPTON.
4th and 20th of every month, at 1 P.M.
When the above dates fall on a Sunday, tM
Steamer leaves at 9 A. M.

ADEN ................... .
GALLE (CiffLON) .... .
PENANG ................
SINGAPORE .......... .
HONGKONG.......... .
SHANGHAI ........... .

j

FROM MARSEILLES.
12th and 28th of every month, at 7 .!.M.
When the 10th or 26th of the month fall on 1&
Swnday, the Mails are despatched from
London on the 11th and 27th, and the
,~tcarn,ers :.eave Marseilles on the 13th and
29th, at 'i' A. M.

APPENDIX.

IV

P.

tf;

U. S. N. Co. 's T,11,les.

CHINA.
Passengers leaving Southampton by the Company's Steamers on the
4th and 20th of the month, for Aden, Ceylon, Penang, Singapore, Hongkong, or Shanghai, arrive at Gibraltar about tho 9th and 25th of tho
month, and, after staying there a few hours, proceed to Malta, at which
port they remain about six hours; and then leave for Alexandria, arriving
there under ordinary circumstances in about thirteen days from Southampton.
Passengers are conveyed through Egypt as pointed out below.
At Suez, Passengers embark, by Steam Tender, on board one of the
Company's Steamers, which ltiave about the 19th and 4th of the month,
arriYing at Aden about the 25th and 10th, and at Point de Galle, Ceylon, about the 5th and 21st, of the following month.
Passengers for the Straits and Chim\ are, on arrival at Point de Galle
(Ceylon), transferred into a Steamer leaving for China about the 6th and
22nd, and arriving at Penang about the 12th and 28th, Singapore the
14th and 30th, and Hongkong the 23rd and 8th of the following month.
At the latter Port, Passengers for Shanghai are transferred iuto a
Branch Steamer, which reaches its destination in about five days.
The Company's Steamers leave Marseilles on the 12th and 28th of every
month, in conjunction with those of the 4th aud 20th from Southampton.
TRANSIT THROUGH EGYPT.
Passengers booked through by the P. & 0. S. N. Co., or their Agents
are conveyed from Ship to Ship between Alexandria and Suez by the
Transit Administration of the Egyptian Government, as follows :By Steam Tender between the Ship and Shore.
By Omnibus or Carriage conveyance between Hotels and Railway
Stations.
By Rail between Alexandria and Suez-1st Class Passengers, their
Children, and Servants in charge of the latter, being conveyotl
in 1st Class ; and 2nd Class Passengers and their Children in
2nd Class Carriages.
The time occupied in transit will, under ordinary circumstances, be a
follows:From Alexandria to Cairo, 162 miles ......... about 7 hours.
From Cairo to Suez, 90 miles................... ,, 5 ,,
Passengers will be charged for the refreshments they receive during
the journey.
RATES OF PASSAGE MONEY.
Exclusive of the amount payable to the Egyptian Transit Aclministration, for conveyance of Passengers through Egypt, viz :For First-class Passengers,
. . . £4 10 0
,, Second clitto.,
2 6 0
,, Children above 3 and under 10 years, half fare.

APPENDIX.

V

P . & 0. S. N. Co.'s Tables.
R.ATES OF PASSAGE MONEY.-Cuntinued.

From England to

~

GENTLEMEN OR LADIES TRAVELl..JNG}

c~f:~. -~~~ ~~-1:~~i. ~--~- ~~~~~~~

~

~

,<:>

~

0

i

t

.s.,..

~

~

~

-~""

1[

.;
t:!

..<::

""
§

~

~

~

~

¼

t:l:1

53

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

60

85

85

95 100 120 130

~i-~.

~C:,~~2:,~~.-~- -~~~ } 180

M:e!!~Dca1?;~~~-~ ..

CHILDREN WITH THE PARENT...:....S}
years and under 10 .. ...................

30

220 220 250 270 300 330
43

43

48

50

60

65

o~~-o~~). .~~i-~~~- ~~~~~. ~~~~- -~~~-t!~ } .Free Free Free .Free Free Free Free
~ .

(Should moro than one Child under 3 years bo
conveyed, one qunrter of first-class rates will be
charged for each child, cxcluslvo of the ono taken
freo.)

SERVANTs-E1tr~pean} In ForeCabin {

,,

Natwe ...

35
18

50
25

50
25

55
28

58
29

65
33

75
38

The rate of Passage Money from Marseilles is £5 less than the rate
from England iu the case of each Adult First-class Passenger.

:MEDITERRANEAN LINE.
GIBRALTAR MALTA AND ALEXANDRIA.
From Southampton, 4th, 12th, 20th, and 27th of every month, at 1

P . M,

When the above dates fall on a Sunday at 9 A.M.
An erperienced Surgeon on board each Vessel.

Passengers leaving Southampton on tho above dates arrive at Gibraltar in about five days ; and after staying there from six to twelve hours,
proceed to Malta, arriving there in about nine days. The ordinary stay
at tho Island is about six hours; and the voyage to .Alexandria is usually
completed in about 13 ctaya from Southampton.

,'

APPENDIX.

TI

P. J; 0 . S. N. Oo.'s Tables.
The Company's Steamers leava the Mediterranean Porta homewards,
u follow:Alexandria, about the 5th, 11th, 19th, and 27th of tho month.
Malta,
,,
9tb, 15th, 23rd, ,, 31st
,,
Gibraltar,
.,
14th, 20th, 28th, ,, 4th
,,
RATES OF PASSAGE MONEY.
lst0la88,
Bingle P&SPl!e.

To

G1B=rAR, ...........
MALTA, .. ............ ...
ALEXANDRIA, .........

Children,
2nd Clas.,, and
3 1ean and under 10. P &88 engen' 8erTanl8.

£T

£13
20
30

10
15

£9
12

.

19

One Child under 3 years of age, if with the Parent, free.

MARSEILLES, MALTA, AND ALEXANDRIA .
An experienced Surgeon on board each Veuel.

The Company's Steamer leave Marseilles for Malta and Alexandria on
the 5th, 12th, 20th, an<l. 28th of the month, at 7 A.M., with Her Majesty's
Mail■•
Passengers must be at Marseilles the afternoon of the day previous to sailiDg.

N.B.-When the 3rd, 10th, 18th or 26th of the month fall on a Sunday, the Marseille11 portion of the Overland Mails leave London on the
following day, and the Steamers are despatched from Marseilles at 7 A.x.
on the 6th, 13th, 21st, and 29th of the month.
RATES OF PASSAGE
bet-ween Marseilles, Malta, and .Al.exandria.

~~~~

Mm~ .. •:..............
.ALEXANDRIA, ............. j

£~

10

Children under Ten years of age, half the above rates. The f1actional
part of £1 to be considered as £1. One Child under Three years of Bi•,
if with the Parent, free.

*,."'

Passengers booking and paying their pa&age money at Maraeille■
must pa.y the a.mount in the currency of the place (France), at the Company's advertised rates.
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0. ,S. N. Co. '8 Tobie,,.

REGULATIONS
RELATIVE TO

PASSENGERS ARRIVING BY SEA
AT 'l'HE PORT OF MARSEILLES.
ARTICLE 1.
Captains of Ships are informed that Passengers (with the exception of
British, Belgian, Dauisb, Spt\nisb, Dutch, and Swedish subjects) will not
be allowed to enter into France unless they are bearers of PassportR,
delivered by the authorities of the country to which they belong, anci
bearing the "Visil." of a French Diplomatic or Consular Agent. The
French Visu. must bEI renewed every year.
ARTICLE

2.

No Passenger (bllt those above-named) can land at the port of Il!araeilles until their Passports have undergone examination, for which purchase a Commissary of Police, specially appoiuted, will proceed on board
immediately the ship arrives. A List of Passengers must be handed at
the same time to him by the Commander of the Ship.
ARTIOLE 3.
Passengers (except English, Belgian, Danish, Spanish, Dntch, and
Swedish) not possessing passports properly "vised" will have to remain
on boa.rd, and will be oblige<l to return to the place of emba.rkatiou at the
tiost of the Captain. All expensPs that the surveillanc11 of such Passengers remaining on boar<l may occ,1sion, will likewise be charged to the
Captain, in<lependent of any farther procee1lings that may be instituted
for non-compliance with the Police Regulations.
A RTICU: 4. ·

By decision of the Emperor of tho French, tho British, Belgain, Danish,
Spanish, Dutch, and Swedish subjects a.re a.llowe<l to enter an<l travel in
the territory of th• Empire without passport, on simply declaring their
11ationality.

RATES OF HIRE, &c.,
For use of Passage Boats and Porterage of Baggage at Malta.

When a Vessel, having mails or passengers on board, is admitted to
pra.tiqt1e,-a.n Officer from tho Port Department shall go on board to
prevent irregularitiea on the p rt of the boatmen, and to attend to the
landing of th• mails and passenger&.
The boa.ts shall lie off at a. convenient distance, and shall not come
alongside until called or allowed by the Officer of the Port Department
on duty.
No boat shall receive more tha.n two of such passengers with their
luggage, or five without.
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The hire of each boat for landing or em barking such passengers shall
be One Shilling from sunrise to sunset, and One Shilling and Sixpence
from sunset to sunrise.
No porter ahall take up lugga1te of 1mch passengers until properly
engaged.
The pay of porters for the carriage of such luggage, not exceeding an
cwt., English weight, sha.ll be fixed as follows:From the landing-place of either harbour to any part of the City of
V aletta, One Shilling per cwt.
To any place without the limits of Valetta, as far as Porte des Bombes,
One Shilling and Sixpence per cwt.
Sixpence additional for every extra fifty pounds.

CONDITIONS, REGULATIONS, AND GENERAL INFORMATION.
PASSENGERS.
· The Company's Rates of Passage Money are for the sea passage only.
They include Stewards' Fees, Table, Wines, &c., for First-class Passengers.
Bedding, Linen, and all requisite Cabin Furniture are provided in the
Steamers at the Company's expenRe, together with the attendance of experienced male and female Servants.
Railway tickets for the journey through Egypt are issued by the .Agents
of the Company on behalf of the Egyptian Government at the following
rates, viz. :For First-class Passengers ... £4.10. 0 I For Second-class Passengers ... £2 5 0
Children above 3 and under 10 years, half fare.
Or it is optional with the Passengers to pay the Company for the sea
pasaage only, and to pay their own transit through Egypt upon arrival at
.Alexandria or Suez, as the case may be.
Servants soliciting gratuities will be dismissed from the Company'•
service.
Half the amount of Passage Money, when the passage exceeds £20, is
required to be paid on securing pass~e, and the balance a fortnight
before embarkation.
Passengers not embarking after engaging passage, to forfeit the deposit
of half the amount of Passage Money.
In case, however, of a Passenger being unavoidably prevented from
availing himself of a. passage at the period for which it is taken, a transfer
of the paasage can be effflcted to a subseq\lent Steamer, on sufficient notice
being given, without forfeiture of any portion of the deposit paid, and
accommodation will be allotted as ■imilar as circumstances will permit.
In remitting a. sum Clf money to the Company on account of passage, if
by Cheque, a is recommended, for the sake of security, to write a.cross the
Cheque the name of the Company's Bankers, "Me~srs Willimru,, Deacon.

·-
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and Oo.;" if by Order, Lotter of Credit, or otherwise, it should be in
favour of the "Peninsular and O,ie11tal Steam, Navi!]ation Company."
Passengers must comply with the ~-egulations established on board the
Steamers for general comfprt and sujety.
No Berth or Cabin is to be occ:1picd by a Passenger without application
to the Agent on shore, or to the Purser on board. It is to b111 understood
that a Passenger occupying a Cabin of two or more Berths, on the departure of the Vessel (unless he shall have paid an additional sum for its exclnsive occupation) is not to object to the vacant Berth or Berths being
filled up at the intermediate Ports, if required.
Passengers will have to defray their ow1l expenses for Hotels, in the event
of any detentim,.
The Steamers employed eastward of Suez di) not possess Second-class
accommodation, with the exception of a few Berths for the Servants of
First-class Pa.saengers. Persons who are adntitted on board these Steamers
as Second-class Passengers must therefore unde1stand that the Company
do not guarantee them Cabins or Berths, and that they mnst accept such
accommodation in this respect as circumstauces may enable the Company
to provide for them.
Railway Trains from the Waterloo .Bridge Station, to Southampton,
in the Morning, at 6.15 (Parl.) 8, 10.15 (mail), 11 o'clock (Express.)
Afternoon, 1.10, 3.10 (Express), 4.10 and 5.10 o'clock. Evening, 30
minutes past 8 o'clock-mail. Sunday Trains morning, at 9.15, and 10.15.
Afternoon, 5 o'clock. Evening, 30 minutes pa.st 8 o'clock-mail. Passengers should be at the Station at lea.st a quarler of an hour before theTrains start.
NoTE.-The Passage TiGkets are grantecl IYiJ the Ootnpa11111, subject to certain (/onditions and Regulations, whieh are endorsed thereon; and before the
'l'iGkeui can be made available the PassmgerM nmst subscribe to the Oouditio11s,
by ajfi.cing thefr Sig1w.t11,res thereto-.

BAGGAGE.
Thtl attention of Passenger& by the Company's Steamers is respectfally
requested to the undermentioned Regulations in reference to Baggage :
much trouble and loss are occasionally caused by their neglect or nonobservn.nce. These Regulations a.re equally impodant to Paseengers
performing the land-journey between Alexandria aad Suez, for the Egyptian Transit Administration will not accept any responaibility vnless they
be strictly compileJ witl1 .
.All Baggage should be packed in Leather Portmanteau or Trunk,
marked with the owner's name and Port of destination in Paint, in full,
an,l fastened securely with case locks, padlockR and leather straps being
liable to damage or removal. The Transit Administration will not be
reaponaible for the safe conveyance of doa.l cases, banctboxes, carpet ba.g1,
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or other unsuitable and insecure Packages. Canvas Covers to Packages
of Baggage are not rec,nnmended, as they are frequently removed, and
lead to the loss of tbe Packages.
Packages containing Jewellery, Plate, or ot?er valuables, must be
specially booke1l and Freight paid thereon.
Packages, containing Parcels, Specie or Merchandise, are liable to
seizure and confiscation in Egypt, and to detention for Freight by the
Agents of the Company.
First-class Passengers are allowed on board 336 lbs. of personal Baggage
free (If Frnight, and Children (over three and under ten years) and Servants 168 lbs . each.
A Passei1ger taking a whole Cabin will be entitled to take in the
Steamers, free of Freight, 4½ cwt. ; and a married couple, paying for reserved accommodation, will be entitled to fake !) cwt.
The charge for conveyance of extra. Baggage, should there be room in
tl;i11 Vessel, will be at the rate of 10s. per cwt. between Southampton,
Gibraltar, Marseilles, Malta, or Alexandria ; £1 per cwt. betwt,en Suez,
Intl.in., China, the l\1auritius, and Australia, with 10s. per cwt. for Transit
expenses througl: Egypt.
Passengers passing through Egypt will be charged by the Transit Administration 10s. per cwt. for conveyance of Baggage through, should it
exceed, for First class Passengers, 336 lbs. each ; for Seconcl-class Passengers, 168 lbs. ; Children (over three and under ten years) half the above
weights. This amount is collected on board the Company's Steamers for
the convenience of Passengers.
The Corupany cannot engage to take any excess of Baggage over the
regulated allowauce., unless shipped at Southampton on thti day before
sailing, and Freight paid thereon.
All Baggage must be shipped not later than noon on the day previous
to sailing, except Carpet Bags or Hat Boxes.
The Insurance of Baggage can be effected on very mocltirate terms.
Passengers embarking at Marseilles for India, China, the Mauritius,
and Australia, can have 336 lbs. of their Baggage conveyed by the Steamer from Southampton free of charge ; all in excess of that weight will be
charged for at the rates mentioned above.
Passengers embarking at Marseilles for Malta and Alexandria, can also
have their Baggage conveyed by the Steamer from Southampton at the
rate of 10s. per cwt.
Passengers outwards, proceeding via Trieste, and joining the Steamers
of thA Peninsular encl Oriental Company at Suez, and Passengers homewards who have been conveyetl to Suez in the Peninsular and Oriental
Company's Skarners, can ship their Baggage by the Company's vessels
from Southampton to Alexandria ancl vi~ versa, subject to the following
charge, payable in advance :.

For the regulated allowance of 3 cwt., 10s. per cwt,
For any excess over 3 cwt., 20s. pe1· cwt.

} Exclusive of the charge
for traru,port made by &he

Transit or1:~~~~-iSlratlon
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CAUTION TO PASSENGERS-GOODS
NATURE.

m'

A DANGEROUS

The Company will not receitve on b(>ard of their vessels wny goods of a
danger<YU,S or damaging nat-1.vre. If any such goods be ship/Jed without notice,
the Shippers will not only be liable to the penalties imposed by Statute, but
also for all damage sustained vn consequence of such shipment. -(See Ex.tract
from the Merchant Shipping Act, at page 14-)
N.B.-The Baggage of Passengers proceeding via. Trieste must be shipped
at Southampton so as to P-IJ,S1@·e its arrimal at .Alexandria a week in advance
of the Passengers to whom it may belong. Non-compliance with this regulation is likely to involve. loss or detection by the Baggage vn Egypt.
Passengers requiring infonnation respecting their Baggage during the
voyage, can obtain it by application to the Officer in charge.
Passengers who may miss any P,ackage of Baggage on arrival at their
destination are recommended to apply, without delay, to the Company's
Agent, giving full particulars, in writing, when application will at once
be made to the ~Iissiog Baggage Depots at Bombay or Southampton.
Baggage can be occasionally had up from the baggage-room during the
passage by application to the Officer in charge.
No Trunks or Box.es allowed in the Saloon or Cabins, but only small
Portmanteaux or Carpet Bags.

NOTICE.-All Pa;rties are requested, to take notice that the Company do
not hold themsevves liable for detentiorh 01· delay of Passengers a1•ising from
0iccident or from extra01·dvnai'y or imavoidable circiimstances or from circwmstances arising oiit of or connected wUh the employment of the Company's
vessels in Her Majesty's Mail Service, and that the Company do 1wt hold
themselves liable for damage to m· loss or detention of Passengers' Baggage
or for any cowequences arilti.ing from the resti·ictiow of quarGJntine wheresoever imposed. In all cases in which the Company's Steamers may be placed
in quarantine, First-class Passenr1ers will be charged '/'en ShilUngs and
Secoi,,d..class Passenuers Fitve Sh-illings per diem for their maintenance or1
board duiing the dete1ition of the Ship.
.

C.

w.

.

HOWELL,

SECRETARY.

NA.MES OF THE COMP ANY'S AGENTS.
AT HOME.

So UTHA,MPTON,, ••
LIVERPOOL,

. . . James Davidson, Swperintendent.
Fletcher d'; Parr, 23, Castle-street.
ABROAD.

ADEN,
ALEXANDRIA,

A~oY,
CAorz, ...
CAI~O,
CEYLON (GALLE), ...

W. M. Gillson (Acting.)
A. M. Bet!V1,ne.
Tait & Co.
A. de Zulaeta.
R. Air.
F. Bayley.
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NAMES OF THE COMPANY'S AGENTS.-(Continued.)
ABROAD.

Foo-CHow,

... Aii.gustine Heard r/; Co.
W. H. Smith.
T. Sutherl,md.
A. Va11zeller.
Arles Dufour cf; Co.
T. H.. Tronsoii.
R. Gower cf; Co.
Pritchard r/; Monner01i.
Brown r/; Co.
W. lJavi..son ( Acting.)
S. J. G-. Jellicoe.
G. West, H.B.M. Consul.
Bradley r/; Co.
Aspinall, Cornes r/; Co.

GIBRALTAR, . . •
HONGKONG,
•••
LISBON, •••
LYONS,
.••
MALTA,...
MARSEILLES,
.. •
PARIS, . • •
PEN ANG, . ..
. ..
SHA.NOH AI, •••
•••
.•• •••
.• •
SINGAPORE,
•••
...
...
. . • • ••

SuEz,
SwATow, ...
Yox:OH.ilU., ...

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR THE

CONVEYANCE OF MERCHANDISE, TREASURE, LIGHT
PACKAGES & PARCELS.
TO GIBRALTAR, MALTA, AND ALEXANDRIA.
The Company's Rates of Freight to Gibraltar, Malta, and Alexandria
do not include the Railway Carriage from the Provinces or London to
Southampton, this charge being no longer borne by the Company.
Shippers should send as early as possible, full particulars of the Goods
to their Agents at Southampton, to enable them to receive and sbip tl1e
same and paas the entry, &c., at the Custom House. This will be done
at the Shippers' expense.
Shippers are required to USE' the Company's forms of Bills of Lading,
which can be obtained at Messrs. SMITH, ELDER, & Co's, 65, Cornhill,
London.
Shippers will be 1 equired to sign a declaration that the packages they
may offer for shipment do not contain liquids, oils, spirits, or any articles of
a daii,yerous or damaging character; and the attention of shippers and passengers is specially directed to the following clause in the Merchant Shipping
Act, 1854, sec. 329 i·elative to articles of this description:-" No person shall
" be entitled to carry in any ship, or to require the master or owner of any ship
"to carry thei·ein, any aqiuifortis, oil of 1Jitr-iol, gunpowder, or any other
" goods which, in the judgment of such inaster or owner are of a dangerous
" nature ; and if any person carries or sends by any ship any goods of a
" dangerons natttre, without distinctly marking their nature on the otttside of
" the package containing the same, or oth~rwise gitving notice in writing to
"the master or ow11,er, at or before the time of can'IJing or sendiitg the same
"to be shipped, he shall for evei·y such offence incur a penalPIJ not exceed·i,ig
" £100 ; and the master or owner of any ship may refuse to take on board
" any parcel that he suspects to contain goods of a dangero11s iwtttre, and
"may require them to be opened to ascertain the fact.
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The signed Bills of Lading, and Freight Note may be obtained at the
London Office, the second day after the Goods are shipped, or can be forwarded to the Shipper's address by their Agents at Southampton.
Shippers will please take notice, that as the Company's Steamers
convey Mails under Contract with Her Majesty's Government, they cannot
on any account be delaytld. All Goods should be ready for shipment at
Southampton two clear days before the time of departure, and cannot,
under any circumstances, be shipped after One P. M. on the day before
sailing.
The Company do not hold themselves responsible for any Goods until
placed on board, or in the ship's tackle.
Packages measuring more than 30 cubic feet will not be received on
board.
RATES OF FREIGHT FROM SOUTHAMPTON.
Specie.
PORT.

Gibraltar,.. {

Date
or
Departure.

4, 12, 20, and }
27th of every
month

I 40/

Malta
{ 4, 12, 20, and } 50/
Aloxa.;,:d~ia.
27th or every
'
month

I

80/ t % t % 1 % £12
100/

It % l %

£9 £12

£1

lt % £20 £15 £20

£3

* H eavy Goods or Dead Weight taken onl'IJ by Special, Agreement.
TO INDIA, CHINA, AUSTRALIA, &c.
PARCELS.
Parcels should be delivered at this Office before 12 o'clock, three days
prior to ihe departure of each Steamer.
Contents and value must be declartld at the time of booking. A wrong
description of contents or false declaration of value shall release the Com}}a.ny from all responsibility in case of loss, seizure, or detention, and the
goods shall be charged double freight on the real value, which freight
shall be paid previous to delivery. [See Cautwn at end.]
The Company reserve to themselves the right of charging by value,
weight, or measurement, and will not be accountable for any damage
arising through insufficiency of address or packing.
All charges must be paid in England, for which Parcel Tickets will be
given, specifying particulars of risk. Parcels are to be applied for to the
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Company's Agents at the Port of Delivery, and will not be delivered
without production of the Parcel Ticket, duly endorsed.
It is particularly requested that Parcels may be delivered as early as
possible, or Shippers may be unavoidably detained.
JEWELLERY, WATOHES, AND OTHER VALUABLES, must be sealed over
tape, in counter-sunk holes, and are ~harged at the following rates, which
include risk in transit :-Aden, 3f per cent. ; Mauritiu~, Bombay, Ceylon,
Madras, and Calcutta, 3i per cent. ; Penang and Singapore, 4k per cent. ;
Hongkong and Australia, 4g per cent. ; East Coast of China, 4-ft- per cent. ;
Shanghai, 4t per cent.; and Yokohama, 5f per cent.
PARCEL RATES.
Measurement

----3 inches, , ..
4
,,

5

6

7

.,
"
"

Aden,
':,traits,
Hongkong.

SloRnghai, &
East Coast
of China.

£ s. d.
0 11 0
0 12 0

£ s. d.

...
.. o rn o
... OHO
... 0 15 0
~

0
0
0
0
0

14
15
16
17
18

0
0
0
0
0

Measurement.

----·
8 inches, ...
9
10

11
12

,, ...
...
" ...
" ...
"

Aden,
Straits,
Hongkon~.

Shanghai, &
East Coast
of China.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1
1
1

16 0
17 0
18 0
19 0
00

19
0
1
2
3

0
0
0
0

0

Packages in excess of the above measurement will be charged at the
rate of 16s. per foot to Suez ; 20s. per foot to Aden, Straits and Hongkong; 23s. per foot to Shanghai, and East Coast ,of China; o.nd 24s. 2d.
per foot to Yokohama, Japan.
A further charge (when the Company take risks upon themselves) will
be made on each Parcel under the value of £20, at the rate of 40s. per
cent ; exceeding that value at the following rates :-Suez and Aden ¼ per
cent ; Ceylon, Penang, and Singapore, lJ per cent ; Hongkong and East
Coast of China, 1! per cent ; Shanghai, 1¼ per cent; Yokohama, 2! per
cont. Packages not tin lined will be free o( particular average.
Should the weight exceed 20 lbs. to the cubic foot, the additional
weigl1t will be charged 6d. per lb.
Parcels will not be recefoed after 2 o'clock on SatttrdmtJs.
MERCHANDISE AND TREASRUE.
Goods should be delivered at the NINE ELMS STATION, before 5 o'clock,
four days, or at SOUTHAMPTON, three days, pi-ior to the departure of each
Steamer; if sent later, they will be charged at the higher or Parcel Rate.
Should the weight exceed 20 lbs. to the cubic foot, an extra charge of
l½d. per lb. will be made on the additional weight.
The Port of Delivery must be distinctly marked on every package.
A form of declaration must be obtained at the Company's Offices in
Leadenhall-street, where it will have to be deposited when properly filled
up. (See Caution at end.)
·
No bill of lading will be signed for a less amount of Freight than one
guinea.
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Packages exceeding one cubic foot must be in wooden cases, ironhooped at each end, or they will not be received. The weight of each mu■t
not exceed 100 lbs.
MERCHANDISE RATES.
Straits
and
llougkong.

Adon.

Merchandise, Fine Goods, }
&c., per ton of 40 feet, ....
Provisions, ..........................
Jewellery, Watches, & other }
Valuables, per cent, ........

£34
28
2½

I

Amoy,Foochow-foo, & Yokohamt.
Shanghai.

£34,

£40

£42 6 8

28

34

30 6 8

3

3½

2f

Dead weight taken only by special agreement.

TREASURE RATES.
The following are the Company's lower Rates of Freight, at which Shipper,
take risks 11pon themselves : Aden,
2 per cent.
Straits aud Hongkong,
21 "
Shanghai, Foochow, ancl Amoy, ... 2½ ,,
Yokohama, ...
3
"
The higher Rute1J of Freight, which iii,chide all insurable risks, m,ay be
ascertained on application at the Company's Office.
Boxes should be strongly made, with elm e11ds, lined with tin, and
must be sealed over tape in counter sunk holes. (Hoe's " Safety Bullion
Box" is recommended, and can be procured at No. 44, Leadenhall Street.)
The Rate on Dogs belonging to Passengers, exclusive of food, attendance, and 'l.'rnnsit expenses, isTo Straits and China,
. . . £5 eachl
The Company's Steamers leave Southampton as follows, viz. :Suoz, Aden, Ceylon, Straits, China, and } on 4th and 20th of
J a.pan, .. .
...
. ..
.. .
every month.
CAUTION TO SRIPPERS.-GOODS OF A DAKGEROUS
NATURE.
The Company will not receive on board of their vessels any goods of a
dangero11s nature. If any such goods be shipped without 1wtice, the l:ihippers
ii>ill not only be liable to the pe1wlties imposed by Statnte, but also for all
1 dainages sustai11,ul in co1t.~eq11,ence of such shipment.-(See Extract from the
Merchwit l:ihipping Act at pctye 14,)"
By order of the Managi1Jg Directors,

0. W. HOWELL, Secretary.
P. & 0. S. N. Co.'s

0FF1CES,

122, Leadenhall Street, mvl Otumtal Place, Southampton.
1st February, 1866.
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ORDINARY ACCOMMODATION .
r,30 504
336 30 300 s501 2591 6CJ~ /30, 3tol s'1>7
.A Single Berth in a Cabin, with other Passenger,
RE~ER VED ACCOMMODATION.
.. · 1 ·.. ... ' ... 1060 . . . . .• 102()1060
.A Reserve<l Cabin for One Person, ...
1348 ... . .. 1260l1a48 ...
A Reserve<l Cabin for Two Persons,... . . . . ..
CHILDREN.
168 15 1681 175 130 30 265 180 154 255 265 252
.A Cbi.l<l under 10 Years of Age,
Ii'ree Free Free-Free FreelF,·ee Free Free Free fi'ree Free Free
A Child under 3 Yea.rs of Age, with Parent, ...
SERVANTS.
168 15 168 175 1301
289 1801154 277 289 252
European Servants, . . . . ..
. . . . . . . . . . ..
84
84 88 65
145 90 77 138, 145 126
Native Servants, .. , ... .. . .. . ... .. . ... ... .. . . ..
NATIVE PASSENGERS VICTO.A.LLING THEMSELVES.
252 2~ 252 263 195 45
270 231 . . . . ..
Occupying One Berth, ...
SECOND OLA SS.
168 20 168 175 130 40 289 ... 1154 277 289 252
Second Class Passengers, . . . . ..
DEUK.
10 112 11'7 86 15 192 120\ 102 184 192 168
Deck Passengers, ...

5101

... ··· ... ... ...1 •··

n~l

The abo"e Rates ure exclusive of the amount payable to the Fgyptian Transit Administration for couveyance of Passengers through Egypt.
First-Clnss Passengers,..... ... ... . .. $·1 11.
I
~ernnd-Clnss Pn,srngors, ............... ... $: 0.
Children above 3 and under 10 yean, Half Fare.
For ConditionP, Regulations, and General Inlormation, aee previous pa!(es.
.
The First-Class Rates to the Pnrts on the Coast of China Rnd Jap~n are inclusive of the fare for a Native Sen-ant.
First-Class Return Tickets to the various Porta in China and Japan, available for four months, are granted for a fare and a half.
No :iecond-Clnsa PaSEage granted to Australia.
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ORDINARY ACCOMMODATION.
$ $ $ $ $ $ $
$
$ $ $
A. Single Berth in a Cabin, with other Passenger,
408 150 173 5~ 480 95 139 550 460 25 408 200
RESERVED ACUOMMODATION.
A. Reserved Cabin for One Person, ... ... ... ... .
...
... . ... ... ... 1100 920 ... ... ..
.
1388 1160 ... ... .. .
A. Reserved Cabin for Two Persons, ... ... ... ...
... ... ... .. . .. . ... ...
CffiLDREN.
A. Child under 10 Years of Age,
... ... ... ... .. . ... 204 75 87 252 240 48 70 275 230 15 204 100
Free Free Free Free Free Free Free Free Free Free Free Free
A Child under 3 Years of Age, with Parent, ... ... ...
SERVANTS.
204 75 87 252 240 48 70 300 242 15 204 100
European Servants, ... ...
.. . ... .. . .
35 150 121 ... 202 ...
44 126 120 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 102
Native Servants, ... ...
NATlVE PASSENGERS VICTUALLING THEMSELVES .
306 112 130 ... .. .
...
Occupying One Berth,... . . . .. . . .. . .. ...
71 105 ... 345 20 306 150
SECOND-CLASS.
... 75 87 252 240 63 70 300 242 15 ... 120
... ...
Second-Class Passengers,
DECK.
136 30 57 168 160 . 20 46 200 1621 8 136 40
... ... ... .. . ...
Deck Passengers, ...

... ...

.. ..

...

...

..

...

...

.. ... .

... ...

...

... ...

... ...

...

...
... ...
... ...

Tlie above Rates are exclusive of the -amount payable to the Egyptian Tran•it Administration for conveyance of Paasengera throught Egypt.
First-Class Paasenger&................... $211.
I
Second-Class Paasengers, .............. . ... $6.
Children above 3 and under lu years, Hnlf Fare.
For Conditions, Regulations, and General Information, see previous pages.
'l'he First-Clasa Rates to the Ports on the Coast of China and Japan are inclusive of the fare for a Native Servant.
Firat-Claas Return Tickets to the variou, Ports in China Japan, available for four months, are granted for a fare and a half.
No ~econd-Clasa Pa11age granted to Australia,
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RATES OF FREIGHT CHARGEABLE ON MERCHANDISE, &,c., FROM HONGKONG.

Dll:SCRIPTION.
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$

Cotton and Cotton Yarn, ............ per bale
Copper Cash, ........................... per picul
•
Deadweight,........... ...... ............ ,,
Drills, ................ ..................... per bale
Horse or Carriage, .......... .......... each
Jewellery, Musk, and Valuable } d 1
t
Articles, Gold, and Silver Ware, a va orem per cen
Measurement Goods, ................. pertonof40cubicfeet
Opium, ................................... per chest
Quicb.ilver, ............................. per flask of 50 catties
Raw Silk, ................................ various, per ton
Silk Piece Goods, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ,,
per ton
'!'in-Plates, ......... ..................... per box
Toa, Ca,,ia, =d Artiol~ of bulk
and small value, ....................
Treasure, { Silver,
G:old, ···....................
·· ······" ······" ad valoremper cent
Vermillion, Brass Leaf, &TinLeaf, per 60 catty box.
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...

c.

. ...
...

...
...

2
90.00

...

...

90.00
90.00
...

$

...

...
1·

...
..

1½
20

...
...
...
...
...

C.

$

...

$

c.

...
...

...

...

c.

...

...

...

$

...

c.

...
. ..

...

...

...

...

2t
100.00

2¾
100.00

2ij
100.00

...
...

87.00
100.00
...

:·I· rI~-·-r·

...
...

87.00
...
100.10

u.

...
...

94.00
100.00
...

~t" 1~-

$

...
...
...
...
...
lf

e.

65.00

...

...

65.00

...

65.00
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P. if 0. S. N. Co.'s Tables.

FREIGHTS OF PARCELS.
(Unles& containing Vall.t,able Articles, in which case they will be siibject
to the ad valorem rates given Oil the opposite page.)
PLACE.

MEASUREMENT IN INCHES.

3
Aden,
..•...... }
Bombay, . . . . . . . . .
Calcutta,... ...
Ceylon, (Galle)
Madras, ... . ..
Gibraltar,
. .. . . . \
MMalta,.U ··· ··• ···
arse1 es,
... . ..
Southampton,... . ..
Hobson'sBayforMel-}
bourne,
... . ..
King George's Sountl,
Mauritius,
... ...
Reunion,... ... •.•
Suez,
... •.. . ..
Sydney, ... . ..
P_enang, ··· ··· ··· }
Smgapore,
. . . •..
East Coast of China, ...

4

5

6

'i

8

9 10 11 12

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
1.68 1.92 2.16 2.40 2.64 2.88 3.12 3.36 3.60 3.84

2.64 2.88 3.12 3.36 3.60 3.84 4.08 4.32 4.56 4.80

2.16 2.40 2.64 2.88 3.12 3.36 3'.60 2.84 4.08 4.32

1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92 2.16 2.40 2.64 2.88 3.12 3.36

I

1.2011.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.201.2011.20 1.20 2.40

~
~

POLYMETRICAL TABLE OF DISTANCES
PER

PENINSULAR A.ND ORIENTAL COMPANY'S STEAMERS.

London. I
Paris. 266 Paris
Southampton. 308
71 Southampton
Lisbon. 903 1211 974)Lisbon
Gibraltar
321 1151 l 459 1222,Gibraltar
M~rseilles. . . .
431 697 Marseilles
Malta. 659 981 1202 2132 1090 2203 Malta \
Constantinople. 855151411836 2157 2987 1945 3058 Constantinople
Alexandria. ... 8191478 i1800 2121 2951 1909 3022 Alexandria
Cairo. 1641 , • • 9831642 2629 2940 3870 4178 3941 Cairo
Suez. 82 246 ... 10651724 12705 3026 3856 4264 3927 Suez
•
Aden. ,130813901554 ... 23733032 14013 44341 5164 5472 5235Aden
Galle. 2134 3442 3525 3688 ... 4507 5266 16247 65G8 7398 7706 7469 Galle
Bombay. I 9111664297230543218' ... -!037 1469615677 5998 6828 7136 6899 ombay
Madras. 1466 545 2679 39874069 4233 1 ••• 5052 571116692 7013 7843 8151 7914 Madras
Calcutta. 77022261315 34494!57 483249961... 5815 6474 7455 7776 8606 8914 8677 Calcutta
Penang. 1286 ... 21241213 334714655 4737 4901, ... 5720 16379!7360 7681 8511 8819 8582 Penang
Singa:lore. 3811667 ... 2505 1594 3728 5036 5118 52821 ... 61016760 7741 8062 8892 9200 8963 Singapore
Hongkong. 14371818 3104 ... 3942 3031516516473 6555 67191... 7538 8197 19178 9499 1042910617' 10400 Hongkong
Amoy. 2801717 2098 3384 ... 4222 3Ml 5445,6753 6835 6999 ... 7816 8475 9456 9777106071091510678 Amoy
Shanghae.152018~ 2237 26~8 3904 ... 4462i38315965l7273 7355 7519! ... 8338i8997l997810299111291143711200 Shanghae
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APPENDIX A.

2.
FRENCH MAIL STEAM-SHIPS
COMPAGNIE DES SERVICES MARITTMES
DES

MESSAGERIES IMPERIALES.
EXTRACT FROM IIANDBOOK OF INFORMATION.

OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA, CHINA, & JAPAN.
COMPANY'S OFFICES.
PARIS, .................................... 28, RUE NOTRE-DAME·DES-VlCTOIRES.
MARSEILLES,......................... 16, RUE CA.~EBIERE.
BORDEAUX, ........................... '19, QUAI DE BACALA..."·

AGENTS.
LONDON, ................................ Messrs. B. W. & H. RoRNE, 4, Moorgate-street, Lothbury, E. C.
LIVERPOOL,...........................
,, G. R. FLETCHER & Co., 15,
the Albany.
ROTTERDAM, . .. . .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. . . . .
,, SllnTH & Co.
ZURICH,.................................
Compagnie Nord-Est des Chemins de fer Suisses.
0.a: FISCHER.
GENEVA, ............................... .
ANT. ET L. SICRE.
CADIZ, ... . ..................... , ......... .
CAuSsE, 7, place des Terreaux.
LYONS, .......... ....................... ..
SAINT-ETIENNE, ................... .
" R . .AGUILLON ET CB.
JEAN CAZENAVE.
BAYONNE, ............................. .
,, CAFFARELL ET DAROLLES,
CETTE, ............ .................. .. ..

APPENDIX.
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INDIAN OCE.\N LINES.
SUEZ, ........................... Messrs.
ADEN,.......... ..... ...........
MA.HE (Seychellll8) .... .... ..
SAINT-DENJS (Ren,,ion)
PORT-LOUIS ( Maurice)..
POINT-DE-GALLE, .......
PONDICl:lERY, .... .........
MADRAS, .... .. . .. ............
CALCUT'rA, ..................
SINGAPORE,................
BATAVIA,....................
SAIGON,..................... ..
MANILLA,....................
HONGKONG,................
SHANGHAE,.................
YOKOHAMA,................

LEONOE AUBE, a.gent principal.
.. ........... ..
EDWARD DoMINJoD.
ZACCRAltrE BERTIIO.
THOMAS BERTOLlNI.
lirr.DEVERT AUBER.
NOEL NEBLE.
E. LECOT.
F. LAMounoux.
P.£.UL BRA.SIER.
.J. CEZ.A.RD ET CE.
FuA.N. DoMEROUE, agent priucl.
RUSSELL ET STURGIS.
CA.MILLE BERTll.AND.
.. ............ .
ANDRE CONIL.

STEAM FLEET
OF TH.E

MESSAGERIES lMPERIALES.
INDIAN OCEAN LINES,
u. rowB&.

TIGRE,
IMPER ATRICE,
DONNA!, ..... .
CAMB<>DGE, .. .
ALPl:iEE, .... ..
ERYMANTHE,

screw 600

H. row••·

L ~ BOURDONN AIS, screw 280

600 MEIN AM, .. . . ..
500 DUPLEIX,
500 EMIRN E, . .. . .. .. .
400 ,·MOZAMBIQUE, ...
400 CAPITO LE, .. . ... paddle

280
280
200
200
200

MEDITERRANEAN & BLACK-SEA LINES.
H.Pow•JL.

AMERlQUE,
PELUSE, ...
MOERIS, ...
SAID, ...
DANUBE, ...
CYDNU::i, ...
NEWA
PHASE,
EUPHRATE,

...

screw 460
400

400
400
370
370
370
::!70
350

D,POWBJL

VOLGA,
INDUS,
GANGE,
GODAVERY,
NIL, . .. ...
MENZALEH,
ARETHUSE,
BORYSTHENE,
ME.ANDRE,

screw 320

300
300
280
280
280
260
240
240

APPENDIX.
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MEDITERRANEAN & BLACK-SEA LINES.-Continued.
B , POWKB,

B.POW.IR.

SIMOIS,
HERMUS, .. .
TLlSSUS, .. .
MERSEY, .. .
TAMISE, .. .
CLYDE.
COPERNJC,
CHELIFF, ...
MATIDJA,
DELTA,
SINAI,
THABOR, ...
PAUSILIPPE, ...
QUIRINAL,

screw 240

SAINTONGE,
CAIRE,
OSIRIS
VATICAN, .. .
ORONTE, .. .
MEROVEE,
BOSPHORE,
BALKAN, ...
TAURUS, ...
RION, ......

240

240
2v0
200
200
200

180
180
150
... paddle 370

180
180
180
160
160
65

CHARTERED.

370

320

screw 280
280

KABYLE, ...
OASIS,
MARA.BOUT,

320

250

AUNIS,

... paddle 250
220
220
200

l

280

BUILDING.
B.1'0WBB..

screw 320

NIEMEN, ...
TIBRE,

-

B. POWBB.

ERIDAN,

screw 320

280

INDIA., CIIIN.A, JA.P A.N & MAURITIUS. LINES:
MARSEILLES TO HONGKONG.
DATES.

STATIONS.
ABRIVAL.
MARSEILLES,

.. •

.. •

• ..

.. •

• ..

Messina, ... ... ... ... ..• ...
Alexandria, .. . ... .. . .. . .. . .. .

21
25

Suez,
.. . .. . ... ... ... ...
Aden, ... ... . .. ... ... ... ...
Point-de-Galle, .. . . .. .. . . ..
Singapore, ... ... ... ... ... . ..
Saigon, ... ... ... ... ... .. .

13

3

20
24

HONGKONG, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

29

Saigon, ... ... ... ... ... . ..
Singapore, ... ... ... ... ... ...
Point-de-Galle,
. .. . .. . .. . ..
Aden, ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Suez,
... ... ... ... ... ...

29
3
10

Alexandria,... .. . ... .. . ... . ..
Messina,... ... ... ... . .. .. .
Marseilles, .. • .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .

21

27

DEPARTURE.

19 - 2P.M.
21-

27 3142125 25 -2P.M..

30412 2229 -

3
5

3-
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HONGKONG TO SHANGH.AE.
DATES.
STATlONS.
Hongkong, ... ... ... ...
SHANGRAE, ... ... ...
Hongkong, .. • ... ... ...

...

... ...

ARRIVAL.

DEPARTURE.

...

30
20 -8A.M.

...
4

... ...

23

- ·

-

...

SHANGHAE TO JAPAN.

.

DATES.
STATIONS.
SHANGHAE, ... ... ... ... ... ...
Yokohama, ... ... ... ... .. .
SHANGHAE, ... ... ... ... ... ...

.

AIUUVAL.

DEPARTURE.

.. .

5 6 A.M.
13 6 P.M.

10 18 -

...

The foregoing Dates are approximate only, except thoee relating to
HONGKONG, SHANGHAE and YoKoRA.MA.. At all other Ports
the Dates of departure depend on those of arrival.

MARSEILLES,

INFORMATION FOR THE USE OF P.ASSENGERS.
INDIA, CHINA, AND JAPAN LlNES.
The Company's·Steamers leave Marseilles on the 19th of every month
at 2 P.M., and, after staying a few hours at Messina, arrive at Alexandria,.
generally, on the 25th, the official date being early on the 26th.
See regulations for the Transit through Egypt.
At Suez one of the Company's Steamers wiII receive Paaeengen, and,
as the passage up the Mediterranean and the Transit may permit, will
leave on the 26th or 27th, touching at Ad-en en route, and arrive at Point-de-Galle on the 11th or 13th of the following month, according to th$
departure from Suez, the length of the month, or the weather.
At Point-de-Galle another Steamer belonging to the Company will await
Passengers for India, and sail a few hours after the arrival of the Steamer
from Suez, calling at Pondicherry and Madras en route to Calcutta.
The Steamer arriving from Suez will llohtinue the Voyage to Singapore;
arriving there on the 18th to 20th; Saigon 23rd to 24th ; and Hongkong,
Port of destination, on the 28th to 29th.
Passengers for Shanghae will embark at Hongkong on another of the
Company's Steamers, due there on the 24th, and proceed to their destination shortly after. The passage between those two Ports is u11.ually made
in four days.

APPENDIX.
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Passengers for Batavia. a.re conveyed by another of the Company's
11tea.mers, leaving Singapore for .Batavia about 8 hours after the arrival of
the steamer from Suez.
The Stea.mer going from Hongkong to Shanghae leaves Hongkong
only after the arrival of Stea.mer coming from Suez ; the Steamer going
from Shanghae and Yokohama., leaves Shanghae only after the arrival of
the Steamer coming from Hongkong.
On the Homeward Voyage the dates of arrivals and departures are as
follows:Leave Yokohama on the 13th, arrive at Shangba.e on the 18th;
Leave Shanghae on the 21st, arrive at Hongkong on the 24th ;
Leave Hongkong on the 26th, arrive at Saigon on the 30th ;
Leave Saigon on the 30th or 1st, arrive on the 3rd at Singapore ; one
finds the Steamer departed fro1n Batavia. on the 29th, of the la.~t month.
Leaving the same day for, and arriving at Point-de-Galle on tho 10th
where tho Stea.mer of the 3rd from Calcutta, after touching at Madras
and Pondicherry, is due on tho 9th or 10th.
The Stea.mer from Singapore, after a fow hours stay at Galle, will
proceed on to the Red Sea, calling at .Aden to coal, and arrive at Suez on
the 25th to 27th.
It should be obserTed that the only fixed Dates are those of Sailing
from Shanghae, Hongkong, Calcutta. and Batavia ; the Dates of calling at
intermediate Stations are dependent on the Weather, etc.
During the months of April, May, June, July, August, and September,
the departures from Yokohama, Sha.nghae and Hongkong will be advanced
two days unless the stated duration of stoppage would be expired. In
case of delay in arriving at Sbanghae, Hongkong, and Point of Gallo
on the return voyage from Yokohama, Shanghae and Calcutta the greatest
stoppage will be of three days after the stated diite of departure.
The Transit through Egypt is uniformly arranged for the Outward and
for the Homeward J ournev.
One of the Company's Steamerl will await tho Homeward Passengers
at .AlP.xantlria and leave there on the 27th to 29th, arriving at Marseilles
after touching a.t Messina, on the 3rd to 5th of the month.

TRANSIT THROUGH EGYPT.
By virtue of a treaty existing between his Highness the Viceroy of
Egypt and the Marine Service of the Messa.geri.u Im1hiales of France, the
Agents of the Company arc authorised, on behalf of the Egyptain Government, to issue Railway-Tickets available for the journey between
Alexandria and Suez, and 1>ice-ver,li, at the following prices :One Person by the 1st class, £4.10 or 112 fr. 50;
2nd £~.5 or 56
25.
Children of from 3 to 10 years to pay half of either of the above rates,
those under 3 years travel Free.
Servants of Persons travelling in the 1st class, will be Charged only
2nd class when admitted to the 1st claea carriages as attendants on Children of Persons travelling by that class.

XXVI
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The above Prices include the free transport of Baggage in the following proportions :For one Person by the 1st class, 333 rotolis or 150 kilos French.
2nd 170 - 75
Children of 3 to 10 years, half of either of those quantities according
to the class occupied.
Baggage in excess of the above limits will be charged at the rate of
28 fr. per 100 kilos.
The above prices include the landing of Passengers and their Baggage
at Alexandria and the shipment of both at Suez, and vice-versa.
The landing and embarking are effected by means of convenient and
efficient Steam-Tenders belonging to the Egyptian Transit.
Passengers and their Baggage are conveyed from the Landing-Places
to the Railway, or Hotels, and vice-versa., by Omnibusses and Vans under
the charge and at the expense of the Egyptian Transit.
The Egyptian Government has adopted measures necessary to insure
the Safety and Cemiort of Passengers during their passage through Egypt.
The surveillance of the transit of Passengers and their Baggage is entrusted to an efficient Staff, speciaUy appointed for that purpose, to whom
all demands for information should be addressed.
During the jolll'ney through Egypt, Passengers will have to pay for
their meals.
Refreshment-Rooms have been established at certain Stations on the
line of Railway, where substantial or light Refreshments may be had at
moderate and fixed Prices.
Under ordinary circumstances, the transit from the Mediterranean to
the Red-Sea is performed in 30 hours.
The Journey by Railway generally occupies:4 hours from Alexandria to Cairo, 1.6 2 miles or 261 kilometres ;
5
Cairo to Suez,
90
145
This Transit is effected, according to the necessities of the Maritime
and Land Services, in 1 or 2 days ; in the latter case, not unfrequently,
Passengers remain one night at Cairo, where good Hotel acco=odation
is to be had at the usual Prices.
The time at Cairo may be agreably passed in visiting its interesting
Monuments.
The Company's Agent at Cairo will make it his Duty to afford Passengers any assistance or information that may be in his power.
There are, in Alexandria, five Post-Offices : English, French, Austrian,
Italian alias European, and Russian ; at Suez, an Engli.8h and a French
Post-Office only.
There is, at Cairo, a branch of the European Post-Office for the inland
communications.
Offices of the English Telegraph Company are established at Alexandria, Cairo and Suez.
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NOTICE.
Passage-money is payable in the Currency of the Country from
which Passengers embark. Special Tariffs, converted to llllit each
! locality, are deposited in the respective Offices of the Company.
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!INDIA CHINA, AND JAPAN LINES-RATES OF PASSAGE
MONEY-STEERAGE-PASSENGERS.
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CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO THE RATES OF
PASSAGE-MONEY, &c.
I
TRANSIT THROUGH EGYPT.

The Company's Rates of Passage-Money are applicable to the SeaVoyages only.
The Agents of the Company are authorised, on behalf of the Egyptian
Government, to issue Railway-Tickets for the Transit through Egypt,
which entitle the holders to the privileges accorded by the Egyptian Government, under treaty, to the Marine service of the Messaqeries Imperiales.
The prices of those Tickets are: -For one Person by the 1st class, ............... £4.10 or fr. 112 50
,.
2nd class, ............... £2. 5 or fr. 56 25
Passengers may have the option of payiug the Company for the SeaVoyages only, and of procuring their own Rn.ilway-Tickets in Egypt.
Further information relative to the Transit from the Meditt1rra.nean
to the Red-Sea., and 1;ice versa, will be found in a previous page.

lI
SINULE CABINS.

Any Passenger desiring the exclusive use of a Cabin can be accommodated only if the Steamer be fitted with Cabins having but one Berth ;
or, when the number of Passengers may justify the appropriation of a
Double-Cabin to one Person. The price of such reserved Cabin appears
in foregoing tariff.

III
CHILDREN.

Children under 3 years, belonging to Passengers, are taken free,
otheTS from 3 to 10 years at half-price ; calculated on the rate of passagemoney in general Cabin.
One Berth is allowed for a Child paying half-place, or, for two Children paying a quarter each.
Above 10 years Children are charged for as Adults.
A Family comprising more than one Child under three years can only
claim exemption from payment for one of them ; a quarter-place will be
charged for each of the others.
Berths are not allotted to Children for whom no charge is Jil3de, nor
to those paying only quarter-place.

IV
p ASSENOERS' SERVANTS.
Passengers' Servants will be charged as Steerage-Passengers, at the
rates of that Class, or taken in a general Ca.bin at a reduction of 20 7.
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on rates for the general accommodation ; in the latter case they will be
victualled on the same scale as the Steerage-Passengers.
V
NATIVE SERVANTS OF PASSENGERS.

Native servants accompanying Passengers, will be charged half the
price fixed for a Cabin-Pa.ssa.ge; they will eat with ~he native Sailors and
remain on Deck.

VI
DEOK-P.A.SSENOERS TO THE EAST\VARD OF SUEZ.

Deck-Passengers eastward of Suez will pay two-fifths of the price of a
Steerage-passage, and find their own .Provisions.

VII
CONCESSIONS APPLICABL"E TO NATIVE SERVANTS OF PASSENGERS.

Eastward of Suez, the sum paid by a Cabin-Passenger, on the India
and China lines, for the Passage of a .Native Servant, includes his return
free to the Port of bis embarkation, provided that he be sent back by the
first opportunity.
When a Native Servant is brought to Europe by a Cabin-Passenger,
if the same Servant be sent back to a. Port eastward of Suez, within 3
months after his arrival, the price of his Return-Passage will be reduced
to one half.
VIII
HORSES, DOGS AND CARRIAGES.

Horses and Carriages are conveyed on Deck at prices fixed by Tari.ff;
the Company will not be held responsible for Accidents arising from the
operations of Shipping or Landing, or during the passage.
Horse-Boxes and Provender must be supplied by the Shipper.
Dogs are taken on deck at prices fixed by Tariff.
Dogs belonging to Passengers will be taken on Deck at a charge, not
including feeding or the expense of Transit through Egypt, of 1/10 of the
amount of Passage-Money paid by their owners, such charge not to exceed
fr. 125 or £5.

IX
BAGGAGE.

Each Cabin-Passenger is allowed 150 kilogrammes (3 cwt.); Children,
paying a half-rate, 75 kilos ; o. quarter-rate, 37 kilos ; and Steera.gePassengers, 75 kilos of Baggage Free.
Extra Baggage, over the above limits, will be charged as follows :Between Marseilles and Alexandria, and vice versa. 30 fr. 100 kil 12/0
per cwt.
( Aden,
d vice
· versr,,~ ... "5
B6t
tM
dr Ceylon,
s· } an
, fr. 100 kil . 30/s per cwt.
w~en
a as, . mand the expenMarseilles gapore, Saigon,
ses for the
and
Hongkong,
tr ·t
28
11/8 3
wt.
Shanghai,
ansi .. "...
"
P· per c
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l

Yokohama, ........................................ fr. 100 p. 100 kilos (£2 per cwt.)
Between Ceylon, . Singa-1
Suez or ~re, taigon,
and vice versd. .. .50
,,
20/s per cwt.
Aden and
ong 01?g,
Shanghai,
Yokohama, ......................... ..... .. ..... ........ 75
"
From any Iudian Sea-Port, )
,,
20/s per cwt,
to :i Port in the Straits or ( and 1Jice ve1·sa .. .50
Chrna Seas, .................. J
Yokohama., ............................ ...... ... .. , ..... 75
,,
,,
From one Indian Sea Port to another, except
between those nearest to each other, ......... 30
,,
12/s per cwt.
From one Sea-Port in the Straits, or China
Seas to another, except between those
nearest, to each other, ........................... 30
12/s per cwt.
Between adjacent Sea-Ports, ...................... 20
8/s per cwt.
The Egyptian Transit allows only 150 kilos, to ea.ch Passenger by the
1st class, and 'i5 kilos, to each Passenger 2nd class or Child from 3 to
10 years.
The rate of carriage on extra Baggage in Transit !hrough Egypt is 28
francs per 100 kilos-£0.11.3 per cwt.
This charge, when due, is collected on board the Company's Steamers
in order to save time and inconvenience to Passengers.
Passengers are amenable to the Laws of the Country though which
they may pass; it is, therefnre, prohibited to concflal Letters, or Goods
subject to Customs Duty. Persons infringing that Reg.ulation will be
h1>ld responsible for the consequences to the Company, as well as to
themselves.
No im.flammabh, Article, or those of a nature to injure other Goods,
will be received on board the Company's Steamers, whether as Baggage
or as Merchandise; any Person placing such Articles in Goods or Baggage
will be liable to Legal Penalties, without prejudice to bis responsibility
fur injuries that might result from the shipment thereof.
It is strictly prohibited to ship Merchandise under the name of Baggage; neglect of this Rulo will expoRe tho Goods to seizure and confiscation
in Egypt, and to detention for Freight by tho Agents of the Company.
Specie, or other Valuables, of a greater value than 3,000 £rs. (£120)
belonging to one Passenger, should be declared, paid for, and registered
accordingly.
The Company do not hold themselves responsible for the loss of
Baggage, unless booked. When booked, and if of a greater value tban
£120 (3,000 frs.), Baggage must be declared accordingly.
In case of a Package being lost, if not previously valued, its value
shall be estimated in proportion to the sum mentioned above and to the
number of Packages shipped by tbe owner.
The Compauy will not be responsible for the Loss of, or Injury to
.Baggage, not for any delay lbat may arise ; nor for Loss of Specie,

,,

,,"

,
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Jewellery, or other Valuables, belonging to Passengers, unless shipped
and paid for as Valuables.
Baggage, shipped at any other than an intermediate Port, must be on
board the day previous to the Steamer's departure, when Carpet Bags,
Hat-Boxes, etc. only will be received.
All the .Agents of the Company are empowered, under Open Policies
effected by the Company, to iusure Passengers Baggage at Moderatti Premiums and to issue the necessary acknowledgment of tho Risk undertaken.

X
REGULATIONS IN REFERENCE TO BAOO.A..GE.

Passengers are earnestly requested to have their Names and the Port
of Destination painted in full on each Package.
Neither the Egyptian Transit nor the Company will be responsible for
Loss or Delay arising to baggage insecurely packed or wrougly addressed.
Passengers are strictly ,prohibited · from taking as Baggage any Goods
of a dangerous or damaging nature. Persons disregarding tbat injunction will not only be liable to the Penalties imposed by Statute, but also,
for all Damages that may arise therefrom.
Baggage that by its bulk, nature, or shape may give rise to inconvenience to other Passengers will not be allowed in the Cabins.
Passengers can occasionally have access to their heavy Baggage, which
will be had up from the Baggage Room, on application to the Officer in
charge of it.
.Any Bagg~e that may be missing on arrival at the Steamer's destination shouhl be immediately notified by the Owner, in writing, giving ful
description of it to the Company's .Agents, when every possible exertion
will be used to insure its being recovered and forwarded as directed.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.
I
The Company is not responsible for Loss or Damage arising from accidents or perils of the Sea, or from any other fortuitous causes.
The Company is not responsible for any consequences arising from
sanitary Laws or precalltionary measures of Governments, which may prevent the embarkation, disembarkation, or transhipruent of Passengers.
The Passage-Tickets are delivered on tho conditions stipulated thereon.
Passengers are to accept all consequences resulting from t1e employment
of the Steamers in the Mail-Service.
The Company undertakes no responsibility in the event of the
Steamers' non arrival at the several points of junction ; snch as .Alexandria, Suez, Point-de Galle, Singapore, Hongkong and Shanghae, whether
arising from accidents, or circumstances beyond control ; in such cases the
Company uuclertakes only ·to convey Passeugers to their destination by
its next Steamer ; the expense of such detention at the Port of tra.nship-
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ment, or any other consequences arising from the absence of such coincidence, will bo at the Passengers' charge.
In caso a Steamer of the:Company should be placed in Quarantine, the
rassengers would havo to pay a uuty per day. On the India and China
lines, Cabin-Passengers will have to pay 15 frs., Steerage-Passengers 6
frs., and Deck-Passengers 3 frs. per day, for their maintenance during the
Quarantine.
The Dates indicated in tho published itineraries are only approximative, except those concerning the extreme points of the Lines. From all
other Ports, tho Dates and Hours of departure are subordinate to those
of tho arrivals of the Steamers.
ln case of advance or delay in the Departure from any Ports, Passengers booked will not, by reason of such advance or delay, be entitled
to any claim upon the Company.
The Passage-Tickets delivered. by tho Agents of tho Company must,
in order to be made available, be signed by the Passenger to whom they
are delivered.
The Passage-Tickets must be given up on board to the Commander, or
to tho Purser.
Tho Passage-Tickets are Personal and cannot bo transferred without
the express authorisation of the Company.

II
The difference in the Prices of Cabin-Passages on board tho Company's
Steamers on the India and China lines results excl.1sively from tho different positions of tho Cabins occupied ; as regards the Table, and indeed
in all other respects, Cabin-Passengers are on an equality on board.
The Rates of Passage-Money atated in tho published Tariffs include
Table and Wino for table use.
Choice Wines, Liqueurs, etc., can be had, at moderate Prices, on board
tho Steamers. Separate Meals are provided for steerage-Passengers on tho
India. and China lines. Linen and Bedding are furnished by the Company.

III
No Berth or Cabin will be considered as taken until one half of the
Passage-Money shall htwe been paid, or the whole if under £20. Tho
second half must be pa.id 14 days before the Date of Sailing.
Passengers n,ot embarking after having paid the whole of the Passage.
Money will forfeit half of the amount ; lmless, however, the Passenger
should have been ,mavoidt\bly prevented from embarking at the date for
which the passage was taken, in which case the Ticket can be made available for a subsequent Voyage, on sufficient notice being given to the Company's Agents, without any portion of the Deposit being forfeited. The
accommodation allotted in the second instance will be as similar to that
originally chosen as circumstances may permit.
IV
Passengers going the entire Journey will be allowed a priority, in the
choice of places, over .Persons going only to intermediate Ports, who,
however, if in possession of Berths cannot be displaced.
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In the ln<lia.n and China Seas no Tickets will be issued for intermediate Ports until after Passengers for Europe shall have taken their
places.
In cases where. a Passenger may desire to change from a general Cabin
to a. <lonble or a Single-Cabin, the difference will be charged from tho last
Port touched at to destination.
V
Persons dengerously ill, or afflicted with a contagious complaint, or
those suffering from mental alienation cannot be received on board the
Steamers.
In the event of either of such afflictions declaring itself in the course
of the voyage the Person will be landed at the nearest Port at which the
Stea.mer may touch : such detention will be a.t the Passenger's own expense, who will, however, after convalescence, be entitled to continue the
Journ.iy, without additional expense, in one of the Company's Steamers.

VI
Passengers must conform to the Regulations of the respective Countries
relative to Passports.
In cases where that formality is required, Passengers should present
themselves, with their Passports duly 'IJises, at the Company's offices at
least 4 hours before the departure of the Steamer.

VII
Passengers are earnestly requested to comply with the Company's Regulations, established for the general Safety and Comfort of all on board
its Steamers.

OBSERVATIONS.
The Ladies-Ca.bin is exclusively appropriated to the use of Lady Pa.seengers.
Gentlemen will not be admitted into the Ladies-Cabin ; each Cabin is
at the exclusive disposal of its occupant.
No Passenger, except those who retain single Cabins, will be allowed
the use of a whole Cabin so long as other Passengers of the same Class
require accommodation.
Steerage-passengers will not be admitted to the aft.ir part, or quarterdeck of the Steamers ; the space allotted to them on Deck is that from
the Funnel forward .
.Passengers' Servants will only be admitted into the Saloon and Cabins
in performance of their Duties, when they will be allowed to remain only
the time absolutely necessary.
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Smoking is strictly prohibited in the Saloons, Cabins, and Steerage or
other parts between-decks, and will be tolerated only on such pn.rts of the
Deck where it may not expose other Passengers to inconve11ionce.
The atteu<lants on board the Company's Steamers are forbidden to
ask for gratuities from the Passengers.

INDIA, CHINA, JAPAN AND MAURITIUS LINES.
MERCIIANDISE AND VALUABLES.
Exportation.
TARIFF OF FREIGHT ON SPECIE AND VALUABLES.

On Bullion, Specie, DiaUJouds, Pearls, Emeralds, or other Precious
Stones not mounted, Bank-Notes, Shares or other Documents of value :
( Aden, Point-de-Galle, ....... 11/2 0/0 ou Value.
Siugapore, Saigon, HongFrom Marseilles to
kong, .......................... 1 3/4 0/0
,,
Shanghae, ...................... 2
0/0
,,
Yokohama, ..................... 2 1/2 0/0
,,
On Jewellery, Silver-Plate, or Watches, &c.
( Point-de-Galle, or Aden, ... 2
0/0
"
I Singapore, Saigon, or HongFrom Marseilles to
kong, .......................... 2 1/4 0/0
"
Shanghae, ..................... 2 1/2 0/0
"
Yokohama, ..................... 3
0/0

1
1

TARIFF OF FREIGHT ON MERCHANDISE.

"

Goods are received for Aden, Point-de-Galle, Singapore, Saigon,
Hongkong, Shanghae and Yokohama.
The Company will not undertake to convey Cargo, the weight or bulk
of which might impede the rapidity of operations on board its Steamers.
Goods intended for shipment must be at Marseilles by the 7th and ·/.
17th of the Month, No Goods will be receivecl on board after 12 at Noon
on the 8th and 18th.
All Freight is payable in advance.
Freight is chargeu on Value, Measurement, or Weight at the option
of the Company ;By Measurement of l metre cube-about 351/3 feet cube.
,, Weight 500 kilos
10 cwt.
From Marseilles to .Aden, Point-de-Ga.lie, Singapore, Saigon, or
Hongkong:Fine Goods, Fabrics etc., . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fr. 650 = £. 26
Common ditto, Provision Liquids, etc.,.........
500 = ,, 20
To Sha.ngba.e :
Fine Goods, Fabrics, etc., .... , ..................... ,Fr. 780... ,, 31. 4
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Common ditto, Provisions, Liquids, etc., ...... Fr. 600 = £ 24
N.B. From Marseilles to Yokohama by metre
cube or Weight of 600 kil. Fine Goods,................
830 = ,, 33. 4
Common ditto, Provision, Liquids,...................
650 = ,, 26 ,,
Bills of Lading will not be issued for a smaller amount of Freight than
25 Fr. or £1. - Miuimum Charge.
TARIFF OF PARCEL-RATES.
In order to facilitate the transmission of small Parcels the Company
will receive at graduated rates of carriage, lower than the minirwnm ap•
plicable to heavy Freiglit, Packages not exceeding 3 1/2 feet cubic-measurement, or 1 cwt. weight.
Packages of the above nature for any Port on the India and China
Lines will be received at the Company's Offices up to the latest moment,
allowing ample time for their clearance through the Custom-House.
The Freight is payable in advance.
MEASUREMENT.
FRoM

MARSEILLES.

For Pa1·cels cubing:
2 decim~tres and u11der.
From 2 to 4 4 to 6 - 6 to 8 - 8 to 10
- 10 to ]2 - 12to 14 - 14to 16 - 16to 18 - 18 to 20 - 20to 22 - 22to 24 - 24to 26 - 26to 28 - 28 to 30 - 30to 40 - 40 to 50 - 50to 60 - 60to 70 - 70to 80
- 80to 00
- 90 to 100 (about 3 1/2 cubic-feet
English.)

-

-

To A DEN, POINT•
To
SrNOAP•,RE 'SnANonAE
SAIGON, OR HONGKONG.

DE-GALLE,

Fr. 10
- 12
- 13
- ]4
- 15
- 16
17
- ]8

-

--

--

--

-

1()

20
21
22
23
24
25
33
41
49
57
65
73
81

Fr. 14
- 16
- 17
- 18
- 10
- 20
- 21
- 22
23
- 24
- 25
26
27
- 28
29
- 40
-· 50
- 60
- 70
- 80
00
-100

-

-

'

-

To
YOKOHAMA.

Fr. 16
- 18

----

1()

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
42
52
62
72
82
92
-102

-

r,

N.B.-The Metre-cube is equal to about 35 1/3 foot (.Jube English.
40 cubic feet die equal to 1ma 135.
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WEIGIIT.
FROM MARSEILLES.

I

To ADEN, PoxNTT
DE-G,\LLE, l:sINGAl'ORB, SHA O
8.AIOON, OR flONGKON'1. I

NGll.A

I
E

y

To
VKOHAM.A

For Pcircels weighing:

1 kilogramme (or uu<ler).
From 1 to 2 -

-

---

--

2 to 3

---

3 to 4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
7 to 8
8 to 9
9 to 10
10 to 11
11 to 12
12 to 13
13 to 14
14. to 15
15 to 20
20 to 25
25 to 30
30 to 35 35 to 40
40 to 45
45 to 59
(about 1 cwt.)

-

Fr. 10

-

--

--

-

--

Fr. 14

--

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
40
50
60
70
80
90
-100

16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
33
41
49
57
65

73
81

Fr. 16

-

18

-

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

-

--

-

19

- ao
- 31
- 42
- 52

-

62
72
- 82
- 92
-102

1

N.B.-The kilogramme is equal to about 2 1/5 of a Pound (avoirdupois).
Freight will be charged on Value, Measurement, or Weight, at the
option of the Company.
The Name and Address of Consignee must be plainly marked on each
Package, and its Contents and Value declared.
Parcel-Receipts will be issued instead of Bills of Lading.
The Company is not responsible for any consequences arising from Sea
Risks, Accidents to Machinery, or from other causes enumerated in the
Conditions of the Bills of Lading.
The Sea-Insurance is at the Merchant's risk, but it can, if required, be
covered under the Open-Policies of the Company.
Ali Parcels will be consigned to the Company's '.Agents, to whom application should be made, at the respective Ports of destination; The Expenses of Custom's Clearance, Duty, etc., are at Consignees charge.
INSURANCE.
The Company undertakes, at Merchants request, to Insure Valuables
and Merclrn.ndisc from Sea Risk wider Open Policies, underwritten by
French Insurance Companies, to the extent thereof.

,.
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The Terms and Conditions of those Policies, and the Rates of Premiums, are deposited in all the Offices of the Company.
SPECIAL TARIFFS FROM LONDON, PARIS, AND LYONS.
The Company undertakes to receive in London, Paris, or Lyons,
Specie, Valuables, Merchandise, or Parces, and to forward them to any
Port on the itineraries of its Steamers.
Special Tariffs of Through-Rates are established for this Traffic and
may be seen at all the Company's Offices.
GENERAL CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO MERCHANDISE
AND P ARCEL'3.
Freight is payable in advance.
The Rates quoted include the expense of Transit through Egypt.
The Company recommends Shippers to have their Packages strongly
made and well secured, and to make use of Cases lined with Tin for Goods
susceptible of being injured by the effects of Sea--Voyage, Climate, etc.
No Goods of an inflammable or combustible nature such as Chemical
Products, Ether, Chloroform, Oils, Spirits, Gunpowder, Detomating-Caps
or Powder, Vitriol, Tar, Turpentine, Acids, Lucifer-Matches, etc. will be
received on board the Company's Steamers. Persons infringing this prohibition will expose themselves to a legal Penalty, and to the consequences
oi any loss or injury that might result from such shipment.
Specie declared under its Value will, on discovery, be charged at a
doubk rate of Freight.
On arrival at the Port of destination Goods will be landed at the Custom House at Merchant's expense and risk.
Every Case, Bale, or other Package, must have the Port of Destination
marked on the Package itself.
All Shipments made by the Company's Steamers are subject to the
Terms and Conditions of the Company's Bills of Lading, which may be
had on application at the Company's Offices. None [others are admitted
by the Company.

IMPORTATION.
TARIFF OF FREIGHT, SPECIE AND VALUABLES.
Bullion, Specie, Diamonds, P earls, Emeralds, or other Precious-Stones,
Shares tlr other Documents of Value :
P oint-de-Galle, or Aden, ,.. 11/2 0/0 on Value
Hongkong, Saigon or Singa.To MARSEILLES from
pore, ...... ... ..... ........... . 1 3/4
,,
Shanghae, .... ...... .......... .. 2
,,
Yokohama,1 .... .. ...... , .. ... ... 21/4
,,
Jewelry, Silver-Plate, or 'Y"atohes.
Powt-dc-Galle, or Aden, ... 2
ff ongkong, Saigon or Siuga"
{
To MARSEILLES from
pore, .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 2 1/4
,,
Shanghae, . .. . .. .. . .. .. ... .. . .. 2 1/2
,,
Yokohama, .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 2 3/4
,,
N.B.-No Bill of Lading will be signed for a less amount of :Freight
than 25 Fr. or £1.

J
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TARIFF OF .FREIGHT ON MERCHANDISE.
The Rates of Freight on Merchandise Shipped at the several Foreign
Ports and consigned to Marseilles, are set, forth in arecial Tari1rs converted into the Currency of the respective Countries, and may be seen in all
the Company's Offices.
Goods must be delivered alongside the Company's Steamers at the
Merchant's expense and risk.
No Bill of Lading will be signed for a less amount of Freight than 25
Fr. or £1.
At Marseilles Goods are landed in the Warehouses of the Docks at
Merchant's risk.
The Amonnt of Freiglit may be paid in advance or at Marseilles, at
the Shipper's option; in the latter case the rate of Exchange must be stated
on the Bill of Lading.
The Compauy undertakes to forward Goods from Marseilles to Paris,
Lyons, London, Rotterdam, or to any other of the principal Towns of
Europe. Such expeditions will be effected at Rates and on conditions
contained in special Tariffs, or, by t.he Goods bPing consigned to the Company's Manager at Marseilles, who will forward them, at the Merchant's
expense and risk, accot·ding to instructions.
PARCEL RA.TES.
Parcels and Samples will be received by the Company's Agents at the
several Ports touched at by its Steamers ; the Rates of Carriage on such
Packages are fixed by special Tariffs deposited in the Company's Offices at
the various Ports.

SHIPMENTS BETWEEN INTERMEDIATE PORTS.
Sp~ial Tari1rs, in thEI currency of the di1rercnt Conntries, shewing the
Ra.tea of Freight on SPECIE, VALUABLES, MERCHANDISE and
PARCELS, shipped between intermediate .Ports, .~re to be seen at the
respective Branch-Offices of the Company.

SERVICES MARITIMES DES MESSAGERIES IMPERIALES.
OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA A" D CH!NA.

LONDON TO MARSEILLES

and vice versit

The latest time at which Passengers intending to proceed by the French
Overland Mail from M:1rseillcs, on tho !)th or the l!Jth of every month,
can leavo London, is by tho Mail Train of the South Eastern Railway
Company leaving London Bridge at 8.30 r.M. on the 7th or 17th. This
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Train is due in Paris a.t 7. 20 the following morning. Passengers must
continue the journey by the 11 A.M. Express Train from Paris (Lyons a.nd
Mediterranean Railway), arriving in Marseilles at 6.35 A.111. on the 9th or
the 19th. The Mail Steamers leave Marseilles at 2 P.M.
First Class Through-Tickets via Dover ancl Calais are issued for the
above journey by the South Eastern Railway Company, to be obtained
also at 4, Moorgate Street, price £6. l ls. Sd. They are likewise to be
bad for the route via Folkestone and Boulogne, price £6. 5s. 6d. These
Tickets are available for 15 days, and the holder is entitled to break the
journey during that period by stopping at Folkestone and Boulogne (or
Dover and Calais), Amiens, Paris, Dijon, a.nd Lyons.
Messrs B. W. and H. HoRNE, receive at their Office, 4, Moorgate
Street, and forward to Marseilles, Passengers' luggage which the Company
undertakes to put on board at Marseilles. Luggage must be sent to 4
Moorgate Street, on or before the 2nd or the 12th. Each 1st Class Pas_
senger is entitled to 4 cwt, free of expense to Marseilles and each 2nd
Class Passenger to 2 cwt. Extra. luggage over the above limits will be
charged at the rate of 18s. per cwt.
On the Homeward voyage, Passengers landing at Marseilles from the
Overland Mail Steamer, may obtain First Class Through Tickets to London, via Calais and Dover or Boulogne and Folkestone, price £6. 12s.,
and via Dieppe and New haven, prict £5. 7s. 4d. These Tickets are issued
by the Lyon11 and Mediterranean Railway Company, and are available for
one month. The holders are entitled to stop, during that period, a.t
Paris, Boulogne and Folkestone (or Calais and nover, or Dieppe and
Newhaven).
On landing at Marseilles from the Company's Steamers, Passengers
intending to proceed to London may consi'gn their luggage to the Company's agents for transmission to London on the terms above stated for
the Outward voyage. All luggage to be claimed in London a.t tM Office
of the Agents, B. W. and H. Horne, 4 Moorgate Street, E ·O.
The Company undertakes the insurance of Passengers' luggage from
London to destination, and vice versd, at moderate rates.
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THE

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
OFFICE-No. 59, WALL STREET,
NE"W YORK.
President,
ALLAN McLANE.
Vice A·esident,
F. W. G. BELLOWS.
Treasurer,
CHAS. J. ABERCROMBIE.
Secretary,
S. S. JOHNSON.
Secretary for Cliina Bmncli,
RICHARD B. IRWIN.
Purveyor,
S. C. HOLMAN.

AGENTS.
F. R. BABY,
.,.
G. B. GIBBONS,
...
D. M. CORWINE, ...
..
...
G. F. BOWMAN, .. .
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
OLl VER ELDRIDGE, Principal Agent -Pacific Co., at
J. H. PHINNEY,. ..
. ..
MESSRS. RUSSELL & Co.,
...
S. L. PHELPS, ... Principal Agent China & Japan,
WHEATLY, STARR & Co.,
...

NEW YORK.
ASPINWALL.

PANAMA.
AOAPULCO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
YOKOHAMA.
SHANGHAE.
HONGKONG.
LONDON.
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THE CONNECTIONS OF TIIE PACIFIC MAIL , TEAMSHIP COMPANY'S LINE.
At ASPINWALL, with steamers of tho British lines, to Liverpool and
Southampton; the French line, to St. Naz:i.rre. By these lines and
Spanish steamers passengers reach Cuba, St. Thomas, :Martinique,
and the othor ports iu tho West Indies, and on the Spanish main.
At PANA..~A, with the P. S. N. Co.'s s~eamers to Valparaiso and Callao,
and all other ports on- the west coast of South America, with the
P. R. R. Co.'s steamers to all po1-tii in Central America; and with
the P. N. Z. & A. Co.'s steamers to New Zealand and Australia.
At SAN F1tANcrsco, with steamers for the coast of Mexico, the coast of
California and Oregon, and ports in the British Possessions.
AT YoKOHAMA, with a French steamer to Shanghai.
At HoNGKoNo, with tho P. & 0. Co.'s steamers and Messagories Imperialos line, Pemtng, Calcutta, Madras, Point de Galle, Bombay, and
other ports in British India and the East India Islands.

RATES OF PASSAGE MONEY, &o., &H., IlY TllE PACIFIC 'MA.IL
STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S LINE OF VESSELS.
The usual length of the voyage from F.ngland to Hongkong by the
route is fifty-four days, divided as follows :From Liverpool, Southampton or Havre to New York, ... 11 days.
,, New York to Aspinwall,
7 "
Isthmus transit,
1 day.
,, Panama to San Francisco,
12 clays.
,, San Francisco to Yokohama,
... 1'7 "
,, Yokohama to Hongkong,
... 6 "
Total,
.. . M days.
Yokohama to Shangha.o, by another of the Company's ships 4½ days.
The steamers of this line touch at Acapulco, Mexico, and at Panama
connect with the Panama R. R. Company's steamers for the West Coast
of Central America and with the Pacific Steam Navig·ation Company's
steamers on the West Coast of South America. At Aspinwall, on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus, they connect with the Steamers of the "Royal
Mail Steam Packet Company" for Southampton, with those of the" West
India and Pacific Steamship Company" for I,iverpool ; and with the
Transat!ii,ntique Cie,, for St. Nazaire, France.
The sflrvice of this line betw'3en San Francisco and New York is trimonthly, and steamers leave New York daily for European ports, thus
affording travellers opportunities to make stoppages en route not anywhere
necessarily of more than 10 days duration. The steamers from San Francisco skirt the Coast.s of Upper and L,;,wor Oalifornfa, of Mexico, Guata-
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mala and others of the States of Contral America to Panama. Passengers cross the l;thmus by the Panama R. R. 47½ miles to Aspinwall,
where a track is laid upon thtl Company's dock to the ship's side. From
.Aspinwall the ships for New York steam across the Carribbeau Sea to the
eastward of Jamaica and between Cuba and St. Domingo, and passing
smaller Islands to the North, emerge into the open Atlantic. New York
lies in the most direct route from Aspinwall to Europe, just as San Francisco is in the nearest track a ship can follow between Hongkong and
Panama.

LIST OF NEW VESSELS, NOW OOMPLETED, EMPLOYED
ON THIS LINE.
BETWEEN NEW YORK AND ASPINWALL.
Builders.
.ARIZONA, . . . . . . . ..
.. . 2703
105
12 HENRY STEERS•
HENRY CHAUNCEY,
... 2450
12 w. H. WEBB.
105
NEW YORK,
... 2450
90
OCEAN Q GEEN,... .. .
... 2790
90
12
RISING STAR, .. . .. .
2812
96
12
NORTHERN LIGHT,
ARlEL, ... . . . . . . . . .
CHAMPION,
BETWEEN P AN'AMA .AND SAN FRANCISCO.
Biiilders.
CONSTITUTION,
105
... 3750
12 w. H. WEB"B.
GOLDEN CITY, ...
. .. 3750
12
96
Do.
SACRAMENTO,
... 2682
96
12 WEBB &BELL.
MONTANA, ...
... 2676
105
12
Do.
GOLDEN AGE,
... 2281
12
86
SONORA,
... 1762 (2) 55
11
ST. LOUIS, .. ,
... 1771 (2) 55
11
CALIFORNIA,
... 1057
8
70
TOBAGA (steam tender Bay of Panama)
BETWEEN SAN FRANCISCO AND CHINA & JAPAN.
Builders.
GREA'I REPUBLIC, ...
HENRY STEERS •
. .. 4200} b t j
...
4200
aou
I
CELESTIAL EMPIRE,
w. H. WEBB.
COLORADO, ...
... 3728
105
12
Do.
COS'f A RICA,
... 1840
80
11
HERMANN, ...
... 1973 (2) 70
9
NIPHON (building)
... 4200
AMERICA,
,,
... 4200
The tonnage as given above, is "registered tonnage;" by carpenter's
measurement it is much greater.
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RATES OF PASSAGE MONEY.
HOMEWARD ROUTE
lst Cabin, 2n<Z Cabin

}'rom Hongkong to
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

Sl.eeTa,ge.

Yokohama,... . ..
$160. 00 $100. 00 $60.00
San Francisco, ...
300.00 200.00 100.00
Acapulco or Manzanillo 37'5.00 265.00
Panama,
440.00 287.50
Callao,... .. .
600. 00 362. 60
Valparaiso, .. .
710. 00 412. 50
New York, .. .
485.00
Liverpool via New}
612.60 395.00
York, " Cunard
line,"
... . ..
Liverpool via New}
"
York, 'Inman' &
"
660.00
155&150
'National' lmes,
Liverpool via Panama,
602.50
"
"
670.00}
Southampton ,, {
646. 00 441. 25 231.19
"
"
618.75
,,
,,
St. Nazaire, France,... 647. 50 483. 75 234. 32
No handbook of the Company having as yet been published we are
unable t@ give particulars of the fares by the outward route, which are
payable in American gold coin or its equivalent. As this is at present a
fluctuating standard we can only state that the amount in dollars is the
same either way.
Baggage is allowed for each person to 250 pounds. Any quantity in
excess of this weight is charged 10 cents per pound.
The above charges include the transit of the Isthmus (where no expenses of any kind need be incurred by passengers), and table, wines euepted
for all classes.
Wines of all kinds can be obtained on board.
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ALFRED I-IOLT'S
LINE OF STEAMERS
FROM

LIVERPOOL TO CHINA,
VIA THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

The vessels at present on the line are, the

AGAMEMNON.
ACHILLES.
AJAX.
We are unable to give the dates of aITival and departure as they depend
upon many contingencies such as the state of freight, &c., &c. Their
average runs are as follows :OuTWA.RDs-Li verpool to Mauritius calling there for a few hours only
to land and receive passengers, specie and parcels only.
Thence to Penang where the stay will probably be about 86 hours.
SINGAI'ORE,
Staying about 3 days.
HONGKONG,
,,
4 days.
SHANGHAI, where the voyage will end.
The length of the voyage from Liverpool to the above places (including
detenUon in ports) is a.bout :To MAURITIUS,
39 days.
PENANG,
54 ,,
SINGAI'ORE,
57 ,,
HONGKONG,
66 ,,
SHANGHAI,

76 ,,
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HoMEWARDs.-The same route is taken and in addition a call of 5 or
6 days may be made at Foochowfoo, and the call at Mauritius is lengthened to about 2 days.

The length of the homeward voyage is therefore (including detention
in ports) about:From SHANGHAI to LIVERPOOL,
77 days.
FooCHOWll'00,
69 ,,
HONGKONG,
65 ,,
SINGAPORE,
57 ,,
PEN..\NG,
54 ,,
MAURITIUS,
38 ,,
Additions to these ports of call may be made, but care is taken not to
materially lengthen the voyage.
Rates of freight are: Outwards £6 and ten per cent per ton of 40 cubic
feet. The homeward rates vary according to sailing vessel rates, being
slightly in advance.
The Steamers run under steam the whole passage. There is accommodation in each steamer for about 40 cabin passengers, but they are
principalJy intended for car~o. Cabin passengers onl'lj are carried.
The rates of passage money are three-fourths of those charged per
Overland route.
The Homeward rates of Cabin passage money are as follows :(No other description of Pas.1e119ers taken to orfrorn Englcinll.)
For SINGAPORE,
£ 20 per Adult.
PENANG, . . •
£ 35
,,
MAURITIUS,
£ 35
,,
LONDON, ...
£100
,,,
The Passage Money includes Bedding and Linen, under the following
:i:egulations :An allowance of £5 on the above rates will bfl made for each Berth,
in a State Room were there are more than two Berths, and for each Berth
in a State Room which has not an air-port through the St~amer's side.
The price for a State Room containing two Berths, when engaged for
the exclusive use of one passenger, will be Half-fare additional
One child, when under one year old, Free; when above one and under
twelve years, .Half-fare ; above twelve years, Full Fare. Children lmder
twelve years to be berthed (if required) on sofas.
Servants of passengers will be berthed aft (on sofas if required,) and
charged Two-thirds Passage Money-to mess with cabin attendants.
No Berth will be considered engaged until half the Passage money is
paid.
Each vessel will carry a Surgeon and Stewardess.
Agents at Hongkong, Canton,, and Foochow-BIRLEY & Co.
.Agents at .Amo'lj-BOYD & Co .
..igents at Shanghac- BU'fTERFIELD & SWIRE.
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Alfred Holt'3 Line of Steamers from Liverpool to Ohina.

GENERAL CONDI'fIONS ON WHICH A PASSAGE TICK.ET
IS ISSUED.
APPLICABLE TO EITHER END OF THE ROUTE.

1.-The acceptance of this ticket by the passenger will be considered
as binding him to all the conditions expressed therein.
2.-Passengers not embarking after taking their passage to forfeit half
the passage money.
3. - Should the vessel be unable, from any cause, to continue or complete the intended voyage, the owners reserve the right of forwarding
passengers to their destination in the best practicable way (at owners' expense) or of cancelling this agreement by returning the passage money, or
the equivalent thereof if at a foreign port.
4.-No person can be received on board who is suffering from any infectious disease, and if in the course of the voyage any passenger shall be
found to b"! suffering from a disease of that character, be will be required at
his own expense, to find accommodation at any port in which the vessel
may happen to be at the time, or at the first port she may reach after the
discovery of the existence of the disease. In this case the owners reserve
the right of (cancelling this agreement by a proportionate return of the
passage money or of carrying on the passenger, when recovered, to his
destination in one of the vessels belonging to the line.
5.-.All expenses of quarantine to be borne by the passenger.
6.-U uder no circumstances will the owners be responsible for the loss,
or detention of, or damage to any luggage or package of any description.
7.-The owners will not be responsible for the maintenance of passenger~ or foi: their loss of time during any detention arising out of accidents, or for any loss or damage arising from perils of the sea, or from
machinery, boilers, 01· steam, or from any act, neglect, or default whatsoever of the pilot, master, or mariners, or for any consequences arising
from sanitary regulations or precautions which the ship's officers or local
government authorities may deem necessary, or should such sanitary regulations or precautions prev1mt embarkation or landing.
8.-When a deposit is made to secure a passage, the balance of the
passage-money to be paid five clear days at least before the intended day
of sailing, or the berth is liable to be relet, and the deposit forfeited.
9.-During the vessel's stay in port, in the ordinary-course of the
voyage, passengers will be provided for on board, and no hotel hills will
be paid by the owners.
10.-Passengers will be expected to comply with lall the regulations
established for the maintenance of order and cleanliness on board.
11.-Smoking will not be allowed in the saloon or in any of the sleeping-rooms.
12.-Accounts with the steward to be settled weekly.
13.-Wines and liquors will be charged extra, and can be purchased
from the steward at the tariff ra.te. Passengers will not be alljwed to
take any on board.
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14.-The steward's fee is included in the passagt1-money.
15.-Each adult passenger will be allowed 40 cubic feet of luggage,
free of charge-each child half this quantity. Freight will be charged 011
any excess at the rate of five shillings per cubic foot, payable before embarking. Merchandise or specie will considered as luggage.
16.-The cost of landing and embarking is not included in the passagemoney.
17.-Any passenger is liable by Act of Parliament (17 & 18 Victoria.
cap. 104) to a penalty of £100 for taking on board gunpowder, or other
goods of a dangerous nature, such as lucifer matches, chemicals, or any
article of an inflammable or damaging; nature. This will be strictly enfd'rced.
18.-All unoccupied berths (except where the whole state room is
specially engaged) are liable to be filled up at intermediate ports (by European passengers only.)
19,-All berths are let on condition that the passengers may be transferred (except where the whole state room is specially engaged) from one
state room to another, if required to accommodate passengers. Such
transfer will be made into state rooms as similar as practicable.

APPENDIX B.
D LS1'ANCE 1N NAUTICAL MILES FR.OM SHA. N GHAE
TO TOWN , &c., ON THE YANG-TSE-KIA N G.
"HANGHAE
12

Woosun g

150½

l38l

194

182

43½

445

433

294½

251

682

570

431½

388

137

738.9

726.9

588.4

544.9

293.9

UHINKIANG

l

NANKING
KIUKIANG
HANKOW
156.9 IYOKCHAUFOO

TABLE OF DISTANCES IN STATUTE MILES.

::!ml~:~.~~~~. ~~.~.~~.~~.~~~~.:::·.:::

Second Bar ........ .. .. ... ................... ..
:From Canton to.. .... The Bogue ......... .. ........................ ..
Lintin ........ .. .. .. ....... .. ....... .. ......... ..
Hongkong .... .. .... .... .. .................... ..
Macao ... .... .... .. ..... ... .. ................... .
From Macao to .... ..... Cumsing-moon .. .. .. ....... ....... ......... .. .
Macao, through Capsbui-moon ..... .... .
Do. South side of Lantao ........... ..
Cumsing-moon ...... .. ... .... .... .... .. ...... .
Amoy ....... .. .......................... , ...... ..
Fuhchau fu. ...... .... ........ ....... .......... .
Ningpo ...... .... ... .. ...... ... ... .. ... .. .... ... .
From Hongkong to Sha11ghae, through Formosa Channel...
Do.
east of Formosa Id .... .. .... ..
Manila·.... ..... ...... ...... ....................•
Singapore ......... ................ ...... , ..... .
Batavia .................................. ...... .
Honolulu ... .... ................... .. ......... .
San Francisco, by great circle ........... .
Do.
due bearing, .. ...... .... ..

12
14
25
38
69
98
88

17

44
41

40
354
583

912
1,033
1,326
770
1,680
2,157
5,678
6,414
7,514

....................
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CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, &c.,
ON

CHINA AND JAPAN.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS
ON

CHINA
(other than philological) published on CHINA and
JAPAN in the English language.
NoTE.-The works named in the following list, which can only be deemed
a cop.tribution to a more complete catalogue, will be found arranged
when practicable under the authors' names ; when these are not
known under those of the publishers ; and in cases where neither
could be ascertained under the leading words of the titles. The
catalogue not being intended as an index of any particular collection, but as a general list for the information of readers, the above
mentioned arrangement has been deemed most advisable.
The titles of Books marked * are taken from tbe catalogue of
the Morrison Education Society, Hongkong. The comments
n.rc taken from various works, chiefly the Chintse Repo~itory.

.A.
A complete view of tho Chinese Empire, and a genuine and copious
ac:count of l\llacartney's Embassy. 8vo. pp. 466. London, 1798.
ABBOTT, (Rev. Jacob) China and the English; or the character and
manners of the Chinese, as illustrated in their intercourse. Boston,
1835-Reprinted in London.
ABEEL, (Rev. David) Residence in China, and the neighbouring Countries
New York 1836 8vo. * 12mo. pp. 378. Reprinted in London. This
work treats very cursorily of China, Siam, Singapore, and other
parts of Asia beyond the Ganges ; it was intended chiefly to impart
information respecting the religions, conditions, and wants of the people inhabiting these regions .
.ABEL, Narrative of Journey to interior of China, with maps and engravings, London 1818 4to. -.IAddress to the People of Great Britain explanatory of our commercial
relations with Chioa. By a Visitor to China. 8vo. pp. 127. London,
1836. This is one of the many pamphlets issued from the
English press on this subject. See Chi. Rep. Vols. III. page 406;
and V. page 241.
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ALcocK, (Sir R.) Capital of the Tycoon ; a narrative of three years' residence in Japan, 2 vols. London.
ALLOM, (T.) China, in a series of views displaying its scenery, architecture, &c., and described by Rev. G. N. Wright, 4to. 4 vols.,
London, 1843. Neither the engraver, nor the writer of these beautiful volumes was ever in China, and they have produced a strange
medley. The pictures are chiefly r emarkable for th e number of pagodas introduced into them ; many of them are taken from a preceding work. See Chi. R ep. Vols. XIV, page 118 ; and XVI, page
223.
AMHERST, Embassy to China. *
ANDERSON, Narrative of Lord Macartney's embassy to China, in 179293-94, London, 1795, 8vo. ~
Anglo Chinese Calendar, 1835--1839, 1 vol. ~
Anglo-Chinese Calendar. Commenced 1831.- Companion for 1832, by J.
R. Morrison.
.Asiatic Journal. Monthly. 8vo. 27 Vols. from 1816to 1843.~ London.
This periodical, as well as the Asiatic Researches, has much more
information relating to India than China.
Asiatic Researches. 4to. 11 Vols. from 1709-1812. L ondon. .Asiatic Researches of the .Asiatic Society of B engal. 8vo. Calcutta.
Asiatic Society, Trausactions of China branch of,-Hongkong, 1847 to
1859, Svo. 7 vols.
Asiatic Society, North China Branch, Transactions, Shanghai, 1856 to
1860, 4 vols.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. New Series. 1865, 1866.
.ATKINSON, (T. W. ), Travels in Upper and Lower .Amoor, London, 1860.
.ATKINSON, (Mrs) R ecollections of the Tartar steppes, London, 1863.
.AUBER, (Peter) Outline of the Government, laws and policy of China and
of the British embassies thereto, London 1834, 8vo. * Mr
Auber, as secretary of the E. I. Co.'s Court of Directors in London
enjoyed peculiar facilities for clearing up many obscure points relating to th eir intercourse with China. The principal merit of this
volume consists in its statistic.11 information relating t o the embassies.
Authentic Memoirs of the Christian Church in 0hina, wit h the causes of
the declension of Christianity in tnat Empire. Translated from the
German of Mosheim, 8vo. London, 1750.-Reprinted in Bishop
Percy's Chinese Miscellany, 1762.
AVRIL. Travels in divers parts of Europe and Asia, undertaken by the
French king's order (Louis XIV.) to discover a new way by land to
China. By Father AVRIL. Done out of French. 18mo. pp. 370,
London, 1693. This work gives some notices of the r egions of
Central Asia, and of the missions in the north of North. See Chi.
Rep. Vol. X, page 397.

:e
BALL, (S. ), Account of the culture, &c., of Tea. By Samuel :Ball, Bvo.
London, 1847. Mr Ball was tea-taster in China for many years,
and wrote a pamphlet about 1822, showing the desirableness of
the English getting their tea at Fuhchau or some other port
nearer the regions where it was grown. .Both these works describe
the preparation of tea.
BARRow, (I.) Travels in China. Notes of Short residence at Yuen-mingYuen and subsequent journey from Peking to Canton, London 1806.
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BARROW, (J.), some account of public life of, and selection from unpublished writings of Earl Macartney. including (with other l)apers) a journal of an embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of
China, with an appendix to each volume, London 1807, 4to., 2 vols.
Of the three accounts of Macartoey's Embassy, Staunton's is thefullest;
Anderson's was published first, but as his situation of valet to his
lordship did not give him opportunity to learn all the particulars
which transpired, the former is perhaps tenned authentio. Barrow's
book is the result of much reflection and study, and will always remain one of the best treatises on the national character and position
of the Chinese. See Chi. Rep. Vols. II page 337, and VI. page 17.
BAU DIET, History of the Court of the king of China.
From the French
of M. Baudiet. 4to. 1634.
BEAUMONT, (J.), our relations with China, 8vo.
BEAUMONT, the Canton dispute, 8vo.
t BELCHER, (Sir E.) Narrative of a voyage around the World in H. M. S.
Sulphur, including naval operations in China. 2 Vols. 8vo. pp.
387, 473, London, 1813.
IlELOHER, (8ir E.) Narrative of tho Voyage of H. M. S. Sama.rang, to
Corea, drn. 2 Vols. 8vo. pp. 358, 574. London, 1848. Mr Marry at,
a midshipman on board the Samarang, and Mr Adams, the surgeon,
also wrote notes of her voyage; a large work on natm-al history by
the latter was published under the patronage of the Admiralty.
BELL, travels from St. Petersburg to divers parts of Asia, lHasgow, 1763,
4to. ~ By John Bell of Antermony, 2 Vols. 4to. London, 1763,
and 2 Vols. 8vo. l 764. .Bell's book, from its subject being new, and
written when a journey from Moscow to Peking was a rare adventure,
has been often quoted; but he seems to have possessed few of the
qualities of a first-rate observer. Ono of the moat valuable parts of
the volumes is Lange's journal at Peking.
Bellum Tarta.ricum, printed for John Crisp. London, 1654.
.BENNET, (George), wanderings in N. S. Wales, Batavia, Pedircoast, Singapore and China; being the journal of a natm-alist in those countries
during 1832-34, London 1844, 3 vols., 8vo.
BENTHAM, Flora Hongkongensis. Description of the Flora of Hongkong.
London, Lovell Reeve, 1861.
BENYOWSKY, Memoirs aud Travels of count de. Written by himself. 2
Vols. 4to. London, 1790. A strange relation of the daring adventures of a reckless man ; the only part relating to China is contained
in the first seventy pa[es of Vol. II, where his proceedings in Formosa are detailed ; see vhi. Rep. III, page 596.
BERNARD. Narrative of voyages and services of Nemuis, 1840 to 1843
from the notes of Commander Hall, R. N. 2 vols. London 1844.
Colburn.
BERNCASTLE, Voyage to China, London, 1851, 8vo. 2 vol. W. Shober!.
t BINGB.AM, (J. E., R.N.) :Narrative of the Expedition to China, &c. 2
Vols. 12mo. pp. 395, 424, London, 1842.
B.LAKIST0N, Five months on the Yangtze, London 1862. Murray.
BLUEllOOKs Parliamentary. Correspondence respecting affairs in China.
Hansard.
BOA.GETS.!. sketches of China and the Chinese; folio.
'
BoBN, (::standard Library Edition) Chinese. London 1853. Henry G.
Bohn.
BowRING, (Sir J. F.) Siam. London, 1857, Svo. John W. Parker, & Son.
BRADSHAW, (W. S.), a voyage to China., gr. 8vo.

•
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BRADSRAW, China overland guide.
BRAND, (Adam), journal of an embassy from the Emperor of Muscovy ;
overland into China, by Everard lsbrand, their secretary in the
years 1693-94-95 ; translated from the High Dutch, London 1698, 8vo.
BRETON, (M.) China, its Costumes, arts, &c. 4 Vols. London, 1824.
BRIDGMAN, (Rev. E. C.) Letters on Ohina. 18mo. pp. 124. Boston, 2d
ed. 1840.
BRIDGMAN, (Mrs), the daughters of China, 12mo.
BRIDGM.A?i, (Mrs), Darkness in the Flowery Land
BRIDGMAN, Life of. By his widow. New York, 1844.
BRIDGMAN, (Rev. E. C., D.D.) The Life and Labours of, Edited by Eliza
J. G. Bridgman, New York, 1864.
BRIDGEMAN, (E. C.) Letters on China. 18 pp. 124. Boston, 2nd edition,
1840.
BRINE, (Commander L.) The Taiping Rebellion, London 1862, 8vo. John
Murray.
British relations with China. Comparative statement of English and
American trade with India. and Canton, London 1832, 8vo.
Broad grins from China, 12mo.
BRowN, Seaman's narrative ofad ventures in Cochin China in 1857-8. London, 1861, 8vo. Charles W esterton .
BRUCE, (M.) Hongkong Illustrated in a series of views. Lithographed, London, 1849. These views are very pretty things. We
suspect the workmen in England added some things when
filling up the original sketckes, such as Chinestl riding on donkeys,
a picnic of Chinese gentlemen and ladies on one of the hills, with a
state umbrella held over them, &c.
BULLOCK, The Chinese Vindicated, or another View of the Opium Question; a Reply to S. Warren. London, 1840.

0
CALLERY & YvAN, History of the insurrection in China, (translated by
John Oxforrl), Loudon, 1854, 8vo.-Smith Elder & Co.
Canton, Description of the city of; with appendix, containing account of
the population of the Chinese Empire, Chinese weights and measures, and the imports and exports of Canton, 2nd edit, Canton,
1839, 8vo.
Canton bombardment of, 8vo.
Canton Courier, Weekly. Conducted by W.W. Wood. Canton, 1832,
1838.
Canton Miscellany. Nos. I to X. 8vo. Macao. 1830. This miscellany
was started under the auspices of the mf\mbers of the E. I. Co.'s
Factory in Canton, principally by Mr Marjoribanks and Mr Davis.
Canton Press. Weekly. Published at Canton and Macao, 1836-1844.
Conducted by Mr Franklyn, and afterwards by E. Moller.
Oa.nton Register, Weekly. Published at Canton, Macao, and Hongkong.
Commenced in 1827, terminated 1836. *
CANTOR, (T.) Flora and Fauna of Chusan. In the Annals and Magazine of Nat. History, Vol. IX.
Catalogue of Vhinese library of Royal Asiatic Society, London 1838. "'
Celestial Empire, the
CHALMERS (Rev. John), the origin of the Chinese; an attempt to trace
the connection of the Chinese with western nations in their Religion, Superstitions, Arts, Language and Traditions; by John
Chalmers, A. M. Hongkong, 1866.
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CH.AMBERS (W. ), Designs of Chinese buildings, furniture, dresses, machines and utensils, engraved by the best hands from the originals
drawn in China, by W. Chambers, architect. To which is annexed
a description of their temples, houses, gardens, &c., London, 1757,
Royal folio.
·
Chi.va, Historical and descriptive account of, by Murray and 5 other writers, Edinburgh, 1836, 3 vols., 12mo. pp. 368, 498, 462, The account of the natural history of China is one of the best portions of
this work; the parts relating to commerce and national industry are
less satisfactory. It is a readable compilation, requiring, however,
almost as much knowledge of the subject to sift out the truth, as
its six authors had, none of whom ever lived in China, See Chi.
Rep. Vol. V., page 193.
China; dialogues between a father and his two children concerning the
history and present state of that country. By an Anglo-Chinese,
24mo. pp. 120, London, 1824.
China, Ancient and modern, Royal 8vo.
China, its History to the predent time.
China question, (the), 8vo. p.
China : and Bowring and Cobden, 8vo.
China Mail, Hongkong, folio weekly newspaper, from 1845 to 1867; when
the Evenini Mail was incorporated with it, and it is now published
daily.
Chinese Gazetteer, Manuscript by John Reeves, Canton 1820. -,i.
Chinese Repository, Canton, Macao and Victoria, 1832- 1851, 8vo. 20
vols. -,i. The most valuable serial ever published in China; nearly all
the unsold copies were destroyed at the burning of the Canton factories aud complete copies now command a high price ; as much as
$180 has been givt>n at auction for this work.
Chinese Classics by Dr. Legge, in 7 vols. 8vo. (3 published), 1863-1865. •
Hongkong, and Triibner & Co., London.
Chinese and Japanese H.epository, (edited by Rev. J. Summers), London,
1863-65, 2 vols., 8vo.-W. H. Allen & Co.
Chinese traveller (the) to which is prefixed a life of Confucius, London,
1772, 12mo. with a map and plates.
Chinese Miscellany, Shanghai, 1849-50, 4 vols., 8vo.
Christianity in China, a true account of the present state of, bond on, 1'709.
CoBBOLD, Pictures of the Chinese, drawn by themselves, London, 1860.J ohn Murray.
Collection of Voyages and Travels, London 1744 folio 6 vols. includes•
:NAV.iltETTE's account of Empire of China.
BAcKROFF's voyage into China; Wagener's do.
BoNr's account of Cochin China.
GEMELLE CARERI's voyage round the world, to China a.nd other
countries.
Description of Corea.
BAWN's Description of Ton Queen.
Collection of voyages discoveries and travels, London, 176'7, 8vo., '7 Tola.
includes BELL'S travels from St. Petersburg to Peking.*
COLLIE, Translation of the Four Booka, Malacca 1838, 8vo. ""'
Complete view of the Chinese Empire, London, 1798, 8vo.
CoNDERS, Modern traveller. Burmah, .A,nnam and China, 8vo. *
CooKE, (Wingrove), China, London, 1859.-G. Routledge & Co.
CORNWALLIS, two journeys in Japan, 1856-5'7, London, 1859, small Svo.,
·
2 vols., T. C Newby.
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CORNER, (J. ), Pictorial History of China and India.
Correspondence with China. (The Blue Book.) Two parts Presented to
Parliament, 1840, Folio.
Costumes of England, Austria, Russia, Turkey, China and Switzerland,
colored plates, 1814-15, 7 vols. Royal 8vo.-Murray.
CoxE, (W.), Archdeacon of Wilts: ac~ount of Russian discoveries between
Asia and America; to which ia added the conquest of Siberia and
history of the transactions and commerce between Russia and China,
London, 1780, 4to. (4 editions published; 2ud, 1780, with maps;
3rd, 1787; 4th considerably enlarged, London, 1804, 8vo. with maps
farge paper).
ORAWFORD, (J.) Embassy to Siam and Cochin China, London, 1830, 8Yo. *
Criminal punishments of the Chinese.
Crisis in the Opium Trade, China, 1839, 8vo.
CULBERTSON, (Rev. M. S.) Darkness in Flowery Land, New York, 1857.
CUNNINGHAM, China, p. 800, 8vo.
CuNYNGHiliE, Aide-de-Camp's recollections of service in China,, London,
1844, 2 vols., 8vo.-Saunders & Otley.
t CuNYNGHAME, (Arthur.) The Opium War: being Recollections of
Service in China. London, 1846-Republished in Philadelphia.

D
D. 'A. (Anna) A. Lady's visit to Manila and Japan, London 1863.
DA C&uz, (Rev.) A treatise, in which are contained at great length,
affairs relative·to China, and also some pa.rticulars of the· kingdom
of Ormuz. By the Rev. Gaspar DA CRUZ of the order of San
Domingo. Lisbon, 1569. Second Edition, 1829,
Daily Press, Newspaper published at Hongkong.
DANIEL, (Thoe. and Wm.) A picturesque voyage to India by way of China,
London, 1810--16. im}), oblong, 4to. with 50 colored plates.
DARREL'L, (Lieut. C.), Sketches of China, India and the Cape.
DAVIES, (E.), Spiritual claims of China.-foolscap.
.
DAVIS, (Rev. E.) China and her Spiritual Claim.a. 18mo. pp. 134.
London, 1846.
DAVIS, (E.) Memoir of Rev. Samuel Dyer. 18mo. London, 1846.
DAVIS (Sir J. F.), "Fortunate Union," tranlllated from Chinese, London,
1829, 2 vols., 8vo. ~ Thia popular tale has probably been read by
more persons than any other ~ranslation from Chinese literature. The
pleasing History published by Bishop Percy was an imperfect
version made by a gentleman resident in Canton in 1719; it was
however translated into French, and published at Lyons, 1766.
DAVIS, (Sir J. F.) Histoiy ef China, London, 1836 18mo., 2 vols.
DAVIS, (SirJ'. F.) Chinese Romance and tragedy, London, 1829 8vo., 2
vols.
DAvis, (Sir J . F.) Chinese novels, proverbs &c., London, 1822. 16mo.
DAVIS, (Sir J'. F.) China, London, 1867 (new edit.) 2 vols., 8vo.-J'ohn
Murray.
DAVIS, (Sir J. F.) The Ohinese, London, 1849, 2 vols., 12mo.
DAvis (Sir J. F.), "An heir in his old age" (Lao singurh) a Chinese drama
tran!ilated from the original Chinese: to which is prefixed a brief view
of the Chinese drama and of ,their theatrical exhibitions, London,
1817, small 8vo., p.p. 164.
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(Sir J. F.) On th11 poetry of the Chinese, (Poeseos Sinensis commentarii) London, 1829 4to. Reprinted with additions. Macao, China, East
India Company's press, 1834, 8vo. Contains, San yu low or the three
dedicated rooffill, a late translation from the Chinese, Canton China,
1815 8vo.
DAVIS (Sir J. F.), Chinese Miscellanies.
DEAN, (Rev. Wm.) The China Mission. New York, 1859.
DENNYs, (N. B.), Notes for tourists in the North of China, Hongkong,
l 866, 8vo. , p. p. 68.
DE QcnN<JEY, China. Reprinted from "Titau," Edinburgh, J a.mes Hogg,
London, R. Groombridge, 1857. 8vo.
Digest of despatches on China, London, 1840. 8vo.
DOB.ELL, (Peter.) Narrative of a residence in China. 2 Vols. 12mo,
London, 1823. Only one of these t.wo volumes relate to China, and
that is not very valuable. The author was in the service of the
E. I. Co.
Doings in China. By Lieut. Alexander Murray.
DooLITTLE, (Rovd. J.), Sociallife of the Chinese p. 8vo., 2 ,·ols. New York
1865.
DOWNING, (C. Twogood.) The Fanqui in China in 1836-37. 3 Vols.
12mo. London, 1838. Republished, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1839.
The object of this writer was the same as Mr Wood's, in his
"Sketches of China" but not having remained in the country so
long, found more to write about. The volumes contain a due pro•
portion of truth and error, the writer misunderstanding much
that he saw, and misapprehending some things be heard; and yet
giving a tolerably good account of life in Canton. See IJhi. Rep.
Vol. VII, page 328.
DitYDBN, (J.) Life of St Francis Xavier of the Society of Jesus. By Pere
L. Bohurs. Translated from the French by J. Dryden. 12mo. London.-Vida iconologioa del apostol- de las Tndias, F. Xavier. Por
Xuares. Rome, 1798. Bohurs gives his views of the character of a.
remarkable man; it is not the only, nor perhaps the best account of
its su bjeot. See Chi. Rep. Vol. p. 258. Bartoli wrote a life in Italian
about 1,700, translated afterwards into Latin. Luotma's life of the
.Apostle to the IndieR, written in 1650, or thereabouts, is the earliest.
Du HALDE, description of China, London, 1738-41. folio, ~ vols. Published in weekly numbers.
Du HALDE, General history of China containing a Geographical, Historical, Chronological, Political and Physical description of the empire
of China, Chinese Tartary, Corea and Tibet, &c., &c. Done from the
French of P. Du Halde by J. Brookes, Londou, 1736 8vo., 4 vols.
DUNNE, Calcutta to Peking, London, 1861.-Low & Sons.
DAVIS

E
EAST India Company's embassy to Tartar Ch:.un Emperor of China giving
sketch of Journey from Canton to Peling. London, 166!) folio.*
EDKINS, (Rev. Joseph.) The Religious Condition of the Chinese, London
1859.
'
EowAitDs, (S.) The Chinese Commission to the Great Exhibition.
ELLIS, (H. T.) J oumal of Lord Al1HE1ts·1•'s embassy to China. London~
1817, 4to.
ELLIS, (H. T.) Tour from Hongkong to Manila in 1856, p. 8vo.
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ELLIS, (H. T.) Journal of proceedings of late embassy to China London
1818, 2 vols. 8vo.
Euglishwoman in China, pamphlet, 8vo.
Evening Mail, Daily paper, published at Hongkong, 1855 to 1867 ; incorporated with China Mail, (daily) Feby. 1, 1867.
EwEs, China and Australia, pamphlet, 8vo.

F
FrNN, (James), The Jews in Ch1na: their synagogue, their scriptures,
their history, &c. 121110. pp. 85. London, 1843. See Chi. Rep.
Vol. XIV. page 305.
FISHBOURNE (Capt. ~.N.), The present revolution in China, 8vo.
F1sBER (Lieut. Col.), Three years service in China.
FLEMING, Tra vela on horseback in Manchu Tartary, being a Summer's ride
beyond the great wall of China, qr. 800, London 1863, Hurst awl
Blackett .
.FoNBL.ANQUE, Niphon and Pechili or two years in Japan and Northern
China, London, 1862,
}'oochow Advertiser, bi-weekly paper, published at Foochow, commenced
in 1866.
FORBES (Major.) Five years in China from 1842 to 1847, with account of
the occupation of Labuan and Borneo, London, 1848, 8vo.
FORTUNE, (R.) Three Years' Wanderings in the northern provinces of
China. 8vo. pp. 406. London, 1847. Mr Fortune was sent out by
the Horticultural Society of London in 1843 to collect new plants for
their garden at Chiswick. His report in this volume contains an
account of his travels and adventures in pflrsuance of this object,
with particular accounts of the cultivation and preparation of tea,
cotton, mulberry, and other branches of agricultural industry. See
Chi. Rep. vol. XVI, page 568.
FoRTUNE 1 (R.) Residence among the Chinese, London, 1855, 8 vols.,
JoHN Muinu.Y.
FORTUNE, (R.) Tea Countries of China, London, 1853 3d. Edit, 2 vols.,
JoHN MURRAY.
FORTUNE, (R.) Glance at the Interior of China, obtained during a journey
through the silk and tea districts, 1845.
FoRTUNE, (R. )'Narrative of a journey to the Capitals of China and ,Japan,
London, 1863.
FRAMPTON, J., Discourse of the Navigation which the Portuguese doe
make to the realmes ancl provinces of the East partes of the world
and of the knowledge that growes by them of the great de..-izes which
are in the dominions of China. Written by BARN.A.DINE of ESCALANU,
Trans. byJ. FRAMPTON, London. F. DAWSON, 1579.
Friend of China. Semi-weekly. Commenced in 1841.
Hongkong.
(now at Shanghae.)

GG1LBERT, (Thos.), Voyage from New South Wales to Canton in 1788, London, 1789, 4to.
GILBERT, (Sir Humphrey), Discourse of a discoverie for a new passage to
Ca.taia. London 4to. 1576.
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GILLESPIE, R11volutions and Missions in China.
GLADSTONE, (Rt. Hon. W. E.), The China War.
GoDDA.RD, (J.) Remarks on the late lord Napier's mission to Canton, in
reference to the present state of our relations with China. 8vo. pp.
21. London, 1836.
GoLOWNCN, (Capt.), Narrative of his captivity in Japan, 1811-12-13. *
London, 1818, 8vo. 3 vols.
GORDON Chiua from a medical point of view, 8vo.
GRANT & GRIFFlT11s, (piib ) Points and Pickings about China and the Chinese; by old Humphrey, London.
GRIFFIN, Baron Groa, embassy to China and Japan in 1867-58, London,
1800.
GROSIER, (Abbe), a general description of China translated from the
French. London, 1788, 8vo. 2 vols (with map of China. and plates.)
A compilation from the accounts furnished by the Missionaries,
2nd edit., 1795. *
GULLEY, (R.), Captivity in China.
<tuTZLAFF, (RtJv. C.) China Opened. Revised by Rev. A. Reed, D.D.,
2 vols. 8vo. pp. 510,570, London, 1838. These volumes were written
in some haste, and though they contain some observations of value,
they are an unsafe guidtJ to the subjects they discuss, See Chi. Rep.
Vol p. 84.
GuTzLAFF, (Rev. C. ), Three voyages along the coasta of China in 1831-3233, London, 1834, 8vo.
GuTZLAFF, (Rev. C. ), A sketch of Chinese history ancient and modern, comprising a retrospect of the foreign intercourse and trade with China,
illustr. by a new map of the empire, London, 18:14, 2 vols. 8vo. This
work was hastily written ; it possesses few things of value, and gives
such a dry chronicle of events, that few works on China are more
tedious. See Chi. Rep., Vol. II, page 331. If history is a record of
of the action of causes, and reveals the great forces which affect, and
delineates the men and acts which accomplished, the destiny of a.
nation, then this work is not a history.

:a:

II

HABERSHilf, Surveying and exploring expedition in North Pacific, including Coast of Ohina, AmtJrican edition.
t H.u.r., (Capt. .Baail, R.N.) Voyage to the west coast of Corea and Loochoo,
London 1832. .Appendix. containing charts and vocabulary of the
Loochoo lap.gua.ge.
RALL, (Ca.pt. Basil, R.N.) Narrative of the Voyages and Services of the
Nemesis from 1840 to 1843, and of the naval and military operations in
China. From Notes of Commander W. H. Ball by W. D. Bernard,
2 Vols. and 1 Vol. 8vo. An abridgment in one Vol. 12mo. London
1845.
HALL, (Ca.pt. Basil, R.N. 1) Narrative of a voyage to Java, China and the
great Loochoo island, London 1840, 8vo.
HALL, (W. H., R.N.), the Nemesis in China, p. 8vo.
lliLLOR.l.N, Journal to Loochoo and Japan, London 1856, small 8vo.Longman Brown & Co.
HAMBERG, (F.) Life of the Chief Hung-si11,-tS'tien.
HAMILTON, (Rilv. James), China and the Chinese. (Sermons) London,
1847.
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lliMrLTON, (Captain, Alexander.) A New Account of the East Indies.
2 Vols 8vo. pp. 400, 320, London, 1744. The author of this book
was a sea captain, who spent tM best part of his life in trading between the ports of Asia and Europe, and wrote a gossiping narrative
of his adventures and observations between St. Ilelena and China ;
about 75 pages of the second volume are o~cupied with notices re·
garding China.
Hankow Times, tri-weekly pa.pAr published at Hankow, commenced in
1866.
HARRIS, Na.vigantium atque itinerantium Bibliotheca, London 1864, folio,
includes""
Travels of two Mahomedans in India and China.
,,
of Tuibbi Benjamin from Spain to China.
,,
of Ruburquis into Tartary and China.
,,
of Marco Polo,
CuNNINOHAM's residence on Chusan.
ADAM'S adventures in Japan, &c., &c., &c.
fuwx, Narrative of tbe expedition of an American squadron to China
and Japan in 1852-53-54, New York 1856.
HEEREN, (H. L.) Historical Researches into the Politics, Intercourse,
and Trade of Asiatic nations, 2 Vols. 8vo. London, 1840. Only a
few pages of this work relate to China; see that portion relating to
the Scythians, Vol. II.
History of the Tartars; their wars with and overthrow of the Chinese.
From the Spanish of Mendoza, 8vo. London, 1679.
HoDGSON, (C. P1nnberton.) Residence at Nagasaki and Hakodate, in
1859, 1860, wit.h an account of Japan generally. London, 1861.
HoLMAN, (James R.N.) Travels in China, New Zealand, &c. 8vo. pp.
519, London 1840. The travels of Lieut. Holman in various lands
have attracted attention from their being the descriptions of a blind
traveler. The chapters on China are chiefly compilaLions from approved authors.
HOLME, (Samuel) a journal during his attendance as one of tho guard on
Lord Macartney's embassy to China. and Tartary, London 1798, 8vo.
HoRSBURGH, Memoirs, comprising navigation to and from China, London 1805, 4to. *
HozLETT, (W. ), China and Tartary, 2 vols., 12mo.
Hi:re, Chinese Empire, London 1855, 2 vols.-Longman Brown & Co.
Hue, Recollections of a journey through Tartary and Tibet. London,
Longman Brown, &c. and Co.
Hue, China, London 1859, 2 vols.-Routledgo & Co.
Hue, Christianity, in China 3 vols., 8vo. London, Longman, Brown &
Co 185'7

:c
IDES, (Evert Ysbrandt), Three' years travels from Ma.rroco oTerland
to China, London, 1706 4 to. Reprinted in 2d vol. of Harris' collection of voyages and travels. Ides' work partakes partly of the form of
a journal, and partly of an official report. See Chi. Rep. V c,L VIII,
pige 520. Brandt's journal is a scarcer book than that of the ambassador.
Incidents of Missionary Labor, London, 1860.
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Indo-Chinese gleaner 181'7 to 1822. Mala.r.ca, 8,·o., 3 vols. Published
in 20 numbers up to April 1822. All that is valuable in this periodical was contributed by Dr Milne and Dr Morrison. Many of its
papers have been reprinted in the Repository.

J
Japan and Malaysia, Claims of upon Christendom, exhibited by notes of
voyages made by ships Morrison and Himalaya in 183'7, 2 vols. 1839.
J ES0ITS, Travels of several learned Jesuit missioners into the Archipelago.
India, China and America, London, 1'714 8vo.
JETER, (Rev. J. B.) Memoir of Mrs Henrietta Shuck. 18m. pp. 246.
Boston, 1846.
JEws, the, at K'ai-fung-foo. Shanghae, 1851.
t JOCELYN (Lord), Six Months with the Chinese Expedition. 12mo
pp. 155, London, 1847.
JoHNSoN (James, Surgeon), The oriental voyager, or descriptive sketches
and cursory remarks on a voyage to India and China, 1803-6 London
180'7.
JONES (Sir W.), Discourses on the Tartars, Chinese, &c. (Werks) vol. l.*
t Journal kept by Mr Gally and Capt. Denham, during a captivity in
China in 1842, London, 1844.

KELLY, Oriental Meteorology, London, 1822. Royal 8vo.
KELLY, (F.), A letter on the China debate, 8vo.
KEs,,oN, (J.), Christianity in China.
Krno, (Rev. Samuel), China, or Illustrations of the symbols, philosophy, antiquities, customs, superstitions, laws, government, education, and literature of the Chinese, by Samuel Kidd, 8vo. pp.
403, Londo'l, 1841. The author of this work was a missionary
at Malacca seven years, from whence he returned to England in 1832, and was afterwards appointed Professor of
Chinese in University college, London.
Bis work exhibits
considerable reading upon the various topics mentioned in the title
page, and has the advantage of presenting the Chinese characters
with their sounds ; but on the whole it is a scholastic rather than
a practical work, meagTe in those points where one most desires information, and too much taken up with combating the errors and
theories of others.
Krno, (C. W.) British Intercourse with China. By a Resident in China,
8vo. pp. 58. London, 1836,
K<EMPFER, (Engelbertus,) The History of ,fapa.n, &c., its productions,
its emporors, its people; with a description of the kingdom of Siam.
Folio 2 Vols. pp. '700, London, 1'727. One of the most accurate accounts of Japan, even at the present time, and showing how
little the people change in their government and cnstoms. In the
preface, the author has given a long list of writers on Japan.*
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L
LANGDON (W. B.), Descriptive catalogue of Chineso collection at Hyde
Park corner, Loudon, 1844, (pamphlet)
Last (the) year in China to the Peace of Nanking. By a Field Officer.
London, 1843.
LAY (G. T.) the Chinese as they are; their moral, social, and literary character, &c. by G. T. L ,w, 8vo. pp. 342, London, 1841.-Republished
in Albany, U. S. A. The reader of this book ha.a oue satisfaction,
viz, he is not 1_:erusing other people's thoughts ; Mr Lay gives his
own views, feelings, and theories ; and though he might have modified them all after further research and reflection, we have t1e
opinions of an independent observer.
LAYLOR (Emily), Chinese 'fales, 12 mo.
Le Comte's history of China, London, 1737, 8vo. Memoirs and
Remarks,
geographical, &c.,
mttde in above 'fen years
travel through the Empire of China. By Louis Le Comte. A new
translation, 8vo., pp., 536, L ondon, 1733. L~ Comte, like Magaillans, was well acqnaintecl with his subject. and his book has not yet
lost its value. See Chi. ReJJ. Vol. I, page 249.
LEGGE (Rev. J., D. D. ), Letters on the name "God" in the Chineso language, 1850.
LEO GE (Rev. J., D. D. ), Chinese notions concerning God and Spirits, 8vo.
LEGGE (Rev. J., D.D.), Chinese Classics (trans.) 3 vols. published, 7 in all.
Hongkong, 1866, large 8vo.
LINDSAY (M.), Report of proceedings on a voyage to the northern ports of
China in the ship Lord .Amherst, 8vo. pp. 296, London, 1834.
This voyage excited considerable notice i11 England when it was presentEid to the House of Commons, and did much to attract the attention of English merchauts to the new field opened to their trade
by the abolition of the Company's monopoly. See Chi. Rep. Vol. 11,
page 529.
LtNDSAY, (H. H.) Is the War with China a just one 1 London, 1840.
LINDSAY, (H. H.) Letter to the Rt. -Hou. Viscouut Palmer"Bton 011
British relations with China. 3d ed. 8vo. pr. 19. London, 1836.
LINTON, News of the art of navigation and of the mighty empire of
Ca.thaia. together with tho straight of Aman, London 4to., 1609.
LJUNGSTEDT, A Historical Sketch of the Portuguese settlements in
China. By Sir A. Ljungstedt, knt. 8vo. pp. 323, Boston, 1835.
Portions of this work were printed in China before t.he whole was
prepared for the press. The author was a Swedish morcliant and
employe in China for many years, and his work is a valuable collection of historical rAcords relating to Macao. See Chi. Rep.· Vol. I,
page 391 ; and Vol. III, page 288.
LoBSOHEID, (Wilhelm), Rise and fall of the Chinese population ; translation, Hongkong, A. Shortredo & Co., 1862.
LoBSUHEID, (Wilhelm.) Notes on Jj'ormosa. Hongkong, 1863,
t Loca(Ca)Jt. G. G. R.N.) Closing Events of the O,m1paign in Chiua.
12 mo. pp. 227, London, 1843. Svo.
LoCKRART, W . M . D., Medical Missionary in China, London, l 861, 8vo.
Hurst and Blackett,
LOCKMAN, (John), 'fravels of the Jesuits into various parts of the world,
particularly China and the East Indies. Tmnslatod from the Lettros
E<lifiautes, by John Lockman, 2 vols. Secoud edit., Loudon, 1762. •
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LowRCE, (Red. W. M.) The IJintl of Sinim, or an Exposition of Is. 49:
12, with a brief account of the Jews and Christia.us in China. 18mo.
pp. 147. Philadelphia, 1846. This is a reprint of the articles under
this title in Vol XIII, of the Repository.

1W:
MACARTNEY, (Lord), Embassy to China, London, 1793 4to. 2 vols."'
MACLAY, (R..,v. R. S., o.o.) Life among the Chinese.
MACLEOD (J oh.n), N arrativc of a voyage in His lllajasty's late ship Alceste
to the 'Fell o w sea, along the Coast of Corea., arnl through its numerous
• hit]ltlrto undiscovered islands, Loudon 1817, large 8vo.
t .AiACKENzrn, (R.. S ), Namitive of the Second. Campaign in China.
12tno. pp. 253, Lund.on, 1842
t MAOPlIEAltSO!i, (D.M. o-) Two Yea.rs in China.; Narrative of the Chinese
Expedition from April 1840 to 1842. 8vv. pp. 254. Appendix of
137 pages, London, 1842. 12mo.
MAGAJLLANS, (Gabriel de) Nouvelle Relation de la Chine. 4to., Paris,
1688. A History of China co11taining a description of the most considerable particulars of that Empire. By G. Ma.ga.illans, 12mo.
pp. 352, London, 1688. Magaillaus was woll qualified to speak upon
China, and his book, though a posthumous public:ition, is still valuable. Sue Chi. Rep. Vol. X, page 641; and page 605, for a notice
of his life.
MALAN, Who is Go,l in China 1 London, 1855.
MALco.\f, (Rev. H.) Travels in South Eastern Asia, Boston, 1839, 2 vols.
MALCOM, (Revd H.), China and Bindt1stan, 8vo., p.
Manners and Customs of the Japanese in the nineteenth century. By
Mrs B. 12mo. pp. 222. Loudon, 1841.-Reprinted in N. Y. The
whole of th.is work was transfeITed to the pages of the Repository at
the time of its publication; see Chi. Rl'p. Vols. IX and. X, Noticc1J
of Japan.
MARJOltIBA 'II KS, (C.) Letter to the Rt.-Hou. Charles Grant, on the
present state of British Intercourse with China. 8vo. pp. 66.
London, 1833.
MARSDEN, Travels of Marco Polo, (translatio11), 4to pp. 782 London 1863.
It is not necessary to recite the numerous editions of these celebrated
travels which have appeared in Pvery European language, the differences and comparative merits of most of them being fully mentioned and iUustratud in tho prefaces of these two English versions.
The edition pul1lishoJ in 1824 by the Geographical Society of Paris
is probably the most complete of any, but none of the editors or
annotators of the V cnctfan have brought more patient research and
varied oriental learning to boar upon his Travels th...,n Mr Marsden.
MARTIN, (R. l\:lontgomory), China, political, commercial and social. An
official work by order of Her M:ijesty's Govornment. London 1847,
Svo., 2 vols. with 6 maps, statistical tables, &c.
This
work contains some misstatements, and reads like a piece of patchwork; the geographical information respecting the five ports and
Hongkong is the most trustworthy. The author endeavors to show
the propriety of retaining Chnsan under British power.
MAE.TINE, History of the war of the Tartars against China, London 12mo.
lu65.
MJ.110N, (Geo. Ily), the Costumes of China illustrated by sixty colored
engravings with explanations in French and English. London 1800,
royal 4to., (vide "Punishments.")
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MATHESON, (James, of Canton). The present position and prospects of
the British Trade with China, together with an outline of some leading occurrences in its past history. 8vo. pp. 135. London, 1836.
McGHEE, (Revd. R. I. L.) How we got to Peking, a narrative of the
campaign in China of 1860, with illustrations, Svo., 1 vol. pp 366,
London, 1862, Richard Bentley.
McLEOD, (J.) Narrative of a voyage in H. M. S. Aloeste to Corea,
Lewchew, &c. Svo. pp. 288, Londou, 1817.
MEADOWS, (T. '1'.), The Chinese and their Rebellions. London 1856.Smith, Elder & Co., large 8vo.
MEADOWS, (T. T.) Desultory Notes upon China.
MEARES, (John), Voyages made in the years 1788 and 1789 from China to
the North West Coast of America &c. including some account of
the trade between the N. W. Coast of America and China, and the
latter country and Great Britain, London 1790 4to.
MEDHURsT, (W. H.), China, its state and prospects. London 1842, 8vo.J ohn Snow. This work contains a well digested account of the
progress of Protestant missions among the Chinese up to the date of
its publication, and a journal of the author's voyage up the coast in
1835, See Chi. Rep. Vol. IX, page 74.
MED HURST, (W. H. ), The Shoo ki,ng or Historiral Classic, being the
most ancient authentic record of Annals of the Chinese Empire
(translation), 1846 Shanghae.
MEDHURST, (W. H. ), A dissertation on the theology of the Chinese, Shanghai 1847, 8vo.
MED HURST, (W. H. ), The interior of Chin:t, p. Svn.
MEDHURST, (W. H. ), The Chinaman Abroad. Shanghae, 1848.
MEDHURST, (W. H. ), The Silk Manufacture, and Cultivation of the Mulberry, Shanghae, 1849.
Memoirs of the life and labors of Robert Morrison, D.D. By his Widow
2 vols, 8vo. pp. 552, 654, London, 1839.
Memoirs of Rev. William Milne. By R. Morri~on, Svo. pp. 231. Malacca, 2824--Memoir of Rev. W. Milne, late missionary at Malacca,
24mo. pp. 36 Dublin, 1825.-Life and Times of Milne. By Robert
Philip, 8vo. London, 1838. Republished in New York.
MrnHrE, The British world in the Eaat. London, 1846 8vo.-W. H. Allen
&Co.
Midshipman in China, or recollections of the Chinese. 18mo. pp. 124.
Louden and Philadelphia, 1843. This volume is intended for Sunday Schools. It contains some strange fancies, such as that the Chinese sometimes have-visiting cards 13 feet long and 8 feet wide, that
small footed women walk with crutches, mixed with observations
tended to interest children in the spiritual condition of the Chinese.
MILBURN, (Wm.), Oriental commerce, or a guide to the trade of the East
Indies ancl Ohina, London 1813, Royal 8vo., 2 vols.
MILNE, (Revd. W.), Retrospect of first ten years of Protestant missions
to China.* Malacca, 1820, 8vo.
MILNE, (Rev. William,) Retrospect of the first Ten Years of the Protestant Mission to China. 8vo. pp. 376. Malacca, 1820. Milne's work
has now become very scarce, but much of its contents Lave been
frequently reprinted. He enters very minutely into the history of
the operations of himself and Dr Mo1Tison, and interperses his remarks with short essays upon the mythology, literature, and character of the Chinese.
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MILNE, (W. H .), life in China, London 1859.-Routledge & Co.
Minutes of evidence and report on tile China trade, London, 1830, 8vo.,
2 vols. if.
Minutes of evidence on the East India Company'a affairs, 1813. 4to. 2
vols. 11- passim.
Miscellaneous pieces relating to the Chlnese, London 1752, 2 vola.,
12mo., Rare.
Missionary records in China and Bunnah, p.
Modern voyages and travels, containing diary of a jonmey from Haini.n
to Canton, 1819-20. London, 1822 8vo. *
MoNFART, (Henry de), An exact and curious survey of all the East Indies
even to Canton all duly performed by land ; wherein are also described the huge dominions of the great Magor, London 1615, 4to.
ReprinteJ in the third volume of the Somers collection of tracts.
MoNTGOllURY (J.), Journal of voyages of D. Tyermann and G. Bennet in
the South sea islands, China, India, &c.; compiled by J. Montgomery,
London 1831, 2 vols., 8vo
MORRISON (J.R) Chinese charms talismans, &c. London 1831, 4to.ifMoRRISoN, (Rev. J. Robt., D.D.) Memoirs of, by his widow, London,
1839, 2 vols.
MORRISON, (R.) Translation of a singular proclamation issued by the
Fooyuen of Canton. 4to London, 1824.
MORRISON, (J. R.) Chinese Commercial Guide, consisting of a collection of details respecting the foreign Trade with China. 8vo. pp.
166. Canton, 1834. 2d ed. 1844. 3d ed. 1847. This compilation is a
series of tables and directions respecting the conduct of the trade at
Canton and elsewhere in China. The later editions were published
after Mr Morrison's death. See Chi. Rep. Vol. III, page 386
MoRRlSON, (R.) Notices concerning China and the Port of Canton, the
affair of tho frigate Topaze, and the fire of Canton. 8vo. pp. 97.
Malacca, 1833.
MORRISON, (Rev. J. R.) A Memoir of the principal occurrences during
the Embassy from the British government to the court of China in
the year 1816. 8 vo. pp. 96. London, 1820.
MOSELEY (W. H. ), Protestant mission a in China.
MuorE, (Robert) China, its resources and peculiarities, &c. London 1840,
small 8vo.
MUDIE (R.), Resources of China, foolscap.
MURRAY, (Lieut. A.), Personal narrative of an officer engaged in the late
Chinese expedition. London 1843, 8vo.
MURRAY (Lieut. A.), Doings in China, gr. 8vo.
MURRAY (Hugh), Historical account of travels and discoveries in Asia'lf'
from the earliest ages to the present time. Edinburgh 1820, 8vo.
3 vols.
Murray's Encyclopedia of Geography, Edinburgh, 1830.-These and many
similar works on Geography, include in their plan a large amount of
information relating to China and its contiguous countries.

N
N. (T. ), (Thomas Nicholas), the strange and marveilous newes lately come
from the great Kingdome of China, which adioynetb to the East Indya.: translated out of the Castlyn tongue to T. N., London, by
Thomas Gardiner and Thomas Dawson, 12mo., 1758. [This curious
blaok letter tract consisting of six leaves, is reprinted in the Oenaura Litera.ria. J
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NAVARRETE (R. F. F. Dominick Fernandez), an account of China, with
a supplement. In the first and sixth volume of the Churchhill colleotion of voyages and travels. •
NEUMANN (translation), Sec. 1, History of pirates who infested the China sea from 1807 to 1810, London 1831, 8vo. Tsing Hai F8Jl Ki
or Record of the Pacification of the Seas. Published
in the Canton Register, Vol. XI., No. 8 et seq. The second of these
two translations was made by John Slade, the editor of the Register,
and is superior in point of faithfulness to that of Neumann's. See
Chi. Rep. Vol ill. p. 76.
NEUMANN, The Catechism of the Shamans, or the Laws and Regulations of the presthood of Budha in China. Translated from the
Chinese original with notes and illustrations, by Cba.rlEis:F:. Neumann,
8vo. pp. 162, London, 1866. Prof. Neumann was sent to Canton
in 1830 to collect a library of Chinese books. This translation is noG
very accurate, and gives in some cases erroneous news of the doctrines
of the Shamans or Lamas. See Chi. Rep., Vol. I, page 286.
NEWCOMB (Rev. H.) Cyclopreclia of Missions, New York, 1858.
NmuHOFF, an embassy from the East India Company of the united proviucea to China, by M. John Nieuho.f:f, London 1669 folio, (vide 2nd
vol., Churchhill's collection of voyages and tranls, and 7th and 14
vols. Pinkerton's collection.)
North China Daily News, paper published at Shanghae.
North China Herald, Weekly paper published at Shangltae.

ffl}(lf:t\~B

C>
t OcHTERLONY, (Lieut. J.) The Chinese War.
Oo1LBY (Atlas Chinensi~), China ancl East 1'artary. Remarkable passages
in two embassies from new Batavia to Kou-chi Emperor of Chma
(translation), London, 1761.
OGILBY, Second part of above. Embassy to Viceroy, and Emperor Kaugsi, London, 1761
OGILBY, Emperors of Japan. Remarkable address to, from East India
Company ; and giving a description of geography and natural history
of the country, &c., &u. London, 1670.
OLIVER & BoYD (pnb.), Historical and descriptive account of China (by
six authors), Edinburgh, 1843, 3 vols. 12 mo.
OLYPRANT, Narrative of Earl of Elgin's mission to China and Japan, 1011don, 1859, 2 vols. W rn. Blackwood and Sons.
OLYPHANT, China-a popular history Londen, 1857, 2 vols. Svo.
Opinm Crisis ; a letter to Charles Elliot; by an American Merchant,
London, 1839.
·
Oriental Herald, 1824-29 passim.*
Ornithology of N. Japan, published in Ibis. 1861.
OsBEOK, (PETER) voyage to China and East Indies, London, 1761-71-74,
Svo. 2 vols. Translated from tbe German
J. R. FORSTER, 2 Vols.
8vo. London, 1771. The lively style m which this journal ia
written renders it rather a favorite book, and as the author chiefly
confined himself to describing what he himself saw, his notices give
a good idea of the condition of foreigners in Canton a hundred years
ago, See Chi. Rep. Vols. I, p. 209, and XVI, page 136.
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(Capt. S., R. N. ), British Relatil)ns in Chiua. Edinburgh, and
London, 1860. W. llla.ckwood and Sous.
OSBOll.NE (C.,,pt. S., R. N.), A cruizo in Japaneso Waters; Etlinburab and
London. Blackhead.
OSBORNE (Capt. S., R. N.}, Japanese fragments.
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p
(Juan y Mendosa de), history of the conquest of China, London 1676, 8vo.
Pamphlets on the China trade, including Urmston'e observations, London 1833, 8vo. *
PARKE (R. ), the bistorie of the great and mightie Kingdome of China, and
the situation thereof &e., translated out of the Spanish of Joan Gon9ales de Mend09a, by R. Parke, London 1588, 4to.
PARKER, (P., M.D.) Journal of an Expedition from Singapore to Japan.
18mo. pp. 75, London, 1838.
PARLEY (Peter), tales about Chit.a, London 1843, 16mo.
P.1.uw, (Cornelius de), philosophiool dissertations on the Egyptians and
Chinese, translated from tho l<'r. of M. de Pauw, by Capt. J. Thompson, London 1795, 8-vo 2 vols.
P&cK (tr. N.), Chinese ceremonials.
P1;;00 , (.James,) a Voice from China and lndia, relative to the evils of the
..:ultivation and smuggling of opium. Svo pp. 90, Ll)w.h,n, 1846.
Penal Oo<le of China. Translation by Sir G. Stauntou, London, 1810.
Pt:NNANT, outline of the Ulobe; tixtra Ga.ngem, China a.ad Ja!Jan, London 1798-1800, 4 to vol 2. *
Peoplti of China, thoir ,History, Court, Religion, &c.; with a sketch of
Protestant Missions, 18mo. pp. 336, Londl)n.-.Ropublislwd in Philadelphia, 1845. This little book was written f•>r the .Religious Tract
Society's series of publications by oue who was never in China ; few
books on the subjoct contain so many en·ors, and convey so many
erroneous impressions.
PERCY, Bishop of Dromore: Miscellaneous pieces relating to the Chinese,
London 1762, 12mo. 2 vols.
PERRY, (Commodore,) Narrativo of the expedition of an American squa<lron to China Seas and Japan, porformed in the yeai'B 1852-54-5!.
2 Vols. Royal 8vo.
PETERS, (John R. Jr.,) Chinese Museum in Marlborough Chapel, 8vo.
pp. 182, Boston, 1845. The first two of those works aro inteudecl
to acnompany tho collection of Chinese curiosities carried to America
by Na.than Dunn, formerly a merchant in C,mton; the second is
compiled with the most knowledge of the subject. Mr Peters' pamphlet delineates the contents of a similar museum, carried to New
York in 1845. See Chi. Rop. Vols. VllI, 581; and Xll, page 561.
PnILIP, true and perfect description of three strange and wonderful voyag.,s performed by tho ships of Holland and Zealand towards the
kingdoms of Cathaia and China, tr,mKlatod by Philip, 1609, 4to.
Pn1PP, (H. John,) practical treatise on the Uhirni. and Eastern trade, 8vo.
pp. 338. Calcutta 1835 folio.* A compilation made from newspapers and other periodicals, good at the time of its publication, hut
now of less value.
•
PIDDINOToY, Hornbook of storms for the Indian a.nd China seas, Calcutta
180';, 8yo,
·
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Pilot (The China.) 8vo. 4th Edition. London, J. D. Potter, 1864.
PINTO, (Ferdinand Mendez), voyages and adventures of, during his travels for the space of 21 years in the kingdoms of Ethiopia, China,
Tartaria, Cochinchina, Ca.la.minham, Siam, Pegu, Japan and a great
part of the East Indies, done into English, by H (enry) C (ogan,) gent.
London 1663 folio ; 3rd edit. 1692 folio.
This work contains the "apologetical defence" of Pinto, consisting of confirmatory references to every Portugue!e and
Latin work containing notices of matters on which he wrote.
Points about t'be Chinese, 12mo.
PoLO (MARco) (travels of}, translated from Italian, by W. Marsden, London 1818, 4to. (see 'Marsden').
PoLO (MARco,) abridged, with notes by Hugh Murray, Edinburgh 1844,
12mo., 2 maps.
Pow (MA.Rco,) translation of, Marsden. Revised with selection of his notes
aud an index edited by '!'hos. Wright, F.S . .A., London 1854, 8vo.
The travels of Marco Polo are likewise to be found in Barria
and Pinkerton's collections of voyazes and travels, and in
Bohn's "standard library" series.
PoWER, (W. T. ), China, pamphlet. 8vo.
PRANDI, (F.) Memoirs of Father Ripa, during thirteen years' residence in
the court of Pekinll. Selected and translated from the Italian by
Fortunato Prandi. 18vo. pp. 158, London, 1844.-Reprinted in
New York. This pleasant autobiography is condensed from the Italian work called Father Ripa's History of the Chinese College at
Naples. See Chi. Rep. Vol. XVI, page 377. There are doubtless
many other memoirs of the Romish missionaries in China, but we
have not the means of increasing the list.
Punishments of China (the) illustrated by 22 cold. engravings with explanations in English and French, London 1801, Royal 4to. [published by Miller, and generally added to his series of costumes which
then make 8 vols.,] see Mason.

:n.
Rambles of the Emperor Cheng-te (translation), 2 vols. London, 1843.
RAVENSTE1s, Russians on the A.moor, London 1861.-Trubner & Co.
Remarks on British Relations and Intercourse with China. .By an .American merchant. London, 1834.
RENAUDOT, (E.) translation of accounts of India and China, by two Ma.
homedan travellers, who went to those parts in the 9th century. Translated by Eusebius RENAUDOT, 8vo., London, 1738. This was translated from the French edition published in 1718; there has been a
new translation from the Arabic lately issued in Paris, better than
either of them. See Chi. Rep. Vol. 1, p. 6, 42.
RENNIE, Peking and the Pekingese, London 1865, 2 vols. 8vo.-John
Murray.
RENNIE the British Arms in North China and Japan, 8vo.
Report ~£ proceedings on a voyage to China in the ship Lord Amherst,
London 1833 8vo.
Report of select committee of trade on China &c., London 1840 folio.*
Reports of Morrison Education Society, 8vo. *
Reports of Medical Missionary Societ:v:, 8-yo. * .
Review of the management of our affairs m China, and the Governmen
dispatches from 1836 to 1839. 8vo. pp. 217. London, 1840.
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(W. S. ), China, its past and future, 12mo.
.
RoBINSON (E. J.), Romanism in China.
Ross (DANIEL,) survey of the China seas, by . Capt. Daniel RoBB and
Capts. Maughan and Crawford, 1806 to 1822.
Royal Asiatic Society's transactions, London 1827-1835, 4to 3 vols.* (see
Asiatic.)
Royal Asia.tic S(lciety's journal.* (see Asiatic).

RHINO

s
SAOHAROl'F. Rise and Fall of the Chinese Population. (trans). A..
Shortrede & Co., Hongkong, 1863.
SoARTH (J. ), Twelve years in China by a British resident, Edinburih, 1860.
Constable & Co.
SOHENOHZER, History and general account of Japan. London, 1727.
ScHuTGER1 (Karl.) Expedition of the Austrian Frigate Novara. 2 vols.
SCOTT (Edmund), An exact discourse of the East Indians as well Chyneses
and Janans, London by W. W. for Walker Burne, 1606, 4to. A
copy of this ie in the British Museum with a long and quaint title page.
t SooTT (J. L.), Imprisonment at Ningpo, 12mo.
SEMED0 (F. Alvarez), History of the great and renowned monarchy of
China, London, 1655, small folio'.*
SETTLE, ELKANAH, Conquest of China by the Tartars, a tragedy, London,
1676, 4to.
Shanghae Recorder, newspaper, 1863-67.
SHUCK (Rev. J. L.), Portfolio Chinensis, or Chinese State Papers.
Translated by J. L. Shuck, 8vo. pp. 191, Macao, 1840. The eight
papers contained in this collection all refer directly or incidentally
to the opium trade. See Chi. Rep., Vol. IX, page 267. Most of
them are contained in the pages of the Repository.
SIBELLIUS (Caspar), Of the Conversion of 5,900 East Indians in the isle of
Formosa near China to the profession of the true faith of God in
Christ. Trans. from Latin by H. Jessie, London, 1650, 4to.
SIGMOND, M. D. , (G. G.) Tea; its effects, medicinal and moral. 18, mo.
pp. 144, London, 1839.
SINNETT (Mrs), China, Tartary and Tibet by Hue (tra.ns.)
Sm&, (H. C.) China and the Chinese. 2 vols. London, 1849.
SLADE (John), Narrative of late proceedings and events in China, Magao1
1839, 8vo. ;r. p. p., 250.
SLADE, (John) Notices on the British Trade to the Port of Canton, &c.
8vo. pp. 104, London, J820.
SMITH (Rev. G.), A Narrative of a visit to the Consular Cities of China,
&c , on behalf of the Church Missionary Society, in 1854, '45 and
'46. By George Smith, 8vo. pp. 532, London, 1847. Reprinted
in New York. A pleasant, readable book, conveying a fair view
of the lights and shadows of Chinese character and condition, and
leaving the impression that the people of this empire are worthy of
all the efforts which can be made for their improvement.
SMITH (Bish.op of Victoria), Ten weeks in Japan, London, 1861. Longman,.
SMITH (G.), A missionary visit to China.
SMITH, To China and back.
SMITH, Twelve years in China.
SoNNJCRAT (M. ), Voyage to the East Indies and China between the years
1744 and 1781. Trans. from the French, by Francis Magners, Calcutta., 1788-89, Royal 8vo. 3 vols.
SPALDING (J. W.), China, &c., 8vo.
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STAPLETON (A. G. ), Hostilities at Canton. .
STAUNTON, (Sir G. T.) Notes of proceedings and occurrences during the
British embassy to P ekin" in 1816. Ha1•ant Pre.5s printed by H.
Skelton, 1824, Svo. Privately printud for thti ,mthur'11 frit'ntls.
STAUNTO::-i (Sir G. T.), Authentic account of embassy from King of Great
Britain to China, Londam, 1797, 2 vols. 4to.
STAUNTON (Sir G. T.), Translation of Chinese ambassador's narrative of
the Chinese emba11sy to the Tourgouth Tartars in the years 1712-1314-15, London, 1821, 8vo.* This expedition stands alone in the
Chinese annals, as an embassy sent through a country under the dominion of Europeans. The envoy Tu-Ii-shin is the narrator of his
own mission, and he has done it in rather an entertaining manner.
STAUNTON (Sir G. T.), Ta Tsing Leu-le;
orthePenalCod1t
of China. Translated by Sir Geo. T. Staunton, bart., 4to. pp. 681.
London, 1810. A better rendering of this title would be "Statutes
and Ordinances of the Great Pure Dynasty." This valuable work
was trnnslated into French by M. Renourd de Sainte-Croix, &nd
published in two volumes 8vo. in 1811. See Chi. Rep., Vol. II, page
10. Few sinologues have excelled Sir George Staunton for accuracy
and scholarship, and when we remember that his studies were pursued with the help <tf only native works, his eminence is still more
remarkable.
STAUNTON, (Sir G. T.) Remarks on the British relations ,vith China &nd
the proposed plans for improving them, London, 1830, 8vo. pp. 43.
STAUNTON (Sir G. 'r. ), Miscell:meous notices of China, London, 1822, 8vo...
Part II., 1828.
Corrected speeches on the China trade, London, 1822, 8vo.
STRUY!> (John), Voyage and travels through Muscovia, Tartary, India, &c.
Trans. from the Dutch by John Morris0n, London, 1683 or 1G84, 4to.
plates. (Containing notices of a race of men with tails seen in Formosa.)
Supreme Court and Consular Gazette and Law Reporter for the provin9ial Courts of China. and Japan. Published at Shanghae, commenced 1867.
SwTNROE (R.), Note11 on the island of Formosa. pp 32. containing notes
on Ethnology of Form,isa, 16 plates. 1863.
SwmR011, (R). Narrative of Norih-Uhina Campaign of 1860, London,
1R61 demy 8vo., Smith Elder & Co.
Sw1NROE1....(R.) !lamrnals of Formosa. Prov. Govt. Soc. London, 1862.
J:Sirds of China. P. 2-8. L. 1863.
Ornithology of Amoy. IbiJ 1860.
Ornithology of F01·mosa. Ibis 1863.
Formosa.Reptiles. Annals and Magazine of Na.turn.I History 1863.
Birds of Hongkong, Macao and Canton. Ibis 18tn.
List of Formosa Plants. Private publica.tion.
Birds of Talien Bay, (N. China). Ibis 1861.
Ornithology of Foochow. Ibis 1861 o.nd 1862.
Ornithology betweon Takn a111l Pt>king, Il>is 18(H.
Voyage round Formosa with notes on Birds. Journal N.C.B.
A.8. Shanghae. vol. II., 1858.
Bir<ls and Beasts of Formosa. Journal N. B. C. A. S. Shanghae, 1865.
Various notes on tho Birds of China, ,Japan and Formosa. See
Proceedings of Geographical Socie1ty; Annal>! and Magazine of Natural History ; and Ibi, since 1863.
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TAYLOR (B.), China, India and Japan in 1853, 8vo.
The Claims of Japan and Malaysia; Voyages of the Morrison and HiJU.
maleh to those countries, under the direction of their owners. 2
Vols. 12mo. New York, 1839. These unpretending volumes contain the record of one of the most munificent and benevolent private
undertakings of modern times; but in themselves they are not a very
important contribution to our knowledge of those countries. See
Chi. Rep. Vol. VIII, page 359.
t The Last Year in China to the peace of N anking. By a. Field Officer,
London, 1813. Reprinted in Philadelphia, 8vo. pp. 58.
The ' Rupture with China, and its causes. In a letter to Lord Palmer•
ston. By a Resident in Cliina, London, 1840.
THELWELL (A. S.), Opium Trade iniquities.
THIRDWRLL, (Rev. C.) the Opium Trade, &c. London, 1839.
THOM, (R.) Lasting Resentment of Miss Wang Keaou-lwan. A Chinese
tale, translated by Sloth. Post 4to. pp. 66. Canton, 1839. 'l'hia
story is a tolerable specimen of Chinese talcs, and the notes and prefatory remarks of the translator render it more valuable than a mere
version would be. Seo Chi. Rep. Vol. VIII, page 54.
THOMPSO'i (J.), The war with China.
THoMPSON, Considerations respecting trade with China, London 1835, 8vo.
THOMS (P.P.), The affectionate pair or the History of Sung Kin; a Chinese tale, translated by P. P. Thoms, London 1820.
THOMS, (P. P.) Hwa Tsien, or Chinese Courtship.
In verse.
Translated by P. P. Thoms. 8vo. pp. 340, Macao, 1824. The story is
accompanied by the text, and though written in heptameters in the
original is a very prosaic composition. An appendix. of forty pages
contain11 many notices of the revenue of China.
THORNTON (T.), History of China to 1842, vol. 1, 8vo.
TnuNBERO, (t~. P.) Travels in Europe, Africa, and Asia, in 177()..1779.
4 Vols. 12mo. London, 1795. Tlmnberg's Travels were translated from Swedish into English, Fronch and German. They are
still good authority on matters relating to Japan. A :inemoir on the
coins which have been struck in Japan was published by him in
1779.
TILLEY, (H. A.) Japan, the Amoor, and the Pacific, London, 1861, 8vo.
T1MSK0WSK1's travels of the Russian mission through Mongolia. to
China and residence in Peki11g, London 1827, 8vo , 2 vols, iiTi Ping Tien Kwoh, by Lin-lee, 2 vols. Loud,:in, Day & Sons, 1866.
'l'rade, iu China, :Minutes of evidence on.
TRilN (G. F.), Letten1 from China, 8vo. p.
•.rrausactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, 3 Vols. 4-to. from 1823 to 1834.
London.
'l'ranaactions of bhe China bra11ch of the Asiatic Society, Hongkong 1847
1859, 7 vols.
'.l.'ravels of several missionaries of the Society of Jesus into diverse parts
of the .Archipelago, China, &c., Loudon 1714, 8vo.?
Treaties between the United States of .America and China, Japan, Lew.
chew, Siam, &c. &c., by authority, Hon:,:kong, 181i2.
TRoNS0N, Voyage to ,Tapan, Coast of China, kc., Demy 8vo.
TUR.'I.ER, (C:npt.) an Account of an Emba..~sy to the Court of the Teaboo
Lama in 1873. ito. pp. 173, London, 1806.
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Twelve Years in China, by a British Resident, Edinburgh, 1860.
TYLER (Captain_ R. E.), China questions, 8vo. p.
TYLER, Chinese money and life, 8vo. p.

'U
URMSTON, Sir J. B. Observations on the China Trade. 8vo. p.p. 149
London, George W oodfall, 1833.
URNIOK (W.), Lecture, on China. foolscap.
Useful knowledge, report of Society for diffusion of useful knowledge in
China, Canton 1837, 8vo.

'V
VAN BRAAM, embassy of Dutch E. I. Company to the Emperor of China ;
London 1798, 8vo. 2 vole. This together with De Guignes' work
gives a detailed account of the origin and execution of the
embassy planned by Yan Braam to do honor to Kienlung. That
of De Guignes is one of the best accounts yet written regarding the
Chinese, he having resided in China many years as consul of the
French government, and going to Peking in quality of interpreter to
the embassy; in these capacities he enjoyed unusual opportunities
for acquiring information. The annalist of the embassy furnishes a.
diary of events, from the time it left Canton till its return, in apeculiar strain of gratulation and parade.
Voyage to the East · Indies in 1747-48, with an account of China,
London, 1762, 8vo.
Voyage of BACKHOFF into China, and of Wagener through a great part
of the world, as also in China. These travels form part of Hackluyt's collection, London, 1744.

WARREN, (S.) The Opium Question; 2d ed. London, 1840.
WATTS, Translation of Du Halde's General Hi1tory of China, London,
1736.
WESTON, (Stephen), Chinese chronicle, by Abdalla of Beyza, London,
1820, (Pamphlet).
WESTON, (Stephen), Chinese poems, inscribed on Porcelain, with a
translation and · notes, London 1816, 8vo.
WESTON (Stephen), the conquest of the l'l'liaotzu, an Imperial poem, by
Kien-lung, ent. ".A choral song of harmony for the first part of
spring," from the Chinese, London 1810, Royal 8vo., p. 58, with 5.
plates
WHITE (John), history of a voyage in the China sea, Boston 1823, 8vo.
WHITTINGHAM, (Capt. B.) Note on the late expedition against the Russian Settlements in Western Siberia. Lond0n, 1856.
WILDM.AN (R.), the Chinese coalition, 8vo. p.
WILKINSON, (G.) Sketches of Chinese Customs and Manners in 1811-12,
with some account of the La.drones. 8vo. pp. 370, Bath, 1814. A
superficial performance, taken up chiefly with the writer's complaints
of his treatment on board ship.
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WILLIAMS (Mrs H. Dwight.) A year in China., New York, 1864.
WILLL\Ms' (S. W.) The Middle Kingdom; a. survey of the Geography,
Government, &c. of th8 Chines8 Empire, 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 690, 614.
New York, 1848 This work is accompanied by a map of the Chinese
Empire, arranged by the diviaions and names acknowledged by its
government.
WILLIAMS. (S. W.) Commercial Guide to Ohina. and Japan, 3rd. Edit.,
Hongkong, 1863.-A. Shortrede & Co.
WILLIAMSON, (G. R.) Memoir of Rev. David Abeel, D.D. 12mo. pp. 315.
New York, 1848.
WILSON (J.), medica.l notes on China., 8vo.
WINES, (E. C.) a. Peep at China, in Mr Dunn's Chinese Collection.
8vo. pp. 193, Philadelphia, 1839. Ten Thousand Things relating to
China and the Chinese, by W. B. Langdon, curator of the Collection.
8vo. Plates, London, 1842.
WINTERBOTRAM, (W.) An historical, geographical, and philosophical
View of the Chinese Empire. 8vo. pp. 434, Lonrlon, 1795. A poor
compilation made by one who had little knowledge of his subject;
it was probaoly a bookseller's speculaticim on the return of Ma.cartney's Embassy.
WISE (H.), an analysis of one hundred voyages to and from India, China, &c., performed by ships in the East India Company's service,
1761 to 1838, with remarks and appendix, by H. Wise, London
1839, 8vo.
Woon, (Lieut. John), Personal Narrative of a Journey to the source of
the river Oxus. 8vo. pp. 424. London, 1841. The source of this
river lies in the confines of China, and this work in likely to be the
best account of its position for a long time. See Chi. Rep. Vol.
XI, page 142.
.
Woon, (W.W.) Sketches of China. 12roo. pp. 250, Philadelphia, 1830.
Mr Wood published a paper in Canton for nearly two years, called
the Canton Courier. This work contains such notices of Cant,m and
its vicinity, the trade, and the native and foreign communities, as
were most easily gathered up, giving a tolerably good idea of life in
Canton as it was under the old regime.
'\YOOLSEY (Lieut. Col. J.), narrative of the war with China in 1860, by
Lieut. Col. G. J. Woolsey, London 1861, 8vo.

YEATES, (T.) Indian Church History, or an Account of the planting of
the Gospel in Syria, Mesopotamia, India, and China. 8vo. pp. 208,
London, 1818. This work is a brief compilation from Mosheim and
other less accessible authorities respecting these subjects. See Chi.
Rep. Vol. XVI, pp. 163, 203.
YouNo (W. C.), the English in China, (foolscap).
YVAN, a year in China, (foolscap).
~

Notes on works marked t These various works all relate to the war
of 1840 and following year, and are tb.e performance of officers
~nd o~her co~nected with the_ Expedition. Lord Jocelyn's work
1S noticed Chi. Rep.
Vol. X, page 510-Mr Mackenzie took
Lord ,Jocelyn's place as military secretary in reporting the progress
of the war in China, but bis narrative is not as readable. See Chi.
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Rep. Vol. XI, page 643.-Lieut. Bingham's two volumes go over the
same ground, and give one a better idea of the conduct of the war
than either of the proceeding. See Vol. XII, page 353.-Doct.
McPherson's Two Years contains numerous details respecting the
sickness of the troops, and a minute account of the attack on Canton.
-The last Year in China details many particulars of tbe occupation
of Ningpo and subsequent operations to Nanking, derived from
personal observation, but the position of the writer was not the most
favorable for a candid account.-Ochterlony's narrative is, on the
whole, the beat book to read now, since the novelty has passed away.
-Capt. Loch's work continues that of Bingham, and is equally well
written. See Vol. XIII, page 57.-The circum1ta.nces attending tbe
capture and execution of the crews of the Nerbudda and Ann in
Formosa, and the sufferings of those who were saved, form the materiel of Mr Gully's journal. See Vols. XII, pp. 113, 235, and Vol.
XIV, pagti 298.-Mr Scott was one of the crew of the Kite transport,
and recount& the incidents of his captivity at Ningpo in a pleasant
manner.
In addition to the Lettre& and the Annales, which treat exclusively of
Romish missions, the publications of the various societies in England
and America. which have established Protestant missions among the
Chinese, should be referred to for details respecting them. These
are The Missionary Magazine and Chronicle, the Church Missiona.ry
Record, the Missionary Register, and the Missiouary Herald ( Baptist)
of Engla.nd ; the Missionary Herald (Presbyterian), the Spirit of Missions, the Missiona.ry Chronicle, the Missionary Magazine, and the
Foreign Mis,ionary, published in the United States.
The writings of travellers to China from the earliest times are given in
Kerr's Collection of Voyages, 26 vols. and in Churchill, Hackluyt,
Purchas, aud Harris's compilations of voyi\ges in various parts of the
world. The account of discoveries in Central Asia in the Edinburgh
Cabinet Library by Murray is a well digested uarrative, and supplies
all that the general reader will desire. A reference to these collections will obv:i.a.te a recapitulation of the titles and editions of the
early voyagers.-Chi. Rep.
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